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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This Environmental Statement was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cannission, Office
of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

1. This action is administrative.

2. The proposed action is the issuance of a construction permit to the Power Authority of
the State of New York (PASNY) for the construction of the Greene County Nuclear Power
Plant (GCNPP), located in Greene County, New York (Docket No. STN 50-549).

The plant will employ a pressurized-water reactor to produce a warranteu jutput of
3600 MWt. A steam turbine generator will use this heat to provide ll91 MWe (net) of
electric power capacity. The exhaust steam will be cooled by a closed-cycle system
incorporating a natural-draf t cooling tower using makeup water fran the Hudson River.
Blowdown from the circulating water system will be discharged into the Hudson River.

3. Sunrary of environmental impact and adverse effects:

A total of 284 acres will be used for the GCNPP site. Construction-related activities
a.

on the primary site will disturb the major part of this area, including about 16 acres
of onsite water bodies. Approximately 373 acres of land will be required for the
offsite transmission line right-of-way to the Leeds substation. This constitutes a
minor local impact (Sect. 4.1).

b. The plant will require a maximum water makeup of 44 cfs, of which 26 cfs will be
consumed by drif t and evaporation losses. This amount represents about 1.25% of the
7-day low flow (ten-year recurrence) of 2660 cfs of the Hudson River. The thermal
alterctions and chemical effluents discharged will not significantly affect the
aquatic productivity of the Hudson River (Sect. 5.5.2.2).

Juvenile fishes, primarily blueback herring, will be impinged on the intake screensc.

during plant operation. These losses will be minimized by the design and location
of the intake structure and will not result in an unacceptable adverse impact.
Plankton entrained during operation of the GCNPP will suffer 100% mortality from the
combined effects of mechanical, thermal, and chemical shock. Under average flow
conditions, approximately 0.4% of the phytoplankton and zooplankton and less than
0.5% of the ichthyoplankton passing the plant will be entrained. More than 85% of
the fish eggs and larvae lost will be those of the alewife and blueback herring.
Ichthyoplankton losses of this magnitude will have a negligible impact on the fishpopulatians in the Hudson River.

d. Plant c >nstruction will involve some connunity impacts. The existing road system
is inadeluate to accommodate construction worker traf fic. Several alternative
solutions have been proposed, three of which are acceptable with mitigation.
Coristruction of the proposed plant will require 113 to 123 ha (280 to 303 acres)
currently owned by the Lehigh Portland Cement Company. This may result in the closing
of the present Lehigh facilities along with a subsequent annual tax loss of $212,000.
Some historic resources in the area may be adversely affected by impacts caused by
in-movers and ancillary population growth and development. The applicant's use of
the site, which will result in in-lieu-of-tax payments estimated at $10,400/ year,
prevents other uses of the site that might generate much larger tax payments. There
may be adverse impacts on the schools and police services that can be mitigated(Sect. 4.4).
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e. The proposed plant will have an unacceptable adverse impact on a National Historic
Landmark, Olana. Even if the most aesthetically desirable alternative is used, the
impact will still be very severe (Sect. 5.7).

f. The risk associated with accidental radiation exposure is very low (Sect. 7.1).

g. No significant environmental impacts are anticipated from normal operational
releases of radioactive materials. The estimated integrated dose to the population
of the United States from operation of the plant is 27 man-rems /jear, less than the
normal fluctuations in the 29,000,000 man-rems / year background dose this population
would receive (Sect. 5.4.1).

4. Principal alternatives considered were:

a. Purchase of power

b. Alternative energy systems

c Alternative sites

d. Alternative heat dissipation methods.

5. The following Federal, state, and local agencies were asked to comment on this
Environmental Statement:

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army. Corps of Engineers
Department of Commerce,

Depsrtment of Health, Education, and Welf are
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Energy Research and Department Administrations

Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
Federal Power Commission
New York State Atomic Energy Council
Office of the Governor, State of Connecticut
Office of the Governor, State of Massachusetts
Greene County Legislature
Ulster County Legislature
Dutchess County Legislature
Columbia County Legislature
Town Supervisor, Town of Catskill
Village Supervisor, Village of Catskill

The following organizations submitted cornents on the Draf t Environmental Statement, which was
published in March 1976:

Department of Agriculture
Department of the Army Corps of Engineers
Department of Comnerce
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Department of the Interior
Department of Transportation
Energy Research and Development Administration
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Energy Administration
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation:

Greene County Legislature

e iv
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Citizens to Preserve the Hudson Valley
Environmental Task Force of Ulster County
Geothermal Energy Institute
Hudson Valley Citizens' Watch on Nuclear Safety
Ulster County Environmental Management Council
Congressman Edward W. Pattison
fury Berner
Diane Robitelle
Anna E. Wasserbach
Power Authority of the State of New York

Copies of these comments are in Appendix A of this Final Environmental Statement. The
staff's consideration of the comments and its disposition of the issues involved are
reflected in part by revised text in the pertinent sections of this Final Environmental
Statement and in part by the responses in Sect, 11.

6. This Final Environmental Statement was made available to the public, to the Council on
Environmental Quality, and to other specified agencies in January 1979.

7. On the basis of the analysis and evaluation set forth in this Statement, after weighing
the environmental, economic, technical, and other benefits of GCNPP against environmental
and other costs, and af ter considering available alternatives, it is concluded that the
action called for under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and 10 CFR
Part 51 is the rejection of the application. If a decision is made that a construction
permit should be issued, it should be subject to the following conditions for the
protection of the environment:

a. The applicant shall take the necessary mitigating actions, including those summarized
in Sect. 4.5 of this Environmental Statement, during construction of the plant and
associated transmission lines to avoid unnecessary adverse environmental impacts from
construction activities.

b. Before engaging in a construction activity not evaluated by the staff, the
applicant will prepare and record an environmental evaluation of such activity.
When the evaluation indicates that such activity may result in a significant
adverse envircomental impact that was not evaluated or that is significantly greater
than that evaluated in this Environmental Statement, the applicant shall provide
a written evaluation of such activities and obtain prior approval of the Director,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, for the activities.

c. The applicant shall establish a control program that shall include written procedures
and instructions to control all construction activities as prescribed herein and
shall provide for periodic managenent audits to determine the adequacy of imple-
mentation of environmental conditions. The applicant shall maintain sufficient
records to furnish evidence of compliance with all the environmental conditions
herein,

d. If unexpected harmful effects or evidence of serious damage are detected during plant
construction, the applicant shall provide to the staff an acceptable analysis of the
problem and a plan of action to eliminate or significantly reduce the harmful effects
or damage.

* e. In addition to the preoperational monitoring programs described in Sect. 6.1 of the
Environmental Report, with Amendments, the staff recommendations included in Sect. 6.1
of this document shall be followed.

f. If either access road alternative 1BR or 2TR is chosen as the preferred access road
alternative, an origin-destination study, appropriate design work, and an ecological
assessment of the industrial bypass through Catskill shall be submitted to the
staff for review and approval prior to initiation of road construction.

v
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g. An alternative cooling system that minimizes the aesthetic impact on Olana shall be
substituted for the proposed natural-draf t cooling tower. The design of the chosen
alternative cooling system shall be submitted to the staff for review and approval
prior to conimncement of construction of the cooling system.

h. A plan for the monitoring and mitigation of community impacts, as described in
Sect. 4.4.4.5, shall be submitted to the staf f for review and approval prior to
contwncement of any construction activity.

8. Pursuant to Joint Hearings Protocol between the U. S. NRC and New York State Board on
Electric Generation Siting and the Environnv Section XII (Cooperation Among Agency
Staffs), the NRC staff has consulted closely t.h the staffs of the New York State
Public Service Coninission and the New York Departn.cnt of Envirornnental Conservation in
the preparation of this Final Environmental Statement.

.
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primary and alternative sites (spring - March-May) 0-6. . .
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0.4 Projected visible plumes from primary and alternative technologies at
primary and alternative sites (sunner - June-July) 0-7

0.5 Projected visible plumes from primary and alternative technologies at
primary and alternative sites (fall - September-November) 0-8

0.6 Greene County Station alternative site study circular mechanical d.. aft
cooling tower data 0-8
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FOREWORD

This Fnvironmental Sta vnent was prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coccission (NRC),
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (staff), in accordance with the Commission's regulation,
10 CFR Part 51, which implements the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act
of 19f,9 (NEPA).

The NEPA states, among other things, that it is the continuing responsibility of the Federal
Government to use all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations of
national policy, to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources
to the end that the Nation may:

Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of t- -nvironment for*

succeeding generations.

Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally*

pleasing surroundings.

Attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk*

to health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences.

Freserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage, and*

maintain, wherever possible, an envircnrent which supports diversity and variety of
individual choice.

Acnieve a balance between populatten and resource use which will pen'it high standards*

of living and a wide sharing of life's amenities.

Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling*

of depletable resources.

Further, with respect to major Federal actions sig. ificantly affecting the quality of the human
environment, Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPA calls for preparation of a detailed statement on:

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,

(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be
implemented,

(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,

(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the maintenance
and enhancement of long-term productivity. and

(v) any irreversibic and irretrievable commitments of resources that would be involved in the
proposed action should it be implemented.

Pursuant to 10 CFR Part 51, the NRC Ot, ce of Nuclear Reactor Regulation prepares a detailed
statement on the foregoing considerations with respect to each application for a cons uuction
permit or full-power operating license for a nuclear power reactor.

When application is made for a constructicn permit or a full-power license, the applicant
submits an environcental report to the NRC. In conducting the required NEPA review, the staff
meets with the applicant to discuss items of informatica in the environmental report, to seek
new infomation from the applicant that night be needed for an adequate assessment, and
generally to ensure that the staff has a thorough understanding of the proposed project. In

xxix



addition, the staff seeks information from other sources that will assist in the evaluation and
visits and inspects the project site and surrounding vicinity. Members of the staff may meet
with State and local officials who are charged with protecting State and local interests. On
the basis of all the foregoing, and other such activities or inquiries as are deemed useful
and appropriate, the staff mar.es an independent assessment of the considerations specified
in Section 102(2)(C) of the NEPA and 10 CFR Part 51.

This evaluation leads to the publication of a draf t environmental statement, prepared by the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulatio , which is then circulated to Federal, State, and local
governmental agencies for coment. A sumary notice is published in the rar. <y :ce
of the availability of the applicant's environmental report and the draf t environmental
statement. Interested persons are also invited t0 coment on the draf t statement.

Af ter receipt and consideration of coments on the draf t statement, the staf f prepares a final
environmental statement, which includes a discussion of questions and objections raised by
the coments and the disposition thereof; a final benefit-cost analysis, which considers and
balances the environmental effects of the facility and the alternatives available for reducing
or avoiding adverse environmental effects with the environmental, economic, technical, and
other benefits of the facility; and a conclusion as to whether - after the environmental,
economic, technical, and other benefits are weighed against environmental costs and after
available alternatives have been considered - the action called for, with respect to environ-
mental issues, is the i .suance or denial of the proposed permit or license, or its apprcpriate
conditioning to protect environmental values.

Single copies of this Statement may be obtained as indicated on the inside f ront cover.
Mr. Singh Bajwa is the NRC Environmental Project Manager for this project. Should there be
any questions regarding the content of this Stater:ent, Mr. Bajwa nay be contacted at
(301) 492-8441 or at the following address:

Director, Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comissic i
Washington, D.C. 20555
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROPOSED PROJECT

Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's
regulations in Title 10, Code of Federal Reg"lations, an application with an accompanying
Environmental Report was filed on July 25, 1975, by the Power Authority of the State of New York
(hereinaf ter referred to as the applicant) for a construction permit to build a pressurized-water
nuclear reactor designated as the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (Docket No. STN 50-549),
which is rated for an initial core power level of 3600 negawatts thermal (MWt), resulting in a
gross electrical output of aporoximately 1277 MW. Condenser cooling will be accomplished through
the use of a closed-loop natu. il-draf t cooling tower system. Makeup water for the cooling tower
will be obtained from the Hudson River, and the tower discharge (blowdown) will be returned to
the Hudson River. The proposed facility will be located on the applicant's 263-acre site in
Greene County, New York, about 20 miles north of Kingston, New York, on the west bank of the
Hudson River.

Integration of the power from the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant will be accomplished by two
single-circuited 345-kV transmission lines. This will require the construction of approximately
26 circuit miles (two 13-nile circuits) into existing electrical systems. A 345-kV switchyard
will be located on the Green Omnty site in proximity to the generating units and will consti-
tute the terminus of the 345-k / circuits over which the output of the plant will be delivered
to the load centers.

1.2 BACEGROUND

10 CFR Part 51 requires that the NRC analyze the applicant's Environmental Report and prepare a
detailed statement of environmental considerations. It is within this framework that this
Environmental Statement related to the construction of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant
has been prepared by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (staff) at the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

Major dncuments used in the preparation of this Statement were the applicant's Environmental
Report (ER), and supplements thereto, the applicant's Preliminary Safety Analysis Report (PSAR),
and the N rlinti:m to t% Wu Ycr; State io nu cr: Eletri ' mm t ics; itini x ! tk ! w irs -
ncn t .1 In this Environmental Statement the ER2 is cited extensively and the'PSARi is cited a
number of times; however, their full titles and documentation are given only in the list of
references for Sect. 1. Elsewhere in this Statement, references to these two documents will
appear as the abbreviations ER and PSAR, respectively, followed by the number (s) of specific
sections, pages, tables, figures, and appendixes.

Independent calculations and sources of information were also used as a basis for the assess-
ment of the environmental impact. In addition, some of the information was gained from visits
by the staff to the project site and surrounding areas. Although data from all these sources
were examined by the staf f in making its assessnents, only brief sunnaries of the most per-
tinent data are given in this Statement. To avoid repetition, the staff has provided

ferences to the sources of detailed information, much of which is found in the applicant'srs
Environmental Report.

As a part of its safety evaluation leading to the issuance of construction permits and operating
licenses, the NRC makes a detailed evaluation of the applicant's plans and facilities for
minimizing and controlling the release of radioactive materials under both normal conditions
and potential accident conditions, including the effects of natural phenomena on the facility.
Inasmuch as these aspects are considered fully in other documents, only the salient features
that bear directly on the anticipated environmental effects are repeated in this Environmental
Statement.
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Copies of this Environmental Statement and the applicant's Environmental Report are available
for public inspection at the Comission's Public Document Room,171~ H Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C., and in the Public Document Room at the Catskili Public Library, Catskill, New York.

1.3 STA'US OF REVIEWS AND APPROVALS

The applicant has provided a status listing of environmentally related permits, approvals, and
licenses required from Federal, State, regional, and local agencies in connection with the
proposed project (ER, Sect.12). The staf f has reviewed this listing and has consulted with
some of the appropriate agencies in an effort to identify any significant environmental issues
of concern to the reviewing agencies. As a result of this effort, no potential non-NRC licensing
problerrs have been identified.

The applicant has applied to the New York State Board on Electric Generation Siting and the
Environment for certification for the proposed facility. Such certification has not been
issued, but is mandatory prior to the start of construction. The Board has the flexibility
to certify the proposed or alternative facility on the proposed or an alternative site or to
deny the certification.

REFERENCES FOR SECTION 1

1. Power Authority of the State of New York, Applic2tton to the Lv P A State Scard cn
Electric Cecruticn ritin i a>J the Envircrrent, haicar-Fuelel U>:it, Grcene ccunty ';ue: car
iouce ri n:t, Ar ticle VIII, Public Service Law (L. of 1972).

2. Power Authority of the State of New York, Enviromental lic; cr!, Gri enc Caw t , 'icican Pouer
T:v t, Docket No. STN 50-549, Sept. 15, 1975.

3. Power Authority of the State of New York, Prcliminary C.2fet Analysie Eq crt, Gr<cne tvunty
h ! car rever ria.:c, Docket No. SIN 50-549, Jan. 26, 1976.
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2. SITE DESCRIPTION

2.1 LOCATION

The 284-acre site for the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (GCNPP) is located in the
town of Catskill in Greene County, New York, and is situated on the west bank of the Hudson
River, about 1.25 miles north of the hamlet of Cementon, 40 miles south of Albany, and 98 miles
north of New York City. The geographical coordinates at the center of the containment
structure are latitude 42 09'00"N and longitude 73*54'41"W. The location of the site with
respect to principal transportation facilities and nearby corrunities is shown in Figs. 2.1 and
2.2. The proposed property line and site boundary line are bordered by the Hudson River on
the east, the Conrail tracks and U.S. Route 9W on the west, the Lehigh Portland Cerent Company
and Duck Cove on the north, and the Alpha Portland Cement Company on the south (Fig. 2.3).
As shown in Fig. 2.3, the restricted area boundary coincides with the exclusion area boundary
on land.

2.2 COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS, LAND USE, AND WATER USE

2.2.1 Community characteristics

2.2.1.1 Demngraphy

The 1970 populations within 1, 2, 5, and 10 miles of the propo:ad site were 14, 1378, 7525, and
45,785, respectively; within a 50-mile radius, the 1970 population was 1,383,978 The distri-
bution of population at various distances and directions from the proposed site up to 50 miles
is shown in Fig. 2.4.

The applicant has made population projections in 10-year increments up to the year 2020 and for
the years 1983 and 2013, the beginning and ending years of the anticipated life of the plant
(ER, Figs. 2.2-12 through 2.2-19). The staff has examined these projections, finds them
reasonable, and has sumari2ed them in Table 2.1. The methodology used by the applicant in
making the population estimates and projections is described in the Environmental Report
(ER, p. 2.2-2).

Table 2.1.1970 and proiected cumulative posslations for various destances
from the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant

1970 1980 1983' 1990 2000 2010 2013 20208

0-5 7,525 8.573 9.032 10,097 11.821 13.963 14.663 16.432
0-10 45,785 51,989 55.507 62.715 74.381 88.306 93.255 105.9240-20 147,249 170.338 182,363 209.411 251.124 301.746 319.299 364,365
0- 30 288.025 334,155 358,498 414.294 495 758 596,716 632,624 720.795
0-40 776.892 836.579 889.169 1.010.188 1.179.650 1,397,067 1.470,155 1.654,246
0-50 1,383.978 1.564.683 1.660.685 1.883,666 2.197,257 2.608.130 2,743.584 3.089,278

' Anticipated starting year of plant oseration.
*End of anticipated life of the plant.
Source: E R, hgs. 2 212 through 2.2-19.
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Seventeen towns (similar to townships) and one city are located within the 10-mile radius. The
city, Hudson (1970 population 8940), is located about 9.5 miles to the northeast. Within the
50-mile radius there are 12 cities and towns with populations of more than 25,000 (ER,
Tele m.2-2), Kingston being the nearest,13 miles to the south-southwest, and having a popula-

of 25,544. Almost 70t of the population within 50 miles of the site is clustered on ora
e

..dr the Hudson River ir. the N, NNE, S, and SSW polar sectors (Fig. 2.4).

WILi.i. a 5-mile radius about the site there are no public correctional, rehabilitational, or
health institutes; however, this area contains five public schools, the nearest located
1.4 miles to tne Southeast and having a 1975 enrollment of 901. The other four schools are
all 4.8 miles from the site and have a total enrollment of abcJt 3200. Eleven public and
private recreational facilities are within 5 miles of the site (ER, Table 2.2-8 and Fig. 2.2-21).

The area within 10 miles of the site contains 23 educational, 4 correctional, 9 health, and
more than 50 public and private recreational facilities. Major recreational or historical
facilities attracting a significant transient population are the Catskill Game Farm, 8 miles
NW of the site; Olana National Historic Site, 6.4 miles NE of the site; Catskill State Forest,
6 miles NW of the site; and Clermont State Park, 4 miles S of the site. Further infonnation
on these facilities, within both the 5- and 10-mile areas, is given in the Environmental
Report (ER Tables 2.2-3 through 2.2-8 and Figs. 2.2-20 and 2.2-21).

Three cerent plants located 0.6, 0 3, and 1.2 miles from the site and a bituminous asphalt
plant 4.6 miles from the site are the industries within the 5-mile radius. Between 5 and
10 miles, only those industries with more than 50 employees are given (ER, p. 2.2-5,
Table 2.2-9, and Fig. 2_2-22).

2.2.1.2 Commur Wy and economic profiles

Greene County

b 1976, Greene County's population was 38,700, an increase of 15.8; since 1970. In the
same year, New York State had 18,084,000 residents.1 Green County is projected to have 45,000
people in 1980 and 53,000 in 1990 (Table 2.2). As of 1970, the average Greene County resident
had completed 11.9 years of school, slightly less than the state median of 12.1 years; 15.1%
of all residents were aged 65 or over compared with the state figure of 10.8%,2 indicating
that the area is attractive to retirees.

Table 2.2. Population in Green. Columtwa, and USter countees, 1970-1990

1970 1976 1980 1990

Greene County 33.100 38.700 45.000 53.000
Columbea County 51.500 55.300 64.000 77.000
Ulster County 141.200 156,200 170.000 200,000

N.Y. State 18.241.000 18.084.000 18.350.000 18.977.000

Sourcer
1. U S. Bureau of the Census.1970 figures.
2. N Y. State Department of Labor,1976 figures.
3. New York State Fronomic Development Board, Demographic Profections

for N Y. Countes. December 1975 (1980 and 1990 figures).

In October 1978, 16,708 people were employed in C.'eene County and the unemployment rate was
9.1%, slightly above the state-wide average of 7.9I Sut down significantly from the previous
three years (Table 2.3). Pecreation and tourism in the Catskill Mountains is a major seasonal
industry for Greene County, but it is characterized by s a sonal unemployment and low wages.3
In 1976, average per capita income in Greene County was $5442, whereas the New York State
average was $6997 (Table 2.3).
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Table 2.3. E mployment, unemployment este, and per capita income
for Greene. Colv ..bia, and Ulster counties

Total employment. UnempWyment eate* Per wta mome.
Oct 19788 1975 1976 1977 Oct 1973 197 @

Geene County 16.708 12.1 '% 12 7% 11 6 % 91% $5442
r wmtna County 22 847 85% 9 2'% 87% 6.2% s5583

ster Count, 59.470 10 9 % 12 3% 10 2% 74% $5934

h Y. State 7.314.000 95% 10 3% 91% 79% $6997

" Data from New York State Department of Lat of.
6 Data from U S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analvos

Housing for low- and middle-low-income families is a problem in Greene County. In 1970, there
were 15,317 housing units; 5% of these units were mobile homes and this figure is rising. In
Greene County, 62% of the houses were constructed in 1939 or before; the state average is 55L
Four Greene County communities have over 75% pre-1940 structures; they are the villages of
Catskill, Athens, and Coxsackie and the town of Prattsville.

Almost three-fourths of Greene County's homes are occupied by the owners, and the remainder
are rented, either year-round or seasonally. Six percent of all housing is substandard,
meaning it lacks one or more plumbing facilities. The communities of New Baltimore and
Lexington have the highest rate of substandard housing.2

Because .nuch of Greene County is underlain by clay soils, the use of septic tanks for sanitary
waste disposal has been limited. At the same time, many area resort communities have old and
outdated sewer and water facilities, resulting in severe shortages during periods of intense
use during the tourist season. As of now, few of these problems have been rectified
(Response to GCNPP Interrogatory 77-12).

Greene Count {'s land area of 654.6 sq miles is 79% forest and brushlands; 9: is in active
agriculture. Roughly 18% of all land is publicly owned.5 Farm sales hav( diminished as
agriculture has declined in importance.

Ulster County

Ulster County's population was 156,200 in 1976, an increase of 10.6% since 1970. It is the
largest and most industrialized county in the impact area and will have 170,000 people in
1980 and 200,000 in 1990 (Table 2.2). As of 1970, the median years of school completed were
12.1, and the median age was 29; 12% of the population was over 65.2

In October 1978, there were 59,470 people employed in Ulster County; the unemployment rate
of 7.4% was down considerably from the three previous years (Table 2.3). The manufacturing
sector here is large and diverse, and a local branch of the State University of New York is
also a large source of jobs. As in Greene County, tourism is an important part of Ulster
County's economy. As Table 2.3 shows, the average per capita income in 1976 was $5934, higher
than in neighboring Greene and Columbia counties but still below the State average.

In 1970, there were 55,739 housing units in Ulster County, 3.9% of which were mobile homes.
About three-fif ths of the units are occupied by their owners, and the remainder are rented
or vacant.

Ulster County covers 1155.89 sq miles. Nearly 80% is forest and brushlands; 7% is in active
agriculture use. Agriculture has sustained itself even though there has been a decrease in
the number of farms and the amount of land used for faming.
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Ulster County has the same water and sewage problems confronting Greene County: outdated water
and sewer systems and clay soils that limit the use of septic tanks. There are plans to
improve these systems, but no substantial action has yet been taken (Response to GCNPP
Interrogatory 77-12).

Columbia County

Columbia County had a population of 55,300 in 1976, an increase of 7.4% over 1970. It is
projected that the population will be 64,000 ia 1980 and 77,000 in 1990 (Table 2.2). As of
1970, the median number of school 3 ears completed was 12.2 Tnere was a total work force of
22,847 in October 1978, at which time the unemployment rate was 6.2%. The average per
capita income in 1976 was $5583, slightly higher than that of Greene County.

Of Columbia County's 654 sq miles, 81.7% is woodlands and agricultural land. Although
agriculture is very importint to the local economy, there is noticeable pressure on local
landowners ta industrialize their farmland.6

6There are only a few towns served by municipal water and sewage systems in Columbia County
and, like Greene and Ulster counties, no action has been taken to increase their capacity
(Response to GCNPP Interrogatory 77-12).

2.2.1.3 Community pr_econstructir n activity

Community activity related to the proposed GCNPP during the preconstruction period has been
substantial in three areas: loca: government expenses, greatly increased historic preservaticn
ef forts (Sect. 2.3.1) and polarization of local opinion following majcr expression of anti-
nuclear concerns and opposition to s; ting of this particular plant.

Most local governments in Greene County have taken some action opposing the GCNPP. Records of
the Greene County Legislature show resoiutions favoring a moratorium on power plants ' June 20,
1973), opposing the PASNY power plant (A P. 17,1974), authorizing the hiring of out.:Je experts
to assist in preparing testimony (Feb. 3, G7R cpposing the applicant's road assessment of
alternative IB (Oct. 19,1977), and others (see Appendix J). A power plant comittee was estab-
' tshed by the legislature in 1973 to investigate, assess, and act on the proposed siting of
the GCNPP. This comittee was reconstituted in September 1975 to represent the affected towns
and villages, the legislature, and the general public. More than $85,000 in local funds has
been appropriated to finance the assessment of impacts and presentation of testimony in the
joint licensing action. Seven local jurisdictions are financing this effort: the towns of
Athens and Catskill, the villages of Athens and Catskill, Greene County, and the school dis-
tricts of Catskill and Athens-Coxsackie.7 In addition, the local jurisdictions have sought
and received two allocations totaling $40,000 from the municipal fund of the State of New York
Public Service Comission to secure expert witnesses for the hearings (PSC Rulings an Alloca-
tion of Municipal Fund, Apr. 20, 1977, and Apr. 4, 1978). Other federal funds for assessment
(Coastal Zone Energy Impact funds) and planning purposes
used in relation to the GCNPP licensing action ($39,000).{CETA funded) have been comitted orThus, a minimum of $164.800 has
already been spent by local governments (to September 1978), of which half was raised locally.

A new staff position has been added in the Greene County Planning Department to manage all
matters relative to GCNPP. l.a holder of this position has developed outside funding for
impact studies (PSC Municipa' fe . Coastal Zone Energy Impact study, etc.), coordinated the
county's case for the hearirgs, , 2d served as liaison with outside consultants, lawyers,
and the legislature's Power Plir. Comittee.

Local opinion relative to the desirability of the GCNPP in the impact area has been surveyed
by the staf f as part of the aesthetic analysis (Sect. 5.7 and Appendix M). The staff sur y
found that 80% of those surveyed were opposed to the nuclear plant, and 60% were opposed aa
coal plant. Numerous expressions of opinion exist in letters to the newspapers, as well ;
local referenda that have asked the question, "Do you favor the construction of a nuclear
generating plant at Cementon by the Power Authority of the State of New York?"
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Most such public expressions oppose the building and/or operation of any nuclear plant. The
result of a typical referendum, in the village of Saugerties on March 21, 1978, was a vote of
408 to 123 against plant construction (see Appendix J).

Besides the omnipresent safety issues, local concerns have been identified as lack of tax
benefits, impacts on land use, impacts on existing industries, especially tourism and the cement
companies, and the inequity of being an unwilling host to projects whose benefits are largely
expo rted. These concerns are reflected repeatedly in resolutions of the Greene Councy Legis-
lature (see numbers 158-73, 146-74, 308-74, 116-74, 29-75, 67-76, 151-76, 309-77, amo g others,
listed in Appendix J) over the period of 1973-1978. From one of these resolutions, wh'ch
favored the Prattsville Pumped Storage Power Project (No.151-76), it is apparent that upport
was contingent on the absence of tax loss and the possibility of some local benefit from the
project. Concern was also expressed over the impacts of transmission lines and the effects on
historical properties. More specific concerns are shown in resolutions 309-77, which opposed
road alternative IB because of its impacts on the " treasured Austin Glen" and on the viability
of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, and in resolution 216-78, which opposed the placement of
transmission lines through the town of Catskill because of their impacts on two historical homes.
Concern over the resort and tourist industry has been expressed in resolution 308-74, which
opposes the use of any Greene County-related name for the proposed power plant, such as " Rip
Van Winkle," "Greene County," or " Catskill Mountains" (see Appendix J for full text).

The detailed comments of the Greene County Legislature's Power Plant Committee on the DES for
the GCNPP, in April 1976, include almost all the above concerns, as well as others. Specific
questions stress socioeconomic impacts such as impacts on public and private services during
construction and phase down, lack of benefits, amelioration plans to counter negative impacts,
possible ancillary projects to provide benefits, net cost and benefit to the communities,
possible interference with cement company operations which provide taxes, and reducing or
eliminating the visual impact of cooling towers upon Olana (see full text. in Appendix J).

Local opinion favoring or supporting the proposed plant is not evident in any of the published
records of the legislature. Construction workers and unions from the Albany area spoke in
favor of the plant at the public hearing in Catskill in January 1976.9 A few businessmen,
realtors, and others have expressed support of the plant to the staff, but they are in the
minority. That the siting issue has become an issue in local politics and elections is evidenced
in notes of the Power Plant Committee 10 and in the 1975 town of Catskill Supervisor's election,
in which the encumbent was defeated in part because of a favorable attitude toward the GCNPP.ll
The politicization of the issue has impeded full-scale assessment of impacts on the communities,
in the opinion of the staff, since discussion of alternatives has been viewed by some as agree-
ment with the proposed action. However, the staff considers that the contacts tnat it developed
have enabled it to reach reasoned conclusions regarding local impact.

2.2.1.4 Lehigh Portland Cement Company site and cperations

The Lehigh Portland Cement Company (owned by Portland-Zementwerke Heidelberg of West Germany),
whose land would be preempted by GCNPP, obtained its Cementon facilities in 1925. The
company was completely rehabilitated in 1939 and 1940. From 1942 to 1954, several additions
were made, and, in 1955, the company was completely rebuilt and its capacity increased. In
1960, all equipment remaining from the 1940 rehabilitation was replaced. Since 1960, various
major additions have been made; however, no everall expansion or rehabilitation has been
undertaken. Lehigh employed 168 persons in its manufacturing and trucking activities in 1976.

The Lehigh Portland Cement Company owns about 1520 acres of land in Greene and Ulster counties.
The Lehigh quarry is located west of U.S. Rt. 9W on about 1065 acres of the 1520-acre total.
Lehigh's main production facilities are located east of and adjacent to Rt. 9W encompassing
about 70 of the 455 acres owned by Lehigh east of Rt. 9W. The Lehigh docking facilities and
pumphouse are also located east of Rt. 9W.

The Lehigh Portland Cement Company produces about 375,000 tons of cement per year, or 75% of
plant capacity. Lehigh projects a production rate increase to 93% during 1980-1981. The
production facilities are operated 24 hr per day, saven days per week. The production
facilities run on three 8-br shifts, and the quarry operates on two 8-br shifts.

i

$
s_
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The Lehigh Portland Cement Company ships its product by truck, rail, and barge. About 50;
of Lehigh's production is shipped by barge to a distribution teminal at Providence, Rhode
Island. Lehigh receives fuel oils, industrial repair parts, coal, and raw materials such
as shale and gypsum by truck and rail.

2.2.2 Land use

The area within the proposed site boundaries is rural and industrial in nature, consisting
primarily of woodlands, industrial, water resources, and residential land-use categories.
Based on LUNR (land-use and natural resources) classifications, 45% of the onsite land is used
for industry, classified mainly as heavy manufacturing, and is associated with the operations
of three cement companies, two directly adjacent to the proposed site and one located 1 mile
directly north of the proposed site (Table 2.4). Water resources, including artificial ponds,
wooded wetland 3, marshes, shrubs, wetlands, and bogs, constitute about 15% of the land area,
whereas woodlands occupy about 39% of the onsite area. There are no agricultural activities
within the site boundaries.

Table 2.4. Summary of Iand t.:e ithm 6 males of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant

Based on LUNR* clasubcation
~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _

Generel category Acreage Percent
- - . . _. -- . . - - _ - -

Active agrmulture 8.490 56 16 9
inat tive agrwulture 3.466 56 69
Woodlands 24.939 14 49 6
Water resourcts 8.239 36 16 5
Rewlential 1,808 64 36
Commercial 251 20 o5
industrial 163 65 15
Estra (trve arxtustry 974 65 19
Pubhc and Semip,bnc 301 44 o6
Outdoor rer reation 753 60 15
Traniportation 251.20 05

Totals 50.239 9 100 o

Summary of land use mthm the sit * boundaries

General category LUN R* catetpry Acreaye Pert en t
- - . - - . - - - . - -. _ _ . . -- . . _ - - .

Woodlaruis F orest brushland 46 7 17.7
Forest laeuls 57.1 21.7

trulustrial areas Heavy manufacturmg 119 3 454

Water resources Artificial porvis 19 0. 7

Wo(uted wetlar=1s 21 6 82
Marshes, shrub wetlanut. armi bogs 16.4 6. 2

.- ._ _

"L arul use and natural resources

Source: E R. Tables 2 211 arw12.212.

The area within 5 miles of the proposed plant, including portions of Greene, Ulster, Columbia,
and Dutchess counties, is mainly rural and agricultural in nature. The predominant land uses,
listed in Table 2.4, are forest land (49.6%), agricultural land (23.8%), and water resources
(16.5%), with the remainder utilized as residential-industrial-commercial, public, and
semipublic lands. Agricultural land encompasses 46 farTns; dairy cows and fruit crops constitute
the major products. in February 1975, about 1100 dairy cows were located within 5 miles of the
proposed plant. The only beef herd within the area consisted of 10 cattle located 2.4 miles
SW of the plant. Applies are the dominant crop; the production of grapes, corni potatoes, beans,
and other vegetables uses about 10% of the cropland acreage.

_ . _
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As a result of low-density population within the four-county area, the per eotage of residential
land use is only 3.6% of the land within 5 miles of the plant and consists a inly of single-
family dwellings.

Industrial operations are concentrated about I mile from the site boundary and primarily involve
the quarry operations of three cement plants located near the site: the Aloha Portland Cement
Company, 0.6 mile S; the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, 0.8 mile NW; a' d the Marquette Cement
Company, 1.2 miles N. In addition, a major industry engaged in bituminous asphalt production
and gravel quarrying is located 4.6 miles N of the site.

Public and semipublic land use accounts for 0.6% of the 5-mile radius and includes four public
schools, one parochial school, and one church (ER Table 2.2-3). Twenty-three educational
facilities and 43 churches are located within a 10-mile radius (ER, Table 2.2-5). There are
no correctional or health facilities located within 5 miles of the plant. Six outdoor
recreational and sports facilities located within the 5-mile radius take up 1.5% of the land
area. The nearest facility is the 392-acre Clermont State Park located 4.0 miles S of the
plant. About 100 public and commercial recreational sites are within a 10-mile radius. These
include camping, resort, and motel facilities, as well as parks and marinas. About ten such
facilities will be ver3 close to either the primary or alt 2rnative transmission lire routes.
No preserves or wildlife sanctuaries are contained in the area.

Transportation facilities occupy 0.5% cf the 5-mile radius. These ir 'de four major highways
(Fig. 2.2), local and county roads, and two Conrail lines (ER, Sect .i. Fig. 2.2-2). No
public airports are located within the area.

2.2.3 Water use

2.2.3.1 Industrial, commercial, and municipal uses

The Hudson River is a major source of water supply in the vicinity of the site (ER,
Table 2.2-18). Within a 5-mile radius, the Marquette and Alpha and Lehigh portland cement
companies constitute the major water users, with a total maximum intake rate of about 3.6 Mgd;
maximum use upstream from these industries totals about 546 Mgd. The Niagra Mohawk Power
Corporation, located about 30 miles upstream, is the major user.

The maximum intake by users downstream from the site vicinity is about 3700 Mgd; 97% of this
is used by electric generating power stations for cooling purposes. The nearest major down-
stream user is the Central Hudson Gas and Electric Company (Danskamer Plant), located about
40 miles south of the site. Lansumptive use of Hudson River water totals 116 Mgd; the nearest
municipal intake is located about 16 niles downstream from the site in the village of
Rhinebeck.

Municipalities within the vicinity of the site obtain water from wells, quarries, and reser-
voirs. Cementon receives 75% of its water supply from wells at an estimated rate of 38,250 gpd;
about 13,000 gpd are withdrawn from a spring-fed quarry located 1.5 miies southwest of the
site. Catskill and Saugerties villages receive water from two reservoirs at maximum use rates
totaling 2.4 Mgd. The Germantown water supply is obtained from wells at a consumption rate of
151,470 gpd.

The Hudson River is a major waterway for commercial ship and barge traffic. In 1972, 3118
comercial barges and ships carried about 11.5 million tons of cargo past Athens, New York
(9 miles north of the site). Few comercial docks are situated near the site; the nearest
large docking facility is 14 miles south at Kingston, New York, and includes several oil,
sand, stone, and gravel docks. One dock located in Saugerties harbor, about 5 miles south
of the site, accomodates tug boats and dry cargo ships carrying sand, gravel, and crushed
rock. The privately owned docks of the Alpha and Lehigh Portland cement companies, located
at the site, handle barge shipments of cement, oil, and gypsum for their operations.

Currently, commercial fishing, except for Atlantic sturgeon moca than 4 ft long and goldfish,
is prohibited in the Hudson River from the Battery, New York City, upstream to the Troy Dam,
whereas all fishing is prohibited from Fort Edward downstream to the Troy Dam.12 Tributaries
of the Hudson River from their mouth upstream to the first falls or barrier impassable by
fish are also included. This order, issued on February 25, 1976, by the Commissioner of the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, was amended on May 13,1976, to
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include a ban on comercial fishing for American shad.13 The issuance of the order was based
on the high concentrations of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in fish, which endangered the
health and welfare of the people eating them.1

Prior to the prohibition of comercial fishing, American shad, striped bass, carp, and sunfish
were the major species of fish caught in 1973 in Columbia, Dutchess, and Ulster counties (ER,
Table 2.2-21). In 1974, American shad, striped bass, carp, and alewives were the most abundant
species in the commercial catch in Columbia, Dutchess, Ulster, and Putnam counties (ER,
Table 2.2-21A). No statistics are available for Greene County. Of the total commercial
fish catch from the New York portion of the Hudson River in 1974, about 60% was American shad;
37% of these shad were taken in Ulster and Dutchess counties alone. These statistics reflect
the commercial importance of American shad in that region of the river near the Cementon
site. For comparison, striped bass accounted for 11% of the total comercial catch from the
New York portion of tl.e river in 1974, and 16% of this catch was taken in the four-county
area. Equivalent statistics for other, more abundant species are: carp (11% of total, 25%
from area) and alewives (6%, 45%).

2.2.3.2 Irrigation

A limited amount of agricultural irrigation is done in Greene, Columbia, Ulster, and Dutchess
counties. Within a 10-mile radius of the proposed plant, one farm (40 Mres) draws water
from the Hudson River estuary for fruit-crop trrigation. Seven additional farms withdraw
water from other sources to irrigate about 180 acres; only one of these fanns is located within
5 miles of the site. No data are available on the rate of water use for irrigation, since the
practice of irrigation is irregular and uncomon.

2.2.3.3 Recreational use

The Hudson River is a major recreational boating area for Greene. Ulster, Columbia, and Dutchess
counties. Other surface waters within 5 miles of the sitt are used for swimming and fishing.
Several private marinas are located within the 5-mile radius, and ten additional marinas are
situated within 10 miles of the site.

2.3 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAE 0 LOGICAL SITES AND NATURAL LANDMARKS

On April 22, 1975, the applicant contacted the State Liaison Officer for Historic Preservation
(Commissioner, Parks and Recreation in the State of New York) concerning the possible impact
of the plant and transmission facilities on significant resources (historical, archaeological,
etc.) in the site vicinity. On April 23, 1975, the matter was referred to the appropriate
officials in the Bureau of Historic Preservttion, and available infonnation has been supplied
for their review (EC, p. 2.3-3). The applicant conducted a cultural resource assessment of
the site in 1977. The staff has collected considerable additiona; information about historical

resources within a 10-mile radius of the' site with the assistance of the New York State His-
toric Preservation Office. All this information is considered in the staff's review of histori-
cal and archaeological sites and natural lar.dmarks.

2.3.1 Historical sites

Because the mid-Hudson area was settled early in the course of the nation's history and has
been a center of extensive comercial, transportation, cultural, and recreational development
in the past two centuries, both the Cementon and Athens sites are near numerous historical
structures and sites. In the opinion of the New York State Historic Preservation Office staff,
this stretch of the Hudson contains some of the finest, as well as the densest concentration
of, historical landmarks in the entire state.15 A 1971 inventory of historical resources in
Greene County identified 248 structures of historical interest and noted that this effort had
"only begun to enumerate" places of interest.16 The Hudson River Valley Commission's prelimi-
nary estimate of historical resources lists 29 for the village of Catskill alone and at least
200 more within a 10-mile radius.17 Much of the towns of Catskill, Athens, Coxsackie, Hudson,
and Saugerties is considered eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places,
although the lengthy evaluation and nomination procedure has been undertaken for only a small
fraction of the potentially eligible sites.le
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The following 18 sites are listed or have been declared eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic PlacesM and are within 10 miles of the proposed plant site.

Distance and direction
from site

Name (miles)J County
_

Frederic E. Church House. Olana 6.4 NE Columbia

Clermont (Clermont State Park) 4.4 S Columbia
Livingston Manor

bChurch of St. John the Evangelist Columbia
Cornelius H. Evans House 9.6 NE Columbia
Parsonage - Germantownb 1.8 E Columbia
Front Street - Parade Hill - Lower Warren 9.4 NE Columbia

Street Historic District (Hudson)2
Stone Jug - Germantownb 3.7 SE Columbia
Dr. Oliver Bronson House and Stables 9.9 NE Col umbia
Henry W. Livingstone House (The Hill)3 8.0 ENE Columbia
Thomas Cole House 5.8 NNE Greene
Susquehanna Turnpike 5.6-10 NNE-NNW Greene
Hudson City Light Station (eligible)b 8.8 NE Greene
Saugerties Lighthouse (eligible)b 5.5 5 Ulster
Upper Dock Site (Saugerties) (eligible)b Ulster
Montgomery Place (Tivoli - also in 16-Mile Dutchess

District)b
Maizefield (Red Hook)b Dutchess
Rokeby (Barrytown - also in 16-Mile Dutchess

District)b
Elmendorph Inn (Red Hook)b Dutchess

_

"ER. Table 2.3-1 and Fig. 2.3-1.
bNew York State Historic Preservation Office.1978.
#Destroyed by fire. May 1972.

Additional sites currently under consideration for nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places include 13 others:

Distance and direction
from site

Name (miles) County

Clermont Village District Columbia
Van Hoesen House Columbia
Teviotdale 4.1 NE Dutchess
Oak Hill Dutchess
Esopus Meadow Ulster
Roundout Lighthouse Ulster
Athens Village Historic District and 11.5 NE Greene

Multiple Resources of Athens Village
Brick Row (Athens) Greene
Salisbury Manor (Leeds) 9.5 NE Greene

Newkirk Homestead (Leeds) 10.0 NE Greene
Catskill Foundry and Machine Works 2 4.4 N Greene
Clemont Estates District 2.4-6.4 SE Dutchess
16-Mile District 6.4-22.4 SE Dutchess

" Currently tabled and not under active consideration.
Source: New York State Historic Preservation Office.1978.
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Applications for all these properties have been surveyed, reviewed, and given first approval
by the New York State Historic Preservation Office, but most have yet to be submitted to the
National Register for final certification.

These and additional properties listed as historical in the applicant's Article VII transmission
line application to the New York State Public Service Comission (1978) are shown in Fig. 2.5;
the companion Table 2.5 is keyed to the figure. Most of the sites listed or proposed for the
National Historic Register are included; these are indicated in the table by an asterisk.
Since the lists of eligible historical sites uncovered to date are incomplete (see refs. 16,
17, and 20) and overlapping, an estimate of the total number of eligible sites within the
10-mile radius was made by reviewing available lists for repetitions and omissions. This
produced 250 eligible sites and a staf f estimate that the true number is probably two or three
times higher; only the most outstanding properties are included in preliminary listings and
none of the sources consulted claimed to La a complete inventory.

Three of the proposed historical sites awaiting certification are large, invo hing many struc-
tures and sizable acreage. The Athens Historic District, approved in September 1978, includes
about 350 structures on 22 blocks in the village of Athens, or roughly 40% of the entire
village. The Clermont or "4-Mile" District extends along the east bank of the Hudson, in
Dutchess County from the Columbia County line southward. The northernmost section of this
district is 2 miles away, opposite the Cementon site at the borders of Germantown. The district
comprises five extensive estates, including about 35 buildings. The 16-Mile District abuts the
4-Mile District in Dutchess County, extending along the eastern shore of the Hudson River south-
ward. About 6 miles of the 16-Mile District is within the 10-mile radius of the proposed plant.

Since 1974, historic-preservation ef forts under Federal and State law have increased substan-
tially along the Hudson River in the four river counties closest to the proposed site (Greene,
Columbia, Ulster, Dutchess). lacreased activity at all stages of the process (inquiry, col-
lection of validation infomation, stages I and Il reviews, nomination, and official designa-
tion by the National Register of Historic Places) has occurred as a result of greatly enhanced
citizen interest. Much of this activity can be traced to increased citizen concern about the
possible impacts of the proposed GCNPP and other proposed power plants in the mid-Hudson region,
in the opinion of the New York State Historic Preservation Office staff.18 Of the 31 sites
listed on or nominated for the National Historic Register,11 have been entered into the pro-
cess since 1974. Because the initiation of nomination procedures (1) depends largely on citizen
effort and (2) is both arduous and lengthy, a large increase in nominations is a significant
measure of citizen interest and concern.

The 1pplicant's cultural resource assessment of the GCNPP site lists eight historical sites
(foundations of three icehouses, a creamery, and other buildings), three standing structures
(a milk house, Alsen School, and Stankovich House), two district (abandoned mushroom plant at
Silver Point and the eight tenant houses on Alpha Boulevard), and a cemetery.21 Of these,
the State Historic Preservation Office has determined that four sites do not meet National
Register criteria: The Tenant House District, Stankovich House, Van Schaick Cemetery, and
the Alpha Foundation.22 A stage 11 investigation to provide additional information has been
requested for all other historical sites, especially the Mushroom Plant District and the Alser
School.22 Other potentially historical structures in the Cementon area near the GCNPP site
for which additional information has been requested in order to make eligibility deteminations
include Stone House (site 43) Hilltop House, Ergas House, C. Young Foundation, and Brick Farm-
house (site 37).23 (Site numbers given here are those found in the ap;)licant's report, ref. 21.)

2.3.2 Archaeological sites

Prehistoric occupation was " intense" in the Hudson Valley and numerous evidences of its use can
be found along its banks.2''

Five concentrations of prehistoric artifacts have been discovered on the proposed GCNPP site
through the applicant's cultural resources assessment. These include the Brick Farm site
(Alb-296) near the Hudson, Duck Cove site (Alb-287), Mushroom site (Alb-288), Quarry site
(Alb-290), and Hilltop site (Alb-289).21 The state Historic Preservation officer recomends
that a stage !! irvestigation be conducted at all five sites to determine the nature and

2quantity of artifacts 2 and eligibility for inclusion in the National Historic Register.

--
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Fig. 2.5. Historical and archaeological sites within a 10-mile radius of the Greene
County Nuclear Power Plant site. See Table 2.5 for identification of numbered sites (e.g.,
70 - Olana; .112 - 1767 Parsonage). Source: Power Authority of the State of New York, Appli-

cation to the Neo York hb:ic Service Comission for Certificate of Er.vircrrental Ccmatibili.'y
and oblic Need, June 1978 Exhibit 16, Plate 2-16.
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Table 2 5. Key to Fig. 2 5

S,te Site Site identificationSte utentification . NoNo
_ ____._ {_. _- - . _ - - - - . - - - . - - - -

Greene County i Columbia County

| Town of Sto< a portTown ot Athens i

1* Jan Van Loon House 47 Octagonal House
48 S,te of L ar uest Sing'e Span iron2* E ugene Van Loon House and Outbudding |

3* A'twrt Van Loon House Brutge in New York State

4* Northrup House 49 Macy House

5* Haight Ganticy Van toon Mansion 50 Stone Mai

6* Clark House $1 Rossmare (Ctuttenden) Mais and Manoon

7* Athens Opera Hnuse 52 Octagon House

B* Hudson City Lighthouse 53 Jan Meuk House

9* W;st Athens Hill Ste ( Archaeologic) { 54 E ngel Mal

10 Black Rock # chaeolog,c Sie 55 Abraham Staats House

11 Railroad Archaeologic Ste | 56' St John the E vangehst Church
'

12 Rip Van Winkle Archacalogic Site
: Tosn of Cisvera A

70sn o/ Catsk ott
| s,. y, 9,,a n_,,
'

13 Vedder Archaeologic Site 58 Dutch Ref ormed Church

14 Valage Gas Woek s 59 Early Metal Truss Bruige
'

15 Union Mals
16 Bogardus Donnelly Houw i To*n of Green /w f

'

17 Van Buren Marriage House 'Un(le Sam House g p
18 Van Vechten House

! 61 Turtle House
19 Thomas Cole Studi

62 Bunt House
20 Catskill Presbytenen Church ' 63 Van Deusen Houw' ''*9" ""

64 Bluss House
22 Cornehus DuBois House

65 Benedict Faemhouse
23' Thomas Cole House

66 House
24 Madison Hotel

67 Jorws Hou;e
25 Van Bergen House and Br,

68 Van Rensslarr House
26' Newkirk Homestead

69 Toll House
27 Veader Homestead

70* Olana (F redesic E. Church House)
28 Atwel Houw 7j. Dr. Ohver Bronson House and Stables
29 Rowena Memorial School

?? Clave at k Roth shelter Archaeologic Site
30 Bahoven
31 Johannes ScNineman House City of Huden
32 Mastin 15(huneman inn
33* Saksbury Manor 73 Jenkins House

34 Allen Homestead 74 Hudson Cove

35 Leeds Reformed Church 75 Cotton Gehton Store
36 Leeds Stone Bridge 76 Hogeboom Whart

3/* Susquebanna Turnpike 77 Titus Morgan Shipyard

38 Lotus Point Archaeolog:c Ste 78 The ParaCa (Pubhc Par k)

33 Van Orden /.rchaeokigic Site
.

79 Paddoi k House
80 House

Town of Co = sect ,e 81 Van Allen Wharf
82 Franblin Stuare

40 Pieter Brvck House 83 Laban Paddark Houw
41' Fhnt Mine Hal Archaeologic Site

84 mpsonville Houws
85 House date 18th Century)

Ulster County 86 Colher House
i 87 Libr ar y

I"*"# " '

88 Old Jail and City Hall

42 Schoentags Colonial Tavern 89 General Woeth Hotel

43* Saugerties L ighthouw 90* F ront Street - Parade Hill --
44 WynkoopSchoonmaker House Lower Warren Street Historic District
45 House of Cornehus Lamberts Bnnk 91* Cornehus H E vans House

46 DeWitt House 92 Firemen's Home and Muwum of Fuefighters

..
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Table 2.5 (contmued)

'
S.te identification Site identification

Columb a County (continued) | Town of Germantown

til S.meon Rockefeller House
112" 1767 Parsonaje

Town of Liv,ngston 113 Barmger Ptace
114 East Camp Hotel

93 Old Mine Road 115 Wewmont Church
116 Clarence lasher House94 Hudson River Ore & Iron Co. Ra,lroad Bed

95 Burden Dock 117 Lasher Ericson House

96 Iron Company Busmess 118 F ord Archaectogic $6te

97 Memonal Chapel
98* Teviotdate (Robert Fullerton House) I"*" 8# C##'* "'

(Walter Livingstone House) 119 Clermont Academy
99 Catlerdan House (Samuel Ten Broeck House) 120 Ten Broe< k Bome.e

(Henry Livmgstone Housel (D,etk Wesselse Ten Broeck House)
100 Bfue Store Hotel 121 St Luke's Parsonage
101 O!d Road Hauta 122 Brodhead House (Wagerhage' Housel
102 Rechmond Hill or Walter 1. Livingstone House 123 Continental Quartermaster -
103 Henry Welker House (Mil!,rs Housel Commissary Supply Depot
104 Welkers Mdl 124 Bannerman Arch
105 The Hermitage (Col. Peter Livingstoie House) 125 St. Luke's Church
106* Oak Hill (John Lmngstone House) 126 Ph lip D. Rockefeller Place
107 Brockholst (Livingstone House) 127' Old Stone Jug House
108' The Hill (Henry Livingstone House) 128 Hickory Hill
109 Henry W. Livm4 tone House 129' Clermont State park
110 Hermitage 130 Clermont County Road

_ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

* Listed m o proposed for the National Register of Histonc Places.
Source Power Authonty of the State of New York, Apphcaton to the State of New York Publoc Service Commission

for Certofocate of Environmental Compatibolity aiwi Puhhc New1. June 1978. E uhsb t 16. Table 2 24

The nearest archaeological resources listed in or nominated to the National Historic Register
are the West Athens Hill site, 7.6 miles NNE of the proposed plant, and the Flint Mine Hill
District, near Coxsackie. Other archaeolngical finds have been made within a 3-mile radius of
the site, at Catskill. Seven other archaeological sites of potential interest uncovered by
the applicant's studies in the Cementon area are likewise recomended for additional study.25

2.3.3 Natural landmarks

No natural landmarks listed in the National Recistry of Natural Landmarks c,27 are within
10 miles of the proposed GCNPP site.

2.3.4 Transmission line right-of-way interferences

The applicant's transmission line study area includes the land from the Hudson River west to
county Rt. 32 and from Saugerties north to the Athens /Coxsackie town line (ER, p. 2.3-4).
Although not specifically outlined, this area is included in Fig.10.9-1 of the applicant's
Environmental Report. This figure indicates the locations of historical, scenic, cultural,
and natural landmark sites that are near or within the study area, as do rigs. 2-1 and 2.2
of ref. 20.
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The preferred transmission line corridor in the study area crosses one regional historical
area and comes close to several others. One of these areas, the Susquehanna Turnpike (begin-
ning at Catskill and following the Mohican Trail), crosses the entire length of Green County
from east to west and was recently added to the National Register of Historic Places.M The
prescribed terminal points cannot be connected without traversing this area. Construction and
maintenance procedures will be implemented to minimize any impacts associated with this pro-
posed transmission facility (ER, p. 2.3-4). Two historic homesteads, which are close to the
proposed routing and imediately adjacent to the Leeds North Alternate - Salisbury Manor and
Newkirk Homestead - have recently received official approval from the New York State Historic
Preservation officer and will be nominated for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places (see listing in Sect. 2.3.1).

The Greene founty Legislature has recently registered its oppositon to the proposed placement
of the GCNPP transmission corridor because of its adverse effect on the " beautiful and his-
torical properties known as Salisbury Manor ana Newkirk Homestead" (see Resolution 216-78 in
Appendix J). A previous resolution of the legislature, regarding the Prattsville pump storage
facility, registered the county's opposition to "any siting of transmission lines through
Greene County . because of their detrimental imp v.t [on] the economy of an area which
relies so much on transient trade, [and] the environment and the scenic beauty of the area"
(see Resolution 151-76 in Appendix J).

The major concentrations of other historical, scenic, cultural, and natural landmark sites fall
within three general locations in the study area: the High Falls area, the Catskill-Leeds
area, and the village of Athens. These areas are less affected by the preferred corridor than
are the homes and the Susquehanna Turnpike mentioned above. High Falls is more than 3 miles
from any point on the corridor; the hamlet of Leeds is almost 1 mile east of the corridor, and
the village of Athens is over 1.5 miles east of the corridor.

Some other areas of interest, however, fall within 1 milm of the preferred corridor. From the
proposed site, proceeding northward along this preferred corridor, these are:

1. Van Luven Lake recreational area, about 1/2 mile east of the corridor.
2. The Livtrgston Mars" Audubon Sanctuary, about 1-1/2 miles east of the corridor.
3. The Kauterskill Clove area, just west of the corridor.

4. Dutch barns and famhouse, late 1700s, over 3/4 mile east of the corridor.
5. West Athens Hill Archaeological Site, about 1 mile south of the corridor. (This site is

also listed in the National Register of Historic Places.)

Additional information on historical, scenic, cultural, archaeological, and natural landmark
sites can be found in Sects. 2.3, 3.9, 4.2, and l').9 of the applicant's Environmental Report.

2. 4 GE0 LOGY

The site is geologically situated in the middle belt of the Hudson Valley section of the Vn/ ley
and Ridge Physiographic Province. This belt is represented by low-lying terrain of moderate
rclief which is underlain by moderately to highly deformed unmetamorphosed Ordovician shale and
graywacke. Topographic relief in the site area is as much as 100 ft. Elevation ranges from
0 ft MSL along the river to 100 ft MSL along the western edge of the site and 80 ft MSL in the
area of the turbine building.

Structurally and stratigraphically, the site lies within the Taconic sequence of the Hudson
River Valley, a series of Eocambrian through Ordovician allochthonous and autochthonous
unmetamorphosed sediments. The bedrock of the site area is the Austin Glen member of the
Normanskill Formation, which is autochthonous and middle Ordovician in age.

The containment and most of the other GCNPP structures will be founded on bedrock, with the
exception of several structures that will be founded either wholly or partially on compacted
structural fill or soil cement. Where structural fill is used, the existing soils at these
locations will be excavated to bedrock and will be replaced by compacted fill of select granular
material designed to preclude liquefaction and excessive settlement (ER, Sect. 2.4.1).

A detailed discussion of the geological features will be included in the staff's Safety Evalua- ;

tion Report _ i

!
,
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i
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2.5 HYDROLOGY

2.5.1 Surface water

2.5.1.1 Huds)n River

The major water resource in the site vicinity is the Hudson River estuary, which extends from
its opening to the ocean at the Battery, New York City, to the Federal Dam and Lock at Troy,
New York. Beyond the dam, the Hudson is no longer a major body of water.

The GCNPP site is located between Poughkeepsie and Troy on the west bank at river mile (RM) 103.
Near the site, the cross-sectional river area is about 57,000 f t , with a rean width of 3S00 f t.2

The maximum depth is 58 f t mean tide level (MIL), which occurs near the west bank; the river
bottom on the east side is generally shallower, with a slowly sloping bottom. The mean depth
at this reach is 15 f t MTL.

The Hudson River flow is driven by two major influences, inflow from the Troy Dam and tidal
forcing from the ocean at the Battery. Inflow has been measured at the Green Island gauging
station near the Troy Dam, and data are available for water years 1947 through 1971 from the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS).28,29 The mean daily flow for this period is 12,C00 cfs. The
maximum daily discharge on record is 141,000 cfs, which occurred on December 31, 1943; the
minimum daily discharge on record is 882 cfs, which occurred on September 2,1968. Monthly
maximum, minimum, and average daily river flows are given in Table 2.5-1 of the Environmental
Report. The ten-year minimum seven-consecutive-day low flow is 2600 cfs. Extremes in water
levels in t!.e vicinity of the site are +8.0 f t MSL (estimated by applicant) and -4.5 f t MSL.
The flow values given here are based on the data from the Green Island gauging station. These
values can be considered to be conservative estimates of the river flow at the site, where
slightly higher flows are expected due to tributaries.

Semidiurnal tides occur along the entire estuary. The maximum, minimum, and average tidal
ranges, as given by the applicant, are 5.1, 2.3, and 3.8 f t respectively. The mean peak tidal
flow is almost an order of magnitude larger than the mean daily inflow, whereas the peak flood
flow is of ten slightly greater but of shorter duration than the peak ebb flow.

The temperature of the Hudson River varies seasonally as well as diurnally. The warmest water
temperature, on the average, occurs in Atqust; the coldest water temperature occurs in February.
Diurnal temperature changes are maximum in the spring, with an average value of 1.3*F, and
minir.um in the winter, with an average value of 0.33 F. The USGS has monitored temperatures at
the Green Island gauging station from 1955 through 1971 and at Poughkeepsie from 1960 through1969. These data have been used to estimate maximum, minimum, and average m r thl 3 temperatures(Table 2.6). Temperatures of record for the observed periods are 83* and 329 at Green Island
and 79* and 33*F at Poughkeepsie.

Tatde 2.6. Monthly temperatures * of the Hudson River
__

_

Temperature
Month (F)

Mn Min Av

October 72.2 50 5 61.1
Novemter 60 6 37 9 48.5
Dmmber 47.1 32 6 37.4
January 36 2 32 6 33.7
F ebruar y 35 6 32 6 33 4
March 44.2 32 6 35 2
Apol 57.9 33 8 45 5
May 71.1 46 5 58 o
June 18 1 58 2 63 5
July 81 6 67.2 75 9
August 81 6 70 2 76 o
September 79.3 59 2 71.2

*Denved from linear interpolation between Green Island data and Poughkeepsie data
Values have been adiusted to reflect diumal fluctuation.

._

.
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2. 5.1. 2 Tributaries

The only tributaries in the site vicinity th3t significantly contribute to the Hudson River flow
are Catskill Creek, which enters the river from the west and is located 4.7 miles north of the
site, and Roelif f Jansen Kill (Livingston Creek), which enters the river from the east and is
located 3.5 miles north of the site. The total contribution to the mean flow from all tribu-
taries between the site and Green Island has been estimated by the applicant to be 2400 cfs.

2.5.2 Groundwater

Groundwater in the site vicinity comes from the Austin Gli rember of the Normanskill formation.
Generally, yields are small, with drilled wells producing om 3.5 to 15.0 gpm. Applicant-
sponsored groundwater studies in the site area show the groundwater motion to be toward the
Hudson River; recharging occurs through infiltration of rainfall. Contours of groundwater are
shown in Fig. 2.5-30 of the ER.

2.5.3 Wate.rj uality

2.5.3.1 Surface water

The applicant sponsored water quality studies fran May 1973 through May 1974 Sampling was
performed across the Hudson River at the seven stations shown in Fig. 2.6 as points P, Q, R,
5. T. V, and V. Parameters that were expected to vary with depth were sampled at three different
depths, whereas those expected to be uniform with depth were only sampled at middepth. These
parameters are given in Table 6.1.

Table 2.7 lists the results of these studies, along the water quality data obtained from the
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) for the years 1966 through 1972
at Catskill, which is about 4.7 miles north of the site. Class A water standards, as prescribed
by the DEC, are also listed in this table.

2.5.3.2 Groundwater

The applicant has carried out a groundwater sampling pronram. Samples from four area wells
(ER Fig. 6.i-4) were analyzed, and results based en three months of data are listed in Table
2.5-21 of the ER. Water obtained fran wells in the Normanskill Formation typically is hard.

2.6 MET EOROL OGY

2.6.1 Regional climatology

The Greene County site, in east central New York, lies in a region of continental-type climate
typified by cold winters ard wann summers.30 The temperature variation is reflected in the
extremes observed at Albany,30*ll which have been f ran 100" to -28'F. The average number of
days with temperatures above or equal to 90*F at Albany are 14, whereas the number of days less
than or equal to 32 F is 144. In the surrounding area, the higher elevations increase the
colder temperature occurrences and decrease the higher temperature occurrences. Mean tempera-
tures in the area range fra" the mid-20s to the low 70s at Albany, with lower values observed in
the surrounding higher elevations of the Catskill Mountains.

Annual precipitation amounts vary fran values in the 30- to 40-in. range throughout the region,
again reflecting elevation effects that enhance precipitation. Precipitation is distvibuted
throughout the year, reflecting the passage of low-pressure centers over the area, which bring
rain and snow in addition to thunderstorm activity, predominantly in summer. Annual average
snowfalls range fran near 60 in, at Albany to over 90 in. in the surrounding higher terrain.

Relative humidity values, being a function of season and time of day, have ranged from 1001
to less than 10t at Albany. More usual humidity values range from 50% to 801 throughout the
year. For does not occur frequently, an average of 24 days per year was observed at Albany.
Fog is heavier and more frequent in the fall, with visibility sometimes reduced to 0.25 mile
or less.
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Table 2 7. Summary of histor. cal and present water quality data and appi cable standards at the Cementon site

H ator 4 ai det a' P'esent dets*
New York 5tve DE C stamf at ds f er

(mg. i'ter ) Imq I,ter)p,,,,y,,,,
_. _ . -

Av 7.84 A. Man-
Uass A nate's

. _. _ __ -

Baham.ul ou v9en ocmand 23 54 22 88

4 tr ogen. ammonia 0 377 1 142 0 171 0 364 s2 0 my hter as emmoma at pH 8 or atitive

N te o<po. or pmt 0 39 1 30 0 36 '; 33

N.t'< 9. n. total K leidab" 0 77 0$3 1 15

Os v rn, a uolved 78 14 4 to 4 15 0 M.r mum da.6, average shou:d twd

/5 0 mg 1 ter. never < 4 0 rug hier

gpH y2 8 75 8 36 ft 41 ge shuud tie' 6 5 t .i 8 5

Phosphate. or thes as phmgAutous 0 013 0136

N temyn nittate 0 59 1 27 0 5<3 0 94

Phou.h.g ous, totai 0 12 0 32 0 106 0 2fM

Sohih. total daso:ved 88 227 150 460 *- 500 "N hier-

(Tempesatu e, wates t Cl 12 29 5 12 1 27 5)r

Alum.num 0 018 0 033

Be+ ythom 0 001 0 001

Bo.on 0 038 0 048
C ad m.u,, 0 001 0 005 < 0 3 me hter

Csoum 23 1 31 2 22 15 28 d2

Chema as vavirn demai"1 15 52 10 6 17 6

Chlor des 12 22 5 14 46 4750_

Ch,omium 0008 0 C26

(Couor m 100 mi. fet as 45 210) M soihiy med49 200100 ml. for
rn.n nwn of 5 wmp.es

IC Aform 100 ml. totat 1802 6000) Monthi, enea an < 500010 ms
% 20% of gampieb not to c'(ecd

20.000100 mi
(Co6ur, appser.t 30 100 3d 17'l
ICoh,s . tr oc 22 5 51

Copier 0 007 0 018 * O 2 mg i ter

Hednns. t .tal 14 99 "S 85 00

to n 0 25 1 54 0198 0 698

Leart 0005 0 016
L ith;oin 36 0 0039 0 0046
Magonum 51 63 3 62 5 17

Meth,l oewige skahnit y 76 47 91 66 0

Meu or y 0 0004 0 0001
M. .I , tu ien om 0004 0 011

Nit b et 0 00J 0010

N teorn rotr +te 0 016 0 083
01 and grease 12 16
(On y9en. drsolved 675 103 91 118)

(peneet to naturation)

Ph w i 0 001 0 002 s.O 005 mg hter

Phuu ate. condenwd as phosphor aus 0 006 0073m
Phuuihate, org.enec as t iosphiir ptas 0 051 0 210h

Pot assiu m 11 22 1424 1684
s hta 342 5 90

S. d u m 99 42 7 ?? 11 17

Soi ik. sunwnded 26 123 .'O O 472
Soinh. .uiahic 43 155 57 5 156 0
Sst,,ci 24 50 21 60 37 0
suie ses 0 06 0 18u

(Surfatants, M8 AS ( Ob 0 18 0 04 0 06)
(Tu.tudity. J TU 28 75 22 59)

Vanadium 0001 0 002
low 0 022 0011 (0 3 mg hter

. - -- _ . . . - _ - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - --. .- - - - - . - . --

*Hatoucal data repeewnts the averaps for all monthly oldervations taken near Catsk ell from 1964 througt; 1972 by the
United States Geologwal Su veyr

*Prewnt data summaraes all weekly and monthly obwevatioon from the present water quehty mon +toririg program taken
at station P (Fig 2 66 from May 1973 through May 1974

* Total Ar ldahl en ibe historical data is the sum of the manimum and orgaruc ruttogene

d M.nimum mam emum.

Source E R. Tatde 2 517.
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Winds in the region reflect the transient nature of storm systems affecting the area, although
some summer and winter seasonal flow patterns do prevail, as illustrated in Figs. 2.7 through
2.9. Prevailing sumner winds from the south reflect the influence of the dominating Eernuda
High over the East Coast of the United States, whereas prevailing winter northwesterly winds
reflect the Canadian high-pressure circulation. Wind speeds generally tend to be light,
although strong winds occasionally occur.

N ES-2504

NW NE

\
/Nw. E

/

SW SE

S

t, 10 20
i t 1

PERCENT TOTAL OBSERVATIONS

NOT E :

ALBANY WEATHER oATA
00SEPVATloNs 22078
C AL M ; 10.3 %

Fig. 2.7. Wind distribution rose (sumers,1955 to 1964). Source: ER, Fig. 2.6-4.

2.6.2 Local meteorology

The GCNPP site is about 45 miles south of Albany and is situated on the western shore of the
Hudson River. The proximity to the river will moderate extreme low temperatures at the site,
cause higher relative humidities, ar.d increase fog frequency, as compared with Albany. Wind
flow at the 33-f t level onsite compares well with Albany observations in general, although some
channelization due to the river valley is evident (Table 2.8). The lower calm frequency onsite
reflects the lower starting speed of the anemometer compared with the standard National Weather
Service instrumentation.

_

_.
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Fig. 2.8. Wind distribution rose (winters, 1955 to 1964). Source: ER, fig. 2.6-2.

During the one year of concurrent onsite and Albany observations, June 1973 through May 1974,
nean monthly temperatures were consistently higher at the GCNPP site, on the average 2.9 F. In
addition, during the first six months of 1974, precipitation at the GCNPP site averaged nearly
0.75 in. per month more than that at Albany.

2.6.3 _ Severe weather

The region around the site is subject to the infrequent occurrence of tornadoes, strong winds,
and freezing rain, as well as rain and wind related to the remnants of hurricanes and tropical
storms that may pass nearby. Thunderstorms, which average 28 per year at Albany, although
observed throughout the year, are predominantly spring and summer phenonena which can bring
heavy rain, strong winds, and hail for short periods and over relatively small areas.

Heavy snow is not an unusual event in the Albany area from November through April.30 The
maximum 24-hr snowfall averages nearly 13 in. , although a maximum of nearly 22 in. has been
observed. These amounts are in agreement with values determined by an extreme-value analysis 33
for snowfall anounts with varying return periods. Total monthly snowf all has ranged f rom a
minimum of 1.4 in. to the 57.5-in. maximum of December 1969.
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Fig. 2.9. Wind distribution rose (annual, 1955 to 1964). Source: ER, Fig. 2.6-6.

Air stagnation resulting in air pollution is greatest in the fall and least in the winter.32,33
From 1936 to 1965, two occurrences of stagnation lasting seven or sere days were identified.32

2.7 ECOLOGY

2.7.1 Terrestrial

2. 7.1.1 Physical characteristics

The site is located on Silver Point, an irregularly shaped bedrock ridge that extends into the
Hudson River. About 0.5 mile west of the site, the Helderberg Escarpment rises abruptly 100 to
200 ft above the general level of the Hudson River Valley (ER, Sect. 2.4.1). The elevation of
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Table 2.8. Comparison of wind detections at the sita and
at Albany N.Y., for coincident observation times.

June 1.1973-May 31.1974

Frequency of occurrence

(%)

##5 N '"
(at 3 evel) Alt 3any

N 10.7 9.1

NNE 10.9 4.1

NE 4.9 2.3
ENE *8 16.

E o.9 1.3

ESE o.8 o8
SE 1.0 1.9

SSE 4.3 5.6
S 16.0 25.1

SSW 11.7 2.4
SW 4o 1.2

WSW 25 2.3
W 2. 7 8.4
WNW 5.0 14 o
NW 5.4 7.2
NNW 7.3 2.2
Calm 1.1 10 5

Vanable 9.0
Observations 8t02' 2919"

* Observations every hour.
* Observations every 3 hr.

Source- E R. Table 2 6-17.

the site ranges from 0 ft MSL along the river to 100 MSL near the western edge and is 80 ft in
the area of the turbine building. The underlying strata is moderately to highly deformed
unmetamorphosed Ordovician shale and graywacke.

The soils at the Greene County site are basically of two types: one covering the eastern third
of the site and the other covering the remainder. In the eastern third, the primary soil type
is fine alluvium in the fom of brown silty sand, silty clay, clayey sand, and clayey silt.34
The thickness varies from 5 to 25 ft, generally increasing in thickness near the Hudson River
and in topographic lows. In the northwest section of this part of the site, there are extensive
zones of fill material, mostly cement waste overlying the natural soil or rock, with an average
thickness of 15 ft.

On the west part of the site, bedrock drops from near-surface level to greater than 80 ft below
the surface. For the most part, this region is filled with gray lacustrine clay,35 with high
natural water content and low permeability.

2.7.1.2 Producers

The site lies in the Glaciated Section of Braun's Oak-Chestnut Forest Region;36 Kuchler describes
the region as a transition zone between the Appalachian oak and northern hardwood forests.37 On
a local scale the 263-acre property boundary contains ten plant comunity types, in addition
to areas cur 'ently used for refuse dumping or residential and industrial purposes (Fig. 2.10).
Of the 263 t cres, 40% is dogwood shrub conmunities, 34.5% is forested, 9% is in open field and
shrub, 5% is stream borders and marshes, and 11% is primarily devoted to other uses. None of
the existing comunities is unique or without human influence.

The wooded comunities are of three types: cottonwood community (cottonwood, red ash, black
willow, and eight other tree species); oak-hickory community (hop hornbeam, red ash, red oak,
and eleven other species); and black willow comunity (black willow, trembling aspen, and two
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other species). These woodlands are probably second-growth forests since most of the land
along the Hudson River in Greene County was cultivated in the past and has subsequently been
abandoned as cropland (ER, p. 2.7-2).

The open fields and open field-shrub comunities are indicative of areas that have been famed
in the more recent past and have not yet developed to a more mature second-growth stage. The
dogwood shrub comunities are of three basic types, with the major tree species being red cedar,
apple, or red ash respectively. These areas are probably at an intemediate level of succession
between the open fields and the woodlands. The wetland comunities are of two types: tidal
marsh and stream border, with the most important species being black willow [importance value
(1.V. ),175.00] and silky dogwood (I.V. , 300.00).

2. 7.1. 3 Consumers

A number of mamal species which originally occurred in the Hudson River Valley have been
excluded from the area since it was settled. Of the approximately 50 species whose current
range includes the Hudson River Valley, 20 were observed during actual surveys (ER, Sect.
2.7.1.2.1). Table 2.7-18 of the ER lists the mamals that were observed on the site. Beccuse
of the proximity of the different habitat types, there is a great deal of overlap in the
mammals found in different plant communities, although some were found only in one or two
habitat types.

Of the 410 species of birds recorded for New York State, 134 species in 36 families were
observed at the Greene County site (ER, Table 2.7-22). Several areas near the proposed plant,
especially Duck Cove, Inbocht Bay, and the Great Vly (Fig. 2.10), are important resting and
feeding grounds for birds migrating along the Hudson River during the fall and spring. Of
those areas Duck Cove appeared to be the most favored area (ER, Sect. 2.7.1.2.3), with many
species of ducks recorded only in that area.

Seventeen species of reptiles and amphibians were observed at the Greene County site; the red-
backed salamander (Methaim einercus) was the most commonly recorded (ER Table 2.7-29).
Insect collections included a total of 151 families in 16 orders (ER, Table 2.7-30).

2. 7.1. 4 Rare and endangeri.d species

Rare or endangered organisms whose range includes Greene or Ulster counties are listed in Table
2. 9. Of the species listed, only the osprey was encountered during the applicant's terrestrial
survey (Fig. 8.3-9 of ref. 35 indicates the area near and on the plant site, mainly along the
riverfront, that is suitable habitat for the osprey). The only reported use the osprey makes
of the site is for a resting area during migration, there being no known nesting areas near the
site.

Of the plant species listed as endangered or threatened for New York,38 none was found on the
site during the terrestrial survey. Since most of these plants have very restricted niches,
it is unlikely that they would be found on the site even in a much more extensive survey.

2.7.1.5 Environmental stress

About 10% of the intensive study area contained vegetation showing signs of stress. Figure 2.11
indicates the areas in which stressed vegetation was found and the probable diagnosis in each
case. One of the major causes of the stressed vegetation is waste (cement dust and cement
sludge), from the nearby cement plants. Studies in other areas have shown that limestone dust
accumulation can change the composition of a forest comunity,39 and it is likely that the
vegetation cover on the Greene County site has been modified by discharges from t:e surrounding
industry. Other observed vegetational stresses are oak chlorosis, ash dieback, cedar-apple
rust, and Dutch elm disease (ER, Sect. 2.7.1.4.1).

No evidence of stressed vertebrate populations was observed on the Greene County site.
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Table 2.9. Endangered or threatened speces whose known ranges include Greene or Ulster counties

Species Status Lsted by* Corr *nents
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Reptiles

Rog turtle T hreatened USDI,1973

(Clemmys muh/enberg,/ Endangered NY,1972

Birds

Arctic Peregrine f alcon E ndanger ed USDI,1976 Spec es is teng released en Ulster
#(Falco peregrenus turxtrius) E ndanger ed N Y,19 72 County in a program for feestabbshment

Bald edg!e Endangered NY,1972
(Halsantus leucor ephalust E ndangered USDI,19 76
American osprey Undeter mined USDI,1973 Two indrviduals observed en site
(Parnfeon ha/iaetus E ndangered NY,19 72 vicinity, spreng 1974'

carolonensis)

Mammals

indiana bat Endangered USDI,1976 Closest r=por t in Altamont, N.Y.,
(Myores sodshs) Endangered N Y,19 72 vange probably encludes Greene County #
Eastein timter wont Endangered USDI,19 76 Probably entirC en southern part
(Canis lupus lycaon) E ndangered NY,1972 of its range
E astern cougar E ndanger ed USDI,1976 No recent records
(fc/,s coruolor cougar / Endangered NY,1972
F isher Undetermined USDI,1973 Increasing en recent years in
(Martes pennants / northern New York; plans for re

introduction in Greene County"

"USDI, 1973 - Red book, U S. Department of the interior, Fish and Wildhfe Service Of fice of Endangered
Spoes and Internation Activities. Threarened Wild /,fe of the United States, U S. Government Printing Office.
Washington, D C.,1973

USDI, 1976 = U S. Department of the Intenor, Fish and Wildhfe Service, " Endangered and Threatened
W>ldhfe and Plants," Fed. Regist. 411208L 47180 47198 (1976), Part IV,

NY,1972 = NY endangered species list. 6 NYCRR Part 182,1972.
" Personal communication, Eugene McCaf f rey, Ass stant Chief, Bureau of W ildh f e, New Yor k State

Department of Environmental Conservation Albany.
C

E R. Sect. 2.7.1.
# E. R. Hall and K R. Kelson, The Mammals of North Amereca, vol.1, Ronald Press, New York,1959

2.7.2 Aquatic

The applicant initiated ecological baseline studies of the Cementen site and environs in 1973
(Sect. 6.1.3.2). Data collected from May 1973 through November 1974 are presented in the
Environmental Report (Sect. 2.7.2) and in the application to the New York Board on Electric
Generation Siting and the Envir onment. 35 Hydrological and other physical characteristics of
the site, and particularly of the Hudson River, are described in Sect. 2.5 of this Statement
and Sect. 2.5 of the Environmental Report. The following discussion draws on the above sources
and others referenced at the end of this section.'.me

The location of the Cementon site relative to other existing and proposed plants along the
entire tidal Hudson is shown in Fig. 2.12.

2.7.2.1 Onsite water bodies

The proposed GCNPP site includes several small impoundments, ponds, sumps, standing-water areas,
streams, and a marsh (Fig. 4.1). Total water and wetland area is roughly 24 acres. Two nearby
cement plants discharge cooling and process water at an average rate of about 3.1 cfs and are
the primary sources of water for the stream system. The discharge water first enters two
industrial settling impoundments, AA and AC (Fig. 4.1), about 2.1 and 1.4 acres in size,
respectively, before discharging to the main stream system. A third impoundment of about
1.6 acres, AG, and natural runoff provide the balance of flow (estimated by the applicant at
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about 0.3 cfs mean flow) in the perennial stream, AP. The stream system totals about 9900 f t
in length, of which 7600 f t are intennittent and 2300 ft perennial. The system discharges into
Duck Cove to the north of the site. Sampling with trap nets indicated the presence of pumpkin-
seed, bluegill, goldfish, catfish, golden shiners, reafin pickerel, chain pickerel, and yellow
perch (the latter two apparently stocked for sport fishing) in the 1.6-acre impoundment, even
though pH was measured as high as 9.4.
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A 6.3-acre march-pond complex lies in the southeastern corner of the site adjacent to the Hudson
River. Another 4.8 acres along the periphery of the marsh appear to be an " intermittent stand-
ing water area) (ER, p. 2.5-18). During other than flood conditions, passage of fish between
the marsh and the Hudson is restricted. Submergent macroflora, particularly coontail and blad-
derwort, are plentiful in both the marsh and pond. Emergent vegetation includes cattail, yellow
iris, and loose strife.35 Goldfish, largemouth bass, chain pickerel, bluegill, and pumpkinseed
were among the fish observed in this area. About 300 ft to the northwest of the above area
lies a 0.9-acre pond containing largemouth bass, black crappie, and chain pickerel (ER,
Table 2.7-96). The marsh-pond complex and the 0.9-acre pond seem to provide the least disturbed
aquatic habitat on a site generally characterized by numerous industry-induced perturbations,
which are described in Sects. 2.7.1, 4.3.1, and 4.3.2.

2.7.2.2 Hudson River

The Hudson River will be the source of makeup water for the proposed plant as well as the recip-
ient of various plant discharges. In the vicinity of the plant, the 3500-ft-wide river is
under strong tidal influence, with peak daily tidal flows generally exceeding net river flows
by a factor of 10 or more. The river exhibits a diverse biota enhanced seasonally by the migra-
tions of diadromous fish species for spawning or feeding. The following paragraphs discussing
the biota of the Hudson River are organized by trophic levels. Figure 2.13 is a schematic
diagram of the trophic relationships of the principal components of the ecosystem.

Aquatic macrophytes

Aquatic macrophytes provide food and shelter for many invertebrates, fish, and birds, as well
as serving to stabilize the areas of a river in which they occur. Twenty species of aquatic
macroflora were identified within the site study area. An extensive and well-developed
macrophyte comunity also exists in Duck Cove, north of the site. Within the study area,
M;,riq*yllw, (about 67 acres), followed by valliancria (7.5 acres), dominate the east side of
the river, whereas Vallisneria and small scattered patches of Scirps are found along the west
bank. A taxonomic list, distribution details, and other information regarding the aquatic
macrophytes of the study area are presented in the Environmental Report (Sect. 2.7.2.2.3
Tables 2.7-47 through 2.7-49, and Fig. 2.7-11).

Phytoplankton

Along with aquatic macrophytes, phytoplankton constitute the primary producers in the Hudson
River ecosystem (Fig. 2.13). Many riverine phytoplankters are benthic in origin. During the
May 1973 through May 1974 sampling period, specimens taken in the vicinity of the site yielded
a total of 277 algal taxa (ER, Table 2.7-31). Figure 2.14 summarizes phytoplankton densities
and community composition in terms of major taxa for each month. Peak densities occurred
during early August and September with blue-green algae (Cyanophyta) and green alga
(Chlorophyta) dominating the comunity in terms of numbers. From November to July, the
majority of the phytoplankton comunity consisted of diatoms (Bastillario-phyceae), whereas in
late summer (August and September) this group comprised only 7% of the total phytoplankton
density. Nannoplankton provided from 56% to 90% of total phytople ' ton densities (ER,
Sect. 2.7.2.2.1).

Zooplankton

Much of the plankton found in rivers originates in areas protected from fast currents and
eddies. Some of the zooplankton, as well as phytoplankton, collected at the Cementon site
probably were carried by currents from Duck Cove and Inbocht Bay. Ninety-four taxa of
zooplankton were identified in the applicant's field study near the Cementon site. Cladocerans
(Copepoda) dominated the zooplankton population in June and July, Leptorids (Cladocera) were
dominant in late sumer, whereas most of the zooplankton collected from October to December were
Calanoids (Copepoda). Cyclopoids (Copepoda) dominated the zooplankton comunity in the spring
(Fig. 2.15). No samples were collected during January and February because of ice.
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Fig. 2.14. Mean densities (N x 108 3/m ) and community composition of phytoplankton in
Hudson River near the proposed Greene Ccanty Nuclear Power Plant site (May 1973-May 1974).
Source: ER, Fig. 2.7-9.

Zooplankton feed on phytoplankten, on other zooplankton, bacteria, and detritus (dead organic
matter on the river bottom) and thus constitute important components of aquatic food webs.
Samples taken from subsurface and middepth at the Cementon site in 1973 and 1974 show that the
standing crops of nannoplankton and zooplankton are closely related (ER, Tables 2.7-39 and
2.7-46) - a resalt of the dependence of zooplankton on nannoplankton as a primary food source.
No obvious diel pattern of vertical density distribution was observed.
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proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant site (June 1973-May 1974). Source: ER, Fig. 2.7-10.

Benthos (bottom fauna and flora)

Macroinvertebrates. From May 1973 through May 1974, 121 benthic invertebrate taxa were
collected from the Hudson River in the vicinity of the proposed GCNPP site. In decreasing
order of abundance, tubificids (Oligochaeta), chironomids (Diptera), and cearas (Amphipoda),
all important prey for fish, dominated the benthic community. Chironomids and Ceruras in
particular constitute an important food for white perch and young striped bass (ER,
Sect. 2.7.2.2.6). The trophic relationships of the benthic invertebrates with other components
of the Hudson River ecosystem are schematically diagranned in Fig. 2.13. Blue-green algae,
diatoms, and green algae, in order of decreasing numerical abundance, the periphyton (algae
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atta'hed to various substrates) comunity in the area. Quantitative data on benthos of the
study area are presented in the ER, Sect. 2.7.2.2.4, and in grlicaticn to the seu York State
Baard cn EMtric Generation Sitin) and the Envirement. 35

Fish

Thirty-eight species of fish (Appendix B) representing 17 fami' es were collected in the Cemen-
ton site area from May 1973 through May 1974. A sumary of species collected by weight, number,
and year is presented in Table 2.10. For detailed results of this study, see the applicant's

Env1ronmental Report and Arrlicaticn to the hv yark State Board on Elcatric Generaticn Sitin]
and the Eneivement. 35 A number of other independent studies of the fish fauna of the entire
tidal Hudson River (from its mouth to Albany) have been conducted, several of which were drawn
on for the following discussion. W 8

The 38 species collected from the Hudson River adjacent to the proposed plant site can be con-
veniently classified into three main groups:

1. resident species, among which spottail shiners, pumpkinseed, golden shiners, goldfish,
carp, and brown bullheads were important in numbers or biomass;

2. adventitious species (low-frequency occurrence) such as smallmouth bass, chain and redfin
pickerel, brown trout, bay anchovy, and hogchoker;

3. diadromous species, which are estuarine or marine, migrating upriver (anadromous) or
downriver (catadromous) to the sea for spawning. Important among these in the plant
study area are American shad, alewives, blueback herring, striped bass, eels, and white
perch, a semianadromous estuarine species.

Of the diadromous species, striped bass and American shad contribute most to the Hudson River
comercial fisheries; the striped bass contributes most to the sport fishery.

Althcach resident species are important on a local scale, from a regional and ecological view-
point the stretch of the Hudson River in the vicinity of the plant site is more important for
its seasonal use by diadromous species for reproduction and development. The life histories
of several impcrtart diadromous species are discussed in Appendix C.

In the past, white grch have contributed significantly to the annual catch in the Hudson River,
but this species does not currently appear to be ponular with commercial fishennen. Based on
catch per unit effort data frcm comercial landings, the American shad, which provides the
largest catch in pounds och year, h3s exhibited an increase in abundance over the last decade
(Fig. 2.16).% Total landings from tne Hudson River have decreased steadily, however, from a
peak of 3.8 million Ib in 1944 to 152,400 lb in 1973. % On the other hand, striped bass
abundance has shown a sharp decline during the years 1969 to 1972 (Fig. 2.16), after having
maintained a fluctuating, but high, abundance index for about 14 years. This decline may well
be within the nomal range of variaticn, because preliminary records indicate landings are
rapidly increasing.% Generally, the trend in commercial striped bass landings for New York
State (which includes areas in addition to tne Hudson River) has been upward for about 40 years
but may be reaching a maximum.50

Although no statistics are available for Greene County, an examination of local comercial
catch data for nearby Columbia, Dutchess, and Ulster counties indicated that American shad was
the most important commercial species. Of the comercial landings in these three counties in
1973 and 1974 shad accounted for 68% (65,900 lb) anu 56% (61.100 lb) respectively (ER,
Tables 2.2-21 and 2.2-21A). The shad catch from these three counties accounted for 37% of the
total shad landings of the New York portion of the Hudson River in 1974. Other species com-
monly taken in these two years included (in decreasing order of abundance) carp, sunfish, and
striped bass (see ER, Tables 2.2-21 and 2.2-21 A for a complete list of the species).

Ichthyoplankton (eggs, yolk-sac larvae, and postlarvad

The Hudson River is a spawning ground and nursery area for a number of re*ident and anadromous
fish species. As confirmed by the applicant's ichthyoplankton sampling programs from May 1973

___
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Table 2.10. Percentage compassoon* (by we $t and number) of fah speces
sollected by sempimg gear m the Hudson River m the escenity of the

Cementon site. May 1973 through May 1974
-

. . _ . .

Spaces We.ght (g) Percent Speces Number Percent

B cfi s r.

WNte perch 8664 42 19 45 Blueback herrmg 750 00 27.11
Alewife 8451 30 18 97 Spottail shmer 681.00 24 62
American eel 5225 80 11 73 Ahite perch 363 00 13 12
Goldfesh 45/e 50 10 27 E.i.dsd killefish 301.00 10 88
Spotteil she .et 3355 31 7 53 Alewife 116 00 4.19
Golden shmer 3259 80 7.32 Striped bass 105 00 3 80
Cap 2451 00 5 50 Golden shiner 103 00 3 72
Striped bass 1542 26 3 46 Mumm chog 87 00 3.15
Brown butthead 1431.50 3 21 American shad 75 00 2 71
Blueback herrmg 1165.26 2 62 American eel 61.00 2 21
Banded kiihf ah 1016 28 2 28 Tesselisted darter 33 00 1.19
Pumph mneed 767 20 1 72 Pumph inseed 2700 0 98
White catfish 523 00 1 17 Goldfish 26 00 0 94
White sucker 494 00 1.11 Brown bullhead 9 00 0 33
La gemouth ban 427 00 0 96 Fourspme stickleback 6 00 0 22
Amerscan shad 329 93 0.74 Largemouth bass 4 00 0 14
Mumm chog 299.70 0 67 Bluegill 4 00 0 14
WWNte crapp.e 153 00 0.34 Silvery mennow 2 00 0 07
Redf n pickeret 112 00 0 25 E mer aki shmer 2 00 0 07
Tessellated darter 78 20 0.18 Radfin p.cherei 2 00 0 07
Black crappe 76 10 0 17 WNie catfish 1 00 0 04
Bluegill 61.20 0.14 Hogchok er 1 00 0 04
Yellow perch 43 70 0.10 Comety shmer 1.00 0 04
Silvery mennow 15 70 0 04 White crapp.e 1 00 0 04
Hogetx.ek er 9 60 0.02 Black crapp.e t 00 0 04
f meraid shmer 5 90 0 01 Carp 1 00 0 04
Comety shiner 5.10 0 01 White sucker 1 00 0 04
Aedbreat sunfish 4 70 0 01 Reobreast sunfish 1 00 0 04
Foursome sterkiet>eck 3 06 0 01 Yellow perch 1 00 0 04

Electrof ahme

Goldfish 13293 00 36 21 Sportail shiner 177.00 2L 62
Carp 7998 00 21 79 Alewife 8700 12 59
American cel 4692 30 12.78 Blucheck herrmg 83 00 12 01
Pornokmseed 2102 40 5.73 Goldfish 59 00 8 54
Alewife 2081 20 5 67 White perch SS 00 7 96
Golden shmer 1781 00 4 85 Amerscan eel 48 00 6 95
White perch 1626 40 4 43 Pumpli mseed 45 00 6 51
Spottail shmer 822 18 2 24 Golden shme 33 00 4 78
WNte sucher 651.00 1.77 American shad 29 00 4 20
Chain pickeres 372 00 1 01 Striped bas 20 00 2.89
Bluegill 252 75 0 69 Banded kilhfesh 18 00 2 60
Redbreast sunfish 186 00 0 51 Bluegill 9 00 1.30
American shed 165 40 0 45 Largemouth bass 5 00 0 72
Striped bass 161 90 0 44 Carp 4 00 0 58
Siueback hernng 104 25 0 28 Redbreast sunf<sh 3 00 0 43
Largemouth bass 99 00 0.27 Livery minnow 3 00 0 43
Radten pickerel 91.00 0 25 Tesseiteted darter 3 00 0 43
Yellow perch M 00 0 22 Emeraid shener 2 00 0 29
Banded killifish 64 30 0 18 Yellow perch 1 00 0 14
Silvery mmnow 39 60 0 11 WNte sucher 1 00 0 14
Smetimouth bess 14 00 0 04 Rock bass 1 00 0 14
Tesseitated darter 9 30 0 03 Menow. unidentified (adult) 1 00 0 14
Roth bass 7.90 0 02 Smafimouth bass 1 00 0 14
Mummerhou 7 20 0 02 Cham p cheret 1 00 0.14
E mers* 1 thmer 4 90 0 01 Mummichog 1.00 0 14
Mmnow unidentified (adult) 3 40 0 Of Redten pickerei 1 00 0 14

-

_ ..
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Yable 2.10 (contmuod)
----- - - - - - - -- - . - . . . - -- - -- .-.- - -

S pec =s Weght ign Perrent Spooes Nornber Percent

Gelt net

Carp 28226 00 42 90 Wh te gierch 122 0() 5105
Alewife 16294 28 24 76 Atewif e 65 00 23 01
Wh.te perch 8274 80 12 5e Golden ihmee 23 00 9 62
White nuther 359t 50 546 Cae p 10 00 4 18
Steis=d bau 1979 00 3 01 Brinbeck heror,g 9 00 3 77
Americon shal 1896 00 2 88 White stn.ker 1 00 2 93
Gokten shiner 1612 60 245 Strismi bass 4 00 167
Goldfish 1163 00 1 77 Goldfish 3 00 1 26
Blueber k he** ng 1137 60 1 73 Brown bullhemi 2 00 0 84
1.argemouth bass 1085 00 1 65 Largemouth hats 1 00 0 42
White ceifish 289 00 0 44 White cattnh 1 00 0 42
Brown bullhemi 156 00 0 24 Amencen shm1 1 00 042
Atlantic tomctal 91.00 0 14 Atlant.c toman) 1 00 0 42

Surf ace trewt

Blueheth herrmg 14814 78 73 61 Hlvet+ k herririg 8579 00 72 82

Alew.fe 3011 45 14 96 Alewif e 2943 00 25 13
Amer.cen shmi 977 72 4 86 Amer.can shal 216 00 1 84

Amerman eel 581 40 2 89 Amer.can eel 8 00 007
hrown tionhems 241 00 1 20 Golden shmer 7 00 0 06
Stopeef tm. 118 00 0 59 Strrged bess 2 00 0 02
Bluegati 107 00 0 53 Deswied k.fl. fish 1 00 0 01

Wh.te swath 86 00 0 43 Brown bulibeal 1 00 0 01
Beown teout 83 60 0 42 Bro *g.it 1 00 0 01
Golden shirwr 82 80 0 41 White perth 1 00 0 01
Spottail sherwr 19 00 0 09 Si=>tteil shene, 1 00 0 01
Banded killef.sh 4 40 0 02 Brown trout 1 00 0 01
Bay anchowy 0 12 0 00 Bay arwheivy 1 00 0 01

Bottone teewi

Wh.te per(h 'Afl0 90 35 76 Rhet* k herrmg 487 00 59 39
American ees 3548 30 23 15 White perch 134 (x) 16 34

Brown builheat 2507 60 16 36 Alew,f, 89 00 10 85
Asewife 1387 37 9 05 Ammican ihm1 44 00 5 37
Bluchm-k herong 1020 41 6 66 Anwocan aci 22 00 2 68
Stos=d ? ass 724 50 4 73 Brown builheat 15 00 183
Americ.an shed 269 90 1 76 Ssettail shinee 11 00 1 34
White cett+sh 169 00 1 10 White sagf sh 7 Ob 0 85
Spottail shmer 94 44 0 62 Stv.poss bass 4 00 0 49
Hochoker 60 90 0 40 Hoy hok et 3 00 0 37
B *ueyil 36 00 0 23 Atlant,c tomcruf 2 00 0 24
Rambow smelt 23 00 0 15 Ra.ntnew smelt 1 00 0 12
Adentsc lomaxi 2 90 0 02 B1o.911 1 00 0 12

Trep net

Pumph erweed 36991 79 34 07 Pumpk inseed 61700 4540
American pei 15301 00 14 09 Golden shiner 162 00 11 92

White swech 15145 80 13 95 White perth 161 00 11 85

Brown bullhead 14724 73 13 56 Brown bullhemj 89 00 6 55
Gnadfah 6634 99 6 11 American eel 80 00 5 R9
C ae p 4911 00 4 52 Goldt.sh 69 00 5 08
Golden sharwr 4666 34 4 30 Bar*d killif 6h 43OC 3 16
Chain pu ber et 1929 00 1 78 Redtweast nunfah 32 00 2 35
Hedtreest suntah 1770 40 1 63 Spotrail ihmer 26 00 t 91
White sucker 1336 00 1 26 8tung fi 26 00 1.91

Yethm perch 900 (X) 0 91 Attentic tometxt 10 00 0 74
8 toeg,Il 798 00 0 74 Rock boss 7 00 0 52
Roth tmi 612 00 0 56 Yeilow perth 7 00 0 $2
Attentec tomcud 519 00 0 48 Alewife 6 00 0 44
Largemouth bass 432 00 0 40 Bim.k cvapp.e 6 00 0 44
Black reaptwe 409 50 () 3R Rerst n pit heeed 4 00 0 29i

Radien suchevel 385 00 0 35 Chein pu k e el 4 00 0 29
White caif ah 256 00 0 24 Carp 3 00 0 22
Sporta.I shmer 244 50 0 23 Wh.te sin her 3 00 0 22
Barwied helbf sh 236 86 0 22 L argemouth tes 1 00 0 07
Whito crappie 19700 0 18 Wh.te crappie 1 00 007
Alewife 34 60 0 03 Striped bass ~ 00 0 07
Stoped bass 8 50 0 01 White caitish 1 00 0 07

.__ -_ . . . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ - - ___ . _ _

* Listed by ordet of rank Ur=1er each gear type, the speces see shown first in ordee of decreasing neight arvi then m
croes of decressmg member
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Fig. 2.16. Abundance (based on comercial landings) of American shad and striped bass in
the Hudson River, 1931-1972. Source: Texas Instruments, Inc., Firat Annual Report for the
%ltiplant Iquet Study of the Hw!can River Eetuary, supp1. 2 to Dwircmental Report fer
in.&n Feint Unit No. .?, vols. I and 2, 1975.

through June 197435 and May through June 1977 (Tables 2.11 and 5.18), carp, goldfish, white
sucker, yellow perch, tessellated darter, and probably several centrarchid (sunfishes) and other
c,prinid (minnows and carps) species spawn at or near the site. Other resident species,
including ictalurids (catfishes), logperch, and walleye may also spawn in this region of the
Hudson River. Most of the eggs and larvae collected near the site, however, were those of
four anadromous species: alewife, blueback herring, American shad, and white perch. Very few
striped bass eggs or larvae were collected in any of the sampling programs (Table 5.18), but
the presence of juvenile striped bass in beach seine collections (Tables 2.10, 5.16, and 5.17)
indicates that the site may be used, to a limited extent, as a spawning and nursery area.
Larvae of three other anadromous species (Atlantic tomcod, bay anchovy, and rainbow smelt) were
found in very low densities (Table 2.11 and 5.18). A comparison of the species composition and
density of ichthyoplankton found near the intake site and across the river in 1973, 1974, and
1977 is presented in the staff's assessment of entrainment losses (Sect. 5.5.2.1).
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Table 2.11. Mean density of ichthyoplankton (number per 1000 m') sampled with the 0.5 m
epibenthic sted from May through July 1977

Station No.* and total number in sample (in parenthesesi

SP'C ''' A12 A3 5 J12 E l-2 HIb H28
(40) 140) (40) (40) (28) (28)

_

Eggs

Alewife 86ueback herring 425 1313 4 2053.5 146 8 47.8 46.7

American shad 06 29 8 41 8 56 8 0 09
White perch 131.1 1425 191 8 19 5 3.5 28

Striped bass 0. 3 15 7 58 1.2 0 0

Cyprinidae 12 27 0. 7 0 56 Sc 1.2

Othersd 0 0 26 15 0 2. 7

Total 175 7 1504.1 2296.2 225.8 107 8 54 3

Yolk-sac larvae

Alewife. Blueback herring 391 0 587.3 510.4 406.7 371.1 238 6

Amencan shad 9.0 34 4 13 4 37.1 34 44

White perch 58 44 55.73 139 77 53 49 57.79 74 67

Stnped bass 124 12 3 16 4 7.0 11 6 49 6

White perch and sloped bass 0 0 12 8 0 0 0

Cy prinidae 18.7 14 0 10.0 25 8 9.2 35.1

Tessel'ated daiter 23 14.9 35 6.1 79 09
Others* 2.8 60 95 2.5 0.9 40

_

Total 567.3 811.4 763 8 504 7 407 6 335.4

Postlarvae

Alewife 8tueback herring 5355 6 4128 1 2801 9 2919.2 3768.9 5528 4
Amencan shad 212.2 %7 34 2 23.1 305 1 169.7
White perch 164.5 117 9 413 6 112.1 174 0 202.0
Stnped bass 0 1.2 05 0 0 0
White perch and striped bass 2.0 0. 7 0.7 0 0 0
Cyprinidae 46 83 36 32 0 40
Tessellated dar ter 1.7 06 0. 7 06 2.4 2.2
Unedentified Clupeidae 3.9 13 6 1.3 176.2 0 54
Ot hers' 56 09 0 2.1 38 5.1

Total 5750.1 4368 0 3256 5 3236 5 4254 2 5916 8

* Station locations are shown in Fig. 6.1.
b No night samples were taken on May 13 no day or night samples were taken on May 7 and June 17;

and no day samples were taken on July 21.
CValue reflects the very high densities found in two day samples (3812 and 1168.1 cyprinid eggs per

1000 m') taken on June 24 of which 83% of the eggs were identified as minnows shiners and the others as
carp goldfish.

# ncludes yellow perch and unidentified ecgs.i

' includes yellow perch, rainbow smelt, centrarchids, unident*fied clupeids, and unidentified yolk sac
lar v ae.

' Includes yellow perch, rainbow smelt, white sucker, centrarchids, and unidentified postlarvae
Source: Power Authority of the State of New York, Cementon Sire - 1977 Ichthyop/ankton and

Beech Seinong Programs, Feb. 16,1978.

Because the 1977 ichthy 0 plankton sampling program included several stations that were not
sampled previously, more information on the use of areas in the intnediate vicinity of the
plant site as spawning and nursery grounds has been obtained. The proposed site nf the makeup
water intake structure was relocated near Silver Point (see Fig. 6.1), where the maj;rity of
the ichthyoplankt0n samples in 1977 were c0llected (Table 6.3). The species composition and
mean density Of ichthyoplankton in 1977 at six near-shore or shoal stations are shown in
Table 2.11. Mean densities of clupeid (alewife /blueback herring and American shad) eggs and
yolk-sac larvae were highest at stations A3-5, J1-2, and El-2 (see Fig. 6.1). Ralatively low
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mean densities were found in Duck Cove (stations H-1 and H-2) and at station Al-2, which is
located in an area that is continguous with the extreme lower (downstream) portion of Duck
Cove. Even taking into account the fact that no samples were taken at stations H-1 and H-2 on
May 7, when peak densities of alewife /blueback herring and American shad eggs were found at
three and two of the eight stations, respectively, it is the staff's opinion that the low den-
sities of clupeid eggs and yolk-sac larvae at the Duck Cove stations probably reflect rather
limited spawning of these species in this area. Information available on the spawning habits
of these species tends to support this hypothesis (see Appendix C). Peak densities of alewife /
blueback herring and American shad postlarvae occurred in late May and early June, and mean
densities for the entire spawning season were highest in Duck Cove and at station Al-2. That
this area is an important nursery ground for these species is shown not only by the high post-
larval densities but also from the results obtained by seining, since more than 87% of the
young-of-the-year (y-o-y) fish caught at station CC-2 were blueback herring and American shad.
From the ratio of y-o-y blueback herring to y-o-y alewife taken by seining, one can infer that
the ichythyoplankton categorized as " alewife /blueback herring" (because of the difficulty in dis-
tinquishing the two species during the egg and larval stages) were predominantly blueback her-
ring, assuming the two species exhibit similar mortality rates during the early life-history
stages.

The occurrence of low densities of white perch eggs in Duck Cove does not necessarily indicate
that this species does not spawn there. Although egg densities were low, the abundance of
yolk-sac larvae was similar to that found at other stations, except J1-2. This station located
on a large shoal near the middle of the river where the mean densities of all three life stages
were the highest of any station. The demersal and very adhesive nature of white perch eggs,
in contrast to the semiadhesive eggs of blueback herring and the nonadhesive eggs of American
shad, makes them less susceptible to being caught by sampling gear. Since the large amounts of
aquatic vegetation in Duck Cove made sampling with the 0.5-m epibenthic sled difficult,51 these
sampling problems together with the adhesive nature of white perch eggs, which stick to any
substate they contact,52 may have resulted in underestimates of the actual densities in the
cove. Yolk-sac larvae, on the other hand, are more widely distributed in the water column than
are the eggs and, having only very limited swiming capability, and therefore little ability to
avoid the sampling gear, can be more accurately sampled. That is, the density estimated from
sampling approximates the actual density of white perch yolk-sac larvae in the cove. Further
evidence that white perch may spawn in Duck Cove is the fact that about 85% of the white perch
caught by seines at station DC-2 were yearling and older fish, and the majority of these were
taken in May and June. Because white perch spawn in shallow waters 53 and because ripe adults
were reported as being common at the Cementon site during the 1973 spawning season (ER,
Sect. 2.7.2.2.6), the staff concludes that Duck Cove is a spawning ground for this species and
may be an important nursery ground as well. The catch per unit effort of y-o-y white perch at
station DC-2 was low, perhaps because the abundance of aquatic flora made seining difficult.sl
From July through October, when y-o-y white perch are most abundant in this region of the river,
the beach seines at this station could not be set by boat, but instead were set by hand.54
Consequently, the abundance of y-o-y white perch in Duck Cove was probably underestimated and
its importance as a nursery area might easily be overlooked.

The importance of the proposed GCNPP site as a spawning and nursery ground for these and other
anadromous species, relative to the entire tidal portion (,f the Hudson River, is summarized
in the following paragraphs.

Striped bass

A number of studies reported in the literature 4P43 indicate that the major striped bass spawn-
ing and nursery grounds in the Hudson lie south of the Cementon study area, perhaps explaining
the paucity of eggs and larvae in the collections near the plant site. Rathjen and Piller
described the striged bass spawning grounds as including "the area from Bear Mountain upriverto Cruger Island," 9 the latter point about 13 km (8 miles) downstream of the proposed intake
structure for GCNPP. They reported that spawning was most intense in the West Point area.
Talbot stated that these fish usually spawn in rivers within the first 25 miles of fresh water
above estuaries.41 Normally, salt water (salinity > 5 ppt) intrudes up to about RM 45 dering
the spawning season, which is about 101 km (63 miles) south of the proposed site (RM 108).28
The maximum incursion of salt water is reported to be at RM 83, about 40 km (25 miles) below
the site (ER, Sect. 2.5.1.7).
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In their review, Clark and Smith 43 stated that larvae achieved greatest abundance between New-
burgh and Peekskill (see Fig. 2.12). Postlarvae and early juveniles may spend several weeks
in shallow near-shore areas before migrating downttream.66 The greatest abundance of these
early juveniles occurred downstream of the salt front, especially in Haverstraw Bay, thus
substantially agreeing with the assessment of Rathjen and Miller that brackish water areas
between Newburgh and the George Washington Bridge served as the major nursery area.C Studies
conducted in 1966 and 1967 at r.ine stations between Croton (RM 34) and Coxsackie (RM 124)
indicated that striped bass eggs were more abundant in the region of the river between Sauger-
ties and Peekskill, whereas larvae were most abundant from Peekskill to Hyde Park."" At
Saugerties, egg densities were relatively low in 1966 in comparison with the other eight areas
but were the highest of any region in 1967. More recent studies of the distribution of striped
bass 'chthyoplankton have been conducted by Texas Instruments, Inc. In 1973, egg densities
in the Hyde Park region ranked from first to third during individual weeks, but few eggs were
collected in the Saugerties region. Peak densities during 1973 occurred near Peekskill in the
vicinity of Indian Point. Highest densities occurred from Croton-Haverstraw Bay to West Point
in both 1974 and 1975.53 Densities in all three years (1973-1975) were generally low in that
region of the river north of Kingston.

Spawning in the Hudson usually occurs from early May through June. C ,4s.46 The preferred
temperature for spawning appears to be 15* to 16'C. Egg densities tend to be greater near the
river bottom. u ,42,44,4 Larval densities tend to be greater near the bottom during the day,
but at night larvae are distributed more evenly in the water column.44 Generally, young-of-
the-year and juvenile striped bass followed the same spatial distribution trends described
above for earlier developmental stages (Fig. 2.17), although occasional high catch-per-unit-
effort ratios in the up{er reaches of the river suggest possible upriver migrations of young
bass during the spring. 2 This possible upriver migration may contribute to the catch of
young striped bass in the Cementon site area (Table 2.10). Relatively few adult striped bass
were caught in the applicant's sampling program (Table 2.10).

Atlantic tomcod

Few Atlantic tomcod at any stage of development were collected in the study area. Recent
distributional studies throughout the Hudson River, from Albany south, corroborate the implied
relative scarcity of Atlantic tomcod near the site.42,46 This anadromous marine fish is found
in greatest abundance far downstream of the plant site between Yonkers and Indian Point, a
result of winter-time spawning runs from the sea.42,43,46

American shad

Based on the concentration of eggs in the early 1940s, the area of the Hudson between Kingston
and Coxsackie served as the major spawning ground for American shad, with the most intense
spawning taking place immediately downstream of Catskill,48 that is, in the vicinity of the
proposed power plant.

More recent sttdies suggest that spawning preferences have shifted slightly downstream to the
Hyde Park-Catskill stretch.42 The distribution of each succeeding stage of development appears
to shift further downstream.42 The eggs of the American shad are demersal and semiadhesive.

Alewives /Blueback herring

As suggested by results from the applicant's sampling program, the study area is included in a
large stretch of the Hudson sought by alewives and blueback herring as a spawning and nursery
ground { Table 2.10). Based on egg densities along the entire tidal Hudson reported in a 1973
study " that portion (including tributaries) between Hyde Park and Albany (RM 80 to 150) con-
stitutes the major spawning area; the most intense spawning activity takes places between Cats-
kill and Albany. Larvae were more widely distributed along the entire tidal Hudson, but the
Saugerties-Catskill region (including the proposed site) still appeared to be one of the more
important nursery areas. Some juveniles showed an apparent tendency to migrate upstream to
nursery areas between Hyde Park and Albany during July and August before migrating downstream i

in early fall. Yearling and older fish tended to concentrate in the lower estuary.42
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Fig. 2.17. Annual estimates of longitudinal distribution of young-of-the-year striped
bass in the Hudson River. Source: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comi,sion, Final Dwirom ental
Statcwne, Indian Point Unit No. 3, vol. II, Docket No. 50-286, February 1975.

Eggs of alewives and blueback herring are demersal and slightly adhesive; post-yolk-sac larvae
and older fish are pelagic and are found throughout the water column.

White perch

White perch spawning (May and June) has been widely distributed in the Hudson from Hyde Park
(RM 80) to Castleton on Hudson (RM 140).i.2,46 During June 1973, larvae occurred in greatest
concentrations between RM 70 and 110, whereas early juveniles were found from about RM 50 to 110.
Yearling and older white perch were found in greatest abundance from Yonkers (RM 19) to Kingston
(RM 90), except during the spring runs.i.2,46 Eggs are adhesive and demersal.
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Endangere,d species

The shor' nose sturgeon. Mi; amer brevirestria, is the only inhabita ; of the Hudson River listed
as endangered by the U.S. Department of the Interior.'d Its scarcita results most probably
from pollution and overfishing.

None of these small sturoeon was collected in the study area. Other recent studies report the
collection of a total of five sturgeon larvae, possibly that of shortnose sturgeon, between
Hyde Park and West Point. Adults were captured from Hyde Park to Indian Point.*2 Specimens
have be?n found in the impingement collections of the five power plants located between RM 37
and 66. The total number impinged at these plants from 1972 to 1976 were: 1972, 7; 1973, 5;
1974, 6; 1975, 1; and 1976. 3. At the Albany Steam Electric Generating Station, which is
located 34 miles upstream of the proposed GCNPP site, a single specimen was found in the impinge-
ment samples collected from March 1974 through March 1975.5' For life-history infonnation on
this fish, see Apo?ndix C.

2.7.2.3 Existing enviro,nment stresses - watEquality

Potential environmental stresses on the Hudson River between RM 105 and 126 (vicinity of the
prorosed plant) include:35

1. discharge of various wastes:
a. sanitary waste discharges totaling about 0.21 m /sec (7.5 cfs)l

b. cooling water and processing wastes totaling about 0.25 m'/sec (9 cfs) from cement
plants (3 cfs of which discharge into Duck Cove)

c. bottle and vat washings of about 0.004 m /sec (0.15 cfs)3

3d. tobacco slurry of about 0.02 m /sec (0.8 cfs)
3e. canning wastes of less than 0.008 m /sec (0.3 cfs)

2. occasional dredging of the main navigation chan..el (no more than once in every five years)
3. Shoreline wave action due to river traf fic

Recent reports have revealed serious PCB accumulations in fish of the Hudson. %

The Hudson River in the vicinity of the site is listed as class A water by the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation as of March 27. 1974. Table 2.7 compares some his-
torical and recent data for the Hudson River near the Cementon site with state requirements for
class A water.
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3. PLANT DESCRIPTION

3.1 EXTERNAL APPEARANCE

A view of the plant from the east is shown in Fig. 3.1, and an aerial view of the plant from
the west is shown in Fig. 3.2. Prominent features are the domed-roof containment vessel
about 205 f t high and 1000 f t west of the Hudson River, one 450-f t-high natural-draf t cooling
tower 1400 f t south of the containment structure and 1000 f t west of the river, and a
rectangular turbine-generator building about 130 f t high and just south of the containment
vessel.
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Fig. 3.1. View of the site from the east. Source: ER, Fig. 3.1-3.

3.2 REACTOR AND STEAM-ELECTRIC SYSTEM

The plant will consist of a pressurized-water nuclear reactor steam supply system manufactured
by Babcock and Wilcox Company and a turbine generator to be supplied by General Electric. The
plant is being designed for the applicant by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation. The
initial core power level is rated at 3600 MWt, and the rate gross electrical output is 1277 MW.
The in-plant power requirement will be 86 MWe, resulting in a net rating of 1191 MWe, The
design core thermal power is 3760 MWt.

3.3 WATER REQUIREMENTS

Most of the water drawn from the Hudson River will be makeup for the piant. Details of the plant
water use are given in Fig. 3.3 and Table 3.1. The system will require 19,040 gpm to replace
losses from the cooling towers and blowdown. Before being added to the circulating water
system, the makeup water will pass through the turbine-plant heat exchangers and mechanical
refrigeration units, where it will experience an ll'F temperature rise. The closed-cycle
circulating water system will pump 527,128 gpm of water through a three-shell condenser, where
its temperature will increase by about 32*F and then be returned to the cooling towers.

About 550 gpm of makeup water will be required for the reactor-plant service water system.

3-1
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Fig. 3.2. Aerial view of the site from the west. Source: ER, fig. 3.1-6.

3.4 HEAT-DISSIPATION SYSTEM

3.4.1 General description

The plant has two closed-cycle cooling systems, the condenser cooling system and the reactor-
plant service water system. Water for both systems is supplied from a single intake structure,
and discharge is removed by a comon blowdown pipeline. Makaup water is drawn from the Hudson
River at a rate of 19,670 gpm and is discharged downstream of the intake at an average rate
of 7465 gpm. The major portion of the water lost is from cooling tower evaporation and drift.

3.4.2 Makeup water system

The makeup water system will consist of a reinforced concrete pumphouse (Fig. 3.4) located on
the west bank of the Hudson River. The pumphouse will contain three pump bays, each with a
vertical-shaf t turbine pump rated at about 10,000 gpm. No more than two pumps will be operating
at one time, with the third pump on standby. Each bay will contain a mechanical traveling water
screen (with a spray cleaning system) flush with the river bank. Individual bays can be
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isolated for maintenance with stop 91tes. The three pumps discharge iato a coninon buried pipe
that carries makeup water to the plant. Ahead of the pt np bays will be an intake structure
extending into the river. The intake structure will have three forward trash racks with a
mechanical raking system and two lateral trash racks that can be raised manually for cleaning.

Maximum velocities resulting from makeup water being drawn at 19,670 gpm are listed in Table 3.2.

3.4.3 Condenser circulating water system

The condenser circulating water system is a closed-cycle system usir.g a natural-draf t cooling
tower to dissipate about 8.4 x 103 Btu /hr from the condenser and 0.1 x 109 Btu /hr fron t.he
heated makeup water. A pumphouse containing four horizontal pumps will be attached to the
cooling tower to deliver a total of 527 128 gpm to the three-shell cor. denser via a 12-ft-diam3

buried corerete pipe. The heated water is returned to the cooling tower through an additional
11-ft-dian buried concrete pipe.

3.4.4 Reactor-plant cooling system

A closed-cycle cooling system will be used to eliM 'te waste heat from the reactor-plant-
component heat exchangers the annulus building unit coolers, the standby generator coolersee

and the control room chillers. The heated water will be circulated through two 100%-capacity
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Fig. 3.4. General arrangement of makeup water pumphouse. Source: ER, Fig. 3.4-3.

mechanical-draf t cooling towers. Eacn tower will contain two cells and will be mounted on a
basin designed to store at least 30 days of reactor-plant cooling water in the event that
makeup water is unavailable. Attached to each co., lina tower basin will be a pumphouse containing
two 50% capacity pumps, each capable of pumping 15,0G gpm. During normal operations, one
pump will be capable of delivering the t.c rssarv . sling water to remove 9.7 x 106 Btu /hr from
the reactor-component heat exchangers. One wviing tower and both pumps will be required during
emergency or normal shutdown to provide 30,000 gpm of water and eliminate 3.1 x 10e Btu /hr
of excess heat.
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Table 3.2. latake velocities for proposed pumphouse (fps)#

Approath velooty Velooty thermgh Approath vetooty Velooty through

to trash rad s trash rat k s to travebrN Ereens travebrN Kreens

o.1o o 12 0 36 o Bs
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __._ _ _ ___

*eaws on mean ion waier

3.4.5 Discharge system

Plant blowdown will be carried by a 30-in.-diam pipe extending about 200 ft into the Hudson
River from the west bank. The pipe will join a submerged two-port diffuser that will discharge
into the river normal to the shore. The diffuser ports will be 14 in. in diameter, 40 ft apart,
and 3 ft above the river bottom. Details of this siktem are shown in Fig. 3.5. The diffusers
are designed to produce an average dilution factor of 22.4 at the w3ter surface.

Monthly average blowdown tenperatures and flow rates are given in Table 3.3. During nornal
operation, the blowdown flow rate will depend on plant load and meteorology. The applicant
has estimated upper and lower limits for the flow rate at 9745 and 4395 gpm, respectively,
which would result in exit velocities ranging from 10.1 to 4.6 ft/sec.

3,5 RADIOACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS

During the operation of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (GCNPP), radioactive material
will be produced by fission and by neutron activation of corrosion products in the reactor
coolant system. From the radioactive raterial produced, small amounts of gaseous and liquid
radioactive wastes will enter the waste streams. These streams will be processed and monitored
within the plant to minimize the quantity of radionuclides ultimately released to the
env i ro nme n t .

The waste handling and treatment systems to be installed at the plant are discussed in the
applicant's Preliminary Safety Analysis Report and Environmental Report. These documents
contain the results of an analysis of the treatment systems and an estimate of the expected
annual release of radioactive ef fluents.

In the following sections, the radioactive waste treatment systems are desc-ibed and an analysis
is given, based on the staff's model of the applicant's proposed radioactive waste systems.
The staff's model has been developed from a review of available data from operating nuclear power
plants, which has been adjusted to apply over a 30-year operating life. The coolant activities
and flows used in the staff's evaluation are based on experience and data from operating
reactors. As a result, the paraneters used in the staff's model and the calculated releases
vary somewhat from those given in the applicant's evaluation.

The staff's liquid and gaseous source terms were calculated by means of the GALE Code as
outlined in NUREG-0017. " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and
Liquid Effluents from Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs)," dated April 1976. The principal
parameters used in the staff's source-term calculations are given in Table 3.4. The bases
for these parameters are given in NUREG-0017.

In the Annex to Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50 (dated Sept. 4,1975), the applicant was provided
an alternative to the cost-benefit analysis required by Sect. II.D of Appendix 1. The applicant
has chosen this alternative and, therefore, no cost-benefit analysis has been performed. Based
on the following evaluation, the staff concludes that the liquid, gaseous, and solid radioactive
waste treatment systems are acceptable and that the effluents meet as low as practicable levels
in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.34a, Sects. II. A ll.B. and II.C of Appendix I to 10 CFR
Part 50, and the alternative to Sect. II.D. of Appendix ! as provided in the Annex to Appendix I.
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Fig. 3.5. Discharge structure. Source: ER, Fig. 3.4-4.

3.5.1 Li_ quid wastes

Liquid radioactive waste will be processed on a batch basis to permit optimum control of
releases. Prior to release, samples will be analyzed to determine the types and amounts of
radioactivity present; and, on the basis of the results, the waste will be recycled for reuse
in the plant, retained for further processing, or discharged under controlled conditions to
the Hudson River via the cooling tower blowdown line. A radiation monitor will automatically
tenninate liquid waste discharge if radiation measurements exceed a predetermined level in
the discharge line. Figure 3.6 is a simplified diagram of the liquid radioactive waste
treatment systems.
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Table 3.3. Monthly average blowdown semperatures
and flow rates

. _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ._

8!owdown temperature 8 kiwdown flow rate
( F) t wrn)

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _

Jaiuar y 56 2 9745
F ebrus y 57 5 9565
M sch 61 6 8795

Asw al 68 5 7645
May 74 3 6845
June 79 5 6245
luly 82 1 5995
August E10 6195
September 76 8 6t>65

Oc tober 71.3 7395

Novemter 65 8 8245
Decemtwr 58 5 9445

----.-

Source E R. Tath 513

Table 3.4. Prmespal parameters used in estimating release of
radioacties materials in effluents from Greene County

Nuclear Power Plant

Rem tur power level. MWt 3760
Plant capasty fator 0 80
OperaterN power fismon prouuct source term. % 0 12
Primary system

Mass of coolant, Ib 557,000
Letdown rate to mak eup arut purifir.ation, gpm 50
Shem blen1 rate. gprn 1

Leakage rate to secondary system. Ib/ day 100
Leakage rate to annulus building, Ib! day 160

F resuency of degassing (cold shutdiwns), times' year 2

Secor=1ery system
8Stamm fkm rate, ib/hr 16 5 X 10

Man of sta -m in em.h generstor. Ib 6000.

Mass of liquid in emh generstor,Ib 45.000
Man of secondary coolant, Ib 3 5 X 10"
Rate of steam leakage to turbine building, Ib hr 1700

Radioactive waste dilution flow, opm 1900
8Conts nment building volume, f t' 3 44 X 10

Frequency of containment purges, times /ysar 24
Turtune building leak rate gpm 5
lodme partition factors

Steam generator internal pertition 10
Prwnery coolant !cak to auxihary building 00075
Corwienser/ air stector (volatile speoes) 0 15

Decontamination factor for ventilation system
Chm coal af sortiers 10

Dynamic misarption coefficients for charcoel adsorbar tunis
3Xenon, cm /g 330

3Krypton, cm /g 18 5

Liquid waste processing systerns

Demntam! nation factors
Input flow rate

3
luix1) 1 Cs, Rb Others

Baron recovery 1440 10 10* 10*3

HighJewel waste 1455 10* 10 108 8

Low level waste 149 1 1 1

8 8 8Regenerant chemical 4800 10 10 10
2 2 2LJundry waste 450 10 10 10
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Fig. 3.6. Liquid radioactive waste treatment system.

The liquid waste management systems will consist of the high-level waste subsystem, the
low-level waste subsystem, laundry waste subsystem, and the regenerant chemical subsystem.
The use of once-through steam generators precludes the necessity of a steam-generator blowdown
system.

The high-level waste subsystem (HLWS) will process plant leakage from the containment, the
annulus, the solid waste and decontamination buildings and from spent resin flush, plant
samples, and laboratory waste. The principal HLWS components will be two drain tanks, an
evaporator, two distillate test tanks, and a polishing demineralizer.

Low-level wastes are those wastes that can be rendered suitable for discharge from the site
by dilution alone. Input to the low-level waste subsystem (LLWS) will consist of excess
liquid from the baron recovery system (BRS), liquids from the decontamination system, and plant
leakage from the aerated vent and drain system. The waste from the BRS will have underoone
mixed bed demineralization, cation bed demineralization, and evaporation prior to sampling for
analysis. The principal LLWS components will consist of two drain tanks. Low-level waste
will be sampled and, if found suitable for discharge, released unprocessed to cooling tower
blowdown. Low-level waste not suitable for discharge will be routed to the HLWS for treatment.

The laundry waste subsystem (LWS) will process the waste effluent from the onsite laundry
facilities. The principal components of the LWS will consist of a drain tank, an evaporator,
and a distillate test tank.

The regenerant chemical subsystem (RCS) will process the waste produced from the regeneration
of the full-flow contaminant polishing system (CPS). The CPS will be used to control secondary

--.

. . _ .

|
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system chemistry and reduce radioactivity levels. Radioactivity will enter the secondary
system leakage. Regenerant chemical waste will be processed through the RCS evaporator and,
if necessary, the polishing demineralizer in the HLWS.

3.5.1.1 High-level waste subsystem

High-level wastes consisting of plant leakage from the aerated vent and drain system, spent
resin flush, plant samples, and laboratory waste will be collected in one of two 25,000-gal
drain tanks at an input flow rate of about 1460 gpd. The 5 "f f calculated the collection time
to be about 14 days.

High-level wastes will be processed through an evaporator, and the distillate will be
collected in one of two 18,000-gal test tanks for sampling and analysis. The staff calculated
the decay time during processing to be about 0.6 day. If the radioactivity level is below

predetermined value, the distillate will be pumped to the Hudson River via the cooling towerd
blowdown line. If the radioactivity level is above the predetermined value, the distillate
will either be passed through the waste demineralizer, sampled, and released to the Hudson
River or returned to the drain tanks for reprocessing. The decontamination factors listed
in Table 3.4 were applied for radionuclide removal in the HLWS. Part of the processed
distillate may be retained in the plant for use as primary grade water, depending on the plant
water balance. The staff assumed that 100% of the evaporator distillate will be released to
the environment. The concentrated bottoms from the HLWS evaporator will be directed to
the radioactive solid waste system for solidification and dispnal by offsite burial.

3.5.1.2 Low-level waste subsystem

Low-level wastes consisting of excess liquid f rom the E,RS, liquid waste f rom the decontamination
system, and plant leakage from the aerated vent and drain system will be collected in one of
two 4000-gal drain tanks at an input flow rate of about 130 gpd. The staff calculated the
collection time to be about 22 days. Low-level wastes will be sampled and analyzed and, if
found suitable for discharge, Mll be filtered and released unprocessed to the Hudson River
via the cooling tower blowdow" "e. Low-level waste not suitable for discharge will be
transferred to the high-level ,te drain tanks for processing in the HLWS.

3.5.1.3 Laundry waste subsystem

Liquid waste from the onsite laundry facility will be collected in the 4000-gal laundry waste
drain tank at an input flow rate of 450 gpd. Laundry waste will be processed through an
evaporator and collected in a 2000-gal test tank for sampling, analysis, and discharge to
the Hudson River via the cooling tower blowdown line. The decontamination factors listed in
Table 3.4 were applied for radionuclide removal in the LWS.

3.5.1.4 Regenerant chemical subsys_ tem

The chemical waste produced from the regeneration of the full-flow condensate polishing
system will consist of a dilute sodium sulfate solution. The waste will be stored in a
36,000-gal storage tank prior to transfer to the RCS. The staff calculated the collection time
to be about six days. From storage, the waste will be processed through the RCS evaporator
at a rate of about 4800 gpd. The staff calculated the decay time during processing to be about
0.8 day. The RCS evaporator distillate will normally be pumped to the condenser hotwell, but
a portion may be routed to the HLWS test tanks for polishing and ultimate discharge to the
Hudson River via the cooling tower blowdown line. The decontamination factors listed in
Table 3.4 were applied for radionuclide removal from RCS waste. The staff assumed that 10%
of the RCS evaporator distillate will be discharged to the environment. The RCS evaporator
bottoms will be routed to the radioactive solid waste system for solidification and disposal
by offsite burial.
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3.5.1.5 Liquid waste surinary

Based on the staff's evaluation of the radioactive liquid waste treatment systems and the
paraneters listed in Table 3.4 the staff calculated the release of radioactive materials in
liquid waste effluent to be about 0.19 Ci/ year, excluding tritium and dissolved gases. On
the basis of experience from operating reactors, the staff estimates that about 340 Ci/ year
of tritium will be released to the environment.

In cemparison, the applicant estimated a radicactive liquid release, exclusive of tritium, of
0.0t,% Ci/ year and a tritiuni release of 1200 Ci/ year. The staff's estimated radioactive effluent
valuc differs from that of the applicant because of the staff's use of an adjustment factor
to account for anticipated operational occurrences. The applicant's higher tritium estimate
results from the assumption that all of the tritium produced will be released each year by
controlled discharge of BRS distillate. In the analysis, the staff considered that 10% of the
BRS evaporator distillate will be discharged.

The radionuclides expected to be released annually ' ei the plant are given in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5. Calculated releases of radioactive materials
in Inquid effluents from Greene County Nudear Power Plant

(Ci/ year)

Nuede Ce/ year Nuclide Cdyear

Cortcsson and activation products Te 129 1.2( - 4 )

Cr 51 2 5(-4)* l130 6 of-5)
Mn54 6 ot-5) T e-131m 5 o( -5)
F e 55 2 7(-4) 1-131 8 91- 2)
Fe 59 14(-4) Te-132 1.41- 3)
Co S8 2 5(-3) 1132 1.81- 3)
Co 60 4.2(-4) 1133 15(-2)
Np 239 6 ol-5) I134 1.o(- 5 )

Ession p<oducts Cs 134 6 6(- 3)
Br 83 3 0(-5) I135 3 4(-3)
Rb 86 1 o(-5) Cs 136 18(-3)
Sr 83 5 of -5) Cs-13 7 5.o(-3)
Sr 91 1 o(-5) B a-13 7m 4 5(-3)
Po 09 31(-2) Ba-140 2.o(-5)
Tc 99m 2.1 (- 2 ) La 140 2 o(-5)
Te 12 7m 4 o(-5) All others 1ot-4)
Te127 5 o(-5) Total except tntium ~~Tf 9- ^
Te 129m 19(-4) Tntium release 340

*Emponential notation: 2 5(-4) = 2 5 X 10-*

Based on the staff's evaluation, the radioactivity in liquid effluents from the GCNPD will not
result in whole-body doses greater than 3 millirems per year or critical-organ doses greater
than 10 millirems per year, in accordance with Sect. II. A of Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50.
Also, the radioactivity in liquid effluents from the site, exclusive of tritium and dissolved
noble gases, will be less than 5 Ci per year, and the whole-body and critical-organ doses
will be less than 5 millirems per year from the site, in accordance with the alternative to
Sect. II.D of Appendix ! as provided in the Annex to Appendix I.

The staff concludes that the liquid waste treatment system will reduce radioactive liquid
effluents to as-low-as-practicable levels in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.34a, Appendix I
to 10 CFR Part 50, and the Annex to Appendix I to 10 CFR Part 50. The staff, therefore,
concludes that the proposed system is acceptable.
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3.5.2 Gaseous wastes
'

The radioactive gaseous waste and plant ventilation systems will be designed to collect, store,
process, monitor, recycle, and/or discharge potentially radioactive gaseous wastes that will
be generated during nomal operation of the plant. The systems will consist of equipment
and instrumentation necessary to reduce releases of radioactive gases and particulates to the
environment. The principal sources of gaseous waste will be the effluents from the radioactive
gaseous waste system, from the aerated vent and drain system, and from the steam-jet air
ejector. Additional sources of gaseous waste will be the ventilation exhausts from the reactor
containment and annulus, from solid waste and decontamination, and from fuel and turbine
buildings.

The principal system for treating gaseous wastes will be the radioactive gaseous waste system
(RGWS). The RGWS will collect and store fission-product gases stripped from the primary coolant
letdown and from the liquids collected in the reactor coolant drain tank and the primary-drains
transfer tank by processing in a two-bed charcoal-delay system operated at ambient temperature.
Except for the turbine building, ventilation air will be filtered through charcoal adsorbers,
if warranted by the iodine concentrations in the ventilation air effluent. Ventilation air
from the turbine building will be released without treatment. An internal recirculation
system consisting of high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and charcoal adsorbers will
be provided to process containment air prior to purging. Off-gas from the aerated vent and
drain system and charcoal bed adsorber purge will be processed through charcoal adsorbers prior
to release to the environment. Steam-jet air-ejector ef fluent will nomally be released
directly to the environment but will be diverted through charcoal adsorbers when activity is
above a predetemined value. The gaseous waste nd ventilation treatment systems are shown
schematically in Fig. 3.7.

3.5.2.1 Radioactive gaseous waste system (RGWS)

The RGWS will be designed to collect and process gases stripped from the primary coolant and
from the hydmgenated liquids collected in the ractor coolant drain tank and primary-drains
transfer tank. The gases will consist mainly of hydrogen but will contain relatively small
quantities of radioactive gases, which will be stored for decay prior to release. The gases
will be dried and processed in a charcoal adsorber train that will adsorb iodine from the
process stream and selectively delay isotopes of krypton and xenon. The charcoal adsorber
train will consist of two ambient-temperature charcoal bed adsorbers, in series, each
containing 15,000 lb of charcoal. The gases will be filtered and collected in a receiver
tank from which the processed gases will be released to the environment via the ventilation
vent or routed to the makeup and purification system for reuse in the plant.

In its evaluation, the staff assumed that the charcoal beds will be operated at ambient
temperature and 1 psig. On the basis of the charcoal dynamic adsorption coefficients listed
in Table 3.4 and a flow rate through the system of 1.1 scfm, the staff calculated that the
decay times provided will be 100 days for xenon and 5.6 days for krypton.

3.5.2.2 Containment ventilation system

Radioactive gases will be released inside the containment when primary system components are
opened or when primary system leakage occurs. During normal operation, the gaseous activity
will be sealed within the containment but will be released during containment purges. The
staff assumed that the containment will be purged 24 times per year. Prior to purging, the
containment atmosphere will be recirculated through HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers for
particulate and iodine removal. Following recirculation, the containment will be purged through
HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers, if warranted by activity levels. The staff assumed
radionuclide removal during the recirculation phase to be based on a flow rate of 30,000 cfm.
system operation for 16 hr, a mixing efficiency of 70%, a particulate decontamination factor
(DF) of 100 for HEPA filters, and an iodine DF of 10 for charcoal adsorbers.

3.5.2.3 Ventilation releases from other buildings

!

Radioactive materials will be introduced into the plant atmosphere because of leakage from :
equipment transporting or handling radioactive materials. The applicant proposes to include

!

!
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previsions to process ventilation air from the fuel, the annulus, and the solid waste and
decontamination buildings through HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers when the building
activity levels are above a predetermined level. The staff estimated that 160 lb of primary
coolant per day will leak to the annulus building, with an iodine partition f actor of 0.0075.
Small quantities of radionuclides will be released to the turbine building atmosphere based
on an estimated 1700 lb of steam leakage per hour. The turbine building releases will be
released unfilterea directly to the environment. The staff calculations assumed that effluents
fraq the fuel, the annulus, and the solid waste and decontamination buildings will be processed
through HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers prior to release.

3.5.2.4 Main condenser air ejector

Off-gas fran the main condenser air ejectors will contain radioactive gases as a result of
primary to secondary leakage. In its evaluation, the staff assumed a primary-to-secondary
leak rate of 100 lb per day. Noble gases and iodine will be contained in the steam generator
leakage ard released to the enviromnent through the main condenser air ejectors in accordance
with the partition factors listed in Table 3.4. During normal operation, the air ejector
exhaust will be monitored and released directly to the environment via the ventilation vent,
but the exhaust will be routed through the process vent HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers
on an activity signal above a predetermined value.

3.5.2.5 Gaseous waste summary

Based on the staff's evaluation of the radicactive gaseous waste treatment and ventilation
systems and the parameters listed in Table 3.4, the staf f calculated that the release of
radioactive materials in gaseous effluents will be about 1300 Ci per year for noble gases and
0.051 Ci per year for iodine-131. In comparison, the applicant estimated a total release of
980 Ci per year for noble gases and 0.023 Ci per year for iodine-131. The staff's higher
estimated value for noble gas releases is due to the assumed more-frequent purging of the
con ta i nmen t. The staff's higher estimated value for iodine-l?l releases is due to the
assumption that there will be no charcoal filtration of the steam-jet air-ejector effluent.

The radionuclides expected to be released annually from the plant in gaseous releases are
given in Table 3.6.

Based on the staff's evaluation, the radioactivity in gaseous effluents from the GCNPD
will not result in a whole-body dose greater than 10 millirands per year for gamna
radiation, 20 millirads per year for beta radiation, or 15 millirems per year for radiciodine
and radioactive particulates, in accordance with Sects. II.B and !!.C of Appendix ! to
10 CFR Part 50. Also, the effluents from the site will not result in an annual ganina air
dose greater than 10 millirads, a beta air dose greater than 20 millirads, a release of
iodine-131 greater than 1 Cl, or a dose from radiolodine and radioactive particulates
released greater than 15 millirems, in accordance with the alternative to Sect. II.D of
Appendix ! as provided in the Annex to Appendix I. The staff concludes that the gaseous
radioactive waste treatment and ventilation systems will reduce gaseous radioactive effluents
to as-low-as-practicable levels in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50.34a, Appendix I to 10 CFR 50,
and the Annex to Appendix ! to 10 CFR Part 50. The staff, therefore, concludes that the
proposed systems are acceptable.

3.5.3 Solid wastes

The solid waste system will be designed to process two general types of solid wastes: " wet"
solid wastes that require solidification priar to shipment and " dry" solid wastes that
require packaging and, in some cases, compaction prior to shipment to a licensed burial
facility. Wet solid wastes will consist mainly of spent filter cartridges, demineralizer
resins, and evaporator bottoms that contain radioactive materials removed from liquid
streams during processing. Dry solid wastes will consist mainly of low-activity ventilation
air filters, contaminated clothing, paper, and miscellaneous items such as laboratory glassware
and tools. Miscellaneous solid wastes, such as irradiated primary-system components, will
be handled on a case-by-case basis, depending on their size and activity. The principal
sources of spent demineralizer resin! will be one 35-f t3 fuel pool demineralizer, two 35-ft3
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Table 3.6. Calculated reteeses of radio ctive matenals en gaseous effluents
from Greene County Nuclear Power Plent

_

Release (Ci) per year
-

Weste gas Bu.kbng ventilation Condenser
N uct wies processing air Total

sy stem Reactor Auxiliary Turbine elector
_ ._

Kr 83m , , , , , ,

Kr 85m , 2 2 e 1 5

Kr85 270 2 , , , 270
Kr 87 , , 1 e , 1

Kr 68 , 2 4 e 2 8

le 89 , , , , , ar

Xe-131m 2 4 e , a 6
Xe 133m , 11 1 , , 12

Xe 133 , 920 53 , 33 1000
Xe 135m , , , , , ,

Xe.135 , 8 5 , 3 6
Xe 137 . , , , , ,

Xe 138 . , 1 , e 1

4 41- 4)* 6 8(-3) 1.1 (- 3) 4 3(-2) 5.1 ( - 2)1-131 ,

1 133 , 3 9(-4) 8 4(-3) 1.3(-3) 5 3( - 21 6.31- 2)
Co60 7.o(-5) c 2.7(-4) e c 3 4(-4)
Co 58 15( - 4) c 6 0(-4) c c 7 5(-4)
Fe 59 1.5(-5) e 6 o(-5) e c 7 5(- 51
Mn54 4.5(- 51 e 1.8(-4) c c 2 3(-4)
Cs-137 7 5(-5) c 3 0(-4) c c 3 8(-4)
Cs 134 4 5(-5) e 18(-4) e c 2.3(-4)
Sr 90 6 o(-7) c 2.4 (- 6) e c 3 0(-6)
sr 89 3 3(-6) c 1.3(- 5) e c 16I-5)

C 14 7 1 8
H3 1200

Ar41 25 25

*Less than 1.0 Ci/ year noble gases, less than 10-* Ci/ year for iodine
*Emponentral notation: 4 41-4) = 4 4 X 10-'
'Less than 1% of total.

cesium-removal ion exchangers, two 35-ft3 boron demineralizers, one 35-ft3 waste demineralizer,
three 50-ft3 purification demineralizers, and three 65-ft3 deborating demineralizers. Spent
resins from the demineralizers will be collected in the spent-resin hold tank.

When the resin is to be packaged, it will be sluiced to the waste sludge tank and then pumped
in batches to a shipping container for solidification. Concentrated wastes from the boron
evaporator, waste evaporator, laundry evaporator, and regenerant chemical evaporator will
be pumped to an evaporator bottoms tank. The waste will then be pumped in batches to a
shipping container for solidification. On the basis of its evaluation, the staff has determined
that about 1700 ft3 of wet solid wastes, containing about 1200 Ci of activity, will be
shipped offsite annually. The principal radionuclides in the solid wastes will be long-lived
fission and corrosion products, namely, Cs-134 Cs-137, C0-58, Co-60, and Fe-55. The applicant

3estimated that the annual solid waste output for wet wastes will be 327 containers (50 ft )
containing about 500 Ci of activity. The containers will be shielded in casks, as required,
to reduce contact radiation levels.

Dry solid wastes will be packaged in 55-gal drums. Compressible wastes such as clothing and
rags will be compressed prior to packaging. The staff estimates the dry solid wastes to
total 600 drtsns per year with a total activity contents of 5 Ci. The applicant estintes the
dry solid waste output to be 300 drums per year containing negligible activity.
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3.5.3.1 Solid waste sunma_ry

On the basis of its evaluation of the solid waste system, the staff concludes that the system
design will accormodate the wastes expected during nonnal operations, including anticipated
operational occurrences.

The wastes will be packaged and shipped to a licensed burial site in accordance with NRC and
Department of Transportation regulations. From these findings, the staff concludes that the
solid waste system is acceptable.

3.6 NONRADI0 ACTIVE WASTE SYSTEMS

3.6.1 Chemical and biocidal effluents

Operation of GCNPP will result in the discharge of chemical wam. Into the Hudson River. The
chemical wastes result from (1) the concentrating effect on the dissolved solids in the intake
water due to cooling tower evaporation and subsequent blowdown and (2) the addition of chemicals
to the various systems during reactor operation, which eventually are discharged into the
effluent stream.

A sunmary of chemicals discharged to the environment is given in Table 3.7. A detailed listing
of water quality data fo* the Hudson River is given in Table 2.5. A partial water analysis of
the Hudson River (intake water) and the results of the concentration produced by the cooling
towers are given in Table 3.8. The resulting increase in concentration of chemicals in the
river is also shown in this table.

Table 3.7. Chemicals added to lequed effluent
dunng enant operation

Maximum
Par ameter totat added

(Ib/ day )

Sud.um hydronide (NaOH) 1900

Sulfunc acid (H SO ) 25002 4

Morpholine (C.H,NO) (alternatwel o.9
Hydrarene (N,H ) o2
Chlonne (Cl ) 3600i

Ammonia 13

3.6.1.1 Condenser cooling srs h

Makeup water for the cooling tower will be supplied from the Hudson River (Fig. 3.3) at a rate
of about 19,040 gpm. Evaporation and drift will consume about 11,575 gpm of this amount, and
the blowdown will be about 7465 gpm. Because of the concentrating ef fect of evaporation, the
cooling tower water and, consequently, the blowdown will have a dissolved solids concentration
about 2.5 times that of the intake water. During short periods ir the sunmer months, the
concentration factor will be as high as 2.77 (ER, p. 3.6-3).

The applicant plans to control biological fouling '' the cooling, makeup, and service water
systems through the injection of chlorine, in the mi of sodium hypochlorite, into each
system (ER, p. 3.6-4). The makeup line and service water system will be continuously chlorinated
at an approximate chlorine equivalent dosage of 1 ppm. Chlorination of the circulating water
system is planned for two 1-hr periods daily (ER, p. 3.6-4). Total residual chlorine in the
blowdown will be controlled by a feedback system to maintain a maximum concentration of 0.50 ppm
during the chlorination periods (ER, Sect. 3.6.3). These concentrations will result in free
residual chlorine concentrations well under EPA limitations (Sect. 5.3.3.21

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ -.
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Table 3 8. Maximum merease in chemical effluent concentration due to
cooling tower blowdown

- - - - . - . - _ _ . - . - .

Ma n s mum
Mautmu n Couling tower nremental

ent ak e blowdown increasep
concentration concen tr ation m Hudson

(mgfister )* (mg 'l, tee )' niver
b(mg hter i

_

pH (as pH un,ts! 8 3 (7 5 avg) range of G 5 - 8 5
Calc um (Cal 28 8 116 07
Magnesium (Mg) 52 20 01
Sod.um (Na) 11 2 155 1.0
Potamum |K) 17 65 0 43
Cadm.um 0005 0 02 <0 01
Chromium 0 026 0.11 <0 01
Copper 0 018 0 08 <0 01
f ron (F e) 0 70 28 0 02
Manganese (Mnl 0 06 0 22 <oOf
Ammonia (NH ) 0 44 17 0 013
Nitrate (NO ) 0 94 36 0 023

Phosphate (POal 0 82 16 0 01
Chiuride (Cl) 22 5 208 1.3
Silica (S>O ) 59 24 022

Sulf ate (SO ) 37 0 387 254
z nc 0 07 0 28 <0 01
Chlorine

Total residual 05
Total dissobed solids (TDS) 402 1842 12

' Source E R. Table 5 41.
* Based on a blowdown flow of 7600 gpm and a m.nimum river ff ow of 2660 cfs

3.6.1.2 Filtered water treatment

Water for plant use, other than the condenser cooling system, will be treated by passing it
through diatomaceous earth filters, activated carbon filters, and, finally, a demineralizer
train. A maximum of about 8 tons of material will be produced per month. All pretreatment
sludges will be disposed of offsite by a licensed waste disposal cor. tractor.

3.6.1.3 Demineralizer regeneration

The demineralizer system will consist of two cation, tw0 anion, and two mixed-bed ion exchangeunits arranged in two parallel trains. Each train has a 200-gpm demineralizing capacity.
Cation and anion exchange resins will require approximately daily regeneration. Mixed-bed
resins will require regeneration about once every 18 days. The applicant anticipates using
67,500 lb (93%) H 50., and 97,000 lb (50%) NaOH each month. Demineralizer regeneration wastes2

will be mixed with auxiliary boiler blowdown and drainage from the chemical storage area in
a batch-waste neutralizing tank. These wastes will then be treated with caustic or acid to
achieve a pH between 6.5 and 8.5 before mixing with cooling tower blowdown and discharging
to the Hudson River. Wastes will average about 234,200 gal per month, with a maximum of about
1,400,800 gal per month.

The condensate polishing system will consist Of mixed-t,ad demineralizers designed to remove
corrosion products and other impurities from the condensate stream. The applicant anticipates
that these demineralizers will require about ten regenerations per month, with each regeneration
producing about 20,000 gal of waste. These regenerations will require about 12,120 lb (93%)
H 50 , 17,860 lb (50%) Na0H, ano 1422 lb (28%) NH3 each month (ER, p. 3.6-6). The liquid2 %

regeneration wastes will be neutral D d and pumped to the radioactive 1 quid waste system
(Sect. 3.5.1).

_.

_....
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3.6.1.4 Auxiliary boiler blowdown

To supply steam for various plant uses during the last three years of construction, and,
subsequently during maintenance and refueling periods, auxiliary boilers will be used. Minor
amounts of hydrazine and morpholine will be added to the boiler water to prevent corrosion
(Table 3.7). Because of the limited water treatment that may be available during plant
construction, phosphate (117 lb per month) may also be added to prevent corrosion and scale
fonnation. However, no phosphate will be used during plant operation. During boiler operation,
a Continuous blowdown of about 5 gpm for two boilers (8 gpm maximum) will be neutralized and
discharged to the permanent sediment detention basin during the construction period but will
be combined with the cooling tower blowdown during plant operation (ER, Sect. 3.7-2).

3.6.2 _Sa_nttary wastes and other ef fluen_ts

3.6.2.1 Tmporary_and_ permanent seware.

A package sewage-treatment plant will be used to handle sanitary wast's during construction
and plant operation. The selection of the exact process to be used ill not be made until
about sne year before construction bogins, but the effluent qualit,, as a minimum, will meet the
U.S. EPA standards (40 CFR Part 133). The capacity of the plar' ,11 be sufficient to handle

sanitary wastes produced by the peak ork force of about 21Co. .oring plant operation, the
ef fluent will be chlorinated to a free residual level of I to 2 mg per liter and then discharged
to the cooling tower blowdown.

3.6.2.2 Gaseous and p_ articulate emissinns

Minor amounts of nonradioactive gaseous etnissions will be produced intermittently by the
auxiliary boilers and the standby diesel equipment; both burn No. 2 fuel oil. The emissions
and operational schedules are shown in Table 3.9.

Table 3 9. Auuhary equepment emissmns

E mi ssion

(tonshear)

Boiler s*

Sulfur dio=ide 102
Nittogen oxide 43
Par ticulates 15

hStandby d>cwl g nerators

Sulfur dion * o 86
Nitropn oxide 50
Par teculates 0 09

Standby d.esel fire pums/

Sulfur d. oxide 0.028
Nitrown oxide o 17
Part.culates 0 003

* Bawd on both txnlers en operah n 2

erw>nths ' year .
8 0awd on a testing schedule of 2

hr % nth.
' Based on a testing schedute of 30

min week .

Source E R. Table 3 7-1.
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It is assumed that ambient-air-quality standards (federal and State) for particulates at the
Cementon site will be attained in accordance with the Clean Air Act of 1970 (as amended) by
the time the plant is operational. Furthermore, air-quality-maintenance plans developed by
the State in accordance with the Clean Air Act will ensure the maintenance of the attained
particulate standard in the area. Therefore, the staff concludes that the emissions from
the cooling tower and the boilers will be within State standards and expects that no significant
dcterioration in ambient-air quality from these sources will occur in the Cementon area.

3.7 TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

3.7.1 Switching station

The 345-kV switchyard will be constructed within the property boundary of the GCNPP, about
700 f t frca the main generator transformer (ER, Fig. 2.1-2). This facility will cover an area
oi 2.5 acret.

3.7.2 Transmission lines

The preferred transmission line route described in the ER has been modified by the applicant.1
The following description of transmission facilities is based on this most recent information.

The GCNPP will be connected to the existing Niagara Mohawk Corporation substation at Leeds by
two, 12.9-mile, 345-kV circuits (Fig. 3.8). From the plant site, a 300-ft right-of-way con-
taining the two circuits on parallel, single-circuit structures will extend in a northerly
direction about 6.7 miles to a point intersecting the existing Roseton-Leeds 345-kV power
lines operated by Central Hudson Gas and Electric Company (CHGEC). At the point of inter-
section, thc CHGEC circuit will be opened, and its northern end will be connected to one of
the new GCNPP circuits. The southern end of the disconnected CHGEC circuit and the second
GCNPP circuit will be connected to new transmission lines running parallel to the existing
Roseton-Leeds corridor on double-circuit structures placed in a 180-f t parallel corridor for
the first 1.1 miles and then in a joint corridor for 4.4 miles. (A parallel corridor is
separated from an existing right-of-way by an intervening strip of vegetation, which will vary
in width. A joint corridor represents an expansion of an existing right-of-way Ind, upon
completion, will be managed as a single corridor.) About 0.7 mile west of the Leeds sub-
station, the two circuits originating at the GCNPP will be connected to inoependent single-
circuit towers located in a new 300-ft right-of-way extending to the substation. The relocated
CHGEC circuit will be reconnected to the existing Roseton-Leeds transmission structures for
the remaining distance to the substation. The GCNPP transmission lines wf]] parallel an
existing CHGEC 69-kV transmission line west of Van Luven Lake for about 1.5 miles, will
parallel the Roseton-Leeds corridor fcr about 1.1 miles, and will occupy a joint corridor with
the Rosetan-Leeds transmission lines for about 4.4 miles.

About 475 transmission structures will be used along the proposed corridor. The applicant plans
to use several types of tower structures as needed; for example, steel pole structures between
the plant and the sunmit of Kalkberg Ridge, along the joint corridor with the Roseton-Leeds
345-kV transmission line, and in the vicinity of the Leeds substation; steel lattice towers in
areas of low visibility between Kalkberg Ridge and the junction with the Roseton-Leeds trans-
mission line; and steel pole H-frame structures in areas of high visual sensitivity such as road
crossings. A detailed description of the structures and corridors for the preferred and
alternative transmission line routes is contained in the applicant's Article VII application.1

3.7.3 Access roads

Two types of access roads will be constructed for ..e transmission linet permanent roads,where maintenance equipment must have access whe ..e lines are operatiunal, and temporary
rout?s, where access is needed primarily for '' benefit of construction personnel (ER,
Sect. 4.2.1.3).

Access to the base of each tower is requir J during line construction. To minimize adverse
impacts in those areas, temporary access roads will be located, where possible, off the
right-of-way, making full use of existing public and private roads and trails and using the
path of least resistance with regard to terrain, vegetation, and land use. To reduce the
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impact of the permanent access roads, none will be constructed in areas that are under active
cultivation, seasonally wet, of rugged terrain, near major streams, or at scenic or heavily
traveled highways.

3.8 TRANSPORTATION CONNECTIONS

3.8.1 Railroad spur

A main north-south line of Conrail passes by the site, adjacent to U.S. Rt. 9W (ER, Fig. 2.1-2).
Either an existing siding will be upgraded and extended or a new siding will be installed from
this branch to the site.

3.8.2 Access road improvements

The applicant has determined that the section of U.S. Rt. 9W running from Saugerties to Catskill
(Fig. 3.9) is inadequate to accommodate the additional traffic that would be generated by con-
struction of the GCNPP. To provide adequate access to the site, the applicant has conducted

and has proposed four alternatives.3 Two additional2a study of alternate access improvements
alternatives suggested during the hearings (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-14514) are
currently under study by the applicant. None of the six alternatives being considered has
been designated as the applicant's preferred alternative.

3.8.2.1 Existing roadways

The existing roadways provide good access to the general vicinity of the site since I-87 runs
through the area, generally parallel to the Hudson River (Fig. 3.9). However, traffic from

1-87 must exit onto local roads at either the Catskill or Saugerties interchanges. From these
two points, traffic must move to the site through one of the two villages and then along U.S.
Rt. 9W. T.affic moving from the north would be channeled through tne village of Catskill via
Rts. 23, 23B/145, and U.S. Rt. 9W. Major restrictions in the CatskilI area include the nar-
row roadway along Rt. 23B/145 that serves as a main artery to the central business district,
a congested comercial district along U.S. Rt. 9W between its junction with Rt. 93 and
Rt. 23A, and a traffic light and poor intersection at the junction of U.S. Rt. 9,. and West

Bridge Street (Rt. 385). In the Saugerties area, traffic from the south would be channeled
via U.S. Rt. 9W/32 and Rt. 212/32 through the central business district of the village. This
portion of the route is already congested by narrow streets, high traffic demand, sharp turns,
and on-street parking. U.S. Route 9W/32 south of the village is a narrow two-lane road with
frequent sharp turns, a 1/4-mile grade of 5% to 6%, and a narrow steel bridge over Espos
Creek. Route 212/32 west of t5e village passes through a narrow rock cut and crosses the
Conrail tracks at grade.

The 9.6-mile stretch of U.S. Rt. 9W that runs from the village line north of Saugerties to
U.S. Rt. 9W/23A intersection south of Catskill is a narrow, winding, two-lane road tucked
against a steep ridge to the west for much of its length. The pavement is about 20 ft in
width, and road shoulders are extremely narrow or nonexistent. In the hamlet of Cementon,
most if the side streets have very steep grades to the highway, and movement onto U.S. Rt. 9W
is rficult because of poor visibility, steep grades, awkward angles of intersection, and
ext me?y slippery conditions during winter months. As the road passes through the Cementon
are , it crosses the Conrail tracks via two underpasses located at approximately 90' curves
in sne road. Traffic is restricted to one-way movement thrsugh the underpasses; a stop-
light on each side controls the flow. The southernmost underpass has a clearance of 12 ft
10 in., whereas the one directly west of the site has a clearance of only 11 f t 10 in. The
applicant estimates that a minimum clearance of 14 f t 6 in, would be needed for passage of
major construction equipment (Article VII application, p. 6.3-29).1

Inadequate traffic flow capacity on existing U.S. Rt. 9W between Saugerties and Catskill is
the principal reason the access improvement alternatives were proposed, although serious
traffic bottlenecks in Saugerties and Catskill were also a factor. The 3% average annual
traffic growth rate used by the applicant in making projections for U.S. Rt. 9W appears to
overstate the case for this section of the state. Despite an average 2.9% growth rate on
the Rip Van Winkle Bridge and a 7% growth rate on the Catskill Thruway interchange since 1960,
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traf fic growth on this section of U.S. Rt. 9W has not occurred. In fact, the average daily
traffic level is about the same as it was 16 years ago, as shown below:

Average annual daily traffic
Year (U.S. Rt. 9W between Saugerties and Catskill)

1960 2972

1962 3200

1967 3150

1971 2700

1973 2800

1976 2850
.

Source: Emil Skogland, Region I Planning and Development
Group, New York State Department of Transportation, Jan. 1,
1978.

3.8.2.2 Alternate Rt. 1B

This route would consist of a new, permanent bypass of the hamlet of Cementon, running east
of the present U.S. Rt. 9W, an upgraded section of U.S. Rt. 9W, and a new permanent bypass
of the village of Catskill routed through the Catskill Creek Gorge (Fig. 3.9). Route IB
would depart the existing U.S. Rt. 9W in the vicinity of its present junction with the Malden
Turnpike and run north-northeast along the east side of the Conrail tracks for about
3.3 miles where it would intersect i.he main plant entrance road. The route would then con-
tinue about 3.7 miles in a northerly direction where it would rejoin U.S. Rt. 9W about
1 mile north of Embought Road. The existing road from this point to U.S. Rt. 9W/23A
intersection (about 1.6 miles) would be upgraded. A new bypass of the v llage of Catskilli

would be built running north from Rt. 9W/23A intersection to Rt. 23/238 interchange, a dis-
tance of about 1.9 miles. The new and upgraded roadway would be 44 ft wide (two 12-ft
travel lanes and two 10-f t shoulders) and would have a total length of about 10.5 miles.
A climbing lane 12 f t wide would add additional width to part of the Catskill bypass (" Joint
Hearing Transcripts," p. J-13516). The route would cross the western end of Bristol Beach
State Park (currently undeveloped), a number of secondary roads, the property of the Cementon
Sportman's Association, the properties of three cement companies, the Conrail tracks north
of Embought Road, Rt. 23A, and Catskill Creek. Bridges, overpasses, or grade separations
will be built across at least three roads in the vicinity of the Lehigh Portland Cenent
Company, and bridges across the Conrail tracks and Catskill Creek will also be constructed.
The route passes through three cement waste piles on the properties of the Lehigh and Marquette
cement companies and passes along the western edge of the Port-o-let sludge disposal area,
about 0.2 mile south of Embought Road. In addition to the new and upgraded roadways, nineteen
spot improvements to existing roadways in the Saugerties and Catskill areas will be made to
improve traffic flow to the construction site."

3.8.2.1 ..cernate Rt. 2T

Alternate Rt. 2T would follow essentially the same routing as Rt. IB for most of its length,
but would consist of temporary, paved driveways restricted to construction-related traffic
and controlled by gates and flagmen. The first of these driveways would run north from the
Malden Turnpike /U.S. Rt. 9W junction to the site; the second driveway would run northwest
from the site for about 0.3 mile, then turn sharply northeast and follow the same general
route as Rt.18 to the junction with U.S. Rt. 9W north of Embought Road (" Joint Hearing
Transcripts," pp. J-13504-506). The approximate 1.6 miles between this junction and U.S.
Rt. 9W/23A intersection would be upgraded in a similar fashion to that proposed for Rt. 1B.
The third driveway would run irom U.S. Rt. 9W/23A intersection, through Catskill Creek Gorge,
to Rt. 23/23B interchange. The driveways would be built as temporary roads, 30 ft wide (two
ll-ft travel lanes with two 4-ft shnulders), and would be restricted to construction-related
traffic. No overpass across the Lehigh Portland Cement Company's haul road would be needed
west of the site since the north and south access roads would not be connected. The bridge
over Catskill Creek would be removed af ter completion of the GCNPP. At the end of con-
struction, the pavement of the private driveways would be removed at the land owner's option.
Spot improvements associated with Rt. R2T would be similar to those for Rt.1B.
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3.8.2.4 Alternate Rt. 2TB

Alternate Rt. 2TB would be identical to Rt.1B with the exception that the Catskill Creek
Gorge bypass f rom U.S. Rt. 9W/23A to Rt. 23/233 would be built as a temporary, paved driveway
to be used only by construction-related traffic.

3.8.2.5 Alternate Rt. 111(ParkandRid_el

Saugerties and Catskill.gravide a shuttle-bus service from six piskup points located nearParking lots would te provided at five of these pickup points andAlternate Rt. III would

would provide parking space for about 1600 cars. Eight spot improvenents along existing road-
ways would be made to improve traffic flow, including the upgrading of about 1.65 miles of
the Malden Turnpike. An access road which would connect U.S. Rt. 9W to the site would be
built north of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company's buildings to provide access for delivery
of construction materials (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-14941). This roadway would be
a two-lane driveway with 20 to 24 ft of pavement.

3.8.2.6 Alternate Rts.1BR and 2TR

Alternate Rts. IBR and 2TR are identical to Rts.1B and 2T, respectively, except for the rout-
ing of the Catskill bypass. For both Rts. IBR and 2TR, a permanent bypass (the Catskill
Industrial Bypass) is proposed to run north-northeast from the junction of U.S. Rt. 9W/23A
for about 0.2 mile, turn east for about 0.3 mile, and then run northeast along the west side
of the ConPall tracks for about 0.6 miles, rejoining U.S. Rt. 9W just to the south of the
present U.S. Rt. 9W bridge over Catskill Creek (Joint Hearing Exhibit J-122). Alternate Rts.
1BR and 2TR would include eight spot improvenents in the Catskill vicinity.

3.8.3 Pipelines

Makeup water pumps for construction wate ' use will be installed on the bank of the Hudson
River, and a service line will connect tnese pumps to the construction water storage tank
( E R , Se c t . 4.1.1.1. 4 ) .

REFERENCES FOR SECTION 3

1. Power Authority of the State of New York, Greer.,: Ceants Naclear Teucr flant - keda,
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2. Parsons, Brinckerhof f, Quade & Douglas, Inc., Envircr.mcntal 17act Assessvnt. Acecas
Iirovevnte - Cevnton Site. Gra ne Ccunty Nuclear Tcuer Tiant, prepared for Power
Authority of tne State of New York, August 1977, joint hearing exhibit J-ll8.

3. Letter from V. J. Cassan, Power Authority of the State of New York, to F. J. Coufal et
al., Feb. 24, 1978.

4. Ref.1, pp.14-19.

5. Ref. 1, Fig. 15.



4. ENVIROMiENTAL IMPACTS OF CONSTRUCTION

4.1 LAND USE

A total land area of about 657 acres will be subiarted to the construction of onsite facilities
and transmission lines f rom the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (GCNPP) to the Leeds tub-
station. The construction of plant facilities and site access roads will disturb 281 acres;
211 acres will be cleared. The transmission line rights-of-way from GCNPP to the Leeds sub-
station will affect 373 acres, and access improvements will probably affect from 17 to
162 acres. The acreages and land-use types affected by the construction of the GCNPP and
related facilities are given in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4.

4.1.1 Plant site

The use of the site for a nuclear f acility will preclude the use of 284 acres of land for
other development. During construction, 211 acre' will be cleared, resulting in the removal
of 59 acres of forest and 101.5 acres of shrub cov- from production. Since most of the
timber is not marketable, as much of it as possible will be chipped for mulching. Tree stumps
will be buried along with other noncombustible wastes in a designated disposal area on the
site. Since there are no agricultural activities within site boundaries, construction ac-
tivities will not result in a loss of agricultural production from Greene County. In addition,
no historical or archaeological landmarks are located on the site. About 167.5 acres disturbed
by onsite construction activities will be landscaped af ter construction is completed. The
transmission line right-of-way will require 6.5 acres onsite.

Subsequent to clearing, atout 400,000 yd3 of soil will be excavated and used to fill in low
areas of the site for plant foundations. An estimated 250,000 yd3 of rock will be excavated
during the leveling of the site for plant foundations; this rock will be crushed and used as
backfill for access roads, rail sidings, switchyards, above-foundation grades, and low areas.
An additional 100,000 to 500,000 yd' of select structural fill material will be procured and
transported from an offsite source, as required for certain plant structures.

Throughout the construction phase, measures will be implemented to minimize soil erosion and
sediment runoff. Cleared land areas will be graded and stabilized by seeding, sodding, and/or
mulching; a 1-acre settling basin, diversion dikes, straw-bale sediment barriers, and grassed
waterways will be installed to control surface runoff.

The impacts of site acquisition and construction on residential structures and on the Lehigh
Portland Cement Company are discussed in Sect. 4.4. Since the site is located in an indus-
trialized area, construction noise is not expected to have a significant impact on surrounding
land uses.

4.1.2 Transmission lines

The proposed 345-kV transmission line corridor between the GCNPP site and the Leeds substation
(Fig. 3.8) would be about 12.9 miles long and would require about 373 acres of land (Table 4.2).
About 42% of the acreage would be either parallel to, or in a joint corridor with, existing
power lines. Land use along the preferred corridor is dominated by forest and brush cover,
with agricultural land, heavy manufacturing, and wetlands accounting for most 'f the remaining
area (Table 4.3). Near Cementon, the transmission lines traverse industrial ano quarry lands
associated with cement company operations. The applicant has routed the preferred orridor
over quarries that are, or soon will become, exhausted under foreseeable economic confitions.
Thus, construction of the transmission lines should have little impact on future quarry
operations.

4-1
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Table 41. Acreage disturbed because
of construe on*

-_ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ ____

T ype A c es*

Area within property tu,orsj u y* 263 0'

Area to te tiedret 2110
Construc tion par k ing 15 0

Lavdown airca 38 0

Constrwtion of f aes 1.6

Batch plant 65
Warchouse 15

Basge shp arwt St.spng 15
Serfiment detection fiasin 15
Sew +;e treatment bud (ling 00

_

*iatse 5 81 of the E R ints are4 occupel
by permanent f ai sfitees

D E stimates to the neaiest one half acte
' The most recent est4 mate of site acreaige

is 284 acres ("Jomt Hearing Transcripts." p.
J 204081 but no breakdown of the total
value is given

Source. E R, T able 41 1

Table 4.2. Land areas used by proposed and esisting transmissmn hnes

dTransm.ssion line segments
Right of way - ---- - - - - - Tuta!

AE E E' E' FG G l' l' )
_ _ _ . _ . . ._ _ _ _ _ . - . _ . _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _

tangth (miles)

New 20 32 07 59

Parallel 1.5 1.1 26
Joent 44 44

Width (ft)

New 300 30n 300 180 150 300
6

E x isteng 100 150 150

Area (actes)

New 72 7 116 4 25 5 214 6

Parattel 54.6 24 08 78 6

Joint 80 0 80 0

E xisting 18 2 20 0 80 0 12 7 130 9

Cumulative segment totals 72 7 72 8 116 4 44 0 160 0 38 2 504.1

*See Fig. 3.0 for location of transmission kne segments.
6The existing right of way is 150 f t w;4 with a 100 f t vegetated reserwe along its western sale.
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Table 4.3. Land use along preferrec transmisuon corridor

*Use Percentage of total

Brush cover under 30 ft tall 1.4 44 1 14 o
Forest cover over 30 f t tall 7.7 191.9 60 8
inactive at tulture o3 27 o9
Active cropland' cropland pasture 1.3 2s 6 B1
Heavy manufacturing 0.5 17 2 s4
E attactive, mineral, cc nent, clay 0.3 96 3o
Bogs, shrub. and wooded wetlands o8 183 s.8
S* reams, rivers, natural water bodies o1 18 o6
Residential, resorts a4 23 o7
%ghway, hmited access o1 23 o7

Total 12 9 31 s.88 100 o

*This total does not take into account the acreage of the Roseton Leeds reserwe that
wnuld be used for a ymnt corridor.

Sour ce Power Authority of the State of New York, Greene Cm nty Nuclewr Fower
Plant - Leeds. 345 k V Transmission Lines Applicarmit to the State of New York for
certofware of Envronmental Compatibility and Pubirc Need. June 1918, Table 4 3.

The preferred corridor will require the removal of two hones and a campground swiming pool.
Agricultural land that is crossed by the corridor can be returned to production af ter con-
struction, with the exception of areas occupied by transmission tower bases. The transmission
lines will have 23 road crossings, including I-87, U.S. Rt. 9W, State Rts. 23 and 23A, and the
Mohican Trail. Kaaterskill Creek, Catskill Creek, and Canoe Lake are the largest water bolies
crossed by the lines.

The applicant has assessed potential visual impacts along the route by using a system developed
by the U.S. Forest Service 1 and has considered the information so obtained as an irrportant
element in selecting the preferred route. In areas regarded as visually sensitive (e.g.,
crossings of I-87, State Rt. 23, the Mohican Trail, Catskill Creek), the applicant plans to
use steel H-frame structures and vegetative screening to reduce the visual impact. In the
vicinity of Cementon, the applicant has selected a route that avoids paralleling U.S. Rt. 9W
or the Hudson River for any extensive length. The preferred corridor is routed to ascend
Kalkberg Ridge immediately west of Rt. 9W in an area where the industrial facilities of
Cementon dominate the view, thus minimizing the visual impact of the transmission lines. Along
the northern portion of the preferred route, the use of a joint corridor with the Roseton-Leeds
transmission lines reduces visual impact by avoid'.ng the necessity of constructing entirely
new crossings in visually sensitive areas such as the Mohican Trail and I-87.

Table 4.2 shows that segment F-G of the transmission line runs for 1.1 miles in a 180-ft
corridor parallel to the existing Roseton-Leeds 345-kV lines. Since a 100-ft vegetated
reserve will separate the existing from the proposed corridor, a total corridor width of
430 ft will be created along this segment. The applicant states that joint use along this
segment (and other portions of the proposed corridor) would rot represent a dramatic reduction
in potential adverse impacts since low visual impacts would occcc with or without a joint
corridor.2 The staff is concerned that the proposed corridor would needlessly impact 17 acres
of land which would not be required with a joint corridor. Unless the applicant can demon-
strate that the vegetated reserve that would be lef t between the two corridors would be ef-
fective in screening the combined corridor or would have some benefit to wildlife habitat,
the staff recomends that a joint corridor be constructed along segment F-G similar to that
proposed for segment G-I'.

The staff concludes that the applicant's preferred route will have a minimal impact on land
use within the region. The applicant's plans to mitigate the visual impact of the preferred
corridor by selective routing, vegetative screening, and use of parallel and joint corridors
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appears, in general, to offer the least visual intrusion of the alternatives considered. The
staf f recorrends that serious consideratian be given to use of a joint corridcr. rather thJn
a parallel corridor, along the 1.1-mile length of segment F-G.

4.1.3 Impacts of access road improvements

The impacts of construction of alternative routes IB, 2T, 2TB, IBR, and 2TR (Sect. 3.8.2) en
land use are very similar since all routes have major sections in comon and have about the
same total length (Table 4.4). The major difference in lands affected by the different
alternatives occurs in the bypass route around the village of Catskill. Alternatives IB, 27,
and 2TB would all have a bypass that would run through a relatively undeveloped area west of
Catskill (the Catskill Creek Gorge), which is currently used for truck farming and open space.
Alternatives IBR and 2TR would have a bypass that would run southeast of Catskill parallel to
the Conrail tracks through an area that is at least partially suitable for light industry
(" Joint Hearing Transcripts", p. J-13585).

Table 4.4. Land areas disturbed by access improvement alternati,es

Alternateve route
l*"'S (%)IUse

18 2T 2TB f8R 2TA

Industrial 75(46) 48(46) 70 (46) 71 (47) 48(47)

Open 42 (26) 27 (26) do (26) 35 (23) 23 (231

Low density

resential 19(12) 13(12) 18(12) 20 (13) 13(13)

Medium density
resential 16 (10) 11 (10) 15(10) 15 (10) 10 (10)

Reneational 5 (3) 3 (3) 5 (3) 5 (4) 4 (4)

Commercial 3 (2) 2 (2) 3 (2) 3 (2) 2 (2)

Agricultural 2 (1) 1 (1) ? (1) 1 (1) 1 (1)

Total area.*
acres 162 105 153 150 102

T01al length,

miles 10 5 10 o to 5 97 92

* Basis for area calculation lengths of route for each hnd use shown in Figs. 4 and 13
of Parsons. Brinckerhoff. Quade & Douglas, Inc . Envronmental Invasct Assessment
Access improvements - Cementon Sote. Greene County Nuc.rar Power Plant (prepared
for the Power Authority of the State of New York. August 1977). widths assumed to tm
100 f t for permanent roadwsy sections and 68 f t for temporary readway sections, all
totals adsue'ed to . gree with apphcant's latest total area estimate for 18 of 162 arres
("Jomt Hearing Transcripts." p. J 20132.)

Alternatives 2T, 2TB, and 2TR all include sections of private driveways (i.e. , temporary roadways)
which would be partially removed upon completion of the GCNPP at the owner's option. Since
these driveways would be narrower than proposed permanent roadways, and would therefore require
less land are> for construction, their short-term impact during the construction period should
be less. The lorig-term impact should clso be less than that of the permanent alternatives
since the pavenent may be removed and the land converted to other uses. Since the applicant
plans to leave the roadbeds in place, but remove the pavement at the owner's option, conversion
of the land to some other use still remains a possibility.
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Although the applicant has not given a detailed breakdown of the areas of each land use type
occurring along each route, the staff has estimated such areas using maps provided by the
applicant.3 Although staff estimates do not cake specific construction details into con-
sideration, the values in Table 4.4 give an approximation of the relative impacts of each
alternative. Alternatives 2T and 2TR, which have the greatest amounts of private driveways,
would require the unallest amounts of land (105 and 102 acres respectively), whereas the alter-
native requiring the most land (162 acres) would be 18, which provides pernanent roadway its
entire length.

All five alternatives run through the western end of Bristol Beach State Park, a potential
recreation area. No plans to develop this park have yet been made, and if it were developed,
the alternatives would have the positive impact of providing access to the area.

Alternative !!! (Park and Ride) would have minimal impact on land use since it uses existing
roadways. Small areas associated with construction of parking lots (about 9 acres) and the
use of about 8 acres of land north of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company for a construction
equipment access road would account for the major areas affected.

The staf f concludes f rom the foregoing analysis that, from a land-use point of view, (1) alter-
native Ill would have the least impact of the proposed alternatives for access improvements;
(2) alternatives 2TR and 2T are considered preferable to alternatives 18,1BR, and 2TR since
they have the greatest lengths of temporary driveways and, except for alternative III, use
the ,mallest amounts of land; (3) alternative 2TR is considered preferable to 2T since it
is routed along the Conrail tracks in the vicinity of Catskill and therefore appears to be
more compatible to current land use than is alternative 2T.

4.1.4 Railroad spurline

Plans for the provision of rail access to the site include the upgrading and extension of an
existing siding near the site or the installation of a new siding from the main railroad line.
The extension of an existing siding would not alter the land use of areas outside the site
boundaries. The construction of a new siding would result in the displacement of some residen-
tial dwellings along the access road to the Alpha Portland Cement Company and the permanent
removal of this area f rom other uses.

4.2 WATER USE

4.2.1 Surface water

4.2.1.1 Onsite water bodies

The construction of permanent plant facilities necessitates the draining and filliig of several
small onsite water bodies, including a 1.6-acre perennial impoundment, a 0.9-acre pond, and
3.6 acres of ephemeral or intermittent sumps and intermittent standing-water areas. This
draining and filling will reduce depression storage in the lower drainage area (ER, Fig. 2.5-29)
and increase runoff. The diversion of the icwer portion of a 1-mile creek that flows through
the site will improve drainage and tend to reduce maximum and minimum flow rates in the creek.
An existing industrial impoundment may be relocated to facilitate the construction or the
cooling tower.

4.2.1.2 Hudson River estuary

During plant construction, an estimated 450 gpm of water will be pumped from the Hudson River
estuary, treated in a package water treatment plant, and used for domestic purposes, concrete
batching, hydrotesting, and miscellaneous construction uses. Withdrawal at this rate would
exert negligible impact on the tidal and freshwater inflows in the Hudson River.

The principal impact of construction on the Hudson River estuary is increased surface runoff
and turbidity associated with dredging for the makeup water pumphouse, the discharge pipeline,
and the barge docking slip. About 20,000 yd3 of material will be dredged from portions of the
Hudson River bank and bottom in the vicinity of the site. An estimated 2% of the bottom

,

material will be lost to the river as suspended solids (ER, Sect. 4.1.2).
;
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4.2.2 Groundwater
.

Excavation to depths below the existing water table will require dewatering for the placement,

of foundations. Dewatering will temporarily disrupt groundwater flows and elevations in the E
imrediate area; however, other groundwater users will be unaffected because of the impervious "

estuary. The placement of concrete in excavated areas will slightly alter groundaater flow '5
patterns but will not affect the overall direction of the flow. 172

.
.

4.3 ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS

4.3.1 Ter.estrial&
.

~

4. 3.1.1 Plant site

.%
Since the site has been impacted by past industrial accivities, drainage, vegetation, and

~

soils in the general area have already been significantly altered from their original state.
~Efforts to maintain the area along the Hudson River in as natural a state as possible during

construction should help to reduce the visual icpact of the facility on persons viewing the
.

' site f rom botn the east shore of the Hudson and those traveling along the river by boat. Most
.

of the upland vegetation will be preserved, and trees and shrubs will be planted to establish
' visual continuity within the shrub / woodland character." Measures proposed by the applicant to

control soil erosion and sediment runof f during construction include (1) stabilizing exposed*
',surfaces with seed, mulch, and other cover; (2) installing a sediment detention basin, diver-

sion dikes, and grassed waterways to control runoff; and (3) using straw-bale sediment barriers.
riprap, and other structures in critical areas (ER, Sects. 4.1.1.1.6, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, and*~

4.1.4.1). If the control measures proposed by the applicant are implemented in a manner that
takes into account the topography of the site (e.g., natural drainage patterns Steepness of
slope) and the nature of the soils, then the impacts due to erosion and runoff during the -

,e construction of the plant shruld be minimal.
,

'

Construction of the proposed plant will require the clearing of 77 ha (191 acres) of thee

, 106 ha (263 acres) of land within the property boundary (ER, Sect. 4.3.1). On the land to be g
'

cleared, the major plant communities are the dogwood shrub vegetation type and wooded areas
(Table 4.5). Since Greene County has a total of about 81,000 ha (200,000 acres) of fcrest,5.

the permanen, loss of 17.6 ha (43.5 acres) of woods for construction is an insignifictnt part '

of the total. Most of the vegetation to be cleared is in middle seral stages of secondary -

'

succession, and none of it appears to be unique to either the region or the general study
"" area. About 101 of the vegetation at the site is already stressed as a result of nearby
'

cement plants and of disease. Adherence to the sediment and erosion control methods described*

previously should minimize construction impacts on the adjacent uncleared land. Upon com-
pletion of construction, about 67.8 ha (167.5 acres) of the cleared land will be landscaped, #

. t leaving the remaining 17.6 ha (43.E acres) (which will be covered by permanent facilities) *

nW '
account for 6.9 ha (17.0 acres) of the land that will be committed during the time the plant

.

free of vegetation during the 30-year life of the plant. Railroads and roads within the site

is operating..,

*
The impacts on resident and transient fauna are both direct and indirect. Direct results will4

- include an unquantifiable increase in road kills of mannals, amphibians, and reptiles due to
i. traffic. Also, many of the less mobile organisms (herpetofauna and fossorial mammals) will be ,

destroyed during construction activities. More mobile animals will migrate from the site as -

,
construction activities increase, but many of these will return as construction ceases and
landscaping is initiated. Due to the proximity of the cement plants, many of the organismsx

currently inhabiting the site are already habituated to the presence of humans and machinery
~,

,
and should be less affected by construction activities than organisms in a more pristine region.

,

- Indirect effects on wildlife are associated with the loss of 211 acres of habitat during con-
~
,

_ struction, with a total of 43.5 acres to be free of vegetation during the 30-year life of the
,

plant. The loss of this amount of habitat is small compared with the total range of most
species reported at the site. The major impact will be on migratory wildlife, particularly on
ducks that use Duck Cove for a resting and feeding area during migrations (Fig. 2.10). The
staf f is of the opinion that these birds will avoid this region during the period of con-
struction but will be able to find suitable alternative sites within acceptable distances
along the Hudson River. Therefore, the staff considers the negative impact on most regicnal |
fauna to be small. | _
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Table 4 5. Vegetateon type withen the property boundary to be deared becavie of plant constructeon

Ac res w' then Anes to be cleared#

Type to be cleawd
u uperty tsoundarv' with n oropee tv Outude oroperty Totai * th'n Prope'ty toundar y N

Vegetateon type
Dogwomi shrub 47o 43 o o5 435 91t y pe 3

Cot t unwood 40 5 23 0 15 24 5 57
Bra (k walow 16 o 16 o 0 10 0 100
Open f. eld -shr ub 16 5 15 o 10 16 0 9I
Dogwood shevb 28 5 23 5 15 25 o 82t y pe 2

Stream tm' der 10 0 10 9 0 10 0 100
Oak hu. h ory 35 5 14 5 40 18 5 42
Dogwood .hr ub 29 5 17 o n 17 0 58

type 1

Os= n teid 85 40 40 80 47
T id el rnar sh 30 05 0 05 17

Other areas
H ef me du mp 11 0 10 5 h 10 5 %
Hesuler t.at - mdostr .al 14 5 10 5 8e 18 5 72
Wate' 35 30 h 30 86

Total 263 0 1935 20 5 211 0 72

#
E s t mated to n. a+st 0 5.n e

* Less than 0 25 ao*
Som c a E R. TatWe 412

Rare, endangered, and threatened species whose range inciudes the H,dson River vailey arediscussed in Sect. 2.7.1 Except for the osprey, which is listed as endangered in New York,none of the organisms were found on the site. Since the osprey makt ly minimal use of the
site during migration, and since there m e similar areas available along the Hudson River, the
staff considers the impact on this species to be minimal.

Therefore, although construction of the GCNPP will cause some habitat disturbances and at least
a 30-year loss of those areas occupied by permanent facilities, the staff concludes that the
project should not result in long-term deleterious impacts on terrestrial biota.

4.3.1.2 Transmission facilities

Details of the proposed right-of-way preparation and construction for the 20.8-km-long
(12.9 miles) transmission lines from the GCNPP site to the Leeds substation have been providedby the applicant (ER, Sect. 4.2 and ref. 6). Six different clearing techniques will be used
at dif ferent points on the right-of-way. These will range from the removal of almost all
vegetation to allow for the construction of access roads and transmission towers to selective
removal of individual trees that might interfere with the operation of the transmission line
in potentially sensitive areas (e.g.. scenic areas, heavily timbered areas, steep slopes, and
ma rshes ). In addition to these techniques, herbicides may also be used (" Joint Hearing Tran-scripts," p. J-728). Natural vegetative growth will be retained along the right-of-way to
reduce visual impact and to reduce environ: rental impact in places where environmental benefitswill be realized.

. _ . .
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Eight types of log and slash disposal resulting from the clearing of the right-of-way are
proposed. These procedures vary and include piling of logs and burning of slash, rnoval
of logs and piling nf slash, and removal of logs and chipping of slash. The type cf disposal
used in any area will dcpend on the visual sensitivity or the enviror. mental impact in that
area. The possibility of marketing merchantable timber will be considered at the time of
construction, except for that timber required f or construction, given to landowners, or lef t
in place for environmental reasons.

Cleanup and restoration of the right-of-way will be a continuous operation during construction.
Temporary roads will be scarified, seeded, and mulched, construction debris will be removed,
and other areas impacted during construction will be restored. Topsoil will be replaced at
structure sites. Erosion control will be provided to stabilize road surfaces, ditch surfaces,
and side slopes, to prevent sedimentation, and to maintain existing drainage patterns.

Erosion control features will be inspected after storms and repaired as needed. Detailed plans
to accomplish the'.e goals will be formulated prior to the start of construction and modified
as needed on the basis of information obtained during construction.

The preferred corridor will traverse 7.7 miles of heavily timbered land. This will require
the clearing of about 192 acres of woods, with a canopy above 30 f t in height. ihe remaining
.~orest is in various-sized noncontiguous pieces. The wildlife found in these wooded areas
should be similar to that generally found in forests in the region. Since there is still
considerable wooded acreage in Greene County, these animals should be able to find adequate
habitat elsewhere. The applicant's plan to use selective clearing where practicable should
provide some compensation for any disruptions that do occur. Increases in populations of
" edge" species (e.g., doves and rabbits) can occur as the result of the low-growing herbaceous
and shrubby vegetation within tN right-of-way adjacent to the forested lands.

7The preferred corridor will trL;erse three deer wintering areas and may affect the available
amount of sheltering vegetation (primarily conifers) and browse. However, the t ansmission
facilities will be located to avoid sof twood shelters wherever possible and to minimize
construction impacts in the areas as a whole (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-538).

The preferred transmission route will cross 12 permanent and 4 intermittent streams and impact
about 18.3 acres of bog, shrub, and wooded wetlands (Table 4.3). Wherever possible, transmission
structures and access roads will not be located within wetland areas. Where access through
wetlands is unavoidable, alignment and crossing devices that will minimize impact will be used.
Where possible, required wetland crossings will be removed at the completion of construction.

No rare or endangered plants or animals are known to occur along the preferred corridor, al-
though the ranges of those species listed in Table 2.7 include the area under discussion. If
such species are found during the detailed inventory of the transmission route which will be

ecarried out in preparation of the Environmental Management and Construction Plan or at any
stage of construction of the transmission facilities, the staf f requires the applicant to
notify both NRC and the Office of Endangered Species (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service) and
to take all steps necessary to avoid disturbing either the species or its habitat.

Upon certification of the pref erred route by the State of New York Public Service Comission,
the applicant will prepared an Environmental Management and Construction Plan which will
include a detailed inventory of soils, vegetation, land use, and wildlife habitat along the
certified corridor. The staff requests that a copy of this inventory and plan be provided to
NRC as soon as it is available.

4.3.1.3 Access improvements

The applicant has described the terrestrial ecology of alternative IB based on a field study
conducted during the month of August.9 Alternatives 2T, 2TB, IBR, and 2TR follow a similar
route to that of IB for much of their lengths (Sect. 3.8.2) and would therefore have generally
similar impacts. Table 4.6 shows the approximate distribution of vegetation cover types along
alternative 18. The Cementon bypass section [Malden Turnpike to Rt. 9W/23A (Fig. 3.9)] runs
through an area that has been subjected to long-term human disruption. Residential-commercial
cover accounts for about 25% of the route; the remaining 75% is covered by relatively young
plant comunities which have developed in response to a variable past history of disturbance.
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Table 4 6. Vegetation cover types disturbed along alternative route IB
- -- . .__ - - - - - _ - . -

Area af fected
[ acres" (W

Covce typr - - - - - - - - Total
Malden Tuinp.ke to Rt. 9W '23A to

Ht 9W 23A Rt. 23'238

Residential mmmercial 24 (18) 3 (9) 27 (161

E osting roads and 1 2 (91 2 16) 14 (8)
raelroads

Oak bir h or y 28 (21) 8 ( 2t;) 36 (221
Old f.cht 13(12) 7(24) 23(141
Dogwood shrub 22(17) 5 (15) 27(16)
Cottonwood 16(12l 16 (101
White pine 2 (8) 2 (1)
Eastern red udar -bardwod 5 (4) 2 (7) 7 (5)
Wetlands 3 (2) 1 (5) 4 (3)
Undefined 6 (5) 6 (4)

Total 132(100) 30 (100) 162(1001
__

_ _ _ _ _ _

'StaWs est. mates based on Fig 811 of Parsons, Banckerhof f. Quade & Douglas. Inc .
Enewonmental Im;wt A srssment. Access Improvements Cementon Sne Greene
County Nuc/ car Power Plant (prepared for the Power Authority of the State of New
Yorll. August 197 7) assumes a 100 f t corridor along the soute

Thirty-two wetlands have been identified al)ng this portion of the route, fifteen of which are
1/2 acre or larger. The applicant considers these wetlands to have little regional importance.
Wildlife species present are those common to the general region.

In contrast to the Cementon bypass section, the Catskill bypass proposed under alternatives IB,
ZT. and 2TB [Rt. 9W/23A to Rt. 23/23B (Fig. 3.9)] represents an area of considerably greaterecological value. Only 15% of this section is classified as being covered by residential-
commercial and existing roads and railroad categories; the remainder is covered by a variety ofgegetation types (Table 4.6). The applicant has identified three areas of ecological
significance north of Catskill Creek - a mature oak-hickory forest, a large stand of white
pine (some of which has recently been logged), and a bottomland hardwood forest.H Catskill
Creek and its associated wetlands represent additional important ecological features. Although
the applicant's assessment of wildlife does not permit a detailed comparison of the Catskill
bypass area with the Cementon bypass, the more mature vegetation. the presence of Catskill
Creek, and the location of the area somewhat removed from intensive human activities indicate
that the area is probably a much better wildlife habitat.

The applicant has not yet submitted any ecological information on the Catskill bypass proposed
under alternatives 1BR and 2TR [Rt. 9W/23A to Rt. 9W south of the present Catskill Creek
bridge (Fig. 3.9)]. However, since the proposed bypass follows an existing railroad corridor
and hould not require a new Crossing of Catskill Creek, it Would appear to be an ecologically
preferable route. If either of these two alternatives (i.e., IBR or 2TR) is selected by the
applicant as the preferred route, an ecological assessment of the Catskill Industrial Bypass
must be made.

There is a deer population of undetermined size along the entire corridor of the various
alternative routes. The applicant has observed somewhat greater deer activity north of Catskill
Creek and near the Marquette Cement Company. The applicant has consulted with the New York

_.

. _ . . _
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Department of Envircraental Conservation and determinea that there are no deer wintering yards
along the proposed route. Deer will probably avoid the area during roadway construction, but
will probably return later since they are well adapted to exist in areas of human disturbance,
as evidenced by their presence in close proximity to the three cement companies.

Increased traffic associated with construction of the GCNPP is likely to increase road kills
of deer and other wildlift Construction of new roadways under the various access improvement
alternatives will displace wildlife from their normal habitats; this increased movement of
animals in the general area, in turn, tend to increase road killr To minimize such mortality,
the applicant plans to provide warning signs and to construct wider than normal road shoulders
at critical deer crossings. The possibility of using special fencing to impede deer passage
at crossi'gs where a problem develops will also be considered (Response to PSC Interrogatory
9W-49).

The applicant has developed control plans to minimize erosion and sedimentation during con-
struction (Response to PSC Interrogatory 9W-71; ref.11). The staff considers these plans
adequate to minimize erosion and protect surrounding areas.

During construction of the GCNPP, about 10.5 miles of new roadway may be operated to handle
construction-related traf fic. During the winter months, the aoplicant estimates that 200 to
300 lb of aeicing salts would be applied per lane mile, which would result in 1.0 to 1.5 tocs
per lane mile annually (Response to PSC Interrogatory 9W-64). Salt-sensitive species occurring
in close proximity to these roads are likely to be damaged or killed by road salts. The
decline of sugar maples in New Hampshire within 30 f t of highways has been correlated with
elevated levels of road salts,12 and elevated levels of sodium and chloride from road salts
have been observed at distances up to 60 f t from some highways.13 Important salt-sensitive
tree species in the study area are sugar maple, cottonwood, and white pine,

la addition to the five alternatives discussed above, which require extensive road construction,
the applicant has proposed alternative III (Park and Ride). This alternative is expected to
have minimal ecological impact since it uses the existing roadway network. Relatively smali
areas in the villages of Saugerties and Catskill will be disturbed by construction of parking
lots and spot improvements. The access road to be built for delivery of construction materials
(Sect. 3.8.2) runs through the already highly disturbed property of the Lehigh Portland Cement
Company.

In summary, the staff finds that (1) on the basis of the very general information that is
available, the industrial bypass of Catsnill appears to be a preferable route to the Catskill
Creek Gorge bypass proposed under alternatives IB, 2T, and 2TB since there would be no intrusion
of the Catskill Creek Gorge area; (2) there is insufficient information available on the in-
dustrial bypass of Catskill proposed under alternatives 1BR and 2TR to make an ecological
assessment; and (3) from a short-term view, the difference between cons'rJCting sections of
temporary and permanent roads is minimal since construction of any road will disrupt the
ecological integrity of the area through which it will run. For the long term, however,
temporary roads would clearly be preferable to permanent roads since revegetation of the areas
would be possible after completion of the GCNpP.

In the event that the applicant selects either alternative 1BR or 2TR as its preferred access
improvement alternative, the staff requires that an ecological analysis of the industrial
bypass of Catskill be made.

4.1.2 Aquatic

Potential adverse effects of site preparation and construction include (1) increased turbidity
and siltation, (2) chemical and waste effluents, and (3) direct destruction of aquatic
habitats. The following discussion treats the various perturbations applicable to aquatic
systems onsite and to the Hudson River. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 provide further details of
construction activities.

.
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4.3.2.1 Onsite water bodies

Construction activities will necessitate draining and filling in some of the onsite water bodies
shown in Fig. 4.1 (ER, Sect. 4.3.2). These include a 1.6-acre impoundment (AG), a 0.9-acre
pond (CF, CG) stocked with largemouth bass, at least 3.0 acres of intemittent standing-water
areas, 0.4 and 0.8 mile of perennial and intermittent streans, respectively, and several small
sumos totaling about 0.6 acre (see Sect. 2.7.2). A 1.4-acre settling impoundment (AC) used
by one of the cement plants may have to be relocated. N st of the small, perennial stream
(about 2300 f t) will be replaced with a system of drainage ditches discharging into Duck Cove
at the same place as the original stream.

The 6.3. acre perennial marsh-pond complex (BB, BA) appeared to the staff to be the least
disturbed or the most natural onsite aquatic ecosystem in an industrial area generally
characterized by various perturbations such as cement plant ef fluents, cement dust, paved and
dirt roads, excavated areas, and altered vegetation. Since about 95*. of the area of this
marsh-pond complex will not be within any of the construction and plant areas (ER, Fig. 4.1-3),
the staf f recommends that the applicant take the necessary precautions, such as fencing, to
avoid any disturbance to both this complex and the 3.1-acre intemittent standing-water area
associated with it (BC). These two areas together (9.4 acres) constitute about 60; of the
total acreage of onsite water bodies (15.5 acres). In view of the relatively small size of
the remaining acreage that will be lost (6.1 acres), the hign percentage of onsite water bodies
already in a disturbed state, and the abundance of ponds and wetlands within a 5-mile radius
of the site, the staff considers that the loss or alteration of these water bodies represents
a minimal impact.

4.3.2.2 Hudson River

Sanitary and other wastes

The sanitary waste system is described in Sect. 3.7.1 of the ER and Sect. 3.6.2 of this
Statement. Briefly, portable toilets will be c.ed during the initial stages of construction,
followed by an onsite package sewage-treatment system. The system will be designed to treat
the estimated maximum of 32,000 gpd (s0.05 cfs compared with s7.5 cfs total sewage effluent
from all sources between RM 105 and 126)U+ expected at the height of construction activity, in
accordance with applicable State and Federal requirements. The chlorination of treatment-
system effluent will result in residual chlorine levels of 1 to 2 mg per liter af ter 15 min of
contact time. Provisions for sludge storage for a minimum of 30 days will allow subsequent
transport of sludge to a municipal sewage-treatment plant. During the construction period,
effluent frra the onsite sanitary waste treatment facility will be discharged to the permanent
sediment detention basin (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-6165). The applicant will be
required to :neet all applicable State and/or EPA sewage effluent quality standards. In the
staff's opinion, no measurable adverse effects on Hudson River biota should result from the
discharge of a maximum of 32,000 gpd (0.05 cfs) of sewage effluent.

The collection and remov. I of waste oil from equipment and vehicles for possible offsite reuse
(ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.5) obviates any impact on aquatic systems from this source.

A batch neutralization system will be provided to treat makeup-water demineralizer regeneration
wastes, auxiliary boiler blowdown, and drainage from the chemical storage area (ER, Sect.
3.6.1.2.2). During plant construction, these wastes will be discharged to the permanent
sediment detention basin for dilution and treatment to lower the concentration of the wastes
to acceptable water quality standards. The effluent from this basin will be monitored prior
to discharge to the Hudson River (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.5). The State of New York, which has
the authority to issue National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits, has
proposed to the applicant tu t (1) the effluent from the batch neutralization tank be
continuously monitored for pH and turbidity; (2) the discharge from the tank be terminated
and the waste stream be treated further should the pH exceed a range of 6 to 9 or the total
suspended solids concentration exceed a monthly average of 30 mg per liter or a daily maximum
of 100 mg per liter; and (3) total chlorine residual and hydrazine be monitored during periods
when sodium hypochlorite and hydrazine wastes are being discharged.15 Since phosphates and

-
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morpholine may also be used to control corrosion and scaling during operation of the auxiliary
boilers (Sect. 3.6.1.4), the staff recomends that these two parameters be monitored when
these wastes are being discharged. Should the concentrations of total residual chlorine (TRC),
hydrazine, morpholine, and phosphates exceed applicable regulations established by the State
of New York, further treatment of the effluent from the neutralization tank and additional
monitoring prior to discharge from the detention basin may be required. The staff considers
these requirements to be necessary because of (1) the toxicity of TRC, hydrazine, and
morpholine to aquatic biota and the role of phosphorous as a potential limiting nutrient in
aquatic ecosystems and (2) the uture of the discharge from the detention basin, that is, the
effluent will be discharged through a pipa located above the surface of the water near the
shoraline of the river (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21387).

Water demand

Water needs during construction will be met by withdrawing about 1 cfs from the Hudson River.
This small rate of withdrawal will not, in the staff's opinion, impose any measurable adverse
effects on the existing river ecosystem.

Construction runoff

The clearing of 211 acres of land and subsequent construction will probably result in erosion
and increased suspended solids, turbidity, and siltation (sedimentation) in runoff to the
Hudson River and Duck Cove, although the proposed site is in an already partially cleared
industrial area. The effects of increased suspended solids and siltation on aquatic systems
and biota are well documented and include reduction of light penetration and photosynthesis,
impairment of respiratory and feeding functions, obliteration of spawning sites and micro-
habitats such as the interstitial spaces of bottom substrates, smothering of benthos and
demersal fish eggs,16-19 alterations in species composition,16 and lower fish production.2t
However, all these impacts can be substantially reduced through the proper use of sedimentation
control measures. To that end, the applicant is committed to several mitigative measures,
including special grading practices, stabilization, addition of topsoil, seeding, sodding,
mulching, berms, a sediment detention basin, grassed waterways, and the use of strawbale
barriers, riprap, and other mitigative structures (ER, pp. 4.1-3, 4.1-7, and 4.1-8).

Since issuance of the Draft Environmenta'. Statement (DES), additional information on plant
construction and the measures that will be used to minimize erosion and to control surface
runoff has been received. During the initial phases of site development, clearing and
grubbing activities will be limited to those areas that must be cleared for the establishment
of the erosion and sedimentation control facilities (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21194).
In addition to the permanent sediment detention basin (ER Fig. 4.1-2), at least five temporary
holding basins (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21198-21206) will be used to collect
runoff from various areas to the east and west of the main plant (containment building, fuel
and turbine buildings, and the cooling tower). These basins will be designed to retain
the 10-year 24-hr storm for a period of 24 hr (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21244).
There will be about 30 acres of the site area (15%) disturbed from which runoff will not be
directed to a holding basin (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21222). In addition to the
use of detention basins, runoff from the site and, consequently, erosion will be minimized by
using procedures that are conceptually consistent with those recomended by the EPA 21 (" Joint
Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21192). These include (1) stripping limited areas only as actually
needed so that the remaining natural vegetation will hold the soil in place; (2) minimizing
slopes where possible and benching long-sloped areas to slow velocities; (3) diking soil areas
or spoil piles with permeable material to contain easily eroded soils and to filter out
suspended materials; (4) intercepting drainage swales with hay bales to slow runoff velocities;
(5) providing a program of revegetation, mulching, and other practices that will stabilize
slopes and embankments and reduce runoff of suspended solids; and (6) programming seeding
and mulching to immediately follow final grading (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21194-21195).

-
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The development of the tite during the construction period will also involve the diversion of
the unnamed stream that flows northward through the site just west of the main plant area and
discharges to Duck Cove (Fig. 4.1). The stream would be diverted at a point just west of the
Alpha settling pond (water body AC in Fig. 4.1) and would discharge into the Hudson River
(" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21254-21259). Another important consideration in
evaluating the potential for runoff and erosion during construction concerns the use of
onsite cement wastes as construction fill (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21266). A
total of about 170,000 yd of cement wastes will be excavated (" Joint Hearing Transcripts,"3

p. J-21268) and relocated in a nonstructural fill area north of the intersection of the
Lehigh dock road and the main plant entrance road (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21267)
near an onsite water body (AG in Fig. 4.1). Runoff from this cement waste disposal area will
be collected in a temporary holding basin, treated to remove suspended solids, and monitored
for pH, which will be maintained between 6 and 9. The relocation of the cement waste piles
will require a maximum of four months to complete, and the wastes will be covered by a minimum
of 6 in. of topsoil (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21309-21310). Currently, there are
three cement waste piles located on the plant site. The two inactive piles, which are located
in the vicinity of the main plant structures and the batch plant area, and about 8000 yd3 of
the Lehigh active cement waste pile adjacent to and west of the batch plant area will be moved.
The quantity to be removed from the active pile represents a maximum estimate; the actual
amount depends on the relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21271).
This cement pile will be stabilized in piace by grading at the top to achieve a 4:1 slope and
spraying with an adhesive cellulose fiber mulch (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21226-21228,
J-21449) until sufficient quantities of clay and topsoil are acquired to permanently stabilize
the pile (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21371, J-21449). Permanent stabilization would
first involve the placement of a 6-in. layer of clay on the side slopes, followed by an
intemediate layer of fill. The surface will be covered with 6 in. of topsoil and revegetated
(with mulching). The pile will be worked in stages to minimize the exposed area (" Joint
Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21226-21228).

About 3000 to 4000 gpd of wastes will be generated from the batch plant. The wastewater from
aggregate washing will be recycled; the wastes from truck washing will be treated in a holding
basin and then released (" Joint Hearing Transcripts " pp. J-21330-21331). If no treatment is
required, runoff from the batch plant area will be discharged via culverts and diversion
ditches to Duck Cove (~ Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21335). Finally, all excavation
dewatering will be conveyed to a sediment detention basin for treatment prior to discharge
(" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21328).

These erosion control measures represent part of the applicant's conceptual plan. Although the
staff considers the plan to be conceptually adequate for controlling runoff and soil erosion
during plant construction, a more detailed formal plan should be submitted to both the staf f
and the appropriate state agencies. Such a plan is currently being developed, and discussions
have been held among the applicant, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
(DEC), and the State of New York Public Service Commission (PSC). The final version of a
document entitled Riplatica on Watcv 1suaM has been prepared by the PSC and presented to
the applicant (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21177). The NPC staff has received the ten
stipulations proposed by the PSC and recommends that these be adopted by the applicant. The
staf f has also reviewed the applicant's conceptual plans to control erosion and minimize runoff
during construction of the access improvementsll and finds the program acceptable. Since a
detailed plan will be prepared when one of the six Rt. 9W alternatives has been selected
(" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21416), this plan should be submitted to the staff for their
review and evaluation.

River structures

3A total of about 20,000 yd of bottom material will be removed from the river during the
construction of the river structures [ Direct Testimony of P. Burgess et al. (Joint Hearing
Transcripts," p. J-6045, as amended on p. J-21183)]. These structures, which include the
makeup-water intake structure, the diffuser structure and its discharge pipe, and the barge
slip will require the destruction of about 118,700 ft2 (2.7 acres) of benthic habitat along
the west bank of the Hudson River. The barge slip will account for most of this habitat loss,
about 104,600 f t2 of tidal flat.22 This estimate, however, is based on the removal of about

323,000 yd of bottom material.23 Since the applicant has recently revised his estimate of
the volume of material that will be dredged for the channel to the barge slip from 23,000 to
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15,000 yd3 (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-21345), the amount of habitat lost in construction
of the barge slip will probably be less than 104,600 ft . Dredging associated with construction2

2 of river bottom. In addition,of the intake structure will result in the loss of 5200 ft
placenent of the proposed discharge pipeline and diffuser structure, with a discharge port

2centerline elevation of 40 f t below mean low water, wouid disturb 8900 ft [ Joint Hearing
Request Response, May 2, 1978 (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-16320-16321)]. Dredged
material will be disposed of onsite in a diked basin east of the main plant and adjacent to
the permanent sediment detention basin (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-6070-6071, J-6159).
The dredged material, which is a mixture of soil and water, will be allowed to settle in the
dredge disposal area. The overflow will go into the pemanent sediment detention basin and,
after further settling, will be discharged to the Hudson River (" Joint Hearing Transcripts,"
pp. J-6159-6160). The dredge spoil will remain in the diked disposal area, which will be
stabilized with a layer of compacted soil, probably clay (" Joint Hearing Transcripts,"
p. J-6748), and revegetated following termination of the dredging operations (" Joint Hearing
Transcripts," p. J-21348). Afterwards, this site will be used as a laydown area (" Joint
Hearing Traascripts," p. J-6748). Additional detailed information en the method of
dredging and the procedures to be used to minimize inadvertent releases during dredging
is presented in several documents (see DEC Interrogatory 80-24; Direct Testimony of P. Burgess
et al. " Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-6046; " Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-21345ff).

Most of the benthic organisms, including tubificids, chironomids, gammarids, and mussels,
residing in or on the 118,700 ft2 (2.7 acres) of river bottom to be dredged will be
destroyed. Some mobile benthic organisms and most fish, however, can readily avoid the
immediate area of dredging. In addition, suspended solids resulting from dredging may be
carried for miles, although most suspended solids will settle out within a few feet of the
source. Where this deposition of sediments is high, other benthic organisms and some fish
eggs and larvae may be smothered. Fish spawning activity will be inhibited within the
aNa of high suspended solids and turbidity through decreased visibility and the other effects
graviously described in Sect. 4.2.1.2. However, the applicant states that "all reasonable
attempts will be made not to schedule the dredging operations during the period April through
July" (ER, p. 4.1-15). The applicant estimates that dredging will last no longer than one
anth. Furthemore, the applicant states that his computer model indicates an increase in
total suspended solids, under worst-case conditions, of only 5.4 ppm 200 ft downstream
c' the dredging. The applicant considers this estimate to be conservative because (1) it

simulated at high slack tide when dispersion is at a minimum and (2) the analysis doeswa.

not account for settling of the material lost during dredging (Response to Interrogatory
NRC/YLW-4, June 27, 1977).

To ensure the protection of potential spawning . 7d nursery grounds in Duck Cove and Inbocht Bay,
the staff will require the applicant to control dredging and excavation so that the maximum
increase in total suspended solids 200 ft upstream of the barge slip, under all conditions
of river and tidal flow, does not exceed 15 ppm over ambient levels. Upon completion of
dredging [ estimated to last a maximum of one month (ER, p. 4.1-9)] and construction, benthic
organisms and fish will be free to repopulate most of the formerly disturbed river bottom.
About 8700 ft2 of natural substrate over the discharge pipeline trench will be covered by
armor stone during the life of the plant. The intake structure will permanently remove
about 950 ft2 of benthic habitat from the river. Maintenance dredging is not anticipated
becausethep4sitions of the structures relative to river flow will probably preclude theneed for it.

Providing the above precautions are Observed, the staff does not consider the losses from the
above dredging operations to be significant in view of the total amount of benthic habitat
available in the area.

The staff has reviewed the results of the aoplicant's leachate analysis for Hudson River
sediments 24 and has found no substances that would likely occur in concentrations toxic to
aquatic life as a result of dredging. However, these data did not include analysis for
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). These compounds are a major problem in the Hudson River
due to discharges in the past from the two General Electric plants at fort Edwards and Hudson
Falls on the upper Hudson River about 45 miles above Albany. General infonnation on the
physical, chemical, and biological properties of PCBs, including their toxicity to aquatic
biota, is presented in Appendix F.

--
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Site-specific data on the levels of PCBs in the water and sediments were collected in
July 1977.25 Sediment samples were taken in areas where dredging will be required, which
included three sites near the location of the barge slip (area C) and two sites in the vicinity
of both the intake structure (area B) and diffuser pipe (area A). Samples from each site were
composited for a given area and replicate analyses were performed. Little is known about the
factors influencing the sorption of PCBs on material surf aces, but adsorption on sand has been
shown to be substantially lower than adsorption on either clay or a silt loam soil.26 Because
the applicant's analysis for PCBs in the sediments may have been biased by the collection of
samples from coarse sediments such as gravel and sand, additional data on the particle size
distribution of the sediment samples analyzed for PCBs were provided.27 The majority of these
samples were taken from sediments composed primarily of silt with some clay. For example, the
particle size distribution of the sediments taken at area C indicated that about 90% of the
sediment consisted of particles that were <75 um and generally classified as silt. The sedi-
ments at area B were only sligntly coarser (70% to 82% of the particles were <75 um). Area A,
on the other hand, had sediments that were classified as silty sand, and only 34% of the
particles were <75 um. The level of PCBs found in the sediments at both areas A and B was
<0.1 pg per kilogram but was 1.6 ug per kilogram at area C. The levels at area C are similar
to those reported by the EPA for a sample collected about 0.5 mile above the site (2.1 ppm)
and across the river near buoy 52, between the location of the intake and discharge structures
(2.9 ppm).28 Data collected by the New York State Department of Conservation also su
levels of PCBs in the lower river sediments (Coxsackie,1.1 ppm; Kingston, 0.7 ppm).2ggest low

Wnen the sediment samples were mixed with ambient river water for 30 min and allowed to settle
for 1 hr, the concentration of PCBs in the elutriate exceeded the ambient river water con-
centration by factors of 1.58 (area A),10.65 (area B), and 25.11 (area C). The low value
obtained for samples collected at area A probably reflects the coarser substrate found in
this area of the river. The average ambient river water concentration was 0.13 ug per liter,
anri a twenty-five-fold increase in the concentrations of PCBs above ambient would not be
toxic to most aquatic biota at the site (Table F.1). The toxicity of PCBs to larval fish,
however, is relatively high. In addition, it is necessary to recognize that the mixtures found
in the environment may be more (or less) toxic than the comercial products studied in the
laboratory, since most PCB mixtures contain small quantities of the highly toxic polychlorinated
dibenzofurans (PCDFs) as impurities.30 For these reasons and because of the previously noted
general ef fects of increased suspended solids on aquatic biota, the staff will require that
dredging be restricted to the period of August to March. No dredging #all occur during the
fish spawning and nursery seasons (April through July). In addition, ue staff has recom-
mended that analysis for PCBs be included in the applicant's proposed preconstruction and
post-dredging water quality monitoring programs (Sect. 6.1.3.3).

The staff concludes that if all staff requirements ?nd applicant comitments are fulfilled,
the adverse effects of site preparation and construc(:on on the Hudson River ecosystem will be
temporary and limited to the imediate areas surr'anding the river structures and the sediment
basin discharge points.

4.4 COMMUNITY IMPACTS

Construction of the proposed nuclear power plant will increase demands on the local infrastruc-
thre, especially on housing and private and public services. The construction of the plant
will affect the people of the area described in Sect. 2.2.1 due to the daily presence of com-
muting construction workers, a small number of in-movers during peak construction, and possible
community growth and development due to the in-movers and the applicant's possible highway
modifications. Serious adverse impacts include the possible closing of the Lehigh Portland
Cement Company and resultant tax losses to local jurisdictions. Comunity preconstruction
activity is discussed in Sect. 2.2.1.3.

4.4.1 Relocation of current residents

The number of people, homes, and businesses to be relocated and the property and structures
acquired to build the GCNPP and its access roads will vary according to which access improve-
ments are combined with the site needs (see Sect. 4.4.5, Table 4.13) and which transmission line
routing is selected.

__ _ . . _ _ _ _ . -
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The site-related land recuirements will necessitate the acquisition of twelve structures,
including eight residences, one business, and three vacant structures. Two of these are within
the exclusion area (ER, Sect. 2.1.2). Sixteen people will be relocated. The estimated acquisi-
tion and relocation costs are $176,600 (calculated using the average of $19,286 per parcel) and
$68,000, respectively.H for these parcels (ER, Q 9.2A-6). An abandoned mushroom plant to be
acquired will cost an estimated $95,000 (ER, Q 9.2A-6). These totals do not include relocation
costs experienced by the Lehigh Portland Cement Company in the event that its Alsen operations
(see Sect. 4.4.6) are forced to move to another site.

The applicant plans to subsidize the relocation of the eleven families. Displaced owners would
be entitled to reimbursement for reasonable expenses in searching f or a replacement site,
property loss, and moving. In addition, owners would be entitled to supplemental relocation
paynents (not to exceed $15,000) to pay for adequate replacement housing if this housing costs
more than the acquisition payment.

Road-access-related relocation impacts vary from the 10 homes, 33 residents, and 8 businesses
taken by alternative IBR (see Table 4.13 and Appendix L) to no residential takinas reouired for
Alternative III (Park and Ride) or Alternative VII (Ride Sharing Combination). The latter
also requires one business. The applicant has estimated (" Joint Hearing Transcripts "
p. J-20072) that the maximum number of homes and businesses that must be removed for the
various alternatives are as follows:

Al terna tive Homes Businesses Other structures
1B 10 7 4
2T 1 1 2
2TB 9 6 4
1BR 10 8 4
2TR 2 3 2
III O 0 0

Alternative 2T and 2TR would have the least impact on homes and businesses to be taken; 18,
1BR, and 2TB would have the greatest impact.

Current transmission line alignment will require the taking of two homes, two commercial
establishments, and three miscellaneous structures.

The takings Jr displacements thus range from the minimum (site, transmission lines, and alterna-
tive III) of 10 residences, 22 people, 3 businesses, and 10 jobs to the maximum if road
alternative 1BR is chosen: 20 homes, 55 residents, 9 businesses, and 51 jobs (estimating three

'persons per house and three jobs per business for the transmission line takings where exact
information was not given). An estimate of the most likely relocation totals that would
accompany site, transmission, and road alternative III thus is: 10 residences, 22 residents,
3 businesses,10 jobs, and 6 miscellaneous structures.

In addition to the structures shown above, a number of outbuildings such as the Cementon
Sportmen's Association pavillion and barbeque pit would be taken by the various alternative
routes.

Five of the six alternatives under consideration (all except alternative III) would run through
the Cementon Sportmen's Association property and would separate the main building area from
the remainder of the property to the east. The latter area is currently used for skeet shooting,
and the new roadway would additionally restrict the direction and area in which shootina could

On a short-term basis (i.e., during construction of the plant), alternatives 2T and 2TRoccur.
would have the least impact on activities on the Sportmen's Association property since the
roads are narrower and would take up less area. Since the driveways would be restricted to
construction-related traffic, there would be minimal use of the road during weekends and non-
work hours when the association's property is most apt to be used. But remains unclear as to
whether gates or fences would restrict access to the temporary roads on weekends.

A small cemetery on the proposed GCNPP site will be relocated if necessary. The decision to
move the ceme'.ery will be made by the trustees of tho Power Authority of the State of New Yurk
af ter the final location of plant buildings and structures has been decided. The applicant
is currently tracing ownership of the cemetery in order to purchase the land. If no heirs caa
be located, the applicant will acquire the land by eminent domain. The applicant is also
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attempting to locate the descendants of persons buried in the cemetery. Consistent with their
wishes, the applicant will purchase grave sites at a local cemetery to which the remains will
be transferred.

4.4.2 In-migration of new residents

Many of the potentially adverse GCNPP impacts on local communities will be caused by the workers
who migrate into the area to work on the plant. Reasonably accurate work-force estimates are
thus a requirement for assessing such in-migration impacts to local communities.

Table 4.7 shows the applicant's estimated employment over the six-year construction period.
The peak labor fnrce will occur during the fourth year, when the applicant estimates that a
maximum of 1800 manual employees and 303 nonmanual workers will be employed.

Table 4.7. Estimated project work force for GCNPP construct;on

Peak Avereje
Months

Manual Nonmanual Total Manuat* Nonmanual
__

1-12 248 46 294 96 19

13- 24 598 110 708 385 77

25 -36 1175 243 1418 793 159

37-48 1800 303 2103 1490 299

49-60 1771 300 2071 1370 275

61 - 70 1130 208 1338 673 135

* The yearly averages include all employees of prime cor tractors and
subcontractors working on the site, as well as administrative, super-
visory, technical, and clerical personnel associated with the construc-
tion actmty.

Source: E R. Table 4.15.

The staf f considers the applicant's work-force estimate of 2100 to be too low, based on recent
experience with one-unit nuclear plants of similar size. M In addition, the data in the Con-
struction Manpower Demand System of the Department of Labor indicate a consistent pattern of
underestimation of work-force totals.33 Such a consistent pattern also shows up in environ-
mental reports for nuclear plant operating licenses submitted by applicants.3" Hence, it is
the staf f's opinion that the peak work force will be about 3000 and that all the applicant's
work-force data, such as that in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, should be adjusted upward accordingly.

The applicant estimates frcm survey data that the majority of construction jobs will be held by
workers who live within a 1.5-hr comuting distance * of the site (Table 4.8). As a worst-case
situation, the applicant claims that a maximum of 300 workers (150 manual,150 nonmanual) may
relocate in the three-county area during construction, with Albany, New York, providing a major
source of construction workers because of its proximity (about 35 miles) to the proposed con-
struction site. About two-thirds of the construction force is expected to come from the north
(Albany) and one-third from the south (Ulster County and Kingston).

The staf f accepts the applicant's in-migration rate of about 14% as a reasonable projection,
assuming only one major local construction project. It appears somewhat low, however, for a

*

Counties wholly or partially within the 1.5-hr comuting distance are Albany, Columbia,
Delaware. Dutchess, Fulton, Greene, Montgomery, Orange, Putnam, Rensselaer, Rockland, Saratoga,
Schenectady, Scho b ie, Sullivan, Ulster, Washington, Westchester, and Berkshire (Massachusetts)
(PSC Interrogatory 77-8, Nov.17,1976). These 19 counties comprise the comuter or regional
impact area.

__
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Table 4.8. Supply of construction workers within ~1.5 hr drive compared with
peak requirements for Greene County Nuclear Power Plant,1975

- _

Mamirnum workers Projected number wor kers
Job type required in the unemployed and available

of r sur sy and support unions''#peak year for proposed peosect"

Car pen ter s 189 1101 0 6120
Cement finishers 35 76 ( 425'
Laborers 267 1302 7232,

Operating engineers 102 1188 ) 6600
Teamsters 25 990 J 5500
Pipefitters 493 419 74 2326'
Itonworkers 119 240 0 1336
Electnaans 321 344 0 1911
Boilermakers 84 140 0 780
Millwnghts 48 252 o 1400
Painters 38 142 o 788
Insulators 24 g g g
Surveyors 9 g g g
Sheet rnetal workers 16 246 o 1365
Others ] 635 0 3526

Total 1800

' Source: Stone and Wetzter Engrneenng Corporation. In other years the requirements will be lower.
6 Assum.ng 18% unemployment.

' Source Stone and Wetzter Engineenng Corporat:on. Labor Survey-Noc/ ear Poner Proyect (preliminary), PASNY, Apol 3 1975#
Delaware, Greene, and Sullivan and Ulster County / Dutchess. Columbia, and Upper Putnam County Buriding Trade Counal

. .

(BTCl/ Orange County BTC/ Glens Falls BTC/Schenectady BTC.
' includes bnckiavers and plasterers.

'Pettsteeld, Massachusetti, Pipefitters' United Plumbers and Stearnfitters Letrhf. eld County, Connecticut (Local *22).
8 Not available.

Source E R. Table 4.17.

" worst case," which the staff believes can more reasonably be estimated at at least 20%,
providing that no other construction projects of similar size occur simultaneously in the area.

In the staff's opinion, even with a peak work force of 3000, the local abundance of workers
with the requisite construction skills should keep in-migration rates to within the 14% to
207, range. Table 4.8, compiled by the applicant, indicates this relative abundance of workers,
many of whom apparently suf fer from prolonged unemployment. To update these data, the staff
surveyed local unions whose members' skills would be in particularly high demand on the GCNpP
and concluded that the abundance of workers and a high level of unemployment still prevail
in the area (Table 4.9). Although it is conceivable that shortages in specific skills such
as electricians and pipefitters could occur in the peak year of construction, the staff feels
that an in-migration range of about 420 (14%) to 600 (20%) in a work-force estimate of 3000 is
plausible.

4.4.3 H.ou_si ng

Impacts on the local housing market depend on (1) the number and distribution of the in-moving
workers, (2) local demand for housing, (3) type of housing available in the local area.
(4) land-use regulations, and (5) the suitability and capability of the land for development.

One-half of the in-migrating labor force is expected to be iaanual workers (ER, Sect. 4.1.7.2).
Because manual workers typically have a short-term obligation to construction projects, they
will likely need temporary housing, such as mobile homes, campers, apartments, or rooms. On
the other hand, the nonmanual in-movers who have a longer-term commitment will likely require
permanent housing.

The applicant has estimated that about 280 homes and 500 apartments are available in Greene,
Ulster, and Columbia counties (ER, Table 4.1-10). As stated above, the Albany-Troy area north
of the plant also represents housing possibilities for in-moving personnel.

-

_ _ .
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Table 4.9. Survey of selected unions in Cementon area,1978

No. Percentage
Membership unemployed unemployed

United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Joiners #117 700 140 20

United Brotherhood of Carpenters & Jo.ners #265 450 250 56

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers #724 357 90 25

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers s806 180 117 65

International Association of Bndge. Structural,
& Ornamental Ironworkers #12 800 450 56

International Association of Bredge. Structural,
& Ornamental Ironworkers s417 374 130 35

Laborers' International Union of N. Amenca #17 1100 220 20

United Association of Plumbers & Steamfitters #7 Soo 90 15

Steamfitters & Helpers Local Unen uS43 740 160 22

Source. Personal communications between representatives of the above unions and Martin Schwettler,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Oak Rxige, Tenn., Dec. 18-20.1978.

As of September 1978, the Greene County housing market was considered " tight" by a local realtor
because of local financial practices. He noted strong interest and commitment from several
marginal resort and motel owners to supply rental housing to workers.35

Data on mobile-home parks in the area indicate that the average vacancy rate is 15% to 35%
in Greene and Columbia counties and 2% to 5% in Ulster and Dutchess counties (ER, 0 4.10).
Using the minimum vacancy rate in each county, at least 270 mobile-home lots would be available
in Greene and Columbia counties and 100 in Ulster and Dutchess counties. Area zoning regula-
tions vary as to their restrictiveness (ER, Q 4.11); thus, mobile homes may be attractive to a
substantial number of the in-movers.

The staff is of the opinion that there probably will be sufficient housing to meet the demands
of in-migrating workers, if the workers choose to go where the housing is, but that shortages
and excess demand would occur if more choose to locate close to the site.

Any inflation in housing costs which could occur as a result of excess demand will be an adverse
impact on the area's high proportion of older people (27% of Greene County's population was
over 55 in 1970, as compared with the state average of 21%),36 many of whom live on fixed
incomes.

4.4.4 Public services

The in-migration of construction workers and their families has the potential to adversely
affect the delivery of public services to all residents of the comunity, especially in the
areas of education and police and fire protection. The staff considers that, even though rela-
tively few in-movers are predicted, the potential for impacts and uncompensated costs is
present because of the likelihood of selective settlement patterns and lack of extra capacity
in existing services. Because of uncertainty in the in-mover estimates, a monitoring and
mitigation program is proposed (Sect. 4.4.4.5).

4.4.4.1 Education

The staff concurs with the applicant's position that the in-migrant workers will likely move
into the three-county area (Greene. Ulster, and Columbia) around the proposed site (ER,
Sect. 4.1.7.2). Based on an expected peak employment figure of 3000 and an in-migration range
of 14% to 20%, this represents 420 to 600 in-moving workers. Half of these are expected to be
long-term; an equal number is expected to be short-term, that is, they will remain in the area
less than one year. In the absence of specific demographic data about these workers - other
than tne New York State average family size (3.01 persons)37 - the staff assumes one school-age
child per family. This translates to 420 to 600 spaces in local schools needed over some
portion of the construction period.

.
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Although 420 to 600 students represent less than one-half of 1% of total enrollments in the
. .gion, and total student enrollments will decrease during the years of plant construction
(Table 4.10), the staff disagrees with the applicant's position that negative impacts in the
three-county impact area will not occur. The staff feels that 420 to 600 additional students
enrolled in Greene Ulster, and/or Columbia counties could have a significant impact in light
of a 1975 Jtudy showing seven school districts [(1) Catskill Central, (2) Windham-Ashland-Jewett
Central, (3) Hunter-Tannersville Central, (4) Saugerties Central, (5) Ravena-Coeyman-Selkirk
Central (6) New Lebanon Central, and (7) Taconic Hills Central] with enrollments that exceed
facility capacity in one or more schools.3a A survey update conducted in December 1978 shows
total current enrollment for each of these school districts approaching or exceeding capacity
(Table 4.11). With one exception, all seven districts are currently within 50 students of
capacity. The one exception is Saugerties, where enrollment exceeds capacity by over 500 due
to overcrowding at the junior and senior high school levels.

Table 4.10, Projected student enrollment for Greene Ulster,
Columbia and Albany countes*

Greene Ulster Columbia Albany

1978-1979 8.381 31,741 11,942 42,937

1979-1980 8.164 30,754 11,537 40,785

1080-1981 7,968 29.886 11.219 39,372

1981-19826 7,74 2 28,801 10.842 37,808

1982-1983 7.528 27.656 10.536 36,345

1983-1984 7.456 26.911 10,338 35.258

1984-1985 7,492 26,490 10.268 34,480

1985-1986 7,585 26.358 10,196 33,591

1986-1987 7,687 26,580 10,236 32,902

* Projections made January 1978 do not include plant induced
increases

8 Elementary school enrollment increases starting in 1981.
Source: Staff conversation with James Brady, New York State

Departrnent of Education July 1978.

In future years, enrollment in most of the above districts will decline (excluding possible
increases due to construction of the GCNPP), while capacity will hold steady. In 1982-1983,
enrollment in Saugerties's schools will stili exceed capacity by 257, but the Catskill district
will, by then, have room for 134 to 284 extra students, depending on whether or not certain
improvements now being considered are made. Assuming that these improvements are made, the
Saugerties and Catskill districts combined will have room for just 27 of the 420 to 600 new
students expected in the three-county area. Since it is the judgment of the staff that most of
the in-moving students will reside in these two districts, it follows that current overcrowding
here will be exacerbated, particularly in Saugerties.

The 1977-1978 average student costs for Greene. Ulster, and Columbia counties are $1769, $1997,
and $1922 respectively. The 1977-1978 teacher to student ratios for Greene, Ulster, and
Columbia counties are 1:17.8,1:17.6, and 1:17.0 respectively.

Whenever existing overall costs and/or student to teacher ratios are exceeded due to the
applicant's presence in the area, the staff feels that compensation should be made to the
school district on this or some other equitable basis. Negotiations for the compensation plan
should be concluded before construction starts. The applicant has agreed to (1) notify all
potenti .1 relocating families of specific school districts that have adequat7 facility and
staff capacity to absorb additional students, (2) work with school districts in planning to
meet any worker impacts, and (3) make appropriate payments to cover additional impacts to over-
crowded districts.

4 --
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Table 4.11. Present and proiected school enrollment and capacay for selected school defects

Catsk al Hunter-Tannersvine New Letaanon RaveneCoevman Seik erk Saugert,es 7.~onc Han W.ndham Ashland-Jewett

E nrollment Capacity E nron ment Capac.tv E nroll mert Capacity E nron ment Capacit y E n roH meet Capaaty E nr oH ment Capac it y Enronment Capeat y

1978-1979 2149 2125 513 550 987 1040 3000 3000 4369 3850 2077 2100 670' 700

81979-1980 2111 2125 513 550 953 1MO 3000 3000 4298 3850 2016 2100 668 700

1980 -1981 2357 2125 518 550 937 1040 3000 3000 4256 3850 1946 2t00 666 700

1981-1982 2033 2125 525 550 914 1040 3000 3000 4194 3850 1866 2100 641 700 p
1982-1983 1991 2125 533 b50 884 1040 3000 3000 4107 3850 N. A.' N. A. 610 700 m"

#1983-1984 N.A. N. A. 537 550 845 1040 3000" 3000 N. A. N. A. N. A. N.A. 592 700

#Actual enrollment es less than ines progmion, thes trend is expected to continue unt.li 1982 when actual enrodment should catch up to these protections.
*May make addition en future to m commodate 150 attitional students.
'N. A. = not avadable.
#Beth enrollment and capacity may increase in 1984 -1985.

Source. Personal communications between representatives of Catskill. Hunter-Tannerswdfe. New Lebanon. Ravena Cocyman Selkirk, S ugerties. Taconic Hills, and Windharn Ashland Jewett Central School Districts
and Martin uweitrer. Oak Redoe Nat.onal Laboratory, Oak Raine. Tenn.. Dec. 15- 20. 1978.

--
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The staff notes the desirability of early action to identify signs of construction-related
stress on the school systems so that appropriate planning and mitigation can follow in a timely
manner.

4.4.4.2 Police and fire protection services

The staff is of the opinion that police services and facilities within the impact area will
experience increased demand during the const' Mction period. The applicant estimates that there
are about 250 full- and part-time police officers in the three-county area (ER, Table 4.1-13).
This total provides 1.1 officers per 1000 people. This level of service is augmented by state
police in those areas without local police forces. The national average is 1.3 officers per
1000 people.33

Traffic has been identified as the major construction impact of a plant with a commuting labor
force.40 The study notes that a local connitment of officers and equipment was necessary to
enforce local speed and traffic laws. Only two of the applicant's proposed access improvements
(2T and 2TR) include flagmen provided by the applicant to direct daily traffic into and out
of the site. The staff assumes that such assistance will also be needed for all the other
alternatives except Park and Ride. The staff considers this a definite area of impact for which
connunities, and especially Greene County, may not be fully compensated for costs incurred. In
addition to the applicant's commitments (Sect. 4.5.1), the staff recommends that the applicant
reimburse local communities for expenses for traffic control and increased police activity
caused by construction-induced population growth. Although it is intended that the construc-
tion site be self-supporting in fire protection, backup services will be provided by Hose
Company 1 of Catskill, New York. To prepare for backup service, the local fire department
will perfonn an ensite visit every six months to familiarize themselves with the plant layout
and existing facilities."1 Like other public services, fire protection will be required by
in-movers, but this impact and the need for backup ser;.ces are not expected to pose inordinate
burdens for local connunities.

4.4.4.3 Water and sewer services

Water facilities in the three-county area are provided by either public services or private
wells. Sewerage facilities have for the most part been provided by septic tanks.

Some communities within the impact area are experiencing problems with water and sewer facili-
ties, primarily because of soil conditions and the age of the facilities. Several towns and
villages in the three-county area have submitted proposals and plans for funding improvements
or new systems.

The staff is of the opinion that the relocating workers will not present difficulties for
municipal water and sewer facilities or services. Most of the in-migrating workers will
likely choose to locate in existing housing or transient accommodations, for which local
services are already provided.

4.4.4.4 Medical services

The applicant's survey of area health facilities (Greene, Columbia, and Ulster counties) indi-
cates a current total capacity of about 2300 beds in selected hospitals throughout the impact
region (ER, Q 4.3). A variety of specialized clinics also provide physiological and psycho-
logical treatment.

The staff is of the opinion that the number of in-movers during the construction period will
not overburden existing facilities. The addition of new residents in the area should not
significantly affect the ratios of doctor to patient or beds per 1000 people.

The staff is of the opinion that no shortage of medical services or facilities will exist in
the region. Most injuries sustained by construction workers will be treated onsite by a
registered occupational health nurse. The applicant has estimated an annual 100 to 300 injuries
that will require offsite medical treatment. Greene County Memorial Hospital in Catskill, New
York, is the hospital most likely to be used for offsite emergency treatment. This facility
has an emergency room staff capacity of 120 cases per day, which is well above the current use
rate of 33 cases per day.42
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4.4.4.5 Proposed impact monitoring and mitigation program

Because of substantial uncertainty in the in-mover estimates (Sects. 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 on
relocation and in-migration) and the possibility of adverse impacts (even under low estimates)
in certain service areas now functioning over capacity (schools, police), the staff recommends
that as a condition of the construction permit the applicant be required to monitor and mitigate
certain construction-related impacts as a condition of the construction permit identified in the
monitoring program. The monitoring program shall include local jurisdictions in a three-county
impact area (Greene, Ulster, and Columbia) during construction and the subsequent 18-month tran-
sition period. The staff recommends that the applicant make every effort to elicit adequate local
participation and input in this process on a regular basis. Such objectives can be implemented
through an Impact Area Coordination Committee composed of representatives of appropriate counties,
towns, villages, and school districts. The Impact Area Coordination Committee should identify
and discuss the status of impacts, review the applicant's impact monitoring reports, and make
recommendations to the applicant for appropriate mitigation action.

The monitoring and mitigation plan shall incorporate, but not be limited to, the applicant's
mitigation commitments (Sect. 4.5.1) and the staff's requirements (Sect. 4.5.2).

The monitoring program shall focus on tracking the number of and locations selected by relocating
construction (and operating) workers, the number of commuting worker vehicles, and subsequent
impacts on local schools, law enforcement, traffic, roads, and other public services and
facilities. A,'or priate actions shall be taken by the applicant to mitigate any adverse impacts
imposed on local governments and services. Reports of the monitoring data and mitigation
actions shall be submitted semiannually by the applicant to the NRC.

The goals of this plan are to permit timely evaluation and to encourage equitable mitigation of
construction-induced impacts that would otherwise fall as unmitigated costs upon local jurisdic-
tions. Such a plan creates a structure for dealing with impacts that are unanticipated, more
intense, or in dif ferent places than anticipated. It is a proven " safety net" for dealing with
uncertainty in impact projections.43 The framework quidelines are general and flexible to
permit tailoring and adjustment by the applicant and local jurisdictions to meet their
particular needs and concerns. The TVA Hartsville plan, though more extensive in scope and
cost than the plan envisioned here, is recommended as a general guide.

The applicant shall submit monitoring and mitigation plans for the review and approval of the
NRC before commencenent of any construction activity.

4.4.5 Access improvements

4.4.5.1 Temporary and permanent access road description and methodology

According to the applicant, the proposed nuclear power plant at Cementon will require the
daily commuting of about 2100 workers at the peak of construction in 1981. The following
assessment of highway alternatives is predicated on these peak-year and work-force assumptions,
along with the applicant's suggested increase in highway use by local residents of 3% annually.
Significantly higher work-force totals and a later peak year -- both reasonable possibilities
in the staff's view - would worsen the impact in all alternatives otherwise assessed as accept-
able. The applicant estimates that 1750 automobiles (1100 approaching from the north and
650 from the south) with 1.2 riders per car will enter and leave the site daily (" Joint Hearing
Transcripts," p. J-13154). The applicant determined that some existing roadways within the
vicinity of the site (particularly U.S. Rt. 9W between Saugerties and Catskill) were inadequate
to absorb site-generated traffic. Therefore, the applicant has conducted a feasibility study
to determine the sufficiency of existing highway facilities and to identify road alternatives
that could mitigate anticipated construction-related traffic impacts.44 The four initially
proposed alternatives are IB, 2TB, 2T, and III, with IBR and 2TR being additional proposals
suggested on March 16, 1978, during the hearings. (Refer to Sect. 3.8.2 and Appendix L for
descriptions of all six road alternatives and to Sect. 4.1.3 for land-use description and
analysis.) Detailed maps of the impact area from Saugerties to Catskill are shown in Figs. 4.2
(existing roads) and 4.3 (proposed alternatives).

For a quick key to this large number of road alternatives, it may help to remember that all
alternatives have certain segments in common, that two different bypasses around Catskill have
been proposed, and that existing, temporary, new permanent, and canbination (part temporary,
part permanent) alternatives have been proposed. These are:

_
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Permanent Combination Te.gora ry Existin1 _
IB 2TB 2T !!! (Park

and Ride)1BR 2TR

In term of the Catskill bypass option used (Fig. 4.4), the alternatives are grouped thusly:

Catskill Creek Bypass Industrial or
(Austin Glen) Railroad Bypass

1B 1BR

2TB 2TR

2T

In the symbol key "lB" means a new, permanent, relocated 9W roadway between most of Saugerties
and Catskill, "2T" means temporary driveways limited to construction traffic, and "R" stands
for the railroad bypass in Catskill. The exception to this key is 2TB, which designates a new
permanent 9W and a temporary Catskill Creek Bypass (ITB to be consistent).

Segments in conron for some or all alternatives can be seen in Figs. 4.3 (proposed alternatives)
and 4.4 (Catskill bypasses). A seventh alternative proposed by the staff, is analyzed in con-
junction with the other six.

Although alternative 1B (a permanent relocation of 9W with a permanent Catskill Creek Eypass)
is no longer the applicant's preferred solution to the access road problem,* it is the only
road alternative for which detailed engineering work and analytical data were completed by the
applicant. Hence the staff discussion is, of necessity, keyed to this alternative. Alterna-
tive IB is discussed in detail in Appendix L as the main example to illustrate the staff analysis
of socioeconomic impacts, and other alternatives are compared with 1B insofar as comparable
information exists. After description of the methodology, the results of the analysis are pre-
sented in the sumary tables of (1) land use, (2) road component characteristics, (3) road
impacts, and (4) advantages and disadvantages. Details of the assessments of the six applicant-
proposed and one staff-suggested alternative (s) are found in Appendix L. All road alternatives
are compared and evaluated at the conclusion of this section.

The staff reviewed each road alternative in terms of 24 road characteristics and socioeconomic
factors to ascer tain the environmental impacts created by each road alternative on the area.
The purpose of this assessment was to identify differences in type, level, and cumulative effect
on the impact area. The 24 factors used in the staff's assessment may be grouped into two
categories: (1) those factors that are characteristics or components of a given road alterna-
tive and (2) those that are impacts or results of a given alternative. Factors considered in
group 1 include:

1. traffic flow
2. safety: relative to existing conditions
3. access
4 traffic stimulus in terms of development potential, volume
5. maintenance: costs, agreements
6. bridges, overpasses, underpasses
7. Department of Transportation position, arrangements, contributions
8. spot improvements
9. cost

Factors in group 2 include:

1. land required: total or partial taking
2. homes taken: value, number of people affected
3. industrial and comercial property taken
4. impacts on Lehigh Portland Cement Co. operations
5. aesthetic impact

.

The applicant withdrew 18 as the preferred alternative during the hearings (March 1978)
and now considers it only as one of six possible road alternatives.
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6. public services impact
7. tourism impact
8. recreation impact
9. historical and archaeological impact

10. air pollution impact
11. noise impact
12. local desires, where known
13. local legal positions

*

t 14. temporary effects
15. pennanent effects

Comparative weighting of each factor was not undertaken. Tables 4.12 and 4.13 give detailed
data included in these comparisons. Table 4.14 compares alternatives in terms of land use.

4.4.5.2 The effect of road alternatives on development opportunities

In the opinion of the staff, some of the road alternatives under consideration might encourage
unplanned development, which would be unfortunate since few land-use controls have been adopted.
Greene County is similar to many rural counties in that the movement toward land-use controls
has occurred slowly. Despite numerous proposals from its planning department since 1969, the
county has not approved a land-use plan nor adopted zoning ordinances. The towns of Catskill
and Saugerties have no zoning ordinances; the villages of Catskill and Coxsackie and the town '

of Athens have zoning plans. In addition, the village of Athens has proposed certain compo-
nents of a lar.d-use plan for consideration by its citizens. Fifteen Greene County villages and
towns have adcpted mobile-home ordinances, but these in general do not regulate location or mini-
mum lot size. In the opinion of local planners, Greene County is far behind neighboring counties
like Columbia or Ulster in planning.

A dispersed settlement pattern has been developing in Greene County for the past two decades.
In 1970, 84% of the population was classified as rural, but only 3% was rural farm. Hig5way
commercial uses are continuing to appear along the periphery of hamlets within Greene County,
including the GCNPP impact area. This is resulting in strip development such as that along
U.S. Rt. 9W south of Catskill and residential sprawl indicative of urban development patterns.
Unfavorable topography will limit the residential sprawl of subdivisions within the impact area.,

- but as development pressures increase, less suitable land areas will be developed, which will
create future problems such as adequate sewage disposal and water supply. Land with a view of
the Hudson offers great potential for a variety of residential, commercial, and industrial uses.
Some development has occurred south of the village of Catskill, and it is this area that the
staff is most concerned about in regard to road alternatives. With alternatives IB, 1BR, and
2TB, the proposed realignment of 9W will allow development of large tracts of unzone: land
between Embought Road, Catskill, and the Hudson River. Also, the relocation of Rt. 9W 2,000 ft
closer to the river between Saugerties and Cementon will provide additional access to river-
front property. The staff is of the opinion that all five roadway alternatives, especially
1B, IBR, and 2TB, could significantly affect land-use patterns within these two sections of the
impact area. Alternatives 2T and 2TR will not significantly affect land-use patterns within
these areas provided that all sections of Ahe temporary driveways constructed with these two
alternatives are removed after completion of the GCNPP. Road alternative IB would also stimu-
late development along the Catskill Creek Bypass.

Greene County's land-use policy is designed to provide for growth concentration along the exist-
ing transportation corridors. By reinforcing the county's major activity centers along these

will be possible.''5(Rt. 9W and the New York Thruway), viability through economics of density
existing corridors

Road alternatives 1B, 2TB, and IBR (relocation of Rt. 9W between Saugerties
and Catskill) and 18 and 2TB (Catskill Creek Bypass) are contradictory to the goals and policies
of Greene County in that development will be stimulated in areas not planned for concentration.
The corridor south of Catskill is not planned for development concentration (no sewer expansion
or residential development planned). The 1977 land-use policy plan for Greene County indicates
that areas adjacent to the proposed alignment of these alternatives are to be reserved as open
space.

4.4.5.3 Evaluation of road alternatives

After analyzing all six road alternatives by the 24 road-component and socioeconomic factors,
,

the staff compared each alternative with the others in terms of the advantages and disadvantages

i
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Road alternatives Traffic flow Safety Access

IB - Relocation of 9W and a Diversion of nonconstruction Potential for higher acciden' Will stimulate scatt

permanent Catskill traffic from Thruway, rate, lower level of safe'y, development, un

Creek bypass significant impact on higher number of vehides access to unzon

Saugerties residential area, at greater speeds with use controls are

provides best traffic flow of unlimited new access points control access ju

all alternatives Access to river f

2TB - Relocation of 9W and Reduction infonconstruction Higher level of safety when identical to IB ex
a temporary Catskill traffic diversion from NYS compared to 1B, but higher bypass (restrict
Creek bypass Thruway, flow on 9W less accident rate than current construction w

than with 1B rate

2T - Three temporary drive- Major nodes of congestion where Lower level of safety when Major problems of
- ways restricted to construction roads intersect compared to 18 or 2TB, from constructi

construction traffic with 9W, improvement along same level of safety in the access tn Austi
1.6 miles of 9W, prevents traf- Catskill area as 2TB, higher potential increa
fic impact in Catskill area, pre- levd of safety in the Catskill ment if 'tempor
vents diversion of traffic from area than with IB re' moved

Thruway to 9W

|11 - Park and Ride Decrease in level of service Minimal increase in the No change, will p
when compared to existing accident rate, prevents tered land devel
traffic flow, lower increase safety problems of IB or inherent with 1
than 2T,2TB, 3 in 2TB 1BR
traffic flow

IBR - Relocation of 9W and Same as 1B between Saugerties Higher level of safety when Same access imp
a Catskill industrial bypass and Catskill, origin- compared to 1B,2T, or 2TR, bypass access o

destination survey of IBR but higher accident rate than preferred over
bypass has not been made, current rate access of 1BR
less diversion from Thruway be controlled
than with 18

2TR - Two temporary drive- Major nodes of congestion Lower level of safety than 2TB, Same access imp
ways and a permanent where construction roads 1B; higher level of safety in between Sauger
Catskill industrial bypass intersect with 9W, prevents Catskill area than IB Catskill; land-u

traffic impact on Catskill should be enac
area, prevents diversion of removal of tem
traffic from Thruway to 9W

.

Vil - Rid; sharing, spot improvement of traffic flow Major safety improvement in Will prevent scatt
improvements, underpasses, in the Hamlet of Cementon Cementon, higher level of development in
and a permanent Catskill and Catskill, reduction in safety than all other pro- alternatives 18,
industrial bypass traffic diversion from NYS posed alternatives; minimum industrial acces

Thruway, improvenient in increase in the accident rate
level of service when com-
pared to existing traffic
flow, lower traffic increase
than 18,2TB, or 1BR
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Table 4.12, Access alternatives for Greene County Nuclear Power Plant road components and characteristics

Access Traffic stimulus Maintenance costs / agreements Bridges, overpass

accident Will stimulate scattered land Will increase traffic on State will maintain relocated Permanent bridge ove
f safety, development, unrestricted relocated 9W and in the 9W and bypass if local Creek, permanent
vehicles access to unzoned land; land- Catskill Creek area because jurisdictions agree to main- across Lehigh haul

with use controls are needed to of traffic diversion from the tain old 9W, costs $62,300/ pump house road,
cess points control access junctions. Thruway to relocated 9W; year; costs to maintain old entrance to NPP

Access to river front property will decrease efficiency of 9W are unknown
road purpose; not in accord-
ance with land-use policy
plan

ty when identical to 1B except on Same as 1B excefft for a Same as 18, costs to maintain Temporary bridge ove
but higher bypass (restricted to decrease in traffic stimulus relocated 9W $47,300; costs Creek; same perma

n current construction workers) in area of bypass to mairitain old 9W are overpasses as 18
unknown

y when Major problems of access to 9W Will not stimulate increased Agreements are not required; Temporary bridge ove
or 2TB, from construction roads, nonconstruction traffic, will roads will be maintained by Creek; no overpasse
ty in the access to Austin Glen; act as a deterrent to more PASNY at Lehigh or near si
TB, higher potential increase in develop- traffic entrance
the Catskill ment if temporary roads not *

removed

the No change, will prevent scat- Minimal increase in traf fic Agreements are not required Not required
ents tered land development flow, will act as a deterrent
f IB or inherent with IB,2TB, or to more traffic

1BR

y when Same access impacts as 1B; Same as 1B between Saugerties S'aff assumes state will agree No bridge over Catskil
2T, or 2TR, bypass access of IBR is and Catskilt nurnbcr of to maintain relocated 9W three overpasses at
nt rate than preferred over 15 bypass; vehicles diverting to 1BR and IBR bypass if local

access of IBR bypass must bypass will depend on the jurisdictions agree to main-
be controlled design standards used tain old 9W; costs to main-

tain old 9W are unknown

y than 2TB, Same access impacts as 2T Will not stimulate increased Agreements not required for None
f safety in between Saugerties and nonconstruction traffic, will temporary roads between
IB Catskill; land-use policies act as a deterrent Saugerties and Catskill;

should be enacted to require bypass to be maintained by
removal of temporary roads state or Village of Catskill;

costs to maintain cid 9W
are unknown .

ement in Will prevent scattered land Minimal increase in traffic flow, Agreements are not required Not required
level of development inherent with will act as a deterrent to except for the industrial
er pro- alternatives 18,2TB, or 1BR; nonconstruction traf fic bypass; bypass to be main-

; minimum industrial access in Catskill tained by state or Village
ident rate of Catskill
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ar Power Plant road components and characteristics

Department of Transportation Construction
intenance costs / agreements Bridges, overpasses Spot improvements arrangements (years)

te will maintain relocated Permanent bridge over Catskill 19 No agreements have been 2.5
9W and bypass if local Creek, permanent overpasses reached
jurisdictions agree to main- across Lehigh haul road,
tain ofd 9W, costs $62,300/ pump house road, and ,

year; costs to maintain old entrance to NPP
9W are unknown

me as IB, costs to maintain Temporary bridge over Catskill 15 No agreements have been 2.0
relocated 9W $47,300; costs Creek; same permanent reached; bypass will be main-
to maintain old 9W are overpasses as 18 tained by applicant (does not
unknow.1 require NYSDOT approval)

reements are not required; . Temporary bridge over Catskill 19 NYSDOT approval or agree. 1.5
roads will be maintained by Creek; no overpasses needed ment not required
PASNY at Lehigh or near site

entrance
-

.

reements are not required Not required 8 Not required 0.25

aff assumes state will agree No bridge over Catskill Creek, 19 No agreeme,1, have been 2.0
to maintain relocated 9W three overpasses at Lehigh reacheu
and IBR bypass if local
jurisdictions agree to main-
tain old 9W; costs to main-
tain old 9W are unknown

greements not required for None 19 No agreements required 1.75
temporary roads between between Saugerties and
Saugerties and Catskill; Catskill; maintenance
bypass to be maintained by responsibility of 2TR bypass
state or Village of Catskill; is unresolved
costs to maintain old 9W
are unknown .

greemants are not required Not required 11 No agreements have been 0.75
except for the industrial reached
bypass; bypass to be main-
tained by state or Villaje
of Catskill



Department of Transportation Construction periodprovements arrangements (years)
Cost (in 1976 dollars'

19 No agreements have been 2.5
reached 31 million

. ,

,

19 No agreements have been 2.0 # 26 millionreached; bypass will be maim
tained by applicant (does r.at
require NYSDOT approval)

19 NYSDOT approval or agree- 1.5 21 to 22 millionment not required

.

8 Not required 0.25 17 to 50 million depending
on contractual agreements
with unions

9 No agreements have been 2.0
reached 27 to 28 million

9 No agreements reouired 1.75 22 millionbetween Saugerties and
Catskill; maintenance
responsibility of 2TR bypass
is unresolved '

.

No agreements have been 0.75
reached 26 million



Homes and businesses taken
Road alternative Land required value Industrial / commercial taken

10 - Relocation cl 9W and a 162 acres from 50 different 10 homes /33 people Greene County Motors
Catskill (Austin Glen) owners - 10.47 miles of 5 businesses /39 people Catskill Chrome
bypass roadway 2 vacant residences $833,000 Ferro Scrap Metal

plus Sportsman's Club Vincent Associated
Association Pavilion, tax lisley Upholstery
loss unknown

2TB - Relocation of 9W and 153 acres - 10.47 miles of '' D homes /30 people Same as 18 except for 1
a temporary Catskill (Austin roadway 6 businesses /numbet of people additional business taken
Glen) bypass unknown,

2 vacant residences, value
unknown, tax loss unknown

2T - Three temporary drive- 105 acres - 10.47 miles of I home/2 people lisley Upholstery
ways restricted to roadway I business / estimate 4 people,
construction traffic value unknown, tax loss

unknown but considered -

,

minor

111 - Park and Ride Leasing of approximately 10 No homes or businesses will No industrial or comme.cial
acres, B acres - 1.1 miles be taken property taken

IBR - Relocation of 9W and 150 acres - 9.72 miles 10 homes /33 people, Same as 18 with the addition
a Catski!I industrial bypass 6 businesses / number of people of 1 more business taken

unknown, tax loss unknown

2TR - Two temporary drive' 102 acres - 9.72 miles 2 homes /7 people 3 businesses taken
ways and a permanent 3 businesses / number of jobs
Catskill industrial bypass unknown, value unknown,

tax loss is considered signifi-
cant because 3 businesses are
taken

Vil - Ridge sharing, spot Estimated 10 to 12 acres - 1 business, number of jobs 1 business
improvements, underpasses, 1.1 miles unknown, value unknown,
and a permanent Catskill tax loss unknown
industrial bypass



Table

~
,

sinesses taken Public service impacts Tourism R
Aesthetic impxts

fue industrial / commercial taken

Overall visual quality will be No adverse impacts, improved No effect
people Greene County Motors

worse than currently delivery of emergency
9 people Catskill Chrome servicesexistsences $833,000 Ferro Scrap Metal

man's Club Vincent Associated
Pavilion, tax lisley Upholstery

wn

eople Same as 1B except for 1 Same as 18,36 year visual No adverse impacts, improved No effect

numbeY of people additional business taken impxt along bypass delivery of emergency
servicesalignment

dences, vafue
tax loss unknown

~ Less than with 18 or 2TB, Slight temporary decline in No effect
pie lisley Upholstery

minimal impact after 30 delivery of emergency
timate 4 people, years if temporary roadbed services
nown, tax loss

is removed _

.

but considered .

r businesses will No industrial or commercial
No change from present Slight temporary decline in No effect

delivery of emergency
property taken services

3 people. Same as 18 with the addition Identical to 1B between No adverse impacts, improved No effect

s/ number of people of 1 more business taken
Saugcrties and Catskill,1BR delivery of emergency

i, tax loss unknown ~
bypass of lower visual services in Catskill and

quality than 1B bypass Cementon areas

Same as 2T between Saugerties No adverse impacts, improved No effect
people 3 businesses taken and Catskill,2TR bypass delivery of emergency
s/ number of jobs aesthetic visual quality same services in Catskill area
, value unknown,

as 18R
is considered signifi.
ause 3 businesses are

No change from present No adverse impacts, improved No effect
number of jobs 1 business delivery of emergency

n, value unknown, services in Catskill and
unknown Cementon



Table 4.13. Access alternatives for Greene County Nuclear Power Plant road impacts and staf

Public service impacts Tourism Recreation Historic / archaeological Noise pollution

No adverse impacts, improved No effect No effwt Loss of two potentially signifi- 200 people will be affected
cant structures: Hilltop during construction, no

delivery of emergency
House and Alsen School major impact during

services
House. Disturbance of operation of road

potentially significant pre- alternative

historic site at Brick Farm
at edge of right-of-way

#

No adverse impacts, improved No effect No effect Same as 1B Total pollution for relocated
9W and bypass will be less

delivery of emergency
than 18-

services

Slight temporary deciine in No effect No effect No impacts ;f archaeological Minor impact, less than 18

delivery of emergency site at Brick Farm is avoided or 2TB

services
.

Slight temporary decline in No effmt No effect No impact The least noise pollution of
all six alternativesdelivery of emergency

services

No adverse impacts, improved No effect No effect Same as 1B Same as 18 except for unknow
impact of IBR bypass

R delivery of emergency
senrices in Catskill and
Cementon areas

ties No adverse impacts, improved No effect No effect No impact Noise pollution impacts same
as 2T between Saugertiesdelivery of emergency
and Catskill, noise pollution

me services in Catskill area
impacts of 2TR bypass are
unknown

No adverse impacts, improved No effect No effmt impact unknown Minor impact in Cementon,

delivery of emergency nnoise pollution impact of

services in Catskill and indust. J bypass unknown

Cementon



y Nuclear Power Plant road impacts and staff conclusions

Noise po!!ution Air pollution Temporary effects Permanent effects

- 200 people will be affected impact during construction, no Major Major

during construction, no major impact during opera-

major impact during tion of road alternative
operation of road
alternative

Total pollution for relocated Total pollution for relocated Major Major

9W and bypass will be less 9W and bypass will be f ess

than 18 than 18
,

Few
Minor impact, less than 1B Minor impact, less than 18 Major

ed or 2TB - or 2TB

.

.

The least noise pollution of The least air pollution of all Some, prevents impacts None

all six alternatives six alternatives associated with alternatives
IB,2TB, 2T, IBR and 2TR

Same as 1B except for unknown Same as 1B except for Major Major

impact of 1BR bypass unknown impact of 1BR
bypass

Noise pollution impacts same Air pollution impacts same as Some Some

as 2T between Saugerties 2T between Saugerties and
.

and Catskill, noise pollution Catskill, noise pollution

impacts of 2TR bypass are impacts of 2TR bypass are

unknown unknown

Minor impact in Cementon, Minor impact in Cementon, Some,9-month traffic delays Some, improved traffic fio

nnoise po!!ution impact of air pollution impact of on 9W during construction and safety on 9W

industrial bypass unknown industrial bypass unknown of new underpass, impacts
associated with alternatives
18, 2TB, 2T, IB R, and 2TR



Local desires Legal positions
Temporary offects Permanent effects

Ulster Co. Planning Board Greene County Power Plant
Major Major

opposed to Saugerties seg- committee and Greene

ment. Village of Saugerties - County. Legislature opposed
IB because of unacceptable

opposed, Cementon -
cpposed, Catskill - opposed Austin Glen and Lehigh

impacts

Greene County Legislature and
Major Major Same as 18

Power Plant committee<
opposed (see 18)

Assumed to be sim:lar to IB No legal body has approved or
FewMajor opposed this alternative

-

It is assumed that local opinion No legal body has ap" proved or
Some, prevents impacts None

would prefer alternat:se lit opposed this alternative
associated with alternatives over 18, 27, 2TB, IB R, or
IB,2TB,2T, IBR and 2TR

2TR

Ulster Co. Planning Board Greene County Legisf ature
Major Major

opposed to Saugerties seg opposed because of Lehigh

ment. Village of Saugerties - impacts, Village of Catskill

opposed, Cementon - Board supports DW

opposed, Catskill - probably rerouting along industrial

in favor of bypass only bypass route

Assumed to be similar to IB, Village of Catskill Board sup-
Some Some

some support in Catskill for ports 9W rerouting along
industrial bypass route.

2TR bypass

Some,9 month traffic delays Some, improved traf fic flow it is assumed that local opinion No legal body has approved

on 9W during construction and safety on 9W would prefer this alternative or opposed this alternative

over 18, 2T B, 2T, I B R, 2T R,of new underpass, impacts
or ill

associated with alternatives
18,2TB,2T,1BR, and 2TR
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Lehigh Portland Cement
Staff conclusions

desires Legal positions Company impacts

nning Board Greene County Power Plant Likely significant impact on Not acceptable

Saugerties seg- committee and Greene current operations, major

age of Saugerties - County. Legislature opposed impact on potential

ementon - 1B because of unacceptable expansion

atskill - opposed Austin Glen and Lehigh
imp ets

Greene County Legislature and Same as 18
Not acceptable

,

Power Plant committee
opposed (see 18)

be similar to IB No legal body has approved or less impacts than 1B or 2TB Acceptable with mitigation
arrangements

opposed this alternative

.

that local opinion No legal body has approved or The least impact on Lehigh of Acceptable with mitigation

fer alternative lli opposed this alternative all six afternatives arrangements

2T,2TB,1BR, or

tanning Board Greene County Legislature Same as 18 Not acceptable

to Saugerties se<y opposed because of Lehigh

illage of Saugerties - impacts, Village of Catskill

Cementon - Board supports 9W

Catskill - probably rerouting along industrial

of bypass only bypass route

be similar to 18, Village of Catskill Board sup- Same as 2T Acceptable with mitigation
arrangements

port in Catskill for ports 9W rerouting along
industrial bypass routeass

ed that local opinion No legal body has approved Less impact than IB,2TB, or Acceptable and preferable

refer this alternative or opposed this alternative 1BR, comparison of impacts
between this alternative and2TB, 2T, IB R, 2TR, 2T or 2TR is not possible
until an activity-motion
system analysis has been com-
pleted (see 1B - Impacts on
Lehigh Portland Cement
Company). Short term
impacts during underpass
rebuilding. Long term bene-
fit of underpass.
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Table 4.14. Access alternatsves for GCNPP - land use components

Type of land affected
(acres)

Residential
Road atternatives Industnal Open space Recreational Commercial Agr icultural Total

Low density Medium densst y

18 (relocation of U s. Rt. 9W 75 42 19 16 5 3 2 162
'

and a permanent Catskill

Creek 8ypass,)

2T8 (relocation of 9W 70 40 18 15 5 3 2 153

and a temporary Catskill
Creek Bypass)

2T (three temporary 48 27 13 11 3 2 1 105

driveways restricted to
construction traffic)

111 (Park and Ride) 8 9 17

1BR (relocation of 9W 71 35 20 15 5 3 1 150

and a Catskilt
industrial Bypass)

2TR (two temporery 48 23 13 10 4 2 1 102

driveways and a perrnanent
Catskill Industrial Bypass)

that appeared from the analysis. Table 4.15 gives the results. Note that the facto-s used in
the table include both binary and ordinal types of responses. Both types may result in a "yes"
or "no" answer in this table, but the meaning or certainty behind such responses may differ.
For example, rebuilding underpasses or utilizing the industrial bypass route entails a simple
"yes" or "no" answer for each alternative and only these two answers are possible; improved
emergency service delivery, likely tax loss from land takings and relocations, and other factors

'
that allow a graded continuum of responses and require an estimate of probabilities, however,
are another matter. In these cases, an attempt was made to capture the major or most likely

- impact in a "yes" or "no" answer, but some unavoidable ambiguity or uncertainty remains.
Although it would be desirable to rank the alternatives in cases where a continuum of answers
is possible, the lack of comparable data for five alternatives (all but 1B) did not justify
this additional analytical refinement and effort. Thus, in only two cases wece the alternatives
ranked -level of safety and level of service improvement; the importance of these two cases
required ranking, and the presence of major differentiating factors (type of bypass. Thruway
diversionpotential)permittedit.

Seven advantages over the present 9W appear, one of which is a lack of adverse impact (on public
services, recreatio6, and tourism). One additional major advantage (rebuilding the Cementon
underpasses on 9W) occurs only with,a seventh alternative suggested by the staff and discussed
in Appendix L. The four (or five, if an "R" alternative) major advantages involve greatly
improved permanent roadways in the Cementon and Catskill areas which pemit improved level of
service and traffic flow on these roads. These improvements would enable the movement in 1981
of a construction work force of 2100 over the deficient existing roadways to the site as planned
by the applicant. The temporary roadways (2T, 2TR) and " soft-solution" option (III) offer fewer
or none of the major advantages.

However, all the pemanent alternatives also create major disadvantages or adverse impacts, as
many as 28 for IB (Table 4.15) and 27 for 2TB (no Thruway traffic diversion and temporary
impacts on three factors affecting Catskill Creek Gorge). The disadvantages are reduced to 24
for IBR because of the substitution of the industrial bypass (thus, of course, increasing the
number of advantages by 1. The temporary roadways and Park and Ride have many fewer disadvan-
tages than do the permanent roadways; they share only four of the disadvantages: Saugerties
residential diversion, possibility of stimulating some scattered land development, temporary
intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge (2T only), and increased maintenance costs. Temporary
roadways also require significantly less land, fewer takings of homes and businesses, and
shorter construction periods. Of all the alternatives, Park and Ride (III) causes the least
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Table 415. Advantages armi disadvantages of road alternatives

Vil IR de
lli (Park and shar ing

18 2T B 1BR 2T 2TR r ide ) esmdu nation)

Advantages

tsvel of service improvement, ranked in order 2ruf 3r d I st 6th 5th 7 t h' 4th
improval bypasses of Cementon and Catskdi Ws Yes Yes No Yes No Yes'h

Spot improvements 19 19 19 19 19 8 11
# #;

Improved traf fic flow until strip development Yes Yes Yes No No No Ye=*
Improved debwery of emergency services Yes Yes Yes No Yes* No' Yes

No adverse impact on put,lic services, tourism, or recreation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Provwies irutustrial bypass with development potential No No Yes No Yes No Yes
Rebuilding two cne way urvierpasses at Cementon No No No No No No Y es

Disad vantages

loss of truck f arming arwl open space m Catskal:
Creek Gorge Per m. T e m p. No Temp. No No No

Traffic intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge Perm. Temp. No Temp. No No No
Ot-ns Catskill Creek to (more) trespassing Per m. Temp. No Temp. No No No
increased haiardous driving from fog (Sept.-Oct,) Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Length of construction periort, years 2.5 2 2 1.5 1.75 0.25' O.75
Wdi stimulate hegher traf fic growth than present Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes, but less

than 18, 2 TB,
IBR

Level of safets;, ranking below existing 9W 4 2 3 5 6 1 1

Lower level of safety after compaction e' plant,
re swewnt 9W levels Yes Yes Yes Same Same Same Bet t er

Diversion of Thruway traffic (nonconstruction) to 9W Yes No No No No No No
Diverts 200 vehicles per day through Saugerties

redential area yes yes Yes Yes Yes No No
More maintenance requiset for local reals and streets

durmg construction Most Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
More maintenance required for local rosis armi streets

during operation yes yes Yes No Yes No Yes
Land required, artes 162 153 150 105 102 8 ( Access road), 13

9 leased
(par king lots)

Homes required 10 9 10 1 2
Businesses reou' red 5 6 6 1 3 1

Likely tax loss from land takings Yes Yes Yes Small Small No Small
Takirv two potentially signifcant hntorical structures Yes Yes Yes No No i40 No
Loss of archaeological site on Brick Farm right of way Yes Yes Yes No No No No
Length of tirne nearby residents af fected by noise and air

pollution during construction, years 2.5 2 2 1.5 1.75 No' O.75
Major traffic delays during construction; longer waiting

arwi travel times Vs Yes Yes Some delays, No Some delays,
but less than but less than
IB,2TB,IBR 18,2TR,IBR

Loss of patronage by businesses on DW Yes Yes Yes No No No No
M.mtenance agreements required for old 9W and bypass Yes Yes, but Yes No No No No

not bypass

Will stimulate scattered land development Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Will stimulate strip development along 1B Yes Yes Yes No No No No

- - - - JF. . _
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Table 4.15. (contmuod)

Vil (R aie
111 (Park and 5:iaring

18 2T B ICR 2T 2TR ride) comtunationi

Will create potental for access 4 elated problems Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Likely significant impact or. Lahe@ operations during
construction Yes Yes Yes Less than IB, No Som/

IBR,2TB

Likely significant impact on Lehigh's potential expansion Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Possible impact on Marquette Cement Co. expansion
toward river Yes Yes Yes No No No No

Lower visual quality in Cementon vicinity Yes Yes Yes Temp. Temp. No No

Local opposition because of Lehigh and Saugerties
residential impacts Yes Yes Yes Temp. Temp. No No

* Slight temporary decline.
* Catskill cnly.
'Cementon only - less than 18, 2TB, IBR.
# ncluding Maiden Turnpike upgrading.i
'No strip developrnent incentive.
'Five parking lots constructed only.
IOuring undef pass ConstruCtlOn.
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= disruption and has fewer disadvantages. This alternative requires only 10 acres of land for1

(temporary) parking lots, only four to six months construction time for parking lots and spot
improvements, and offers increased local road maintenance. It also, however, results in very'

few permanent improvements (eight spot ).nprovements only) and provides the least improvement
in level of service during the eight years of construction.

The question thus becomes one of how to weight the advantages and disadvantages. Do the four
or five advantages in level of service and permanent improvements of 18 and IBR, respectively,
outweigh their 28 or 24 disadvantages? Is the objective to improve eccess for construction
workers at any (some, or minimum) cost, to leave the local communities with a balanced set of
some pennanent benefits and some permanent adverse costs, to maximize tGefits to most groups,
or to minimize costs to the local populace? What criteria shall be u',ed to establish weights
for the different advantages and disadvantages? Depending on what the objectives are and how

. the weighting is done, the road alternative chosen r.ould vary throug1 the complete list.
b

The criteria used in the staff's assessment, in descending order of importance, are listed here.e

!
1. Maintenance of current level of service is one determinant of acceptability.' 2. Permanent adverse or beneficial effects are more serious (important) than temporaryi ones of the same type (re Catskill Creek Goy, safety levels, land use and development,j aesthetic impacts, land required, construction delays and disruption, etc.).--

3. Local opinion, either favoring or opposing a particular option, shall be seriously
considered.,

J 4. Satisfactory maintenance arrangements for old 9W are a sine qua non for any option.~

5. Convenience to the workers and cost to the applicant shall be weighted less heavily
than adverse impacts to local people and governments. (Note, however, that our
" acceptable" and recommended alternatives are not the most expensive ones.)

j 6. Permanent benefits must be weighed against both permanent and temporary costs.
2

With these caveats and criteria in mind, the staff weighed the environmental impacts created by
all six road alternatives (Table 4.15) and reached the following conclusions.,

I 1. Road alternative III is acceptable with mitigation.
I 2. Road alternatives 2TR and 2T are acceptable with mitigation agreements.: 3. Road alternatives 18, 2TB, and 1BR are unacceptable.

! Road alternatives 18, 2TB, and 1BR are considered to have significant impacts or problems in
- the following areas,

l 1. land, homes, and businesses taken
i 2. potential tax loss (residential, commercial, and industrial)
j 3. aesthetic impact in Cementon area
! 4 access-related problems
| S. stimulation of scattered land development
; 6. unresolved maintenance agreements for old 9W

7. intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge (Austin Glen) area (except IBR)
8 opposition by local residents and jurisdictions because of Lehigh and Austin Glen'

impacts (except IBR)
! 9. loss of two potentially significant historical structures and one archaeological site; 10. possibility of affecting the operation of Lehigh Portland Cement Companyi 11. diversion of 200 vehicles twice daily through Saugerties residential area; 12. length of construction (2 to 2-1/2 years)
i 13. higher noise and air pollution levels
! 14 lower safety levels af ter completion (than original 9W)
i 15. stimulation of higher levels of traffic growth
! 16. major traffic delays during construction

Although it is true that 18, 2TB, and IBR would improve traffic flow and permanently improve
:

roadways, road alignment, and intersections, these advantages were not considered important_

enough to outweigh the significant adverse impacts of these three alternatives.4
It was assumed;

in our assessment that no adverse impacts on public services, tourism, or recreation would occuri as a result of construction of 18, 2TB, or IBR.

4 Alternatives 2TR and 2T are considered to have significant impacts on or problems in the follow-j ing areas.
|
|

1
-

-
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4

1. diversion of 200 vehicles twice daily through Saugerties residential area
2. businesses taken (2TR only)
3. potential tax loss (2TR only)

- 4. aesthetics for 30 to 150 years
5 traffic flow
5. safety.

7. scattered land development (unless removal of temporary roads is required af ter
completion of GCNPP)

8. access intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge (2T only)
9. lack of known acceptance by local residents and jurisdictions

Alternative 2TR is preferred to alternative 2T because of the location of the permanent
Catskill Industrial Bypass west of the Conrail tracks through an area zoned for industrial
development. The socioeconomic factors of land and homes required, traffic stimulus, mainte-
nance agreements, historical and archaeological sites disturbed or taken, noise and air pollu-
tion, and impacts on the Lehigh Portland Cement Company are considered positive factors when
comparing 2TR and 2T with IB, 2TB, and 1BR. It was assumed that no adverse impacts on public
services, tourism, or recreation would occur with the construction of 2TR or 2T.

The road alignn.ent for the 2T 2TB, and IB bypasses is not considered acceptable because of
the intrusion into Austin Glen (Catskill Creek). In addition, all alternatives except III
pass through a residential section of Saugerties causing severe impact on the residents twice |
each day. |

|

Alternatives 2TR and 2T would be acceptable if the following conditions were met.

1. All sections of temporary driveways should be completely removed af ter the GCNPP is
c ompl e ted . For both alternatives, this would require renoving the roadbed and grading .

*

the surface back to its original elevation (contour line). Plantinq vegetative cover
and trees would also be necessary to return the land to its original state.

2. A solution that avoids the significant impact on the residential area of the village of
Saugerties should be found. This would require additional assessment by the applicant.

3. For alternative 2TR, the applicant should perform a traf fic assessment for the railroad
bypass segment and a land-use analysis of the area af fected. A determination of 2TR's
acceptability could be based on the significance of impacts identified from this assessment.

Unless these conditions are met (particularly, a solution to the Saugerties problem), neither
2T nor 2TR can be considered acceptable.

With a work force of 2100 and a 1981 peak year, alternative 111 (Park and Ride) is considered
to have minor impacts or problems in the areas of (1) traffic flow. (2) safety, and (3) lack
of known acceptance by local residents or jurisdictions. There are no significant impacts
associated with the operation of alternative III. Although alternative I!! is considered
acceptable for a work force of 2100, it does have one major drawback - the level of service
is not improved. In fact, it is a stopgap rather than a long-term solution to impact-area
traffic problems.

The following ranking of the six road alternatives is based on the staff's review of all
associated socioeconomic factors; the applicant's assumptions of a 1981 peak and a work force
of 2I00 were used. The alternatives are listed in descending order of desirability. Note that
these rankings coincide exactly with those developed from the land-use analysis (Sect. 4.1.3)
and generally with those from the ecological impact analysis (Sect. 4.3.1.3). The inexactness
of the latter ranking reflects the absence of ecological data for the railroad or industrial
bypass.

1. I!! (Park and Ride)
2. 2TR - two temporary driveways and a permanent Catskill Industrial Bypass ( equires

/' three mitigating conditions)
3. 2T - three temporary driveways (including one in Catskill Creek Gorge) restricted to

construction-related traffic (requires two mitigating conditions)
4. IBR - relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W and a permanent Catskill Industrial Bypass
5. 2TB - relocation of 9W and a tem >orary Catskill ( Austin Glen) Bypass

~ 6. 18 - relocation of 9W and a Cats;ill (Austin Glen) Bypass

b
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It should be emphasized that the evaluation of the six road alternatives assumes a peak work
force of 2100, a peak year occurring in 1981, and an annual increase in local highway use of
3%. An evaluation of the otherwise acceptable alternative Park and Ride, using assumptions
of a peak work force of 3000, a peak year of 1984, and an annual increase in local highway
use of 3% indicates that this alternative then becomes unacceptable. Park and Ride can be made
acceptable under these assumptions only if the increasing number of deficient highway links is
reduced back to eleven from the fif teen which then occur (of 31 highway links identified in
ref. 44) by decreasing the peak-hour traffic flow. Road links are considered deficient when
they reach level of service "E" or "F" ("stop and go" and " forced flow"). Possible measures
to accomplish this goal include altering work-force schedules, aJditional spot improvements,
and/or busing all employees to the site. Some such measures would be required for alternative
III to be acceptable under these more likely assumptions.

Under the initial assumptions, the first-ranked alternative (Park and Ride) has almost no
j pemanent benefits and results in temporary declines in traffic flow. Its lack of major

adverse impacts determined its place at the top of the ranking. 2TR of fers a significant
permanent benefit to compensate for the land-use disadvantages and control uncertainties of
two temporary driveways. 2T ranks third although it offers few permanent advantages because
its one additional adverse impact is temporary (intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge). Neither
2T nor 2TR is acceptable, however, without the mitigating conditions attached.

Alternative IBR is the highest ranked of the pennanent-roadway alternatives because of its
permanent benefit (industrial bypass of Catskill), although it and all the permanent-access
alternatives are deemed unacceptable because of their large number of serious adverse impacts.
IBR, 2TB, and 10 are unacceptable because of:

1. unresolved maintenance arrangements for old 9W
2. local opposition
3. intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge (2TB and 1B only)
4 diversion of worker traffic through Saugerties residential area
5. increased land-use, development, and access problems
6. lowering of safety levels during and af ter construction
7. possible adverse effects on Lehigh Portland Cement Company

In addition, these three alternatives have numerous less adverse impacts.

The lack of benefits associated with the only wholly acceptable alternative (III) under the
applicant's assumptions prompted the staff suggestion of the " ride-sharing combination"
alternative (VII) discussed in Appendix L. This alternative VII deserves further analysis
and evaluation in view of the altered assumotions on work force (3000) and peak year (1984).
None of the applicant's road alternatives is judged acceptable without mitigation under these
conditions. This alternative attempts to improve the local relationship between cost and
benefit without increasing adverse impacts by selectively combining the more oositive features
of alternative III and two major additional highway improvements (reworking the Cementon under-
pa5ses and adding the railroad bypass in Catskill).

4.4.6 Impact on local industry

The major industry to be affected by the siting of the GCNPP is the Lehigh Portland Cement
Company, which will lose 265 acres of waterfront property, including 18.5 acres of underwater
rights, through PASNY's exercise of eminent domain powers, as shown in Fig. 4.5. In addition
to this 265 acres. Lehigh will lose as much as 15 acres for access roads and right-of-way
(IB, IBR, 2TB, 2T, 2TR; lesser amounts for Park and Ride or alternative VII - see Sect. 4.4.5
and Appendix L). The preferred transmission route easement would limit the uses of an addi-
tional 23 acres, making a total of 303 acres taken or restricted. These additional takings
or restrictions are shown by the crosshatching in Fig. 4.6. Thus, a total of 67% of Lehigh's
property east of Rt. 9W (455 acres) will be lost to the GCNPP, or 63% if transmission line
easements are excluded. The remaining 153 acres is then divided into three highly irregular
parcels of long and angular shapes with the long " tail" of the relocated dock road extending
down through the new power plant site to the Hudson River. The existing facilities cover
70 acres of the 153. Relocation of the spoils pile requires that Lehigh obtain a new state
permit. The small waterfront remaining (outside of the existing dock) would be unsuitable
for development of any new dock facilities since it borders Duck Cove, a shallow marshy
estuary.

__
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In addition to the loss of propert<, Lehigh's current operations will be restricted in various
additional major and minor ways (See Sect. 2.2.1.4 for a description of Lehigh's history and
current operations at this site.) Lehich's current activities will be affected by (1) construc-
tion activity of the site, (2) road traffic both onsite and offsite, (3) transmission line con-
struction through their remaining property, (4) restricticas on Lehig5's potential use of the
property that lies within the exclusion zone or under 14 acres of transmission lines, (5) loss
of a 15-acre disposal area to the GCNPP, (6) loss of prime waterfront property for which a
major modernization and expansion is planned. (7) relocation of the barge dock and pumphouse
access roads, and (8) GCNPP access-road improvements.

The applicant concludes that Lehigh's operations will not be af fected adverse'y for the short-
or long-term by the taking of the site from the " unused" portions of Lehig s property, andM

that only minor temporary inconvenience will be caused by the construction of the plant, access
roads, and transmission lines. The applicant cites its pledge to maintain existing access to
the dock and pumphouse roads while an alternative access is being built for Lehigh, to control
construction traffic onsite, and to provide offsite construction traffic alternatives (Response L
to PSC Interrogatory 77-16). The applicant states that the long-tem impact of the proposed
facility on all three cement plants will not be significant and that under any of the alterna-
tive access improvements being considered, access to the cement companies will actually improve."

The Lehigh Portland Cement Company opposes the siting of the GCNPP at Cementon and claims that
such a taking of its land threatens the current and future viability of its entire Alsen oper-
ation by interfering with current operations and preventing essential modernization and expan-
sion" on the same waterfront site proposed for the GCNPP: Lehigh's main contentions 6re that
in the highly competitive, energy-intensive cement business (1) they must retain the unimpeded
use of their property to provide prompt service to customers during the intense construction
season (May to October); (2) that access to and ability to expand on their waterfront property
is essential to keep transportation costs down; (3) they must modernize their old, energy-
inef ficient facilities to survive rapidly rising energy costs; (4) other sites with heavy '

industry zoning, community acceptance, water and rail access, and a 70-year supply of lime-
stone are not easily available to a cement company without power of eminent domain. Lehigh
states that should GCNPp be constructed at Cementon, they would be " precluded from construct-
ing a new low cost production facility serving the Northeast (and) would have no alternative
but to close the (present) plant. *

The staff notes that, although the Lehigh Portland Cement Company dock access road wl: 1 be
relocated, the existing dock access road will remain available until the new road is completed.
The new dock access road will be longer than the original; however, it is not expected to have
a significant impact on hauling costs to the dock. The Lehigh Portland Cement Company will be
required to relocate its waste disposal area and acquire a state pemit for the new location.
This process may require a year's lead time to permit uninterrupted operation of the facilities.
For additional discussion of impacts of road alternative IB on Lehigh's current operations, see
Appendix L. The staff views any interference with customer pickup and delivery of cement as
damaging to Lehigh in the highly competitive, service-oriented cement business.

Specific restrictions on the Lehigh Pcrtland Cement Company under the transmission line right-
of-way are as follows:

1. No buildings or storage tanks may be built in the right-of-way.
2. Minimum electrical clearances must be maintained if the right-of-way is to be used

as a dumping area.
3. No blasting may take place in the corridor; no blasting material may be stored in

the corridor.
4. No volatile material may be stored or loaded on trucks within the corridor.
5. The earth within a 50-f t radius of any transmission tower may not be disturbed.
6. The earth within the corridor may not be moved such that any tower is lef t without

vehicular access.

The most serious possible impact would be that the construction and operation of the GCNPP
on the 280 to 303 acres of land taken from the Lehigh Portland Cement would preclude the
future expansion plans of the company. The proposed site of the GCNPP at Cementon appears to
be the only suitable location on Lehigh's property for a new cement plant of 600,000 tons per
year capacity." The new plant, at a cost of about $65 million, is designed to include
improved and expanded dock facilities, energy-efficient and modern production equipment, and

_.
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efficient material handling and transfer equipment.47 The Lehigh Portland Cement Company
projects that the new facilities will produce mo,e and consume only 50% to 60% of the energy

| currently used. Except for the storage silos, existing facilities are to be retired. The
I

Lehigh Company is in the process of obtaining necessary preconstruction approvals from Federal,
State, and local authorities for the proposed facilities.47

If the construction of their proposed facil' ties is blocked due to the construction of GCNPP,
the Lehigh Portland Cement Company estimates that in five years they will not be competitive
with other cement companies in the Northeast due to ebsolete, energy-inef ficient equipment
and inef ficient material handling techniques.

The staff finds a strono likelihood of severe impact on Lehigh during both construction and
operation of GCNPP. Lehigh's conclusions on GCNPP's impact on the cement company's future
viability are considered the results of a " worst-case" analysis. The staff views the loss
of the GCNPP parcel as indeed jeopardizing Lehigh's future at the Alsen site. The possibility
of less severe impacts not forcing Lehigh's closure cannot be assessed without more definite2

constructior, scheduling information and a detailed activity-motion analysis. Measures to
mitigate these worst-case impacts are heroic in scope. The extent of Lehigh's potential
losses is a matter to be decided by litigation, and these costs are, of course, additional
costs for GCNPP.

The impacts of the possible closing of the Lehigh plant on the comunity tax base and employ-
ment base will be discussed below.

Employment at the Lehigh plant war 168 in 1976, which shows the effects of the national and
regional recession, and 223 in 1978. The 10-year average employment (1967 to 1976) is 214."
This total includes workers in the onsite trucking and manufacturing operations. An addi-
tional 40 offsite employees are involved in supportive activities at a barge terminal and
the Hartford regional office. The average salary of onsite workers was $16,200 in 1977.47

4.4.7 Jmpact on corrercial activity

Commercial activity in the different impact areas (3-county and 19-county comuting regions)
will be affected both positively and negatively by GCNPP construction since some " local"
purchases will b2 made, and jobs will be lost (Lehigh) and gained (construction and PASNY).

4. 4. 7.1 Coastructior.workerpayron

The applicant estimates that about $206 million (1977 dollars) in payroll will be generated
during the six-year construction period. During the peak year, about $62.5 million will be
expended for payroll. Assuming a proportionate increase for a work force of 3000, the
appropriate totals will be $293.9 million in total payroll and $89.2 million in peak-year
payroll. Since two-thirds of the construction workers are expected to conmute from Albany
and one-third from further south of the site, only a small portion of this payroll will be
expended locally by the approximately 420 to 600 workers expected to move into the three-county
impact region. There will be a substantial regional increase in comercial activity since
all workers will live in the 19-county commuting region defined by a 75-mile radius.

4.4.7.2 Job losses and gains

In the event that the Lehigh Portland Cement Company reduces and ultimately ends its operations
because of the siting of the GCNPP, it is expected that the entire work force of Lehigh's
quarries, manufacturing, and trucking operations will become uaemployed. This work force has
averaged 214 over the past ten years of operation; the average tenure of employees in 1977was 23 years. Loss of these jobs would have an adverse effect on comercial activity in both
Saugerties and Catskill, the imediately adjacent comercial and service centers where 60%
of Lehigh's employees live. Thus the local unemployment rate in the vicinity of the plant
would be increased. Some of this job loss would be offset for the area (though not necessarily
the individuals) by new construction jobs available through the GCNPP contractors. The staff

' estimates that 50% of the cement romr j workers who lose their jobs will remain unemployedbil0 people); the remainder wil: a employment with other cement plants (25%), with GCNPP
construction and/or operation (10%), and other employers (15%).

;

-
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Job gains from the GCNPP construction project are estimated by the staff to be 420 to 600
!in-movers for the three-county impact area and a small number of local persons hired (estimated
'

to be less than 100 at peak). The applicant has stated an intention to favor local job hiring,
but hiring decisions will be more influenced by contractor and union agreements in the relevant
hiring halls (Albany-Troy-Schenectady). Secondary employment during construction will be less
than the applicant's 1.75 multiplier (Response to PSC Interrogatory 77-8) because of the
temporary nature of the work, perhaps 250 to 300 persons averaged over the eight-year period.
This gain will partially offset (possible) losses if Lehigh should close, but does not
compensate for personal, comercial, and local government losses and expenses if a major
permanent employer is lost and lengthy unemployment occurs for some fraction of that work
f o rc e . One possible partial mitigation action would provide a retraining program provided by
the applicant for any cement company wurkers who become unemployed as a result of the con-
struction or operation of the GCNPP. Other State and Federal resources may be used in offering
assistance and retraining to any Lehigh workers so affected.

Thus the principal local gain usually accompanying a major construction project may be only
partly realized because of the possible impact on the local economy from effects on the cement
company.

,

4.4.7.3 Local purchases

The value of materials that could be purchased in the area has been estimated by the applicant
to be $90 million. Materials that could be supplied by local vendors if they submit winning
bids include sand, gravel, stone, concrete, dirt, lumber, electric cable, office supplies and
equipment, roofing, tile, internal finishing materials, etc. The applicant estimates that
$30 million of materials could be supplied by Greene County vendors, with the remaining
$60 million supplied by vendors within a 50-mile radius [ Response to Greene County Interrogatory

,

(77)(46)].

4.4.8 Impact sn local finances

Local government jurisdictions will receive minor in-lieu-of-tax revenues from the proposed
GCNPP at Cementon, as well as indirect revenues from local purchases made by the applicant
and its contractors. These revenues will probably not of fset the loss of town and school
district taxes now paid by the Lehigh Portland Cement Company should Lehigh go out of business.
Other potential uses of the GCNPP site would pr ovide greater local tax revenue than would
constructing or operating the GCNFP.

4.4.8.1 Payments in lieu of taxes

Although not required to pay local taxes on property it acquires, the applicant intends to
make payments in lieu of taxes, based on applicable state law. The amount of these taxes is
based on the value of the property when acquired and the local tax rates. Using 1976 tax
rates, the amount of the applicant's payments has been calculated at $10,400 per year
[ER,Q8.10(a)]. These taxes will be shared by the county ($2,219), the town of Catskill
($1.294), the Catskill Fire District ($173), the Catskill Light District ($11), and the
Catskill Central School District ($6703). Although inpacts on public services are judged
to be small, it is unlikely that these very small payments would cover all possible additional
expenses to these jurisdictions resulting from GCNPP construction impacts such as needs for
traffic control and school assistance.

4.4.8.2 Gains and losses in local taxes

Assuming the demise of Lehigh's Cementon operations because of the siting of the GCNPP, local
governments will lose about $212,000 per year in local taxes. Lehigh's tax payments in 1977
included $76,000 to the town of Catskill and $136,400 to the Catskill School District."

This payment represents about 6% of the property tax base of Catskill. Subtracting the
in-lieu-of-tax payments by PASNY, the net loss to these governments would still be $203,000
per year in tax revenues. This loss is severe to these local governments, which have no other
ready sources of revenues, and may well prove burdensome to local residents who will likely
experience additional taxes or reduced services in the absence of mitigative measures.

e
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I Potential mitigation actions include timely replacement payments by the applicant on a scale
similar to that now paid by Lehigh, adjusted for inflation and lower public costs (if any)
which result from Lehigh's exit. The placement of 12.9 miles of additional transmission
lines through Greene County may entail additional small tax losses to local jurisdictions.
On the basis of reductions in assessments granted because of an existing transmission line,"
the staff estimates that a maximum loss of $5000 per year would be involved.

Contributions to the local property tax base will be made by tn-migrant wothers. Local property
tax payments by in-moving construction workers can vary widely depending on actual housing
choices of the workers. Upper and lower estimates have been calculated for the varied housing
choices available (Table 4.16), based on recent tax and equilization rates in Catskill, for
example. For 420 in-moving workers, the property tax and school district payment could range
from about $78,000 to $351,000 during the peak construction year. These paymer.ts do not
necessarily represent increased tax revenua, however, since only the purchase of a new
residence would result in new tax revenue. Given applicant estimates of suf ficient existing
homes and apartments to meet worker demands (ER, Sects. 6.3.2.4.1 and 6.3.2.4.2), the tax
revenue estimates would therefore represent a change in the " responsible taxpayer " but not
a net increase in tax rever.ue. (For a discussion on worker housing choices, see Sect. 4.4.3.)

Table 4.16. l.ocal property tanes due to ere movmg workert The staff
estimates that these edt be largely " replacement" eather thari "new" tax es

Number of in emving was h ers

300 420
_

lower bouruf estimate #

Catskill town erwl county $ 18737 $ 25,672,

Catsk al Central L hail District 37,414 52,38o

Total 55,751 78,o62

hUpper tour =1 ntimaic

Catskill town erut toutsty 82,518 115,525

Catskill Centeal S hool Distra t 168,365 235,71o

Total $250.883 $351.235

* Based upon the purchase of a $10,000 mer het value mobile home by
every worker. 28 6 Ti equilisatum rate,19 76 to eates of $1132 perb

thousarmi for town ar=1 county aral $43.50 per thousamt f or school district.
6 Based on the purchase of a $45.000 mm het value house by every

worker ersj same rates as above.

4.4.8.3 Potential local benefits from alternative uses of the Lehigh site

Various alternative uses of the Lehigh ;ite would be mnre financially advantageous to local
governments and residents of Greene Cour '.y. Two examples are the proposed Lehigh expansion
and use of the Lehigh land by a private taxpaying utility. According to the Lehigh Portland
Cement Company, the current owners of nearly all the property, the proposed expansion of
their facilities would result in a tripling of Lehigh's net assessed value." Using current
tax rates, a tripling of taxes paid to the respective town and school districts can be
estimated - an increase of about $424,000 per year. The second alternative would bring even
larger increases in the local tax base. Were the Lehigh land to be converted to power plant
use by a privately owned utility such a* the local Central Hudson Gas and Electric Company,
the local jurisdictions would receive about $20.8 million per year in tu ravenue [ assumed is
a tax rate of 1.4% of capital cost ($1.5 billion) per year). Either of these alternatives
would be much more advantageous from the local point of view when compared with the very small
in-lieu-of-tax payments and outright tax losses that would result from PASNY's development
of the site for nower generation. The inability of local comunities to capitalize financially
on either of these alternatives in the event the site is used for the GCNPP raises a funda-
mental equity question which is beyond the ability of local comunities to rectify.

___
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4.4.9 Impacts on recreation
!

The area within the site boundaries has limited recreational use, namely, hunting by members
of a private club. The four-county area has 17 public and 39 private areas available for
local residents as well as tourists. During the construction period, both fishing and pleasure
boat activities on the Hudson River near the site wili be temporarily curtailed by dredging
operations. Although hunting on the site will be prohibited, the neighboring recreational
areas should not be affected. The loss of the site area for hunting is not considered a
significant impact, although it will clearly affect the activities of the Cementon Sportsmcn's
Association. The Catskill Forest Preserve is located 6 miles from the site and contains
250,000 acres where hunting is allowed. In addition, there are 6 private clubs within 10 miles
of the site with more than 2000 acres that are used for hunting.

About 10 of the 100 public and private recreational facilities within a 10-mile radius of the
site will be close to the proposed primary or alternative transmission line routings. None
is expected to be affected by the line except for one campground, which will lose a portion of
its facilities.50

The plant cooling tower will be plainly visible on clear days from North Lake State Park and
the campground on the Catskill escarpment. These visual and aesthetic impacts are considered
in Sect. 5.7.

4.4.10 Impacts on historical and archaeological resources

The numerous historical and archaeological resources of the Hudson River Valley are discussed
in Sects. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Visual and aesthetic impacts of the plant and cooling tower on
Olana and other cultural and historical resources are discussed in Sect. 5.7.

i

4.4.10.1 Impacts on historical resources

Two potentially significant historical structures would be taken by road alternative lB: the
Alsen School onsite and Hilltop House. Other potentially significant historical structures
that would be affected by close proximity to the road widening or relocation include Ergas
House and the Brick farmhouse. In the general vicinity, but not affected by construction
activities, is an old stone house on the Hanzl property.51

Within site of the plant and its cooling tower, but otherwise not directly affected by
construction or operation activites, will be Olana, the Stone Jug and Parsonage at Germantown.
Oak Hill and Van Arden House north along the Hudson, and the structures in the Clermont
riverfront district in Dutchess County. Other historical resources in the vicinity of the plant
will be impinged upon to varying degrees by construction-related traffic. It should be noted
gen? rally that because of the lack of zoning or other land-use controls, historical resources
in the area are at risk relative to incompatible land-use changes on adjoining properties or
an alteration in the essential character of the region. To the extent that strip development
occurs along access roads and in-movers stimulate additional housing and comnercial development,
many historical properties may be affected. The staff recommends that the local governments in
Greene, Columbia, and Ulster counties consider adopting appropriate buffer zoning, mobile home
ordinances, and other land-use controls to protect these vulnerable concentrations of historical
and cultural resources from possibly incompatible land-use changes from this project or any other
future growth and development.

The larger subject of possibly incompatible land-use changes is addressed also in the context
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and Executive Order 11593 for Protection
and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment (1971). These contain requirements for Federal
agencies that build or license projects that may affect historical properties. In addition
to specific adverse visual and aesthetic impacts on one particular National Register property
(01ana -- see Sect. 5.7), the staff analysis has identified major concentrations of significant
historical and cultural re:7urces in the mid-Hudson area (Sect. 2.3.1). The relevant impact
area extends at leasf t am ;augerties to Coxsackie along the Hudson River, ;o the Catskill
Mountain escarpmen* c- au! west, and to a line 2 miles east of the Hudson River. The Code
of Federal Regu(6 ' c - ist. the criteria of effects: "A Federal, federally assisted, or
federally li e 'ad v; taking shall be considered to have an effect on a Nationel Register
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property or property eligible for inclusion in the National Register (districts, sites, build-
ings, structures, and otscts including their settings) when any condition of the undertaking
causes or may cause any charge, beneficial or adverse, in the quality of the historical,
architectural, archaeological or cultural character that qualifies the property under the
National Register Criteria" (36 CFR Part 800.8). Specific criteria of adverse effects (36 CFR
Part 800.9) " include but are not limited to:

(a) Destruction or alteration of all or part of a property;
(b) Isolation from or alteration of its surrounding environment;
(c) Introduction of visual, audible or atmospheric elements that are out of character with

the property or alter its setting;
(d) Transfer or sale of a federally owned property without adequate conditions or restrictions

regarding preservation, maintenance or use; and
(e) Neglect of a property resulting in its deterioration or destruction."

The staff adopted the above inact criteria for its analysis and has determined that all the
above adverse effects except the fourth one (transfer or sale) could occur as a result of the
GCNPP construction and operation. Olana and six other properties will be directly affected
visually and aesthetically by the project [ criterion (c)], and the entire impact area may be
adversely affe.ted by secondary impacts caused by in-movers and ancillary population growth
and development [ criteria (a), (b), (c), and (e)] to the extent that its essential character
is altered.

Most of the mitigative measures identified for adverse impacts from secondary sources (work
force in-movement) are within the control of local governments. Discussions with the State
Historic Preservation Office are continuing about impacts on all the properties at risk and
possible additional mitigative measures.

4.4.10.2 Impacts on archaeological resources

The five onsite concentrations of prehistoric artifacts will be destroyed or otherwise disturbed
by plant construction unlest mitigating actions are required. A parking lot is planned on the
Hilltop site, the cooling tower is planned for the Quarry site, lay-down areas are planad for
Mushroom and Duck Cove sites, and the IB right-of-way crosses the Brick Farm site. Provisions
for removal or onsite protection of any sites that will be destroyed or affected shall be made
by the applicant with the State Historic Preservation Office in accordance with applicable
regulations. Other recognized historical sitess2 shall be investigated as suggested by the
State Historic Preservation Office and appropriate measures devised fc/ their protection. TM
two National Register sites, Fling Mine Hill District and West Athens Hill site, will not be
af fected by plant or transmission lire construction or operation.

4.4.11 Summary and distribution impacts

The foregoing analysis of comunity impacts has identified ma jor impacts on Greene County,
the 3-county impact area, and the 19-county area (75 miles radius; herein also called the
" region") from which most workers are expected to commute. Additional impacts are likely in the
first two impact areas, but cannot be predicted accurately in advance because of uncertainty
in both work force and in-mover projections.

Although some local benefits can be identified (taxes, secondary employment and conriercial
activity from in-movers and local hires, and possible local purchases), they are generally
modest and are countered by significant adverse local costs and major adverse uncertainties
(road and traffic impacts, impacts on the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, serious job and
ax losses from the possible closing of Lehigh, opportunity loss costs, public service and

local government costs, and visual and aesthetic impacts on Olana and other historical and
cultural resources).

Most regional and state-wide effects that have been identii.ti are positive ard beneficial.
These include substantial worker payroll during both construction and operation, increases
in state income taxes paid by workers, purchases of services and materials, and, of course, the
power generated by the GCNPP for New York City and the New York Power Pool. Note that all
these benefits are independent of the location chosen for the generating plant within New

-- .
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York State (so long as the labor shed involved is also contained within state borders),
whereas the local costs given above are highly site-specific, with the one exception discussed
in the following subsection.

The relationship between local costs and benefits for the Cementon site and Greene County
appears to be adverse. Whereas some benefits can be expected (see above) and sone of the
adverse impacts can be at least partially mitigated (see public services impact mitigation
plan, Sect. 4.4.4.5), there remain certain impacts (01ana and historical impacts) or the
possibility of heavy adverse impact (Lehigh closing) that are not mitigable. The inability to
predict, with certainity, the outcome of any plausible Lehigh scenario, short of the worst-case
possibility, requires that the staff assess the probable collective impacts of a Lehigh closing
using the essentially conservative worst-case assumption (analogous to approaches used by the
biological and physical sciences). The staff's assessment of the adverse impacts resulting
from a Lehigh closing (tax loss, opportunity loss, and unemployment costs) is that they are,
as a whole, very severe in terms of community and equity considerations. The staff has sought
diligently to devise adequate and timely mitigation that could be required of the applicant
but has been unable to formulate such a plan under existing law. It is the staff's conclusion,
therefore, that only specific actions connitted to voluntarily by the applicant can
substantially eliminate these impacts. Such actions might include major employment and job
retraining assistance for Lehigh workers in the event of a Lehigh closing, full compensation
for local tax losses, and some adequate recognition of potential community financial losses
resulting from foregone opportunities explicit in Lehigh's closing. Further discussion of
mitigable and unmitigable impacts follow this section, and applicant commitments and staff
requirements are listed in Sect. 4.5.

A principal source of the unfavorable local relationship between costs and benefits, which is
not site-specific, is the tax-exempt status of the GCNPP. A large gap remains between costs to
be paid by local governments plus risks perceived by local residents and any benefits received
locally. The small in-lieu-of-tax payments proposed do not fill this gap. Local concerns
from the earliest period when this plant was first discussed have correctly identified lack
of local benefits as a principal issue. In this case, the opportunity costs to Greene County
for the conversion of an industrial site to a nontaxpaying enterprise are potentially large
since an existing major taxpaying industry will lose significant amounts of land. Note, however,
that whereas most of the alternative sites under consideration in this action do not face
similar potential losses relative to existing industrial sites and industrial taxpayers, the
ef fect of a large, nontaxpaying facility is similar at all sites. This status will remain a
thorny problem for local areas and any alternative site unless significant compensatory
arrangements are made.

Despite major efforts to devise satisfactory mitigating actions or plans for adverse impacts
identified at the proposed site, a number of noteworthy adverse impacts or possible adverse
impacts remain for which no solution has been d' vised, as seen in Table 4.17. No solution or
mitigating action is possible in some cases (Olana aesthetic and visual impacts, inflation,
unfavorable local opinion), whereas some solution is theoretically possible but very difficult
to arrange in others (job losses from Lehigh closing, lost community opportunity costs,
replacement tax payments to local jurisdictions for tax loss, equivalent Lehigh site replace-
ment). Adequate and appropriate mitigating actions relative to the large number of historical
and cultural resources in the area, as well as the area's essential character, are still unclear
and will require additional consultation and negotiation with agencies involved in implementing
the provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and Executive Order 11593
(Sect. 4.4.10.1).

Several partial mitigating measures to prevent damage from land-use changes induced by the
plant are largely within the control of local governments, rather than either the applicant
or regulatory agencies. Affected communities and county governments in Greene and Ulster
counties may wish to consider further protective measures such as buffer zoning, mobile-home
ordinances, and other land-use controls that would slow or prevent incompatible land-use
changes.
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Table 4.17. Mitigation of socioeconomic impacts of GCNPP at Cementon sete

Socioeconomic impacts at
Cementon Mitigable) Possible solution

Road alternatives
IB No
IBR No
2TB No
2T Yes Saugerties solution. require removal of
2TR Yes temporarf driveways and regrading
Park and Ride Yes Require measures to prevent increased

number of deficient roadway links
Vil Yes

Tax loss
Lehigh site and road properties No* Retdacement payments for life of plant

Community opportunity cost No None
(site use)

Lehigh Plant costs Yes Through court action
Lehigh site taking No mitigation Equivalent site found

avadable for
community

Lehigh job loss (223 workers) Partially Estimated 50% find jobs; PASNY supported
job assistance and retraining

Aesthetics
View from Olana, etc. No None

Other historical resources Partially Historical and cultural area designation,
local Zoning

Local legal positions (Read 18) Yes Select dif ferent roar * ilternative
local opinion No No siting
Refuteleon

Site + IB + transmission lines Partially Only owners wol be compensated

Sate + Park and Ride + transmission
line5 Yes Mequate taking and relocation paym .its

Public services Yes Monitoring and mitigation plan - schools,
police, etc.

Transmission lines Partially Visual screening selective routing
inflation if

In-movei s > 300
Work force > 2100 No None

*Not mitigable under present laws.

Majr, w~ertainties yet to be resolved also surround the extent of impact on the Lehigh Portland
Cement Company, with possible subsequent major impacts affecting the local tax base and Lehigh
employees. Whereas replacement tax payments to local jurisdications are necessary for the life
of the GCNPP in order to prevent serious adverse impacts on local governments, all the adverse
impacts to the local economy from loss of a major taxpaying basic industry and its work force
cannot be entirely quantified and are thus not wholly mitigable.

Likeisise, a wholly equitable solution to the problem of unemployed Lehigh workers in the event
the plant closes is also difficult to devise. The applicant can be required to assure "equiva-
lent employment" and provide substantial retraining for those who remain unemployed. But how
long does this responsibility last? The staff suggests one year as the limit here, admitting
this to be somewhat arbitrary. Despite best efforts at retraining, some of these older, less
skilled workers are likely to remain unemployed.

__.
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Further, not all the theoretically possible mitigating solutions have been used because of
institutional or practical constraints. Some solutions are bey)nd the authority of this
licensing action; for example, local governments have pcwer to require land-use controls to
protect historical properties, so the staff merely suggests a way toward a solution. This
solution, however, leaves unanswered the basic question of the suitability of siting a nuclear
plant within this historical region. All such possible solutions considered by the staff
whether employed herein or not, are listed in Table 4.17 in order to give as complete a listing
as possible and to make explicit the staff considerations relative to the Cementon site.

4.5 MEASURES AND CONTROLS TO LIMIT ADVERSE EFFECTS DURING CONSTRUCTION

4.5.1 Applicant commitments

The following is a summary of the comitments made by the applicant to limit adverse effects
during the construction of the proposed GCNPP.

1. Dust control measures for the onsite concrete batching facility will be provided. Fol-
lowing concrete construction, this facility will be dismantled and removed from the site
(ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.1).

2. Unpaved construction roads within the site will be periodically conditioned to reduce dust
problems (ER, Sects. 4.1.1.1.6 and 4.1.1.2).

3. Without improvements in ambient air quality, there will be no burning of construction
wastes onsite (Answer to Question 2.18).

4. Solid waste will be buried onsite. At the end of construction, this area will be covered
cver and landzaped. Salvageable material will be accumulated onsite and removed as the
work progresses (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.5).

5. Oil wastes will be collected and removed from the site for possible reuse (ER, Sect.
4.1.1.1.5).

6. Since it is not considered marketable, cleared timber will be used as much as possible for
mulch (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.6).

7. Measures will be taken to reduce soil erosion and sediment runoff during construction (ER,
Sec ts. 4.1.1.1.6, 4.1.2, 4.1. 3, and 4.1.4.1) .

8. Flush waters and chemicals used in cleaning the piping systems will be diluted and treated
in a sediment detention basin and will meet applicable water quality standards before being
discharged (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.5).

Effluent from the sediment detention basin will be monitored prior to discharge into the
Hudson. If the suspended solids concentration is higher than 50 ppm, the discharge will be
adjusted to provide more settling time for further removal of suspended solids (ER,
Sect. 4.1.1.2.7) .

10. Excavated and dredged soil and rock will be used onsite for various fill purposes (ER,
Sects. 4.1.1.1.6 and 4.1.4.1).

11. Water sprinkler trucks will be used for dust control during excavation (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.6).

12. The use of explosives will be monitored to ansure that blasts do not damage rearby struc-
tures (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.6).

13. Portable toilets will be used until a sewage treatment plant can be constructed to handle
the peak flow (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.2.2).

14. Dredging for the makeuD-water intake structure, the barge slip, and the blowdown discharge
structure will be scheduled to avoid work in the river during the April to July fish
spawning season (ER, Sects. 4.1.1.2.3, 4.1.1.2.4, and 4.1.1.2.7).

15. Measures will be taken to ensure that the material dredged from the river does not return
as sediment (ER, Sects. 4.1.1.2.3,4.1.1.2.4,and4.1.1.2.5).

_ _ _ _ _ _
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16. Dredging operations will be terminated whenever the suspended solids concentrations ap-
proach an undesirable level (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.2.7).

17. Sump pumps will be used for a necessary dewatering. Water from the pumps will be dis-
charged into a settling basin for clarification before being discharged into the Hudson
River (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.2.6).

18. Cofferdams wi'l be constructed to minimize the creation of unnecessary embayments in the
insnediate construction areas in the river (ER, Sect. 4.1.2).

19. During the latter stages or at the completion of construction, vegetation will be planted
in disturbed areas not occupied by permanent structures or covered with trap rock (ER,
Sect. 4.1.4.1).

20. Air emissions from the auxiliary boilers will be within all applicable federal and State
standards for new fossil-fuel facilities (ER, Sects. 3.7.2 and 4.1.5).

21. Geometric drainage and erosion control measures will be applied to the construction of
temporary and permanent access routes along the transmission lines (ER, Sect. 4.2.1.3).

22. A thorough and complete documentation of vegetation within the approved right-of-way will
be conducted to identify all vegetation that may either adversely or beneficially affect
the intended purpose of the new right-of-way (ER, Sect. 4.2.1.4).

23. Natural vegetation will be retained along transmission line rights-of-way to lessen visual
impact and to provide environmental harmony where the applicant's detailed inventory in-
dicates a positive environmental benefit can be realized (e.g., selective clearing asso-
ciated with visually sensitive areas such as those ad.iacent to highways, streams, etc.)(ER, Sect. 4.2.1.4).

24. Restoration of transmission line rights-of-way will occur continuously as construction
proceeds (ER, Sect. 4.2.1.6).

25. The number of transmission structures within agricultural areas will be kept to a minimum(ER, Sect. 4.2.4).

26. Construction and maintenance procedures will be implemented to minimize the impacts asso-
ciated with the proposed transmission facility in crossing the Mohican Trail, steep slopes,bogs, and shrub or wooded wetlands (ER, Sects. 4.2.1, 4.2.3.6, 4.2.2.3, 4.2.2.4, and 4.2.3).

27. Should discoveries of archaeological significance be made during construction of the
proposed plant, the applicant will cooperate with the New York State Division of HistoricPreservation (ER, Sect. 2.3.2).

28. The total suspended solids concentration of runoff discharged to Duck Cove will be limited
to a maximum of 50 mg per liter (ER, Sect. 4.1.3).

29. Should monitoring for suspended solids at the dredging site in the Hudson River indicate
levels of 50 mg per liter or higher, dredging operations will be terminated until it is
possible to maintain proper levels of suspended solids (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.2.7).

30. When practical, efforts will be made to spare the onsite marshland (Response to NRC letterof July 21, 1976, Question 8).

31. Measures will be taken to ensure that increased traffic problems will be alleviated on
comunity roads during the construction period. Costs of roadway improvements will be
borne by the applicant if Federal and State assistance are unavailable.M Damage to town,
county, or village roads from construction traffic will be repaired periodically by theapplicant.

32.
The applicant will (1) inform construction workers of school districts now operating under
capacity; (2) establish contact with local school districts during construction and opera-
tion to assess actual impacts on these institutions; and (3) determine what procedures
could be put into effect to alleviate any adverse impacts on the school systems (" JointHearing Transcripts," p. J-ll732).

_
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33. Direct financial assistance will be provided to local school districts to defray the incre-
mental cost that may result from enrollment of children of persons relocating to the areas
to work on the GCNPP, to the extent that such cost is not offset by increased tax revenues
attributable to th? project.53

34. Full and fair financial compensation to all landowners will be provided to those whose
land is acquired, and relocation assistance will be given to both owners and renters of
dwellings onsite (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-ll731).

35. In-lieu-of-tax payments wfll be made to appropriate jurisdictions for taking in fee.
Payments will be equal to taxes being paid in the year of acquisition and thereafter
they shall equal the taxes that would be paid on existing improvements under any existing
tax rate. Payments will also reflect any significant subseouent shifts in reassessment,
except in situations where the taxing authority receiver state aid under statutory law
(" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-ll732-11733).

36. Agreements will be sought with appropriate jurisdicticns for provision of backup or
additional support for fire and medical services. In these cases, the applicant will
assume any costs associated with additional training or special equipment.

4.5.2 Staff requirements

Based on a review Of the anticipated construction activities and the expected environmental
effects therefrom, the staff concludes that the measures and controls committed to by the appli-
cant, as summarized in Sect. 4.5.1, are adequate to ensure that adverse environmental effects
will be at the minimum practical level, with the following additional precautions.

1. The concentration of all wastes and chemicals in the sediment detention basin effluent,
including wastes from pipe-cleaning operations, must meet all applicable State and EPA
effluent standards. Monitoring of hydrazine, morpholine, total residual chlorine, and
phosphates in the effluent of the batch neutralization tank shall be conducted during
periods when these wastes are being discharged.

2. A monitoring program shall be established by the applicant to provide for a periodic
review of all construction activities to ensure that those activities conform to the envi-
ronmental conditions set forth in the construction permit.

3. All necessary precautions shall be taken to avoid any disturbance of the marsh-pond
complex (BB and BA, Fig. 4.1), the intermittent standing water area (BC, .-ig. 4.1) asso-
ciated with it, and other existing vegetation along the shores of the Hsdson River. For
example, all such areas should be fenced off to prevent damage from urglanned construction
activities.

4. Solid waste generated during construction and operation of the plant shall be disposed of
onsite or offsite by State and Federally approved disposal techniques.

5. Total suspended solids in the Hudson River resulting from dredging and excavatica must be
limited to a maximum of 15 ppm over ambient levels, at a distance no more than 20C f t up-
stream of the proposed barge slip. Dredging shall be terminated should this level of total
suspended solids be exceeded.

6. The applicant will work closely with the affected local communities and assist them in

dealing with overburdened services and facilities created by in-moving construction workers.

7. The applicant will notify the NRC and the Office of Endangered Species of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service if any endangered or threatened species is found (1) on the site.
(2) transmission line routes, or (3) access improvement rights-of-way prior to or during
construction.

8. Dredging for the barge slip, makeup-water intake structure, and the dif fuser structure and
its discharge pipe shall not be conducted during the fish spawning and nursery seasons
( April through July).
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9. Roads and traffic

Intersection control personnel or equipment shall be provided at intersections ofa.
site roads with the existing road system, especially if a road alternative involving
temporary driveways is selected.

b. Any temporary driveways shall be removed and restored to original contour at
the end of the construction period.

If either road alternative 2T or 2TR is selected, some solution to the Saugertiesc.
rodd congestion problems must be identified and adopted. This solution must be
environmentally acceptable, approved by local authorities, and must not involve
diversion of traffic through residential areas.

d. Appropriate fencing, gates, guards, and any other necessary control measures shall be
supplied for any of the temporary road alternatives or those involving offsite parkinglots.

The appropriate town or village Highway Supervisor shall be involved in determinationse.
of need for the applicant to repair damage to local roads from constructicn traffic
(see applicant commitment 31).

f. In the event that Park and Ride (III) is adopted ano -ire than 11 road links (of
31 identified in ref. 44) become deficient (level of service, "E" or "F"), the
applicant shall act to reduce the number of deficient links to that same level by
work-force schedule adjustments, additional spot improvements, and/or busing all
workers.

10. Historical and archaeological resources

Stage II investigations recommended by the State Historic Preservation Office shall bea.
completed on the five known archaeological sites and nine identified historical sites
before construction begins.

Provisions for removal or onsite protection of the five known potentially significantb.

archaeological sites on the proposed plant site shall be made with the New York State
Historic Preservation Officer in accordance with applicable regulations.

11. Community monitoring and mitigation

The applicant shall undertake a monitoring and mitigation program to identify, evaluate,
and mitigate construction-related impacts on the community and public services in the
three-county area (as discussed in Sect. 4.4.4.5). Reports shall be submitted to the NRC
every six months, beginning six months before construction and continuing until 18 months
after operation has begun. A plan for the monitoring and mitigation program shall be
submitted to the NRC for review and approval prior to commencement of any construction
activity.

--.--
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5. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PLANT OPERATION

5.1 LAND USE

Changes in land use resulting from the acquisition of prcoerty and construction of the GCNPP
are discussed in Sect. 4.1. The construction of plant facilities and site access roads will
disturb 263 acres, including the clearing of 211 acres and the commitment of 43.5 acres for
permanent facilities. This area now consists mainly of woodland and brushland.

5.1.1 Plant operation

5.1.1.1 Cooling tower plume

The plume of moist air resulting from cooling tower operation (described in Sect. 5.3.2) is not
expected to have any serious effect on land use. Because the discharge height is 140 ft above
plant grade and because of the plume rise of the exit air, the natural-draft cooling tower will
produce no significant increase in ground-level fogging or icing. Therefore, the cooling tower
plume will not adversely affect land or water transportation in the vicinity.

Visible plumes can affect air traffic by limiting visibility. The nearest airport to the site
is Green Acres Airport, which is private and has an average of only 10 to 15 operations per week.
Because the airport is located about 8 miles from the tower, the cooling tower plume is not
expected to affect its operation.

5.1.2 Transmission lines

Ope stion of the transmission lines will cause fewer negative impacts than will the construction
of t e lines. The presence of transmission lines across agricultural land will not permanently
alter its use, except for that portion imnediately under the towers. Transmission line corridors
betwee the GCNPP and the Leeds substation will require that 236 acres of forest be maintained
in earl. successional stages. This required acreage is not expected to seriously alter overall
land use in this region. Properly maintained rights-of-way, with successional vegetative stages,
can produce much food and cover needed by certain wildlife species. The extension of transmis-
sion lines over land zoned " rural-residential" will restrict development in the rights-of-way
proper.

Although the aesthetic impacts of transmission lines are difficult to quantify, they are present
as constant visual effects that persist for the lifetime of the installation. In visually
sensitive areas traversed by transmission lines, the applicant will use special construction
procedures, including selective removal of individual trees and trimming, to minimize potential
environmental impacts (ER, Sect. 4.2.1.4).

5.2 WATER USE

5.2.1 Surface water

Operation of the GCNPP will result in a maximum consumptive use of about 34 cfs of river water
through evaporation and drift from the cooling tower. This loss of water is equal to about
1.25% of the Hudson River's seven-day low flow (ten-year recurrence) of 2660 cfs at Green Island
or 0.17% of the mean daily flow. Compared with river inflow, evaporation losses from the GCNPP
cooling tower are very * mall and would not affect the water supply available to other users.

5-1
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Some changes in the quality of river water will result from operation of the GCNPP, including
slight increases in dissolved solids, biological oxygen demand, and total residual chlorine
(Sect. 3.6). These changes will not be of sufficient magnitude to adversely affect the quality
of river water.

5.2.2 Groundwater

The onsite groundwater moves toward the Hudson River. Therefore, salt-drif t deposition onsite
will not affect any groundwater user. Drift entering the Hudson River either via the ground-
water or directly by deposition will be so small that the effect on Hudson River water quality
will be negligible. If the bottom elevations of any of the proposed structures at the site are
below the present water table, permanent underdrain systems will be necessary in some locations
to lower the water table below these elevations.

The placement of the proposed structures will slightly alter groundwater flow patterns but will
not affect the overall direction of the flow. The main effect on the groundwater environment
at the site will be, in general, a decrease in the slope of the water table toward the river.
This will, however, af fect only the area within a few hundred feet of the structures, and
because under nornal conditions the flow from the underdrain system will be discharged via the
surface-water drainage system, the staff considers that the overall effect on the groundwater
table outside the area will be negligible.

5.3 HEAT-DISSIPATION SYSTEM

5.3.1 Applicant's thermal analyses

5.3.1.1 Thermal discharge to the Hudson River

The applicant applied three hydrothermal models to the thermal discharge in the Hudson River.
The model developed by Koh and Fani was used to predict the near-field behavior of the jet
plume. Two models were used for the far-field analysis: a two-dimensional model2 to predict
lateral and longitudinal tidal elevations, currents, and temperature increases in the site
vicinity and a one-dimensional model3 to predict tidal elevation, currents, and temperature
rise, as a function of river mile, for the entire estuary.

The applicant applied the far-field models to two cases. The first case is for a minimum flow
rate of 2660 cfs, which could occur from July through October. The maximum heat load will
occur in October (ambient river temperature, 47'F), resulting in a discharge temperature of
87.6'F and a discharge flow rate of 12.5 cfs. The results for this case are given in the ER,
Figs. 5.1-1 and 5.1-2.

The maximum heat load to the Hudson River occurs in January. For this case, the discharge
temperature is 76.9'F, the discharge flow rate is 15.8 cfs, the ambient river temperature is
32*F, and the ten-year low flow for this month is 6030 cfs. The results for this case are
given in the ER Figs. 5.1-3 and 5.1-4

The average and maximum monthly surface temperature rises predicted by the near-field model
are given in Table 5.1.

5.3.1.2 Cooling tower

The applicant collected onsite meteorological dria from June 1,1973, through May 31, 1974.
These data were then used as input to cooling tower models. The applicant's visible plume
model was derived from the work of L. N. Fan 4 and G. Abraham.5 The frequency of occurrence
of the visible plume for various wind directions is given in the ER, Fig. 5.1-6. The applicant
predicts that no ground-level fog or ice will occur as a result of the natural-draft cooling
tower operation.

Drift calculations were performed with the mathematical model of Tsai and Johnson.6 Deta1.s
of this model can be found in the ER, Sect. 5.1.3.2.1. Using thi, model, the applicant esti-
mated the maximum daily average ground-level airborne salt concentration to be 0.009 pg/m3
0.5 mile east of the cooling tower. The maximum annual water deposited was estimated to be

. . . . . . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . __
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Table 5.1. Average and maximum monthly surface temperature rise

Average * Max imum* Average" Minimum * Average" Maximum *
Month blowdown blowdown ambient ambient temperature tempera ture

temperature temperature temperaturn temperature rise rise

January 56 77 32.7 32 03 2.3
F ebruary 58 77 32 9 32 0.6 2.3
March 62 81 34.3 32 1.0 2.7
April 69 86 45.1 32 1.1 3.3
May 74 91 57.8 43 o.8 2.9
June 80 93 69.9 57 0.5 2.2
July 82 92 76.4 66 0.2 1.6
August 81 93 75.5 69 o2 1.4
September 77 93 69.3 58 o3 2.1
October 71 88 57.6 47 06 2.3
November 66 83 44 8 35 0.9 2. 7
December 59 78 35.0 32 0.6 2.4

* Source: ER. Table 5.1-4.
6Source: ER, Table 5.1-5.

0,01 in., and the maximum annual salt-drift deposition rate was estimated to be 1.57 lb/ acre
0.7 mile north of the cooling tower. More details of these results are given in Figs. 5.1through 5.3.

The applicant sponsored plume-rise calculations to investigate potential interactions of the
cooling tower plume with plumes from neighboring cement plant stacks. The 100-ft-high stack
at 14arquette Cement Company emits particulates, and its plume is expected to intersect with
that from the tower 4.2% of the time. The 100-ft stack at Lehigh Portland Cement Company
emits 50 , and the applicant expects this plume to intersect with the cooling tower plume 1.4%2

of the time. The highest frequency of occurrence for plume interaction,19.4% of the time, is
with the plume from the 270-ft stack at the Alpha Portland Cement Company. The applicant
anticipates no adverse impact from this because the emissions from this stack are small. The
applicant expects no adverse effects from interaction with emissions from any of the cementplants.

5.3.2 Staff's thermal analyses

5.3.2.1 Thermal discharoe to the Hudson River

The staff used Hirst's model7 to investigate the two cases of blowdown to the Hudson River, as
was done by the applicant. The results for the January case are shown in Fig. 5.4. The low
ambient flow and the large density difference cause the plume to rise very quickly. The plume
centerline intersects the river surface 20 ft downstream and 40 ft across stream from the pointof discharge. The centerline temperature is 0.3*F above the ambient at this point. The rapid
centerline temperature decay is evident in Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.5 shows the results for the October case. Here, the very small ambient river flow
results in very little downstream transport, 3.3 f t, and a rapid accent to the surface. The
excess centerline temperature at the surface is 1.9 F.

Judging from the monthly heat rejections and ambient river flows, the staff concludes that
these two cases represent the extreme thermal loading.

5.3.2.2 Cooling tower

The staff used the computer program ORFADe to assess the impact of operation of the proposed
natural-draf t cooling tower. The cooling tower perfonnance parameters were taken from the
applicant's Environmental Report, and the model was run using two years of onsite meteorologicaldata. The six drift-droplet sizes and distributions listed in Table 5.2 were used in the

_ . _
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Table 5.2. Drrft droplet size and distribution used in ORFAD

Diameter (microns) 25 75 125 175 225 275

Weight traction 0 05 0.3 0.4 0.15 0 08 0.02

calculations. Because there is sigr.ificant topographic variation in the vicinity of the site,
the possibility exists for an increase of drift dercsition On hillsides facing the site. To
deal with this, the staff modified ORFAD to include the effect of the interception of drif t
droplets by hills. The terrain data used in this model are given in Table 5.3. Figures 5.6
and 5.7 show predicted contours of annual average drif t and ground-level airborne salt concen-
trations within 5 miles of the cooling tower. These figures show that the salt and drif t dis-
tributions will be predominantly in the north-south direction. These concentrations will be
relatively low, less than 0.007 pg of airborne salt per cubic meter and less than 0.1 g of
drif t per square meter per year (0.9 lb/ acre). NO ground-level fog or ice is predicted.

Table 5.3. Maximum yound elevation (f t ms0 vs distance

Distance from site (miles)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 40 4.5 5.0

N 80 110 210 280 300 390 390 360 340 430
NNE 30 0 10 93 90 100 160 200 170 220
NE 30 0 90 130 200 190 150 160 270 260
ENE 40 120 200 230 270 300 200 520 520 320
E 50 170 230 290 310 280 230 280 310 240
ESE 50 160 230 330 330 270 250 250 240 250
SE 30 130 210 230 250 290 250 240 270 280
SSE 30 90 150 240 240 260 290 270 340 300
S 30 20 90 160 200 220 220 270 320 250
SSW 110 120 1CO 210 220 220 180 230 240 210
SW 110 280 370 330 240 240 230 230 610 560
WSW 280 320 370 280 260 240 450 450 550 510
W 280 330 290 260 310 490 490 450 430 420
WNW 260 310 310 250 370 500 470 J30 390 470
NW '180 340 340 300 210 600 540 2J 43n 430
NNW 200 310 270 310 290 310 420 490 550 570

Source: ER. Table 2.6 66.

Although the cooling tower will release about 80,000 tons of water per day, no increase in
rainfall is exp' 'ted. This conclusion is supported by ong0ing rainfall studies around Plant
Bowen in northwt-st Georgia. At this site, up to 200,000 tons of water per day is released from
the cooling towers of the four-unit plant and from evaporation from a man-made lake. A review
of data from this site indicates that this addition of water to the atmosphere has not resulted
in increased rainfall. However, there ha'.e been scattered observations of light snowfall from
the cooling tower plumes.9

The pradicted drif t deposition reta it sn low that it should not c0". tribute measurably to vio-
lations of New York State standards for settleable particulates. Part 257-3.4 of the State
air quality standards states that 50% of the values for the monthly averaged particulate depo-

22 and 84% of these values sh0uld not exceed 0.9 mg/cmsition rate should not exceed 0.6 mg/cm
during 12 consecutive months. A worst-case estimate for the cooling tower drif t pertaining to
these standards would be to assume that the total annual average drift was deposited over six
months for the 50% standard and over two months for the 84% standard. With these assumptions,

2the monthly averaged cooling tower drif t would represent less than 0.25% of the 0.6 mg/cm
2requirement and less than 0.5% of the 0.9 mg/cm requirement.
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The three cement plants near the proposed GCNPP - Alpha Portland Cement Company, Lehigh Portland
Cement Company, and Furquette Cement Company - present a potential for interactions among the
cooling tower plume and emissic..s from the cement companies' stacks. The staff selected for
analysis the stack from each cement plant that could produce the greatest impact. These are the
270-f t-high stack at Alpha located 0.3 mile south of the cooling tower, the 100-ft stack of
Lehigh located 0.7 mile north-northwest of the cooling tower, and the 100-ft stack at Marquette
located 1.2 miles north of the cooling tower. Further details of these three stacks are listed
in Table 5.4. The cooling tower plume could interact with the cement stack plumes in two ways:
through the intersection and merging of the plumes or indirectly through the interaction of the
cooling tower drif t with a stack plume. To establish the frequency of occurrence or extent of
such interactions, the trajectory and boundaries of all the pla es of interest must be deter-
mined. The staff used the plume-rise equations of Briggsl3 to calculate the centerline trajec-
tc:'ies of the cement stack plumes and the cooling tower plume. With the trajectories known, it

i s to determine the plume widths. This presents a significant problem because there is norema n

cons.3 tent technique for defining a plume boundary. Most empirical plume models assume a
Gaussian distribution of water vapor, particulates, or gases in the vertical direction. This
type of distribution cannot directly establish a plume boundary because the Gaussian has a
tail that extends to infinity. However, it can predict a percentage of water vapor contained
within a specified distance from the plume centerline. In this way, the boundary of the plume
can be defined as the boundary lines enclosing a fixed percentage of the moisture. For these
calculations, the staff defined the boundaries of the plume as the lines enclosing 90" of the
water vapor or cement dust, as determined from the stability-dependent Gaussian half-widths
suggested by Briggs.10 This technique was used to predict the plumes from the cooling tower
and the three cement stacks for a wide range of meteorological conditions. Subsequently, a
frequency of occurrence for each computed plume configuration was determined from the onsite
meteorological data to produce a series of plume interaction figures. Figure 5.8 is an example.

Table 5.4. Cement stack operstmg parameters

Elevation Stack height Stack d,ameter Stack gas Ef ffux speed
(f t) (ft) Onl temperature (F) (fps)

Alpha-Portland Bo 27o 144 325 18
Lehigh-Portland 85 100 61 525 85
Marquette 104 loo 162 500 40

This parametric study shows that both types of plume interactions could occur at the Greene
County site. When the wind blows the cooling tower plume toward a stack at one of the cement
compa;.:es, the plumes will not intersect, a result of both the distances between the cooling
tower and the stacks and the much greater buoyancy of the cooling tower plume. If the plant
output is reduced. plume intersection could occur, but would not be likely. This is because
the plume rise is proportional to the square root of the heat dissipated. For example, a
reduction in the plant's output to one-fourth of its full capacity would only halve the height
of the cooling tower plume. As determined from the staff's parametric study, this reduction
in thermal output would result in plume intersection only during high winds and extremely
stable conditions. These meteorological conditions are not common to the Greene County site.
Wnen the cooling tower plume passes ever a stack plume, a potential exists for a localized
increase in ground-level particulate deposition. This would be a result of cooling tower
drift droplets falling through the stack plume and carrying some cement dust to the ground
with them. This should be a minor impact because the drift deposition is relatively low
The locations of the three cement company stacks are indicated in Fig. 5.6 to illustrate the
drift deposition to which tnese stack plumes would be exposed.

When the wind blows a plume from one of the cement company stacks toward the cooling tower,
the plume could intersect, as shown in Fig. 5.8. There is currently no way of predicting the
langth of a stack plume and, consequently, there is no way to determine under what conditions,
if any, a stack plume w1il reacn the cooling tower. If a st6ck plume intersects oc nears the
cooling tower plume, the stack plune will be entrained by the cooling tower plume and carried
away with it; Fig. 5.9 illustrates entrainment of a stack plume by a cooling tower plume.
This entrainment is desirable because it would greatly disperse the cement particles; however,
these particles could become condensation nuclei in the cooling tower plume, resulting in a

- - -
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Fig. 5.9. Photograph showing the entrainment of a stack plume by the cooling tower plume
at the Chalk Point Power Plant in Maryland. Source: J. H. Meyer, Applied Physics Laboratory,
The Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, Md.

slight redistribution of drif t. It is the opinion of tht staff that the worst impact will
occur when the wind is from the south. In this case, the plume from the Alpha plant will be
blown toward and possibly entrained by the cooling tower plume. The cooling tower plume would
then pass over the plume from the Marquette plant. Drif t already containing cement dust could
fall through the Marquette stack plume, accumulate more cement dust, and then strike the ground.
Although the wind is from the south 23% of the time, the Alpha stack plume is not predicted to
reach the top of the cooling tower except under the most unstable conditions. During these
conditions, the stack plume should not be long enough to contribute significant quantities of
particulates to the cooling tower plume. Therefore, significant impacts should not result
from entrainment of cement dust.

5.3.3 Water quality standards

5.3.3.1 State water quality standards

Water quality standards were adopted by New York State on March 27, 1974. The Hudson River
at the GCNPP site is classified as class A waters. Thi., class of waters can be used as a
source of water for drinking, food processing, and other related uses. The staff considers
that construction and operation of the GCNPP will comply with New Yo.k State standards if the
procedures proposed by the applicant and required by the staff are followed.

5.3.3.2 Federal effluent guidelines and standards

On October 8,1974, the EPA published regulations concerning thennal discharges and guidelines
governing effluents from steam-electric power plants.Il The staff reviewed the information
that must be considered in determining whether GCNPP can be constructed and opented in con-
formity with the effluent limitations established by these regulations.3

The Environmental Report (Sects. 3.6, 3.7, 4.1.3, 5.4, and 5.5) dascribes the various effluents
j associated with the construction and operation of the facility. Assessment of the effects of

i

_ . . _ _ - - _ _ . - . . . . .
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these effluents are reported in this Environmental Statement. The staff's conclusion is that,
except as noted below for chlorine, all effluents from operation of the facility that are regu- Ilated by the EPA effluent limitations are in conformity with those limitations and reflect the
"best available technology economically achievable" [4U Ctk Part 423.15(l)(1)]. A summary of
the staff's findings follows.

Limitation 423.15(a): The pH discharges shall be within the range of 6.0 to 9.0.

Assessment: Discharges should fall within the pH control range. Effluents from the demineral-
izer systems will be neutralized before discharge. Control will be used to ensure that the
pH of other discharges remains within required levels, if necessary, by the development of
specific operating procedures for incorporation in tne Environmental Technical Specifica-
tions to the operating licenses. Proper adjustment of pH to limit discharges of heavy
metals may also be necessary.

Limitation 423.15(b): There shall be no discharge of polychlorinated biphenyl compounds.

Assessment: No polychlorinated biphenyl compounds (PCBs) will be added to the makeup water
drawn from the Hudson River. Discharge of PCBs with the cooling tower blowdown will
occur only is PCBs are present in the Hudson River before uptake to the plant.

Limitation 423.15(c): Low-volume waste source limitations on total suspended solids and oil
and grease quantities.

Assessment: This limitation is not expected to be exceeded during plant operation. Specific
operating limitations, to be incorporated as part of the Environmental Technical Specifi-
cations of the operating licenses, may be necessary to meet the applicable requirements
of the NPDES permit.

Limitation 423.15(f): Metal cleaning waste pollutant discharges.

Assessment: Wastewater and waste solutions from cleaning operations will be treated during
the construction period to remove suspended tolids and chemicals. Limitation during
operation may require the oevelopment of specific operating limitations, which would
be incorporated as part of the Environmental Technical Specifications of the operating
licenses.

Limitation 423.15(g): Boiler blowdown pollutant discharges.

Assessment: The system detailed in the applicant's Environmental Report (Sect. 5.5.2) complies
with the applicable EPA effluent limitations.

Limitation 423.15(1): Cooling tower blowdown pollutant discharges.

Assessment: The EPA standards for maximum and averaSe concentrations of free residual chlorine
ellowed in cooling tower blowdown should be met during operation of the proposed facility.
Chlorine is further discussed in Sect. 5.5.2.2. Small amounts of chromium and zirc will
be present in the blowdown (Table 3.8); these, however, result from their presence in the
intake water and not from materials added for corrosion inhibition.

Limitation 423.15(j): Daily time limitation for discharge of chlorine.

Assessment: The applicant will chlorinate the cooling water systems twice daily for 60-min
periods. During chlorination, a feedback system will maintain a fixed total residual
chlorine (TRC) value of 0.5 ppm. The applicant states that, because of the chlorination
program characteristics, there should be no residual chlorine in the blowdown from the
cooling tower (ER, Sect. 3.6.3). The staff defines TRC as the sum of the free residual
chlorine (the portion of the reactive chlorine that remains as molecular chlorine, hypo-
chlorous acid, or hypochlorite ion after the chlorine demand is satisf|ed) and the combined

. . . . . . _ -.
- - -
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residual chlorine (the portion of the chlorine that remains combined with ammonia or
nitrogenous compounds after the chlorine demand is satisfied). The staff concludes
that some TRC, as defined above, will always exist in the blowdown because a reserve
will remain in the circulating water flow of the cooling tower between chlorination
periods. The blowdown will thus not meet the EPA limitation, and the applicant will
be required to modify the chlorination procedure or obtain a variance from the regional
EPA administrator.

Limitation 423.15(1)(1): Discharge of heat from the main condensers.

Assessment: The facility will use a closed-cycle cooling system employing a natural-draft
cooling tower and cold-side blowdown discharge of heat. The discharge temperature should
not exceed, at any time, the lowest temperature of recirculating water prior to the addi-
tion of makeup water. This will conform to the applicable EPA effluent limitations.

Limitation 423.45: Construction runoff.

Assessment: The applicant proposes construction practices to limit erosion and siltation.
The staff is requiring the applicant to provide a surface runoff control plan to ensure
that surface runoff will be adequately controlled to meet EPA standards. Control measures
are further discussed in Sect. 4.5.2.

The staff concludes that the facility, as designed by the applicant and as modified by staff
requirements, w..) comply with State and Federal water quality requirements, except for chlorine.
In addition, the applicant will be required to have a certification issued under Sect. 401 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act stating affirmative compliance with applicable require-
ments before issuance of a construction permit.

5.4 RADIOLOGICAL IMPACTS

5.4.1 Impact on man

The models and considerations used to derive estimates of radiation doses to individuals are
discussed in detail in Regulatory Guide 1.109. Similarly, the use of these nodels and addi-
tional assumptions for population dose estimates are described in Appendix D of this Statement.

5.4.1.1 Exposure pathways

The environmental pathways considered in preparing this section are shown in Fig. 5.10.
Estimates were made of radiation doses to man at and beyond the site boundary by using the
NRC staff estimates of expected effluents shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, and considering the
meteorological and hydrological features and the exposure pathways at GCNPP.

Inhalation of air and ingestion of food and water containing tritium, carbon-14, and radiocesium
are estimated to account for essentially all the whole-body radiation dose commitments to indi-
viduals and to the population within 50 miles of the plant.

5.4.1.2 Dose from radioactive releases to the atmosphere

Radioactive effluents released to the atmosphere from GCNPP will result in small radiation doses
to the public.

The NRC staff estimates of the expected gaseous and particulate releases listed in Table 3.6 and
the site meteorological considerations discussed in Sect. 2.6.2 of this Statement and summarized
in Table 5.5 were used to estimate radiation doses to individuals and populations. The results
of the calculations are discussed below.

-
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Fig. 5.10. Exposure pathways to man.

Radiation doses to individuals

The predicted doses to individuals at selected offsite locations at wh1ch doses are expected to
be largest are listed in Table 5.6. The standard NRC models were used; the following modifica-
tions were incorporated to adjust the models to the features of the Greene County plant design
and the site environs:

1. The fraction of the year milk animals and meat animals are on pasture was assumed to be
0.5 and 0.75, respectively, to reflect grazing practices more typical of a northeastern
site.

2. The fraction of locally grown leafy vegetables consumed was assumed to be 0.25, which is,
again, more typical of northeastern sites.
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Table 5.5. Summary of atmospheric dispersion factors and deposetion values for selected
locations near the GCNPP'

-- _ . _ . _ .
. . .

*** P'''"Location * Source'
(sec 'm ') per m 3

Nearest site water boundary A 1.1 x 10 ~' 3 8 x 10 "
(0.17 mile N) 8 14 X 10 -* 8.4 x 10 -'

C 8 9 x 10 ~* 1.9 X 10 ''
Neasest site land boundary A 2.3 > 10 ~* 5. 7 X 10 ~"

10 41 mde S1 B 3.1 X 10 14 X 10 "4

C 2.4 X 10 -* 3 5 x 10 -"
Nearest res+nce and garden A 2 7 X 10 -* 3 6 X 10 ~"

(0 59 mde SW) B 4 5 X 10 ~* 2.8 X 10 ~"
C 18 x 10 -* 1.8 X 10 '"

Nearest mdk and tref an mals A 81 X 10 " 2 2 v 10 "
(2.2 maes NNE) B 8 9 X 10-' 3.1 X 10 -*

C 4 7 X 10 " 1.3 X 10 "
Nearest incustnal f acdity A 2.1 X 10 -* 8 6 X 10 ~"

(Alpha Cement Co.,0.3 mde SSW) 8 3 6 X 10 ' 2 0 X 10 ''
C 2.1 < 10 -* 4.7 x 10 ~ *

_

*See Draf t Regulatory Guide 1.111. " Methods for Estimating Atmoscheric Transport
and Dispers.on of Gaseous Ef fluents in Routine Releases from Light Water Cooled
Reactors." March 1976.

8" Nearest" refers to that type of location at which the highest rad,ation dose is
expected to occui from all appropriate pathways.

c A - 24 purges of 16 hr each per year from plant vent B - continuous release from
turbene budding vent. C - continuous release from plant went,

Table 5.6. Annualindividual doses due to gaseous and particulate effluents

*Locattori Pathway
Total body Bone Liver Thyroid Lung Skin GI tract

Nearest * residence Plume 0 038 0.038 0.038 0.038 0.039 0.11 0.038(0 59 mile SWI with garrien Ground Deposit b b b b b b b
Inhalation 0.26 6 0.26 0.30 0.26 0.26 0.26
Vegetation (child) 0.57 1.4 0.58 0.80 0.57 0 57 57

Nearest milk and twef animals Plume 0 010 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.011 0 029 0.3 ' O
(2.2 miles NNE) Ground deposit b b b b b b b

Inhalatio- 0 075 b 0075 0.086 0 075 0.075 0.07"
Mdk (in snt) 0.13 0.35 0.13 0.52 0.13 0.13 0.13
Meat (child) 0.017 0.056 0.017 0.021 0 017 0 017 0.017Nearest industrial facility Plume b b b 6 6 0.021 b( Alpha Cement Co ) (0.3 Ground deposit b b b b b b b

miie SSW) Inhalation 0 043 b 0.043 0.059 0.043 0.043 0.043

*" Nearest" refers to that type of location where the highest radiation dose is expected to occur from all appropriate pathways.
*Less than 0.01 millirem / year.

---
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Radiation dose comitments to_ populations

The radiation dose estimates to the population (within 50 miles) for GCNPP f rom gaseous and
particulate releases were based on the projected site population distribution for the year
2000, as shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. Doses beyond the 50-mile radius were determined from
the average population densities discussed in Appendix D of this Statement. The population
doses are presented in Table 5.7, backgrou id radiation doses are provided for comparison.
The doses from atrrospheric releases from GCNPP during normal operation represent an extremely
small increase in the normal population dose from background radiation sources.

5.4.1.3 Doses from radioactive liquid releases to the hydrosphere

Radioactive effluents released to the b drosphere from GCNPP during normal operation will resulti
in small radiation doses to individual' and populations. The NRC staff estimates of the expected.

liquid releases listed in Table 3.5 and the site hydrolo<;ical considerations discussed in Sect.
2.5 of this Statement and summarized in Table 5.8 were used to estimate radiation doses to indi-
viduals and populations. The results of the calculations are discussed in this section.

Radiation doses to individuals

The estimated exrosures to individuals at selected offsite locations at which doses are expected
to be largest are listed in Table 5.9. The standard NRC models were used for these analyses.

Radiation dose commitment to populations

The estimates of population radiation dose within 50 miles of GCNPP from liquid releases, deter-
mined from the use of water and biota from the Hudson River, are shown in Table 5.7. Doses
beyond 50 miles were based on the assumptions discussed in Appendix D.

Background radiation doses are provided for comparison. The doses from liquid releases from
GCNPP represent small increases in the population dose from background radiation sources.

5.4.1.4 Direct radiation

Radiation from the facility

Radiation fields are produced in nuclear plant environs as a result of radioactivity contained
within the reactor and its associated components. Although these components are shielded, dose
rates around the plants have been observed to vary from undetectable levels to values c# the
order of 1 ren, per year.

Doses from sources within the plant result primarily from nitrogen-16, a radionuclide produced
in the reactor core. Because of variations in equipment layout, exposure rates are strongly
dependent on overall plant design. Because the primary coolant of pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) is contained in a heavily shielded area of the plant, dose rates in the vicinity of PWRs
are generally undetectable (less than 5 millirems per yt tr). The integrated population dose

facility would be less than 1 man-rem per year per unit.from such a

Low-level-radioactivity storage containers outside the plant are estimated to contribute less
than 0.01 millirem per year at the site boundary.

Occupational radiation exposure

From a review of the applicant's safety anal p is report, the staff considtrs that the applicant
is committed to design features and operating practices that will ensure that indivioJal oCCupa-
tional radiation doses (occupational dose is defined in 10 CFR Part 20, " Standards for Protection
Against Radiation") and that individual and total plant population doses will be as low as are
reasonably achievable (10 CFR Part 20). To portray the radiological impact of plart operation
on all onsite personnel, a man em occupational radiation dose must be estimated. For a plant
designed and proposed to be operated in a manner consistent with 10 CFR Part 20, there are many
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Table 5 7. Annual population dose commitments in the year 2000

Pooulation dose commitment
Category (man rems)

50 miles U S. population

Natural radiation background' 230.0008 29,000.000r
Greene County Nuclear Power Plant operation

Plant work force g 500
General public Itotal) 30 27
Noble gases , ,
Inhalation 1.9 2g
Ground deposition , ,
Terrestrial foods 1.4 16
Drinking water e 30Aquatic food , ,
Recreation , ,
Transportation of nuclear fuel and radioactive wastes d 7

*U S. Environmental Protection Agency, Natural Radsaron Exposure in the United States. ORP SID
721 (June 1972).

bog,ng the average N.Y. background individual dose (105 milbrems/ year) in (a) and the year 2000
proiected population from Fig. 5.14

(Using the average U S. background individual dose (102 millirems / year) in (a) and the year 2000
projected U.S. population from U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Population
Estimates and Profertens. Senes 11. Series P 25. No. 541 (F ebruary 19 75).

d ncluded in the U S. population.i
'Less than 1 man rem / year.

Table 5.8. Summary of hydrologic transport and dispersion for liquid releases
from the Greene County Nudear Power Plant *

Location Transit time (br) Dilution factor
_

Nearest drinking water intake 140 190
(Rhinebeck,16 rmles S)

Nearest sport fishing location 0.1 15
(outfall area. 0.45 mila SSE)8

Nearest shoreline (2.9 miles SSW) 24 83
Nearest irrigated crops" (10 miles SE) 84 140
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. (33 miles S) 280 250
N.Y.C. Chelsea Pumping Station 360 290

(41 miles S)

*See Regulatory Guide 1.113 Estimatirs Aquatic D;sperson of Effluents from Acci-
dentaland Routine Rolesars for the Purpose of implementing Appendix 1. May 1976.

8
Assumed for purposes of an upper 4imit estimate; detailed information not available.

a

__. . .
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Table 5.9. Annual individual doses due to I quid affluents

Dose (mabrems >yes)

Total body Bone Liver Thyroid Lung GI tract

Nearest river water use Drinking *ater 0 012 a 0 012 0.036 0 012 0.012
(Rhinebeck) (16 mdes SSW)

Nearest fish production Fish (outf all area) 0 22 0.15 0.28 0 22 0.034 0014
(0 45 mde SSE)*

Nearest shorehne Sediments a a a a a a

(2 9 miles SSW)

Nearest use of irrigated food irrigation vvater-food crops 0 016 a 0.016 0.016 0 016 0 016
crops (10 mdes SE)* (childi

_

*Less than 0.01 mdheem/ year.
* Assumed for purposes of an upper hmit estimate; detailed information on usage and productivity not available.

variables influencing exposure that make it difficult to determine a quantitative total
occupational radiation dose for a specific plant. Therefore, past exposure experience from
operating nuclear power stations 12 has been used to provide a widely applicable estimate to
be used for all light-water-reactor power plants of the type and size of the Greene County
plant. This experience indicates a value of 500 man-rems per year per reactor unit.

Using this estimate, the projected occupational radiation exposure impact of the single-unit
Greene County plant is estimated to be 500 man-rems per year.

Transportation of radioactive material

The transportation of cold fuel to a reactor, of irradiated fuel from a reactor to a fuel
reprocessing plant, and of solid radioactive wastes from the reactor to burial grounds is
within the scope of the NRC report entit1ed Environ ~ ental Curvey of Transpcrtation of Radio-
active Materiale to and from Nuclear Fover Planta.13 The environmental effects of such
transportation are summarized in Table 5.10.

5.4.1.5 Evaluation of radiological impact

The radiological impact of operating the proposed GCNPP is presented in tems of individual
doses in Tables 5.6 and 5.9 and in tems of population dose comitments in Table 5.7. The
annual individual doses resulting from routine operation of the plant are a small fraction of
the dose limits specified in 10 CFR Part 20. The population doses are small fractions of the
dose from natural environmental radioactivity. As a result, the staff concludes that there
will be no measurable radiological impact on man from routine operation of the Greene County
facility.

5.4.1.6 Comparison of calculated doses with NRC design objectives

Tables 5.11 and 5.12 show a comparison of calculated doses from routine releases of liquid and
gaseous effluents from the Greene County facility with the design objectives of Appendix I to
10 CFR Part 50 and with the proposed staff design objectives of RM-50-2.I''

5.4.2 Impag_otbieta other than man

The models and considerations of environmental pathways used to estimate radiation doses to
biota are discussed in detail in Vol. 2 Analytical Modals and calculations, of WASH-1258.15
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Table 5.10. Environmental impact of transportation of fuel and waste to and from one
hght water <ocied nuclear power reactor

Nurmal conditions of transport

E n.ironme ntal impact

Heat (per irradiated fuel cask in trans+tl 250.000 Btu /hr
Weight (governed by Federal or State restrictions) 73.000 lb per truck; 100 tons per cask per rad car
Traf fic dens.tv

Truck Less than sne per day
Rail Less than three per month

Est-mated Cumulattwe dose,

number of Range of doses to exposed to en oosed
Esposed population persons individua!s per reactor year" population per

ex pcsed (mdhrems) reactor ye48
(man remsi

Transportation workers 200 0 0 to 300 4
Generel pubhc

Ontookers 1,100 0 003 to 1.3
3Along route 600.000 0 0001 to 0 06

*The Federal Radiation Counca has recommended that the rad ation doses from all sources of rad.ation
other then natural background and med cal exposures should be i mited to 5000 mdtirems/ year for
indiveduafs as a result of occupational exposure and should be hmited to 500 mdhrems/ year f or individuals
m the general population. The dose to indiveduals due to average natural background radiation is about 130
mdhrems/ year.

Nan-rem is an empression for the summation of whole body doses to individuals in a group Thus, if
each member of a population group of 1000 peop!e were to rece>ve a dose of 0.001 rem (1 mdhrem), or if
two people were to receive a dose of 0.5 rem (500 m:lbrems) each, the total maniem dose in each case
would be 1 man 4em.

Source. Data supporting this table are given in the Commission's Environmen tal Survey of
Transportarron of Radioactive Materials to and from Nucle.sr Power Plants. WASH.1238. December
1972 and Supp 1 (NUREG 75,038). April 1975.

Table 5.11. Comparison of calculated doses from Greene County operation,
with guides for design objectives proposed by the staff *

Criterion RM 50-2 design objective Calculated dose

Liquid offluents

Dose to total body or any organ from all pathways 5 mdhrems/ year 0 30 millirem / year
Gaseous effluents

Gamma dose in air 10 rndiirads/ year 0.58 milliradlyear
Beta dose in air 20 mdhrads/ year 0.26 milbradlyear
Dose to total body of an individual 5 milbrems/ year 0.16 millirem / year
Dose to skin of an individual 15 millirems / year 0.46 millirem / year

eRadiciodine and particulates

Dose to any organ from all pathways 15 millirems / year 0.52 mdbrem/ year
(infant thyroid)

* Guides on design objectives proposed by the NRC staff on Feb. 20,1974. consider doses to individuals
from all units onsite. From U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Conclurfing Statement of Positbn of the
Regulatory Staff, Docket No. RM SO 2, Feb 20,1974, Washington, D.C., pp. 25-30.

aCarbon 14 and tritium have been added to thm category.

--

..
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Table 5.12. Companion of calculated doses from Ureen. C unty operation
with Appendia i design ob ectives*t

"
Criterion Calculated doses

_

Liquid of fluents
Dose to total body from all pathways 3 mdhrems/ year o 23 mdhrem/ year
Dose to any organ from all pathways 10 railbrems/ year o.30 mdhrem/ year

Noble gas etfluents
Gamma dose in air t o mdhrads/ year o 58 mdhrad/ year
Beta dose ' 20 milbrads/ year o.26 mdhradNear-

Dose to tuval body of an individual 5 mdhrems/ year o.16 malirem/ year
Dose to skin of an individual 15 milbrems/vear o 46 mdhrem? year

Radiciodines and particuiates8

Dose to any organ from all pathways 15 m'lbrems/ year o 52 mithrem/ year
bnf ant thyroid)

* Appen<*N i design ob ectives from Sects. II A.118. and fl C.10 CF R Part 50 considers doses toi

maximum i..oevidual per reactor unit. From fed. Revist. 40: 19442 (May 5,1975L
6 Carbon 14 and tritium have been added to this category.

5.4.2.1 Exposure pathways

The environmental pathways considered in preparing this section are shown in Fig. 5.13. Dose
estimates were made for biota at the nearest land and water boundaries of the site and in the
aquatic environment at the point at which the plant's liquid effluents mix with the Hudson
River. The estimates were based on estimates of expected effluents (Tables 3.5 and 3.6), on
site meteorological and hydrological considerations, and on the exposure pathways anticipated
at GCNPP.

5.4.2.2 Doses to biota from radioactive releases to the biosphere

Depending on the pathway (as discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.109), terrestrial and aquatic
biota will receive approximately the same or somewhat higher doses than man will receive.
Dose estimates for some typical biota at the Greene County site are shown in Table 5.13.
Doses to the greater number of similar biota in the offsite environs will generally be much
lower.

5.4.2.3 Doses to biota from direct radiation

Although many of the terrestrial species may be continuously exposed and thereby receive higher
doses than man, aquatic species and some terrestrial species may receive somewhat lower doses,
depending on shielding by water and soil (e.g., burrows). As a result of these uncertainties,
it was assumed that the direct radiation doses to biota at the site boundary will be about the
same as for man. As discussed in Sect. 5.4.1.4, direct radiation doses will generally be less
than 5 millirads per year.

5.4.2.4 Evaluation of the radiological impact on biota 16,17

Although guidelines have not been established for desirable limits of radiation exposure to
species other than man, the limits established for humans are, in general, considered to be
conservative for other species as well. Experience has shown that it is the Ir.aintenance of
population stability that is crucial to the survival of a species, ud species in mst eco-
systems suffer rather high mortality rates from natural causes. Although the existence of
extremely radiosensitive biota is possible ard although increased radiosensitivity in organisms
may result from environmental interactions with other stresses (e.g., heat, biocides, etc.), no
biota have yet be n discovered that show a sensitivity (in terms of increased 31stase or deatn)
to radiation e usures as low as those expected in the area surrounding the GCNPP. The BEIR
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Table 5.13. Dois estimates for typical tuota at the Greene County facihty sete

Biota Location Pathwa y*

Deer Nearest site land boundary Atmosphere o 49
to 41 rale S)

Fox b b o.18

Terrestrial flora b b o os

Raccoon Nearest site water boundary Atmosphere and 1.3

(o.t7 rnile N) h nie osphere

Muskrat c c 45

Heron c c 20

Dxk e c 42

F ish Plant outf all to 45 mile SSE) Hydrosphere 1.3

Invertetmates d d C3

Algae d d 1.5

* Atmospheric doses include estimates of plume dose, ground v position dose, inhalation dose,a

and ingestion doses where appropriate. Hydrospheric doses in 'sde estimates of immersion dose,
dose from consumption, and sediment dose where appropriate.

6 Same location and pathway as deer.
#Same location and pathway as raccoon.
dSame location and pathway as fish.

l7report concludes that the evidence to date indicates that no other living organisms are more
radiosensitive than man; therefore, no measurable radiological impact on populations of biota
is expected from the radiation and radioactivity released to the biosphere as a result of the
routine operation of GCNPP.

5.4.3 Uranium fuel cycle impacts

On March 14, 1977, the Commission presented in the Federal Register (42 FR 13803) an interim
rule regarding the environmental considerations of the uranium fuel cycle. It is effective
through March 14, 1979, and revises Table S-3 of Paragraph (e) of 10 CFR Part 51.20.* In a
subsequent announcement (43 FR 15613) on April 14, 1978, the Commission further amended Table
S-3 to clarify that the table does not cover (1) estimates of radon released and (2) health
effects. The revised table is shown here as Table 5.14. The interim rule reflects new and
updated infonnation relative to reprocessing of spent fuel and radioactive waste management
as discussed in NUREG-0116, Environmental Survey of the Reproceceing and Waste Mr.agment
Ibrtions of the NR FucZ CyAc, and NUREG-0216, which presents staff responses to comments on
NUREG-Oll6.18,19 The rule also considers other environmental factors of the uranium fuel cycle,
including mining and milling, isotopic enrichment, fuel fabrication, and management of low- and
high-level wastes. These factors are described in report WASH-1248, Environmental Survey of
the Uranium Fuel Cycle.2 0

Specific categories of natural resource use are included in Table S-3 of the interim rule
(reproduced here as Table 5.14). These categories relate to land use, water consumption and
tnermal effluents, burial of transuranic and high- and low-level wastes, and radiation doses
from transportation and occupational exposures. The table includes the radiation dose to the
U.S. population resulting from gaseous and liquid effluents. The contributions in Table 5.14
for reprocessing, waste management, and transportation of wastes are maximized for either of
the two fuel cycles (uranium only and no recycle); that is, the cycle that results in the
greater impact is used.

*
A notice of final rule-making proceedings, given in the Federal Register, May 26, in77

(42 FR 26987), calls for additional public coment before adoption or final modification of
the interim rule.

..___
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The following assessment of the environmental impacts of the fuel .ycle as related to the
operation of the proposed project is based on the values given ir Table 5.14 and the staff's
analysis of the radiological impact from radon releases. For the sake of consistency, the
analysis of fuel cycle impacts is cast in terms of a model 1000-MWe light-water-cooled reactor
(LWR) operating at an annual capacity factor of 80% in the following review and evaluation
of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle, the staf f conclusions would not be altered if
the analysis were to be based on the net electrical power output of the proposed project.

The staf f's analysis and conclusions are as follows.

Land use

The total annual land requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model 1000-MWe LWR is about
41 ha. About 3 ha per year are permanently comitted land, and 38 ha per year are temporarily
committed. ( A " temporary" land comitment is a comitment for the life of the specific fuel-
cycle plant, e.g. , mill, enrichment plant, or succeeding plants. On abandonment or decomis-
sioning, such land can be used for any purpose. " Permanent" comitments represent land that
may not be released for use af ter plant shutdown and/or decomissioning.) Of the 38 ha per
year of temporarily committed land, 29 ha are undisturbed and 9 ha are disturbed. In comparison
with comon classes of land use in the United States,* fuel cycle land-use requirements to
support the model 1000-MWe LWR do nat represent a significant impact.

Water use

The principal water-use requirement for the fuel cycle supporting a model 1000-MWe LWR is that
required to remove waste heat from the power stations supplying electrical energy to the enrich-

3 (11,373 x 106 gal),ment step of this cycle. Of the total annual requirement of 43 x 106 m
3about 42 x 106 m are required for this purpose, assuming that these plants use once-through

cooling. Other water uses involve the discharge to air (e.g., evaporation losses in process
6 3 per year and water discharged to the ground (e.g., mine drainage)cooling) of about 0.6 x 10 m

of about 0.5 x 106 3m per year.

On a thermal effluent basis, annual discharges from the nuclear fuel cycle are about 4% of the
3model 1000-MWe LWR using once-through cooling. The consumptive water use of 0.6 x 106 m per

year is abo,t 2% of the model 1000-MWe LWR using cooling towers. The maximum consumptive water
use (assumi.g that all plants supplying electrical energy to the nuclear fuel cycle used cool-
ing towers) would be about 6% of the model 1000-MWe LWR using cooling towers. Under this con-
dition, thermal effluents would be negligible. The staff finds that these combinations of
thermal loadings and water consumption are acceptable relative to the water use and thermal
discharges of the proposed project.

Fossil fuel consumption

Electrical energy and process heat are required during various phases of the fuel cycle process.
The electrical energy is usually produced by the combustion of fossil fuel at conventional power
plants. Electrical energy associated with the fuel cycle represents about 5% of the annual
electrical power production of the model 1000-MWe LWR. Process heat is generated primarily by
the combustion of natural gas. This gas consumption, if used to generate electricity, would be
less than 0.3% of the electrical output from the model plant. The staff finds that the direct
and indirect consumption of electrical energy for fuel cycle operations is small and acceptable
relative to the net power production of the proposed project.

Chemical effluents

The quantities of chemical, gaseous, and particulate effluents with fuel cycle processes are
givcn in Table 5.14. The principal species are S0 , N0 , and particulates. The staf f 'indsx x

-

s
A coal-fired power plant of 1000-MWe capacity using strip-mined coal requires the

disturbance of about 81 ha per year for fuel alone. 1
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that these emissions constitute an extremely small additional atmospheric loading ir comparison
with emissions from the stationary fuel-combustion and transportation sectors in the United
States,21 that is, about 0.02% of the annual national releases for each of the species. The
staff considers that such small increases in releases of these pollutants are acceptable.

Liquid chemical effluents produced in fuel cycle processes are related to fuel-enrichment,
fuel-fabrication, and fuel-reprocessing operations and may be released to receiving waters.
These effluents are usually present in dilute concentrations such that only strall amounts of
dilution water are required to reach levels of concentration that are within established
standards. Table 5.14 specifies the flow of dilution water required for specific constituents.
Additionally, all liquid discharges into the navigable waters of the United States from plants
associated with the fuel cycle operations will be subject to requirements and limitations set
f u th in an NPDES permit issued by an appropriate State or Federal regulatory agency.

ilings solutions and solids are generated during the milling process. These solutions anda

solids are not released in quantities sufficient to have a significant impact on the environment.

Radioactive effluents

Radioactive effluents estimated to be released to the environment from reprocessing and waste
management activities and certain other phases of the fuel cycle process are set forth in Table
5.14. Using these data, the staff calculated the 100-year involuntary environmental dose com-
mitment* to the U.S. population. These calculations estimate that the overall involuntary
total-body gaseous dose comitment to the U.S. population from the fuel cycle (excluding reactor
releases and the dose commitment from radon-222) would be about 400 man-rens per year of opera-
tion of the model 1000-MWe LWR (RRY). As determined from Table 5.14 values, the additional
involuntary total-body dose commitment to the U.S. population from radioactive liquid effluents
from all fuel cycle operations other than reactor operation would be about 100 man-rems per year
of operation. Thus the estimated involuntary 100-year environmental dose comitment to the U.S.
population from radioactive gaseous and liquid releases from these portions of the fuel cycle
is about 500 man-rems (whole body) per RRY.

At this time Table 5.14 does not address the radiological impacts associated with radon-222
releases. Principal radon releases occur during mining and milling operations and, following
completion of mining and milling, as emissions from stabilized mill tailings and from unreclaimed
open-pit mines. The staff determined that releases from these operations per RRY are as follows:

Mining (duringactivemining) 4060 Cia r
Mining (unreclaimed open-pit mines) 30 to 40 Ci/ year"
Milling and tailings (during active milling) 780 C1'
Inactive tailings (prior to stabilization) 350 Ci*
Stabilized tailings (several hundred years) 1 to 10 C1/ year ~
Stabilized tailings (af ter several hundred years) 110 C1/ yearo

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, In the Matter of Duke Power
Company (Perkins Nuclear Station), Docket No. 50-488, Testimony of
R. Wilde, filed Apr. 17, 1978.

bU.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, In the Matter of Long Island
Lighting Company (Jamesport Nuclear Power Station), Docket No. 50-516,
Deposition of Leonard Hamilton, Reginald Gotchy, Ralph Wilde, and
Arthur R. Tamplin, July 27, 1978, p. 9274.

"U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, In the Matter of Duke Power
Company (Perkins Nuclear Station), Docket No. 50-488, Testimony of
P. Magno, filed Apr. 17, 1978.

The environmental dose commitment is the integrated population dose for 100 years; that
is, it represents the sum of the annual population doses for a total of 100 years. The popu-
lation dose varies witn time, and it is not practical to calculate this dose for every year.

--
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The staff calculated population dose comitments for these sources of radon-222 using the RABGAD
computer code described in NUREG-0002, Sect. IV.J. Appendix A.22 The results of these calcula-
tions for mining and milling activities prior to reclamation of open-pit uranium mines and
tailings stabilization are shown below.

Estimated 100-year environmental dose
comitment (man-rems) per year of

Radon-222 operation of the model 1000-MWe LWR
releases

(C1) Lung n alTotal body Bone epithelium)

Mining 4100 110 2800 2300

Milling and active tailings 1100 29 750 620

Total 140 3600 2900

When added to the 500-man-rem total-body dose commitment for the balance of the fuel cycle, the
estimated overall involuntary total-body 100-year environmental dose commitment to the U.S. pop-
ulation from the fuel cycle for the model 1000-MWe LWR is approximately 640 man-rems. If an
annual average natural background individual dose comitment of 100 millirems and a stabilized
U.S. population of 300 million are assumed, this commitment results in a dose equivalent to
0.00002% of the natural background total-body dose of about 3,000,000,000 man-rems to the U.S.
population.

The staff considered health effects associated .he releases of radon-222, considering
both the short-term effects of mining, milline active tailings and the potential long-term
effects from unreclaimed open-pit mines and s u itzed tailings. After completion of active
mining, the staff has assumed that underground mines will be sealed, with the result that
releases of radon-222 from them will return to background levels. To provide an upper-bound
impact assessment, the staff has assumed that open-pit mines will be unreclaimed and has calcu-
lated that if all ore was produced from open-pit mines, releases from them would be 110 Ci per
RRY. However, since the distribution of uranium ore reserves available by conventional minir.g
methods is 66.8", underground and 33.2t open pit 23 the staff has further assumed that uranium
to fuel LWRs will be produced by conventional mining methods in these proportions. This means
that long-term releases from unreclaimed open-pit mines will be 0.332 x 110 or 37 Ci per RRY.

Based on the atave, the radon released from unreclaimed open-pit mines over 100- and 1000-year
periods would be about 3700 Ci and 37,000 Ci per RRY respectively. The total dose comitments
for a 100- to 1000-year period would be as follows:

Population dose comitments
(man-rems)Time span Release

(years) (C*) Total Lung (bronchialOU"'body epithelium)

100 3,700 96 2,500 2,000

500 19,000 480 13,000 11,000

1000 37,000 960 25,000 20,000

The abose dose comitments represent a worst-case situation since no mitigating circumstances
are assumed. Hcwever, State and Federal laws currently requirc reclamation of strip ar1 open-
? t coal mines, and it is very probable that similar reclamatior will De required for uraniumi
opa-pit mines. If so, long-term releases from such mines should approach background levels.

For long-term radon releases from stabilized tailings piles, the staff assumed that these tail-
1r.9s would emit, per RRY,1 Ci for 100 years,10 Ci for the nex: 400 years, and 100 Ci for
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periods beyond 500 years. With these assumptions, the cumulative radon-222 release from
stabilized tailings piles per RRY will be 100 Ci in 100 years, 4090 Ci in 500 years, and
53.800 Ci in 1000 years.24 The total-body, bone, and bronchial epithelium dose corr 11tments
for these periods are as follows:

Population dose conmitments
, Time span Release (man-rems)

(years) (C1) Total Lung (bronchialonebody epithelium)

100 100 2.6 68 56

500 4,090 110 2,800 2,300
1000 53,800 1,400 37,000 30,000

Using risk estimators of 135, 6.9, and 22.2 cancer deaths per million man-rems for total body,
bone, and lung exposures, respectively, the estimated risk of cancer mortality due to mining,
milling, and active tailings emissions of radon-222 would be about 0.11 cancer fatalities per
RRY. When the risk from radon-222 emissions from stabilized tailings over a 100-year release
period is added, the estimated risk of cancer mortality over a 100-year period is unchanged.
Similarly, a risk of about 1.2 cancer fatalities per RRY is estimated over a 1000-year release
period. When potential radon releases from reclaimed and unreclaimed open-pit mines are
included, the overall risks of radon-induced cancer fatalities per RRY would range as follows:

0.11 to 0.19 fatalities for a 100-year period
0.19 to 0.57 fatalities for a 500-year period
1.2 to 2.0 fatalities for a 1000-year period.

For example, a single model 1000-MWe LWR operating at an 80% capacity factor for 30 years
would be predicted to induce between 3.3 and 5.7 cancer fatalities in 100 years, 5.7 and
17 in 500 years, and 36 and 60 in 1000 years as a result of releases of radon-222.

These doses and predicted health effects were compared with those that can be expected from
natural-background emissions of radon-222. As calculated from data from the National Council
on Radiation Protection (NCRP),2s the average radon-222 concentration in air in the contiguous
United States is about 150 pCi/m , which the NCRP estimates results in an annual dose to the3

bronchial epithelium of 450 millirems. For a stabilized future U.S. population of 300 million,
this represents a total lung-dose cmmitment of 135 million man-rems per year. Using the same
risk estimator of 22.2 lung-cancer fatalities per million man-lung-rems used to predict cancer
fatalities for the model 1000-MWe LWR, estimated lung-cancer fatalities alone from background
radon-222 in the air can be calculated to be about 3000 per year or 300,000 to 3,000,000 lung-
cancer deaths over periods of 100 and 1000 years respectively.

In addition to the radon-related potential health effects from the fuel cycle, other nuclides
produced in the cycle, such as carbon-14, will contribute to population exposures. It is
estimated that 0.08 to 0.12 acuitional cancer deaths may occur per RRY (assuming that no cure
or prevention of cancer is developed) over the next 100 to 1000 years, respectively, from
exposures to these other nuclides.

The latter exposures can also be compared with those from naturally occurring terrestrial and
cosmic-ray sources. These average about 100 millirems. Therefore, for a stable future popu-
lation of 300 million persons, the whole-body dose commitment would be about 30 million man-
rems per year or 3 billion man-rems and 30 billion man-rems for periods of 100 and 1000 years
respectively. These dose comitments could produce about 400,000 and 4,000,000 cancer deaths
during the same time periods. From the above analysis, the 'taff concludes that both the doses

cormlitments and health effects of the uranium fuel cycle are insignificant when compared with
dose commitments and potential health effects to the U.S. population resulting from all natural
background sources.

=
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Radioactive wastes

The quantities of buried radioactive waste material (low-level, high-level, and transuranic
wastes) are specified in Table 5.14. For low-level waste disposal at land burial facilities,
the Conmission notes in Table 5.14 that there will be no significant radioactive releases to
the environment. For high-level and transuranic wastes, the Commission rotes that these are
to be buried at a Federal repository and that no release to the environment is associated
with such disposal. According to NUREG-Oll6, which provides background and context for the
high-level and transuranic Table S-3 values established by the Ccnnission, these high-level
and transuranic wastes will be buried and will not be released to the biosphere.18 No radio-
logical environmental impact is anticipated from such disposal.

Oc_c_u_pational dose

The annual occupational dose attributable to all phases of the fuel cycle for the model
1000-MWe LWR is about 200 man-rems. The staf f concludes that ''.2 occupational dose will
not have a significant environmental impact.

Transportation

The transportation dose to workers and the public is specified in Table 5.14. This dose is
small and is not considered significant in comparison with natural-background dose.

Fuel cycle _

The data provided in Table 5.14 and the staff's analyses do not depend on the selected fuel
cycle (no recycle or uranium-only recycle) because the maxinum recycle option impact was
assumed for each element of the fuel cycle. Thus the staff's conclusions as to acceptability
of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle are not affected by the specific fuel cycle
selected.

5.5 NONRAD10 LOGICAL IMPACTS ON ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

5.5.1 Terrestrial

5.5.1.1 Imgac_ts of plant operation

The effects of plant operation on terrestrial biota will be evident mainly in the immediate
area of the proposed plant. Of the approximately 263 acres within the property boundary,
52 acres will be fenced during operation, restricting the movement of many organisms in that
area. A total of 43.5 acres will be covered by pernanent facilities, roads, and railroads,
thus excluding natural habitat. An existing refuse dump used by the cement industries will
be eliminated from the plant site, thereby reducing the current impact of cement sludge on
the surrounding vegetation.

Increased disturbances of wildlife may occur from operational activities and vehicular traffic.
Road kills may increase over current levels but will probably be lower than during the con-
struction period because of a decrease in the number of vehicles onsite. Wildlife most
tolerant to human activity is expected to be more common near the plant site.

Auxiliary boilers will be used for about two months per year (and during the last two and one-
half years of construction). The emissions from the boilers will be within all applicable
State and Federal regulations for 50 , N0 , and particulates. In addition, two diesel-driven7 2
standby generators and a standby diesel-driven fire pump will be tested for periods of 2 hr
per month and 30 min per week respectively. Because the diesel equipment normally will be
operated only intermittently on a test basis, the staff considers that their emissions will
have little impact.

Major sources of ncise from plant operations will be the natural-draf t cooling tower, building
ventilation systems, equipment inside buildings, transformers, power relief valves, and diesel
engines. The applicant predicts that noise levels from these sources will be less than 45 dB(A)
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in the neighboring conriunity of Cementon (ER, Sect. 5.7.1). Maximum offsite sound levels from
the cooling tower are predicted to be 70 dB(A) at the southern property line (ER, Sect. 5.1.3.4).
Response of wildlife to noise levels varies with the species involved and the type and duration
of noise.26,27 Although precise predictions on the effects of noise on wildlife cannot be made,
wildlife resident in the general area of the site will gradually become habituated to the noise
level. The staff concludes that noise generated by plant operations will not have a significant
impact on resident wildlife.

The staff concludes that the overall impact of plant operation on terrestrial biota will be
minimal.

5.5.1.2 Impacts of cooling tower

The potential effects on ter7strial biota of dissolved and suspended solids in the drift fruni
the cooling tower were examined. The applicant estimates the maximum annual deposition rate
of salt will be 1.57 lb/ acre 0.7 mile north of the cooling tower (ER, Sect. 5.1.3.2.2),
although at distances of 2 and 5 miles, the maximum deposition will decrease to 0.6 and
0.14 lb/ acre respectively. An independent staff analysis of salt deposition shows that the
average annual maximum rate of deposition will be less than 0.1 g/m2 (0.9 lb/ acre) about
1.5 miles north of the cooling tower. The maximum annual average airborne salt concentration
is predicted by the applicant to be 0.55 x 10-' pg/m . The staff's analysis at one-quarter3

mile intervals predicts that the maximum annual average airborne salt concentration at ground
level will be 0.007 ag/m3 1.5 miles north of the site.

The maximum deposition of solids (according to the staff's analysis) will fall just to the
north of the Marquette Cement Ccmpany (Fig. 5.6). The vegetative cover in that area consists
of tidal marsh and cottonwood forest. Of the species found in the tidal marsh habitat, none
is sensitive to either foliar or soil salinization. Of the species identified in the cotton-
wood forest vegetation type, six are sensitive to foliar and/or soil salinization (Table 5.15).
However, none of these is a major species in that cover type; the highest importance value is
17.75 for Virginia creeper (Pardwnociscus gaigacfolia) in the herb stratum. The staff con-
siders that a major impact from salt deposition is unlikely, even on salt-sensitive species,
because the salt level is quite low and will be further diluted by rainfall. However, even
if there are impacts on the few salt-sensitive species in the cottonwood forest habitat, there
will probably be little change in species composition in that the potentially impacted species
are relatively minor components of that forest type. Because the above considerations include
the maximum potential salt deposition, the staff concludes that the impact on other areas will
be cur respondingly lower because of lower salt levels.

Table 5.1s. salt sensitive plant species observed
in the cottonwood forest vegetation type

Sensitive Sensitive
Species I .V .* to fobar to soil

sahnization sahneration

Tree stratum

Juniperus vergoniana 17.14 x x
Acer rubrum 16.8 x
Sassafras albidum 6 58 x

Shrub stratum

Juniperus vorgrniano 14.78 x
Vibumum dendatum 13.8s X X

Herb stratum

Parthenocissus quonquefolia 17.7s X

Rhus radicans 16 24 x

*l.V. = ornportance value - relative density + relative dominanca + relative frequency.
Source' ER TaWes 2 7-11 and s.1-lo.

-
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The makeup water for the cooling tower will contain concentrations of PCSs ranging from 0.5 to
0.19 pg/ liter (PASNY Response to NRC Interrogatory OL-5 September 1977). The fact that PCBs
are present in unfiltered water but are below the limits of detection in filtered water 2e indi-
cates that they are associated with suspended particulate matter. Using conservative assump-
tions, the applicant estimates that the emissions of PCBs frc, the cooling tower will be about

36 ng/m at ground level (PASNY Response to NRL Interrogatory OL-5 September 1977). Relatively
few measurements of PCB concentrations in the atmosphere have been made, and no published
records of measurements in the general region of the proposed plant have been found. Table
5.16 sumarizes the available published data. The applicant's calculated value of 6 ng/m3
falls within the general range of values for the United States and is very similar to values
for other urban areas.

Table 5.16. Polychlorr ated biphenyl concentrations in the atmosphere
for various regsons

_

ConcennationLocat <on Source(ng m )
._

Four U S. cities 3 1

Miami, Jack son, and For1 Colhns 10 0 2

Bermudd o 21- o 65 3

University of Rhode island 21-58 3

Providence H 1. 94 3

Ber muda o 16-0 5 4

Georges Bank o 58-1.60 4

Vinayard Sound 39-58 4

Grand Banks o 05-0 16 4

Swed"" o8-39 5

United States 1-5o 6

Sources
1. Interdepas tmental Task F or ce on PCBs, Polychtonnsred Bophenyls arnt the

Environment, Report COM 72 10419, N itional Technical Information Service, Spnng-
f. eld, Va ,1972.

2. F. W. Kuti and H S. C. Yang, "A Note on Polychlorinated Biphenyls an Air,''
p 182 in National Conference on Polychloronared Bichenyls. Chicago, til., Nov. 19 - 21,
1975. Report EPA Sco.6-75 004, Washington, D.C., March 1976.

3 T. F. B dieman and C. E. Olney. " Chlorinated Hydr ocarbons in the Saraqas ,o Sea
Atmosphere and Surface Water," Science 18314124h 516-518 (1974).

4. G R. Hae vey and W. G. Steinhauer, " Atmospheric Transport of P alychlora
biphenyls to the North Atlantic," A tmot Envrron 8 777-782 (1974).

5 J Ekstedt and S. Oden, Chloronarwi Hyrirocarbons in the lower At ,osphere in
Sweden, R epor t S-75oo7, Department of So.1 Science, Royal Agncultral College,
Uppsala, Sweden, at quoted in Polychtonnated Biphenyts and Terphenyls Wald Health
Organtiation E nvironmental Cnteria 2, Geneva, Switzerland,1976, pp.1-16.

6. Panel on Harardous Trace Substances, "Polychlorinated B#envis - Environ-
rnental impact," Environ. Res 5 249-362 (1972).

A more meaningful assessment of the PCB emissions can be made by estimating potential deposi-
tion rates. Using the annual drift rates calculated by the applicant and the staff (0.176 and
0.1 g/m2 respectively) and assuming a PCB concentration of 0.5 ug/ liter and a total dissolved
solids concentration of 600 ppm in the makeup water, the staff estimates that the maximum annual
deposition of PCBs will be 0.15 and 0.08 pg/m2 respectively. These fallouts will occur in the
same areas as those indicated for maximum salt deposition in Figs. 5.3 and 5.6 and sill decrease
at greater distances from the tower. A summary of deposition rates from the published literature
is given in Table 5.17 fer comparison. The two estimates given for the continental United States
indicate that t,ackground PCB deposition of 40 to 100 pg/m2 per year can occur; the higher levels

_____ __ __ _ _ _--
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Table 5.17. Deposition rates of polychlormated inphenyls from the atmosphere
- - - -. -_

PC8 depos. tion
gg

rates

Cont.nental United States 60 -100 ug m per year 1
2

Continental Un.ted States 40-80pg'm per yes 2
3

Los ArvWes Basin 1.76 X 10 * g 'm' per day 1

2(Montrose Chemical Company) (642 pg m per year)*

Los An<#es Bawn 16 X 10 -* g 'm' per day 1
2(Karanan Landf all (584 pg 'm per year t'

Los Angefes Basen 6 o X 10 " g m per day 1
8

3(Rolhng H.lls Landf di) (219 sq'm per year)*

Southern Sweden 187 pg m per year 33

Southern Sweden 7 - 126 pg 'm per year 42

* Estimated using manmum value quoted.
Sour ces:

1. B. Futler. L Gordon, and M. Kornre>ch. Envoronmental Assessment of PCBs on the
4tmosphere. Report E PA450'3 77045, Research Triangle Park, N.C., Novemter 197 7.

2. Panel on Haiardous Trace Substances. "Polych!onnated Biphenus E nviron-
rnental Impact." Envron Res. 5. 249-362 (1972)

3. e Persson, " Chlorinated Hydrocarbons and Reproduction of a South Swedrsh,

Population of Whitethroat Sylvia Communis." OAos 22(2): 248 -255 i19 71 L
4. A SMergren. "Chionnated Hydrocarbon Residues in A.rturne Fallout," Nature

236. 395-397 (1972L

are associated with areas where PCBs are manufactured or placed in landfills for disposal.
Because of the low deposition rates estimated for the cooling towe , the additional input of
PCBs into the atmosphere and surrounding terrestrial environment from GCNPP should be insig-
nificant compared with ambient rates. Although little is known about the uptake and movement
of PCBs in terrestrial food chains, the staff concludes that the cooling tower will not intro-
duce sufficient PCBs into the atmosphere and surrounding terrestrial environment to have anysignificant effects on the terrestrial biota.

The cooling tower may be constructed using asbestos fill materials, which may deteriorate and
erode over time, contributing asbestos fibers to the cooling tower water. The applicant cal-
culated that the amount of asbestos that might be contributed to the cooling tower drift would
be about 32 ng/m3 at the tower exit and that this amount would be diluted 100 to 10,000 times
before reaching the ground (PASNY Response to NRC Interrogatory OL-5, September 1977). The
applicant concluded that the asbestos fiber counts at ground level would be 49,000 to 4,900,000
times less than the threshold limit value proposed by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA).

A recent report that examined, for a six-month period, the asbestos fiber concentrations of
cooling tower water from two towers, one without asbestos siding materials and one with asbestos
fill, found that the average fiber counts were 5.8 x 106 and 6.8 x 106 fibers per liter respec-
tively.29 The author pointed out that the values are accurate only in terms of an order of
magnitude because of the limitations of the methods for measuring fibers and concluded that no
significant difference in fiber counts in water samples occurred between the two towers. The
levels of fibers in both towers are similar to the levels found in sof t drinks, beer, and tap

The staff concludes from this infomation that the GCNPP will not contribute a sig-we er.
nificant amount of asbestos fibers to either the atmosphere or the surrounding terrestrial
environment.

The potential for impacts due to increases in ground-level fog and icing during operation of
, the cooling tower is niinimal. A staff analysis (Sect. 5.3.2.2 predicts no increase in ground

fog and icing from the natural-draf t tower; therefore, tnere should be no impact on the terres-
trial biota.

.
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Increased moisture could affect apple scab, a disease of the leaves and blossoms of apple trees
caused by the fungus Wrt:ef a facpulis, M which is a problem for orchard owners in the Hudson - -

River Valley. The degree of crop injury varies from year to year as a result of differences
"

in weather conditions. 31,32 Within a 5-mile radius of the Greene County plant site, there are -

21 apple orchards covering 1115 acres. Because the staff predicts no ground-level fog or icing, e

there should be no significant impact on the apple scab problem. In fact, because the prom em "

is already variable, it is unlikely that any variations in crop injury in the orchards af ter gconstruction will be separable from the normal yearly variations caused by weather crnditions.

The size of the natural-draf t cooling tower, 450 f t high, and its location in the migration
path of birds using the Atlantic Flyway may result in avian deaths due to collisions. Several

"areas of the Hudson River near the site are used extensively by waterfowl for resting and feed-
ing during migration. In addition, waterfowl conmonly move between dif ferent areas on the
Hudson River and the Great V1y during migration season. Accounts of bird collisions with man-
made objects such as television towers, tall buildings, airport cellometers, etc., have been
occasionally reported.33.34 At the Greene County site, occasional bird kills can be expected
during the migration season when weather conditions are such that there is low overcast, fog,
and reduced visibility. However, this is not expected to have a Major impact on any of the
species migrating through the site, m

5.5.1.3 Impacts of transmission lines

The applicant proposes to follow the same procedures on the new rights-of-way as those currently
_

used on existing lines, unles unforeseen events require modifications (such as the tanning of j"
currently used herbicides). The herbicide used is Tordon 155 Concentrate, a combination of
Tordon acid and 2,4,5-T applied in the proportion of 1-1/2 gal of concentrate to 98-1/2 gal of
carrier (ER, Q. 5.10). This mixture is sprayed on the cut surfaces and the bark of designated ,

trees and shrubs at the groundline. Chemical treatment will not, under most conditions, be used
within 100 ft of any water body or wetland (ER, Q. 5.10A). The licensec applicator will take
precautions to protect crops, fruit trees, desirable plant species, and vegetation growing
adjacent to the rights-of-way. Treatment will not occur during adverse weather conditions.

The staff is of the opinion that this program should reduce the impact of herbicide use on the [
terrestrial habitats to a minimal level. Herbicides should be used within 100 ft of water
bodies or wetlands only when the use of alternative maintenance methods will have a significant

_

detrimental environmental effect. Also, the staff recommends that the applicant consult with
-

appropriate personnel of the EPA and the State Fish and Game Agency for current regulations
'pertaining to sps r.ific chemicals and their application.

An additional potential impact normally discussed with transmission line operation is the pro-
duction of ozone (0 ) via coronal discharge. A recent report on environmental impacts associ- q3

ated with transmission lines states that the increase in ozone concentrations from coronas is I
within the uncertainties of the measuring instruments.35 Therefore, the contribution of the 3
transmission lines to the ambient ozone concentration should be minimal, and impacts on vege- *i

tation growing beneath or adjacent to the rights-of-way should also be minimal. Q
o

In addition, the applicant intends to use a condwor design that will limit coronal discharge ,{
to a level that meets accepted criteria for radio and television reception in the vicinity of

W[transmission line rights-of-way. This should further ensure that impacts will be minimal.

Flashover, which is defined as a violent disruptive discharge around or across the surface of ;__

a solid (or liquid) insulator, may occur when contamination of insulators occurs.30.37 The
applicant has routed the preferred corridor to avoid active quarrying activities, which could
interfere with transmission line operations, and intends to take steps to minimize the possi-
bility of flashover occurring from dust and moisture contamination where those conditions ,

occur (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-1045). 3
#

Studies of the possible effects of electromagnetic fields associated with high-voltage trans-
mission lines have indicated that these may include direct biological effects, induced electric -

shock, and interference with cardiac pacemakers. A recent review of this subject in relation
to 345- and 765-kV transmission lines concluded that (1) direct Diological effects would not
be expected from such lines; (2) annoying shocks from induced currents may sometimes be w

experienced by persons working under transmission lines, but these do not appear to De either -

_

frequent or a serious hazard; (3) transmission line electromagnetic fields may cause interference - J
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' with cardiac pacemakers, but this hazard is generally minor compared with that associated with
other sources of electromagnetic fields (e.g., microwave ovens, automobile ignitions).38 The
applicant plans to choose conductor design, conductor height, phase spacing, and right-of-way
width to minimize radio and television interference, as well as noise in the audible frequency
range. Computations and field measurements will be made to determine the magnitudes of induced
and conducted ground currents (ER, Sect. 3.9.3). The applicant expects no adverse effects to,

occur during operation of the transmission lines. The staff generally concurs with the appli-
cant's plans, but requires the applicaat to follow the recommendations of the Rural Electrifi-
cation Administratiuo i on reducing the electrostatic and electromagnetic effects of transmissionl

lines.

The possibility of bird collisions with power lines is minimal, particularly in comparison to
other large man-made structures. The greatest possibility for collisions is in areas where
the lines cross wetlands or marshes. Because nost of the wetlands to be crossed by the pre-
ferred route are parallel to an existing line, the impact from the new right-of-way should be
less than it would be if the line were going through undisturbed wetlands. Although electro-
cutions of birds can occur when they encounter power lines, it is apparently only a problem
with large birds trying to perch on distribution lines and not on transmission lines, which
have 1reater clearance.40.41 Therefore, because the new lines to be built will all be 345-kV
transmission lines, the electrocution hazard to bird populations will be negligible and the
possibility of collisions should be minimal.

Deer may use the right-of-way in the fall and winter for feeding on browse and to facilitate
seasonal movements.42,"3 Construction and operation of transmission lines opens up sone rela-
tively inaccessible lands to the general public by way of permanent access roads and clearing
operations. Such access may be beneficial in pronoting the multiple-use concept of rights-of-
way management, but erosion, destruction of vegetation, increased hunting pressure, and loss
of productivity may result from excessive use of such access by motorbikes, snow mobiles,
and other off-road vehicles. The applicant plans to restrict access from scenic or heavily
traveled highways to areas under active cultivation, to seasonally wet areas, and to areas
of rugged terrain by constructing fences and gates where appropriate. Crossing the Mohican
Trail is unavoidable, but by using vegetative screening, steel-pole H-frame structures with
weathered steel finish, and by paralleling the existing Roseton-Leeds corridor, impacts should
be minimized. The visual impacts of construction discussed in Sect. 4.1.2 should be lessened
during transmission line operation as the vegetation that was cleared gradually redevelops.

5.5.1.4 Impacts of access improvements

When construction of the GCNPP is complete, traffic associated with the plant will drop to a
low level. If temporary roads have been built, they will be partially removed at the owner's
option, and the land may be revegetated or converted to another use. Under these circumstances,
road kills of deer and other wildlife and the effects of deicing salts on surrounding habitats
will cease to occur along the roadways. If permanent roads are constructed, road kills should
decrease with the reduction in traffic. Deicing salts will continue to be applied to permanent
roads and gradual deterioration and eventual death of salt-sensitive roadside plants may occur
within 30 to 60 ft of the roadway.

5.5.2 Aquatic

5.5.2.1 Intake effects

An sssessment of the impacts on aquatic biota from both entrainment in the plant cooling system
and impingement on the traveling screens depends on the design and location of the cooling-
water intake structure. The entrainment and impingement analyses presented in the DES were
based on an intake structure located about 300 ft north of the Lehigh Portland Cement Company's
dock area (Fig. 6.1). Since issuance of the DES in March 1976, the structure has been relocated
to a site about 1700 f t upstream of the original location and just below Duck Cove (Fig. 6.1).
The original design of the structure (Fig. 3.4) was not modified. Consequently, the staff's

, assessment of entrainment and impingement impacts was revised to reflect this change in the
location of the intake structure. Sampling of the ichthyoplankton and juvenile fish populations
in the vicinity of the new intake site was conducted from May through October of 1977, and the:

data on fish distribution and abundance generated by this program were used to (1) evaluate the
g impingement potential of the makeup-water intake structure and (2) estimate annual losses of
1
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fish eggs and larvae from entrainment. Data collected in 1973 and 1974 at the original site
were also used, when appropriate, to describe the fish populations in this region of the Hudson
River.

Impingement

The number of fish likely to be impinged during operation of a nuclear power plant is a func-
tion of both biological and physical parameters. Biological parameters include the species in
the area and their abundance, size, swiming speed, and seasonality; physical parameters include
intake design and location, the volume of makeup water withdrawn, and the velocity of the water
approaching the traveling screens.

Data collected at the Cementon site in both 1973-1974 and 1977 and data obtained from impinge-
ment monitoring programs at six operating power plants on the Hudson River were used to identify
those species (and age groups) most likely to be impinged at the GCNPP during various seasons of
the year. A review of data on swiming speeds for nine major species collected at the site was
also performed. Finally, an evaluation of the proposed design and location of the GCNPP intake
structure and comparison of the structure with those at other Hudson River power plants was
conducted to assess the physical or plant-design factors that influence the impingement of fish.

It is the staff's opinion that one of the important biological parameters influencing the mag-
nitude of impingament is the abundance of fish, especially juveniles (or young-of-the-year),
in the vicinity of the plant. Although yearling and older fish are impinged at other plants
during spring spawning migrations (e.g., white perch at Roseton, Bowline Point, Indian Point,
and Albany),''W the majority of the fish impinged annually are young-of-the-year. Because
some species in this age group (e.g., white perch and striped bass) inhabit the shore zone
or shallow-water areas during the sumer and early fall, they can be sampled effectively by
seining. Other anadromous species, such as alewife, blueback herring, and American shad, are
also found in deeper waters where trawling is an effective method of collection. Thus, both
beach seine and trawl data were used to estimate the species composition and relative abundance
of fishes that might be found in the impingement collections at the GCNPP.

The most abundant species collected by seining at the site in both 1973 and 1977 was the blue-
back herring (Table 5.18). This species only comprised about 33% of the catch at beach seine
stations Al and A4 in 1973, compared with 56% of the catch at the same stations in 1977. The
catch per unit effort by trawling was substantially higher than by seining for both young-of-
the-year alewife and blueback herring (ER, Table 2.7-62). From July through mid-November, the
latter species comprised about 701 and 80% of the total catch in the surface and bottom trawls
respectively (ER, Table 2.7-62). Blueback herring are migrdtory and only occur in this region
of the Hudson River from approximately May through November (Appendix C). Other species that
ar? present in the upper estuary only from spring through early fall are the alewife, American
shad, white ferch, and striped bass. Including the blueback herring, these species comprised
64% and 84% of the total fish collected by seining from May through October in 1973 (stations
Al and A4 combined) and 1977 respectively. More than 98% of the fish taken by trawling during
this period were anadromous, primarily alewife and blueback herring. None was collected in
12 seine hauls taken at stations Al and A4 from November 1973 through April 1974, and none was
collected by trawling from December through March (ER, Table 2.7-63). Although 54% of the white
perch collected in 1977 were yearling and older fish, the vast majority of the other species
were young-of-the-year individuals, and their period of maximum abundance in both 1973-1974
and 1977 was July through September (Table 5.19). In the staff's opinion, the majority of fish
that will be impinged at the GCNPP will be young-of-the-year blueback herring, and the peak
impingement period will coincide with the period of maximum abundance (July through September).
Relatively low numbers of the other, less abundant anadromous species are expected to be impinged
during this period. Finally, because of the low approach velocities and small volume of cooling
water required (Table 5.20), very few yearling and older individuals are likely to be impinged,
as occurred at other Hudson River plants between i973 and 1976.'*7

The spottail shiner will probably comprise the majority of the fish impinged from November
through April, a pattern observed at the Albany Steam Electric Generating Station." This
species was the most abundant resident in the seine hauls taken from May through October
(Table 5.18) and comprised 73% of the total fish collected by seining from November 7, 1973,
through May 1, 1974. During the winter, low impingement rates of resident species should be
characteristic of the Greene County facility. Impingement rates during other periods of the
year (generally May through October) may be somewhat higher because of the creater abundance

. . _ _
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Table 5.18. Catch per unit effort by 100 ft teach seine at four stations
along the west shore of the Hudsor. River

Values weie ca!culated us.ng data collected from May through October in both 1973 and 19 7 78
_._ .__ ._ ______

A4 Intake A18 CC2

1977 1973 1977 1977 1973 1977
--- - - + - . . .m +-

Nonresident species (NS)

fliuetw k twrr ing 83 3 16 2 150 2 44 3 13 9 3') 6
Amera an shad 13 5 33 12 2 32 02 10 8
Wh te gwrrh 13 1 10 9 11 3 42 02 7C
Str' sed bass 70 42 29 05 19 06
Alewi e 55 29 90 22 27 21

f

Unaientif,ed ciuperds 20 00 41 67 00 94
Ot he's' 06 08 02 05 09 05

T ot al 125 0 38 3 189 9 61 6 25 8 70 6

Resident species (RS)

Spotta.1 sh>ner 133 12 9 11 8 64 40 48
Cyprinodontufar (kilbfidwsl 12 37 09 15 7 10 9 63
Centrar< hidae (sunfishest 02 05 03 03 18 04
Cy pe inidae (minnows and car ps) 02 10 02 07 22 07
Ot her s'' O9 03 21 12 01 27

Total 15 9 18 4 15 4 24.3 19 0 15 0
All species (NS + R S) 140 9 56 7 205 3 85 9 44 8 85 6

- _ _

- . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

*Sampi.nq frequenc.es at ear h station in 1973 and 1977 are shown in Table 6 2. Total ef fort Inumter
of se.ne hauls takeri fenm May through Octotw'r| *ds as follows A4 (1977) ' 36. A4 (1973) - 18. Intak e '
36. A1 (197 7) - 31. A1 |1973) = 9. DC 2 = 36.

" Stat on was lot ated at SJver Point lust north of the makeup water intake struff ure in 19 73 in 197 7,
th.s stata>n was In(ated in Dur.k Cove approomately 1000 f t non th of the 1973 s'te (f +9 6 TL

'inctules Arner.can eci, hexp hoher, and Atlantic menhaden

''hwiudes tesse4ted dar ter, twown buchrad, wh te catfish, redfin pec herel, and four spmed stick letw.k

Table 5.19. Monthly estimates of catch per unit effort (C/F) by 100 f t beach seme at station A4

f.stimates of C f for 1973 include toth young of the year eruf nider l,sh. C I values for 197 7
retwesent only young of the year fishd

.__ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _

May Jure July August Septemtwr Ottoter

1977 1973 1977 1973 1977 1973 1977 1973 1977 1973 1977 1973

Bluebark herring 00 07 05 00 288 8 10 146 3 69 7 76 8 17.3 00 83
Alewife 00 73 03 17 27.3 10 48 20 06 20 00 33
American shad 00 00 13 00 29 2 30 39 0 7. 7 14 0 30 00 63
Wh.te gweth 05 23 00 0 13 13 3 13 0 11 5 28 0 14 8 18 3 18 27
Str.ged bass 00 00 00 17 21 5 47 19 0 11 0 12 47 02 30

_ -__- . _. ..-

# barnpli nQ frequencies at stat on A4 were the same in toth years (twice per month durmg the day and
once per enOnth at nq)ht), tnit rephrate samples (or seine hauls) were taken on each sampling date in 1977.
Consequently, the total eifort at station A4 in 1977 was doutale that of 1973

--
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Table 5.20. Cornparison of the entake design parameters of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant with those of other operating
power plants on the Hudson River

_

Net Volume of Apprvach
Numtwr Plan t

ge ner at;ng water withas awn weir v ta T v pe 'locotion
Plant of k> cat on C omrnen t s

capauty from Hudson River st r ee ns of intake
units (RW, 3( W, e l (c t s ), pos)

_

Bc,whne 2 37 1200 1712 0 8 MLM " Channel" intak e a. tvan y 5 f.24te-d o, on
embay ment. Bowbne Po.nt Pond

Lovett 5 41 504 705 1 5" ' Shorei ne Umt 5 d.wh 1ge s tuatrd utwt'eam
20 of .ntak e stivr*ure

ind.an Point 3 42 2171 4584 07' Shorehne
10

Roseton 2 05 1200 1461 r7 Shor e hrw Curta+n wa;l prewet

Dansk ammer 4 66 482 735 2 1 M L M '' Channel Channel es 34 f t w.de appro imately

1300 f t long and 10 5 f t deep. w th ui

a maumam v.-n;rity o+ 19 fps I.
o

A:tunv 4 142 400 795 13" Shor ehrw Sbmmes waH present

Greent County 1 108 1191 44 0 4 MLM Sh or c h ne See F .9 3 4
-- - - . -

# R M = river miles atx>ve the Battery
6 T ..tal ao umts
# Assumes oswration of all units
# Mean low water Ivalue represents a maemum)
' Aver age velucity.
' Values empressed end.cate the range. actual vem ories for each un,t are units 1 and 2 = 152 tes. unit 3 = 183 fps unit 4 - 164 fes, un t 5 - 2 00

f ps.

8voues empressed are those for unit 1 (0.7 f psi and un t 2 (1 O fps)
^Value g. wen is encountered at the trash ra<.ks at the entrance to the channel

$Uur Ces

1. L.uvier. Matusk y. and Skent E nq neers. A rt,any Steam Elet reic Generet.ng Staricn imporywnt Su vey <43' t t974- MsrA 19751. LVS Prr , et

Nu 191-027 Tappan. N.Y. 19 75

2 Tenas Inst < uments Inc., Forst Annual Rem >rr for the Multiplant impect Study of the Hintwn River Esruay S pol 2 ro Envirotwiental Report
for Inst <an Point Unit IVo. 2. vol 1.1975

--

-- .. . . _ - - - . -_
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of fish, primarily anadromous species, in this region of the Hudson River. For example, at
station A4 the catch-per-unit-effort value for all Tish collected from May through October of
1973 (C/F = 56.7) exceeded the value for the rena'aing six months (November through April) by
a factor of 2.5 (C/F = 23.1).

These seasonal impingement patterns should be substantially different from those cbserved at
the power plants located downriver. For example, at Lovett, Bowline Point, and Indian Point,
the majority of the fish impinged in most years (1973-1976) were white perch, and the peak
impingement period usually occurred during the winter."8 At Roseton and Danskanner, which
are located about 25 to 30 miles upriver of the other three plants, the winter impingement
collections were dominated by Atlantic tomcod,48 an anadromous species infrequently collected
at the Cementon site (Table 5.18).

The presence of relatively large numbers of small fish (juveniles or young-of-the-year) near
the location of an intake structure at certain periods of the year will not lead directly to
high rates of impingement on the screens. Because various intake design parameters, such as
approach velocities and the volume of water required for cooling purposes, can influence
impingement rates, these factors were also evaluated.

The intake structure is described and illustrated in Sect. 3.4.2. The makeup water will be
withdrawn from the Hudson River at a rate of 44 cfs. At mean low water, the approach velocity
to tne trash racks and traveling screens will be 0.14 fps and 0.35 fps respectively (Table 3.2).
In comparison, the tidal current near the proposed location of the intake structure (Fig. 2.3)
ranges up to 4.1 fps, with an average velocity of about 2.0 fps (ER, Table 2.5-7).

A comparison of the variocs intake design parameters of the GCNPP and six other operating power
plants on the Hudson River is presented in Table 5.20. The proposed intake structure at the
GCNPP will have the lowest approach velocity and will require substantially less coaling water
than any of the plants listed. In the staff's judgment, these design parameters will be impor-
tant in reducing fish impingement at Greene County to a minimum. Several other factors that
will also contribute to minimizing fish losses from impingement include the following:

1. The swimming speed of most fish in the vicinity of the site exceeds 0.35 fps, the
estinated velocity approaching the intake screens (Table 5.21). Although the swimming
ability of a fish may be directly related to water temperature,49 no increase in impinge-
ment rates during the wintcr is expected. The most abundant species at the site are
anadromous and are not present during the coldest months of the year (ER, Tables 2.7-62
and 2.7-63).

2. Lateral fish passages will be present that will allow fish passing through the trash
racks to escape from the structure (Fig. 3.4).

3. The 3/8-in.-mesh traveling screens will be flush with the shoreline of the river and
the river current may aid in sweeping impinged fish off the screens during the peak
of ebb and flow tides (Fig. 3.4).

4. The warm-water plume will be small and will occur about 900 f t downstream from the
intake structure, thus precluding the development of warm conditions attractive to
fish in front of the intake structure.

Quantitative estimates of the number of fish that will be impinged on the traveling screens
during operation of the GCNPP cannot be made. The current state of the art in impingement
assessment limits predictions of fish impingement for power plants not yet in operation to
essentially qualitative statements. The staff's analysis attempted to use both site-specific
information provided by the applicant and data collected at various operating plants along
the Hudson River to characterize the species composition and seasonal patterns of impingement
expected at the GCNPP. To summarize, the majority of the fish impinged will probably be young-
of-the-year blueback herring, and the peak period of impingement will occur in late summer and
early fall when young-of-the-year fish are most abundant at the site. Some impingement of
other anadromous species may occur, but will be insignificant. Impingement rates during the
winter will be low, and the fish impinged will be primarily spottail shiners. These impinge-
ment patterns are in sharp contrast to those observed at the downriver plants. These plants

| are located on the lower portion of tha Hudson River estuary, which is an important nursery
area during the winter for young-of-the-year and yearling white perch and striped bass.

! Because of the design and location of the intake structure and the minimal station water
! requirements, fish losses from impingement during operation of the GCNPP will not be substantial
1
1
-

!
!
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Table 5 21. Swim speeds of fish found in the vGnety of the GCNPP

..

Test S*.m
Spec.es temperature ", speed Reference

*'(*F) If ps)
f

L er>omas gibbosus

(pumok inseed) 75 44 0 27 1

76 5 77 0 46 1

77 65 0 50 2

85 65 0 85 3

Notropos hudsonocus

hpotta 1 shiner) 79 54 0 35 1

Novemogonus crysoleucas
(golden shiner) 79 5 63 1.13 4

fundulus diaphanus
(banded kill,tish) 80 57 3 1 09 4

76 0 1.26 4

Aloss sapedissima

( American shad) 80 59 5 1.2 ) 4

80 72.0 1.52 4

85 62.5 1.36 4

Alosa pseudoharengus

(alewife) 75 70 6 0 61 4
80 78 5 1.84 4

85 77.7 1.53 4

Aloss sest?valis
(blueback herring) 70 44 1.04 4

75 29 6 0 43 4

80 49 7 1.14 4

Morone amerocanus
(*hite perch) 41 77 0 71 2

45 78 0 83 2

75 37.6 0.35 4
80 57.7 0 66 4
85 61.0 1.12 4

Morone sanatolis
(striped bass) 75 67.0 1.27 4

75 82.7 1.44 4
80 70.0 1.43 4

90 96 5 1.77 4
_

* F or k length.

Sour ces

1. V. J Schuter. Progress Report of Swim Speed Study Conducted on foshes of the
Conowingo Reservoer, Ichthyological Associates. Progress Report 18. 1968.

2. L. R. Kong. Sermming Sped of the Channel Catfosh. More Crappre, and Other warm
Water fishes from Conowingo Reservoor. Susquehanna River. Pa , Ichthyological Associates
Bulletin No. 4. pp.1 - 74,1969.

3 C. H. Hocutt.Swommingsperdnf the Chene/ Catfish and Other warm water fishes of
Conowongo Reservoor as Determoned on the Beamish Respiror,eter. Conowsnv Reservo<r -
Mudcy Run Fish Studies. Progress Report No. 2. pp. 289-303.1969

4. L. Noth as. Stud.es of the Swimming Speed of Some Anadromous fishes found Berow
Conowiny Dam. Susquehanna l'iver, Mary!and, Conowingo Reservoir - Muddy Run Fish
Studies, Progress Report No. 6. pp. 1-20, 1970.
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and will not have an adverse effect on populations of resident and migrac ry species in the
Hudson River. To confirm the staff's assessment, however, the applicant will be required to
monitor fish impingement (Sect. 6.2.1).

The applicant states that "the intake structure will provide flexibility for future modifica-
tions should a fish impingement problem arise" (ER, p. 5.1-3). Should impingenent prove to be
excessive, mitigative modifications to be considered by the applicant include installation af
low-pressure screen-wash jets and a fish-return facility to return fish to *he river alive.

Entrainment

Bacteria, algse, zooplankton, drifting benthic invertebrates, and the eggs, larvae, and early
juveniles of fish will pass through the 3/8-in.-mesh traveling screens and are expected to
suf fer 1001 mortality f rom the combined ef fects of mechanical, thermal, and chemical shocks.
The first f our groups are passively transported with the river currents, and their distribution
is primarily a function of the turbulence and mixing of the river. If a random distribution of
these organisms is assumed, the number entrained is directly proportional to the percentage of
the total net river flow withdrawn by GCNPP. The minimum and average monthly net river flows
between 1946 and 1971 were 882 and 12,000 cfs respectively (ER, Table 2.5-1). Given a constant
withdrawal of 44 cfs, the staff calculated a maxinum loss of 5.0% and an average loss of 0.4s
of these passively transported planktonic organisms. Annual flows of 9180 cfs are exceeded
90t of the time (ER, Table 2.5-1), so losses above 0.5% would be rare. Because the generation
times of zooplankton are short, generally ranging from one week to one month (N 4 'h,
6 days; & r N Ua, 22 days),50 and phytoplankton reproduce even more quickly, the staff con-
siders the loss of less than 1% of these organisms to be negligible.

Ichthyoplankton, however, especially the later life stages, are not likely to be uniformly
distributed either horizontally (across the river) or verticall, (surface to botton). This
results, in part, from increased swimming ability during the period of larval developnent,
and also because the specific gravities of eggs and early larvae ray differ significantly
f rom that of water. In 1973, 1974, and 1977, the ratio of the density of fish larvae at the
intake to the density across the river (Cp/Cr) was generally greatcr than 1 and was usually
higher than the ratio of egg densities (Table 5.22). Clupeid (alewife /blueback herring and
American shad) egg densities, for example, were considerably lower ne n the proposed intake
site than in the river as a whole in the three years in which sarplir is conducted. As a
result, ichthyoplankton entrainment losses cannot be accurately esti j simply by calculat-
ing the fraction of the river flow that will be withdrawn by the pla

The model developed by the staff to estimate the annual losses of ichthyoplankton resulting
from entrainment in the cooling system of the Greene County plant is described in Appendix H.
This model not only considers the horizontal and vertical distribution of eggs, yolk-sac
larvae, and postlarvae but also takes into account the differences in velocity across the
river and at various depths. Estimates of both the number of ichthyoplankton that could have
been entrained had the plant been operating in 1977 and the fraction entrained of the total
number of eggs and larvae passing the plant for three different river-flow conditions were
calcul6ted.

The information presented in Table 5.23 provides a basis for assessing the impacts of plant
operation on the resident and anadromous fish populations in the Hudson River. Estimates of
the number of ichthyoplankton entrained are compared with the total number of ichthyoplankton
passing the site to estimate the fraction entrained. Such a procedure, which is generally
applicable only to riverine systems, enables the losses of eggs and larvae resulting from
entrainment to be placed in perspective. If the proportion of the poculation spawning above
the site is known, then these fractions can be used to estimate the impact on the population
in the river. That is, the percent reduction in the river-wide standing crop of ichthyo-
plankton from operation of the power plant can be approvimated. Because information on the
proportion of a population that spawns above a specific site can be determined only from
extensive sampling of the entire river system, this information is generally unavailable.
With regard to the Hudson River, however, longitudinal river surveys have been conducted in
recent years by Texas Instruments, Inc., and the results of these surveys do provide sore
information on the river-wide distribution of the early life stages of a few species.

Less than 1% of the eggs and postlarvae and less than 4% of the yolk-sac larvae entrained will
be those of resident species, primarily cyprinids (carp, goldfish, minnows, and shiners). The
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Table 5.22. Cornparison of the mean densary of echthyoplankton (number per 1000 m') m the vionety of the mtake strudure and across the Hudson River
._- ._

_ - _
_ _ - . . _ - . _ . _ _ _ . . _ __ _

Dens t y near +ntake (C, r' Density across over (C, # C, C,

1973 1974 1977 1973 1974 1977 1973 1974 1977
- - - - _ . - - . . .~ _

E ggs

Alewde Blueback hen.ng 38 81183 7)e 92 08 (13 Sl 113 42154 D 78 37187.71 198 73 160 01 624 61(83 7) 0 50 0 46 0 18

Amer;can shad 4 46 (10 31 698(10) 457(221 11 03(12 3i 16 1714 91 29 35 (3 91 0 40 0 43 0 16

Wh.te perch 0 576 41(84 7) 86 50 (41.7) 0 110 31 (33 3) 85 66 (11 56 0 5 23 1 01

Str ped bass 0 0.73 (0.1) 190(09) 0 068(02) 367(051 0 1 07 0 52

Wh.te perch and str' ped tms 0 0 011(011 0 0 00400** 0 0 2 75

Yevow perch 0 0 8710 11 0 0 0 M (0 31 0 44 to li 0 0 93 0

White suc ker 0 0 04 ( 0 11 0 0 0 02 U 011 0 0 2 00 0

M.nnoas and shiners 0 0 0 70 (0 3t 0 0 174102) 0 0 0 40

Carp and goidte 0 0 0 0 0 018( 01) 0 0 0

Un< dent.fied 0 3 26 to 5) _011(01) 0 4 35 (1.3) 029(-01) 0__ 0 75 0 38

Total 43 27 680 37 207 31 89 40 331 20 745 98 Mean 0 45 1 55 0 60

Larvae #

Aiew fe B:ueback hernng 58902(970, 1554 46 (89 61 4429 03(89 3) 42159 (96 7e 1978.16 (92 0.1 4526 25 188 5) 1 40 0 79 0 98

Amer.can shad 10 09(1.7) 70 56(4.1) 181 58(3 61 8 74 (2 On 77 26 (3 61 10755(21) 1.15 0 91 1 69

Wh.te perch 0 4024(23) 297 44(6 0) 1.30 (O 3) 5523(26) 397 95 (7 85 0 0 73 0 75 m

Str ped bass 0 1 86 (0.11 13 04(0 31 0 24910 11 12 38(0 21 0 0.75 1 05 i
**

White perch and str, ped bass 0 057( 016 098(-011 0 010( 01) 276(016 0 5 70 0 36

Yeuow perch 0 24 45(1 41 3 75 iO 11 0 6 0310.31 195 (= 01s 0 4 05 1 92

Wh+te sucker 0 0.18i 0.1) 0 0 074(-011 00100.1) 0 0 24 0

Ra.nbow smelt 0 0 77 b 01) 08300.1) 0 046(.01) 083 b 011 0 1 67 1.00

Tessenated datter 2.72 to 4) 2518 (1 Sl 432(01) 097(02) 8 81 (0 di 458(01 2 80 2 86 0M

Carp and goldt.sh 518'991 7.78 to 4) 444(01) 245406) 1439(07) 35440.1) 2 11 0 54 1 25

M.nnow and shir.ers 0 0.30 ( 0 1) 2185(04) 0 32 b 0 Il 1 40(0 11 17 31 to 3) 0 0 21 1 26

Cc atr ar chidae 0410011 0 89 b-011 1060011 0 08 h 01) 0 2 7 b- 016 135 P O 1) 5 12 3 30 0 79

Bay anchovy 0 0 003( 01) 0 0 004(-01) 0 0 0 75

Loquerch 0 0 0 0 0 001( 011 0 0 0

Wapeye 0 0 0 0 0 01 b 011 0 0 0 0

Lampre y 0 0 0 0 4h011 0 0 0 0 0

Un dent.f.ed ciuoeds 0 0 2 46 b 01s 0 0 3642107) 0 0 0 07

O*her unident f red tarvae 0 7 07 to 4 1.480 011 0 3 62 iO 21 1 15( 0 11 0 1 95 1 29

Total 60742 1734 31 4962 29 435 94 2148 97 5114 08 Vean 157 1 69 0 88
__ - _ _ _ _ ___

' Densities are ba ed on data froen srat+on B3 5 in 19 73. stations A3 5 and B3 5.n 1974, and starions A12 and B12 in 1977.
* Dens t.es 4 e bawd on data t om att stations aiong t ansect 3 5 in 1973 (stations B. C. D, E. J) and 1974 (stat.ons A. B. C. D. E. Ji and au stat.ons along tranwct 12

in 1977 istations A. B. C. D. E. J). see E R. F ig 616
CParentheses end.cate elat ve abundance 1%).
JAt? antic tomcod volk eac larvae were cohected on Mae. 15.1974 C, 6 40. C,1 180. C, C, = 3 50

- ~ ' ''
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Table 5.23. Estemates of annuallosses of echthyoplankton (/!,) from entrainment at the GCNPP and the fraction of the
echthyoplankton population passmg the plant that will be entrained for three different river flow ca :fitions

F tm tion entra ned

Number entra.ned E stimated monthly Average monthly tiow M nimum monthly flon,

W l* flow at Cementon at Green Island at Green Islande

(1977) (1947 -1971) (1947 -19711

E ggs

Alew+fe Bluct>ar k herring 162 X 10' 0 0008 0 0009 0 00G1
American shad 8 75 x 10* 00006 0 0007 0 0044
White perch 'i 64 X 10' O0028 0 0032 0 0213
Strued tass 317 X 10* 0 0021 0 0024 0 0157
White gesch and striped lass 156 x 10' 0 0108 0 0123 0 0821
Mmno*s and shiners 2 61.5 10' O0005 0 0006 0 0035
Unu ten t i f ie d 156x10' 0 0108 0 0123 0 0821

Totat 231x 10'

Yolk sac larvae

Alew4fe Bluet #h herrmq $58t 10' 0 0031 0 0035 0 0232
Ames ican shad 168X 10* 00048 0 0055 0 0359
Where pert.h 1.2 7 X 10' O0030 0 0034 0 0215
Sir. ped tass 1.11 x 10' O0039 0 (014 0 0282
Tessellat*d darter 284x 10' 0 0036 0 0041 0 02t;9

YeHow perc h 2 35 x 10* 0 0045 0 0052 0 0343
Ra'ntow smett 1.62 X 10* O0029 0 0034 0 0223
Cy or im d.2# 1.92.x 10' O0053 0 0060 0 0410
Centrarth dae 6 34 x 10' 0 0041 0 0045 0 0321

T ot al 7 40 X 10*

Postlarvae

Alew fe Blueback bertiriq 2 26 x 10' 0 0024 0 0026 0 0161
American shad 103 X 10' 0 00f;0 0 0067 0 0414
W%te perch 9 80 X 10' O0019 0 0021 0 0101
Sir qvd tuss 193X 10' O0009 0 0011 0 0084
White perch and striped bass 1 71 X 10 ' 0 0022 0 0025 0 01P5
Tesse! lated de ter 7 09 x 10' 0 0041 0 0047 0 0309
Yellow perth 132x 10* 0 0120 0 0136 0 0910
Hamtm* smelt 2 00 X 10' 0 0001 0 0008 0 0068
Pay arxhovy 3 36 x 10 0 0014 0 0016 0 0100

2

cv sw in.dae* 4 46 X 10* 00069 0 0078 00487
Centr archidae 3 76 x 10' O0086 0 0099 0 0644
Unidentif.ed ciupe ds 8 76 X 10' 0 0002 0 0002 0 0017
Other unnientif ed post!ar vac 5 82 x 10' 0 0967 0 0073 0 0392

T or al 2.4 7 X 10'
_ - _ . - - . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _

* Values weic calculated from ichthvoptankton and river flow data collected in 1971 and represent the total numter
entra:ned diu mg the spawmng seasor ( Apr.10 - Aug 15L

"loctudes two categoeses (1) minnows and sh4ners and (2) carp and goldf 6h.

,
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distribution of the carp, goldfish, spottall shiner, golden shiner, and tessellated darter,
which were among the more abundant juvenile and adult residents collected at the site
(Table 2.7), extends throughout mcst of the Hudson River estuary."a Because of the low numbers
of resident ichthyoplankton species that will be entrained (Table 5.23), the impact on these
populations from entrainment should be negligible.

Although resident species are important on a local scale, from a regional and ecological view-
point, the region of the Hudson River in the vicinity of the proposed site is more important
for its use as a spawning and/or nursery ground for anadromous species, especially the b!ueback
herring, American shad, and white perch. The majority of the eggs and larvae that will be
entrained during the operation of GCNPP will be those of the anadromeus species, particularly
the blueback herring, which probably constituted most of the ichthyoplankton categorized as
" alewife /blueback herring" (Sect. 2.7.2.2). This category would have comprised more than 70%,
751, and 90t of the total number of eggs, yolk-sac larvae, and postlarvae, respectively, that
could have been entrained had the plant been operating in 1977. To evaluate the magnitude of
trese losses in relation to the number of ichthyoplankton passing the plant site during the
spawning season, the staff estimated the fraction entrained for three river-flow conditions,
including historical river flows measured at Green Island just above Troy Dam. River flows
from April through August of 1977 were similar to the historical average daily flow of the
Hudson River calculated from measurements taken at Green Island [ river mile (RM) 150] over a
26-year period (1946-1971) for these five months. The staff concludes, therefore, that 1977
(at least for these months) was an average year i, flows in the Hudson River.

During average flow conditions < uch as these, less than 0.5% of the ichthyoplankton of the blue-
back herring passing the p unt will be entrained. Although this species spawns throughout t%
estuary, peak spawning in 1973 )ccurred between RM 80 and 120 (Hyde Park to Coxsackie).51 In
1975, the primaru spawning area extended from Kingston north to Albany."8 Because the eggs and
larvae of this species are concentrated in the upper estuary during May and June, their
vulnerability to entrainment at the five large power plants located downstream (Danskammer,
Rosetor, Lovett, Indian Point, and Bowline) is relatively low. The only operating power plant
in the upper estuary is the Altany Steam Electric Generating Station, located near the upper
reaches of the estuary at RM 14. Having evaluated the longitudinal distribution of blueback
herring ichthyoplankton and the fraction entrained of the total number passing the plant, the
staff concludes that no unacceptable adverse impacts on this population will occur as a result
of operation of the Greene Courty facility.

Like the blueback herring, Ameri:an shad also spawn in the upper portions of the Hudson River
estu ry. About 30% of the Ameri:an shad egg production in 1974 occurred above the GCNPP intake
site. [ Joint Hearing Exhibit v67 (" Joint Hearinq Transcripts," p. J-5487)]. In both 1973 and
1975, the principal spawning areas were located in that region of the river between Kingston
(RM 90) and Coxsackie (RM 120),".51 with peak spawning occurring near Saugerties and Catskill
(RM 113) in 1975." This same general region of the river was identified as the major spawning
ground of American shad during studies conducted ir. the early 1940s.52 As the larvae develop,
they tend to disperse from the upstream spawning grounds down into the lower brackish regions of
the river.53 That the distribution of each succeeding stage of development appears to shift
further downstream was evident from data collected by Texas Instruments, Inc. , in 1973 and
1975.e ,sl In both years, for example, the majority of shad postlarvae were collected below the
site. Because the ichthyoplankton of American shad are generally concentrated in that region of
the river below the Albany station and above the five downriver plants, the vulnerability of
American shad to entrainment at these facilities is relatively low. The number of American shad
entrained at GCNPP represents a very small fraction of the total number of shad ichthyoplankton
passing the plant (Table 5.23). Having reviewed the information en river-wide distribution of
shad, vulnerability to entrainment at other power plants, and the estimates of entrairment
losses presented in Table 5.23, the staff concludes that the operation of GCNPP will not result
in an unacceptable adverse impact on the American shad population in the Hudson River.

The percentage of the total number of white perch ichthyoplankton passing the site that will
be entrained is less than 0.351 for all three early life stages. Although white perch spawn
in the vicinity of the site, most of the spawning takes place below and not above the site.
The greatest concentrations of eggs occurred in the Kingston and Saugerties region in 1973.51
As determined from data collected by Taxas Instruments Inc., for the Consolidated Edison

Company,% the portion of the Hudson River abcVe the site (RM 108 to RM 140) contributed
about 13% of the white perch egg production in 1974. Considerable spawning below the site
also occurred in 1975." However, estimates of the amount of spawning that occurs above the
site may be biased because of problems associated with the sampling of white perch eggs (Sect.
2.7.2.2). Like the ichthyoplankton of vrerican shad, the distribution of each succeeding early
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life stage of the white perch is generally shifted further downstream. Consequently, white
perch ir.hthyoplankton are vulnerable to entrainment at the five power plants located between
RM 37 and RM 66. Because young-of-the-year white perch were abundant in the vicinity of
several of these plants daring the winters of 197348 and 1974,M they are considered vulner-
able to impingement during this period of the year (Sect. 5.5.2.1.). The staff considered
the impacts on the white perch population resulting from the operation of other power plants
located on the Hudson River estuary. The additional impact on the population from entrain-
ment at the Greene County facility will, in the 'aff's judgment, be negligible because of the
abundance of white perch ichthr plankton in the estuary below the intake site and the very
small fraction that will be entrained of the total n aber of ichthyoplankton passing the site.

The staff also wnsidered the impacts o piant operation on the striped bass population; the
assessment is similar to that presenteo fer white perch. Because striped bass egg are non-
adhesive and semibuoyant, however, they can be more accurately sampled than those of the white
perch. From the very low densities of striped bass eggs and larvae found at the Cementoa site
in 1973,1974, and 1977, it can be concluded that this region of the river represents the upper
limit of the striped bass spawning grounds. Data obtained by Texas Instruments, Inc., during
the river-wide servey; in 1973-1975 also support this conclusion 46,47,50 (Sect. 2.7.2.2.).
Althocqh the vulnerability of striped bass eggs and larvae to entrainment at the down-river
power plants is high throughout the peak abundance period (May and June) because most of the
population is distributed in the middle estuary (RM 39 to RM 76),48 it is the staffs opinion
that the impact of entrainment of the eggs and larvae of this species at GCNPP will be negli-
gible because of (1) the distribution of striped bass ichthyoplankton in the Hudson River
(i.e., their high abundance below the site) and (2) the very low numbers likely to be entrained
at the Greene County site. Thus, plant operation will rot result in an adverse inpact on the
Hudson River striped bass population.

In surrary, the staff developed a model to estimate the number of ichthyoplankton that could
have been entrained had the plant been operating in 1977. These losses were placed in a his-
torical perspective by using river-flow data collected over 26 years (1946-1971). Impact on
the populations in the river were assessed by calculating the fraction of the ichthyoplankton
passing the plant that will be entrained and relating these estimates to the available infor-
mation on longitudinal distribution of the species in the river. The assessment focused not
only on an evaluation of the proportion of the population existing above the plant site and
therefore vulnerable to entrainment when passing the site but also on an assessment of the
vulnerability of the species to entrainment at other power plants located on the Hudson River
estuary. The results of these analyses indicate that the entrainment of ichthyoplankton at
GCNPP will not constitute an adverse impact on the migratory end resident fish populations in
the river.

5.5.2.2 Discharge effects

Thermal

Heat shock. The results of the staff's thermal analyses are presented in Sect. 5.3.2. The
high diffuser discharge velocity will ensure rapid mixing of blowdown with aabient river water.
Although maximum blowdown temperatures may reach 97 F (ER, Table 5.1-5), the volume of water
enclosed by the 10 F isotherm will be less than 330 f t , and the volume within the 5 F isotherm3

will be less than 1300 ft . The plume will extend about 46 ft across the river and 3 ft down-3

stream, with a aT at toe surface of 1.9 F. Although mortality among organisms entrained in
the plume immediately in front of the diffuser ports may be high because of shear forces and a
AT of 44'F. the losses will be negligible because of the extremely small volume of water sub-
ject to these conditions. Fish may actively avoid entrainment.

Cold shock. In the winter, a aT of 48*F will occur be+ ween the discharge temperature and the
ambient river temperature. The plume will extend about 94 ft across the river and 17 ft down-
stream, with a AT at the surfac< of 0.6*F. The 10*F and 5 F isotherms will enclose less than
102 and 700 ft3 respectively. low blowdown rata, averaging only 22.5 cfs during January,

. coupled with a high diffuser exit velocity, averaging 10.5 fps, will prevent fish from entering
"

the hotter regions of the plume and thus becoming acclimated to plume temperatures sufficiently
i high to result in cold shock should rapid shutdown occur.

In the staff's judgment, the losses of organisms from heat and cold shock will be negligible
because of the small plume area and the high exit velocities at the diffuser ports. For the
same reasons, the discharge of heated water should not give rise to nuisance algal blooms.

|
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Scouring

Diffuser-induced scouring resulting in changes in the :pecies composition of the benthic
invertebrate communities will be negligible because (1) the diffuser ports are located 3 ft
above the river bottom, (2) the ports are oriented above a downward sloping bottom, and (3) the
thermal plume is buoyant and will rise.

Chemical

Section 3.6 describes the GCNPP chemical and biocidal systems in detail, and Table 3.8 lists
the chemical species and concentrations in the blowdown. Several chemicals of potential con-
cern are discussed below.

Chlorine

The applicant plans to control biological fouling in the cooling, makeup, and service water
systems by injecting chlorine in the form of sodium hyochlorite into each system (ER, p. 3.6-4).
The makeup line and service water system will be continuously chlorinated at an approximate
chlorine equivalent dosage of 1 ppm. Chlorination of the circulating water system is planned
for two 1-hr periods daily (ER, p. J.6-4). Total residual chlorine (TRC) in the blowdown will
be limited to a maximum concentration of 0.5 ppm (ER, Sect. 3.6.3). These concentrations for
TRC will result in a free residual chlorine concentrations well under EPA limitations (Sect.
5.3.3.2).

The staff assumes 100% mortality for all organisms entrained in the plant cooling system,
considering the separate and the synergistic effects of high chlorine levels, high temperature,
and mechanical stress and will, therefore, confine this discussion to effects on biota in the
receiving waters.

Using dilution factors developed from the thermal plume analysis, the staff estimated TRC
concentrations, resident.e times, and volumes in the blowdown plumes. The results are summarized
in Table 5.24 Accordingly, an organism entrained in the discharge plume during chlorination
at an average 0.2 ppm would experience exposure to concentrations of TRC in excess of 0.045 ppm
for no more than 10 sec before being carried beyond the 0.045-ppm isopleth. Similarly, the
same organism would be exposed to concentrations exceeding 0.009 ppm for about 37 sec. The
available evidence suggests that these combinations of concentrations and exposure times are
well within the tolerance af most freshwater and anadromous organisms for which data have been
collected.55.Su A recent review by Mattice and Zittel, for example, indicates that the acute
toxicity threshold (threshold below which mortality is approximately 0%) for freshwater organ-
isms exposed to TRC for 1 min is about 1.0 ppm. This threshold is far above the concentration-
expnsure time combinations that will be encountered at GCNPP as a result of chlorination if TRC
is limited to a maximum of 0.5 ppm and an average of 0.2 ppm for two 1-hr periods per day, as
required by the applicant's comitment. The fact that the discharge plume will be quite small
in relation to the tott.1 volume of water flowing past the plant provides an additionP margin
of safety. As shown in Table 5.24, only 330 ft3 of water should exhibit TRC concentre .mns in
excess of 0.045 ppm. The staf f, therefore, concludes that chlorination under the above condi-
tions will pose no substantive threat to the aquatic biota of the Hudson River.

Tabla 5.24. Staff estimates of residence times and volumes
of total residual chlorine concentration isopleths

in the discharge plume
_

Total residual chlonne concentratton
Parameter at discharge

0.2 ppm o.5 ppm

Concentration isopieths (ppm) 0.045 o023 0.009 0.114 0.o57 0.023
3Volume (ft ) 330 1300 < 10.000 330 1300 < 10.000

Residence time (sec) 10 18 37 to 18 37

% . . . . . _
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Dissolved oxygen

Aeration in the cooling towers should result in dissolved oxygen concentrations in the blowdown
approaching saturation. Even at the elevatec' temperat'ures expected in the summer (up to 91 F),
dissolved oxygen concentration in the blowdown will exceed 7 ppm.57 Thus, no measurable changes
in the dissolved oxygen of the Hudson River are expected as a result of plant operation.

Sewage

The sewage treatment facilities for GCNPP are described in Sects. 3.6.2.1 and 4.3.2.2. Briefly,
the maximum discharge of treated sewage into the cooling tower blowdown will be about 7700 gpd
( @.012 cfs) during refueling. Thus, treated sewage will undergo dilution by a facter of about
3700 (44/0.012) before entering the Hudson River. During normal operation, about 4200 gpd
(0.006 cfs) will pass into the blowdown. In view of the small volume and rapid dilution of
treated sewage and the applicant's commitment to meet all applicable EPA standards regarding
treatment and disposal of sewage, the staff concludes that the Hudson River will experience no
measurable adverse effects.

Total dissolved solids (TDS)

The applicant estimates that blowdown TDS will average 549 mg/ liter and reach a maximum of
1900 og/ liter (ER Table 5.4-1). The average and maximum concentrations at the intersection
of the plume centerline with the surface will be 159 and 454 mg/ liter respectively. Although
chronic exposure to the maximum concentration could stress or kill some organisms (the median
toxicity threshold for most freshwater animals ranges from 3000 to 15,000 mg/ liter),se the
small rate of blowdown coupled with extremely rapid dilution will preclude more than a brief
(less than 10 sec) exposure to such concentrations under worst conditions.

NL

Scale formation in the cooling system will be prevented through the injection cf sulfuric acid
to lower the pH (ER, Sect. 3.6.2). To provide adequate protection for aquatic biota in the
receiving waters. EPA regulations [40 CFR Part 423.15(a)] will require the applicant to limit
the pH in the blowdown to the range of 6 to 9.

Chromium, zinc, phosphorous

The concentr-tions of chromium, zinc, and phosphate to be present in the blowdown will have
maxima of 0.11, 0.28, and 1.6 mg/ liter respectively (Table 3.8). In the staff's judgment,
however, these substances will be rapidly diluted to nontoxic levels upon discharge to the
Hudson River. Proper adjustment of pH will precipitate heavy metals, thus reducing concen-
trations to acceptable levels.

Other chemicals

The estimated effluent concentrations in the cooling tower blowdown are presented in Table 3.8.
In the staff's opinion, these chemicals will be discharged either at levels that are already
safe for most organisms or at levels that will be safe following minimal dilution in the Hudson
River.

Although no corrosion-inhibiting materials will be added to the circulating cooling water,
hydrazine and morpholine will be used to prevent corrosion during auxiliary boiler operation
and, therefore, may be present periodically in the cooling tower blowdown (Sect. 3.6.1.4).

The applicant estimates that the concentration of hyrazine and morpholine in the auxiliary
boiler blowdown will be 3 and 15 ppm respectively (ER, Table 3.7-2). To assess the potential
toxicity to aquatic biota resulting from the presence of these two chemicals, the staff used
the minimum blowdown rate of 4130 gpm (ref. 59) and the maximum auxiliary boiler blowdown rate
of 8 gpm for a worst-case analysis. Concentrations of hyrazine and morpholine at the point of
discharge were estimated to be 5.8 and 29.1 ag/ liter respectively; these levels are generally

--
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much lower than those found to be toxic to aquatic biota.60.61 There are no known State or
Federal water quality criteria for hydrazine and morpholine (" Joint Hearing Transcripts,"
pp. J-6824-6825). Because of the relatively low concentrations at the point of discharge and
the rapid mixing of the blowdown with ambient river water, no adverse impacts on the aquatic
biota are expected to result from the periodic discharge of hydrazine and morpholine during
plant operation.

As discussed in Sect. 5.3.3.2, any PCBs discharged in the cooling tower blowdown will result
f rom their presence in the Hudson River initially. No PCBs will be added during plant opera-
tion. Because of the maximum ambient concentration at the site, 0.19 tg/ liter (Joint Hearing
Exhibit J-63), and the design concentration factor of 3.85 (ER, Sect. 3.6.2), PCB concentra-
tions of 0.7 pg/ liter could occur in the blowdown from the cooling tower. This estimate is
based on the assumption that all PCBs taken into the plant will be discharged in the blowdown
and none will be released through the cooling tower to the atmosphere. Because this estimated
value is below the concentrations toxic to aquatic biota (Appendix F, Table F-1), no adverse
impacts on these biota should occur as a result of the discharge of PCBs during operation of
the Green County facility.

Synergistic effects

Interaction among the many physiochemical characteristics of the blowdown and the receiving
waters may result in additive or synergistic effects on exposed biota. However. because of
the small quantities of contaminants and the estimated small area of exposure, the staff
expects no substantial adverse impacts.

5.6 IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY

5.6.1 Physical impacts

5.6.1.1 Noise

The State of New York Department of Public Service has conducted an analysis of the likelyE2

effects that construction and operation of the Greene County Nuclear ower Plant (GCNPP) wnuldn

have on the acoustic environment at the Cementon site. This analysis was reviewed independently
by the NRC staff and accepted for this statement. The analysis consisted of three parts: an
evaluation of the applicability, completeness, and accuracy of the applicant's analysis; an
assessment of the impacts on the acoustic environment that would be expected to occur from
plant construction and operation; and a detennination of the necessary mitigative actions that
should be taken by the applicant to reduce predicted adverse noise impacts attributable to the
plant. The methodology used to evaluate the effects of noise on people and the environment
considered hearing damage, activity interference (e.g. , sleep interference, speech interference),
and annoya..ce.

The typical beckground noise character of the area surrounding the Cementon site was deterrined
by an evaluation of applicant-submitted data, combined with additional sound-level monitoring
data collected by State personnel. Consideration of noise-sensitive land uses was included in
establishing the baseline monitoring network and in the subsequent impact analyses for the plant
construction and operation phases. For the Cementon site, noise-sensitive land uses consist
of residential areas in Smith Landing, Germantown, and Catskill and St. Mary schools in
Saugerties.

The staff is of the opinion that this baseline description is adequate to serve as a basis for
subsequent estimation of the likely impacts that plant construction and operation will have on
the acoustic environment in the vicinity of Cementon.

The site development and plant construction phases have been evaluated by the State as to the
likely changes to the offsite acoustic environment. Consideration of effects was characterized
by use of daytime and nighttime equivalent sound level and the day-night equivalent sound level
for general onsite activities and by use of the predicted L c, or noise level exceeded 10% ofi
the time, for construction traffic.

Onsite construction activity, materials delivery traffic, concrete batch plant truck traffic,
worker transportation traffic, access *oute improvcmcat work, blasting activities, public address
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system use, equipment cleanup, and the effects of distance, ground cover, and topography on
; attenuation of the noise levels from these activities were considered in the analysis. The

resultant expected sound levels at various locations around the Cementon site are shown in
Table 5.25. Implicit in this analysis are applicant comitments to limit onsite construction
activities to daytime weekday hours except during extended concrete pours when the bours will
be extended into the evening. Tha duration of these pours is expected to be relatively short,
about two weeks each. Also incl &f are commitments to limit blasting peak sound pressure
levels to 128 dB at the nearest residence and to limit public address system sound levels to
10 dB above ambient for the area the system serves. Chemical processes rather than steam clean-
ing and venting will be used for cleaning system components at the end of the construction
pe ri od.

Table 5.25. Summry of maior noise impacts of the prosect es proposed

"9 Pred.cted progt Impact
Location of sound levels (dB tSite Phase level (d8 i *Py

l l l L.2 L Mto eo io en a e

Const r uc oon Ger man to wn 35-41 50 45 So None o
Construct.on traffic St. Mev's school. 51 85 Speech inter ference

Sauger ties for 175 peoo e
ARernatae 1B Sutortun Way. 42 71 Spe ch and sleepe

Catik al mterference for 10
people

Opes a tion Ger manto wn 35-41 43 49 64 W& spread compla:nts 205
due to pu e tones

*P * equ<va' nt in0% af fectad pnMarion in the noise samphng area.

Source Letter to S.ngh S. Barwa. Env.ronmental Prcyett Manager U S. Nuclear Recplatory Commission, from John H. Smohnsky,
Act'ng Chief. Generating Faciht!es Plannmg and Certif catinn S.>ct,on, Off.ce c,f Environmenta! Pf ann,ng, New Yor k State Departrnent
of Pubhc Service, Nov. 2,1978, concermng Daniel A. Drescoll, Case 80006 testimony on environenental noise.

Impacts estimated as a result of the predicted construction phase noise levels are shown on
Table 5.25. These impacts are consistent with the expected results when considering the esti-
mated noise levels and the criteria presented .,y the EPA in ref. 63. Hearing damage is not
anticipated for any of the surrounding 1ccations. Traffic related to construction activities
would likely cause speech interference at residences near access routes. Because the road
improvement option associated with the Cementon site could change nighttime traffic patterns,
unrelated to plant construction, sleep interference at residences near this alternative may
also occur. Consideration of the annoyance effect of onsite construction activitiee was given
by using the nomalized day-night equivalent sound level, as detailed by the EPA.C' Comunity
response characterized as "no reaction" would be expected for the Cementon site.

The impact estimation criteria used in the analysis are consistent with the criteria presented
by the EPA in ref. 63.

Day-night equivalent sound-level estimates for the plant operational phase at the identified
noise-sensitive land-use points around the Cementon site were used as bases for the impact
appraisals. These estimates were nomalized using the factors from EPA,63 accounting for the
ambient acoustic character of the area in question, the presence of natural- or mechanical-
draf t cooling towers, and the presence of pure tones from such plant sources as transfomers
or mechanical-draf t cooling towers. The numerical values of the nomalized day-night equivalent
sound levels for the noise-sensitive land-use areas around the site and the resultant likely
comunity reactions are given in Table 5.25. The analysis presented is conservative in that
the attenuation of noise by a barrier effect from site topography was not accounted for.
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Additional noise impacts from intennittently operated onsite sources are not predicted to occur
during the operational phase. This is based on applicant cornitments to effectively silence -

steam dumping and to limit public address system use to daytime operation and its sound level
to 10 dB above ambient for the area being served.

Mitigation of noise-related impacts during construction and operation has been recomended by
the State.62 These mitigative measures are believed necessary by the State to provide an
acoustic environment during plant construction and operation that will be consistent with the
character of the ambient environment, with levels commensurate with speech connunication and
sleen and with available power plant and construction noise-control techniques. The estircated
impacts during plant construction and operation if these measures are employed are shown in
Table 5.26.

Table 5.26. summary of mabr no se impacts of the protect with additional
recommended noise attenuation

"9 Pred,cted project
Location of ambient Impact

maximum impact level IrtB)
_ _

*
_ __ Maimum ef fect Total Py

Lo L,y Loo NL oLo Qoi i o

Construction Ger mant,wn 35 -41 50 45 50 None o

Construction traf fic St. Vary's School. 51 None
Saugef tie 5

Aiternative IB Sutmban Way. 42 None

Catsk.il

Operation Ge,mantow n 35-41 43 49 54 None o

*P = equivalent 100% af fected population m the noise samphng area.y

Source- Letter to Sangh S. Baswa, Environmental Project Manager, U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, from John H
Smohnsky, Acting Chief, Generating Facilities Plannmg and Certification Sect.on, Of fice of Environmental Planning. New
Yor k State Depar tment of Pubhc Service. Nov. 2. 1978 concerning Daniel A. Driscoll Case 80006 testimony on
envu onmental noe

The bases used by the State to predice noise levels during operation from various plant sources
and the criteria used to estimate impacts and likely community response to these noise levels
are considered adequate and reasonable by the staff. The mitigative measures reconnended by
the State can reasonably be expected to reduce noise levels from the sites and the attendmt
adverse ef fects on nearby residents.

The staff concludes that the noise impacts of construction and operation of the proposed plant
on the nearby acoustic environment are expected to be minimized by the mitigation measures
reconnended by the State.

5.6.1.2 Air quality

The auxiliary boilers proposed are exempt from the requirements of State air quality regulations
since they will burn distilled (No. 2) oil and are rated at less than 250 MBtu/hr.

The concrete batch plants proposed to be used during the construction of GCNPP will have a bag-
house and are expected to comply with the State regulations (Sects. 212.4 and 212.7 of 6 NYCRR)
related to emission and capacity limits for " processes."

Automotive vehicles are another source of pollution. Pursuant to 6 NYCRR Part 203, an indirect
source permit is not required for Greene County facilities having a parking capacity of less
than 2000 cars. Traffic to the site is expected to remain under 2000 car trips per day.

b .-. - --
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Disposal of solid waste (and clearing material) by open fire is not permitted without a permit
from the State under Part 215 of 6 NYCRR. No Federal or State air pollution monitoring require-'

ments are applicable to the operation of the p oposed GCNPP.

The staff concludes from a review of the applicant's monitoring program that an adequate data
base for characterization of the background air quality has been provided. After consultation
with the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) and New York State Public
Service Comission (PSC) staffs, it is the NRC staff's belief that the air quality in the area
around the Cementon site meets all State and Federal standards. Accordi.lg to the requirements
of the Clean Air Act Amendments, New York State must submit implementation plans for attainment
of the secondary total suspended particulate (TSP) standard.

New Yot k State and the NRC have jointly evaluated the fugitive-dust controls described in the
ER and in Sect. 2.3.1 of the Article VIII applicationc2 (part IV, vol.1) and found that appli-
cation of controls as described will be sufficient to reduce emissions to acceptable levels.
During the operating phase of GCNPP, current air quality is expected to remain essentially the
same.

New York State staff reviewed and verified the applicant's analysis with respect to meteorological
data compilation and auxiliary boiler air quality impact, which has shown agreement with the
applicant's finding that the proposed auxiliary boilers will meet air quality standards.

The NRC and New York State staffs concluded that the proposed cooling tower operation will have
an insignificant impact on particulate levels at both the primary and alternative sites. The
operation of the facility will not interfere with the attainment of the secondary standard for
total suspended particulates.

The closed-cycle cooling tower at the GCNPP will discharge small quantities of PCBs and
asbestos. The applicant haj estimated these emissions for the proposed 1200-MW GCNPP. New
York State and NRC staffs have checked the applicant's calculations and concur with the approach
used in quantifying the pollutants. The staff concludes that contributions of PCBs and
asbestos from cooling tcwer operation will be insignificant.

The staff concludes that operation of the proposed GCNPP at the Cementon site will comply with
the Federal and State ambient air quality standards and with current emission standards. The
air quality impact of GCNPP will be insignificant.

5.6.1.3 Water quality

No pollution of groundwater resources is expected. Surface-water pollution will be controlled
and maintained within State standards. During permanent operation of the plant, the effluent
water from the onsite package sewage treatment plant will be chlorinated and combined with the
cooling tower blowdown before discharge to the Hudson River. The effluent water from the
sewage treatment plant will comply with State and Federal regulations before dilution.

5.6.2 Population growth

During opcation, 215 permanent workers will be employed at GCNPP, according to the applicant.
Once a year, for two months, 350 temporary refueling workers will be added to the total. The
applicant estimates that half the permanent workers will move to the three-county impact area,
causing a population increase of 400 persons if four persons per worker family are assumed
(Greene County Interrogatory 77(31), May 11, 1977). No additional increase in population is
expected from the secondary employment created (154 jobs) because these jobs will probably be
filled by persons who held similar secondary jobs created by the construction work force.

! 5.6.3 Impact on public services and housing

Because of the small number of permanent residetits involved and the large number of temporary
accommodations in the three-county area, sufficient housing is expected to be available for the
operating and refueling work forces. No significant impact on public services is expected from
the small number of in-movers; hence, no mitigation plan is proposed as was done for the much
larger construction force.!

I
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5.6.4 Roads and traffic impacts
I

The transportation of operating and maintenance personnel is expected to have only a minor
impact on traffic, unlike impacts from the 3000-person construction force. Depending on which
access improvements were chosen for the construction period (Sect. 4.4.5 and Appendix L),
certain permanent improvements or disadvantages will remain in the local road system. These
could include intersection and minor roadway improvements (alternatives III and 2T), notable
permanent improvements such as a Catskill Industrial Bypass (2TR and VII) or a relocated U.S.
Rt. 9W roadway, and varicus permanent adverse impacts (lB, IBR, and 2TB). Permanent effects of
each road alternative are discussed in Sect. 4.4.5 and Appendix L and are summarized in s'-t-
4.4.5.3.

5.6.5 Igpact on economic activity

A decrease in regional economic activity related to plant construction will begin with the
decline in the construction work force in year 4 Material purchases made f ran regional and
local vendors (Sect. 4.4.7) will decline as the plant nears completion. This letdown (after
$90 million in purchases) may have a measurable effect on local vendors and the area economy,
compensated in part by small continuing purchases for the operation and maintenance of the
completed plant.

The annual payroll for the first two years of operation is estimated to be $7 million (Greene
County Interrogatory 77(32), May 11, 1977). The applicant estimates a 1983 worker's salary at
about $29,500 (ER, Sect. 8.1.3.3). Communities in which the workers live will benefit by the
addition of these workers as permanent tax-paying and home-owning residents. The State and
federal governments will receive income taxes paid by the 215 pen anent ind 350 occasional
temporary workers.

Impacts on the long-term operation of one local industry were discusse , at length in Sect.
4.4.6. The effects on Lehigh Portland Cement Company's expansion potrntial are unknown, but the
staff judges that the potential for serious adverse impact exists.

5.6.6 Impact on local finances

Payments in lieu of taxes to be made by the applicant will total $10,400 annually to local
jurisdictions [ER, Sect. 8.1.3.5 and Q 8.10(a)]. The applicant is exempt from taxation but
intends to make payments in lieu of taxes based on the current worth of the property acquired
for the proposed plant.

Should the Lehigh Portland Cement Company go out of business because of inability to expand on
its remaining property, the annual tax loss to the town of Catskill and the school district
would be $212,000. This would result in a serious loss in services and in the quality of life
for local residents that would not be compensated by the applicant's in-lieu-of-tax payments
unless additional compensatory measures were required.

5.6.7 Impact on recreation cagacity and tourism

The construction and operation of GCNPP will permanently terminate all recreational activities
within the site boundaries. There will be no access to the site for hunting by the members of
a private club who currently use the site.

The plant will not restrict access to the recreational use of the river since there are cur-
rently no public accesses to the river through the site. Olana, a National Historic Landmark
within view of the plant, will be adversely affected. In addition, if the Leeds North 1
transmission line alternative is used, two other historical residences - Newkirk Homestead and
Salisbury Manor - will be adversely affected, (Sect. 4.4.10). Of the 100 public and commercial
recreational facilities within a 10-mile radius of the site, no others will be affected by
the operation of the plant. About ten will be close to, but otherwise unaffected by, the
primary transmission route. The impact on tourism, a major industry in Greene and Ulster
counties, is expected to be negligible because, with the exception of Olana, most of the ski
resorts, hotels, and commercial facilities are located in the Catskill Mountains. Tourist
traffic does not t 'avel between Catskill and Saugerties now and, with the exception of traffic
across Rip Van Wir le bridge and users of North Lake State ' rk, it also generally out of sight
of the proposed nt and tower.

. . . _ _
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5.6.8 Impact on historical and archaeological resources _

See Sect. 4.4.10 for a listing and discussion of cultural resources listed and eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places.

5.6.9 Summary and distribution of impacts

Operation of the plant will cause some adverse impacts. Chief among these are the impacts on
the Lehigh Portland Cement Company, which will have lost more than half its land east of Rt. 9W
and will be coexisting in close proximity to the now completed GCNPP. Little interference with
worker traffic is anticipated, but based on the worst-case analysis, the staff expects that
tehigh may cease operation if denied the opportunity to expand and modernize. If Lehigh closes
as a result of GCNPP operation the losses to the community will include $212,000 taxes per
year, 223 direct jobs, and the opportunity costs when further development of the site by a
taxpaying industry is precluded.

Certain historical resources of the area will be adversely affected visually if the natural-draft
cooling tower is built (see Olana impacts and Sects. 4.4.10 and 5.7), and all of the nunerous
historical resources will be affected by change in the essential character of the area. Any of
the incompatible land-use changes caused by the construction in-movers will have long-ter.a
adverse eff ects on historical resources. No adverse impacts on archaeological resources are
anticipated during operation.

Road and traffic impacts of the operating force of 215 will be minor, assuming that Park and
Ride (alternative Ill) was the road access alternative chosen during construction. Impacts on
tourism and recreation will be minor. The effect of the 215 permanent workers on public
services, housing, and local economic activity will be small but positive. Ample temporary
accommodations are expected to be available to house the temporary refueling workers for two
months per year.

Regional economic activity will oecline as construction purchase and payr W declire in the
last three years of construction, but will stabilize at a lower level supported by the pur-
chases and payroll of the operating plant.

5.7 AC'.THETIC ANALYSIS

The locat ion of the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant is along the Hudson River, at the
foot of t e Catskill Mountains. It would be constructed among three cement plants, the only
major hea i industry located along the mid-Hudson River Valley (roughly defined as from
Saugerties to Coxsackie). Greene County's major industry is the resort industry; visitors are
attracted year-round to its mountains, villages, and water resources. It is within two hours'
drive of the New York City metropolitan area and gains in the importance of its scenic resources
by having a diversity of natural recreational opportunities so convenient to the country's major
urban concentration. The power plant would have a 137-m (450-f t) natural-draf t cooling tower
[159-m (520-f t) ID at its base and 73-m (240-ft) ID at its top] with a visible plume (its dimen-
sions dependent on daily meteorological conditions) and a large-volume reactor containment
building [62 m (205 ft) tall). Although the presence of the cement plants does offer a com-
patible land use, this compatibility does not necessarily render the site suitable from an
aesthetic point of view. The cement plants are heavy industry, but the staff considers their
physical scale to be considerably different from that of the proposed power plant. The tallest
structure of the cement plant is the Alpha Portland Cement Company's 82-m (270-ft) smokestack
[about 3 m (10 f t) internal diameter at top).

5.7.1 Analytical approach

The staff's analysis made use of a combination of research methods to assess the aesthetic
impact of the proposed plant on the nation's and the region's historical, cultural, and scenic

Because of the highly subjective nature of aesthetic assessment, any research methodresources.
will have weaknesses and perhaps biases. Thus, no one method will suffice. There can be con-
fidence in the conclusions only if a complementary combination of methods independently givescongruent interpretations. The staff feels it was successful in using an appropriate combina-
tion of methods. Aesthetic assessment is made more difficult if the situation is a hypothetical
one such as the building of this plant, a proposed addition to the environment.

_ -
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Aesthetic analysis involves two major facets: (1) assessing that which is there to be seen and
(2) assessing who will be doing the seeing and in what context. These may be thought of as
(1) a visual analysis and (2) a user analysis. In this way, local. values and preferences, as
well as those of other potentially affected viewers (vacationers, recreationists, commuters,
etc.), can be linked to the physical environment so that meaningful conclusions can be drawn.
The methods used in this analysis center on these two facets. (At the end of this section,
Table 5.28 provides a summary display of the staff's findings.)

Although aesthetics is concerned chiefly with the study cf beauty or the fine arts, it is
intimately linked to human perceptions through the senses and to cultural attitudes. There
is little doubt that people's attitudes about nuclear power are associated with feelings
about the aesthetics of nuclear-power-generating facilities. Therefore, every effort should
be made to measure and account for these attitudes.

The staff recognizes, however, that these biases are extremely difficult to completely isolate.
Even if these attitudes could be cleanly isolated, their use in an analysis would still be
difficult. When people have strong feelings regarding a particular technology (or industrializa-
tion in general), it is going to affect inextricably the way they feel about a proposed change
that the technology may cause in their environment. The important point is that the researcher
recognize and control for bias as much as possible while being aware that total control is
extremely doubtful and its misuse perhaps deceptively prejudicial to the findings. An analysis
that claims to have completely controlled for a certain cultural attitude should be viewed
with skepticism.

People perceive in as many different ways as they have sense organs, and these sensory percep-
tions are acted upon in as many different ways as there are different people. Cognition is
concerned with the working of the mind on that information which is perceived so that it is
registered and stored in the mind in some fashion reflective of individual values, experiences,
culture, etc. It focuses on issues of symbolic knowledge, thinking, remembering, learning,
mental development, simplification, selection, abstraction, analysis and synthesis, competition,
correction, and comparison. To ignore the affected users is to ignore all these basic human
dimensions of sensory knowledge.

The staff sought, in part, measures of community-held values regarding the sensed environment.
Once that information, certainly subjective, was known, the staff was able to assess how well
the proposed facility would fit in, or feel, to the people living there and to those who
either use or might wish to use the area. This, then, is more than an assessment embracing
the " normal" tools of visual assessment and aesthetics. Kevin Lynch, a prominent leader in
research on how people sense their environment, explains a philosophy similar to that which the
staff followed in its study:

"[0ur topics] spring from ideas ibout how the well-being of persons and small groups
arises as they directly interact with their settings, and not primarily from their
role as passive observers. They encompass, in a more defined and operational form
the familiar terms of environment imprcvement -- an.anity, appropriateness, uniqueness,
harmony, preservation, naturalness, and so on - while centering explicitly on the
human being."64

5.7.2 Analysis of what is there to be seen

The objective facet of the aestbetic analysis was concerned witi. the objects seen. The approach
had some clearly subjective inputs and subjective weighting of these inputs. The visible plume
was looked at first to determine its frequency and extent. Having 'his determination, the
analyst proceeded to have the plant, with plume, superimposed on photographs of the proposed
plant's location; these were then evaluated for traditional aesthetic attributes. -ne final
phase of the analysis attempted to model the scenic quality of the areas surrounding the two
proposed sites. Unique scenic features (waterfalls, scenic outlooks, etc.) as well as misfits
(heavy industry, unscreened junk yards, etc.) in the landscapa were added to the assessment to
cover a finer scale of qualitative objective information thaa the cbjective analysis alone
considered. All this information was used to assess the visual impacts of the transmission line
alternatives as well as the generating facility itself.

_
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5.7.2.1 Visible plume frequency and extent

The plume of water vapor emanating from the cooling tower of the proposed power plant will be
visible under certain meteorological conditions. As such, the plume will appear cloudlike in
color and formation and can modify the appearance of natural cloud formations. One studyss of
244 visible plumes over a ten-month period found some plumes extend for 9.6 to 14.5 km (6 to
9 miles) and up to 1524 m (5000 f t) in height. This study found no evidence of a cooling
tower's visible plume causing ground fog. No plume was ever observed to touch the ground. No
evidence was found of a cooling tower's visible plume ever becoming involved with surface
weather, even when winds were calm. Visible plumes, being cloudlike, can caue shadowing
effects on the ground. Since most visible plumes usually occur in the early morr.'ng and the
plumes normally diminish by midday, any shadow effect is minimized when the sun is 0:rectly
overhead.

In the mid-iludson Valley area, the prevailing wind directions are up- and down-valley flows.
When cross-valley winds occur, their speeds are usually light, and the resultant plumes would
be more vertical and more persistent. The prevailing winds occur at a little higher speeds
and contribute to a more rapid dissipation of the plumes and a more horizontal configuration.

The meteorological conditions that would promote the most visible plumes are those occurring
on days wiu very light wind speeds, cold ambient air temperatures, and high relative humidity.
These conditions can be found in the mid-Hudson area in early morning hours, particularly in
the winter months. These same meteorological conditions also tend to coincide with cloudy
or hazy conditions, which may camouflage an otherwise highly visible plume.

Appendix 0 describes the methodology used by the staff to calculate the expected visible plumes
and displays this info,mation in compressed form in several tables and plots. At the Cementon
site, using either the proposed 137-m (450-ft) natural-draft tower or the 59-ft circular
mechanical-draft towers, the visible plumes generated by the model are basically similar.

The model generated plumes by using about 100 meteorological categories; these have been
collapsed into 6 categories defined by the connon sizes of the plumes to be expected under
certain meteorological conditions. Table 5.27 displays these 6 categories and the frequency
of occurence of the visible plumes associated with them. These distinctions were used by the
staff to synthesize a large amount of information to a form useful in characterizing the likely
appearance of the plumes.

Table 5.27. Characterdation of visible plumes from the proposed nuclear power plant at Cementon

Coobng technology

Natural draf t Circular mechanic 3 '
Plume type Annual AnnualLength Height Leng th Height

g(m) (m) (m) (m)

Short length and height 30 -120 24 -11o 20' 3-123 17-110 25
Short langth; tall 76 -116 130 -290 3 77-126 120-310 2
Med6um length and height 115-910 87-560 48 129-929 34 - 74o 45
Long; tall 1,900-9.457 1,147-1,487 4 620 -8,791 979 -1,633 4
Long. flat 1,011-9,928 270-868 21 1,005-5.000 240 -593 18
Ultralong. tall 12.419-52,096 1.016 -1,232 6 10.311-49,611 1,110-1,895 5

* Columns do not necessardy total 100% due to roundmg off.

From the table, it can be seen that for about 25% of the time the plumes would be quite short
(<l84 m) and not too high above the towers (<370 m). About 45% of the time, the plumes would be
quite noticeably long (<999 m) and noticeably high (<987 m), and fo about 30% of the time the
plume would be highly visible by both its length (<89,813 m) and he ght (<l966 m). The model
may not be completely accurate at these extreme conditions, but allowing for even an order of
magnitude of change in the length dimensions still would not change the anticipated perception
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of the plurre being " highly visible." These calculations are all based on annual occurrences,
both day and night, and are thus conservative.

From Table 0.2 in Appendix 0, it can be seen that in winter conditions both technologies will
result in a visible plume at least 4800 m (about 3 miles) long at least 25% of the time and at
least 400 m (about 1/4 mile) above the tower about 40% to 45% of the time.

Of course, sumer conditions are significantly less conducive to visible plumes, causing plumes
at least 800 m (about 1/2 mile) about 25% of the time; 4800-m-long (about 3 miles) plumes will
occur about 12% of the time. Plumes 400 m (1/4 mile) above the tower can be expected to occur
about 25% of the time and at 800 m (1/2 mile) with a frequency of 10%. Greene County is an all-
season recreation and resort area and these plume frequencies can be expected to be a signifi-
cant factor in the aedthetic impact of the plant in any season. It is the staff's opinion that
the advantage gained by the lower profile of the circular mechanical-draf t cooling tower is
diminished by the fact that its plume frequencies and dimensions are comparable to those of the
proposed natural-draft cooling tower.

The photographs shown in this section and in Appendix M have had cooling towers and typical
plumes superimposed. The plumes' dimensions and frequencies are described in Appendix 0.

5.7.2.2 Evaluation of proposed facility's aesthetic impact from visually sensitive and
intensive-use locations

The Catskill Mountains rise in an abrupt escarpment from the Hudson River Valley (nearly sea
level) on the east to a plateau 3000 to 4000 ft high, which gently slopes downward to the west.
This east-facing escarpment forms a 20-mile wall between the cities of Kingston and Catskill.
It was the 16 to 20 sq mile area along this escarpment between the Kaaterskill Clove and the
town of Catskill that formed America's most famous resort area until the 1880s when the rail-
roads opened up the interior of the region's and tne country's mountains and provided convenient
access to other resort areas."

Figure 5.14a portrays the portion of the Hudson Valley and the Catskill Mountains relevant to
this study [with the 137-m (450-ft) cooling tower at Cementon shown at the center]. Figure
5.14b shows the same area but from a different perspective, and the cooling towers are shown at
the Cementon and Athens sites.

Visually sensitive and intensive-land-use locations for the photographs were determined by
beginning with those locations suppliad by the applic?nt and adding or deleting as the staff saw
appropriate (examples are Figs. 5.15 through 5.17; see Appendix M for a larger selection). The
photographs were taken in late April or early May of 1977 and 1978. The cooling towers and
plumes were superimposed by airbrush. In each photograph, the perspective and dimensions of the
plume, tower, and power plant (where shown) were calculated using the same formula used by the
applicant. ' Plume ren& rings are for a typical meteorological condition and are not meant to
represent an average or necessarily expected condition. In some cases the power plant in total
has not been s'" wn because the staff felt that the dominant aesthetic impact of the plant from
most of the cr cical viewing points would be the cooling tower and plume. Alternative cooling
tower options are shown for most locations in Appendix M. Since the scale of the plant in its

setting changes in appearance with observer location, the locations of the photographs chosen
give a full spectrum of landscape evaluations, from foreground to mid-ground to background
distances.

The observations of the staff's aesthetic analyst of the proposed plant's impact on the setting
in which it will be located accompany an artist's superimposed photographs in Appendix M,
Figs. M.3 through M.13.

5.7.2.3 Evaluation of proposed facility's aesthetic impact from potential viewer locations

The context or setting from which observations of the landscape are made is an important factor
in assessing the total perception of scenic quality. Other factors include cultural and economic
background, expectations, current state of mind, prior experience, etc. The experience of view-
ing a picturesque waterfall from a junkyard is different from the experience of viewing the same
waterfall from under a willow tree in a cool green meadow. In the same vein, the staff sought
to assess the scenic quality of the possible viewer settings as an input into the avialysis of
the perceptions of possible viewers.

11 h
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Fig. 5.14. Computer-drawn view from 70,000 ft, looking from northeast to the southwest.
Topography (and cooling tower) has been exaggerated five times in the vertical dimension.
Code: 1, hamlet of Cementon; 2, village of Germantown; 3, Olana; 4, Rip Van Winkle Bridge;
5, village of Hudson; 6, village of Athens; 7, North Lake State Camp; 8, scenic turnout on
Taconic Parkway; 9. Village of Catskill. The same view with the other cooling tower options
(two 380-f t natural-draf t towers and four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers) are shown
in Appendix M. Figs. M.1 and M.2.
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Fig. 5.16. View looking southwest from the Ulana historical site, about 6 miles from the
proposed power plant. About 70,000 people per year visit Olana, the estate of Hudson River
School painter Frederic Edwin Church. Church called this view "the bend in the river" and
painted it at least thrity-five times. One of the paintings, Wint* r Scene, Olana, was acclained
by John Howat (Curator of American Painting and Sculpture, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York City)66 as coming "as close to perfection as anything done by American artists painting
in the field."

The general historical importance of this view is described in detail in ref. 69. Suffice
it here to mention that this is a classical view, one of classical composition. Frederic Church
aligned the whole architectural and landscape architectural sequences and orientation of the
house and grounds to culminate with this view. In picturesque romantic tradition, he framed
it repeatedly - with trees and bushes, doors, and windows. The view has been called "one of
the best of the Hudson and the Catskills" by Robert Boyle.70 Russell Lynes, a former editor
of Harper's, called it "the finest view in the eastern United States."U Art historian Javid
Huntington of the University of Michigan has said, "It (Olana] has one of the most spect icular
views of any house in the eastern half of this continent."72 Photographs of this view have
appeared in ! rqireceivc arm wtux, Conaerstianist, Life, Am ri:1n Heritage, Anti p , and
in Howat's book, D:e Halsen Airar and Ita rainters. It has also been photographed by NBC for
television.

The fact that the view is currently so highly acclaimed and has been so frequently featured
for its rare scenic quality contradicts the contention that the cement plants have significantly
diminished the quality of this viee. At the distance of nearly 6 miles, only on clear days can
one see much more than the smokestack plumes from these plants. The proposed power plant, how-
ever, is so much larger than the cement plants that its cooling tower would still be easily seen
even on those hazy days when the plants are not easily discernible. The poder plant's cooling
tower pluce would be so much bigger than the plumes from the cement plants' smokestacks that
attention would likely be drawn to the power plant by the plume alone. (See ref. 69 for a more
thorough discussion of the current quality of the 01ana view.) It is not known on how many
days of the year the view from Olana is a hazy one. It is assumed that Olana is most heavily
visited in the summer months and most likely in the afternoon, when the power plant plume would
be at low visioility in terms of the sun angle. Toward sunset, a time of high visitation, the
power plant would not be as noticeable as it would be in the morning hours, due to lower plume
visibility and general silhouetting of the plant's structure. As twilight progressed, however,
the blinking safety strobe lights would begin to call attention to it and would likely disrupt,
to some degrce, observance of the sun setting over the Catskills.

It is at middle distances such as this in the view from Olana to the proposed plant that the
parts of the landscape begin to form a coherent whole - hills become ranges and trees become
forests. Because the scene begins to work as a whole, harmonious or incongruent interaction of
the parts often do not show up until the observer moves back to these middle distances. Con-
flicts in shape, scale, color, or form will be most visible here. For this reason, tF" aosthetic
analyst very critically observed this and other photographs from these distances and these
distances in the selection of photographs for the visual preference survey (Sect. 5.'

This view has strong focal aspects due to the convergence of land forms and water-!and edges
near its center, where the cement plants are located. The eye is naturally led to this dominant
focal point. In a U.S. Forest Service publication, the importance of such a focal point is
stated:

"From the standpoint of aesthetics, sites such as this [ focal landscapes in general)
are ideal for historical monuments, memorials, visitor centers, or other objects the
land manager wishes to bring to the attention of viewers. It is one of the worst
possible locations for a visually distasteful object."73
The fact that the Cementon location is so sensitive as a focal point and yet so generally

acclaimed for its current quality - despite the cement plants' presence - suggests that the
area is near a threshold level in terms of its capability to absorb further development without
significant visual degradation. It is the staff's position that this view is one of extremely
high scenic quality (its historical importance is treated in Sect. 5.7.3) and that further
development on the scale of the proposed power plant would degrade the view beyond a critical
threshold level. The result would be a very serious deleterious impact on a view nationally
important for its scenic beauty and historical meaning.
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Fig. 5.17. View looking east across the Hudson Valley from atop the Catskill Mountain
escarpment. Location is about 0.25 mile north of the site of the former Catskill Mountain
House, ab^ut 7 miles from the proposed power plant. The photograph was taken at the North
Lake State Camp, a 128-acre facility with 130 campsites and facilities for picnicking,
swimming, boating, and hiking.

The Catskill Mountain House, America's first mountain resort, was its most famous and
popular resort for 30 or more years. It was a central gathering spot for writers and artists of
the Romantic Movement. Located near Kaaterskill Clove and its picturesque views, the Mountain
House capped the visitor's experience with its sublime view over the Hudson Valley. The view
from the Mountain House has been acclaimed at various times by various authors as the finest in
the Catskills, the Hudson Valley, and the whole Eas' rn Seaboard. In its heyday, it was cer-
tainly one of the most famous vistas on the Atlantic coast. Washington Irving's opinion was
that the view from its lofty perch afforded "one of the finest prospects in the world."74
James Fenimore Cooper suggested that it afforded a panorama of "all creation."^ Historian
Roland Van Zandt found it not at all surprising that Cooper's Natty Bumppo considered Pine
Orchard (the Mountain House's sitc) "the greatest wonder of the American landscape. It was
Copper's own settled opinion."75 In The Picuers, Natty Bumppo comented to Hawkeye that the
view cf the Hudson River extended for 70 miles.75 This is only a slight exaggeration.

The accolades for the high quality of the view from Mountain House did not cease with the
decline of the Romantic Movement, the discoveries of America's spectacular West, or the advent
of the twentieth century. A recent comentator noted that "it is the view that made the
Catskills famous", and anyone visiting the scene in the middle of the twentieth century can
still agree with the American Geographical Societ; in saying that it "'can claim to be one of
the most inspiring views of the national domain east of the Rocky Mountains.'"76 Robert Boyle
writes of the present-day Hudson River: "The Catskill Mountains are the dominant feature of
the landscape of the mid-Hudson region. The views from the Catskills themselves are
superb The finest is from the top of South Mountain, where the old Catskill Mountain
House used to stand. During the nineteenth century, seeing the view from the Mountain House
was a must for foreign travelers "77 The prospect is so high that on a clear day one can see
into Connecticut. The latest hiking trail guidebook to the Catskills claims that the view
from a nearby landmark, Sunset Rock " offers one of the most impressive views anywhere of the
Hudson Valley."79 The trails around the Mountain House were once the most popular hiking trails
in all North America.7'i A New York State Historical Plaque marks the former location of the
Mountain House, explains its historical importance, and points out the view. A short trail
(0.2 mile) from the North Lake State Camp parking area leads to this prospect.

It is the opinion of the staff that the visual impact of the power plant is considerable
even at this distance. The vista is a broad, undirected, panoramic view - unlike the Olana
view - which is framed to create the effect of a two-dimensional painting. Although the North
Lake view would be affected by the plant in only a small portion of its expanse, the scale of
the plant would most likely draw the observer's attention to that direction. The real impact,
however, is the total aesthetic one. At this distance and elevation, the cement plants are
barely visible. It is the staff's conclusion that the addition of the power plant would draw
attention to thi; area and stamp this rural, pastoral view with the connotative label of heavy
industry.
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The staff assessed the existing scenic quality of the possible viewer settings surrounding the
Cementon site and analyzed the results in terms of whether or not a proposed plant would be
visible from an observer setting having a given scenic quality level. An appropriate plant
location is one having low visibility or, if visibility is high, the scenic quality of those
lands having visual access is low.

Appendix M explains the methodology used and results obtained from this analysis. The Camenton
site with its rolling hills has somewhat limited visibility, especially from the western side of
the Hudson River. The scenic quality of these lands is, however, relatively high. From the
information above, then, it is difficult to make solid conclusions on the suitability of the
Cementon site. The low visibility favors the proposed plant location, whereas the high scenic
quality of the surrounding land suggests that the proposed site is not an appropriate location.

Regarding reliance on visibility aspects, the staff notes that whereas people may reside in a
specific locale, they live (work, shop, attend school, etc.) at a regional level. Undue emphasis
on visibility assessments alone can ignore this and be misleading. The plant's visibility from
the home is not less important than its visibility when comnuting or on other daily travel
routes, but neither is it the only consideration. In an era of modern mobility, a large cooling
tower (especially when considered with its plume) does not hide behind hills all the time.

5.7.2.4 Visually critical areas

Scenic resources occur in the landscape in two different forms. The first is that of landscape
character, the type of scenic quality just described in the model in the previous section and is
related to the general visual impression of a region as a whole. Scenic features are the other
form of scenic resources. They can be prime examples of a given landscape character or be
different from it, thus providing positive contrast with it.

According to Harper:

" Scenic landform features can be peaks or summits, cliffs, escarpments, palisades,
rock outcrops, isolated hil's or mountains, gorges, and ravines or cloves. Scenic
water features can be waterfalls, cascades, rocky creeks, isolated or ' %ked lakes
and reservoirs, wetlands, and edges of rivers. Scenic land use feature, can appear
as outstanding examples of vegetative patterns, parks, unique farms, rural hamlets,
or dramatic buildings, bridges, or other structures noted for their architectural
or general form against the sky."'

Using these examples of scenic features, Harper's colleagues surveyed the scenic features through-
out the Hudson Valley. They used specified criteria to rate the importance of each feature.
Harper's group lists 17 sites within 10 miles of the Cementon site (9 of state-level importance,
7 of regional importance, and 1 of local importance).

In 1971, tha Greene County Planning Department published an inventory of the county's natural
and scenic features. Within Greene County, the authors of this reportM list 18 sites of high-
quality natural features (" areas such as waterfalls and gorges which have potential or present
value as scenic or recreational resources for the general public") within 10 miles of the
Cementon site (see map 1 in ref. 81). Using criteria more appropriate to a subregional 1 ' vel
analysis than were Harper's, they listed the scenic views and scenic points of interest. The
Cementon 10-mile radius included 21 sites (see map 2 in ref. 81).

Misfits in the environment can be nearly as important as scenic features. They distract the
viewer and tend to leave a negative impression of the character of an area. Misfits can be
natural (fire scars, mud slides, etc.) or man-made (junk yards, unsightly signs, deteriorating
structures,etc.). Using map 5 in the Greene County study,el 10 examples of misfits within a
10-mile radius of Cementon are cited.

Note that many types of misfits can be removed or improved or, conversely, created. By the
time the proposed plant was built, the Greene County study would be about 15 years old and many
changes would likely have occurred. Scenic or natural features are more permanent features of
the landscape, but they can be degraded by misfits.

The staff has not field-checked the listings in either of these reports. The Greene County
report is somewhat limited for use in this analysis because a 10-mile radius from the Cementon
site includes large areas of Ulster County for which no information has been examined. There

,. _ . , _ _ . . .. . _ . . . . _ _ . . _ _ . . - - . - - . . . - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - - - - - - .
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would most likely be more scenic features listed within the Cementon area if this information
had been examined because of its proximity to the Catskills and Kaaterskill Clove. Of course,
more misfits could have been recorded, also. The Harper report 00 serves as a check on thisconstraint in the use of the Greene County report 81

tion in toto. and the two tend to give congruent informa-

The chief influence on the scenic quality of the Cementon site area is its close proximity
to the Catskills. This has given it a high number of viewing points, more waterfalls, rapids,picturesque creeks, etc.

5.7.2.5 Aesthetic impact of the transmission system

A description of the applicant's transmission system can be found in ref. 82, and an analysis
of its impact on terrestrial systems is in Sect. 3.7 of this statement. The applicant placed
considerable emphasis on aesthetic and visibility concerns in determining alternatives and a
primary route for the proposed 345-kV transmission lines.

To perform the analysis, the applicant used a systematic approach at different scales, beginning
with an analysis of the region's scenic resources and narrowino " : focus on the specific
impacts of one preferred route. At the corridor selection level, the applicant used a visual
sensitivity analysis to compare various corridors. The sensitivity analysis consisted of

1. inventorying and mapping designated scenic areas (designated by government agencies or
the applicant's staff from field inspection);

2. locating existing and proposed travel routes and their intensity of use as ar. indicator
of numbers of people who could see the transmission corridor;

3. measuring and mapping (by zones) the distance from which a corridor might be seen; and4
inventorying and mapping specific natural and man-made features that might be vulnerableto visual impact.

The resultant sensitivity maps 3 provides a basis for comparing competing corridors and corridorsegments.

Overall, the applicant sought to minimize visual impact in the corridor and route s.sectionprocess by
1. maximizing the use of existing utility corridors;
2. avoiding as much as possible areas of high visibility such as ridge tops and steep

slopes where the standards and poles could be seen silhouetted against th'_ sky or
where access roads might leave unsightly scars; and

3. the selection of a variety (in materials and design) of transmission structures.

The app 1tcant tried to avoid having the transmission lines cross heavily traveled roadways,
except at those areas where existing topography, land-use patterns, and forest vegetation wouldhelp to screen or accornodate the structures. Specific right-of-way appearances and screening
strategies are at the narrowest scale of analysis, and the applicant will be required to submit
these plans when an Environmental Management and Construction Plan is developed.

The staff considers that the applicant used a satisfactory process for corridor and route selec-
tion in terms of the consideration of the potential visual impacts due to construction and
maintenance of the transmission lines from the Cementon location to the Leeds substation.
Adequate measures have been taken to minimize impact in corridor and route selection, and the
applicant has addressed the important issues regarding the mitigation of those impacts that areunavoidable.

Nearly any corridor the applicant chooses in traversing the Cementon to Leeds distance does,however, cause significant aesthetic impacts. As documented in this section, the area is rich
in scenic, historical, and cultural qualities which are scarce within the Hudson Valley betweenNew York and Albany. The lines will cross some historical transportation routes (e.g., the
Mohican Trail) and go near some historical sites (e.g., Salisbury Manor and the Newkirk Home-
stead), but, more importantly, it will become an additional industrial intrusion (enlarging old
and adding new corridor segments) into an area rich with a rural village ambience and havinguncornon scenic, historical, and cultural qualities.
some of the long-term local opposition to large transmission lines.Section 2.3.4 of this statement documents

_ . _
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From a study of the scenic quality of land areas within a 5-mile radius of the Cementon and
'

Athens sites (methodology explained in Appendix M), the land with the highest scenic quality is
found to be the very land that will be traversed by the Cementon to Leeds line. Nearly any
corridor would either have to parallel or cross the Hudson River (unacceptable alternatives) or
cross these lands. From Fig. 5.18, it can be seen that the applicant's preferred route dues
indeed cross these lands for most of its length. (Note that some f these lands that are terped :

" highly scenic" already have transmission lines and rights-of-way. This factor is accounted for
in the process that models scenic quality.)

Clearly, from the aspect of the aesthetic impact of the transmission lines, the Cementon plant
location entails seriou" :osts in terms of length and routing. The impacts from the Cementon
to Leeds lines, although significant, are not, however, on the same order as the other aesthetic
impacts associated with the Cementon location.

5.7.2.6 Conclusions

From the total perspective of the analysis of what is there to be seen in this stretch of the
mid-Hudson Valley and how this area might be affected by the construction and operation of the
proposed power plant, the GCNPP at the Cementon location is seen to be quite disruptive to the
existing scenic ambience. The analysis of the individual photographs from visually sensitive
and intensively used areas points to this conclusion. The relatively high number of scenic
features in the Cementon area underscores the uncommon ambience of the area. Although the hilly
terrain surrounding the Cementon site diminishes its visibility, it also enhances its scenic
quality. The construction and operation of the power plant would seriously affect an area of
high scenic quality for the Hudson Valley, one of unique rural and small village atmosphere.

5.7.3 Historical jnd cultural context

The staff explored the physical, cultural, and historical contexts within which the proposed
power plart would exist. The staff used an analysis that continually narrowed in scale frcm the
larger New England landscape and nineteenth century times down to the actual importance and
present-day quality of the view from the Olana National Historic Landmark. In each incremental
focal step, the important point was the emphasis on uniqueness or special quality. In this
respect, all the focal steps begin to interrelate and the cumulative uniqueness or cumulative
rpecial quality emerges. Because of this aspect of the assessment, the reader is urged to read
the more detailed account of this research in ref. 69.

At the broadest level, the second quarter of the nineteenth century was one of rapid change in
America. The Erie Canal was opened in 1825, the railroad emerged in the next decade, and
nationalism as a mood was a source of pride in the new and growing country. The nation was
certainly evolving as a growing productive society, but it had no art that it could call its
own. European cultural influences were still dominant. America's wilderness was per:eived
as a liability. This stigma began to change in 1825 when writer William Cullen Bryant and
landscape painter Thomas Cole moved to New York City. They catalyzed a Romantic Movement which
swept the country for the next 50 years, one which still influences America. Subdivisons, city
parks, and suburban homes are still laid out according to theories of picturesque landscaping
developed in that period.

James Fenimore Cooper's "Leatherstocking Tales" and Washington Irving's Slcepy Hollou and Rip
van Winkle emerged from a unique area of New York -- and mid-Hudson Valley. This area soon
flowered as the geographical center for inspiration for the Romantic Movement. New York City's
bustling business community provided the patronage needed to fuel artistic endeavors. Thomas
Cole became known as the founder of the He; son River School of painters, America's first
indigenous fine-art form. In these landscape paintings, America as a nation of art separated
itself from European themes. The inspiration for these painters was nature. Portraying its
glorification and the ways it revealed the Divinity's plans for America consumed the artists'
spirits during the entire Romantic period. A 10-mile radius around the proposed power plant
would take in literally dozens of the scenic views and picturesque areas that were eventually
transferred to canvases now hanging in the country's major museums and art galleries.

Concomitant with this obsession with nature, the mid-nineteenth century artists had to deal with
~

a major reality -- technology had begun to change the pastoral, agrarian America. At first this
bothered no one; it was, on the contrary, welcome. Finally the American continent's vast scale

.
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would be overcome and its resources opened up to the citizenry. The belief was that technology
and the country's vast land resources would coalesce into a civilization that would spread across
the continent (Manifest Destiny) and the people would live in a land not of the Jeffersonian
country gentleman's dream, but one of a middle area, a compromise between agrarian idyll and
technological reality. Few at the time truly foresaw what the dimensions'of that technological
reality would be. The tension between the agrarian dream and the emerging industrialism spawned
a romantic motif given image by the landscape painters. The image was one of an arcadian middle
ground where man blissfully lived part in the city and part in the country. The tensions of the
decade preceding the Civil War also generated the country's first great literary works, those of
Poe, Melville Hawthorne, Thoreau, Whitman, Dana, etc. The city-country dualism was the major
inspiration to these writers and continues to be to more modern writers (e.g.. F. Scott Fitzgerald,
William Faulkner, Ernest Hemingway, Norman Mailer).

The public was looking for leaders to explain the new meaning of a nation dividing itself
politically (North and South) and of a paradise being invaded. The landscapists gave them
what they wanted tc hear and see - everything was not merely stable, but was beginning to
flower into a New Eden and they were the New Adams. The American nation, as they popularized
it, was on the threshold of a ne, Genesis.

From this group of Hudson River painters emerged one key leader in this critical decade.
Frederic Edwin Church was the most popular and best known painter in the country in the 1850s
and 1860s. According to John Wilmerding, Curator of American Painting and the Senior Curator
at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. , " Church is one of cur most significant
nineteenth century artists, perhaps the one most technically accomplished and intellectually
most representative of American cultural attitudes in the middle decade of the century."84
Church " distilled the national vision and gave it visibility,"*+ Life magazine called Church
"the Michelangelo of landscape art."HS Theodore Stebbins, Curator of American Painting at the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, said that Church was "the most important of American landscape
painters."" University of Michigan art historian David Huntington wrote of Church's presence
in his unique time: " Church's hand held the pulse of a generation, not just arv generation."e7

His talent was put to use in a thirty-year struggle foi artistic excellence in the creation of
his estate, Olana, about 6 miles from the proposed power plant. This estate (house and 327-acre
grounds, in a pastoral setting) is one of the few surviving Victorian estates still in a setting
comparable to its nineteenth century environs. It has been called the most spectacularly sited
mansion in the country and it may be on the best site in the eastern United States (see ref. 69).
The view from Olana has been universally acclaimed in the art history world. The Yeo Yo M Ti-va
editorially referred to Olana as "the essence of the Hudson River School of painting one
of America's great cultural monuments the authentic aesthetic expression of a unique
monument in art and time."" An article in the Su br h Rwicu referred to the 01ana site as~

"a symbol, even the apotheosis, of all Hudsor P.iver landscapes."83 The Curator of American
Painting at the Museum of Fine Art in Bostom said that Olana "is the best place to feel the
spirit of the artist coming together with nature as it was in the nineteenth century."M
Olana is special not only because of its siting or architecture or status as the home and studio
of a preeminent painter. Its real value lies in the combination of special times, special site,
special view, and special creator, that is, in the elefer.x still surviving in Church's
mid-Hudson estate.

Dr. Barbara Novak, Chairman of the Department of Art History at Barnard College and Professor of
Art History at Columbia University, said of the setting of Olana, its ambience, "The Cementon-
Athens area is the heat of American nineteenth century culture."31 "If anyone were to ask me
to pinpoint on the entire continent of the U.S. [ sic] one area of landscape that the nation
as a whole and the federal government specifically should designate as a national landmark, as
a step toward the preservation of our American past and culture, I would chocse this area."32
John Wilmerding of the National Gallery of Art joins Novak in this regard: " Portions of the
Hudson should be kept as pure as Yosemite and this is one of them. There are some crucial
places which should be forever wild - one can fairly argue that this is one."H

At the same scale as the importance of Olana's ambience the focus moved to Olana's landscape,
landscaped views, and the southwesterly view in particular (Fig. 5.16). Architectural historians
Goss " and Scully % felt the efforts by Church to take advantage of this view with masterly
landscaping according to the theories of picturesque landscaping rank second only to his paint-
ings in Church's creativity (see ref. 69). It was noted that several critics believe, along
with art historian David Huntington, tnat Olana "has one of the most i.pectacular views of any
house in the eastern half of this continent."72 Olana was sited atop its hill because of the
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soutb-asterly view and oriented directly towards it: "The whole point of Olana is the view"
(Sc .sy);96 "It [tte view] is what makes Olana. It is why Church located the house where he did"
(Slavin);37 "It was sited because of the view" (Wilmerding);98 or, "This [the view] is why
Church chose the site, this is why it is so important" (Howat).99

In further narrowing the analysis to examine the importance of this view, it was found that
Frederic Church named this view the " bend in the river." It was the Olana view. The Church
family oriented their lives to it; Church painted it at least 35 times; Church commissioned

' a local Hudson painter, Arthur Parton, to make three paintings of it; Church built a lake, in
part to enhance this view; he created the total landscape's architectural sequences and the
house's architectural sequences to climax at the framing of that view. One painting of that
view has emerged today with the critical blessing of John Howat, the Curator of American
Painting in the Metropolitan Museum of Art: "[it
done by American artists painting in the field."6] comes as close to perfection as anything

Having thus focused sharply on the value and importance of the very view in question in the
aesthetic impact assessnent of the proposed power plant, the present quality of that view in
particular and the mid-Hudson area in general was examined. It was found that most people
(local residents, art historians, and mass media representatives) acknowledge the presence of
cement plant activity as unfortunate, but praise the area's pastoral intactness relative to the
rest of the Hudson Valley. Repeated mention of the Hudson Highlands and the view from Olana
as being superior to any other stretches of the Hudson Valley clearly suggests this area of
the river is an endangered survivor of the last century's urbanization. The Hudson's diversity,
the source of its charm, is dependent on such remnant links being protected against insensitive
developnen t.

As a final assessment of the consequence of the fine focus on the view from Olana, art historians
and lay people as well were queried as to what effect the proposed power plant at Cementon would
have on the quality of the view from Olana (Fig. 5.16b). The art historians were shown selected
photographs (such as those shown in Figs. M.3 through M.15 and in the applicant's Environmental
Report) and Article VIII application lC3 prepared by both the staff and the applicant for the
Cementon and Athens sites. A clear " devastating" was recorded.

Olana's importance lies in the visitor there having the ability to understand Church's world, :

America in one of its most critical decades. The floodgates of technology opened af ter the
Civil War, and the country and the land were transformed. Finance capitalism, the robber barons,
the telegraph, and the railroad became kings. An addition to these blows to their middle-ground
ccnceptions, the Romantics were lef t in the wake of Darwin's revolutionary concepts. It
appeared to them that no deity had a plan for America. The Romantic had an empty philosophy
and no audience. At Olani, however, the romantic world still lives. One can see and try to
understand the vast panorama of the American nation looking confidently westward across the
continent with great expectations. The construction of the power plant at the Cementon loca-
tion would narrow the blinds on this window to the " minds of our ancestors."301 The arthistorians emphasize that there are not many of these windows lef t. Church's " window" at Olana
appears to be one of the largest and clearest. Without its nineteenth centurv ambience, Olana
becomes merely a pretty museum and another historical estate.

In response to the staff's questions, John Wilmerding, the Senior Curator of the National
Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., has written his opinions regarding the proposed powerplant at Cementon and its relation to Olana:

"I think there is a subtle but important contrast between preserving the views from
Olana and other well-known scenic vistas in this country, related to artistic images
or otherwise. While it would be desirable to save intact the views of Niagara falls,
Kaaterskill Clove, the Catskill Mountain House, the Schuylkill River of Eakin's
Max Schmitt, for example, the Olana landscape is ur.ique in being a total synthesis
of distinctive scenic beauty and important artist's original house, studio, collec-
tion, and grounds. In other words, we ought to preserve not merely a beautiful view
in its own right, but one integrally fused with an extant embodiment of the very
artist's vision which helped to define for Americans a century ago the significance
of our national panorama. What I am urging is saving both the view of as well as the
view from sonething. io disrupt one, in my opinion, irrevocably damages the other.
Whatissupremelyimportanthere,Ibelieve,isthat{oupreserveanAmericanlandscape not just to be seen, but to be understood." 02
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For this reason and from the perspective of the 1 esthetic impact on the nation's cultural,
scenic, and historical resources, the staff cont udes that the proposed plant as presently
designed is not acceptable at the Cementon location.

From a briefer and more limited analysis of alternative cooling technologies, the staff also
concludes that the two 380-f t natural-draf t cooling towers and the four 171-f t fan-assisted
natural-draf t cooling towers proposed by the applicant also render the Cementon location
unacceptable for a nuclear power plant. The staf f's alternative - three 18-m-tall, 96-m-wide,
circular mechanical-draft cooling towers - would still produce a power plant with an extremely
negative aesthetic impact on the Cementon location. The towers' significantly visible plumes
and increased areal disturbance from the whole power plant complex are very highly inappro-
priate at the Cementon location.

5.7.4 Analysis of who does the seeing

This aspect of the analysis is the subjective facet since it deals with the subject, that is,
the person doing the sensing. Mult1 dimensional phenomena of a complex nature dominate the
interplay between man and his physical environment. For the full richness of these processes
to be retained, the relevant analyses must inciude variables derived from approaches that
describe the individual and his social setting along with descriptions of the physical envi-
ronment.103 Because a landscape canposition is more than the aggregation of its component
parts (the analysis in Sect. 5.7.2), research must turn to the people who see the landscape
as a whole. Even an exhaustive set of relevant landscape elements can never totally explain
the variation in scenic preference. Modeling and measurement techniques must be combined with
a preference approach to assess the whole.

The staff's aesthetic analyst visited the area of the two sites for one and one-half days in
April 1977, mainly for initial reconnaissance and to take photographs. In April 1978, the
analyst spent four days to take more photographs, to interview local residents, realtors, and
public officials, and to search the applicant's files of newspaper clippings for evidence of
local concern about aesthetic, cultural, and historical issues. One month later, the analyst
conducted a visual preference survey; three days were spent administering a questionnaire to
local residents and recres;ionists.

One concern was whether an aesthetic sensitivity was suddenly being embraced by the local
population because of the opposition to the proposed facility or was there a long-standing,
broad-based commitment to the arts, scenic quality, historical preservation and restoration,
and recreation. The proposed facility, could, alternatively, have stimulated latent public
sentiment regarding these concerns; this would make such sentiment no less valid just because
it was aroused through public discussion of a proposed change. Whether this sentiment would
remain in the public tonsciousness and become a more perman(nt part of the local sense of
heritage would be difficult to discern.

5.7.4.1 Visual preference survey

The staff used a visual preference survey to assess, in part, how the people who live in the
area, the prime user group to be affected, feel about their environment and possible changes
in that environment. The survey consisted of showing forty photographs of the local landscape,
some with cocling towers or cement plants superimposed on them. Additionally, two pages of
written questions aided in the interpretation of the responses by providing information on the
respondents' attitudes regarding the proposed facility, their frequency of use of local recrea-
tional areas, and their background. Appendix N explains the method employed in conducting
and evaluating the visual preference survey.

5.7.4.2 Conclusions

From personal interviews, newspaper articles, and the visual preference survey, the staff con-
cluded that the populations who will be doing the viewing of the proposed facility:

1. are likely to be strongly opposed to any type of power plant at either location;
2. are likely to be strongly opposed to large natural-draf t cooling towers in their landscapes;
3. have apparently adjusted through familiarity or some other mechanisms to the presences of

cenent plants in ineir landscape;

s
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4. perceive their area of the Hudson Valle
area between New York City and Albany;6g as having the highest scenic quality of any

5. strongly prefer the scenic quality perceived in natural or rural landscapes;
6. recognize the view from Olana as one of at least outstanding regional scenic quality;
7. are very fond of and very frequent users of Olana and the North Lake State Camp for

their long-distance vistas as well as for their recreational opportunitics.

Based on these conclusions, it appears that the proposed facility is highly unwelcome and
inappropriate from the local residents' perspective. Aesthetics is important to these
people.

5.7.5 Conclusions

The staff's combination of approaches is briefly presented en Table 5.28 to serve as a review
of the findings regarding the assessment rather than a boxscore that can be neatly summed.

The conclusion of the staff is that the construction and operation of the proposed power plant
at Cementon would entail an unacceptable aesthetic impact on 1 cal regional an nationalhistorical, scenic, and cultural resources. However,afeasibkeaiternative,cooingsysten
(circular mechanical draf t towers) would still have an extremely negative aesthetic impact at
the Cementon site.

Table 5.28. Review of staff's findings regarding aesthetic
arnpacts at the Cementon site

Analysis of what is these to be seen (Sect 5.7 21
Visualiy cotical a,eas (Sect. 5.7 2 3) Very negative
Visibility (Sect. 5. 7.2 3) 55% (see Appendeu M)
Ex tant scenic quatity (Sett 5.7 2 3) Sl+ghtly higher quahty

Visually sensitive and high intensity land use locations * Very negateve

E f fect on region's and Nation's historic and cultural Very negative
resources (Sect. 5.7.3)

Analysis of who will be doing the seeing (Sect. 5 7.41
Interviews Negatne
Newspaper articles Negative
Survey isect. 5 7.4.1) Negative

*See Sect. 5. 7 2.2.
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6. ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND MONITORING PROGRAMS

6.1 PRE 0PERATIONAL PROGRAMS

6.l.1 Hydrological

The applicant has sponsored preoperational water quality and hydrographic studies. Details of
the water quality study are given in Sect. 2.5.3.1 and in the ER, Sect. 6.1.1.1.2. Details of
the hydrographic study are provided in the ER, Sect. 6.1.1.1.1. This field work has been com-
bined with analyses of historical data from a number of stations, as well as from the applica-
tion of mathematical models, to establish the properties of the entire Hudson River, along with
the near-site area.

6.1.2 Meteorological

Meteorological obst .ations on the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (GCNPP) site were made on
a 400-ft instrumented tower during the period June 1, 1973, through May 31, 1974. The tower
was situated about 1900 ft south of the proposed containment struc+.re. It is planned to move
the meteorological tower north of the plant structure to approximately the same distance,
1900 ft. The average values of meteorological parameters are not expected to change signifi-
cantly after this move. Measurements made on the tower include the following parameters:

Wind direction and speed - 33, 200, and 400 ft
Ambient temperature - 33 ft
Dew-point temperature - 33 and 400 ft
Temperature difference (AT) - 33 and 200, 33 and 400 ft

All heights are above ground level. Additional measurements were made near the tower, includ-
ing solar radiation on the recorder shelter at 12 ft and precipitation at ground level. The
instrumentation used for the meteorological observations fulfills the recomendations and
intent of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.23 Onsite wrecrMynI Tragers.1 One full year of meteoro-
logical data, including joint frequency distributions of wind speed by direction and atmospheric
stability, has been presented and serves as the basis for detemining annual average relative
concentrations (x/Q) at various points of interest surrounding the plant (ER, Sect. 6.1.3).
The data presented were for wind speed and direction at the 33-f t level and the temperature
difference between 33 and 200 ft, for stability determination. The rate of data recovery for
these corrbined events was 95.9% for the year.

The data described were used in a Gaussian diffusion model, with allowances for building-induced
wake effects,2 to determine the x/Q values. In an effort to present a realistic evaluation of
the plant in accordance with Appendix ! criteria (10 CFR Part 50),3 corrections for varying
times of radioactive decay and deposition and terrain were applied to the model. The results
of the calculations at selected points are given in Sect. 5.

6.1.3 Ecological

6.1. 3.1 Terrestrial

The applicant's terrestrial preoperational monitoring program is divided into tnree phases: an
initial intensive study; interim, or preconstruction, studies; and late construction studies.
Detailed information on terrestrial biota has been obtained from the intial intensive study (FR,
Sect. 6.1.4.3), and this information should aid in predicting the potential effects of plant
construction and operation on the ecosystem. Qualitative interim, or preconstruction, studies,
including periodic sampling, will be conducted during the time between the end of the intensive

6-1
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study and the beginning of construction to provide updated information to assist in detecting
any changes taking place prior to construction activities. The vegetation will be checked for
obvious perturbations, and a qualitative survey of vertebrates will be made to monitor any
major changes in abundance or species composition of bird and large-mamal communities (ER,
Sect. 6.1.4.3.2). A similar sampling program will be initiated during late construction af ter
most of the restoration has been corpleted. These studies will specifically include the study
of any parameters identified as susceptible to impact due to plant operation.

6.1.3.2 Aquatic

The aquatic preoperational sampling program is divided into four phases: (1) an initial inten-
sive study and (2) preconstruction, (3) post-dredging, and (4) late constr ction studies. The
initial intensive study was designed to provide a comprehensive description of the aquatic
ecology in the vicinity of the GCNPP and was condacted from mid-May 1973 through June 1974.
Sampling of ichthyoplankton and juvenile fish was also conducted from May through October 1977.

lhe aquatic ecology sampling stations were positioned on a grid system designed to Cover the
Hudson River study area (Fig. 6.1). In addition to measurements of various water quality param-
eters, the initial intensive study considered phytoplankton, zocplankton, aquatic macroflora,
benthos, periphyton, ichthyoplankton, and fish. These sampling programs that composed the
initial intensive study are discussed in detail below.

Water qud ity

Measurefrents on water quality were taken along transect 4 (Fig. 6.1) at seven equally spaced
stations designated 4P (at the intake structure), 4Q, 4R, 4S, 4T 4U, and 4V (ER, Fig. 6.1-3).
The water quality parameters were divided into two groups: those that were expected to vary
in concentration with depth and those that were not. Each parameter was measured either daily,
weekly, monthly, or quarterly. Table 6.1 lists the physical and chemical parameters invcsti-
gated by the applicant ard the type of sampling program (s) used.

Phytopl a nk ton

Replicate whole-water simples were collected with a 6-liter Van Dorn water bottle according to
the sampling schedule outlined in Table 6.2. Species densities were computed as numbers and
otomass. To obtain biomass estimates, cell dimensions were reasured using a Whipple ocular
micrometer. By applying these dimensions to simple geometric shapes ccnforming to those of
the cells, blovolume was computed and converted to dry weight.

Zooplankton

Samples were taken at subsurface and middepth stations with a Tucker trawl and at of f-bottom
stations with a codified epibenthic sled (Table 6.2). Both devices had an effective mouth

2opening of 1.0 m and nets of 333-u mesh. The Tucker trawl was towed into the current at a
constant water velocity of 1.0 m/sec for 5 to 7 m'n per net. The epibenthic sled was towed
into the current at a constant water velocity of 0.5 m/sec for 3 to 5 min per net.

Aquatic macroflora

Aquatic macroflora beds within a l-mile section of the Hudsen River study area (grid lines 1
through 6. Fig. 6.1) were mapped and quantitatively sampled in August and October of 1973 and
in March of 1974. Emergent plant communities were sampled by constant-area samplers (0.10-
and 0.25-m2 enclosures), and submergent plant beds were sampled witt an Ekman dredge (525 cm ).2

Frequency of occurrence, average emergent shoot density, and aboveground biomass of each
species in each major plant comunity were determined.
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TatWe 6.1. Sampling programs used to measure Hudson River water quaiety parameters from May 1973 through May 1974

Par ameter Sampimg program' Par ameter Sampi.ng program'

Biological ox ygen demand DI W.01 Hardness, total D2, M 2,02
Conductrvity, specific D1.W.01 f ron, total D2.M2,02
N.trogen, ammonia D 1, W, M1, 01 Lead M2 O2
Nitrogen, nitrate 01, W, M1. 01 L.th rum D2,M2,02
Nittogen, organic D I, W. M 1,01 Magneuum D2, M2, 02
Nitrogen, total Kselda',1 D 1, W. M1 Manganese, total M2, 02
Oxygr n dissolved DI,W,01 Methyl us ange alkalinity M2,02
pH D I, W. M1,01 Mercur y, total M2,02
Phosphate, orthc D 1, W, M1, 01 Moly tWenum, total D2. M2,02
Phosphate total D 1, W. 01 Nickel, total D2, M2, O2
Solais, total suspended 01, W. M 1. 01 N trogen, nitr!te W. M 1
Solids, total dissolved D1,W,01 Oil and geease M2,02
Tur tudity D1, M2 Phenolphthalein alkalinity M2,02
Water temperature DI.W,01 Phenois, total M2,02
Aluminum, total M 2, 02 Phosphate, condensed W. M I
Bacteria, fecal celeform (MF) D2, M1 Phosphate, organic W. M I
Bacteria, total coliform (MF) D2,M1 Potassium D2. M 2, Q2
Berythum, total M2, 02 Saca, as S 0; D2, W. O 1
Baron, total D2, M2,02 Sodium D 2, M 2, 02
Cadmium, total M2, O2 Sol.ds, volatde M2,02
Calcium M 2, 02 Sulfates D2, M2, 02
Chemical omygen demand D2, W. M 1,01 Su! fides M2
Chlorides D2.M2,O2 Surf actants, total (VBAS) D2, V2, 02
Chromium, total D2,M2,02 Vaadium, totat D2, M2. 02
Color, true and apparent M2. 02 Zmc, total D2, M2,02
Copper, total D2,M2,O2 I

a -_

*Six sampling programs were used by the applicant D1 - Samples were taken every 2 hr during a 25 br period horv,1 f t
below the surface (S), at middepth (M) and I f t above bottom IB) at stations 4P,4 R,4T, and 4V. D2 - Samp% were taken
every 2 he during a 25 hr period from pointi S, M, and B in the water column at station 4P and from maddenth at stat rons 4 R,
4T, and 4V. W - Samptes were taken weekly from points S, M, and B in the water wlumn at stat,on 4P M1 - Samples were
taken monthly from points S, M, and B in the water column at stat.on 4P J2 - Samples were taken monthly hom middepth
at station 4P. 01 - Samples were taken quarterly from points S, M, and B in the water column at stations 4P,40,4R. 45. 4T,
4U, and 4V. 02 - Duplicate samples were taken quarterly frorn m.ddepth at stations 4P,40,4R,4S,4 T,4U and 4V.

Source E R. T.bles 61.I theough 615

Benthos

2Triplicate Ponar grab samples (525 cm ) were taken according to the schedule described in
Table t In the laboratory, samples were washed on a 500-u screen and treated with rose-'

bengal aye to facilitate subsequent sorting and identification.

Periphyton

Periphyton was monitored at stations A3 and A5 (see Fig. 6.1) using a modified artificial-
substrate sampling device that held 24 standard glass slides and was anchored 50 cm below the
surface. Af ter the first month, a pair of month-colonization slides was removed from each
sampler and replaced by a pair of clean slides, a procedure that was repeated each month
thereafter. Natural-substrate sampling was also employed due to the loss or destruction of
artificial-substrate samplers.

Ichthyoplankton

Ichthyoplankton samples were taken by the same gear used for zooplankton, according to the
schedule given in Table 6.3. Because the spawning of some species (primarily clupeids) had
taken place prior to May 12 the initial date of the 1973 sampling program, sampling of
ichthyoplankton was continued in 1974. This latter program was modif1eo :o include off-bottom
sampling in shallow-water areas (stations A1-2, A3-5, A7-8, El-2, E3-5. E7-?, and J3-5).

..
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-
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Tatde 6.3. Ichthyoplankton sampimg programs conducted at the Cementon site in 1973,1974, and 1977

Location m
Sampimg period Stationsd the water Per iod' Comments

hcolumn

1973 B3 5, C3 5 S. M, 8 O BW No samples taker' at B3 5 on May 12
(May 12-July 17) N M

D35 S. B D M

N M Sampled on June 21 only

E35 M D M

N M Samp4d on June 21 only

J3 5 M D BW

N M

1974 B3 5. C3 5 S, B D W E =cluding second week af Apr J
( April 5-June 28) N M

M D BW E mcieng last week in May and June
N M

D35 S. B D W E scluding first an 1 second weeks of
N BM April

E3 5 M D M

N BM
J3 5 M D BW E ucludmg tast week in May and June

N M

A3 5. E3 5 B D. N W E mcluding first and third weeks in April
A12, A7 8. E l 2, 8 D. N M

E7 8 J3 5

1977 A12, A3 5. E l 2 B D. N W (May, Junel
(May 7-July 21) J1-2,H1,H2 BW (July)

B12. B3 5. C12 S. M, 8 D. N W (May, Junel
P12 BW (July)

*See Fig 61 for locatsn of sampi.ng stations :n Hudson Re.cr.
b 5 = subsurf ace; M = middepth, B = of f bottom.
cD = day; N = n ght.
# N = weekly; BW = biweekly, M = monthly, BM = tumonthly.
Stnieces:
1. E R, Tables 6.1 12 and 6.1 13R.

2 Stone and Webster Engmeerm9 Corporation. Entramment Assessment - 1977 le hrhyoplankron Data. February 1978. Table 1 IExh. bit-

J 129, "Jomt Hearing Transcripts," p. J 15006L

Samples were taken with a 1/2-m epibenthic sled with an effective mouth opening of 0.25 m2
and a 505-u mesh net, since the 1-m gear could not be used in shallow water. Both gear types
were u;ed in the 1977 fchthyoplankton program. About 140 samples were taken on 6 sampling

i 1973. The sampling effort was increased considerably in the following years. Ini

1974, about 300 samples were taken on 13 dates, whereas 689 samples were collected on 10
dates in 1977. In addition, a gear comparison study was *nducted at station B1-2 in 1977.
Six tows with each of the two gear types (1- and 0.5-m er benthic sled) were taken on May 20,
June 4, and June 18.

Fish

A variety of gear was ilsed to sample the fish populations in the vicinity of the site. The
sampling program for each gear type is given in Table 6.2.

A 100-ft beach seine wi.10.37-in. mesh in the wings and 0.185-in. mesh in the bunt was used to
sample shallow inshore waters. Electroshocking was used at sampling stations in near-shore
and shoal areas having submerged obstructions. Each station was marked and routinely shocked
for 15 min in both la'e afternoon and after nightfall. A trap net equipped with 0.49-in. bar
mesh, 25 by 6 f t wines, and a central 50 by 6 f t lead panel (1.27-cm square mesh) was used in
shoal or near-shore areas where vegetation and submerged obstacles prevented seining or electro-
fishing. A 20-ft ' miballoon otter trawl with a 1-1/2-in. stretched-mesh cod-end liner was
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used to sample bottom-dwelling fish in interrediate and deep waters. A 20-ft square .dified
midwater trawl with a 1/4-in. stretched-mesh cod-end liner was employed at the surface. Trawls
were towed for 7 min into the current at a speed of 1 m/sec. A 300-ft stationary gill net with
50-f t panels of varying mesh size was used to sample waters that were too deco and/or too
uneven for seining, shocking, or trawling. A 24 by 500 f t nylon drif t gill net constructed
of 14-tm stretch mesh was used to sample the spawning American shad population. Depending on
tidal conditions, the gill nets drif ted for about 15 to 30 min over distances of 150 to 2000 m.

The preconstruction, post-dredging, and late construction monitoring programs proposed by the
applicant are presented in the ER, Table 6.1-25. The preconstruction and post-dredging phases
of the aquatic preoperational monitoring program will involve sampling of the benthic community
at stations Al, A4, A6, aM A8 (ER, Fig. 6.1-7) both before and af ter dredging. Concurrent
sampling of the water column at three depths (surface, middepth, and bottom) at stations P
and P (ER, Fig. 6.1-3) will include analysis of the following water quality parameters: r

tur-
bidity, suspended solids, total dissolved solids, pH, dissolved oxygen, temperature, heavy
metals, and oil and grease. The late construction phase will include the sampling of benthos
(same program as described above), ichthyoplankton, and fish. Day and night ichthyoplankton
samples will be taken twice each month from April through July at stations Al-2. A7-R, El-2,
and E7-8. Fish populations will be sampled using both a 50-ft seine and an Ottu trawl twice
each month from June through October. Seining will be conducted at stations Ai, A4, and E4,
and trawling will be conducted at stations B1-2, Cl-2, B2-5, C2-5, B7-8, and C7-8. Water
quality samples (temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH, total dissolved solids, oil and grease, and
turbidity) will be taken at three depths concurrently with the biological sampling program
described above.

6.1.3.3 Staff's evaluation and reconnendations

In the staff's judgment, the applicant's initial intensive study was comprehensive enough to
allow comparisons of the spatial and temporal distributions of both the aquatic and terrestrial
biota in the vicinity of the site. The data presented were sufficient for the staff to
determine reliable quantitative estimates of impact. In this same respect, the quantitative
analyses describing the phytoplankton, zooplankton, ichthyoplankton, benthos, and fish popu-
lations were also adequate. The staff has reviewed the applicant's proposed terrestrial and
aquatic sampling programs for each of the other phases (preconstruction, post-dredging, and
late construction) of the preoperational ecological monitoring program and recomends that
the following modifications and/or additions be incorporated in these programs.

1. The interim and late construction terrestrial studies should include spring, sumer, and
fall sampling for ephemeral c'owering herbaceous vegetation.

2. Reptiles and amphibians should be sampled at least annually during the interim and late
construction phases.

3. The same gear used to sample aquatic biota in the 1973-1974 and 1977 initial intensive
studies should also be used in the preoperational studies. Therefore, a 100-f t beach
seine should be used instead of the proposed 50-f t seine during the late construction
fish sampling program. Seining should be conducted during the day and at night.

4. The pre- and post-dredging water quality monitoring programs should include sampling for
polychlorinated biphenyls.

5. Artificial-substrate sampling of periphyton at stations Al, A4, A6, and AS should be con-
ducted concurrently with the sampling of benthos during the preconstruction and post-
dredging phases.

6. Sampling of both phytoplaakton and zooplankton should be conducted from April through
October as part of .he very late construction monitoring program.

7. The frequency of ichthyoplankton sampling should be increased from twice a month to
weekly in May and June for day and night samples. Also, the number of stations to be
sampled along transects 1-2 and 7-8 should be increased from the two that have been pro-
posed (stations A and E) to include deep-water stations in the river channels. Finally,
the proposed sampling interval of April-July is more specifically defined by the staff
to mean that sampling should begin no later than the second week in April and should con-
tinue through the last week in July.

_ _ _ .
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By incorporating the modifications described above into the preoperational ecological monitor-
ing programs, a baseline will be established for a more accurate assessment of the impact of
plant construction and operation on the biota in the vicinity of the site.

6.1.4 Radiological

Radiological environmental monitoring programs are established to provide data on measurable
levels of radiation and radioactive materials in the site environs. Appendix 1 to 10 CFR
Part 50 requires that the relationship between quantities of radioactive material released in
effluents during normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences and resultant
radioactive doses to individuals from principal pathways of exposure, be evaluated. Monitor-
ing programs are conducted to verify the in-plant methods used for controlling the release of
radioactive materials and to provide assurance that undetected radioactivity will not build
up in the environment. Surveillance is established to identify changes in the use of unre-
stricted areas to provide a basis for modifications of the monitoring programs.

The preoperational phase of the monitoring program provides for the reasurement of background
levels and their variations along the anticipated important pathways in the area surrounding
the plant, for the training of personnel, and for the evaluation of procedures, equipment, and
techniques.

The program is discussed in greater detail in NRC Regulatory Guide 4.1, rev.1, erq:rm for
Lnitorinj inlica3tivitj in tM Envirma u| tchar Tccxr T!anta.

6.1.4.1 Preoperational programs

The applicant has proposed a preoperational environmental radiological monitoring program to
meet the needs discussed above. Table 6.4 summarizes the program. More detailed information
can be found in Sect. 6.1 of the applicant's Environmental Report.

6.2 OPERATIONAL PROGRAMS

6.2.1 Hydrological, meteorological, and ecological

The applicant has not provided definitive plans for an operational monitoring program. Prior
to completion of the preoperational program, the data obtained will be evaluated to determine
which portions of the program should be continued for operational monitoring purposes.

The staff suggests that a program be designed to monitor fish impingement for at least the
first year of operations.

The staff suggests that a program be designed to monitor the deposition of cement dust in order
to establish the extent of the interaction of the cooling tower drift with the cement stack
plumes.

At the time of issuance of an operating permit, the staf f will issue Environmental Technical
Specifications related to operational monitoring procedures.

6.2.2. Radiological

The operational offsite radir ogical monitoring program is conducLed to measure radiation
levels and ra N activity in a e plant environs. The program assists and provides backup sup-
port to the dt ?d effluent monitoring (as recommended in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.21,
n awir.j, Ecatuatinj and Eq cetin; RaRoactivity in & lid Wutea and Falcacce of !,!icactive
Miteriale in Liquid aml Gz3 ecus Effluenta frm Lip t-Wct Coc:cd Walear Ton r Plants) needed
to evaluate individual and population exposures and to verify projected or anticipated radio-
activity concentrations.

The applicant plans essentially to continue the proposed preoperational program during the
operating period. However, refinements may be made in the program to reflect preoperational
monitoring experience or changes in land use.
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Table 6.4. Proposed preoperational eneetonenental radiologecal momtorme Pr09 ram

Sample type Samphng hequency Sample sae (m.nl Sample analys.s L or 4t.on

Air part<olate and Mdine Cont.nuous conection. I cfm Gross beta on fater Mo, thly Three h.ghest otts.te ground sevel concentea
change filter weekly composite for gantna tions. One to three commun,t.es w>th.n 10

isotopic analys s. lod.ne m.ies, one sample at greater than 20 m les
from charcoal f ater weekly en least prevalent wind d. ret im
Quanerty comixmte
by locat<on for ** St and
"Sr analysis

Grounttwater (we#!sl Quar terl y 4 Lters Gamma isotopic and trit.um One or two from sources most I.kery
a f fec ted

Sus fs e water Monthly 4 life s Gamma isotop.c and tr etium One upstream, or.e downstream after
Comnos te for tr tium and d ilu t .or-
"Sr and *Sr analyses
quaf'terly

Dnmestic water Continuous sampler 4 Oters Gross beta and gamma Ir>take v ilage of Rh.nebes.k water supply
supply operation - proport.onal notopic monthly Com

compimte sampie posite for trit.um and
"Sr and "Sr analysis
quarterly

Bottom sediments and Semiannuan y I kg Gamma isotop.c. gross alpha. One upstream, one derer t#y downstrearn of
benthic rw ganswns and "Sr and "Sr anatyses outfait, one at downstream bend er bay

f ish and inverteht ates Semiannually 200 g led ble fiesh) Gamma :sotopic on eaJ bie One of eat h prira ipal ed bte ype from out-
prar t.ons. * Se arw] * Sr f aal vicinity, one of ear h above from area
analys.s of bor>e not +nfluenced by d.scharge

M ik Monthly 4 titers R ad.. sod <ne ar.ai ys.s Com- One sample each from the lottnvv ng
posite for gamma ..otro,c tocat .ons

and * Sr and "St ana vs.s 1. do.r y eepresentet.ve of mck eedr

monthly 2. dairy in preva+hng downwind doe (tion
3 da ry hav.ng highest annual average arr

c once nt r ation

4 one to three daer.es in area where calcu.
lated thyroid dase exceeds 1 mellaem

F ruits and vegetables One croo per year at 3 5 kg ied bre Gamma ,sotopic on ed ble One sampic of p< inc. pal fond products-
har vest portior ) purt ons. Radioiod ne 1 at near pwnt of maomum annual

analys:s on leafy average ground level concentration
vegetabtes 2 10 to 20 miles d4 tant en least prevalent

wind direct on
3. form or garden near f aul.ty in prevaient

downwind drrect.on
4 nearest area within 100 rmles using the

Hudson R ver for irriga on
Don estic an mss (meat. Sem.annu au y 3 5 6 g t +'esh # Gamma isotoo.c anal s.s Samples from animaisy
poultry and eaysl and on flesh. lod.ne andys,s 1 fed on forage and crops within 10 miles
vne an.ma s (mator of thyroid en most preveient wind d rect <on
soort e of d ciar y

2 watered or fed from crops errigated from
1:e ote rn)

Hudson R4ver (downstream)
3. produced 10 to 20 moes d.stant in least

prevalent Wind d;rectron

D rnt rad.ataw Continuous. 2 os more Gamma IT LD) At air particulate locaf rons; at three other
quar terly esthas y dos.me'ers per locatrons of h ghest oHsite ground level

Int.at
- .--_-__'ori -_ .

___ _

ConCe"tr a tion

The applicant's proposad operational monitoring program will be evalua+.ed during the operating
license rev ew, and details of the required monitoring program will be incorporated intoi

the Erivir' .antal T. .tical Specifications for the operating license. NRC Regulatory Guide 4.8
also pro- .es detailed information on operational programs for nuclear power plants.

- - -

- ..
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6.3 RELATED PROGRAMS AND STUDIES

6.3.1 Terrestrial

Other than in a few towns and villages with zoning, there are no ongoing programs involving
measurement or monitoring of land-use parameters.

The New York State Geological Survey is currently [ eparir.g geologic structural maps of Orange,
Ulster. Columbia, Dutchess, and Greene counties.

cteorological data are available f rom the National Weather Service for Albany, New York.

Waterfowl observations and censuses have been done occasionally along the Hudson River by the
New York State Department of Environmental Conser ation and the Dutchess Comunity College.
The latter institution also has periodically sampled small maanals, plant comunities, deer,
air quality, and soil.

6.3.2 Aquatic

Hydrology investigations are being conducted by several agencies. The Inter-Utility Coordi-
nating Comittee (IUCC) is coordinating individual aquatic field studies of the Hudson River.
Supporting water quality and temperature data are being collected to supplement these studies.
Lehman College and City College of New York have been collecting water quality and temperature
data on the Hudson Rivr between Saugerties and Sandy Hook, New Jersey, since 1973. The
United States Geological Survey is monitoring the flow and water temperature of the Hudson River
at Green Island.

Many of these same agencies are also collecting ecological data on the Hudson River. Pertinent
IUCC programs include (1) mark-recapture studies, (2) the determination of the contributicn by
the Hudson River to the mid-Atlantic striped bass fishery, and (3) studies of the macrozoo-
plankton and fish between the Tappan Zee Bridge and Troy. Programs being conducted by Lehman
College and City College of New York include (1) studies of the composition and distribution
of foraminifera/ diatoms and mollusks and (2) collection and identification of phytoplankton
and zooplankton. The latter program is expected to also include an extenive ichthyoplankton
survey snd additional phytoplankton analyses (primary productivity and chlorophyll content).
The Boyce-Thompson Institute of Plant Research, Inc., sampled major biotic groups, including
phytoplankton, benthos, and fish, between Staten Island and Peughkeepsie. Finally, the U.S.
Army Corps of Ergineers made two literature studies. One assesses the cumu!ative effects on
Hudson River fisheries of the Bowline Point, Roseton, Lovett, Danskammer, Indian Point 1, 2,
and 3, and Storm Kina (Cornwall) power plants. The second study assesses the cumulative effects
on imrortant fish and wildlife species of filling shallows and wetlands along the Hudson River.

REFEPINCES FOR SECTION 6

1. cnsite Metccralcjical Progres, NRC Regulatory Cuide 1.23, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, Washington, D.C., 1972.

2. Arrendix B, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.42, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, D.C. ,
1974.

3. 10 CFR Part 50 " Licensing of Production and Utilization Fccilities," Fed. Raist.
40(37) (May 1975) ~
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF POSTULATED ACCIDENTS

7.1 POSTULATED ACCIDENTS INVOLVING RADI0 ACTIVE MATERIALS

A high degree of protection against the occurrence of postulated accidents in the Greene County
Nuclear Power Plant is provided through correct design, manufacture, and operation, and the
quality assurance program used to establish the necessary high integrity of the reactor system,
as will be considered in the Comission's Safety Evaluation. Deviations that may occur are
handled by protective systems to place and hold the plant in a safe condition. Notwithstanding
this, the conservative postulate is made that serious accidents might occur, even though they
may be extremely unlikely; and engineered safety features are installed to mitigate the conse-
quences of those postulated events that are judged credible.

The probability of the occurrence of accidents and the spectrum of their consequences to be
considered from an environmental effects standpoint have been analyzed using best estimates of
probabilities and realistic fission product release and transport assumptions. For site evalu-
ation in the Commission's safety review, extremely conservative assumptions are used to compare
calculated doses resulting from a hypothetical release of fission products from the fuel with
the 10 CFR Part 100 siting guidelines. Realistically computed doses that would be received by
the population and environment from postulated accidents would be significantly less than those
to be presented in the Safety Evaluation.

The Comission issued guidance to applicants on September 1,1971, requiring the consideration
of a spectrum of accidents with assumptions as realistic as the state of knowledge permits.
The applicant's response was contained in the Environmental Report.

The applicant's report has been evaluated, using the standard accident assumptions and guidance
issued as a proposed amendment to Appendix D of 10 CFR Part 50 by the Commission on December 1,
1971. Nine classes of postulated accidents and occurrences ranging in severity from trivial to
very serious were identified by the Commission. In general, accidents in the high-potential-
conseq;ence end of the spectrum have a low occurrence rate, and thcie on the low-potential-
consequence end have a higher occurrence rate. The examples selected by the applicants for
these cases are shown in Table 7.1. The examples selected are reasonably homogeneous in terms
of probability within each class.

Commission estimates of the dose that might be receivrd by an assumed individual standing at
the site boundary in the downwind direction, using the assumptions in the proposed Annex to
Appendix D, are presented in Table 7.2. Estimates of the integrated exposure that might be
delivered to the population within 50 miles of the site are also presented in Table 7.2. The
man-rem estimate was based on the projected population within 50 miles of the site for the
year 2020.

To rigorously establish a realistic annual risk, the calculated doses in Table 7.2 would have
to be multipiled by estimated probabilities. The events in classes 1 and 2 represent occur-
rences that are anticipated during plant operation; and their consequences, which are very
small, are considered within the framework of routine effluents from the plant. Except for
a limited amount of fuel failures and some steam generator leakage, the events in classes 3
through 5 are not anticipated during plant operation; but events of this type could occur
sometime during the 40-year plant lifetime. Accidents in classes 6 and 7 and small accidents
in class 8 are of similar or lower probability than accidents in classes 3 through 5, but are
still possible. The probability of occurrence of large class 8 accidents is very small.
Therefore, when the consequences indicated in Table 7.2 are weighted by probabilities, the
environmental risk is very low.

The postulated occurrences in class 9 involve sequences of successive failures more severe
than those required to be considered in the design bases of protection systems and engineered

7-1
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Table 7.1. Classification of postulated accidents and occurrences

Class NRC description Applicant's ex amples

1 Trivial incidents included m the evaluation of
routine releases

2 Small releases outside included m the evaluatic q of

r;ontainment routine releases

3 Radioactive waste system Releases from the boron recovery

fa.lere tank, process gas system, and high-

level waste drain tank

4 Fession products to pomary Not apphcable

system (BW R)

5 Fession products to primary Steam generator tube leaks or tube rupture
and secondary systems

(PW R)

6 Ref uehng accident Fuel assembly drop. heavy oblect drop
onto fuel m core

7 Spent fuel handhng Fuel assembly drop m the fuel

acciden t pool; heavy oblect drop onto
fuel storage rack; fuel cask drop

8 Accident mitiation events Pipe breaks; rod ejection accident;

considered in design basis steam br.e brraks
evaluation m the Safety
Analysis Report (SAR)

9 Hypothetical sequence of Not considered

f ailures more severe than
class 8

safety features. Their consequences could be severe. However, the probability of their
occurrence is judged so small that their environmental risk is extremely low. Defense in
depth (multiple physical barriers); quality assurance for design, manufacture, and operation;
continued surveillance and testing; and conservative design are all applied to provide and
maintain a high degree of assurance that potential accidents in this class are, and will
remain, sufficiently small in probability that the environmental risk is extremely low.

The NRC has performed a study to assess these risks more quantitatively. The initial results
of these efforts were made available for comment in draft fom on August 20, 1974,1 and released
in final fom on October 30, 1975.2 This study, called the Reactor Safety Study, was an effort
to develop realistic data on the probabilities and consequences of accidents in water-cooled
power reactors in order to improve the quantification of avai .able knowledge related to nuclear
reactor accident probabilities. The Commission organized a group of about 50 specialists under
the direction of Professor Norman Rasmussen of MIT to conduct the study. The scope of the study
has been discusseJ with the EPA and described in correspondence with the EPA, which has been
placed in the NR; Public Document Room (letter, Doub to Dominick, dated June 5,1973).

In July 1977, the NRC organized the independent Risk Assessment Review Group to (1) clarify
the achievements and limitations of the Redctor Safety Study (RSS), (2) assess the peer
comments thereon and the responses to the comments, (3) study the current state of such risk
assessment methodology, and (4) recommend to the Commission how and whether such methodology
can be used in the regulatory and licensing process. The results of this study were issued
September 1978.3 This report, called the Lewis Report, contains several findings and recom-
mendations concerning the RSS. Some of the more significant findings are summarized below.

1. A number of sources of bcth conservatism and nonconservatism in the probability
calculations in RSS were found, which were very difficult to balance. The Review Group
was unable to detemine whether the overall probability of a core-melt given in the RSS
was high or low, but 'ey did conclude that the error bands were understated.i

2. The methodology, which was an important advance over earlier methodologies that had
been applied to reactor risk, was sound.
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Table 7.2. Summary of radiological consequences of postulated accidents"
_ - - _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Estimated fraction Estimated dose
of 10 Cr1F 20 to populat<on ing

limit at site 50 ma radius
8boundary (man rems)

10 Trivial inciden ts c c
i0 Small releases outside containment c c

30 Radioactive system failures
3.1 Equ:pment leakage or malfunction 0.052 62
32 Release of waste gas storage tank contents 0.20 25
33 Release of liquid waste storage contents 0.006 0 68
40 Fission products te primary system (BWR) N. A. N A.

50 Fission products to primary and secondary systems (PWR >
5.1 Fuel cladding defects and steam generatoi leaks c c

52 Off <1esign transients that mduce fuel failure above
those expected, and steam generator leak 0001 0.14

5. 3 Steam generator tube rupture 0 068 82
6o Refuebng accidents
6.1 Fuel bundte drop 0011 1.3

6.2 Heavy obiect drop onto fuel in core 0 19 22
70 Spent fuel handhng accident
7.1 Fuel assemb8y drop in fuel storage pool 0.007 0.82
72 Heavy oblect drop noto fuel rack O.027 3.3
73 Fuel cask drop 0. ; 7 20
80 Accident initiation events considered in design basis evaluation in the SAR
8.1 Lossof coolant accidents

Small tweak 0.11 25
Large break 0.10 34

8.1(al Break in instrument line from primary system that penetrates the containment N . A. N. A.
8 2(al Rod elect:on accident (PWR) 0 010 34
8 2(b) Rod drop accident (BWR) N . A. N. A.
8 3(a) Steam line tweaks (PWR's outside containment)

Small break <0 001 < 0.1

Large break <0001 <0.1
8 3(b) Steam line break (BWR) N. A. N. A.

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ .__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

'The doses calculated as consequences of the postulated accidents are based on airborne transport o' radioactive materials, resulting in both
a direct and &n inhalation dose. Cur eva'uation of the acc. dent doses assumes that the applicant's environmental monstoring program and
appropriate additional monitoring (which could be initiated colsequent to a l quid release incident detected by inplant monitoring) wouldi

detect the presence of radioactivity in the environment in a timely manner such that remedial action could be taken, if necessary, to limit
exposure from other potential pathways to man.

8 Represents the calculated fraction of a whole body dose of 500 milierems or the equivalent dose to an organ.
'These radionuchde releases are considered in developing the gaseous and liquid source term presented m sect. 3 and are included in doses

in Sect. 5.

3. It is very difficult to follow the detailed thread of calculations through the RSS. In
particular, the _xecutive Sumary is a poor description of the cuntents of the report,
should not be used as such, and has lent itself to misuse in the discussion of reactor

risk.

On January 19, 1979, the Commission issued a statement of policy concerning the RSS ar.d the
Review Group Repoi t. The Comission accepted the findings of the Review Group.-

Table 7.2 indicates that the realistically estimated radiological consequences of the postulated
accidents would result in exposures of an assumed individual at the site boundary that are less
than those that would result from a year's exposure to the maximum permissible concentrations
(MPC) of 10 CFR Part 20. The table also shows the estimated integrated exposure of the popula-
tion within 50 miles Of the plant from each postulated accident. Any of these integrated expo-
sures would be much smaller than that from naturally occurring radioactivity. When considered

|
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with the probability of occurrence, the annual pctential radiation exposure of the population
from all the postulated accidents is an even smaller fraction of the exposure from natural back-
ground radiation and, in fact, is well within naturally occurring variations in the natural
background. It is concluded from the results of the realistic analysis that the environmental
risks due to postulated radiological accidents are exceedingly small and need not be considered
further,

7.2 TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

The transportation of cold fuel to the plant, of irradiated fuel from the reactor to a fuel
reprocessing plan:, and of solid radioactive waste from the reactor to burial grounds is within
the scope of the AEC report entitled au f ron > tal f arm, cf Trr. 7creatic" , ' Fa n ut u
'Ja t eria ls te an.1 fem N . :r rveer TZ r> ts, dated December 1972. The environnental risks of
accidents in transportation are sunnarized in Table 7.3.

Table 7 3. Environmental risks of accidents m transport of fuel and waste
to and from a typical lightwater cooled nuclear power reactor d

Enwonmental r esk
- .-. _ _ - _ - . . _ _ . _ _ . - - - - - _ _

Rad otog ra! eff wts Smanf>

Coramon (none ad.uiag can causes I f atal iniue y m 100 reactor-
years. I rionf atal mpa yr

m 10 rem f or years. 5475 property
damage per rearfor year

- __

"Dat a suppor t,r:q this table a< e gi ven in the Com%ssion's Env,ronments' Sorrey
of Tis?nsportstion of Wsf+osct ve Afst=roats to a'nf t'om Nuclese Po.ver P|snts.
W ASH 1238, December 412 and Suppl.1 (NUREG 75 038L Apr,I 1975

6 Althou gh the e op o nfr en t al risk of rad dxpcal ef *ects stemm rig f r om
tr ar%pOf tat Ori Finder" is currently MCapable Of bemq nsmerica'ly quant:f ed, the
fi5k remdins small regar($$Pis Of whether it es be. rig appled to 3 sing e reactor or af

ImV I'rP FtOf site.
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8. NEED FOR POWER GENERATING CAPACITY

This section presents the staff's assessment of the need for additic..al power generatinq
capacity by the Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY), the applicant, from 1985
through 1990. Specifically, the need for the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant
(GCNPP) is evaluated with respect to reserve margin criteria, fuel substitution, base-load
capacity mix, and the availability of purcbssed power to the New York Power Pool (NYPP) during
this time frame. The staff has reviewed the applicant's Environmental Report (ER) and
additional new information.1 The staff details the historical framework in which PASNY
operates as a member of the pool and summarizes its actual and projected loads from 1970 through
1990.

The applicant does not have a geographically defined service territory, but rather serves
municipal and rural electric cooperative systems and other preference customers. Also,
PASNY supplies the seven other members of the NYPP and the Public Service Connission of the
State of Vermont with power for resale to customers. The need for the GCNPP must therefore
be determined in relation to forecasted loads and planned generation capacity in the
NYPP -- such has been the approach of the applicant.1

Total coincident peak demand * for New York State, both summer and winter, as well as maxirum
peak demands and total energy requirements for the individual member utilities are reported
in the annual 149-b Report of the member electric systems of the NYPP.' This document is the
basic source of information on historical and projected demand and planned generation capacity
in the NYPP. The staff has used the 1977 and 1978149-b reports because these are the nost
recent 149-b reports available for this environmental assessment.

8.1 HISTORICAL FRAMEWOPK1

The Power Authority of the State of New York is a corporate municipal instrumentality, a body
corporate, and a political subdivision of New York State. The authority finances projects
by selling tax-exempt bonds, issued by PASNY, to private investors. The funds for retirement
of bond issues and recovery of project operation expenses come from the revenue derived from
power operations.

In 1931. PASNY was created to develop the hydroelectric potential of the St. Lawrence River
(Chap. 722, Laws of New York,1931, Power Authority Act). The Power Authority Act was amended
in 1950 to authorize and direct PASNY to develop the hydroelectric potential of the Niagara
River and to preserve the scenic beauty of the Niagara Falls and Niagara River. The law was
again amended in 1968 to authorize and direct PASNY to construct base-load nuclear and
pumped-storage facilities. In 1972, through an amendment to Sect.1005 of the Public Authorities
Law, PASNY was authorized "to construct such base load generating facilities as it deems
necessary or desirable to assist in maintaining an adequate and dependable supply of electricity
by supplying power and energy for the metropolitan transportation authority, its subsidiary
corporations, and the New York City transit authority."

This section of the Public Authorities Law was further amended in 1974 to authorize PASNY's
acquisition and completion of Consolidated Edison's (Con Ed's) Indian Point 3 and Astoria 6
plants. This expansion of PASNY's mandate was necessary "to rescue Consolidated Edison from
a financial disaster which, in the view of knowledgeable people, would have resulted in
insolvency for the company, and severe economic consequences for the City of New York, the

*

Total coincident peak demand is the largest electrical load that occurs during a specified
period of time (usually collected hourly for peak days) adjusted for diversity between the
individual member systems in a power pool.

8-1
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State, and the Nation."3 The legislature made provision for power and energy to be supplied
by PASNY to government customers in the New York City metropolitan area previously served by
Con Ed. The specific language details the expansion of customers that PASNY is allowed to
serve:

The authority is further authorized to construct and/or acquire and complete such
base load generating, transmission and related facilities as it deems necessary
or desirable to assist in maintaining an adequate and dependable supply of
electricity by supplying power and energy for the metropolitan transportation
authority, its subsidiary corporations, the New York City transit authority, the
port authority of New York and New Jersey, the City of New York, the State of New
York, the United States, other pubiic corporations and electric corporations within
the metropolitan area of the City of New York within the State of New York: . .

(amended Sect.1005 of the Public Authorities Law).

Section 1005 of the Power Authority Act sumarized the applicant's responsibility:

(i) to provide an idequate supply of energy for optimum utilization of its hydroelectric
projects, (ii) to attract and expand high load factor industry. (iii) to provide for the
additional needs of its municipal electric and rural electric cooperative customers and
(iv) to assist in maintaining an adequate, dependable electric power supply for the
state.

8.1.1 Present and prospective customers

Electricity produced by PASNY is sold to municipal systems and rural electric cooperatives,
to private utilities for resale to retail customers, to public agencies in the New York
metropolitan area, to industries, and to the Plattsburgh Air Force Base. Power is currently
supplied to 49 municipal systems and rural electric cooperativas, 14 industrial customers,
and to the Public Service Board of Vemont (Fig. 8.1).

In accordance with the Power Authority Act, the applicant is assuming responsibility fo.- the
power loads of government agencies in the New York metropolitan area. These customers include
the mass transit facilities of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), public
buildings and street lights of New York City and comunities in Westchester County, the New
York City Housing Authority, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, and buildings of
the New York State government.

8.1.2 Regional relationships

The applicant is a member of NYPP, which is comprised of seven investor-owned systems in
addition to PASNY. These seven investor-owned systems are Central Hudson Gas and Electric
Corporation; Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.; Long Island Lighting Company;
New York State Electric and Gas Corporation; Niagars Mohawk Power Corporation; Orange and
Rockland Utilities Inc.; and Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation. The NYPP is one of
three pools in the Federal Energy Regulatory Comission (FERC) Region I; the other two pools
are the New England Power Pool (NEP00L) and the Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland Interconnection
(PJM). Regional operations among pools are coordinated by the Northeast Power Coordinating
Council (NPCC). New York State has the largest electrical load within the NPCC region.

The purpose of NYPP is to coordinate the development anj operation of the production and
transmission facilities of its members to obtain optimum reliability and efficiency of operation
of their interconnected systems. Because the applicant makes substantial sales to the other
member systems for resale to their customers (as will be shown in Tables 8.3 and 8.4), it is
inst.fficient to evaluate the need for the proposed GCNPP solely in relation to PASNY's own
load and capacity. Instead, the applicant's generation plans must be evaluated considering
demand and capacity within the New York State Interconnected Systems (NYSIS) region, which
consists, for the most part, of all of New York State. Power is dispatched by the NYPP to
ensure reliability and optimize total system costs. Therefore, reserve margin criteria, fuel
substitution, base-load capacity mix, and diversity (both within the NYPP and with other power
pools) are the most important factors in planning long-term generation requirements. These
factors form the basis of the following evaluation.

.
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8.2 POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS

The 3pplicant is a wholesale supplier of power and does not own distribution facilities or
have a definite service territory per se. Consequently, projections of power and energy
requirements of the NYPP are critical in evaluating the need for the proposed GCNPP with
respect to reserve margin criteria. The historical and projected growth in energy demand
of customers presently served and expected to be served by the applicant will also be addressed.

8.2.1 Load forecast for Few York State _

Table 8.1 presents the historical and projected energy and peak-load requirements for New
York State. As shown in Table 8.2, the forecast total energy requirements increase at a 3.0l!
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from 1977 to 1990, whereas sumer and winter peak demands
are expected to grow at CAGRs of 2.591 and 3.231, respectively, during this period. The 1977
sumer peak was established during a period of sustained hot weather, the first weather
conditions of this typa since the oil embargo. The 1990 sumer peak forecast reflects this
experience and the concern that the economy of the State "will be sluggish for the next several
years, leading to a moderate recovery during the decade of the 1990's.""

The NYPP system load factor is derived by dividing the average hourly load during the year
by the peak load (which occurs in the summer, Table 8.1). Load management programs are aimed
at improving the load factor by shif ting consumption from peak to of f-peak hours. The NYPP
forecasts that the sumer peak requirements will increase at a slower rate than either the
winter peak or total energy requirements, when considering 1977 as the base year for forecasting
purposes. Load factors are expected to improve slightly dJe to saturation and efficiency
effects in appliances, air conditioning, other weather-sensitive loads, and other factors
affecting peak demands. The projected 1990 load factor for the NYPP system is 64.91 in the
NYPP forecast in Table 8.1.

The NYFP forecast growth rates for total energy, sumer, and winter peaks may be af fected by
such factors as substitution of electricity for direct use of fossil fuels by consumers
(as in space and water heating), price elasticities on and off peak, load factors of weather-
sensitive load, and rate restructuring. Lecause sumer peak load is the basis for planning
generation capacity in the summer peaking NYPP,* reductions in the rate of growth in summer
peak demand would imply a reduction 17 the growth rate of required generating capacity.
Time-of-day pricing and other rate restructuring may have an impact on sumer peak load growth
during the 1985 to 1990 time frame.S There is potential for reducing the rate of growth in
sumner and winter peaks by conservation techr.iques such as proper orientation and insulation of
new homes, upgrading building codes, improving appliance efficiencies, and retrofitting existing
dwellings and comercial buildings with insulation. Although some of these specific mechanisms
were not considered by the staf f, the ef fects of conservation due to price-induced effects
(Sect. 8.2.4) were considered.

8.2.2 Applicant's load forecast

The PASNY has analyzed specifically its own demand, which is described below and, excluding
interutility sales, is PASNY's input to the NYPP forecast. For the purpose of forecasting,
PASNY disaggregated its total load requirements into four general classes: municipal and
cooperative customers, high-load-factor industrial customers, public bodies in the metropolitan
New York City area, and sales to other utilities.

In Jar.uary 1977, PASNY served 48 municipal electric companies and rural electric cooperatives
in the State of New York, the Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc., in Pennsylvania, and the
Public Service Board of Vemont. The amount of power supplied by PASNY to out-of-state customers
is fixed by contract. Future power requirements for municipal and cooperative customers in
New York State were calculated by applying a growth rate to the recent load experience of the
customers. The growth rates were determined after consideration of forecasts by the individual
companies and cooperatives and evaluation of economic and population trends in each customer's
service territory.

s
See Table 8.1. Considerations other than reserve margin criteria that may justify

construction of generation capacity include fuel substitution and the relationship of base-load
to intemediate to peaking capacity.
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Table 8.1. Historical and prometed energy requirements and peak load demands for NYSIS

' ^""" ^"""
Total Winter Summer Annual

Y ear energy peak peak load
' ' ' ' '

(GWhs ) WW) WA) factor

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Historical

1967 81.502 14 462 14.119 65 9
1963 86.354 5 95 15,211 518 15.499 9 77 63 6
1963 92.765 742 16.028 5 37 16.716 7 85 63 4
1970 97,100 4.74 16.675 4 04 17.037 1 92 65 1

1971 100.217 3.15 16,774 0 59 18.146 6 51 63 0
1972 105.114 4 89 17.709 5 57 18 943 4 39 63 3
1973 110.748 5 36 17.313 - 2 24 20.408 7.73 61 9
1974 107.992 -249 17.429 0 67 19,589 -4 01 62 9
1975 107.664 -0 30 18.181 4 31 20.001 2 10 61.4
1976 112.000 4 03 19.065 4 86 19.262 -3 69 66 4
1977 114.427 2.17 18.921* -0.76 21.214 10 13 61 6

Projected 8

1978 116.635 1 93 19.740 4 33 21.210c -0 02d 62 8
1979 119179 218 20.220 2 43 21.690 2 26 62 7
1980 122.370 2 68 20.720 2 52 22.200 235 62 9
1981 125.715 2.73 21.2'O 309 22.770 2 57 63 0
1982 129.609 3.10 22.030 309 23.400 2 77 63 2
1983 133.493 3 00 22.690 3 00 24.050 2 78 63 4
1984 137.861 3 27 23.530 3 70 24.750 2 91 63 6
1985 142.334 3 24 24.290 3 23 25.510 3 07 63 7
1986 147.094 3 34 25.170 3 62 26.260 2 94 63 9
1987 152.484 3 66 25.990 326 27.120 3 27 64.2
1988 157.764 3 46 26.840 3 27 27.940 3 02 64 5
1989 162.907 3 26 27.730 3 32 28,740 2 86 64.7
1990 168,271 3 29 28.620 3 21 29.580 2 92 64 9

_.

* Preliminary da'a
''This is the forecast adopted by NYPP.

'Prehminary data for 1978 summer peak determined from a peak of 20.740 MN om Aug.16,1978.
dUsing the prehminary 1978 summer peak of 20.740 MN. the '' actual'* ann al growth rate is -2 23 %.u

that is, a decrease of 2.23%.
Source: Report of 49 ember E>ectric Systems of the New York Power Pool and the Empire State

Electric Energy Research Corporati~n. vol 1. Apr.1.1978. pp.16-17. 33-34

Table 8.2. Historical and projected CAGRs (%) for NYSIS

1967-1973 1973-1977 1977-1986 1977-1990

Total energy 5 24 0 82 2.83 3.01

Winter peak 3 04 2.25 3 22 3 23

Summer pe.tk 6.33 -0 97 2 40 2.59

-

. . . .
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The high-load-factor industrial customers receiving power from PASNY are served under lonq-tcrm
contracts that stipulate the naximum amount of power each customer may receive. No growth was
incluJed in the forecast for this class of customers, except for known contract additions that
are not yet in effect.

The applicant sells power to public bodies in the New York City area, including the MTA, the
New York City Housing Authority, the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, public bodies
in Westchester County, and the State of Ned York Of fice of General Services. The forecast
for MTA power requirements reflects the declining ridership on the subways and recent cutbacks
in services, assumes that the Second Avenue and Queens lines, on which construction has started,
will be completed and that some additional construction will be undertaken, and considers that
upgrading of present facilities, for example, air-conditioning cars on the Interboro Rapid
Transit (IRT) and Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit (BMT) divisions as they are replaced and retro-
fitting cars on the IRT, will be necessary. In the forecasts for other New York City public
bodies, the current state of the regional economy and the financial problems of area govern-
ments were considered. The completion of public facilit.es for which construction is presently
under way and the egected '; tart of some new construction in the early 1980s also affected
these forccasts.

The independent loads for each major customer class were adjusted for diversity to calculate
the peak sumer and winter coincident loads. Tables 8.3 and 8.4 present the historical and
forecasted peak demands for FASNY customers and for sales to other utilities. Beginning
in 1987, PASNY projects demand of 100 MW in Greene and Columbia counties in addition to that
projected by other NYPP utilities serving those counties. Table 8.5 shows the relevant
percentages of withdrawable * and nonwithdrawable capacity from 1977 through 1990 allocated
by PASNY to subtotal utility sales (Column 12 in Tables 8.3 and 8.4). Utilities use the
allocations of PASNY power available upon completion of new facilities for planning purposes.

The most significant increases in utility sales in the 1978 through 1990 time frame are those
to Con Ed. These sales are projected in Table 8.6 for summer demand and are for planning
rurposes only. The figures in Table 8.6 do not include transfers uf preference customers
(public bodies in the New York metropolitan area) from Con Ed to PASNY from 1977 to 1982.
Instead, these latter loads are included in Tables 8.3 and 8.4 (columns 1 through 7).

Projested CALRs for PASNY sumer peak loads are shown in Table 8.7. These CAGRs,are calculated
for the period 1977 to 1990 for those customers for which data are available from Table 8.3.
Using the forecast sumer peak for 1978 as a base year for municipals and cooperatives, the
calculated CAGR from 1978 to 1990 is 6.56% (Table 8.3, column 9). This leads to a CAGR of 3.591

8.2.3 Staff's evaluation of load forecasts

The staff has performed an independent assessment of the loads projected for NYSIS. Af ter 1982,
NYSIS and NYPP are equivalent. Three major load forecasts were examined: the NYPP adopted
forecast 6 and the National Economic Research Associates (NERA) forecast,7 both of which are
discussed in the 1978149-b Report, and the forecast developed by Chern et al.e

The staff perfomed a sensitivity analysis that considered parametric changes in prices
for electricity, demographic variables (such as population and the number of residential
customers), and economic variables (particularly with respect to value added in the industrial
sector). The results of this sensitivity analysis are also presented in Appendix 1. Peak
load was forecast from the Chern projections of energy requirements by applying the NYPP load-
factor projections shown in Table 8.1.

The staff's best-estimate case projects a 2.7% CAGR for total energy requirements during the
period 1976 to 1990. Using higher-growth assemptions for demographic and economic variables
resulted in a projection for a CAGR of 3.3% in total energy requirements for this period.

' Withdrawable" capacity is that for which there is no contract comitment. Allocatio m"

to utilities of power available upon completion of new facilities can be either withdrawable or
nonwithdrawable (Table 8.6).



Table 8.3. PASNY summer smancedent demand forecast *

All data are gtven in megawatts

' '
City NYC Urban Greene and Municipais and PASNY SobtotM TotalAuthority Westchester Of fice of

Year MTA6 of NY customers Gener al industrials demand
y g g

(1) and NJ (5) Servicesm (3) ( 7) (8) (9) (11) (12}
(41 16)

Actual *

78819 7G 570
8071971 536
7981972 642

1973 633 902

1974 649 276 113 949

1975 656 285 111 901

1976 656 306 104 115 41 29 999

1977 651 337 96 125 46 32 2257

Protected'
03

1978 604 337 98 129 47 33 18 422 815 2485 3941 6426 L
1979 553 378 97 134 53 37 18 536 815 2603 4356 6959

1980 564 385 100 138 55 38 19 555 815 2650 4295 6M5

1981 580 397 103 142 56 39 19 FA6 815 2778 4252 7030

1982 617 409 106 146 58 40 20 669 815 2860 4160 7020

1983 664 421 109 150 60 42 20 696 815 2957 4106 7063

1984 707 434 112 155 62 43 21 724 815 3052 4062 7114

1985 773 447 116 160 64 44 22 752 815 3193 4290 7483

1986 827 460 119 164 65 45 22 780 815 3237 4191 7488

1987 848 474 123 169 67 47 23 100 809 815 3475 5023 8504

1988 910 488 126 174 69 48 24 100 839 815 3593 4916 6509

1989 938 503 130 180 71 50 24 100 872 815 3683 5769 9452

1990 988 518 134 185 74 51 25 100 905 815 3/95 5655 9450

* Hour of coincidence is tetween 9 and 10 AM except in 19s 7 and 1978 for which it is trtween 8 and 9 AM.
6 Excludes Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO) portion through summer 1984
'Eucludes village of Sprenqville load throughout and cniy of Jamestown load untit summer 1981.
# ubtotal loads are not equal to the sum of columns 1 through 10 from 1970 to 1977 because these customers were served by other ut.I; ties (e g., Con Ed and LILCO)S

as weil as PASNY. Also, subtotal !aads exclude Urban Development Corporation load through summer 19M.
' Data for 1970 to 1976 submitted by PASNY Feb.22,1978.as a rev,sion to Tante 8HHB-1, NRC Interrogatory BHHB 1, July 22,1977.
' Data from direct testimony of Boston, Hiney, Haase, and Brown, Tables B 1 and 8 2, revised Mar 8,1978.
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Tabie 8 5. Allocations of withdrawabia and nonwithdrawable
capacity to subtotal utshty sales *

E thdr aw ebte Noow e thd. a wath

N h.)

Winter 8

1978 25 3 74 7
1979 211 75 9
1980 24 1 75 9
1981 22 3 77.7
1982 21 o 79 0
1983 2d o 80 o
1984 25 2 74 8
1985 23 0 77 0
1966 38 3 61 7
1987 36 5 63 5
1988 474 52 6
19P9 46 2 53 8
1990 451 54 9

summer

1978 25 1 74 9
1979 20 5 79 5
1980 194 80 6
1981 19 6 80 4
1982 17 9 82 1
1983 16 8 83 2
1984 16 o 84 0
1965 20 4 79 6
1986 18 6 81 4
1987 32 2 67.8
1988 30 6 694
1989 40 9 591
1990 39 7 60.3

_ . . _

#h tndr a wable capaoty is power aMocated to other
ut hties based on corr'pletion of tie * fauht.es These figures
are for planning purposes Upon exprat+on of existmg con
tracts for nonwithdrawable power, it is assumed that such

power sales will continue on e nonwithdrawable basis
'Mnter period encompasses the months from Oc tober to

April, therefore, the winter of 1977 ref ers to wmter 1977-
1978 The same how true for subsequent years

Source PASNY tmvanse to NRC Interrogatory BHHB 5,
My 22.1977 (revision of respor>se. March 1978)

Table 8.8 shows the forecast total energy requirements and surrer peak load for 1990 for four
specific cases: the NYPP adnpted forecast, Chern with best-estimate assumptions, Chern with
higher-growth assumptions, and the NERA forecast. The actual 1978 NYPP peak coincident demand
of 20,740 MW (preliminary figure) is reported in the Chern forcasts, whereas the NERA forecast
and NYFP adopted forecast had projected 1978 NYPP peak coincident demand at 20,800 and
21.210 MW, respectively, when the April 1, 1978, 149-b Report was submitted. Table 8.9 high-
lights the CAGRs of the projections in Table 8.8.

8.2.4 Conservation

Power is sold by PASNY at wholesale rates to its preference customers and other utilities for
resale. Wholesale power is not snid under " step-rate pricing," rather wholesale rates reflect
the average costs of generation from units serving particular customers (also see " Additional
Information for GCNPP." response to NRC question #8, Feb. 22, 1978). Thus, there is less
incentive for utilities to structure rates so that customers conserve electricit
the case under marginal cost pricing of wholesale blocks of power sold by PASNY.{ than would be
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Table 8.6. Projected summer sales to Con Ed
_

WithdrawaNe Nonwithdr awable

(MW) (MW)

Year Astoria 6 Astoria 6 Total
F it zpatrick and Indian New and Indian Hy dro

Plant Point 3 plants * Point 3 Que bec* - (

plants plants

1978 168 59 0 161 275 660

1979 159 52 0 170 734 1115

1980 147 20 0 170 734 1071

1981 133 48 0 176 734 1091

1982 106 13 0 176 734 1029

1983 87 0 0 176 734 997

1984 67 0 0 176 734 977

1985 45 0 274 176 134 1229

1986 21 0 226 176 734 1157

1987 0 0 1109 176 /34 2019

1988 0 0 995 176 734 1905

1989 0 0 1813 176 734 2723

1990 0 0 1700 176 734 2610

* Allocations for plann ng purposes only.
60 5% ~<tthdrawable.
'The trustees of PASNY recently approved aflocations of the 800 MW cf Hydro Quebec firm d:versity

power as follows.
Con Ed 780 MW
Rochester Gas and Electric 20 MW

'otal 800 MW
This increase of 46 MW for 1979-1990 >hould be ref!ected in the firm aI|ocations to con Ed. Orange and
Rockland were originally expected to receive the 46 MW but cfid not make a statement at the public heanng
(see " Power Authority OKs Sale to Con Edson," The Sunday Star, Peekskill, N.Y., June 4,1978, p. A 3).

Source PASNY response to NRC In!*rrogatory Na BHHB 4. Jub 22,1977 (revision of response.
March 1978L

Table 8.7. Selected CAGRs of PASNY
summer peak loads, 1977-19908

CAGR
N

Metropolitan Transportation Authority 3 26
City of New York 3.36
New York City Housing Authority 2 60
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 3.06
Westchester customers 3.72
PASNY subtotal loads 4 08

*CAGRs are shown only for those customers for wh'ch actual 1977
data are available.
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Table 8.8. Forecasts of 1990 summer peak and tot.1 energy
requirements"

1990

Summer peak WW}
1977 1978 1990 requirements

(GWhd

NYPP adopted forecast 21.214 21.210 29.58o 168.271
Chern best estrmate case 21.214 20.740 28.520 162.164
Chern higher growth case 21.214 20.740 30,91o 175.756
NE R A forecast 21,214 20.800 31.330

*Chern best estimate and highertpowth cases use 1976 as the base
y ear .

Table 8 9. CAGRs for summer peak and total
energy requirements, 1977-1990

CAGR for
total energy
requ aements

(%)

NYPP adopted forecast 3 11 2 95
Chern best estimate caw 2.84 2 68
Chern higher growth case 3 44 3.27
N E R A f orecast 3 54

Conservation is considered in the Chern model through the price mechanism. A major determinant
of price is the average cost of electricity. The staff performed a parametric analysis of
total average electricity cost in the forecasts for New York State. The best-estimate and
higher-growth forecasts for total energy requirements are based on real increases in total
average electricity at CAGRs of 0.64% 0.65%, and 1.0% from 1976 to 1980,1981 to 1985, and
1986 to 1990 respectively.

At higher CAGRs of total average electricity cost, conservation increases by significant
amounts. For example, if total average electricity cost increases at real CAGRs of 1.41%,
2.69%, and 3.18% during the three periods noted above, total energy requirements are forecast
to increase at 2.2% CAGR in the best-estimate case and 2.8% CAGR in the higher-growth case.*
Therefore, price-induced conservation in these cases is estimated to reduce the CAGR of total
energy requirements by 0.5% in the 1976 to 1900 period.

8.3 POWER SUPPLY AND RESERVE REQUIREMENTS

The purrie of this section is to review the present and planned generating capability and the
present and planned purchases and sales of power for the system (s) under evaluation. This
review is conducted first for the power pool and subsequently for the applicant.

*

The total average electricity cost increases are derived from high price projections
of fuel prices.
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8.3.1 New York Power Pool Supply

Table 8.10 presents the capability plan of NYPP with emphasis on additions to power supply
and subtractions for retirements and deratings. The adequacy of the statewide gereration is
planned by the pool according to the requirement that generation will not be less than load
more than one day in ten years. This criterion is ccmputed from data on load projections,
generation maintenance, historical forced outages, and other experiences. This translates
into an annual loss-of-load probability (LOLP) of d.1. Studies of reliability indicate that a
minimual reserve margin of 231 is required for New York State to achieve this LCLP. This
criterion may be lowered 1% to 21 af ter further studies are completed on interconnection with
other systems (see Sect. 8.7.2).

8.3.2 Applicant's pcwer supply

Table 8.11 presents the applica._ summer capability report from 1978 through 1990. The table
is sectioned into base-load capacity, peaking capability, and fim purchases. As indicated in
the table, the Quebec firm diversity purchase will increase to 800 MW in 1979 and continue
through 1990.

The applicant, as a member of NYPP, participates in studies of reliability for the power pool
system. Each of the private utilities that are members of the pool have agreed to provide
installed reserves equivalent to IST of their respective system peak loads. As a result of
load diversity, this renders a cortined pool minimum reserve margin of 23: Until 1976, the
applicant did not participate in this reserve policy becuase all of its generation units were
hydroelectric plants of very high reliability. However, the reserve policy subscribed to by
the applir mt changed in 1975 because of the operation of base-load nuclear and fossil units
requiring adequate reserves. Consequently, the applicant is planning to commit approximately
85% of new base-load units to firm contractual load supply and provide the cther 15% to other
utilities when needed. Thus, PASNY will provide an 18% reserve comitment to other utilities
on new thermal u. lits C 5 divided by 85 equals 18* ).

8.4 STAFF EVALUATION OF RESERVE MARGINS WITH AND WITHOUT THE GCf,PP

8.4.1 ContingencyJ ens and evaluation of reserve margins under various1

load and capability conditions

To ensure a reliable supply, the official NYPP planning strategy requires meeting a reserve
margin of not less than 23T under each, but not, simultaneously both, of the following
contingencies:lC

1. Load growth higher than presently forecast by NYPP members, all scheduled completion
dates achieved, probable requirements for cooling towers, and allowance for probable
capacity deratings.

2. Delay in completion dates, load growth as forecast by NYPP members, probable requirements
for cooling towers, and allowance for probable capacity deratings. The delays used for
this contingency are two years for units not yet under construction and one year for units
presently under constructicn.

Table 8.12 shows the changes tha : ha.e occurred in scheduling of target dates for riajor capacity
additions between the issuance of the 1977149-b Report and the 1978 149-b Report. Units with
target dates scheduled beyond 1990 are not listed. The major reason for these changes in target
dates is the revision in sumer peak load from 1978 through 1990; the 4780 MW reduction in the
1990 Sumer peak is the most significant change in the 1978 149-b Report. The summer peak
forecasts for 1990 are 34,360 MW in the 1977149-b and 29,580 MW in the 1978 149-b.

For evaluation of reserve margins with and without GCNPP, priorities must be established among
the units listed in Table 8.12. The staff does not consider reasonable certain of the
assumptions used by NYPP in assigning priorities among units and, based on its own onalysis,
makes the following adjustments:
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Table 8.10. Capabshty plan of NYPP (base plan)#
AH data g.ven in rnegawatts

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

N Port 4 Upr.* 190 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
H City 3 Upr 175 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G.nna Upr 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ind Pt. 3 Vor 92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CE Gts Upr- 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mitchel Ganfens 32 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 0
F iti Upr . 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CE Gts um. 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CE Gts Upr 0 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ast S Upr. 0 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ast. 3 Upr. 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rav 3 vor 0 0 44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E. Riv. 6 Upr 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CE Gts Upr. 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ind. Pt. 3 Upr 0 0 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gow. 3 & 4 Upr 0 0 52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ind Pt 2 Upr. 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ast 1 Upr. 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CE Gts Upr 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Os*cgo 6 0 0 850 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0

Shoreharn 1 0 0 0 820 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 Mile Pt. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.080 0 0 0 0 0 0
Somerset 0 0 0 0 0 0 850 0 0 0 0 0 0
700 MW Fos. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 700 0 0 0 0 0
Ind. Pt. 2 0pr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 160 0 0

Ster bng 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.150 0 0 0 0
Greene Co. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.200 0 0 0
Lake f oe ' O O O O O O O O O O 850 0 0
Jamesport . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.150 0 0
Prartsvale 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.000 0

Lake Erie 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 850
Jamesport 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.150
NYSEG t' O 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cornwall 1 -4' O O O O O O O O O O O O O
Cor nwall 5 - 8' O O O O O O O O O O O O O

NYSEG 2' O O O O O O O O O O O O O
Mid Hudson l' O O O O O O O O O O O O O
9 V.le Pt 3' O O O O O O O O O O O O O
%d Hushon 2' O O O O O O O O O O O O O
Hyde o E = pan 0 0 0 0 0 10 9 2 73 38 8 0 2

Retirements and derating -18 - 34 17 -44 0 -15 -69 -300 - 300 -300 -300 -300 -300
Provisions for 0 0 0 -124 -74 -49 -25 0 -33 0 -33 0 -32

coohng toweers

Additeons 570 69 1.036 693 - 74 - 54 1.845 402 890 938 1.835 700 1.669

Capabehty 30.124 30.193 31,229 31.922 31.848 31.794 33.639 34.041 34.931 35.869 37.704 38.404 40.073

Allowance for 640 650 660 6 70 680 690 700 720 740 760 780 800 820
deratiry

Purchases 309 804 800 800 8u0 800 800 800 800 8C0 800 800 800

Sales 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 1M 150 150 150

Totai capacity 29 643 30.197 31.219 31.902 31.818 31.754 33.589 33.971 34.841 35.759 37.574 38.254 39.903

*This " base plan '' outbred in the 1978 143b Report, reflects capacity add tions accordmg to their target service detes in add. tion. the Sterhng
Power Prosect, proposed by Rochester Gas and Electoc Corporation on behatt of O ange and RocklarW Ut>ht.es. Inc.. Certral Hudson Gas and Electoc
Corporat.on. N agara Mohaw* Power C&porateun. and itself. has been shifted to an Aprd 1988 in serv,ce date ("The deces on to defer the unit to 1988
afso appers prudent m relation to the companies' present best estimates of their load requirements en the late 1980's . Sterbog is needed in the Pool
load and capacity porture. as well as on the systems of the Stechng compan'es. by 1983 (" Response by Sterbng Partic+ pants to S. ting Board Order of
May 4, 19 78."' July 18. 1978. State of New York, before the N. w York State Board on Electnc Generaf+on Sereng and the Environment. Case
8005-Stening Power Pro #ect. Nuclear Unit No.1 p. 51) .

"Upr. = Upratng
* Target service dates are af ter 1990.

Source Report of Member Electne Systems of the New York Poner Pooland the Errpre State Electre Energy Research Corporation, vol.1. Apr.
1.1978 p. 338.



Table 8.11. PASNY summer capability report

All data are given in megawatts
. _ _ _ _ _ _

1978 1970 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990'

Conventional hydro
Niagara (Moses Lewiston) 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400 2400
St. Lawrence 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 "% 800 800

Total 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200 3200

Thermal fosul
Astoria No. 6 (Oil) 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 775

700 MW F ossel ( Arthur Kill) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 700 700 700 700 700 700

Total 775 775 775 775 775 775 775 1475 1475 1475 1475 1475 1475

Thermal nuclear
J. A. Fitzpatrick 800 821 821 821 821 8 21 821 821 821 821 821 821 821

Indian Point No. 3 873 873 873 873 873 873 873 873 873 873 873 873 8 73

Uprate 1 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 92 co
Uprate 2 0 0 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 68 L

*Greene County Nuclear (Cementon) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1200 1200 1200 1200

Total 1765 1786 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 1854 3054 3054 3054 3054

Base load total 5740 5761 5829 5829 5829 5829 5829 6529 6529 7729 7729 7729 7729

Peaking capability
Pumped storage

Blenheim.'Gilboa 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Prattsville 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1000 1000

Total 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 2000 2000

Firm purchases
Quebec diversity purchase 300 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 000 800 800 800

Total 300 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800

Total PASNY capabihty 7040 7561 7629 7629 7629 7629 7629 8329 8329 9529 9529 10529 10529

* Summer capabihty in 1990 was forecast by the staff,
Sour ce- Response to Greene County Interrogatory GC 11, revision, March 1978
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Table 8.12. Changes in target servece dates in 1978149 b Report

" #19 77149 b Report 1978149 b Report
target service date target service date

700 MW Fossd September 1982 2 September 1984
Nine Mae Point 2 Nuclear November 1982 1 September 1983
Prattsvale Pumped Storage May 1983 5 June 1988
Sterbng Nuclear * May 1984 2 May 1986
Greene county Nuclear September 1984 2 July 1986
Jamesport 1 Nuclear Novemtwr 1984 3S May 1988
Lake Ene 1 Fossa Novemtwr 1984 2 November 1987
Jamesport 2 Nuclear rvovember 1986 35 May 1990
Lake Erie 2 Fossd November 1987 1 November 1989

Total 23

*The m service target date of May 1986 in the 1978149b Report has been further shif ted to
Apr d 1988 to bong Sterbng mto service by the time its generating capacity appears needed (see
f notnote a. Table 8. lot

1. For the delay case [ case 2], Jamesport I can be built within one year from its revised
target date (i.e., by May 1989), since each of the Jamesport units was delayed 3-l/2 years
in the 1978 149-b Report, and a construction permit has been issued by the NRC (although
the State of New York has yet to issue the necessary permit).

2. For planning purposes, Prattsville may be considered delayed beyond 1990 if GCNPP is not
in service by that date. This delay is premised on the supposition that Prattsville will
be built on schedule only if it is near a source of base-load capacity that t uld provide
energy for pumping water to the reservoir.

3. Of the utilities not participating in the Sterling Power Project, priority for capacity
additions will be given to those uti'ities needing capacity according to evaluation of
their reserves and reserve margins in the late 1980s. Table 8.13 shows the projected
reserve margins in 1987 tor Con Ed, Long Island Lighting Company, New York State Electric
ond Gas Corporation, and PASNY.

4. The analysis in 3 above and in Table 8.13 indicates that Long Island Lighting Company
(LILCO) and NYSEG both need capacity in the late 1980s. Therefore, Jamesport 1 and 2
should be given priority status.

5. For the delay case, Lake Erie 1 will not be given priority status over the proposed GCNPP.

6. The delay completion date for Sterling is one year following its revised target service
date of April 1978.

Table 8.14 presents the expected reserve margins with and without GCNPP to meet contingency
2 outlined in this section, with the staff's adjustments. As can be seen in the table, l
through 6, and the NYPP forecast, capacity is needed without GCNPP in 1988. The staff considers
the NYPP forecast within a reasonable error bound of the staff's best-estimate forecast.

However, the staff considers the delay scenario evaluated in Table 8.15 an extreme contingency
case. The 25-year total of changes in capacity target dates (from the 1977 to the 1978149-b
Report) was caused primarily by revisions in forecasts for additional load growth, rather than
by licensing delays or extended construction time periods. All units not yet under construction
were delayed two years, with the exception of Sterling and Jamesport 1, which were both delayed
one year from their revised target service dates. All units presently under construction were
delaye1 one year. These changes in target service dates cited in the 1978 149-b Report are high-
lighted in Tatle 8.12.
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Table 8.13. Reserves and reserve margins for selected NYPP member systems in 1987, without GCNPD

Required Reserve

" 'evant reserve margin Reserves margin

Company k (%) (MW) (%)

Con Ed Su mmer 18 3078' do

LILCO Summer 18 948" 23

NYsEG Winter 18 573' IG

PAsNY Summer N. A.# 1544' N.A.

*1 * 766 MW capacity
-1,W3 M'N c.apacity from withdrawable sales
+ 46 MW increase in firm capacity from 61ydro Quebec allocation

10.703 MW ret capacity
7.625 Sumrner peak (1987)

3,073 Reserves

40% Reserve margin

''4.988 MW capacity
4,o40 Summer peak (1987)

948 Reserves
23% Reserve margm

'4.309 MW capacity
101 Withdrawable sales from PAsNY

_

4,208 Net capacity
3,63o Winter peak (1987)

578 Reserves
16% Reserve margin

#N. A. = not appi cable.

'PAsNY has testified that the proposed GCNPP will not be fully utilized to meet theie own preference
customer loads (column II, Tables 8.3 and 8.4) unta after the year 2000. PAsNY reserves over and
above their own summer peak loads and nonwithdrawable sales from 1985 through 1990 are 1,721,17,20,
1,544,1,425,1,337, and 1,224 MV .

Sources:

1. Report of Member Electre Systems of the New York Power Pool and the Empire State Electric
Energy Research Corporation, vol.1, Apr.1,1978, Appendix D. " Capabilities, Requirements, and
Margins-Median Hydro Conditeo s," target service dates.

2. Tahle 8.6 herein.

3. Table Greene County GC 6-1 A (Greene County Interrogatary No. 21-13, letter dated May 5,1977,
response in packet with cover letter dated Oct. 5,1977).

The reserve margins with and without the GCNPP under different forecasts are given in Table 8.15.
Both the Chern " higher-growth" forecast and the NERA forecast indicate that the GCNPP is needed
for reliability in 1987. The Chern "best-estimate" forecast and the NYPP adopted forecast
indicate that the GCNPP is not needed for reliability until after 1993 if the target service
dates for other plants are realized. However, if NYSEG 1 is delayed from its target service
date of 1991, the NYPP adopted forecast indicates that the GCNPP probably will be needed in
1991.

8.4.2 Conclusions of staff evaluation of reserve margins with and without GCNPP

The staff does not consider the contingency of delay in completion dates evaluated in Table 8.14
as a reasonable basis for planning addition to generating capacity. Efforts must be made to
determine priority among units and meet scheduled target services dates where possible.
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Table 8.14. NYPP forecast with staff's assumed delays
in completic,a dates

Reserve marg.n

(%)

With GCNPP Without
in 1987 GCNPP

,

1985 27.2 27.2

1986 25.8 25.8

1987 27.7 73 3

1988 23.4 19 1

1989 8 26.8 22.6
8

#1990" 22.0 17.9 ''

' Capacity m 1989 includes Jamesport 1. Since this
unit was delayed 34 years in the 1978149-b Report, an
additeonal delay of one year after the target service date
is considered to be reasonable for planning purposes by
the staff (see staf f adjustments (1)1.

8 Sterling is included in capacity in 1989 (4/89L which
re,nesents a one-year delay from its revised target data
of 4/88.

' Excludes Lake Erie 1. No priority can ue assigned
by staff between this unit (target date.11/87; delay da.s
11/89) and the proposed GCNPP.

# Reserve margin with Lake Erie 1 included is 20.8%.
' Excludes Prattsville throughout the 1985-1990

period.

If the target services dates are met, the high-load growth forecasts of the NERA and Chern
" higher-growth" forecasts indicate that the GCNPP is needed for reliability in 1987. The Chern
"best-estimate" forec3st and the NYFP adopted forecast indicate that the GCNPP is not needed for
reliability uniti after 1993.

The staff's best estimate would be the Chern "best-estimate" forecast. Considering the uncer-
tainties involved, reasonable bounds around the best estimate and the unavailability of the
NYSEG 1 plant in 1991 would not rule out the possibility that the GCNPP is needed in 1991.
Therefore, leaning toward the conservative side as per NRC policy, the staff concludes that the
GCNN is needed for NYPP reliability in 1991.

8.5 STAFF EVALUATION OF FUEL SUBSTITUTION

Holding the assumptions explained in Sect. 8.4.2, the GCNPP is likely to be needed for NYPP
reliability in 1991. However, tnere are other reasons why the GCNPP should come on line on the
applicant's proposed 1987 date. These reasons include cost savings from the plant due to
replacement of more expensive generating plants, here primarily oil (see Table K.2), and tne
reduction of U.S. dependence on uncertain sources of foreign oil, which would increase national
security and improve the balance of payments.

8.5.1 Economic evaluation of a four-year delay in availability of GCNPP

Table 8.16 contains staff estimates of the 1987 present values of the differences in costs of
producing, by conventional large steam-electric power plants, 6,307,200,000 kwhr of electricity
per year,1987 through 2016, for two cases: (1) GCNPP available in 1987 and (2) GCNPP available
in 1991. A detailed cost analysis is presented in Appendix K.* The sum of the capital costs and
differences in itemized costs (rows 2 through 6) are shown in row 7, subtotal costs (Table 8.16).

*

The cost in this section differ from those in Sect. 9 since they are derived for the
specific Cementon site and incorporate cost estimates prese ited by PASNY, where appropriate.
For example, the staff has revised the capi +al and operation and maintenance costs presented
by PASNY instead of using Oe generic estimates derived in Sect. 9 and has used a different
discount rate, which is described below.

__ . .
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fable 8.15. Different forecasts and target service dates - reserve margins {%) without and
with the proposed GCNPP in the NYPP

Chern Chern

"Best Estimate'' NYPP Adopted " H ,gher.G rowth" NERA

forecast for ecast forecast forecast

1985
Without 38.4 33.2 32.2 28.9

With 38.4 33.2 32.2 28.9

1986
Without 33.0 28.4 26.2 23.6

With 33.0 28.4 26.2 23.6

1987
Without 28.1 23.3 20.7 18.4

With 32.7 27.7 25.0 22.7

1988'6
Without 35 4 3c.2 26.7 24 4

With 39.8 34.5 30.8 28.5

1989
Without' 30.2 25.4 21.o 19.1

With 38.2 33.1 28.4 26.4

1990
Without' 32.2 27.5 22 o 20.3
With 39.9 34.9 29.1 27.4

1991

W.thout *# 31.5* 27.2 20.5" 19.6#

With 38.9' 34.1 27.3" 26.4

1992
Without 29.8' 26.0 18.2" 18.1#

With 37.I' 33.1 24.8' 24.7

1993
Without 32.3" 28.8 19.5* 20.2#

With 39.3' 35.7 25.9' 2u.6

" Lake Erie 1 is includeo et service date 11/87 ltherefore available for service in
summer 1988).

* Sterling is included on its revess a < aryt date (4/88L
' Excludes Prattsville for the reaso, noted under (2) of staf f adjustments.
# if NYSEG 1 is delayed one year. The reserve margins for 1991 for the four forecasts

would be, in % 27.2. 23.1.1 G.6. and 15.7.
'The demand forecast is entrapolated using I'185-1990 CAGR's.

This analysis adopts a 10% discount rate to reflect the opportunity cost to society of the
resources that would be used in the construction of the GCNPP. This discount rate would be
based on the potential rate of return that this investment could hace yielded had it been used
in the best alternative investment project available to society. The best alternative invest-
ment project could be in either the public or private sector, since the ultimate source of
government revenues (investment funds) is the private sector (through taxes). The 10% social
discount rate has been estimated from a generic study of the cost of capital to investor-owned
utilities.11

The applicant estimates its levelized fixed charge rate at 9.52% per year. This includes
the internal cost of money, a coverage factor, nuclear insurance, and depreciation. The staff's
approach differed in that the capital costs were estimated on a 1987 present-worth basis rather
than at the times the costs would be paid for. Although this approach does not explicitly u;e
a fixed-charge rate, the staff's analysis implies a fixed-charge rate somewhr.t in excess of
the applicant's, to reflect society's cost of money.

The results of this analysis appear in Table 8.16 and indicate tnat there is an economic
advantage of about $125.2 million to having the unit available in 1987. This translates to an
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Table 8.16. Costs of producing 6307 GWhr of electricity
per year from 1987 through 2016

Costs {1987 present
6value ($10 )1

Case 1 Case 2

1. Capital cost 2026 8 1819.7

2. Additional oil fuel co ts, 1987-1990 0 755 6

3. Add.tional uranium fuel costs. 1987-19908 228 6 o

4. Additional nuclear operation and maintenance 14 7.6 o
costs.198 7-1990*

5 Add.tional oil operation and marntenance o 25.1
costs.1987-19906

6. Nondepreciated capital asset m 2017 o -72.2
7. Subtotal costs 2403o 2528.2

* Costs that are equal for both options are not shown (e g , nuclear fuel and
operation and maintenance f rom 1991 through 2016). Decommissioning is
emcluded for both options.

bThe oil fired units are expected to be available for rehability even with
GCNPP in service in 1987.

approximate 5 mill saving for each kilowatt-hour generated by GCNPP in the 1987-1991 time period.
The analysis assumes a 10% discount rate, a 7% capital escalation rate from 1987 to 19T., and
a 5% capital escalation rate af ter 1991. The latter escalation rate applies only to the non-
depreciated capital asset in 2017 and is lower than 7% to capture easing of capital cost infla-
tion, technological change that may occur, and accelerated depreciation on the capital asset.
The staff cautions that major areas of uncertainty affect the economic analysis presented in
Table 8.16 and Appendix K. Specifically, the results are sensitive to assumptions of the
capacity factors for the GCNPP and replacement units, oil fuel costs, uranium fuel costs,
nuclear capital costs, and the discount rate used.

Different values for the assumed discount rate and capital cost escalation rates yield different
economic advantages of earlier availability. For example, if the assumption of a 7% capital
escal? tion rate from 1987 to 1991 is dropped to 5%, and the other assumptions are retained,
there would be approximately a $5 million disadvantage to earlier availability. Assuming a 10%
discount rate and a 7% escalation rate of capital costs from 1987 to 1991 and 1991 to 2016
would produce a $77 million advantage for earlier availability. A discount rate of 7%, which
is the applicant's assumed cost of money, combined with the previous assumption of a 5% escala-
tion rate of capital costs from 1987 to 199' and 1991 to 2016, would produce an early-
availability advantage of $143 million. F.. . lly, assuming a 7% discount rate, 7% escalation
of capital costs from 1987 to 1991, and 5% af ter 1991 would yield a $346 million advantage to
earlier availability.

8.5.2 Additional issues meriting consideration

The staff has concluded, based on reliability standards, that there is no definitive need for
the proposed GCNPP before 1991 (except for contingencies such as higher load growth, delays in
completion dates, and curtailments in oil supplies) and only a slight economic advantage or
disadvantage favoring 1987 availability. Therefore, resolution of whether the proposed GCNPP
is needed for fuel substitution in the 1987-1990 period could consider factors other tnan those
properly evaluated by economic analysis.

The president's energy policies are designed to lessen our dependence o;. unreliable imports of
foreign oil and increasingly expensive conventional energy supplies.12 These national energy
policy considerations include improving end-use efficiency, implementing conservation measures,
and ensuring equitable distributions of environmental and financial costs and benefits. The
proposed GCNPP, if it were available in 1987 rather than in 1991, would reduce dependence on
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foreign oil . This contributes to objectives such as reducing the balance of payments problem
and enhancing national security. The degree of dependence of LILC0 on foreign oil was a signi-
ficant factor in the partial initial decision on need for power for the Jamesport Nuclear Power
Station, units 1 and 2.13

The timing and equity of distribution of environmental and financial costs and benefits is
another important consideration in the evaluation of the alternatives. The expected major
beneficiaries of early construction of the GCNPP are customers in southeastern New York. The
social and environmental costs associated with GCNPP construction and operation affect primarily
Greene and Columbia counties (see Sects. 4, 5, and 10).

8.6 BASE LOAD MIX

Evaluation of a projected 1985 NYPP load duration curve with expected energy contribution from
base-load units presented by PASNY (ER, Fig. 1.1-2) (see Fig. 8.2) yields insight into the
minimum base-load capacity requirement for NYPP in 1985. Determination of an optimal base load,
intennediate, and peak capacity mix for 1985 through 1990 is an extremely complex issue that
is beyond the scope and resources of this assessment.

8.6.1 Minimum ' je-load requirements for 1985

Figure 8.2 shows that at least 12,690 MW will be needed 100t of the time; the projected peak is
29,760 MW in 1985. This peak load is 4250 MW bigher than that estimated in the NYPP adopted
forecast. The estimated base-load recuirement must be raised to reflect the fact that given
units are not available 100% of the time due to scheduled maintenance and factors such as forced
outages. Whereas the NYPP has flexibility in scheduling maintenance and other unavailability
(e.g., refueling), plant and system capacity factors will vary with the type of fuel, size,
maturity of units, etc. The staff assumes a NYFP overall load factor in 1985 of 63.7% There-
fore, the implied minimum base-load requirement is 19,920 MW. [The imbedded assumption here is
that the nyerall capacity factor for base-load plants is equal to the NYPP overall load factor.
The implied minimum base-load requirement is therefore 12,690 MW x (1 + 0.637).]

Total capacity for the NYPP is 1985 is expected to be 33,971 MW (Table 8.10). Therefore, the
estimated minimum base-load requirement of 19,920 MW is 593 of the expected 1985 capacity.
The projection in the 1977149-b Report for total energy requirements for 1985 was 156,654 GWhr;
in the 1978149-b Peport, the projection was revised to 142,334 GWhr. The minimum Dase-load
capacity figure could be revised to reflect the 9% decrease in expected total energy require-
ments. The shape of the forecasted load duration curve is expected to vary according to assump-
tions regarding the price of electricity, personal income, and heating and cooling degree-days.U'
Assuming that the projected load duration curve has the same shape as that shown in Fig. 8.2
implies an estimated minimum base-load requirement of 18,100 MW, which is 53% of the expected
1985 capacity. It is apparent from Fig. C.2 that the NYPP will meet t N minimum base-load
requirement as long as base-load oil is included in the projected & - ' load capacity.

8.7 PURCHASES AND SALES

The staff addresses two issues in this section: (1) the use of capacity (power) and energy
purchases and sales for planning purposes from 1980 through 1990 and (2) the effect those
purchases have on the need for the proposed GCNPP.

8.7.1 Staff evaluation of purcnases and sales, 1980-1990

The applicant has a cocinitment for di versity exchange with Hydro Quebec of 800 MW of firm power
and 3.0 x 103 kwhr of electric energy associated with that diversity power.15.16 The intercon-

l5nection agreement becomes effective on the date that the interconnection facilities become
effective on the date that the interconnection facilities become available (primarily the 765-kV
transmission line from Massena, New York, to Hydro Quebec's Chateauguay station near Beauharnois).
The interconnection facilities are expected to he operational so that the full 800 MW could be
exchanged in 1979.* The power contractM comits Hydro Quebec to reserve and make available to

*

For example, see PASNY press released dated Nov. 29, 1977. Also see PASNY response to
Greene County Interrogatory GC-ll, March 1978 revision. However, even if the full exchange does
not begin until 1980, the implications would not change conclusions in the staff evaluation.
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the applicant, and connits the applicant to purchase and pay Hydro Quebec for, 800 MW of
diversity power from April through October inclusive each year af ter the interconnection
agreement is in effect. The contract extends up to and including the year 1996. The Canadian
National Energy Board (NEB) has thus far authorized exports by Hydro Quebec for 13 years of the
20-year contract. Since the diversity exchange began in September 19sd, the contract will be
renegotiated by PASNY and Hydro Quebec, and the extension will be requested from the NEB in
1991.

The applicant has received assurance from Hydro Quebec that " substantial quantities of hydro-
electric power will be available for New York State for more than a decade in addition to the

"*800,000 kilowatts provided for in the basic contract. Hydro Quebec's James Bay project
is expected to begin producing in 1979; its capability is expected to be 1333, 5226, 10,140,
and 11,020 MW in 1979,1983,1986, and 1987 respectively.17 On September 6,1978, the NEB
authorized Hydro Quet'ec to export " surplus power"t to New York State. The maximum amount of
power is 1360 MW until December 31, 1983, or 560 MW above the P00 MW of firm d'versity power.

9 kwhr more than thatThe maximum annual quantity of energy is 10.2 x 109 kwhr, or 7.2 x 10
energy associated with the firm diversity power.19 Currently,1240 MW is expected to be gene-
rated at the Beauharnois station, and the remaining 120 MW will be generated at the Les Cedres
station.20 Although the additional 7.2 x 109 kwhr of energy is interruptible (i.e., can be
curtailed at the option of the supplier at any given time), the staff does not expect this
condition to limit the maximum amount of energy exchanged over the full-year period. Hydro
Quebec has projected their excess reserves (over and above their required reserves) from 1978
through 1991; the minimum monthly excess reserves from April through October are 1211, 2307,
and 3188 MW in 1978, 1985, and 1990 respectively.21 Thus, there is a substantial potential for
increasing the diversity power exchange for both firm power and " surplus energy."I

The applicant has projected power sales af 150 MW and 130 MW to the Public Service Board of
Vermont and the Allegheny Electric Coo; erative Inc., from 1978 through 1990. (Direct testi-
many of Boston, Hiney, Haase, and Brown (PASNY), Tables A-2 and B-2, revised Mar. 8,1978, and
response to Mid-Hudson Nuclear Opponents Interrogatory MHN0-10, Table MHN0-10G, July 22,1977.)
In February 1978, the governor of New York refused to sign renew 21 contracts allowing hydro-
power generated by the applicant to be sold to Pennsylvania (Allegheny Electric Cooperative,
Inc.) and Vermont (Public Service Board of Vermont).z2 The applicant has had a contract with
the Public Service Commission of the State of Vermont since January 1956. For planning pur-
poses, the staff assumes that the proposed contracts will be revised and eventually approved
by the governor. If these sales do not materialize, however, the staff load estimates will be
somewhat overstated.

8.7.2 Effect of purchases and sales on the need for GCNPP

The 800 MW of firm diversity power from Hydro Quebec to the applicant contributes to the relia-
bility of the NYPP system. Since the interconnection agreement between PASNY and Hydro Quebec
will be going intn effect in 1979, there is a possibility that reserve margin requirements in
the NYPP will be 11 to 2% under the present 23% criteria. This interconnection with Hydro
Quebec is expected to lower the reserves required in the NYPP to meet the loss-of-load probability
(LOLP) of one day in ten years. The NYPP is planning to model the NYPP, Hydro Quebec, Ontario
Hydro, Pennsylvania-Jersey-Maryland, and New England systems considering the new intertie and
LOLPs.22 The surplus power from Hydro Quebec could also lower further the NYPP reserve margin
requirements when Hydro Quebec's transmission and generation system is upgraded to isolate
oenerating capacity and improve stability and transmission reliability.

*

Power Authority of the State of New York press release dated Nov. 23, 1977. F. R. Clark,
chairman of the Power Authority, has received this assurance (both verbal and in a letter) from
Hydro Quebec President, R. A. Boyd.

i
This will consist, for the most part, of fuel replacement energy (i.e., " energy derived

from renewable resources and delivered to replace energy derived from nonrenewable resources
in order to effect savings and economize nonrenewable resources"19).

#
The Nov. 29, 1977, PASNY press release states " Hydro Quebec's James Bay Project

is ahead of schedule and is expected to begin producing power in 1979. In 1979, they
should be in a position to export to us a great deal of power most of the year. Except.

for their few peak weeks in December and January Hydro Quebec officials stated that they will
be able to supoly the Power Authority with electricity 24 hours a day. "
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The staff does not er ect the sales to Allegheny Electric Cooperative, Inc., and the Publicr
Service Board of Vermont to change significantly. The allocations could be given to other
municipals, cooperatives, or states, but the staf f considers this event unlikely.

In conclusion, the firm diversity power exchange with Hydro Quebec improves the reliability
of the NYPP system. The mutual advantage arises from the large differentia's among summer and
winter peaks in the Hyd6o Quebec system. Interruptible energy is not appropr'ately included
in reliability analyses unless measures are undertaken to improve its delive bility so that
a firm contract can be negotiated. Therefore, the staff has ustd the 800 MW af firm diversity
power in the Sect. 8.4 evaluation of reserve margins.

8.8 CONCLUSION

If the assumptions explained in Sect. 8.4.2 are held, the GCNPP is likely to be needed in 1991
for reliability purposes. Whether the GCNPP should be brought on line in July 1986 depends on
the economics of early availability and the perceived benefits of tiving the unit for relia-
bility in the case of unexpected contingencies, such as higher load growth, delays in the
availability of future units, and curtailnents in oil supplies. The staff's evaluation of the
economics of early availability compares availability in 1987 with availt ility in 1991. The
results of this analysis indicate that there is a , light economic .dvantage, $125.2 million,
to having the unit available in 1987. This translates to an appre cimate 5 mill saving for each
kilowatt-hour generated by GCNPP in the 1987-1991 time period. T.e analysis is quite sensitive
to changes in oil fuel costs, capacity factors, uranium fuel cos.s. escalation of capital costs,
and the discount rate used.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the plant is likely to be needed ia 1991, and that there is
a slight economic advantage c5sociated with the 1987 availability.

''

_ . . . .
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9. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

9.1 ALTERNATIVE BASE-LOAD ENERGY SOURCES AND SITES

9.l.1 Alternatives not requiring creation of new generating capacity

9.1.1.1 Purchased power

Beginning in 1978, the applicant plans to import approximately 800 MW of seasonal diversity
power from Quebec during the summer months. Construction was authorized by the State Public
Service Commission anf all but about 30 miles of the 165-mile route was certified. The trans-
mission system is scheduled to include new substations at Massena and at Marcy, a double-
circui t 230,000-V transmission line extending eight miles from Massena to the switchyard at
St. Lawrence, a 765,000-V transmission line linking Massena with Quebec, and several other
connections.1

The purchase of base-load capacity is dependent upon the availability of excess generating
capacity in other systems or regions. If excess capacity is available for purchase, then the
extent of the potential difficulties associated with such a purchase must be assessed, for
example, increased transmission losses. Consequently, the purchase of power is considered to
be only a short-term alternative to the creation of new generating capacity and has been
eliminated by the staff as an alternative t- the proposed plant.

9.1.1.2 Postponed retirement or reclassi. ication of existing units

The applicant's present capacity is relatively new (ER, p. 9.1-1) and is being operated at
maximum capacity. Therefore, the applicant does not have plants which may be delayed in retire-
rent. This is not a viable alternative to the proposed action.

9.1.1.3 Base-load operation of intermediate or peaking facilities

The anplicant does not have intermediate facilities (ER, p. Q8.7-1), but does have one 1000-PW
pumped storage peaking facility (ER, p. 9.1-1). Such a facility cannot be operated as a base-
load unit. Therefore, this is not an alternative to the proposed base-load unit.

9.1.1.4 Reactivating or upgrading older plants

The applicant does not have older plants which may be reactivated or upgraded (ER, p. 9.1-1);
thus, it is not possible to supply the needed generating capacity by this means.

9.1.1.5 Lonclusions

The sta#f concludes that there are no feasible alternatives not requiring creation of new
generating capacity to reet the projected energy requirements.

9.1.2 Alternatives requiring creation of new generating capacity

To determine whether the new generating capacity should be nuclear, the staff evaluated possible
alternative energy sources. Alternatives to the proposed 1200-MWe nuclear unit can be grouped
according to type in two broad categories: conventional energy sources and potential future
energy sources and systems.

9-1
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9.1.2.1 Conventional energy tources

The conventional energy sources evaluated include (1) oil, (2) natural gas, (3) water or
hydroelectric power, and (4) coal. These sources were evaluated with respect to their
availability and possible cost in the applicant's service area.

Oil
Oil provides nearly half of the energy consumed in the U.S.2 In recent years, domestic pro-
duction has not kept pace with consumption. Therefore, both the quantity and proportion of
our oil consumption derived from importation has steadily increased, reaching 401 in 1976 and
about 50, in the early months of 1977.3 In the state of New York," petroleum products provided
64% of all energy consumed in 1974; this consumption was dominated by imports.

This dependency on imports, expected to continue for many years,5'6 necessitates dealing in an
international oil market supplied mainly by the Middle East and North African countries, who
produce almost half of the world's oil. The availability and cost of imported oil are often
subject to the politically motivated production and pricing policies of these foreign producers.
The reliability of fuel supplies from such sources cannot be considered dependable over the
long term. Currently, the U.S. foreign trade balance-of-payment problems are seriously
aggravated by the 1977 annual expenditure of more than $40 billion for imported oil.

The rapid growth of oil consumption, both in the U.S. and around the world, has led to inter-
national concern about the potential depletion of the world's oil resources. Many industrial
nations have taken steps to reduce their future dependence on oil-derived energy. The U.S.
effort to control growth of domestic coasumption has been led by the Department of Energy (DOE)
and is currently the major thrust of the President's National Energy Plan.2 This plan has three
principal objectives:

1. to reduce dependence on foreign oil and vulnerability to supply interruptions;
2. to maintain imports sufficiently Icw to avoid impacts of depletion of the world's

oil supply; and

3. to develop renewable and essentially inexhaustible supplies of energy to sustain
economic growth.

With respect to the international effort to control the growth of oil consumption, it is
recognized that transportation systems and certain industries, such as petrochemical and
fertilizer, are highly dependent on oil and its products with little or no choice for an alter-
nate resource. Thus, a major thrust of recent legislation and current national policy is
directed toward encouraging or directing electric utilities to switch to coal as a boiler fuel
when possible or toward limiting their use of oil when svtitching is not possible. In addition,
an oil-fired plant is not economically competitive at the current price of about $14 to $15/ bbl
for imported oil (see Appendix I).

In summary, the staff finds that the uncertain nature of the oil supplies, their high cost, and
their importance in other aspects of the U.S. economy preclude consideration of oil-fired,
steam-electric, base-load power stations as an alternative to the 1200-MW Greene County Nuclear
Power Plant.

Natural gas

From an environmental standpoint, natural gas is the preferred fossil fuel because its sulfur
and ash contents are negligible. The demand for this energy form, however, has recently
exceeded its domestic availability in all but the few Southwestern and west coast states where
it is produced. The total domestic consumption of natural gas increased 72.3% from 1961 through
19707 and accounted for more than one-fourth of the national energy consumption in 1976. 3 Elec-
tric utility consumption of natural gas increased 113.4% during that period, with natural gas
accounting for one-third of the total fossil fuel consumption by electric utilities in 1970.
In contrast, natural gas provided only 16% of the total energy input and 3.3% of the energy
used for electric generation for the state of New York in 1974.4
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The results of a 20-year forecast made by the Bureau of Natural Gas for the Federal Power
Comission (FPC), published in 1972, indicate that the rate of development of natural gas
supplies, both conventional and supplemental, will be inadequate to meet current projections
of future demand.e This prediction includes consideration of future prospects for additions
to domestic reserves, imports of pipeline and liquefied natural gas, Alaskan gas, and synthetic
gas from coal and liquid hydrocarbons. A successful program of development or implementation
was assumed for each of these major current or future supply programs.6

Recurring short-term shortages in the early 1970s and the projected probable long-term decline
of natural gas supplies resulted in priority-setting regulatory action by the FPC to restrict
the use of natural gas as an industrial or utility boiler fuel.9 In addition, the Energy
Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-319 ESECA) provided the
Federal Energy Administration with the tools to prohibit or regulate the use of natural gas as
a boiler fuel in power plants and large industrial installations. These activities are now
under the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission in the DOE.

The failure of natural gas supply to meet demand is because of stimulation of demand and con-
strained resource discovery and development resulting from regulated prices that have become
artificially low when compared to those for competing fuels. b Deregulation of the price of
newly developed natural gas supplies is expected to stimulate supply and to restrain growth of
demand,b l0 thus eliminating the current shortage problems. However, deregulated prices
approaching $2.00/1000 ft3, which are typical in the unregulated intrastate market, would be
equivalent to the current cost of fuel oil and, therefore, too costly for boiler fuel. Con-
sequently, the staff finds that both the high price and the national policy to restrict growth
of demand for natural gas remove natural gas from consideration as a boiler fuel for a large,
base-load pcwer station.

Hydroelectric

The Power Authority already operates the Niagara and St. Lawrence hydroelectric plants under
authority of the New York State Legislature (Power Authority Act, Ch. 772, L.1931) and the
U.S. Congress [Public Law 85-159 (16 U.S.C. 833), Aug. 21, 1957].

Suitable hydroelectric sites to supply 1200 MWe do not appear tc exist in the New York area.
The applicant's 2400-MWe Niagara Project was designed to develop essentially all of the avail-
able head of the Niagara River between Lakes Erie and Ontario and to use the entire amount of
water from the river made available to the U.S. for power purposes pursuant to the 1950 Treaty
between the U.S. and Canada. Development of additional generating capacity at Niagara would
therefore not provide additional energy that could serve as an alternate to that to be produced
by the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

The St. Lawrence Project, constructed jointly by the Power Authority and Ontario Hydro, was
designed to harness the full hydroelectric potential of the International Rapids section of
the St. Lawrence River. The sixteen units owned by the Power Authority have a total dependable
capacity of 800 MWe. It is essentially a run-of-river plant with water for power production
released from the Lake Ontario International Joint Cennission. The project has been able to
fully use all water atallable for power production except for a few brief periods in 1973, 1974,
and 1976 when emergency releases greater than those prescribed by the regulation plan were made
to reduce the exceptionally high level of Lake Ontario during those periods. Therefore, devel-
opment of additional generating capacity at St. Lawrence would not provide additional energy
in lieu of that to be produced by the Greene County plant.

According to the Federal Power Commission, there is a total of 1292 MW of undeveloped hydro-
electric capacity in New York with an average annual energy production of 3.26 billion kwhr.
This potential is dispersed over 69 sites, the largest having a capacit/ of 90 MW. The average
capacity factor for these sites is only about 29". due mainly to the large seasonal variation
in streamflow at the sites. Many of the sites are suitable only for peaking capacity, whict is
not a feasible alternative to a base-load facility such as the Greene County plant. The ap.li-
cant is studying the feasibility of installing up to 6 MWe of hydroelectric capacity in cor iec-
tion with operation of two of New York City's water supply reservoirs.ll

It is believed that development of much of New York's undeveloped hydroelectric potential is not
feasible because it is not economically or environmentally sound. Storage reservoirs are
required at some sites to provide a dependable flow of water. Some of these reservoir sites
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lie within the Adirondack Park and, therefore, development is precluded by the New York State
Constitution. Other sites would be so expensive to develop that the savings in fuel resulting
from the project would not offset the high initial cost.

Coal

Coal is the most abundant fossil fuel in the U.S., accounting for the 731 of the total recover-
able fossil fuels.12 Currently, its primary use is in the manufacture of steel and other
goods and in the generation of electricity. Coal supplied 54% of the energy used in thermal
power generation in 197013 but decreased to about 44% by 1975.1" In terms of contained energy,
electric utilities used about 66% of the coal consumed in the U.S. in 1975.13

In the state of New York, however, coal has played only a small role in recent years; for
example, in 1974, coal was used to generate about 14% of the electricity produced in the state.15

National energy policy goals proposed by both Presidents Ford and Carter have included the
expanded use of coal, particularly for generation of electricity and production of synthetic
liquid and gaseous fuels. The National Energy Plan!6 calls for nearly doubling the annual use
of coal by 1985. In combination with conservation, increased efficiency of energy-consuming
equipment, and use of renewable resources, the plan is expected to halt, or reverse, the trend
toward increased dependence on imported oil.

Based on these considerations of national policy and domestic availability, the staff finds
that coal is a technically feasible alternative fuel for the proposed power station for the
applicant's system. The economic and environmental considerations will be discussed in a later
section of this Statement.

9.1.2.2 Potential future energy sources and systems

Potential future energy sources applicable to central-station power generation may be the result
of technological developments that either improve energy conversion efficiencies and techniques
or unleash energy sources for new applications. Magnetohydrodynamics and fuel cells are
examples of energy-conversion techniques currently being investigated.

Energy forms from other conversion techniques considered include synthetic fuels and energy
released by combustion of refuse. The "new" energy sources considered in this evaluation are
(1) geothermal energy, (2) solar energy, and (3) controlled nuclear fusion. In addition, total
energv scenarios, which cover cogeneration, are also discussed.

Magnetchydrodynamics

Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is an engineering technique for more efficient conversion oi thermal
energy into electrical energy using energy sources such as the fossil fuels or nuclear reactors.
The MHD generator is a heat engine that combines the features of a conventional turbine-
generatcr into a single apparatus by eliminating the turbine and replacing the rotating con-
ductor of a commercial generator by an electrically conductive plasma or fluid flowing in a
conduit through a magnetic field. MHD concepts include both open-cycle and closed-cycle systems.
In the open-cycle system, fossil fuel (most likely coal) is burned at sufficiently high tempera-
tures to produce ionized gas plasmas; conductivity is enhanced by seeding with conductive
ionized salts. In the closed-cycle systen, ionized gases and/or liquid metals, heated by
fossil or nuclear energy, are caused to flow through the MHD generator.

As noted in the ERDA Final Environmental Statement for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
P rog ram,17 all MHD power generation concepts are currently in the development stage. A number
of laboratory- and pilot-plant-scale plasma-MHD generators have produced significant amounts
of power (several megawatts) for a few minutes at a time, whereas those employing liquid metal
systems have produced energy on a much smaller scale.

Attention has been directed toward testing various system components, but until recently, no
continuously operating MHD pilot plants have been built. In the spring of 1977, it was announced
that the University of Tennessee Space Institute (UTSI) had succeeded in burning high-sulfur coal
in an MHD plant to produce electricity while containing more than 95% of the sulfur without using

. . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _
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an expensive desulfurization process.18 The UTS! researchers expect their coal-burning MHD
plant to have a cor. version efficiency of 55% by combining the high-temperature MHD plasma
process with a conventional, lower temperature, steam-electric turbine generator. A second-
stege pilot plant, scheduled for completion in 1978, with a capacity of 3 MWe is currently
being built by UTSI. In addition, Soviet Union researchers have reportedly operated a natural-
gas-fired MHD plant based on the UTSI model for 250 consecutive hours.18 These advances in
MHD technology are believed by the UTSI researchers t' offer significant confidence that MW,
may enter the commercial 'arket sometime between 1985 and 1990.

However, until demonstration projects at much higher power levels are successfully completed,
the staff does not endorse MHD as an alternativa to the proposed nuclear power plant in the
late 1980s.

Fuel cells

Fuel cells, which are similar to conventional elect.olytic batteries, produce electricity
through the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen ur hydrocarbon fuels (such as oil, gas, or
methanol) with oxygen. The electric conversion effir :ancy using currently proven electrolytesolutions is only about 35 to 401 However, the packaged, modular design of fuel cells permits
the application of this technology to dispersed siting at point of use, such as industrial
plants, integrated commercial-residential complexes, and utility substations.19 In the first
two siting examples, the reject heat may also be readily applied to process or space heating
and cooling systems, thus increasing the overall fuel-use efficiency. In the utility applica-
tion, the fuel cell can be operated as an unattended load-following device, thus reducing the
quantity of centralized base-load capacity reouired and substituting for the more complex turbine
or diesel-type peak-capacity generating units.

Fuel-cell research peaked during the early 1960s when the problem of providing electric power
for space vehicles was a critical issue. Research and development then declined until the
energy crisis developed in 1974 and the Federal governnent began to expand its interest in
developing a greater variety of energy sources.

In 1976 the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (now the Department of Energy),
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and United Technologies Corporation announced
their intent to construct a 4.8-MWe fuel-cell demonstration plant.20 This effort is expected
to result in a certified module of a fuel-cell power plant by about 1980 and to help with the
introduction of larger plants shortly thereaf ter. Consolidated Edison in New York City has
been chosen to operate this demonstration plant beginning sometime in 1973.21

Current research also involves the investigation of higher temperature electrolytes.22 If
these developments are successful, the efficiency of Tuel use, considering the total energy
( sncept contemplated, could be significantly increased.

Although fuel cell technology offers unique possibilities for increased energy efficiency and
environmental advantages associated with dispersed siting and reduced gaseous pollution (fuels
are not burned), the question of commercial acceptability and economic viability remains to be
answered through demonstrations in the next five to ten years. Considering the 4.8-MWe power
level of demonstration models proposed for the near future, the staff does not believe that fuel-
cell power plants can be considered as an alternative to central-station plants planned for
operation in the late 1980s. Also, widespread use of fuel cells is not like l "a+#1 linuid or
gaseous fuels derived from coal are also available. There is no finn devel >pment date for
these fuels. Thus, fuel cells ir broad use throughout the energy-consumin sectors are unlikely
to reduce significantly the need i,r conventional electrical generation bei 3re 1990.

Synthetic fuels from coal

Synthetic fuels from domestic coal cannot be considered as an alternative source of energy for
the time period under study because the processes for producing most of the synthetic fuels are_E

in the developmental or prototype stages. In a 1973 study,23 the National Petroleum Council
concluded that production facilities for synthetic liquids and gases from coal could not be
developed fast enough to replace the nation's expanding imports of petroleum. Coal gasification
and liquefaction plants represent complicated engineering processes not previously tried in the

a

! U.S. Prototype facilities have been proposed or are under construction to test processes and to.
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delineate potential problems, but operation is still in the future. Commercial development
leading to a significant production capacity of synthetic fuels is not currently courMtted,

6 3 (5.0 x 107 3ft ) of synthetic gas per day willalthough a gasification plant for 1.4 x 10 m
be built by the DOE and Memphis Light, Gas, and Water Division for operation in the early
1980s . 2 >.

Two important problems in the development of synthetic fuels are economics and the environment.
It has been estimated that synthetic fuels would cost the equivalent of $15/ bbl of oil (1975
dollars).M A recent information overview has pointed out the environmental hazards, including
the potential leaka of cancer-inducing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons during the production
ofsyntheticfuels.q'

In 1976 Mobil Oil Corporation Senior Vice-President Dayton H. Chewell stated, at the Third
Energy Technology Conference in Washington, D.C., that synthetic fuels will supply about 2.St
of the nation's energy needs by 1990.2, No significant developnents have occurred to alter his
prediction.

Oil shale

Oil shale is the second most abundant source of energy available in the U.S., exceeded only
by coal. Vast oil-shale deposits exist in the Green River area of Colorado, Utah, and
Wyoming.P This area covers about 41,400 to 44,000 km2 (16,000 to 17,000 sq miles) of land
and is estimated to contain some 2.6 trillion barrels of potentially recoverable oil. Although
not included in the published figures on " proved reserves," the shale oil in the Green River
area is much greater than the oil in the entire Middle East.23

Shale oil, however, is not expected to play a major supply role between now and the 1980s.
Production was estimated to begin at about 50,000 bbl / day in the early 1980s and to reach
perhaps 250 to 500 thousand bbl / day by 1985, if production problems are overcome.28 However,
this estimate now appears overly optimistic because large-scale development has been slowed
pending corrercial economic feasibility. Finally, ARCO president Thorton Bradshaw believes
that limited water availability will limit ultimate shale-oil production capacity to near
2.5 million bbl / day unless new technology is developed.29 This amount will only help to hold
the level of imports of petroleum to current levels but will not reduce the nation's dependence
on imports.30 Thus, as a supplement to the nation's o;l reserves, oil shale is not expected
to re'sult in increased future use of oil as a boiler fuel in the New York State area.

Geothermal energy _

In the U.S., there are basically four types of geothermal energy reservoirs: steam, hot water,
abnormal pressure zones, and hot rock. The most convenient and economical form of geothermal
energy for electric power production is steam. However, dry steam raservoirs are known only
in the Larderello-Mt. Amiata region of Italy and at The Geysers in California.M At 500 MWe,
The Geysers is presently the largest geothermal power plant in the world. Hot-water reservoirs
are the most comon type, but the areas in the U.S. meeting the criteria for classification as
known geothermal resource areas are found primarily in fourteen western states. 32

Ceopressure zones are subterranean sedimentary basins of highly porous sands saturated with
fluids (salt water) at high temperature and pressure. The confined fluid supports most or all
of the weight of the overburden. These zones are thought to occur as a result of normal heat
flow from the earth's mantle. Uncompacted clays in the overburuen serve as insulating layers
and inhibit thermal conduction to the surface. As a result, temperatures up to 290'C (554 F)
and pressures up to 1000 atm have been measured in these systems, which are located principally
at depths of 1 to 2 miles beneath the U.S. Gulf Coast.3 3.3'' The only major known abnornal
pressure or geopressured strata zones in the U.S. are in the northern Gulf of Mexico basin.35
The two main areas of geopressured strata are in southern Texas and southern Louisiana, extend-
ing offshore in both areas. Geopressured strata have also been reported in Mississippi. 35
Because technology to use the resources from the geopressured strata is only now being inves-
t i ga'ted ,3 6 cournercial feasibility is improbable before 1990.

The greatest promise for large-scale development of geothermal energy lies in the use of the
heat content of hot rock. The western part of the U.S. holds excellent prospects for finding
enormous hot-rock formations. Research on this problem has been conducted at the Los Alamos
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Scienfific Laboratory in New Mexico.37 However, current activities in the national effort
directed toward the use of the heat content of hot rocks primarily involve assessment of
resource availability and preliminary development of hardware for heat recovery.M Thus,
significant use of the hot-rock resource will probably not occur until sometime in the 1990s.

Because the New York State area is not recognized as a region containing geothermal resources
currently capable of use with existing technology, the staff has concluded that geothermal
er.ergy is not a practicable alternative for the applicant.

Municipal solid waste

A small, but useful, source of energy exists in the refuse generated in this nation each year,
and many cities and counties in the U.S. are studying ways to take advantage of garbage as a
source of energy. In addition, converting the combustible portion of solid waste to energy
reduces the reed for sanitary landfills.

Three generic procedures are considered for using municipal and industrial wastes:
1. Converting garbage into fuels, such as oil, methanol, synthetic natural gas, or fuel

gas. (Municipal sewage and animal wastes can also be used.)
2. Combustion of garbage to provide steam or hot water for industrial processes or

space heat.

3. Combustior of garbage in steam-electric power stations, usually as a fuel supplement
in coal-fired plants.

The conversion of wastes into gaseous or liquid fuels is being studied by rany private organiza-
tions and governmental agencies. Most of the activity, however, consists of research into the
processes involved and study of relatively srall demonstration projects. Progress in this
area appears to offer hope for successful commercial use of some processes within the 1930s.

Combustion of municipal solid wastes to obtain process steam or hot water is a technologically
proven concept. For example, in Europe some units have been in operation since before World
War 11.3e The adoption of these processes in the U.S. is dependent on factors such as economics,
institutional and legal problems, and government encouragement. Examples of current energy-
from-refuse projects can be found around the country. In Tennessee the city of Nashville has
a refuse-fueled steam supply system providing space and process heat to a portion of the
downtown area,M and in Crossville, Tennessee, a local iMustry is installing a boiler to
obtain process steam while burning 60 tons per day of waste collected by the countywide collec-
tion system."

Wheelabrater-Frye is involved with several projects for burning municipal wastes: for example,
a 1200-tons-per-day operation near Boston, Massachusetts, to provide process heat to a local
industry," and another project at a central New Jersey location in conjuncti m with Jersey
Central Power and Light Company."

The use of refuse for supplemental fuel at coal-fired, stean-electric power stations is also
a proven technique. An existing model for the desiga and operation of large, dry-materials
separation plants is the existing 300-tons-per-day material separation plant being operated by
the city of St. Louis in a cooperative program with the Union Electric Company. The city
collects and processes refuse by dry shredding anu magnetic separation and then delivers the
shredded waste to Union Electric, where it is burned in the furnaces of two 125-MWe steam
generators. Pulverized coal is the primary fuel for these boilers, and 10 to 20% of the total
heat input is derived from refuse.43

Examples of current proposals are (1) 2000-tons-pwer-day project of Monroe County, N.Y. , to
supply shredded fuel to Rochester Gas and Electric Company t, oilers" and (2) a 700-MWe coal-
fired plant of the Pcwer Authority of the State of New York (PASNY) at Arthur Kill, which will
be able to burn 2l00 tons of refuse per day," thus substituting for about 15% of the coal
requirement.

The use of refuse as the primary fuel for power generation is not a likely energy source.
Potential problems associated with the daily collection of refuse and delivery to the power
plant suggest that the dependability of a fuel supply is questionable. In addition, stockpiling

- - -
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garbage in order to provide dependability introduces cotential health- and aesthetics-oriented
problems. Finally, although the cost of refuse may be low relative to the cost of coal, the
capital costs and operating and maintenance costs can be higher than present generation coal-
fired plants."

To place energy-from-refuse in perspective for the applicant's service area (the state of New
York), the follawing calculations illustrate that solid wastes can contribute only a small por-
tion of the state's energy requirements. The estimated population for iW4 for the state of
New York was 18,111,000.*/ For this calculation, collection of refuse from 100% of the popula-
tion is assumed to give the maximum value for energy recoverable f rom solid wastes. Assuming
3 lb of burnable waste per capita per day and 4700 Btu per pound,"3 100% collection ,,ould result
in the availability of about 93.2 trillion Btu per year from refuse. The total ene gy consump-
tion for the state of New York in 1974 was 4,054 trillion Btu," with about 29% used to generate
electricity. Therefore, if all of the refuse in the state could be collected and converted to
useful energy, it would supply only about 2.3% of the state's total energy consumption, or
up to 8% of the electricity produced. Since 100% collection would be impracticable, the
actual energy recovered would be less than indicated above. Finally, energy consumption
is growing faster than the population. Thus, the potential fraction of energy derived from
burnable waste is expected to decrease in the future. These calculations illustrate that
recycle of refuse will not contribute substantially to reduce requirements for electricity or
other conventional energy sources.

Assuming that a 1200-MWe power station requires 10,000 Btu / kwhr (heat rate), the annual elec-
tricity production at 60 plant factor requires about 63 trillion Stu. Thus, the refuse
recovered in the state of New York would fuel only 1 1/2 base-load power stations comparable
in size to one unit of the proposed nuclear facility. Considering the probable higher capital
and operating and maintenance costs and the expense of delivering the refuse from the large
area involved, refuse does not appear to be a viable option as a primary power plant fuel in
the state of New York.

Controlled nuclear fusion

it has been estimated that an orderly research ard development program might provide commercial
fusion power by about the year 2000 and that fusion could the1 have a significant effect on
electrical power production by the year 2020.*e

Fusion program activities based on the traditional magnetic plasma confinement technology"9 are
now aimed at constructing and operating the experimental Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) at
Drinceton University by 1981 or shortly thereaf ter.sc,51 The Federally directed program plans
include a prototype experimental power reactor (PEPR) by the mid-1980s, an experimental power
rea. tor (EPR) by about 1992, and demcnstration of a tokamak-type fusion power reactor of several
hundred megawatts by about 1998.51 Utility industry application of fusion energy is improbable
for possibly another decade af ter the demonstration, or early inta the next century."9

Recent research also includes ef forts at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory toward achieving fusion
of deuterium and tritium by laser beam heating.52 This process, called " inertial confinement,"
offers an alternative to magnetic confinement. Whereas recent results have been rapid and
dramatic, inertial confinement technology is some years behind magnetic confinement and is not
cut rently included in the n1tional fusion-power demonstration-program plan for this century.50

Considering the proposed 1998 demonstration of a fusion power reactor and the many scientific
and engineering problems remaining to be solved" to meet this goal, the staff concludes that
fusion power is not an available alternative energy system for the proposed power plant.

Solar energy

Solar energy is recognized as an inexhaustible natural resource that can be used to reduce the
world's dependence on depletable resource fuels, such as coal, oil, natural gas, and uranium.
In addition, the need to reduce U.S. dependence on imported oil has resulted in various

53-56 that mandates research, development, and demonstration leading to theFederal legislation
57increased application of solar energy. The recent proposed National Energy Plan has placed

even stronger emphasis on Federal policy and financial support for demonstration of the use of
" renewable and essentially inexhaustible sources of energy for sustained economic growth."
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There are many approaches to the collection of solar energy for the producticn of electricity
or as a substitute for electricity and other energy forms. In addition to direct radiation,
sc .ar energy manifests itself as wind, ocean thermal gradient, and photosynthesis. However,
there is considerable variation in the estimates of the contribution that solar energy might
make to our energy needs. A recent sumary" showed that the average national contribution of
solar energy by the year 2000 could be about 7% of national energy requirements and 10% of
national electricity consumption, with a range of plus or minus a factor of 2 for each.

In the following discussion, the staff sumarizes the current status of development and demon-
stration to use the various solar energy forms and assesses the likelihood and time frame of
commercial use of these developing energy technologies.

Solar thermal conversion. Solar thermal conversion systems to provide heat or to generate
electricity have been studied for many years by private researchers with funds too li.aited to
sustain a program leading to commercialization. Federal involvement in research and development
of solar energy applications began to increase in 1971 upon the realization that cheap energy
resources were being depleted too rapidly. Since the 1973 oil embargo, Federal funding has
increased significantly for research and demonstration of solar thermal conversion applications
in the areas of electricity production, process heat, and heating and cooling of buildings.
lhe technological concepts to convert solar radiation to thermal energy and then to electricity
have been developed, but they are not economically competitive with conventional methods of
electric power generation.

The central receiver concept"'53 consists of a field of individually guided mirrors (heliostats)
that reflects the solar radiation to a receiver on top of a tower. In the receiver, the solar
energy is absorbed by a circulating fluid that drives a conventional steam turbine-generator or
can be stored for later use.

The distributed collector concept" consists of an assembly of parabola-shaped troughs whose
mirror-like surface reflects the sun's rays onto a pipe that is located at the focal point of
the parabola. The fluid flowing in the pipe transfers the absorbed energy to a thermal storage
system or to a turbine-generator system.

The central receiver system is inherently more efficient than tae distributed collector system
because it is capable of heating the working fluid to higher temperatures." In 1974, system
studies sponsored by the Energy Research and Development Administration (now DOE) also found
that the central receiver system with its higher conversion efficiency and less complex plumbing
resulted in the most cost-effective and most-likely-to-succeed approach to solar-energy-produced
electricity.60

Current DOE programs are designed to assist industry in the research and development of improved
and cheaper system components leading to the demonstration of economic feasibility of plants of
the cer. tral-receiver solar-thermal-conversion type.61 Thus far, a 5-MWt solar-thermal test
facility has been placed in operation near Albuquerque. This facility provides the means to
test system components such as the central receivers, mirrors and tracking equipment, and
thermal storage concepts. The next step in the program includes a 10-MWe solar-thermal central-
receiver pilot plant to be built by 1980M at Barstow, California, by DOE in conjunction with
Southern California Edison, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, and the California
Energy, Resources, Conservation, and Development Commission.59 The final Federal goal is to
develog, in conjunction with industry, a 100-MWe demonstration plant for operation by about
1985.6

Economic, environmental, and institutional problems combine to form a considerable barrier to
the introduction of solar-electric power plants into the power generation mix of private
utilities. Based on extrapolation of the 10-MWe pilot plant to comercial scale, the produc-
tion cost (in 1977 dollars) of electric energy has been estimated to be in excess of 100 mills /
kwhr,59 which is more than five times the current cost of electricity using nuclear or fossil
fuels. In terms of land use, the 10-MWe pilot plant will use more than 30 ha (73 acres) for
the heliostat system.59 Thus, a 100-MWe comercial plant would use more than 296 ha (730 acres),
which is much more land than a nuclear or fossil-fueled power station uses for upwards of
1000-MWe capacity. It has also been noted that construction of a central-receiver solar-
thermal power plant would be labor-intensive, using about 10,000 man-years to construct a
100-MWe plant.60 Because a conventional 1000-MWe power station requires about 5000 man-years
of labor, construction of the solar-electric plant is about twenty times as labor-intensive.

,
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The solar-electric concepts have been developed for the southwest region of the U.S. where the
solar input and meteorological factors combine to form the best solar plant siting conditions.
As a result of the less favorable climatic conditions in New York, a 100-MWe installation would
be significantly larger than the plant located in the southwest. The capital costs, land use,
and labor intensity would also increase proportionately.

Because an economically viable solar-electric power plant will not be available until af ter
1985 in the Southwest and probably much later for the New York area, the staff finds that
solar-thermal conversion for production of electricity is not a viable alternative to either
the proposed nuclear plant or its fossil-fuel alternatives.

Production of process steam and hot water for industrial and agricultural application is a
potentially important use of solar radiation as an alternative to current use of fossil fuels
and electricity. Evaluation of energy consumption patterns indicates that industry accounts for
about 40% of national energy corsumption,62 *63 and agricultural pursuits use about 21.62 In
both cases the major share of er,ergy is derived from fossil fuels.

A breakdown of the industrial energy use indicates that about 68.4% is used for process steam
and direct heating application and about one-half of this amount can be met with concentrating
solar collectors with fluid temperatures up to 288 C (550*F).63

The national policy to attain independence from imported oil includes programs 02 to encourage
individuals and industry to participate in development of solar-thermal conversion systems
designed to substitute for fossil fuel use in industrial and agricultural thermal processes.
The Energy Research and Development Administration (now the Department of Energy) estimated
that about 10% of industrial energy could be supplied by solar-thermal energy by the year 2000.62
This estimate is consistent with market penetration studies for industrial application of solar
energy.6 3,6* ERDA also estimated that 50% of agricultural energy use might be met by solar
energy in the year 2000.60

Electricity provides only about 5% of the energy used to meet industrial thermal process require-
ments.' Thus, the use of solar energy in industrial (and agricultural) applications is designed
primarily to replace fossil fuels, and it is presently not clear that this use of solar energy
will have a measurable impact on the Jemand for electricity or the need for base-load power
plants. However, with the cost of fossil fuels increasing relative to the cost of electricity,
there is potential for increasing the use of electricity in industry and agriculture. Solar-
thermal energy, therefore, could compete with electricity as the substitute for fossil fuel use
and could have an influence en the need for additional generating stations.

The basic engineering and technological principles related to use of solar radiation for space
heating and cooling of buildings have been demonstrated. For example, hot-water systems were
used extensively in Florida beginning about 19:3.66 Competition from low-cost systems using
convenient fossil fuels led to their near-extinction by the early 1960s. Rising fuel prices
and potential shortages or supply interruptions have led to renewed interest in solar energy
as a reliable and possibly cheaper energy supply. Recent developments range from small hot-
water heating units to integrated systems for homes ar.d commercial buildings. Sol a r-ene rgy-
absorption techniques include the use of both passive structural members and dynamic (active)
forced-fluid systems. Demonstrations of solar heating and cooling systems for residential and
commercial buildings have become too numerous to list, but examples include designs by
individuals,67 institutions," and builders. "

The manufacture of solar collectors has expanded tremendously; for example,1975 production
was five times greater than that in 1974,70 although the solar thennal energy collected with
this collector capability would have heated less than a thousand residences, or less than 0.1%
of the typical national requirement for new residences. Thus, a significant expansion of a
manufacturing capability for solar collectors and ancillary equipment would be necessary in
order to replace appreciably fossil fuels and electricity as energy resources for heating and
cooling of buildings.

The National Program for Solar Heating and Cooling,71 which is related to residential and com-
mercial applications of solar energy, includes the following goals: (1) demonstration of
technical feasibility of existing solar energy systems in both new and retrofit installations
when and where specific applications are competitive and (2) research and development to improve
the performance of solar energy systems, including energy storage, which leads to lower cJsts
and a favorable competitive position for a wide range of building types throughout the nation.
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This national plan stipulated a target of solar energy applications in 1% of annual building
starts by 1980 and in 10% of annual building starts by 1985 in addition to some retrofitting 71
Achievement of these targets would result in an accumulation of solar energy systems capable of
providing an energy supply equivalent to 100,000 bbl of oil per day,71 or about 1% of residen-
tial a,d comercial space-and-water-heating energy requirements.' Because electricity currently
supplies only about in of these space-and-water-heating energy requirements on a national
basis," and only about 2% of the 1970 heating requirements in New York,72 it does not appear
that solar energy systems will have an appreciable impact on the derend for base-load elec-
tricity for residential and comrercial thermal-energy requirements by 1935. However, to the
extent that electricity can, and probably will, substitute in the long term for some portion
of the residential and commercial thermal-energy requirements currently supplied by gaseous
and liquid fossil fuels, solar systems can provide an additional alternative, particularly
valuable in their use of a renewable energy source.

Photovoltaic conversion. Solar energy can be converted directly to electricity by means
of .olar cells using ;hotovoltaic conversion, which does not involve moving parts, circulating
fluids, or consumptiot, of fuel resources. The theoretical maximum conversion ef ficiency of
silicon solar cells is 23%, and efficiences of 16t have been obtained.73 However, photovoltaic
conversion is not economically attractive because of the high cost of silicon solar cells.

The Energy Research and Development Administration paid about $21,000/kW for solar cells in
early 1976 and about $15,500 later in the year.7" Julius Helca.on of Shell Oil Company indicated
that his firm intended to increase production capability in 1977 and thus to reduce unit costs
to about $5000/kW,75 which is still much too hich for any use except for unattended power
supplies in remote locations.

The current DOE solar-electric-conversion program includes research and development directed
toward 1- to 4-MWe demonstration plants with array costs under $500/kWe.76 Research effurts
will be directed toward crystal prowth, encapsulation, concentrators, and the production of
low-cost silicon arrays, with emphasis on the use of automation and efforts to reduce material
cost. It is estimated, however, that solar cell costs must be reduced to about $200/kWe before
they will be economically feasible for large-scale power generation. These goals are not
expected to be reached before the mid-1980s.7" Therefore, base-load power production using
photovoltaic conversion devices is not expected to be economically feasible as an alternative
to the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

Wind energy. Wird energy can be converted to electric energy for direct consumption or
used to electrolyze water and produce hydrogen for use in fuel cells or thermal-electric gen-
erating stations. In a report to Congress, W. L. Hughes, head of the school of electrical
engineering at Oklahoma State University, stated that wind generation cannot totally replace
power plants using oil, gas, coal, or nuclear fuel.77 The role of wind power in solving the
energy crisis depends primarily on the development of economical, commercially available, energy
storage systems. The most significant possible use of wind power would be to pump electricity
inta existing electric transmission systems when the wind is blowing.78 The limiting factor
in the large-scale direct application of wind power is a combination of available wind energy
and possible weather modification.

The current DOE national solar-electric-conversion program includes research and development
of three general sizes of wind-energy devices. These are small machines for farm use, large-
scale experimental units (over 100 kW), and multiunit facilities (clusters for multimegawatt
scale).76 Under DOE sponsorship the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
designed and is operating a 100-kWe horizontal-axis wind turbine generator at its Plum Brook
Station at Sandusky, Ohio.79 The capital cost of this first-of-a-kind test model with its
125-f t-diam twin-bladed rotor was $5500/kWe of rated capacity, but the cost of the following
200-kWe test models is estimated at $2340/kWe. A six-story-high vertical-axis wind turbine
with an output capacity of 60 kWe is being designed at Sandia Laboratories in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, es part of the DOE wind-energy program." The output from the generator will be
60-cycle ac power that can be synchronized with grid requirements of existing power distribution
systems. Recently it was announced that Boeing will build a 2.5-MW wind turbine under a joint
program of ERDA (now DOE) and NASA.81 The ur", which is the largest in history, with blades
spanning 300 ft, is scheduled to be built in H79 at a site with a mean speed of 23 km/hr

! (14 mph).
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These examples illustrate that wind-powered large-scale electrical generation facilities are
only now in the stage of design, development, and testing of experimental prototypes. Demon-
stration of multimegawatt-scale machines (10 to 100 MWe), including site certification and
completion of system dynamics studies, may be possible in tnc early 1980s.62 Information
ottained from such demonstrations would include estimates of the economic, environmental, and
operational feasibility of wind-powered power stations. In order to make use of wind power for
base-load electric power generation, energy storage facilities would also have to be included
in utility system design. Currently, only pumped storage facilities are technologically avail-
able. Research and development on other large-capacity energy storage systems such as batteries
or flywheels are presently under way, but economic acceptability has not been demonstrated.
Generation and storage of hydrogen is possible, but methods for production of electricity
using this fuel have not come into practice in the power industry.

Because the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant lies in a ger2ral area where mean annual wind
power is high (about 400 W/m ),83 wind power has long been advocated as a source of energy.2

Therefore, it is of interest to place application of wind-powered generators in perspective.
Cased on the 2.5-MWe, 300-f t-diam, prototype wind-powered generator, about 480 units would be
required to substitute for the 1200-MWe Greene County Nuclear Power Plant. Assuming a 1000-ft
spacing of wind-powered generators to minimize interference between the wakes (per turbed air
flow) of adjacent units, an area of approximately 41 km2 (16 sq miles or 4 miles square) would
be required. With respect to favorable mean annual wind energy, the preferred location for
wind-powered ger.erators in New York State is along exposed mountain tcps and ridges.83 Anotter
possible location might be along the shorelines of Lakes Erie and Ontario.

Obviously, applications of wind power have the potential for considerable land-use conflicts and
aesthetic impacts in a highly scenic region where these concerns are a' ready highly visible
in regulatory proceedings. Such a large number of large wind machines would be especially
aesthetically undesirable in or near the Catskill and Adirondack mountains.

Because demonstration and commercial availability of wind-powered central power stations with
energy storage facilities are not expected before the middle 1980s, the staff has concluded that
wind cannot be considered a viable ilternative source of energy for the proposed 1200 MWe of
base-lcad generating capacity. With respect to land use and aesthetics, the staff suggests that
public acceptability may not be forthcoming.

Ocean t hermal gradients. The difference [s20*C (s36*F)] in water temperature at the sur-
face of the ocean and a few thousand feet below the surface can possibly be used to generate
electricity in a conventional heat engine. A collection of heat engines moored on 1.6-km
(1-mile) spacings along the length and across the breadth of the Gulf Stream off the south-
eastern coast of the U.S. might provide an annual energy production of 26 x 1012 kwhr,84 or
ten times the current national consumption. This electricity could be transmitted to shore
by undersea cables, used to make hydrogen for transport to land-base consumers, or used onboard
for production processes such as aluminium smelting.es A 15-year research and development
program was proposed by the National Science Foundation in 1972 to study the technical and
economic problems that could influence large-scale use of ocean thermal differences."

With the small temperature difference available, the thennal-electric conversion efficiency is
less than 5%.e6 Thus, very large quantities of warm and cold water must be pumped through the
system in order to produce significant power.87 The mechanical systems required to process
the large volumes of water might be an order of magnitude larger than the components in a con-
ventional steam-electric power station. This system size combined with the ocean environment
suggests that the following problems must be resolved:87 (1) reliability of massive heat
exchangers, (2) effects of corrosive environnents, (3) parasitic power pumping losses, (4) bio-
fouling, (5) underwater maintenance, (6) development of deep-water pipes, and (7) environmental
impacts related to mixing large vos.cs of deep ocean water with surface waters.

In addition, the massive plant size with attendant large capital cost results in annual energy
cost estimates higher than conventional generation costs.87 In mid-1975, three separate
research teams claimed to have proved the feasibility of building offshore power plants that
use natural differences in ocean temperatures to generate electricity; the teams are seeking
Federal funding for a pilot power plant off the coast of Florida o. Hawaii.ee The estimated
costs range from $45 million to $210 million for a 100-MWe plant and $425.6 million for a
160-MWe plant. The Federal solar-electric-conversion program 89 includes research and develop-
ment on components for ocean-thermal energy conversion (OTEC) plants with the emphasis on
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solutions to the problems enumerated above in addition to development of more efficient heat
exchangers. Availability of more efficient heat exchangers should lead to seJuction in size of
many of the system components and should result in reduced capital costs.

Construction and operation of 0TEC demonstration plants leading to commercialization of the
concept are not expected in the near future. Furthermore, OTEC plants will not be sited near
New York and thus cann;t be considered a viable alternative to the proposed nuclear facility.

Photosynthetic materials and organic wastes. Photosynthetically produced organic material
~

(grown specificaVTo~r use as fuel naterialfa~nd organic solid wastes (including sewage) can
either be burned directly to produce steam in equipment similar to that used with coal or can
br used to produce liquid or gaseous fuels. N To be turned directly, these fuels must first
be dried in order for combustion to be self-sustaining. If the organic material has a high
water content r the energy required for drying prior to combustion may equal or exceed the heat
content of the material itself. The growing of plants for en2rgy generation is relatively
inefficient because the solar conversion efficiency of the photosynthetic process is seldom
over 31 during the growing season. Therefore, the amount of land raquired for a given energy
output is very high. Based on a heating value of 7500 Btu /lb of dry plant tissue and yields
of 10 to 30 tons of biomass per acre per year, the land required for a 100-MWe organic-fired
power plant would be between 65 and 130 km2 (25 and 50 sq miles)," or 780 to 1560 km2
(300 to 600 sq miles) for a plant equivalent to the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

Based on southern softwood forests and kraft pulp mill operation, Szego and Kemp assumed a
sof twood growth yield on a sustained basis of 2 cards (5 tons) per acre per year to determine
that about 2.6 km2 (1 sq mile) of managed forest would be required per megawatt electric
capacity at 55; load factot 9'

According to the Szego and Kemp study, a wood-fueled plant the size of the proposed nuclear
plant would require a managed forest area of about 3110 km2 (1200 sq miles), which would be
equivalent to a square of about 56 km (35 miles) on a side. This area is equivalent to about
2.4% of the entire area of tha state of New York and is about three orders of magnitude larger
than the site of the prop 0 sed nuclear station.

3It has been estimated 2 that wood fuel could be obtained from ranaged tree farms (silviculture)
at current production costs ranging between $1.50 and $2.50 per 10e Btu in the rorthern area of
the U.S. Comparable current costs of coa? C med to coal-fired power plants in New York
State range between $1.27 and $1.53 per 1, Btu. K intensive silvicuiture development, which

mig'ht lower the wood fuel production cos.s to the range of $1.00 to $1.60 (1976 dollars) per10 Btu,92 would make wcod-fueled power plants competitive with coal-fired plants. Since there
is no large silviculture energy fom in existence,92 wood-fueled power plants are not con-
sidered a neanterm viable alternative t o proposed coal-fired or nuclear stations in the New
York area.

At the current technological level of s.lviculture, the major opportunity for wood fuel in
electric generation may be in the catepries of retrofit of small oil- or gas-fired plants
where wood fuei is competitively price ( and co-firing with coal to reduce sulfur oxide emission
control t t sts.92

The technical process of bioconversion of organic material into liquid or gaseous fuels has
been generally understood for many yea s, but the tech ological feasibility and the economic
acceptability have been seriously studied only recentla Examples of these processes include
production of methone from human and a11 mal excrement,d ethanol or synthetic fuel oil from

Splants " and industrial plant wastes,9 5 methan]l from c al or plants,96 and ethanol from natural
gas. Euthusiastic proponents believe that production of methanol 96 and synthetic fuel 0119"
using forest and agricultural product. specifically grov -' for the purpose can ef fectively
substitute for the natural crude oil ionsumption committed to gasoline production.

A product called gasohol composed of M gasoline and 10% alcohol (methanol or ethanol) is
being test marketed in some midwester a states at a price slightly higher than the gasoline
equivalent. However, it can be showf that replacement of 10% of the current national gasoline

37 would require either 54 millinn tons of coal (absutconsumption of about 2.5 billion gal year
10% of domestic coal mining efforts 9 ) to make the methanol or 4 billion bushels of corn (about
80% of domestic corn production 98) to make the ethanol.99 The dedication of such a large amount
of resources combined with the need to build the necessary alcohol production facilities makes
any near-term, large-scale commercial marketing of the gasohol product highly speculative.

. . . . . _
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Finally, methanol or ethanol are not reasonable candidates for base-load power plant fuels.
First, it is not reasonable to comit coal to produce the more expensive methanol for power
plant use, when coal-fired plants are generally not economically corpetitive compared to a
nuclear power plant. Second, based on a production efficiency of 2.6 gal of ethanol per
bushel of corn and an energy content of about 75,000 Btu per gallon of ethanol," a 1200-F4e
ethanol-fueled power station with a heat rate of 10,000 8tu/ kwhr operating at 60; capacity
factor would require an annual comitment of about 300 million bushels of corn, or 5 to 7% of
the current national production of corn."

Generally, bioconversion of waste materials into useful energy forms is not expected to provide
a significaat fraction of the nation's energy requirements. For example, anaeorobic fermenta-
tion to methane of the entire amount of organic solid wastes believed to be economically
recoverable would represent a recovery of 1.6 to 7.8 x 10h Btu / year, or approximately 2 to
3% of the yearly consumption of methane in the U.S., U or less than li of the total national
energy consumption. However, these processes do provide useful methods of reducing the growing
problem of waste disposal.

On a site-specific basis, bioconversion processes provide the user with a method to dispose of
wastes, to create a supplemental energy resource, and potentially to reduce operating costs.
To the extent that these processes are adopted in the future locally or regionally by munici-
palities and industries, the demand for electric energy might be reduced. Currently, a
numerical evaluation of this effect is not possible.

Co3pneration

Cogeneration is defined as the process in which both electrical power and useful bat flows
(e.g., process steam) are produced in dual-purpose installations. Cogeneration facilities
can generate given heat and electricity flows with considerably less fuel than would be required
to produce the same quantities of energy independently. Thus, with cogeneration a utility
could adapt to produce and sell process steam to nearby industries. Conversely, industries
producing and asing process steam could install electrical generating equipment as a tcpping
cycle to produce by-product electricity, which could both supply in-house needs and provide
an excess to be sold to utilities. The practicality of cogeneration however, is governed by
technical, institutional, and financial relationships.

Coseneration of by-product steam. Electrical utilities use high-pressure steam (e.g.,
900 pslaftWat is exhaustedTrom turbines at a very low pressure (e.g., 0.1 psia) to the
condensers and is of too low a heat quality for process use. When steam is extracted from the
turbine at a higher pressure suitable for process steam applications, a decrease in electrical
power generation occurs. To maintain the established electrical power output, larger boilers
and turbines must be installed to compensate for the higher stean-exhaust pressure. Retro-
fitting of an existing steam plant with larger boilers c.d turbines to provide prcess steam
would be extremely expensive as well as being technically difficult at many sites. Therefore,
cogeneration by a utility or an industry to supply by-product steam seems most feasible for new
generating facilities.

Another constraint is the maximum distance that steam can be tran3 ported economically is about
16 km fl0 miles), and this distance applies only for very large steam flow rates, that is,
4 x 10' lb/hr or more. As the flow of steam is decreased, the economically faasible transport
distance is also oecreased.IN.101 Consequently, a process steam consumer must be located in
the vicinity of the utility producing steam, and enough consumers mJst be located within a
easonable transport distance to use effectively the quantities of steam produced.

Industries having large steam demands that is, petrochemical manufacturing and petroleum
refining - could be supplied by larger centralized base-load-type steam plants. Where nurerous
smaller industries might be served, the utility could install smaller decentralized plants using
standard design of 10- or 20-Md modules, alone or in combination, to minimize cost. as suggested
in a study 102 by Public Service Electric snd Gas Company of New Jersey.

In a current site-specific study, the Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation is looking at
alterr. ate designs and costs of one or more cogeneration plants for Gulf State Utilities.ld
Gulf State officials hope that the study, funded for $120,000 by DOE, will lay the engineering
groundwork for two, and possibly three or more, cogeneration plants to supply steam and elec-
tricity to industrial facilities in Gulf State's service area in Louisiana and Texas.
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Reliability is another factor that must be considered. The consumers of process steam must
have a high assurance of an uninterrupted source of steam to maintain production. To ensure
this %pply, the utility steam supplier would need multiple boilers rather than one large sirgle
unit.1G Some customers purchasing their process steam from utilities may also choose to retain
existing boilers, where available, for steam peaking and backup.l N Maintenance of these
boilers would be a necessary additional customer expense.

Co n ration of b -product electricity. Many industries producing their process steami
could also produce Bectricity by using topping cycles that employ steam turbires, gas turbines,
or diesel engines coupled with electric generators. The latter two use the exhaust from the
turbine or engine to heat specialized boilers that use the exhaust heat.

The cogeneration of by-product electricity by industries producing their own process steam also
involves some technical difficulties. Process steam is usually not of suffiuient quality for
the ef ficient production of electricity with steam turbines, thus requring sore retrofitting,
or replacement, of existing boilers, in addition to installation of generating equipment. As
with the cogeneration of by-product steam, the cogeneration of by-product electricity seems more
feMible for new installations than for existing ones. Reliability associated with supplying
ccgenerated by-product electricity by an industry or a utility is usually not as difficult a
problem as that associated with supplying by-product steam. A utility or an industry producing
or using cogenerated by-product electricity can, in the event of an electrical failure, purchase
or obtain, by previous arrangement or contract, necessary electrical power from the utilities'
power network or from some other utility thinugh the existing transmission network.

Space heating with cogeneration. In conjunction with the cogeneration process, space
heating or district heating Ei some instances can be attractive for residential and conmercial
areas. With steam turbines, the ef ficiency of electrical generation is increased if the output
heat flow is in the form of hot water rather than steam. Such hot water supplied by utilities
can be used effectively for space heating. Although uncommon in the U.S., cogeneration systers
for district heating are in use in European and Scandinavian countries, particularly Sweden.lb
Use of hot water for space heating appears economically favorable only in large cities or loca-
tions where demand would be sufficient to justify the cost of the installation of both cogen-
erating f acilities and the distribution system.

Institutional barriers. Although cogeneration is attractive and will become more so as
fuel prices increase, institutional barriers tend to impede its development. Industries selling
excess electrical power to utilities could fell under state and Federal public utility regula-
tions. The producer of by-prodJct electricity must also De assured of a fair market price for
both the excess electrical power he produces and any backup 7cwer he may be required to purchase.

Another impediment to cogeneration is financing. Industry's generally high required rate of
return on ancillary investments such as those for in-plant generation would also tend to slow
the acceptance of cogenervion unless sore financial help from the government, for example,
in the form of investment tax credits or guaranteed loans, were provided.13

In summary, although cogeneration appears attractive and could in the future conserve valuable
energy resources, the present technical, institutional, and financial difficulties affecting
its implementation make it unlikely, in the staff's estimation, that industrial or utility
cogeneration will substantially alter supply of, or demand for, electricity for the next ten
or fifteen years. Consequently, cogeneration will not alter the need for, or the time of,
p;oposed initial operation of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

9.1.2.3 Conclusions

After reviewirg both the conventional and potential future energy sources and systems, the staff
has concurred with the applicant in concluding that only coal is a viable alternative source of
energy for the proposed 1200-MWe nuclear power plant. The uncertainty about the availability of
natural gas and oil from either domestic or foreign sources in quantities sufficient for life-
time operation of a power plant eliminated oil-fired base-load steam units, combined-cycle units,
and gas-turbine units from consideration as alternative energy systems. The lack of available
sites eliminated conventional hydroelectric power as an alternative and the lack of demonstrated
technology on a comercial basis eliminated the potential future energy sources from considera-
tion as alternatives for central-station power generation by the late 1980s. Neither the

- -
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potential energy sources nor thc more efficient conversion processes are likely to be in use
suf ficient to reduce the growth rate of electric energy required f rom central power stations
during the next decade.

9.1.3 CoTarison_ of nuclear and coal _firedjogplan_t_s

9.1.3.1 Health effects

In addition to the environmental costs attributable to coal and nuclear fuels (Table 9.1), the
differing health effects from using coal and nuclear fuels have been considered in the environ-
mental assessment of each alternative. In making these assessments, the entire fuel cycle
rather than just the power-generation phase was considered to compare the total irpacts of each
cycle. ."or coal, the cycle consists of mining, processing, fuel transportation, power genera-
tions, and waste disposal. The nuclear fuel cycle includes mining, milling, uranium enrichment,
fuel preparation, fuel transportation, power generation, irradiated fuel + ansportaticn and
reprocessinc. and waste disposal.

Table 9.1. Comm,rative environmental costs for en 1800 MWe coal
plant and the Greene County Noclear Power Plant at f ull output

Impact Coal N oc tear

Lar d use, ha

Siat on orover and assroated *1600 4 70
pondt f uel and waste storage
se cas

Helease to a+r#
Dust, tonnes ' day 20 None
Sulfur d.on de, tonnes' day 230 None
Nitroen ouds, tonneddJy 132 None
Hadioactivitv. Ci year Smel 21,000/

Releases to sue f are water

Chemicals d uoived m blowdown. b

tonnes ' day

H44oactivet v. C N ear None 160
e tonsumed. m 'im.n =% 106Wav

f uel

Consumed tonnes oav * 20.Oix) 17
Ash, tonnes day 2.0004

Sooal P.hser ate Moder ate

Aes thetic B.ith requae tary irdustrial type
structures and cooling towers

Coal y ard, ash

p.t. tall stark

required

* Coal f' red plant emes +ons estimated on the basis that the plant just
meets applicable EPA standards

O lnf or rnatioq not availalde

COf U O,i

in preparing this assessment it has been recognized that there are great uncertainties due to
the lack of an adequate data base in certain areas of each fuel-cycle alternative. The overall
ricertainty in the nuclear fuel cycle is probably about an order of nagnitude (increased or
decreased by a factor of 10) over 100 years and about two or more orders of magnitude over
1000 years. The uncertainty associated with the coal fuel cycle tends to be much larger
because of the inability to estimate total health impacts from all the pollutants released to
the environment from that cycle. However, if one assumes most of the public impact over a
period of several decades is because of inhalation of sulfur compounds and associated pollutants,
there is as much as a two-order-of-magnitude uncertainty in the assessment of the coal fuel cycle.
The much greater uncertainty associated with the coal fuel cycle results from the relatively
sparse and equivocal data regarding cause-effect relationships for most of the principal
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pollutants in the coal fuel cycle, the effect of Federal laws on the future perforrance of
coal-fired power plants, mine safety, and culm-bank stabilization, and the long-term imoacts
of coal ash and flue gas desulfurization sludges.

Health effects, as the term is used here, is intended to mean excess mortality, morbidity
(disease and illness), and injury among occupational workers and the general public. (" Excess"
is used here to mean effects occurring at a higher-than-normal rate. In the case of death it
is used synonymously with premature mortality.) The most recent and detailed assessments of
health effects of the coal fuel cycle have been prepared by the Brookhaven and Argonne National
Laboratories.105-llo The most complete and recent assessment of the radiological health effects
of the uranium fuel cycle for noncal operations was prepared for the " Final Generic Environmental
Statem2nt on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed 0xide Fuel in Light Water Cooled Reactors"
(GESMO 1).111

However, in accordance with 10 CFR Part Sl.20(e), the current impact of the uranium fuel cycle
(excluding reactors and mines) is defined by the 14 March 1977 revision of Table S-3,10 CFR
Part 51. [ Consistent with the Commission's announced intention to reexamine the rule periodic-
ally to accommodate new information (39 FR 14188, 22 April 1974, and 42 FR 13803,14 March 1977),
staf f studies are under way to determine what areas, in addition to waste management and repro-
cessing, may require updating in Table S-3 (Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Docket No. RM 50-3.
Environmental Ef fects of the Uranium fuel Cycle. 41 FR 45849,18 October 1976).] Using the
Table S-3 ef fluents and the models developed for GESMO I, it was possible to estimate uc impact
of the uranium fuel cycle on the general public for routine operations. These values are shown
in Tables 9.2-9.7 and some critical assumptions related to esthates are shown in Appendix G.

Because Table S-3 excludes radon releases from uranium mines, the health effects of such releases
on the general public are rot included in Tables 9.2-9.7. The effects of such releases would
result in some small increases in the total risks of mortality and morbidity as discussed further
under "Other Considerations. "

Table 9.2. Summary of current energy source excess mortality per year per 0.8 GWy(e)

Occupational General pubhc
Fuel cycle - Total

Acciden t D sease Acculent Diwa se
_ . _ _

_

Nuclear (U S population)
All nuclear 0.22* 0 14" 0 05c o 18-1 3h 0 59 -1.7 (1 Ojd

6With 100% of eiecincity 0 24-0 258 ' 014-0.46 8 010c7 0. 7 7 - 6.3^ 12-6.8(29)

used in the fuel cycle
produced by coal power

Coat (regional population) 0 35-0 65* O -7' 1 28 13-110^ 15-120 (42)

Raho of coal to nuclear (rangel 42 (all nuclear)
(geometric means) 14 (with coal powerl'

8Pr. mar dv fatal norirad.ologecal accidents such as f alls or emplos.ons
8Primarily f atal radiogenic cancers and leukemias f,om normal operat+or = . nines, mills power plants,

and reprocessing plants.
' Pr im ar Iy f atal transpo-tation accidents ITable S 4,10 CF R Part 51) and ,er ws nuclear acc+nts

Values in parenthews are the geometrec means of the ranges (Oh).8

'Primar dy f atal mining acc' dents, such as cave ins, fires. and explos.ons
'Primar dy coal workers pneumoconiosis (CWP) and related respiratory d seases leading to resp ratory

f allur e.

8Pr smarily memtiers of the general pubhc k died at rail crassings by coal tra,ns
"Primarily respiratory fadure among the s<k and elder ty from combustion products faom power plants,

init socludes deaths from waste coal bank f tres.
'With 100% of all electricity consumed by the nuclear fuei cycie produced by coal power. amounts to

45 MWe per 0 8 GWy(e).
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Table 9.3. E ncess mortality per 0.0 GWyle) - nuclear *

O c cu pa t .on al Gene r al 6x;boc
Fuel cycle v>mponen t Total

Accidente D measeCd* Arciden t' ' DaeauJ
_

Resource recover y 02 0 038 -0 0 085
(mining. de illeruj e tc )

Procen,ng'' 0 005' 0 042 / 0 026-1.18
Power gener at.on 0 01 0 061 0 G4 0 016- 0 20
F uel stoe age / 0 i 0
Tr a rnpor t a t.on 0 0 0 01 0
Repr oc e wog i 0 001 / 0 054-0 062
Waste management / -0 / 0001

Total 0 22 0 14 0 05 0.18-1 3 0 59 -1.7

*Breakilown ot Talde 9 2
O L D. Ham >f ton, Ed . The Heal h and Environmenta/ Effects of E!ectrocrry Genention - A Pretomanaryt

Report, B ookhaven Nat or,al Latx>ratory (July 19 74)
C U S Nuclear Regulatory Commas.on. fsnal Generoc Environmental Statement on the Uw of Recycle

Plutantum in % sed Ox& fuel on Light Water Cooled Reactors. NUR EG 0002 i August 19 76)
# 10 CF R Part 51, Totale S 3
*10 CF R Pas t 51 Tat,le S 4
# U S Nuclear Regulatory Comm won Reactor Sa/ery Srody, W ASH 1400 INURE U 75 014) IOctober

1975)

8 tong term ef f es is fr om Rn 222 retrase s f rom mills and ti.>hngs p les account for all tx2r 0 001 hea thr

e f f ec t s
A lru ludes m.lhng, ur asuum hem afluorirle prorfut t<on, urar%m ens schment, and fuel f abr<ation
' Corrected for f actor of 10 enor basert on refererwed value (report W ASH 1250L
lihe e fects asu,riateil witn thew activities are not known at this time Although such ef fects arer

gerieralty bebeved to I.e small. they would morease the total en the column

Table 9 4. E ncess mortahty per 0.8 GWy(e) - coal *

Occupat.onal General pubut
F vel cycle component Total

Ac ciden t Disease Acciderst D6ea se

Resource recover y 03 OG 0-7 h h
(mm nq dr.lhng, etc )

Pr ore wng 0 04 h L 10

Po Aer gener ation 0 01 h h 3-100
F uei s tor age b h b b

Trampor tat +on b b 12 h

Waste m.oa.jement h h h b

Total 035-065 0 -7 12 13 -110 15--120

d Breakdown of Tabte 9 2. See also L D. Hamilton, Ed., The Hes/rfs are Eny,ronments/ Effects of
Electrecify Generation A Prehminary Report, Brookhaven National Laboratory (July 1974 6

h The ef fects associated w.th these activit.es are not known at this time Although such ef fects are
ipner aPy be l.evni to he small, they would increase the tota; m the column
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f abie 9 5 Summery of cureent energy s% ce emcess morbrdity and
maury per o 8 GWyie) power plant

Or t mat. m+ r, - r . s .. .: r
F ..e i c yt. Tng

Y - b d. I y 1 ey MebJtv l . . ,,e v

%rtw (U 's p.aps dat ord

A:s nw war 0 81' 1 2 '' 10-3l' u la 1. th tit '

W +th lfXh et e ectoc t y 17-4l' 13 140 1S 7 i/ 0 5 /' 17-71 01,

uwt 1 y TN f uel < ycw
of oduced tiy r@ g( s e r

#Coal L ep Ca r p.pt bt.on) /f) 70 17-3V 10 100v l# '7 2 to t ICm,

Rat o ef e o,d to nm les bary i 7 3 i ' not im i
heo< 1e', it mean:. ) r2 e coal pwr /3

d Pr .mv d y n u 'stai carter s on.1 th grmj entules
'>Pe.my dy nonf atal maur es assnea'ed a th at.radents ir oran un n nes.suc h as v or k

fe!!s of en plopons

(Pomar sly nomatal tant e. s. thyro.d nodWes, geneta a nv "lat 4 da.eaws, and nont.tal
dinesses huch as rad at.on thyroid t 5. prodromal vom t nq. and temporv y ster d,tyi NI
low.ng h.qh rad at:on doses

"Transpor fat.on rel.sted mjuries from Table 5 4.10 cF R Pa t 51r

' Values in peer. theses ane the geometnc mean of the e anges N stH
'P,, mar dy r<ontatal d.v aws awo(iated w.th roal mitt,ng such .ns Ct'.P I,, org h t t aiirt

emph y sema

G Pt AJrily reprator y d V'aws amor'g Jdults and t h Idre') Laum1 by sulbe ermu,m
f f om 1.oal f ert'd power plant $ and wJ4te (Odl bdnk fir e s

* Po mai ,lv nonf, tat miunes among members of the general pota.c from too s.on. with
coal tra ns at a troad crun.ngt

' Coal etfects are based on a reg onal pe,pulation et 3 8 m.i!.un people with n 80 h m o'
the cc,al plant

'Pr , mar Jy mguries to (.oal mmer s f rom c. ave 4r.s. fir es. ar.d e nvoooris

'W.th 100 % of ad elet tocity consumed by the notte 'uci cycle produced t;v ca
power. amounts to 45 MWe per o 8 GWy b!

Although Table S-3 no longer includes release estimates for Rn-222 from uranium and mi eling
operations.* the staff has reevaluated the question and prepared new estimates which were used
in this assessment. These new estimates indicate that Rn-222 releases account for most of the
potential premature mortality from the uranium fuel cycle.

In addition, Table S-3 does not generically address releases for light-water-cooled pcwer
reactors. The estimated total body population dose comnitments for both occupational workers
and the general public were taken from GESMO I (uranium recycle only option). In addition,
the occupational dose comitments to workers in uranium mines, mills, uranium hexafluoride
plants, uranium fuel plants, and uranium enrichment plants were taken from GESMO I, because
they are not considered in Table S-3. However, these dose comitrents are comparable to those
that would result from the radiological releases described in NUREG-0216, which provides back-
ground support for Table S-3.

The dose comitments to the public and occupational workers in the March 1977 Table S-3 were
used for estimating health ef fects from the reprocessing and waste-management aspects of the
uranium fuel cycle. The risk estimators used to estimate health effects from radiation dose
commitments were taken from GESMO I and WASH-1400.112

The impact of accidents in fuel-cycle facilitiesll3 and reactorsll2 generally does not markedly
increase the impact of normal operations for the uranium fuel cycle, but has been included in
this assessment for completeness. No comparable analysis of health effects resulting from
accidents in coal-fired plants is available at this time.

*

Effect- Apr.14,1978 [n a. Fe, . t 43(15613) (Apr. 11,1978)], the NRC directed the
staff to dele the 74.5-Ci Rn-222 source term from Table S-3 (10 CFR Part 51), and consider
such health efaects as might result from radon releases from mining and milling one RRY of
uranium on a case-by-case basis.

-
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Table 9 6. Mortudity and injury per 0.8 GWy(e) - nuclear *

Occupa t ,onal Gener al smbi.c
Fuel cycle componer Total

Resource recover y d 10 e =0

(m.ning aruf dr dl. ngl

Pr ocess .ng' d 06 e *O

Power gene at=en d 1. 3 e =0

F uei storage d g e =0

Tr arspor tat.on o <1 e 01

Re pr ocess.ng d g e g

Nste management d g e *0

Total 0 81 12 10-3.1 01 14-10

* Breakdown of Table 9 5.
bL D H am > t ton. Ed. The Health and Environmental Effects of Electrocity

Generat>on- A Prelsminary Report. Brook haven Nat>onal Lateratory (July 1974|

cTable S 4.10 CFR Part 51
# Non'atat cancer s < f atal cancers lexcluding thy' 'l or = 0.14 Nonf atal thyroaf

cancers and tien.un nodules =3 x f atal ca cers or 20 L Genet.c defects =2 y fatal

cancers or =0 28.
' Reactor acc. dents.10 x f atal. ties or J 40 nonfotal cases
Norrnal operat+ons Nontatal cans- 4 f atal cancers or = 018 - 1.3.

Nonf atal thy ed cancees and nodules = 3 x fatal cancer s (from
total bcwly d ws) or = 0 26 -0 84.
Genetic ef fe s =2 * fatal car,cers From total body dows! or

= 017 - 0 56
'loclades mdling. uranium hematluor sde product:on, uranium enrichment, and fuel

f alw ication
8The ef fects associated with these act.v t es are not known at this t.me. Although

such ef fects are generally believed to be small, they would increase the total en the
column

Table 9 7. Morbidity per 0 8 GWy(e) - coal *

Occunot.onal Gener al public
Fuel cyc!* comronent Total

Mor bid,ty injur y Mor bid't v Injur y

Resource recover y 20-70 13-30 b 6

(minmg and deilling)

Pr ocessing 6 3 b b

Power ger+ ration b 12 10-100 h

F uel stor age b b b b

T r anspor ta t ion b b b 10

Waste management b h b b

Total 20 -70 17- 34 10-100 10 57--210

* Breakdown of Table 95 See also L. D. Ha m ilt on. Ed. The Health and
Envoronmental Effects of Electricity Generaroon-A Prehnunary Rem >rt. Brookhaven
National Laboratory (July 19'4L

6The ef fects anociated with these activettes are not k nown at tis time Although
suth effects are generally telieved to be small, they would increase the total en the
colum n
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Estimates of death, disease and injury from nonradiological causes for the uranium fuel cycle
are from the Brookhaven evaluations,1*5-107 with the exceotion of transportation-accident-related
deaths, which were taken from Table S-4,10 CFR Part 51. The results of these assessments are
shown in Tables 9.2-9.7. It should be noted that there are two lines under the nuclear fuel
cycle: the first assumes all of the electricity used within the uranium fuel cycle is gen?r-
ated by nuclear power (i.e., all-nuclear economy); the second line assumes, as shown in
Table S-3 (10 CFR Part 51), that 1001 of the electricity used within the nuclear fuel cycle
comes from coal power. This is equivalent to a 45-MWe coal-fired plant, or 4.5% of the power
produced.

The uranium fuel cycle

Current v the NRC estimates that the excess deaths per 0.8 gigawatt-year electric [GWy(e)] will
be about 0.47 for an all-nuclear economy. This is probably somewhat high due to the conserva' ismo

required in evaluations of generic plants and sites. (Conservatism is used here to mean that
assumptions regarding atmospheric dispersi n deposition of particulates, bioaccumulation, etc. ,
generally result in estimates of impact that are typically " upper bound" estimates. In most
cases, the estimates would be lower for real plants.) However, it is not greatly different from
estimates by others such as Comar and Saganll' (0.11 to 1.0), Hamilton 105 (0.7 to 1.6), and
Rose et al.115 (0.50). The uncertainty in the estimate is about an order of magnitude for times
up to about 100 years, and probably two or more crders of raagnitude for estimates as far into
the future as 1000 years. If, as shown in Table S-3,100% of the electrical power used by the
uranium fuel cycle comes from coal-fired power plants, the NRC estimates there would be about
1.1 to 5.4 excess deaths per 0.8 GWy(e). Of this total, about 0.62 to 4.9 excess deaths pe-
0.8 GWy(e) would be attributable to coal power (Table 9.6). The uncertainty in the estimate is
about one order of magnitude.

The total number of injuries and diseases that might occur anong workers and the entire U.S.
population as a result of normal operations and accidents in the uranium fuel cycle was esti-
mated to be about 14 per 0.8 GWy(e) for an all-nuclear economy. Injuries among uranium miners
from accidents account for 10 of the 14 cases (Table 9.5). If 100t of the electrical power
used by the uranium fuel cycle comes from coal-fired power plants, the NRC estimates there would
be about 17 to 24 injuries and diseases per 0.8 GWy(e). Of this total, about 3 to 10 excess
events per 0.8 GWy(e) would be attributable to coal power (Table 9.6). The uncertainty in the
estinate is also about one order of magnitude.

Although articipated somatic (nongenetic) effects associated with normal releases of radioactive
effluents from the nuclear fuel cycle are limited to potential cancers and leukemias, for the
higher doses associated with serious nuclear accidents there is some small risk of various non-
fatal sonatic ef fects (Table 9.5, fuutnote e). At this time only light-water-cooled power
reactors have been thoroughly evaluated.112 However, it should be noted that power reactors
probably account for most of the potential health effects associated with nuclear accidents in
the uranium fuel cycle.

This results from the f act that power reactors represent 80% of all fuel-cycle facilities
expected to be operating for the balance of this centurylli and account for tha majority of
occupationally exposed individuals. In addition, although the probability of Jerious accidents
is extremely small, if one were to occur, the health effects would be larger than for any other
type of fuel-cycle facility. Serious nuclear accidents in power reactors might also contribute
about 0.04 excess deaths per 0.8 GWy(e), whereas transportation-related accidents are estimated
to contribute about 0.01 excess deaths per 0.8 GWy(e) (Table 9 2 footnote 2).

Early and latent nonfatal somatic effects that might be expected af ter high radiation doses
include a variety of effects (Table 9.5, footnote a). It is possible that nonf:tal somatic
effects could be an order of magnitude greater than excess deaths resulting from accidan;s;112
thus, the 'otal number per 0.8 GWy(e) would be about 0.4. This accounts for about one-third
of the morbidity shown for the general public and an all-nuclear economy in Table 9.5. The
number of nonfatal thyroid cancers (5-10; mortality rate) and benign thyroid nodules would be
about 0.6 per 0.8 GWy(e) from routine releases to the public and occupational exposures (pri-
marily external irradiation), whereas other nonfatal cancers would be less than or equal in
number to fatal cancers [about 0.2 per 0.8 GWy(e)] (Table 9.5, footnote e).

It is believed that genetically related diseases (e.g., cystic fibrosis, hemophilia, certain
anemias, and congenital abnormalities such as mental retardation, short-limbed dwarfism, and

|
;
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extra digit;), and abnormalities in the des ants of workers and tN general publ' from Loth
nomal operations and accidents would be et o3ps twice tFe number of euess deaths due to cancer
from tntal i>cdy irradiation;110.ll6 tnis could add anothar 0.3 nealth ef fects per 0.8 GWy(e)
morg workers and 0.2 health ef fects gr 0.8 GWy(e) aneng tre caneral public Dables 9.5 and
9.6, factnote -).

In assessing the impact of coal power used in tne uranium fuel cycle, Tab;e 5-3 (10 CFR Part 51)
fuel tycle,was the basis for the assumption that 100: of the electr icity used in tN uraniu m

primarily for uras' . M-hnent and reactor operation, came from coal fir ed plants Adding
4.5; of the heelth t per 0.8 GWy(e) f rom the coal fuel cycle s#gnificantly increases
the nealth effects & c. J.8 Guy (e) f rom the uranium fuel cycle, ac shown on the second lines of
fables 9.2 and 9.,.

The cop fuel _ cycle

Current estimates of mortality and morbidity resulting from the coal fuel cycle are quite
uncertain; this is the principal reason for the wide range of values reported in the literab re.
These uncertainties result f rom the limited nunber of epidemiological studies and dif ferentes in
ints.rpretation of the results of such studies. There is additional uncertainty regarding the
effects of new Federal laws on coal-cycle facilities in the next decade. Current estimates of
excess deaths for the entire coal cycle range from 15 to 120 per 0.8 GWy(e), whereas disease
and injury estimates range from 57 to 210 per 0.8 GWy(e).

In the case of occupational ef fects, there is co . iderable uncertainty because of anticipated
reductions in health effects resulting from the implementation of the Federal Coal Mine Health
and Safety Act of 1969 (PL 91-173). The provisions of this act should result in significant
improvement of the underground work environment, particularly regarding coal dust. Coal dust
is both a cause of underground e> plosions and fires and a cause of coal workers pneumoconiosis
(CWP), commonly called black lung disease, and subsequent progressn. massive fibrosis
(PMF).las-1c3 In addition, more coal in the years ahead is expected to be produced by strip
mining, which results in lower mortality rates.105 As a result, the frequencies of both types
of events are anticipated to decline in the years ahead, on a per GWy(e) basis. On the other
hand, statistics show new coal miners experience higher morts lity and injury rates than
experienced miners. lc3 As a result of expected increases in s W production, an influx cf
inexperienced miners will tend to increase the mor tality and injury rates for miners as a group.

For the general public, there is also considerable uncertainty in the estimation of health
effects. (In the case of coal-plant effluents, consideration of health effects was limited t'
the population within 80 km of such plants). For example, although there are estimates of
health effects related to burning culm banks (waste banks from coal screening), recent effort;
by mire operators have greatly reduced such fires, and future processing activities are expected
to avoid fires as a result of new methods of stabilizing the banks to prevent slides.ll7 Cur-
rent estimates of excess deaths in the public from sulfates f rom such fires range from one to
ten per 0.8 GWy(e) (Table 9.2, footnote g). Power generation is estimated to result in 3 to
100 excess deaths per 0.8 GWy(e) (Table 9.2, footnote y), whereas excess morbidity ranges from
about 10-100 per 0.8 GWy(e) (Table 9.5, footnote c).

The uncertainties are even greater in the power-generation phase of the coal cycle, where esti-
mates of health effects range over several orders of magnitude.lb This is largely due to the
lack of a reliable data base for predicting health effects from the various pollutants emitted
from coal plants, and the effect of the EPA New Source Performance Standards for coal plants
regarding particulate and sulfur emissions in future years on a long-term basis. There is
some uncertainty as to whether these standards can be met in large coal-fired power plants over
the life of the plant. The major pollutants emitted include:

1. Particulates: Contain large amounts of toxic trace metals in respirable particle sizell8
such as arsenic, antimony, cadmium, lead, selenium, manganese, and thallium;109 si
quantities of beryllium, chromium, nickel, titanium, zinc, molybdenum, and cobalt;gnificant*19 and
traces of Ra-226 and -228 and Th-228 and -232.120

2. Hydroca rbons : Include very potent carcinogens (cancer-causing substances) such as
benzo (a) pyrene.

3. Sulfur oxides.
4 Nitrogen oxides.
5. Other gases: Include ozone, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, mercury vapor, ard Rn-222.
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% rdir" the i ecedina list of t.;llu ants, trere are eo well-established epidemiologicr

cause-effect relationsnips that can be used to estiNte total health effects accurately, either
from acute exposure- during air-pollutwn caisodes ar from chronic lonq-term f <posures.

Althouqh definitive cause-effect rebticaships are lacking, tentative cause-effect relationships
for sulfur emissicns have been used by n eerous groups to estimate health effects from sulfur
emissions from coal plants; they are described by tne National Academy of Sciences in a recent
report to the U.S. Eenate.1 1 The most widely quoted studies are those by Lave and Seskin,R
Winkelstein et al.,U ? and an unpublished study by EPA that was used in the NAS/NRC study for
tne U.S. Senate.U2

in general, the ef fects range f rcm excess deaths trom cardiovascular failure and increases in
asthma attacks during severe air pollution to excess respiratory disease from long-term chronic

Most of tne acute deaths are amonq the elderly and the severely ill, whereas mor-exposures.
bidity from innpterm exposure also includes enildren. Although widely accepted cause-effect
relationships were not der hed fro- studies of acute air-pollution episodes in London in 19 2 ;'

' these studies definitely support the conclusionsDonora, Pennsylvania,194h * ' end hew York,'
regarding eu ess death and disesse associated with emissions from combustion of coal.

There are no estinates of povible long-term carcino .enic ef fects by sulfur oxides or esseciated
pollutants. In addition, the retently rowleted (1976) large-scale EPA Corwunity Health and
Envirnnm ntal Surveillance S p tem (CHESS) study failea to provide any new or definitive cause-
ef fect relationships for any of the pailutants from coal-fired plants that could be used to
provide better estimates of health effects than are currently available.U ' The S22 million
WESS study atterrpted to correlate air-pollution data collected from six U.S. cities with a
7driety of health prnblem3

Assuming inat now coal-fired plants in the 19W can reet EPA New Source Performance Standards
(which to Rd require 90; sulfur renoval for hich-sulfur coal and abo . 99; particulate remeul)
and nther rederal laws regardir.9 nine s:fety aed culm-hank stabilizatic,, the nu -be or ceath<
should be redsced. Thus, current estimates of 15 to 120 per 0.8 GWy(e), due largely to s .l'ates
f rrv. coc.bustion of coal, Toy be reduced by about half.

Recently, Argonne National Lcboratory developed a predictive modei for deaths from emission of
benzo (a) pyrene, which indicates about 1 to 4 doths per 0.8 GWy(e) depending on use of conven-
tional ccmbustion or fluidized-bed combustion.l h Such effects, although greater than the
evpected deaths f ecm the entire uranium fuel cycle (all-nuclear economy), do not siqnificantly
chaqge the total impact of thc coal fuel cycle and were not included in the effects listed in
Table 9.E.

probably the most reliaole estimates of deaths associated with the coal fuel cycle are these
associated with transportation accidents. Because a 1000-MWe coal-fired plant consunes about
2.7 million tonnes (three r.illicn tons) of coal per year, there are literally thousands of
carloads of coat being transported by rail f ron rnines to plants. It has been estimated that
about one out of every ten trains in the U.S. is a coal train going to a coal-fired power
plant. u ' These trains are estimated to travel an average distance of about 480 km (300 miles)
from the mim to the plants.l!? As a result, there are about 1.2 deaths per 0.8 GWv(e) anona
workers and .he general public. Further, because most of these deaths occur at ra11t oad
crossings. the numbers can be expected to increase as more automobiles are operated and driven
greater sistances, and as raihtransportation distances increase when hauling low-sulfur westcrn
coals ".o eastern markets.

Sickness mong coi miners and the gen?ral pelic accounts for most of the nonfatal occur rences
in the coal fuel c) . a with most of the remainder due to injuries among co31 niners. As a
result of imp!en.entai 'n of Federal laws, it is prooable that future rater among underqrcund
miners will be substa 'i'lly reduced. It is not unreatonable ts assume that current estimates
of about 57 to 210 ca' es A sickness and injury anong workers and the general public could be
red.ced in the years aheat, inasmuch as occwational sickness and injury currently account for
about half of the total nonfatal health ef fects.

The overall uncertainty in the estimati of healti effects for the coal fuel cycle in this
assessment is probably about one to two orders of eagnitude. Although the breakdown estimates
generally fall within the range of estimates in the literature, such estimates represent cnly
the incacts occurring over a period of a few dec3 des (e.g., while a power plant is operating)
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and do not include potential long-term health effects resulting from Rn-222 and toxic heavy
metals which may be released to the biosphere from coal 6sh and flue gas desulfurization sludge
waste pits. Such releases, which may occur over centuries or millenia, could substantially
increase the estimated health impacts presented in this assessment. Therefore, these potential
long-tem impacts substantially increase the uncertainty in the health impacts just discussed.

Other considerations

Although the Reactor Safety Study 112 has helped provide a perspective of the risk of mortality
or morbidity from potential power-reactor accidents (the current experience for serious acci-
dents is zero),* there is the additional problem associated with individual perception of risk.
Thus although the study concluded that "All non-nuclear accidents examined in this study,
including fires, explosions, toxic chemical releases, dam failures, airplane crashes, earth-
quakes, hurricanes and tornadoes, are much more likely to occur and can have consequences ccm-
parable to or larger than, those of nuclear accidents," there will continue to be uncertainty
associated with such evaluations. Furthermore, there may be a problem of public acceptance
of potential accidents, because the consequences can be severe. In fact, it appear * + hat some
people 12'3 more readily accept, for example, having 55,000 people actually killed each v ar
in violent highway accidents, one or two at a time, than they do the unlikely occurrence of
perhaps several thousan,1 possible deaths from a single catastrophic accident during their
lifetime.

As noted in footnote 5 to the March 1977 revision of Table S-3 (10 CFR Part 51), the GESMO I
Rn-222 release increases from 74.5 Ci to about 4800 C1 when releases from mines are included.
This would result in a small increase in the total number of excess deaths shown in Table 9.2,
although the mortality per 0.8 GWy(e) for the general public would increase by about 301.

With regard to the coal fuel cycle, it is a well-established fact that the use of coal results
in numerous other costs to society that have not yet aeen adequately quantified. These include
1. The short- and long-term impacts cf sulfur and nitrogen oxides on biota and materials.

Acid rain, for example, is known to be severely damaging to terrestrial and aquatic
habitats. Argonne National Laboratory provides a detailed discussion of these and other
effects of sulfur and nitrogen oxide emissions.109 However, as more coal plants come on
line, these effects can be expected to expand to surrounding areas.

2. Damage to materials, such as paints, buildirg surfaces, statuary, and metals, caused by
emissions of sulfur oxides ; zone, and nitrogen oxides. A 1976 review of such effects
indicates that the costs ct Jd range into billions of dollars per year in the U.S.
alone,130

*

In July 1977, the NRC organized th independent Risk Assessment Review Group to:
(1) clarify the achievements and limitatkns of the Reactor Safety Study (RSS); (2) assess the
peer coments thereon, and the responses to those comments; (3) study the present state of such
risk assessment methodology; and (4) recomend to the Comission how and whether such method-
ology can be used in the regulatory and licensing process. The results of this study were
issued in September 1978 (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Risk Assessment Revieu Cro:o
F; port, NUREG/CR-0400, September 1978). While praising tne RSS's general methodology and
recognizing its contribution to assessing the risks of nuclear power, the Review Group found
that they were unable to determine whether the absolute probabilities of accident sequences in
report WASH-1400 are high or low. They did conclude that the error bour.ds on those estimates
are, in general, greatly understated. On January 19, 1979, the Comission issued a statement
of policy concerning the RSS and Review Group Report. The Comission accepted the findings of
the Review Group and concluded that the RSS's numerical estimates of the overall risks of
reactor accidents should not be regarded as reliable.

The importance of this uncertainty can be better perceived by considering the effects of an
increase in the risks of reactor accidents on the estimated overall mortality rate associated
with the nuclear fuel cycle. Assuming the reactor accident risk to be 100 times that estimated
in the RSS (which would roughly correspond to a value based solely on statistical analysis of
the observation of no core melts in about 500 reactor years of commercial LWR operation), the
upper bound of the range of mortality per reference reactor year presented in this document
from the nuclear fuel cycle could increase from 1.7 to 3.7. On the other hand, if the risk of
such accidents were lower than estimated in the RSS, the lower bound of the range of mortality
would not change appreciably.
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3. Contamination of soil and vegetation to toxic levels by such mechanisms as deposition
and bioaccumulation of trace elements present in gaseous emissions.

4. Destruction of entire ecosystems in streams and rivers by acid mine drainage, and the
potential for public-health ef fects from downstream use of such water for domestic
or agricultural purposes.

5. In addition to the occurrence of excess mortalities, injuries, and morbidities, the costs
to society in terms of medical costs, lost productivity, and other social losses, repre-
sent a significant consideration that has not been completely evaluated at this time. Two
recent studies, which concern these extremely complex issues,131,132 conclude that social
costs from one coal-fired plant may currently be about $50 million per year, not con-
sidering the rest of the costs for the coal fuel cycle.

6. The possibility of the so-called " greenhouse ef fect, a phenomenon expected to occur
sometime early in the next century as a result of the present and future anticipated
production rates of carbon dioxide from the combustion of fossil fuels.133 Because each
1000-MWe coal plant produces about 6.8 to 9.5 million tonnes (7.5 to 10.5 million tons)
of carbon dioxide per ycar,1CS it is believed these emissions from hundreds of fossil-
fueled power plants may result in greater releases of carbon dioxide than the atmosphere
and oceans can cycle. As a result, the carbon dioxide concentrations would be expected
to increase in the atmosphere. Because carbon dioxide strongly absorbs infrared, it is
postulated that the mean atmospher c temperature will rise several degrees. This mayi

cause all or part of the polar ice caps to melt, resulting in int.ndation of many inhabited
areas of the world. At the same time, drought would be expected to prevail in many of the
agricultural areas of the temperate zones, resulting in huge crop losses. It is possible
that the particulates emitted by fossil plants will counteract some of the greenhouse
effect by reducing the amount of sunlight reaching the surface of the earth.
However, another effcct from carbon dioxide released Dy coal combustion occurs because
coal has essentially no carbon-14. In effect, the stable carbon dilutes the carbon-14
in the biosphere, resulting in a reduction in the radiological impact of both naturally
occurring and man-made carbon-14.

7. An additional consideration that has not been evaluated for the coal cycle--the radio-
logical impact of mining and burning coal. Of interest is the release of radon-222 from
the decay of radium-226 in coal. Not only is the radon released during mining and
combustion, but it will continue to emanate from flyash for millions of years af ter the
coal has been burned. Although Pohll3* has shown that this is not a problem with most
eastern coal (generally of high sulfur content but with l-3 ppm uranium content), the
average uranium and radium content of some reserves of low-sulfur western coal is as much
as 50 times higher than that of most eastern coal.135.136 Combustior of the coal and
disposal of the remaining ash leads to about the same health effects from radon-222
emissions =s do uranium-mill-tailings piles. These releases would account for less than
one excess ueath per 0.8 GWy(e) due to fuel-cycle activities during the rest of this
century As a esult, such releases do not significantly affect the conclusions reached
with re ard to a comparison of the two alternative fuel cycles. In addition, some
believe 37 that if the physical and biological properties of the radium released from
conventional coal-powered plants (burning coal with 1-2 ppm U-238 and Th-232) are con-
sidered, such plants discharge relatively greater quantities of radioactive materials
into the atmosphere than do nuclear plants of comparable size. The Environmental
Protection Agency has estimated radiation doses from coal and nuclear plants of early
designs and reached similar conclusions.121

Sumnary and conclusions

For the reasons discussed above, it ': Oxtremely dif ficult to prov'de precise quantitativa
- ':::s for excess mortality and morbidity, particularly for the coal fuel cycle. Nevertheless,
a number of estimates of mortality and morbidity have been prepared based on present-day
knowledge of health effects, and present-day plant design and anticipated emission rates,
occupational experience and other data. These are summarized in Tables 9.2 and 9.5 (see foot-
note k, Table 9.5), with some important assumptions inherent in the calculations of health
effects listed in Appendix E.

Although future technological improvements in both fuel cycles may result in significant reduc-
tions in health effects, based on current estimates for present-day technology, it must be
concluded that the nuclear fuel cycle is considerably less harmful to man than the coal fuel

_ _ . _ .
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cycle.l * W .II'.llblM*1''' * 1" As % .n I r' * b ? m 9. 9. 7. *f e coa ' + vd -cycl e al te rraa

tive ray be rore harmf ul to Nn by f actors of 7 tn 42 depending on tt'e effec' tetoq cursidered,
for an all-nuclear economy, or factors of 6 to 14 with tie assumption tS t ali of the clectru ity
used by the uranium f;el cycle comes f rom coal-pewered plants

Although there are large uncertainties in the esti: rates of most of the potential health ef fects
of the coal cycle, it shculd be noted that the impact of transportation of coal is based on
firm statistics; this impact alone is greater than the ccnservative estimates of heal' effects
for the entire uranium fuel cycle (all-nuclear economy} and can reasonably te ewected 'r worsen
as mcre coal is shipped over greater distances !n the case wM re coal-generated elto !*y
is used in the nuclear fuel cycle, primarily for uranium enrichment and auxiliary reaC

.

systems, the it" pact of the coal power accounts for essentially all of the impact of thc a
fuel cycle.

Ho we ve r, lest the results of this be misunderstood, it should be emphasized that the increased
risk of health effects for either fuel cycle repr esents a very small increrental risk to the
average pubiic individuai. For example, Comar and saganil" nne shown that such increases in
risk of health effects represent minute increases in the normal expectation of cortality from
other causes.

A more comprehensive assessmer'. of these twu alternatives and others is anticipated in 1979
from the National Research Council Comittee on NAlear and Alternative Energy Kystems. This
study may assist suestar,tially in reducir: mucn of the uncertair.ty in the inalysis presented.

9.1.3.2 Economics of power generaticn

The applicanti has rccently s Amitted revised wst estim:tes for tre (cnstructicn and r4 era-
tion of the Graene Cwnty NxNr rower Plant anJ a ccal-f ired a l ternative, as sw in laDie
9.8. Fuel oil is not concidered a via;;le opticn f nr rew tas e .1<,31 power s ta tions . Th:s curre t
analysis of pc-er generation r_osts confirms toe a;olicar.t's eae tier analysis in the Envirorrent41
Report and supports the doc 1sion to select the nuclear ocwer a . terr .ti ve on the basis cf a l i f:--
time levelized generating cust about 72- of that fcr a coa'-fit ed station.

Table 9 8 Generet. rig costs for the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant
and a coal fired alternative developed by the Power Authority

of the State of New York (PASN Yi for 1986 commercia! sp' ration
__

N* lear Coat

Plvt cap-tal rost. m il ons cd dWI.:s 1721 3 12s3 4
Trarsm svon ap tal rost, mdLor s c,f dollars , 46 2 46 2 #

Tctal capital con m41: ens of acllars 1/67.5 1299 6
F xed &arge rate. % 9 62 937
L evetied cap tal cat.8 mdit kWnr 23 38 1092
Lewebied O & M cost, m Ils iaW 9 24 f,. 70
Level red feel coat, rn als kuhr 14 27 417 f
tml+ zed generat ng cost. m4h k Whr M 89 6533

_

" Awumed ewva'ent to r ac ear plant for same site.t

* L 4fet me a wal plant factee of 68 St

The staf f has performed an independent analysis of we corrparative generating costs of a nuclear
station and a coal-fired alternative station using eastern, hign-sulfur coal. The details of
the staff's analysis are presented in renendix I and are summarized here. The staff used the
CONCEPT computer code " to prepare the capital-cost estimates. Values for escalation and sitel

labor requirements were derived from data stored in the model subroutines and the interest rate,
7;/ year, used by the applicant was adopted.
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The staff used the OMC5T corputer codea't) prmee the c$ eration and raintenance cos ts. Re
basic nuclear fuel costs were prepared aing the MOST corputer code * and basic assustion;
for nuclear-fuel-cycle co:rponents as described in Accendix I. The staf f assumed a 5 ; escalation
rate from average 1976 fuel-cycle costs, except that the ccst of U 0s is further escalated to3

account for higher cost of recovery of poorer grades of ore. The basic cost of coal was calcul-
ated using a 5 escalation rate applied to the estimated average 1978 cost of about $30.50/ ton
for coal delivered from West Virginia to eastern New York (Appendix I). A discount rate of 71
was used to convert future (30 years) fuel and cperating and maintenance costs to January 1987
present-worth values.

Table 9.9 sumarizes the comparative economics of the two types of power plants (as extrac ted
f rom Appendix 1) operating at a plant capacity factor ranging f rom 50 to 70 using the base-line
capital and fuel costs. It can Le seen that the generating costs for the nuclear-fueled power
station are about 261 lower than those for the coal-fired alternative at 50% capacit, factor .
The relative economic advantage for nuclear cower ira.reases to about 29t at a 70. plent capacity
factor.

Table 9 9. Staff's genenc compenson of eneration costs for nuclear and cool fired
plants in the rnid Hudson region for operation in January 1987

. - _ . . _ _ _ _ _
. . -

Num : Co.1

Plant f acta s (V

s0 60 70 50 00 70

Capital cost * (milhons ef douars) 146s 1465 1465 134/ 1347 1341
Levelized capital cost 8 mdisAMr 2614 21 95 15 R1 24 ol 20 01 11 15
Levelized O&M costs. n' ills % Whr b% 5.74 4 ss u]4 11 91 9 s3
Levelized fuel cost, miHs/k Whr 17 o IE7 16 5 30 24 30 24 30 24
Leveliced generating cost. m;Hs' kwhr Sn 18 44 4 do 25 67 % 62 16 56 92
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

_

* Excluding transrmssion hoe costs
6 Fixed charge rates 9 s2% f ar nuOar. 9 37% for u.at

In the evaluation of fuel substitution (Sect. 8.5). the staff also usea a 10 discount rate for
future operating costs (0&M and fuel). In the present comparison of nuclear and coal-fired
generating costs, use of the higher discourt rate effects a slight reduction (1-2 mills / kwhr) in
total generating costs of both the nuclear and coal-fired alternatives. However, the relativecomparison is virtually unchanged.

The relative comparison of generation costs at nuclear and high-sulfur coal-fired plants in the
studies.14 5{" The relatively favorablestaf f's anal sis is reasonably consistent with other recently repcrted generaticn coststatus of nuclear power exhibited in the st3ff's
results reconfirin the acceptability of the applicant's fuel c% ice.

The staff evaluated the sensitivity of this economic comparison to factors such as capital costand fuel cost (Appendix I). In the case of sensitivity to fuel-cost variations, the coal-fired
plants 6re not competitive with the nuclear plants, unless the escalation in tne cost of coal is
5 to 101 per year (absolute) less tnan that for nuclear fuel cost (assuming base-line capitalcosts). With respect to capitol costs the nuclear plant costs would have to increase by about
65% to make the coal-fired plant competitive (assuming base-line fuel costs). Neither of these
variations is considered likely. Combination of these two factors and 0&M costs in favor of
the coal-fired alternative might occur (althougn statistically less probable) that could lower
the economic advantage for the nuclear option. However, the staff does not believe that the
coal-fired option could achieve an economic advantage over nuclear power in the state of New
York with the present trends of capital and fuel costs.

The staff also reviewed the costs of decommissioning (Appendix I). Based on the procedure of
mothballing, followed ultimately by dismantling the radioactive portions of the facility, the
staff found that the annualized nuclear generation costs would increase by about $3.9 n1111on,
or 0.62 mill /kWh- This factor does not significantly detract from tne economic advantage ofthe nuclear power plant over the coal-fired alternative.

__ _ _ _ .
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The staff also looked at the potential generation cost of power plants using fuel oil. The
fuel oil costs for power generation are significantly higher than those for the coal-fired
alternative considered above (Appendix I). Therefore, consideration of oil for new base-load
power plants is economically not justified.

In summary, the staff has concluded that the lower probable lifetime generating costs (present
worth) in the late 1980s and the lesser health effects to the general population of the nuclear
plant favor the nuclear-fueled plant over the coal-fired alternative. The staff is aware of
some uncertainty associated with future construction costs and fuel costs. However, it is
generally expected tht variation in these costs from the staff's basic assurrptions will be
slight and will be in the same direction for both plant types. Thus, change in the nuclear-vs-
coal cost comp.rison is expected to De slight. Only in the case of extremely favorable bias
for the coal-fired plant and adverse bias for the nuclear plant does the staff find an economi-
cally competitive position for coa'-fired plants in the nid-Hudson river region.

9.2 SITES

9.2.1 Introduction

An amendment of the New York State Legislature directing the Power Authority of the State of
New York to supply power for the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) was approved on
May 24, 1972 (Chaps. 385 and 489, Laws of New York, 1972). Stone and Webster was selected as
a consultant firm and was instructed to investigate sites for both fossil- and nuclear-fueled
plants. The subsequent report,"3 i; sued on April 23, 1973, included the following: (1) an
evaluation of a multitude of factors involved in selecting a generic siting region to supply
the designated load; (2) a conclusion that the most economically and environmentally preferred
region is along, or near, the Hudson River, downstream of Albany, with nuclear units located
only upstream of Westchester County; and (3) an evaluation of specific sites within the prc-
ferred region and recomendation of more favorable nuclear- and fossil-fueled plant sites.

The staff earlier found (see DES) that the methodology was adequate and consistent with regu-
latory requirements at the time of the applicant's analysis (1973).

However, recent regulatory decisions have given guidance to the staff relating to the examina-
tion of the alternative sites, particularly with respect to the natural and human environmental
criteria. Therefore, the staff has recently undertaken a reevaluation of alternative sites.

The following discussion sumarizes the substance of the applicant's alternative site evaluation
and provides the staff assessment of the methodology and results.

9.2.2 Candidate regions

The applicant subdivided the state of New York into regions (resource areas) primarily related
to the sources of cooling water for waste heat dissipation. The followir, is a summary of the
applicant's regional considerations and the staff's assessment.

Upstate New York

This region includes the avea generally north and west of Albany. The primary sources of con-
denser cooling water are Lakes Ontario and Erie.

The shoreline and coastal strip along these lakes are prime industrial development areas based
on the following factors: (1) plentiful supply of wattr; (2) water-borne transportation;
(3) nearby rail and highway network; and (4) extensive undeveloped, lightly inhabitated zones
along the shoreline. The New York utilities already utilize this siting area and are construct-
ing, or have proposed, about 7000 MWe of additional generating capacity by 1995. Table 9.10
provides a list of existing and currently projected m0|nr power plants (>500 MWe) along the
shorelines.150 As noted, three of the sites have construction permits or operating licenses
for nuclear power units and have ample space and water availability for expansion of the facil-
ities. Therefore, the staff finds that any of these three sites are an environmentally accepc-
able alternative for the proposed power station. Using topographic and highway maps, the staff
has examined the general environmental and social characteristics of the other four sites and
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Table 9.10. Existing, propnied, and potential power plant sites along the
shore of Lakes Er e and Ontario in New York State

Sterling One 1150 MWe nucicar unit approved for construction along
Lake Onteo. Est+ mated site capacity. 5000 MWe

Pomfret Propowd sne along Lake Eric for a 1700 MW (two units)
coat fired station E stimated site capacity,3400 MWe.

Shendan Potent.al site along Lake Erie. Est, mated site capacity.
3400 MWe.

Nine Mile Point Two nuclear units in operation 6ncluding Fitipart,rk L 1430
MWe total. One 1100 MWe nuclear unit under construction.
Estemated site capacity. 5000 MWe.

New Haven Two unit nuclear f acel ty proposed for construct.on near
t ake Ontano.

Mornson Potential site along Lake Ontano. Estmated s,te capacity,
5000 MWe.

Somerset One 850MWe coal fired unit proposed for construct.on.
Estimated site capacity. 3400 MWe.

Genna One 490 MWe nuclear unit in operation. Estimated site
capacity. 3000 MWe

Source: Report of Member Electnc Systems of the New York Power Pc,ol and the
Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation pursuant to Astitle Vill, Sect 149 b
of the Pubbc Servece Law,1978.

finds them to be comparable at the reconnaissance level to the existing nuclear sites. Thus,
without looking further, the staff finds a reasonable number of identified, acceptable candidate
sites for the upstate region along Lakes Ontario and Erie.

Other cooling water sources, although probably environmentally inferior, are the smaller interior
lakes, such as Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida, and Champlain. The staff considers sites on these lakes
to be ecologically inferior to those on the Great Lakes. In fact, utilities have been unsucc2ss-
ful in recent years in gaining pemission to construct and operate large power stations on these
interior lakes.

The applicant considered placing the proposed nuclear power plant at its existing site of the
James A. Fitzpatrick unit near Oswego on the southeastern shoreline of Lake Ontario. In this
case, the staff believes it is reasonable to consider the Fitzpatrick site as representativa
of the potential, or existing, sites along the southern shorelines of Lakes Ontario and Erie.
If the power demand growth of 1986 and 1988, or 1991 as the staff projects, is centered in the
New York City metropolitan area, the energy would have to be transmitted about 300 miles from
the Fitzpatrick site (compared with about 115 miles for the proposed Cementon site). Transmis-
sion losses of at least 5% and service charges for delivery of energy over other utilities'
transmission circuits led the applicant to reject the Fitzpatrick site, and other sites along
Lakes Ontario and Erie, for a generating unit to meet the needs of the New York City area.

Assuming a plant factor of 60T, and the applicant's estimate of wheeling charges of 1.0 mill / kwhr,
the staff finds that the 1986 present worth of the wheeling costs for 30 years from the Fitz-
patrick site to southeastern New York would be about $59 million at a 10% discount rate and no
escalation. The makeup of the lifetime transmission losses would have a 1986 present worth of
about $61 million and use almost 500,000 bbls of oil per year.

Whether the applicant's analysis of transmission losses and economic and resource cost is valid
depends on where the electrical energy and power is needed. Referring to Table 8.3, the staff
finds that the coincident peak demand growth is about equally divided between the sales to
(private) utilities and sales to the combined municipal entities. At least 75% of the
municipally-related power demand growth rate indicated in Table 8.3 is located south of Albany
along the Hudson River. From evaluation of the information in Tables 8.5 and 8.6 it can be
shown that the major changes in peak demand growth rate for PASNY sales to utilities (column 12

_ _ _ _ ,
_ . .
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cf Table 0.3) am related to increased cornitments, or aancurcM intentiens, ts Cou cl:sted
Edisco Conrant tc purcnase electric power and energy from FAW, when nailnle n us, it

appears tnat virtually all of the increased power tramferred fr~ PASM to private utilities
will go to the lower Hudson River area. As a rcsult of the atove avaluation of nnere the power
is primarily needed and the illustration of the cost of energy trar smission from tre Fitzpatrick
site, the staf f believes it is reasonable to reject the upstate region for the proposed power
plant althoJgh thele are environmentally acceptable sites for power plants to treet the upstate
need for power.

Long Island and Loriylar.d Soundl

The applicant considered the possibility of locating the propused nuclear unit at either the
Jamesport and Shoreham nuclear pcwer plant sites. These sites are about 70 and 100 miles,
respectively, f ror tne New York City load center whicn is about the same transmissir distance
as the selected Greene County site. Since these sites have construction permits for nuclear
units and are telieved to be capable of supporting eJditicnal units,l h the staff finds that
they are envirennentally acceptable for the unit proposed in the present action, except that
once-throu@ cooling may te required in order to eliminate impacts of saltwater coolir g ttwer
drif t on nearby agricultural zones.

li' other paer plant sitoIn the licensing activities for the Jamesport Nuclear Power Station
were identified that had similarly favorable environmental characteristics. All Lut are cf
these additional sites were located east of the Shoreham site along the north shcre of Long
Island. The other site was located near the extreme eastern end of Lcng Island on the seuth
fork.

In trc staff's evaluation for the Jamesport Nuclear Foner Station, it was determind that use
of natural draf t cooling towers (considered to be the test closed-cycle neat dissipation alter-
native) mignt result in potentially harmful terrestrial impacts due to saltwater drif'. It w.
apparent that thr- staf f found that the drif t-related impacts would be rnore adverse on balance
than the aquatic impacts resulting from once-through cooling using water from Long Island
Sound.lL1 however, in a comparison of once-through cooling at a Long Island site with closed-
cycle coeling at a riverine site in the mid-Hudson area, the staff finds the Long Island site
alternatives rey be significantly less favorable due to ef fects of irrpingement, entraircent and
thermal ef fluents on aquatic b.ota.

The applicant detemined that development of transmission capability from Jamesport or Shoreham
to the load center w id be more expensive than from Greene County for the folicwing reasons:
(1) greater length of more expensive underground transmission cable and, (2) necessity to
improve reliability of transmission between Long Island generaticn centers ard the lodd center
witn additicnal circuits.

The other environmentally acceotable sites in the eastern partion of Suf folk County of lonS
Island would suffer from the same adverse engineering cost factors.

N the staff finds t%t thereIn a review of the New York Power Pool transmission capability
is no bulk power supply network on Long Island that could be used to transfer er.eray frem the
eastern po-ticn of long Island to New York City and adjacent regions of southeastern New York
State. Thus, new transmission capability would be required for a FASNY station at an alterna-
tive site on Long Island. Transmission lines from the potentially acceptable sites on Long
Island (70 to 150 miles from New York City) would involve the generally identified terrestrial
dnd Visual impacts of overhead transmission lines in the open aren of eastern Long Island and
significant impacts on the human environment while constructing m.o~ ground segTents (mostly in
highway rignts-of-way) in the highly populated areas. In additi:.,n, construction of transmission
lines on Long Island are more costly than in less developed areas of New York State.

In conclusion, the staff finds that there are potential sites on Long Island. Hewever, the
staff believes that the transmission line construction impacts and the terrestrial impacts of
closed-cycle cooling (or aquatic impacts of once-through cooling) may be greater than the
impacts identified for preferable sites in the mid-Hudson resource area.

The applicant considered and rejected offshore siting in Long Island Sound since the Floating
Nuclear Plant concept had not been fully licensed nor implemented. Since this is still the
case, the staff finds that offshore siting is still not a viable alternative for the applicant.
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Traditicoally, the long Isl6nd power distribution system has been relatively isolated tren
other systems. Because of tFe dif ficulty (institutional, economic, environr+ntal) cf construct-
ing trarsnissico capability between Long Island and New York City or Connecticut, the '+w York
Power Pool concludes that Long Island plant sites should be reserved for future growtr of this
particular los t tenter.1- The staff believes this is a logical conclusion.

Celaware River kisin Drainale Area

The applicant consider ed the general area east of the Delaware River and north of Port Jervis.
This area was rejected based on the policy of the Delaware River Basin Commission to preserve
the unique natural area of the upper Delaware River Drainage Basin for scenic and recreation
values and to protect the available water resources for .ot.tinued use and growth by present
downstream consumers. Based on an awareness of the Commission actions in recent years relative
to water use conditions irposed upon operation of Lirerick Cenerating Station and failure ta
continue the proposed Tocks Island Reservoir Project, the staff believes that PASNY could have
had difficulties in obtaining permissi.n to construct the propo>ed nuclear power station in the
Delaware River Drainage Basin.

In addition, the staff finds that the transmission network from the Delaware River area to the
New York City load center is virtually nonexistent.1$( Although sites in the region are being
considered by Orange and Rockland Utilities, particularly the Cliff site, for nuclear- or
fossil-fueled base-load plants,li the transmission network would have to be supplemented. The
environmental impact of additional transmission corridors through this relatively undeveloped
region imposes a major constraint upon siting. The staff also expects that construction of
necessary transmission facilities f rom a power station in the Delaware River area to the load
center would be much more costly than from the proposed Greene County site. Any use of the
Cliff site by PASNY would reduce its future usefulness for Orange and Rockland to meet the needs
of its service area.

In sunnary, the staf f finds that the Delaware River drainage area is not as favorable as the
mid-Hudson region where the proposed Greene County site is located.

New York City Metropolitan Area

The applicant considered sites within the boundaries of New York City and along the shoreline
of the Hudson River in Westchester County (Fig. 9.1). Based on cc isiderations of potential
regulatory restraint in regard to cumulative radiological exposure to the population within
50 miles of the plant site, the applicant rejected sites 1 throc,a 12 shown on Fig. 9.1 for
nuclear power plants. Subsequent issuance of NRC Regulatory Guide 4.7 (November 1975) pro-
vided ample staff support for the applicants decision. In this guide, the NRC suggested that
applicants should give special attention to consideration of alternative sites when any radial
population densi;y from a plant site exceeds 500 persons per square mile averaged out to a
30-mile distance. The staff examined population distributions in the area and found that the
guideline is exceeded for any site in New York City and along the Hudson River within Westchester
and Rockland Counties. In order to satisfy current radioactive exposure limitations on the
total area population would require significant plant design change and major additional capital
investments to reduce normal plant effluents. Even though the population guidelines are
exceeded, the staf f considered other siting factors.

The staff has evaluated economic and environmental factors p .'9ent to the twelve sites in the
metropolitan New York City area as described in the Stone and Web ter report.143 A summary of
the adverse factors is provided in Table 9.11. With respect to si e area, the staff has reviewed
numerous environmental statements for nuclear power stations and concludes that more than 100
acres are required for pennanent plant structures and temporary construction facilities. Eleven
of the sites do not have the acreage requirement. Many could be expanded by dredge-and-fill
operations or by relocation of facilities or population on adjacent properties. These activites
could involve significant impacts on the natural or social environment. For the one site
(Miller Field) where an acceptable area can be obtained, the staff finds that the site has been
incorporated into the Gateway National Recreation Area, thus precluding its use for a power
station.

The use of sites within the irriediate proximity of airfields and their approach and takeoff
flight paths is subject to severe limitations imposed by the Federal Aviation . Administration

-

. . _ _ _ . .
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Table 9.11. Sigmficant adverse environmental factors for the applicant's potential power plant sites in
the New York C4ty metropohtan area

S,te No. S.te name Adverse enoronrnental fact;rs

1 North Brother Island Nearby population density greater than 35,000 per square mde
(Br onx), site area of 18 acres; access only by water; along
northwest approach to La Guardia Airport,1% mdes distance

2 Astorial Nearby population density greater than 18.000 per square mile
(Queens County); along northwest approach to La Guardia
Airport.1% miles distance

3 Hell Gate Nearby population dens.ty greater than 35.000 per square mile
(Bronx); s=te area of 15 acres, along northwest approach to
La Guardia Airport. 2 miles destance

4 Hart Island Nearby high density population d1stricts (part of Bronx). site
area about 75 acres. barely adequate for construction require-
ments; access only by water

5 Hof f man Smmburne Site area of 10 acres could be enlarged only by dredg.ng aext
Island bulkhead. fig, arcess only by water, nearby population density

greater than 5.000 pm square mde (Staten Island)

6 Maler Field Nearby population denuty greater than 5.000 per square mde
(Staten Island), abandoned U.S. military airfield, potential
conf hcts for use may hmit avadable area

7 Arthur Kal Nearby population denoty greater than 5.000 per square mde
(Staten is:and); site a ea about M acres. barely adequate for
construct +on requirements. has beer. selected by applicarit
for smauer, 700 Mhe coal-fired station

8 Ludfow Ad acent population density (Yookersi greater than 20.000 perl

square mde; site area about 25 acres

9 G!enwood Adjacent population denstry (Yonkers) greater than 20,000 per
square mde, site area about 20 acres

10 Croton Point Small site with potential for enlargment; aesthetic impact on
ado, cent town of Croton on Hudson would be segn,ficant it
coohng towers were required, southeast New York and north.
east New Jersey population within 50 mdes in excess of
14 mdhon

11 Oss.n ng Southeast New York and northeast New Jersey population within
50 maes m excess of 14 rndhon, s:te area about 40 acres;
significant aesthetic impact on adjacent town of Ossining if
cool,ng towers were required

12 Mont r ose Southeast New Yor k and riortheast New Jersey population
withrn 50 mdes in excess of 14 mdhon; population density of
ad acent area is about 650 per square mile; s.te area is abouti

20 acres; sign.ficant aesthetic impact on ad acent commun<t esi
if cochng towers Wef e required

_

(FAA), particularly with respect to the height of structures. In addition, environmental
effects such as increased fog or cooling tower plumes that are commonly associatcd with large
therinal power stations would also be of concern to the FAA. ;e first three sites in Table 9.11
are located very near the flight paths for La Guardia Airport.

All of the sites discussed here depend on the lower Hudson River or the harbor waters in and
around New York City for waste-heat dissipation. Based on the environmental impact issues of
impingement, entrainment, and waste-heat discharge, the staff does not expect that the EPA would
be likely to approve once-through cooling for new power plants in this resource area. Use of
mechanical-draft cooling towers results in increased potential for fogging and icing in highly
developed urban communities adjacent to most of the metropolitan area sites. Natural-draft
cooling towers, which minimize low-level fogging, can be visually intrusive to inhabitants in
adjacent comunities, particularly when the site has not previously had an industrial character.

.
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The staf f's examir.ation of potential power plant sites in the New forn City Metropolitan area
has shown that, on talarce, they do rot of f er signific ant envir on? ental advantages over other
car.didate ro jiots, particularly with respect to pop;lation ard lard ase characteristics.

Mi d.- Ha d s en_R_iye r Rey k n

Tnis region consists of several mile-wide strips of land alcng the hwison River between Albany
and Westchester (cunty. Sites locJted several miles f rco the river can be censidered, but the
cost of facilities and energy to purp .coling water is a m3jor factor in choosing between sites.
Sites located in this regior range fro 1 40 to 130 miles from the New York City load center. In
aJdition to a plentiful ,upply of cooling water fer closed-cycle cooling, this area has a low
population density, numereus potential sites with adequate area, and contains major highways
and railway transportation icota - Finally, the backbore of the power transmission retwork
between the New York City and ups'. ate load centers is located parallel to the HJdson River.liU

Upgrading of the existing circuits in the Hudsen River corridor to handle nore canacity by
increasing the voltage rating f rom 345 kV to 765 kV has already been initiated. This is part
of the effort to assure a reliable flow of electric energy to the New York City load center from
upstate New York, Canada, and New England, particularly in case of major power generator outages
in the New York City metropolitan area.

The power plant proposed by PASNY in the mid-Hudson region can be served by tne existing bulk
power network. The staff finds that transmission-line construction for mid-Hudson sites is
environmentally and economically more acceptable than constructing a reliable network from other
nearby regions such as Long Island or the Delaware River area.

Conclusion

Based on an evaluation of the applicant's methodology and the staff's independent assessment of
general considerations of economics and environmental factors relating to power transmission,
water supply, availability of land, and population density, the staf f believes that the mid-
Hudson River corrioor is the preferred siting region for a nuclear power station to provide
electric energy to the New York City load center.

9.2.' Preliminary candidate sites

The Stone and Webster site evaluation study considered 32 sites in the Hudson River region as
selecte ' by the applicant (Fig. 9.1). Twenty-one of these lo;ations had previously been con-
sidered as possible nuclear- or fossil-fueled power plant sites by other organizations. An
additional eleven sites were determined by a review of aerial stereoscopic photographs and topo-
graphic raps of the Hudson River Valley and adjacent highlands and by field _rveys, all in the
zone upstream of Westchester County.b3

Each of tne 32 sites (Fig. 9.1) was visited by Stone and Webster and the applicant, af ter which
a broad review of environmental compatibility and engineering feasibility was made. The site
visits and analyses were perforred by an interdisciplinary team that utilized broad safety,
economic, environmental, engineering, and social ci teria (ER, pp. 9.2-14 and 9.2-15) to elimi-
nate the less favorable site alternatives.

During the site-selection process, continuing power demand studies and economic evaluations by
the applicant indicated the need for one nuclear plant, one fossil-fueled plant, and partial use
of a pumped storage plant.

Based on previous discussions of environmental and site suitability factors, the staff does not
consider that the metropolitan sites numbered 1 through 12 on Fig. 9.1 can be used for the pro-
posed nuclear power plant.

Nineteen of the remaining 20 sites are located in the mid-Hudson resource area. The other site
included in the applicant's analysis was the James A. Fitzpatrick site on Lake Ontario, which
was used only to illustrate the excessive power transmission costs. Since the staff concurs
with the applicant that the New York City load center should not be supplied from upstate New
York, the Fitzpatrick site is eliminated from further staff consideration.
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Of the 19 sites in the mid-Hudson River region, ten were sunnarily rejected Ly the applic rt's
evaluation tearn for the reasons stipulated in Table 9.12. In sunnary, the applicant's rejec-
tion of these sites were based on site-specific disadvantages such as: (1) proximity to
developing residential areas, public facilities, and unique natural areas; (2) probability of
flood hszards; and (3) probability of poor geological or meteorological conditions. On the
basis of examination of USGS topographic maps, area highway maps, and observation of some sites,
the staff concurs that there were land-use conflicts and natural hazard problers for many of. - .

the sites listed in Table 9.12. Since the applicant has identified additional sites in the
resource area that do not have similar disadvant3ges, the staff believes that the applicant's
decisions at this screening level of site selection are reasonable. However, the staff elected
to include the Red hook site in its independent, reconnaissance-level evaluation of alternative
sites because it has site characteristics very similar to Clermont and Livingston (descritiedlater).

l able 9.12. Mid Hud.on nuclear plant srtes reviewed arx! rejected by the applicant based on potential
hcensmg probleros

sae No S.te naw
Reason for resection
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The following is a brief descriptien of the rire candidate sitts (as they appeared in 1973) fora nuclear pnwer unit based on a review of the Stor.e and Webster report " and the applicant's!
Envi ron. men ta l Repo r-t .

L_1old

The site is located in the Town of Lloyd Ulster Ccunty, about 2 miles southwest of West Park.
Two miles to the cast is the Hudson River (Mile Point 80), the major water resource of the area.
The location is at a general elevation of 310 f t MSL. The population density in the entire
region is sparse to low, with populations in nearby towns of about 200 to 300 people /sq mile.
Although there is some farming, this basically rural area is predominately forested and has
rough terrain and swampy sections. The heavily wooded area provides good habitat for deer and
small game. Although resident fish of the Hudson River in the area of the site are freshwater,
many rerine fish, including striped bass and A:rerican shad, miqrate into this area in the
spring to spswn (ER, pp. 2-1 through Q9.7-4).

_ _ . .
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E sopus_

The site is 3 miles west of the Hudson River (Mile Point 83) in the Town of Esopus, Ulster
County, and about 2 miles northwest of West Park. The elevation at the site is about 380 ft MSL.
The population density is approximately 210 persons /sq mile in the Towns of Esopus and Rosendale,
and the villiges in the area (all at least 2 miles distant) are quite small. The site is
located in an area of gentle slopes on the northeastern side of a 4000-ft-wide T-shaped valley.
The slope and ridge portions of the valley are heavily wooded; however, the actual site is
locd ed on an active farm. Level areas along the higher portions of the valley are either
built-up or farmed, and the lower portion is meadow and marsh. Deer, small game, game birds,
and marsh-associated fauna are prevalent. The aquatic ecology is similar to the Lloyd site.
In addition to resident freshwater fish, marine fish migrate into this area to spawn, although
this portion of the Hudson River represents only a small segment of the spawning range (ER,
pp. 09.2-4 through 09.3-6) .

Shawangunk

The Shawangunk site is a former military airfield adjacent to the Wallkill River in the Town of
Shawangunk, Ulste6 County, and lies about 4 miles northwest of the Town of Wallkill. The site
is 13 miles west of the Hudson River at approximately Mile Point 71. The elevation at the site
varies from 300 f t MSL on the eastern side to 380 f t MSL on the west. There are a few undrained
depressions in the area which may be kettleholes in the glacial drif t or might possibly indicatt.
solution effects in an unmapped limestone unit. The population in this typical rural farm area
is scattered, with a few small villages at crossroads. The population density is approximtely
100 people /sq mile. Deer, small game, and game birds appear to represent the major faunal com-
ponents on the site, a new abandoned airfield that has become overgrown with low grasses and
brush. The general area surrounding the site has been developed for cropr orchards, and the
grazing of horses. The aquatic ecology is similar to that of the Lloyd i.nd Esopus sites, with
general freshwater species of fish in the Hudson and with many marine fish migrating into the
area in the spring to spawn (ER, pp. Q9.2-6 through Q9.2-8).

Rosendale

The Roserdale site is in tne Town of Rosendale, Ulster County, and lies in a loop of the Wall-
kill River, 2 miles south of the village of Rosendale. The site, a large tract of land
situated on a broad flat floodplain formed by the most downstream meander loop of the Wallkill,
has a ground elevation of just under 180 f t MSL and is about 6 miles west of the Hudson River
at Mile Point 83. At the site location, geologically recent floodplain surface deposits,
possibly fine grained and of unknown depth, overlie bedrock. The area in the vicinity of the
site is of low population density, with the Towns of Esopus and Rosendale having population
densities of a little more than 200 people /sq mile, and the Town of New Paltz a density of
:00 people /sq mile. Tillison,1 mile to the north, and Rosendale, 2 miles to the north, are
the only small nearby villages. Th' site is characterized as a meadow, which is actively
gra md or mowed. At some distance surrounding the site area are farmi and wooded hills that
are suitable habitats for deer, small game, and birds. Resident fish of the Hudson River in
this area of the site are freshwater species such as white perch and freshwater killifish.
As with the other neaby sites, some marine fish migrate into this area in the spring to spawn,
but the area represents only a small segment of their general spawning range (ER, Q9.2-8 through
Q9. 2-10) .

O

Athens-Leeds

The Athens-Leeds site is in the Town of Athent. Greene Ccanty, about 1. 5 miles west of the
Village of Athens. The site is about 1 mile northwest of the Hudson River and lies in a flat
north-south valley whose floor elevation is 120 ft MSL. In the immediate site area, the
population is sparse, with population densities of the Towns of Athens, Catskill, and Coxsackie
being less than 130,170, and 100 people /sq mile respectively. The Village of Athens, 1.5 miles
to the east, has a population of 1718 (1970 Census), and the City of Hudson, 2.5 miles to the
east, has a population of 8MO (1970 Census). Leeds substation is very close to the site, and
3 miles to the north, a 2000-acre recreational community, " Sleepy Hollow Lakes," is being
developed. The general vicinity of the site is rural farm area, and much of the site itself
has been cleared for agricultural purposes, although only a small area has been recently farmed.
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The overgrowth that has developed provides suitable habitat for small ramals and birds, and
some of the adjacent wooded areas provide habitat and an access to open area for deer. The
resident fish population is composed of freshwater species, since the saltwater front does not
extend that far up the Hudsor.. Several migratory species, including blueback herring, alewife,
white perch, and American shad migrate into these freshwater areas in the spring to spawn.
Their spawning ranges usually extend beyond this si;*

Murderers Creek

The Murderers Creek site is in the Town of Coxsackie about 4 miles north of the Athen> eeds
substation site and roughly 3 miles southwest of the Village of Coxsackie. The site is roughly
2.5 miles west of the Hudson River at approximate Mile Point 122 and is located in the northern
end of a small flat valby at an elevation of 130 to 140 ft MSL. The population density of the
town of Coxsackie is quite low, less than 100 people per square mile; the Village of Coxsackie
(3 miles to the northeast) has a population of 2399 (1970 Census), and the Village of Athens a
population of 1718 (1970 Census). The " Sleepy Hollow Lakes" recreational comunity is being
developed near the site. Land use in this rural farming area 1, devoted to both general agri-
culture and some dairy farming, but no significant industrial or comercial development occurs
in the site area. Although the area is actively farmed and grazea, small game find it to be a
suitable habitat. Since tne saltwater front in the Hudson is well belnw this area, the resi-
dent fish species are freshwater. In the spring of the year, a few marine fish species niarate
into the area to spawn (ER, pp. Q9.2-13 through 09.2-16).

Cementon

The Cementon site is in the southeast corner of the Town of Catskill in Greene Cvunty and is
adjacent to Silver Point on the west bank of the Hudsor. River at approximate Mile Point 106.
Cementon is about 1-1/2 miles to the south. The tract of land on which the site is located
has rounded hills and slopes that rise from about 10 f t to 50 f t MSL. In the Town of Catskill
where the site is located, the population is sparse, with fewer than 170 people /sq mile. The
Hamlet of Cementon has a population of 500 (1970 Census). The imediate area supports three
cement plants and assoc 4 ted limestone quarrying. Other land uses in the area are very limited
in this basically undeveloped area. The areas of higher ground bordering the site are heavily
wooded, although approximately 10t of the vegetation at the site is stressed due mainly to
cement dust and sludge. A narrow stretch of woods, providing suitable cover for ueer, small
game, and a variety of birds, borders the Hudson River. Along this area to the west is a
permanent marsh that is apparently fed from both the Hudson River and the seasonal runoff of
a freshw'ter stream. The marsh, characterized by a variety of semiaquatic grasses and cat-
tails, pr svides a suitable habitat for waterfowl as well as small marsh fauna, lhe resident
fish population is composed of freshwater species, although some marine species migrate into
the area in the spring to spawn (ER, pp. 09.2-16 through Q9. 2-18). A more extensive descrip-
tion of the Cementon site is given in Sect. 2.

Denning Point

The Denning Point site is within the City of Beacon in Dutchess County and is located on a
point that protrudes from the east bank at Mile Point 60 into the Hudson River in a southerly
direction. Denning Point contains approximately 55 acres of land and is a low, flat peninsula
at 20 f t MSL. The City of Beacon, in which the site is located, has a population of 13,255

970 Census), and the City of Newburgh, about 1 mile across the Hudson, has a population of
;v,219 (1970 Census). The southern three-fourths of the peninsula is forested, and the northern
quarter is in old fields. A small industrial plant is located at the base of the peninsula. A
few small subdivisions and farm areas are located along the base of the ridge facing the point.
The City of Beacon,1.5 miles to the northeast, is residential. The heavily wooded area of
Denning Point provides suitable habitat for some small game. Although it remains in a natural
state, the adjacent mainland area has undergone land development that isolates the point and
restricts faunal movements. The shoreline is devoid of marsh characteristics. Resident fish
of the Hudson at this location are freshwater species, but the progression cf a saltwater front
during summer may shif t the distribution of some estuarine species with wide salinity tolerances
into the area from the south. Although many marine fish migrate into this area in the spring
to spawn, the area represents only a small segment of the general spawning range of such migrant
species (ER, pp. 09.2-21 through Q9.2-23).
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C_ruger Island

Cruger Island is in the Town of Red Hook, Dutchess County, and is actually a peninsula on the
east bank of the Hudson (Mile Point 97) 3 miles northwest of the comunity of Red Hock. Crug{r
Island, once a true island, has been tied to the nainland by alluvial deposits forriing a
T-shaped peninsula, creating a North Bay and a South Cay. Maximum elevation of the old outliers
is 40 f t MSL; the alluvial deposits linking the outlicrs to the nainland are flat and have an
elevation of less than 10 f t MSL. Across the river arvi 3 miles north is Swgerties and Sauvr-
ties South, with 1970 Census populations of 41'JO and 3159 repectively. The snall Villane of
Glasco (19 D Census population of 1169) is one mile north, and the City of Kingston with a 1970
Census population of 25,54 is 7 miles to the south. Low populations are fuund in the imedi-
ate vicinity. The influence of land development in the gereral area is mininal. The peninsula
is heavily wooded, providing cover for small game and deer. Tne wooded cover continues to the
adjacent shore and shore bluffs, with occasional fields dotting these bluffs. Only during
extreme tidal flooding would faunal movements between the peninsula and the shore be restricteJ.
The shallow characteristics of both a small bay and a marsh area appear to provide a sizeable
habitat and spawning area for various fish populations freshwater species t.ovose the resi-
dent fish population, although several migrant species use the area in the spring for spwning
( ER, pp. Q9.2-23 through Q9. 2-26).

''

The staff has reviewed the site description section of the 1973 New York Power Pool report.
This report contains a discussion of reconnaissance level environmental, engineering, vij
economic in.~ornation that resulted in the selection, by the utilities, of power plant candidite
sites. Within the rid-Hudson region, the report discussas six sites potentially suitable for
nuclear plants that were not included in the applicant's site-selection analysis for the pro-
posed Greene County plant. A brief surmry of these sites is provided in Table 9.13. Mdi-
tional details will bs provided in a later secticn irvolving staff ar.alysis. However, the
staf f does not tieline that the Greene point site is preferable fCr the propose.1 power Llan'.
since it is subject to the same adverse visual and socioecononic impacts as the applic3nt's
proposed Cementon site (see Sect. 4).

Ts>le 9.13. Mid Hudson sites recently identified by otherr uitleties for base loat facilities
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mu t hea s t )' the proposed site of the Cea ne Cvty plant.

Liv.s e tO4 Id e"t hd IN C09whdated E d6on Ca for a (tw 10ad generat w] sr tiol it ism

for aW. in a rural a:N at. *ut 5 me.e e r.t c f tr e H.r ho, Rur avi
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from the proposed sete of the Greerse Cour tv piar.t. Same aesthetic arwi
sooom: anomic irr;vcts asw.iated with the proposed plarit at the Cerviente;n
sitt

Stuy vesant identif.ed by New York State E!rctac ar=1 Gas Co. for a base lool smwer
st at ion Sie 4 in a rur al area along the eastee ri s*Je of the Hudun R,.er
at>out is m.les upurram from thie proposert site of the Greene County Pf aat.

Souice : St one a nd Web;ter Eng,neerirg Ctr,. oration, Wrrom>hrian Trawsorration Aurury P6nr S.re
Srvdy. Progress Report, pr pared for the Power Author <ty of the State of New Yor k (October 1973i.
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The staff finds that the applicant's 1973 survey of the mid-Hudsen River area was sufficiently
eetensive to provide an adequate list of candidate sites. However, the sta'f has elected to
include the sites listed in Table 9.13 (except Greene Point) because they are currently under
consideration for large nuclear power stat;ons by other utilities in the mid-Hudson resource
ars.

In the staff's estimation, the above sites are among the best that could reasonably be found
in the region.

9.2.4 Ay l i. c a n _t_1v a l. ult _i on_o f_ n i ne _s i t ej

The following criteria were used by the applicant to evaluate the environmental and engineering
compatibility and general charactcristics of the nina sites for a single nuclear unit with
closed-cycle cooling:

1. Impact on water quality of proposed facility;
2. Availability of at least 60 acres for plant structures;
3. Environmerital compatibility of closed-lcos cooling systen, including fogging and

icing effects, drif t effects, and height limitations of natural-draf t cooling towers;
4. Aesthetic and social impact of p oposed facility;
5. Present and future adjacent land use;
6. Population density,
l. Impact on terrestrial ecology of proposed facility;
8. Meteorology as it affects dispersion of airborne effluents;
9 Engineering feasibility of proposed facility based on sufficient land area for

exclusion zone, foundation onditions, and site access.

With respect to the criteria related to terrestrial and aquatic ef fects, thc applicant found
that the nine sites seemed to have similar characteristics and no site was eliminated based
on ecological considerations. In addition, the applicant did not eliminate any site due to
the lack of reascnable access to highway, railway, or waterway transportation.

Because of the distance of the Shawangunk and Rosendale sites from the Hudson River, the
applicaat believes that the makeup water supply would entail significant additir al construc-
tion and operating costs. The Shawangunk and Murderers Creek sites exhibited s u face features
indicative of geological features that could potentially lead to higher foundation costs. The
Rosendale site was also subject to flooding of the Wallkill River, thus requi ing higher con-
struction costs for flood protection.

Compared with the remaining sites, the Esopus site would require additional expense for makeup
water supply because of greater distance from the Hudson River. Cooling towers at the Esopus
site were also believed to be slightly visible from two additional historic sites on the east
bank of the Hudson River Franklin D. Roosevelt's home and the Vanderbilt Mansion. The appli-
cant rejected the four sites based on the aforementioned considerations.

The applicant provided an analysis of the levelized cost of power generation in 1981 at the
five remaining sites (ER, Tables 9.2-3 and 9.2-4) with the following results at 60; plant
factor: Denning Point, 14.07 ills / kwhr; Lloyd,14.42 mills / kwhr; Cruger Island,14.41 mills /
kwhr; Athens, 13.92 mills / kwhr, lnd Cementon,14.32 mills / kwhr. Subsequent delayed operation
has resulted in increasing costs. However, the relative costs of power generation at the five
sites would not be expected to change since inflation would effect each site-specific analysis
equally.

The difference in these estimates, abcut 3.51, was not considered significant by the applicant
because of inadequate site characteristic knowledge when the estimates were prepared.

The applicant elected to eliminate the DerC ng Point and Cruger Island sites due to the greater
visual impact of cooling towers on the undueloped lands projecting into the Hudson River.
The applicant also considered licensability of the Denning Point site to be less likely due
to NRC population criteria (as of 1973). The applicant also found tha+ power plant use of
Cruger Island was less compatibl( with exis' ng land use in the general surroundings than
would be tce case at the Ccmentun and Athens sites.
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The applicant elimin;ted the Lloyd site because it was the most expensive option in 1973 when
considering the total cost of energy generation and delivery to a substation in New York City.1"9
In addition, the transmission routing included a submarine crossing of the Hudson River that
was considered a potential environmental problem in the licensing process.

Thus, the applicant's final site-selection options were Cementon and Athens. The final
decision in favor of Cementon was primarily based on the prevailing industrial type land use
prevalent on and adjacent to the Cenenton site as opposed to the rural, less-developed char-
acter in the Athens site area (ER, Sect. 9.2.2.2), although the energy cost at Cenenton was
found to be higher.144

In summary, the applicant provided a selection of nine candidate sites thrcughout the length
and breadth of the mid-Hudson River. The applicant visited each site, gathered recunnaissance-
level information relative to engineering feasibility, including safety, and compatibility
with aspects of the human and natural environment. The applicant used a methodology of suc-
cessive elimination of candidate sites based on site-specific unique disadvantages that weighed
against a site when compared with the other candidate sites.

9.2.5 Staf f evaluation of candidate sites

The staff evaluation of candidate sites is a reconnaissance-level effort based on readily avail-
aole information resources and a brief field investigation of the sites. The staff included
aerial and surface inspection, study of USGS topograpnic maps and highway maps, the site descrip-
tions prepared by the applicant (ER) and the Power Pool.150 review of selected studies on the
Hudson River fish,152,1 U and concurrence with the environmental and physical access criteria
specified by the applicant (Sect. 9.2. ). However, this assessment does not include evaluation
of geological, seismological, or groundwater factors, since they relate primarily to plant
design. The staff included the applicant's final nine candidate sites, one rejected site, and
five sites identified by other New York utilities (see Sect. 9.2.3).

Aerial inspection of each site allowed the staff to obtain a general assessment of the following
factors: (1) topographic setting; (2) land use pattern; (3) drainage pattern, presence of
onsite water bodies, and proximity of the site to wetland areas; (4) location of access roads,
railroads, and transmission lines; and (5) proximity to potential fish spawning and nursery
a reas . The aerial inspection allowed the staff to gain personal perceptions of the sites that
were not available from study of the USGS topographical maps and to determine what changes may
have taken place since the maps were published. However, the staff found few changes had
occurred in the past 25 years.

Following the aerial inspection, all of the sites except Shawangunk and Terry Brickyard were
visited by car in order to obt31n a more detailed understanding of the following factors:
(1) major types of land use, (2) prominent vegetation types, (3) preserae of wetlands and water
bodies, (4) location of roads and communities, (5) topographic setting, and (6) view of site
from distant view points. Time constraints limited the detail of inspection on the ground to
traversing the sites by roads running through or in close proximity to the site. The staff
inspected three of the sites (Denning Point, Cruger Island, and Ward Manor) in more detail since
aerir inspection indicated that these sites had more potential ecological value than the other
sites.

To identify potential adverse impacts on aquatic ecology, both regional and local characteristics
of a given site were considered. In the regional conte::t, the proximity of a site to other
operating power plants and its location with regard to the major spawning areas of the white
perch and several anadromous #ishes (alewife /blueback herring, American shad, Atlantic tomcod,
and striped bass) were noted. The abundance of the early life stages of the species varies in
different regions of the estuary but generally these species comprise the majority of the ichthy-
oplankton in the river above Denning Point, the southern most site included in the analysis that
follows. Each site was also evaluated on such local or site-specific criteria as (1) proximity
to coves or bays in the river which might be pntantial spawning and nursery araas; (2) the
shoreline configuration and river morphometry in the general area where the intake and discharge
facilities might be located; and (3) location, size, and characteristics of the onsite water
bodies.

In this assessment, the staff assumes that most of the construction manpower will be obtained
from the New York City and Albany metropolitan aress; from the Hudson River cities of Newburg,
Kingston, and Poughkeepsie; and from local population resources near each site. The staff
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expects that a large proportion of the construction workers will commJte, and that the number of
in-movers at or near each site will be less than or about the same as estimated for the propo<ed
Cementon site (Sect. 4).

Most of the identified alternative sites are located in rural areas where the small villages do
not offer a satisfactory level of commercial and municipal services or housing that would attract
construction worker relocatior.. However, for the small fraction of construction workers taat
choose to relocate, the staff expects that the housing and services available in the cities and
larger towns in the mid-Hudson region should be adequate to absorb the in-mover impact. Based
on the aforementioned considerations, tha staff does not believe that construction force relo-
cation is a decisior.-making factor in this altqrnative site analyses.

Tne staff has evaluated the probable amount of residential relocation necessary to use each site
and determined that this factor is similar at all sites. Effects of off-site land-use altera-
tion cannot be intensely investigated at this stage, but the only sites that appear to require
significant relocation for access improvements are Cementon and Denning Point. Therefore, the
staff is not using population relocation as a decision factor in its alternative site assessment.

The staff has looked for the presence of historic resourcesl54.155 in the general area of the
sites and assessed the likely impact on those identified resources.

In the overall evaluation of the alternative sites, the staff will compare the fourteen sites
with the proposed Cementon site (whose adverse environmental evaluation is found in Sects. 4
and 5). The comparative environmental evaluation will use the following ratings:

1. Significant deficiencies - for sites that appear to have a severity of impacts similar
to those at Cementon.

2. Preferable -- for sites that have much less impact than at Cementon but which are not among
the best of the alternatives.

3. Superior - for sites that have significantly less impact than at Cementon and are among
the best of the alternatives.

Following is the staff's recornaissance-level assessment of the ecological and social enviroa-
mental impact and relative feasibility of the development of the proposed power plant for the
fourteen sites as alternatives to the proposed Cenenton site.

Denning Point

The Denning Point site is a peninsula that protrudes from the east bank of the Hudson River at
KM 97 (RM 60) and is separated from the mainland for most of its length by a shallow bay subject
to tidal activity. The small area (s55 acres) is not sufficient for power plant development.
The area could be increased by filling a portion of the shallow bay; this would involve addi-
tional aquatic impact. Except for some clearings in the northern portic, of the site, the point
is covered by relatively well-developed forest, including such species as red maple, northern
red oak, ash, and others. Dominant trees range from approximately three to eight dccimeters
(1.0 to 2.6 f t) diameter at breast height (d.b.h.), indicating that the forests are moderatelyold. There appears to be no development of marshlands along the shores of the poir.t. No
observations of wildlife activity were made, but the site wout, appear to provide good habitat
for small game, cover for deer, and nesting sites for bird life. From a terrestrial ecology
point-of-view, the site appears to nave a better than average development of forest when com-
pared to the surrounding region, but dces not appear to have any special or unique features
that would be destroyed by development of the area.

Denning Point, which is located within a large bay that extends approximately 5.2 km (3.2 miles)
from Beacon south to Pollepel Island, is surrounded by very shallow water. The distance from
the west shore of the site to the 1.8-m (6-ft) depth contour at mean low water is a minimum of
approximately 250 m (820 ft). This large bay likely serves as an important nursery area for
many fishes, including the striped bass. Juveniles of this species are most abundant in the
shore (<3 m or 10 f t) and shoal (3 to 6 m or 11 to 20 ft) zones of the lower (KM 19 to 61;
RM 12 to 38) and middle (KM 63 to 12?; PM 39 to 76) estuary from July thrcugh mid-October.I'2
Moreover, the site is located within a region of the river where the spawning of many anadromous
species occurs, includir.J the stripped bass, Atlantic tomcod, and white perch. Although white
perch generally spawn throughout the estuary, the major spawning sites of the Atlantic tomcod
are shallow, fresh, or brackish areas of the middle estuary, particularly the West Point and

_ _ . . .
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Cornwall regions (KM 76 to 98; RM 47 to 61).153 Another species of particular concern is the
striped bass that spawns just above the salt front in f resh water. This region includes the
freshwater areas of the middle estuary and most upstream regions of the lower estuary.15 $ For
example, maximum egg densities were found in the Indian Point and vest Point regicns (VM 63 to
88; RM 39 to 55) in 1974,153 1975.M3 and 1976.'M Relatively high densities of larvae were
also found in this vicinity of the river. Since five, large once-through power plants are also
located between KM 60 (RM 37) and KM 106 (RM 66), consideration must be given to the cumulative
impact that a power plant located at Denning Point micht have on the hJdson River fish pcpula-
tions, especially the str pped bass. Also, the site it located within a relatively shalled bayi

where the abundance of larval and juvenile fishes is likely to be high. The staff does not
beliese that methods are available to adequately mitigate the potentially high entraiment and
impingement mortality that could occur.

Based on regional and site-specific aquatic ecology, this site is considered to have very
low acceptability.

The only highway access to the Denning Point site is through the streets of the town of Beacon.
Highway improvements to assist traf fic flow would be required. Construction-related traffic
congestion would impose a significant impact on the community. Since the Conrail tracks pass by
the base of the peninsular site, little environmental impact is perceived in adding a sporline
onto the site. Barge access for delivery of the large components can be developed with only the
local er.vironmental impact at the shoreline. The nearest access to the New York Power Pool
transmission feed into New York City is about 24 km (15 miles) east of the site. Since this is
considerably further than for many of the alternatives corsidered, the impact on the environment
would be greater.

Placing a natural-draf t cooling tower on this site would mpose a significant, t;ut very local,
adverse visual impact on the residents of Newburg and Beacon. The site is in direct view of
numerous nistorical sites in downtown Newburg (atuut 1 mile away across the Hadson River).

In conclusion, the staff finds that the Denning Point site has significant deficienci's as
follows: (1) possible high entrainment and impingement losses and the significant potential for
cumulative aquatic impacts in the adjacent stretch of the Hudson River, (2) the likely need to
increase the site area by filling a portion of a shallow bay, and (3) the social-economic factors
of severe traffic congestion and visual impact. Thus, Denning Point is not preferable to
Lementon.

5_hawanju n k

The Shawangunk site is an abandoned military airfield located about 1/2 mile west of the Wallkill
River and approximately 2d km (12.5 miles) west of the Hudson River. Since no reclamation of
the airfield has been attempted, the site has little ecological value. Runways dominate the
area, and some development of early seral plant communities dominated by grass 2s, forbs, and
shrubs are present in the areas between the runways and around buildings. The general area
around the site is rural-agricultural with a large horse fam and numerous orchards lying close
to the site. There are no terrestrial ecology problems in developing this site. However, the
makeup / discharge pipelines would h6ve to be installed for a minimum distance of 20 km (12 miles)
to reach the Hudson River near KM 114 (RM 71). The makeup / discharge pipelines would cross the
Wallkill River, the New York State Thruway, the Conrail tracks, and a general landscace with
numerous orchards, fams, wetlands, and forests, in addition to surmounting a ridge which rises
to elevations greater than 360 m (1200 ft). The perceived environmental impacts of installing
these pipelines (and the economic cost of their construction and operation) would be signifi-
cantly greater than for the alternative sites located adjacent to or near the Hudson River.

With the exception of a small stream that flows near the eastern and northern boundaries of the
site, no onsite water bcdies or wetlands are located onsite. Makeup water would be taken from a
region of the rivar that deepens quickly from the shore.lO Although striped bass would be
expected to spawn in this general region, the major spawning area in recent years was located
downstream. The extent of the spawning that might occur in this region of the Hudson River
would, in part, be dependent uoon the locatinn of the salt frnn+ during the spring. The up-
stream extent of this front, on the other hand, is dependent upon the freshwater flows at the
Troy Dam abave Albany. Because of the shoreline configuration and river morphonetry near the
shore, large numbers of juvenile anadromous fishes would nc? be expected to reside for any
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extended period of tirae in the vicinity of makeup water intake structure. In addition to the
striped bass, the white perch and possibly the Atlantic tomcod could also be expected to spawn
in this area.

Betouse of certain regional factors such as (1) proximity to the Roseton and Danskamer power
plants at KM 105 and 106 (RM 65 and 66), respectively, and (2) location in the middle estuary
where stried bass and Atlantic tomcod, which are impacted at several other power plants down-
stream, spawn, t'.is site is somewhat less acceptable from an aquatic ecology viewpoint than many
others.

Vehicular access to the site is over local roadways which would require upgrading to handle the
construction-related traffic. In particular, bridges to the east over the Wallkill River, to
the north over Shawangonk Kill, and to the south over Dwaar Kill are probable constrictions to
traffic flow and restrictions to heavyweight truck deliveries. Rail eccess would have to be
installed, mcluding a censsing of the Wallkill River, from the Cor. rail tracks about 2.4 km
(1.5 miles) to the east.

Delivery of the reactor pressure vessel and steam generators by railroad is almost impossible
due to physical restrictions along the railroutes.N The combination of barge and highway
transport requires either the availability of a highway route from a barge unicading facility to
the site without serious physical restrictions, such as inadequate bridges, low overpasses, and
weight limitations on roadways, or considerable financial cost and social and terrestrial
impacts in overcoming these obstacles, f or the Shawangunk site, the staff judges that the
environmental and economic costs of barge-highway access development would be severe.

Transmission-line construction would involve at least a 6.4-km (4-mile) corridor to the ENE to
an existing substation at Modena Gardens or about 5 km (3 miles) east to intersect with the
existing north-south transmission corridor. This is considered to involve relatively little
envirunrental impact and is comparable to that for the Cementon site.

The plant and cooling tcwers would be a significant visual intrusion into the broad slightly
rolling f armland area. The resident population that would perceive the visual intrusion is
small compared with many of the other alternative sites. The transient population passing the
site on the Thruway is large, but their view is only momentary. Thus, the total visual impact
is judged to be slight.

Although the staff finds the abandoned airfield site itself to be well suited for a power plant,
based on the potential adverse environmental impacts and adverse economic costs related to the
cooling system water makeup / blowdown pipelines, the potential for cumulative aquatic impacts in
the affected stretch of the Hudson River, and the inadequate transportation access, the staff
finds that the Shawangunk site is not among the best of the alternative sites, but is preferable
to the Cementon site.

Lloyd

The general area of the Lloya site consists of hills and valleys with large wetlands, farmland,
and forest representing the major land uses.

The site itself is an elongated north-south trending valley surrounded by low hills. Part of
the site is cleared and used for faming, part is shrub growth, and part is poorly drained wet-
land. A small tributary of Black Creek flows in a northerly direction through the site. The
surrounding hilis are forested. From a terrestrial ecology viewpoint, the site appears to be
typical of the surrounding region and appears to have no unique ecological features that would
preclude development.

Routing of the makeup / blowdown pipelines from the plant to the Hudson River about 3.4 km
(2 miles) east would require the avoidance of major wetlands and a high ridge east of the site.
Acceptable environmental impacts and minimal elevation differentials could be realized if the
pipeline routing utilized existing road rights-of-way for much of the distance.

Makeup nath would probably be withdrawn from tne Hudson River near KM 129 (RM 60). In this
region, the river is narrow (approximately 550 m or 1800 ft wide) with relatively deep water
irmediately offshore. M No shallow coves, bays, or tidal flats are located in this general
reach of the river. Predominant fish species that mtht spawn in this area include the white
perch and American shad. The fomer species spawns P roughout the estuary, but Major
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concentrations of eggs occurred in the Saugerties and Catskill areas in 1976.152 In the same
year, the principal spawning ared of the American shad extended from KM 138 to 200 (RM 36 to
125).152 The site is located above the primary spawning area of the striped bass and Atlantic
tomcod and below that of the alewife and blueback herring. Although eggs of the latter two
species have been found throughout the estuary, most spawning occurs in the upper estuary above
KM 214 (RM 77), especially from Kingston to Albany.152.153 From the standpoint of aquatic
ecclogy, the Lloyd site is an acceptable location for a nuclear power plant.

Vehicular access to the site is by a narrow, winding, rural road. Significant upgrading would
be required in which displacement of existing residents could be minimized only by developing a
new, direct route for a portion of the access route. Providing rail access would involve
developing a spur line about 4 km (2.5 miles) to the south to the New York, New Haven, and
Hartford tracks near State Route 299. Thus, the Lloyd site is not as well located in terms cf
rail access as some of the alternative sites located virtually adjacent to tracks.

Highway transport of the reactor pressure vessel from a nearby barge offloading point along the
Hudson River is perceived to involve moderately difficult environmental problems at the recon-
naissance level. An in-depth examination could reveal serious problems with this mode of
transportation.

The nearest transmission line substation is located near Ohioville, approximately 6.4 km
(4 miles) SW of the site. The nearest 345-kV transmission line corridor is about 5 km (3 miles)
west or south of the site. Thus, environmental impacts of transmission-line access appears to
be no greater than at the Cementon site.

A nuclear power station with a natural-draft cooling tower at the Lloyd site would not be
visually intrusive for the local population becau*e of the rolling, generally wooded, terrain.
The site lies approximately 5 km (3 miles) west of the F. D. Roosevelt Home National Historic
Site at Hyde Park. Based on a study of topographic maps and visits to this National Historic
Site to evaluate the scenic view, the staff determined that none of the structures of a power
station at the L1,yd site, nor a vapor plume, would be visible from the F. D. Roosevelt Home.

In summary, the staff finds that the Lloyd site is environmentally acceptable and suffers
adversely primarily in terms of access for the construction phase. Thus, in the staff's judg-
ment, the Lloyd site is among the best of the alternative sites and is superior to the proposed
Cementon site.

Rosendale

The site is presently occupied by a well-tended farm which appears to be used for pasture / hay
production. The staff notes that there may be prime farmland on the site and its use for a
power plant may not be consistent with the national policy of preserving prime and unique
farmland resources.157

Some development of riparian woodlands occurs along the Wallkill River. The site is on the
floodplain of the Wallkill and may be subject to flooding during the spring. No water bodies
or significant wetlands are Incated onsite. From a terrestrial ecology viewpoint, development
of this site would not appear to result in the loss of any unique or special ecological features.
The area between the site and the Hudson River is hilly, rising to elevations of 180 m (600 ft),
and is interspersed with small and large wetlands. Installation of the water makeup / blowdown
pipelines would involve considerably greater environmental, social, and economic costs for this
site than foe soma of the other alternative sites being considered.

The characteristics of the Hudson River in the region where the intake and discharge structures
might be located (KM 134; RM 83) is similar to that described previously for the Lloyd site
which is located approximately 4.d km (3 miles) downstream. Major fish species, including both
resident and migratory species, inhabiting er spawning in this region of the river would be
similar to those at the Lloyd site. Because of the similarity in river morphometry and aquatic
ecology between the two sites, the Rosendale site, like Lloyd, is an acceptable location.

Access to the Rosendale site would he via local roads which run through a number of small near-
by villages, particularly Tillson ud Dashville. In order to avoid tevere traffic congestion
in the town of New Paltz, major road additions or alterations would be required to channel
traffic to the site from the nearest New York State Thruway interchange and State Route 299.
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The nearest Conrail track is only 0.9 km (0.5 mile) away. Development of a spur track would
not be difficult, but would include a crossing of the Wallkill River. The environmental impact
should not be serious. Highway transport of large components from barge unloading facilities
on the Hudson River is judged by the staff to be particularly difficult.

The nearest transmission line substation is located at Dashville approximately l.7 km (1.1 miles)
ENE of the center of the site. This substation is associated with a hydroplant and would re-
quere major upgrading to accomodate a large generating plant. However, the 345-kV transmission
line passes within a half mile of the site and could easily be routed into the site with little
environmental impact. For this factor, the Rosendale site compares favorably with the Athens,
Murderers Creek, Stuyvesant, Livingston, Clermont, and Red Hook sites.

The Ro;endale site is at the northera end of a long, narrow valley containing the meandering
Wallkill River. Although a natural-draft cooling tower would be visible to the local popula-
tion for many miles, the staff is not aware of any nearby historic resources that would be
seriously impacted.

In sumary, the staff finds the Rosendale site and water resource to be ecologically acceptable.
However, the greater environmental and economic costs of the water pipelines, the potential
land-use conflict, and access problems, particularly for delivery of large components, persuade
the staff to rate the Rosendale site as less suitable than the best of the alternative sites
under consideration, but preferable to the Cementon site.

Esopus

The Esopus site consists of cleared famland and forest typical of the general area. The farm-
land appears to be in pasture or used for hay production. Forests of oak, maple, and other
species are present on the sita and nearby. There appears to be no feature particularly unique
present on the site from a terrestrial ecology point of view. It is doubtful that any prime
fannland is present on this site.

A large wetland area is adjacent to the southwest boundary of the site and two small tributaries
of the Sm rte Kill traverse the site.

The general area of the site and area to the Hudson River consists of a series of north-south
trending hills ranging from 200 to 400 ft higher than the site. Installation of the 3- to
4-mile-long makeup and blowdown pipelines would result in environmental impacts and economic
costs somewhat greater than sites nearer the Hudson River but not as great as for the Shawangunk
or Rosendale sites previously discussed. There is a potential to follow road rights-of-way for
much of the route to the river. The Hudson River near the site (KM 134; RM 83) is approximately
915 m (3000 f t) wide, and like that region of the river near the Lloyd site, depths exceeding
5 m (18 ft) can be found close to the west shore. No tidal flats and only a few small coves
are located along the west bank. The fish fauna that utilize this region of the river would
be similar to those described previously for the Lloyd site. Like the Lloyd and Rosendale
sites which are located along the same general stretch of the river, the Esopus site also
would be an acceptable location based on aquatic ecological criteria.

Access to the site by roads is poor and would require considerable upgrading to handie the
construction traffic arriving from U.S. Route 9 to the east and State Route 299 to the south.
The nearest interchange for the New York State Thruway is at State Route 299 about 7 miles
away.

There are three rail lines in the general area of the Esopus site: 2 miles east, 4 miles west,
and 6 miles south. The potential routes to the east and west would involve difficult design
and environmental (natural or social) problems, but the route to the south appears to be
environmentally and technicall) feasible. The staff judges the environmental aspects of rail
access improvements as more adverse than at those sites near, or adjacent to, existing main-
line tracks.

Highway transport of large components from the Hudson River barge access is judged to be
moderately difficult, but not as severe as for the Shawangunk and Rosendale sites. However,
an in-depth examination might detect serious problems.

Installing a transmission line to the nearest 345-kV transmission corridor about 2.5 iniles
west of the site does not appear to involve serious environmental problems.
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A power plcnt with a natural-r!raf t cooling tewer would not have a serious visual impact at
the Csopus site due to the ro, ling, wooded countryside. The staff evaluated the view from
the Vanderbilt Mansion National Historic Site at Hyde park along the east side of the Hudson
River and the staff finds that only a small norticn of the top cf the natural-draf t tower
would be visible from the historic site. The vapor plume would also be visible when proper
neteorological conditions occur. The staff does not consider this to be a serious visual impact
since the long-distance view of the hilltops to the west is not the dominant factor in the
determination of the historic significance of the Vanderbilt Mansion.

In sumary, the staf f believes that the Esopus site is an environmentally and socially accept-
able power plant site with only vehicular and rail access SS notable, but not severc, defects.
Thus, Esopus is among the best of the alternative sites and is clearly superior to the Cementon
site.

Terry Brickyarji

The Terry Crickyard site lies on the western shore of the Pudson River, imnediately NE of
Kingston, New York, and approximately 0.6 km (0.4 mile) south of the Kingston-Rhinecliff
Bridge. Historically, the site was used to obtain clay ano manufacture bricks.150 Presently,
there appears to be a cement company and limestone quarry operation on part of the site. Use
of the site is not inconsistent witn current industrial activities. There appears to be no
particular value of the site trom an ecological point of view. Aerial reconnaissance revealed
the existence of a new residential contsnity in the wooded western portion of the potential
site. There is an orchard HW of the site.

A small stream traverses the site to the west of Ulster Landing Road. In the Hudson River
at the site (LM 151; RM 94), depths exceeding 5 m (18 f t) can be found relatively close to
shore. No wetlands, large coves, or tidal flati are located along the Hudson River near the
site. The major fishes that spawn in this general area of the river include the American shad,
white perch, alewife, and blueback herring. The principal spawning arca of the latter two
species is probably located farther upstream. Development of the site for a nuclear power
plant would be acceptable from an aquatic ecology standpoint.

Access to the site from a nearby major thoroughfare, including a Hudson River bridge crossing,
is good although some upgrading of local roads might be needed. The Conrail tracks are approx-
imately 3.2 km (2 miles) west of the site, and development of a spur track to the site might
be environmentally and technically difficult due to terrain and existing development features.
However, barge facilities can be easily developed onsite along the Hudson River.

A 345-kV transmission line is about 6 km (4 miles) west of the site. Routing of a transmission
connection does not appear to present any serious environmental or social problems.

A natural-draft cooling tower of a power plant at the Terry Brickyard site would be highly
visible to the residents of the northern section of Kingston and the comunities extending
northward along U.S. Route 9W. While there are numerous historical points of interest on both
aides of the Hudson River, the staff has not identified any National Historical Sites or major
points of public interest from which a power plant would be an adverse visual impact. The
staff has noted that the Kingston-Ulster airport lies approximately 1.4 km (0.9 nile) to the
NW. The runway of the airport is nearly in direct line with the likely location of a natural-
draft cooling tower, thus indicating an additional problem reltted to land-uce management.

In sumary, the staff finds that the Terry Brickyard site would be suitable for power plant con-
struction and operat on in tems of terrestrial and aquatic impact, but there appears to be some
regional land-use coflicts that are primarily socioeconomic issues. In view of the availability
of other alternative sites without these drawbacks the staff finds that the Terry Brickyard
site is not among the best of the alternative sites but is preferable to the Cementon site.

Athens

The site is located on an area known as Athens Flats which is part of a relatively wide lowland
and an adjacent ridge. The lower portions of the 294-ha (726-acre) site have been cleared and
are used in some places for limited cultivation. Much of the lower partion of the site appears
to be poorly drained and would be unsuitable for cultivation unless the drainage orablem were
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corrected. The adjacent ridge, which separates the site from the Hudson River and the town of
Athens, is generally covered by forest of varying age, some of which appears to have been
cleared in the not too distant past. Orchard areas occur on the periphery of the site to the
north and northwest. From a terrestrial ecology point of view, the site provides a variety of
habitat for small game, deer, and bird life but does not appear to contain any features of
particular ecological significance which would preclude developmant of the site.

A small intermittent stream, the Corlaer Kill, flows through the site and empties into the
Hudson River just below the proposed cooling tower blowdown discharge point (PSC Article VIII
Application: Part III, vol. 2, Fig. 3.2-2). Like the applicant's proposed site at Cenenton,
the makeup water intake structure at Athens would be located at a point (approximately KM 185;
RM 115) where depths exceeding 3 m (10 f t) are reached approximately 15 m (50 f t) f rcm shoim .
Also, a large shallow bay / tidal flat is located at Brandow Point just north of the intake site.
Tidal flats are numerous and scattered throughout this region of the river. The ichthyoplankton
comianity at the Athens site is similar in both composition and abundance to the ichthyofauna
at Cementon (see Table 5.22). Eighty-fise percent of the eggs and mora than 901 of the larvae
collected in the vicinity of the Athens site were those of the alewife /blueback herring, while
American shad were second in abundance in the ichthyoplankton collections to the alewife /
blueback herring. Since the impacts on the aquatic biota would likely be of the same order of
magnitude as those estimated for the Cementon site, the Athens site is acceptable from this
viewpoint.

The makeup / blowdown pipeline route is only about I nile long and the route contains no unique
ecological features or socially important factors.

Access to the site via U.S. Route 9W is good e d cnly limited upgrading of local roads d d be
required. The Conrail tracks run alcng the western periphery of the site, and the Athens-Leeds
substation (345 kV) is located directly adjacent to the site.

The applicant has indicated that delivery of sone large components to tne Atbens site would be
by barge to Catskill followed by highway transport to the site. This will resuit it sone short-
tem impacts en the Cattkill connunity and on the natural environment along the highway route.
These are considered by the staf f to be acceptable.

Use of the Athens site would preclude future ase of a naninstrunented landing field cn tne site.
However, this is not considered to be a serious impact on the local coawnity.

The natural-draft covling tower of a power plant at the ? thens site would be clearly visible
from the town of Catskill. However, the view from Athens and H;dscn (on the east side of tne
river) would be partially restricted by Hallenbeck Hill. The top cf the tower and the vapor
plume, when visible, would be quite visible fron the riverfront park in Hudson and from tne Rip
Van Winkle bridae. The tower will be visible fron Olana but from a sice of tre nist'ric baild-
ing that visitors do act f requent. There does not appear to be any otner historic resources
that would be seriously impacted by construction of a rower plant at the Athens site.

In summary, the staff finds that the Athens site is environmcntally acceptable. Relative to the
sericus sociceconomic and aesthetic defects identified at the Cementon site, the staf f fir ds the
Athens site is superior to the Cementon site.

Murderers Creek

The general area of the site i3 farmland with woodlands restricted to riparian situations and
small ridges where soils are shallow. More extensive development of forest occurs closer to the
river. The site appears to consist of good quality farmland, supporting such crops as winter
wheat, alfalfa, row crops, pasture, and hay. Two branches of Murderers Creek run through the
site and are associated with the only woodltnds of the area. From a terrestrial ecology po nti

of view, the major feature of importance is the riparian woodlands, and these do not appear to
be extensive enough or to offer unique habitat to preclude development of the site. From a
lend-use point of view, however, the land appears to be of gv;d quality with a potential for
prime farmland classificaticn. Use of prime farmland for power plant development would not be
consistent with the national policy to preserve unique farm resources.

That region of the Hudson River directly east of the site (KM 196; RM 122) is characterized by'
numerous coves and extensive t W 1 flats. These areas should be excluded as sites for tne
makeup and discharge structures, and a location having relatively deep water a short distance
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from shore should be chosen instead. A power plant at Murderers Creek might use the intake
location identified for the Athens site. The pipeline route to the site would be about 5 miies
long but would not involve a serious environmental impact since it could either use the U.S.
Route 9 right-of-way or the existing transmission corridor from the Athens site to the Murderers
Creek site.

Anadromous fish species that inhabit this region of the river from the spring through early
fall would be the same as those found near the Athens site. The Murderers Creek site is
acceptable in terms of aquatic ecology.

Access to the site appears to be good, via U.S. Route 9W, and movement from the New York
State Thruway bypasses the town of Coxsackie. The Conrail tracks run approximately 0.5 km
(0.3 mile) east of the site, and a spur track could be provided with little environmental
impact.

Delivery of large components by combined barge and highway transport would utilize the same
procedure and have about the same acceptable impacts as previously disc;ssed for the Athens
site.

A 345-kV transmissiun corridor exists along the western boundary of the site. Installing an
additional transmission circuit to the Leeds-Athens substation does not appear to involve a
significant environmental impact.

Visibility of the power station and its cooling tour should not be as great at Murderers
Creek as at Athens since the site is further removed from the population concentrations along
the river.

Aerial reconnaissance proviced the staff with a view of the Sleepy Hollow recreational
development which is underway along the lower end of the impounded Murderers Creek. However,
af ter evaluating the location of the water-oriented development relative to the potential
plant site, the staff does not believe that there is a serious regional land-use conflict or
social impact.

In summary, the staff finds that the Murderers Creek site is environmentally and socially
acceptable except for the possibility of prime farmland onsite. The staff believes that the
Murderers Creek site |s among the more accessible in terms of transportation and transmission
and does not have the serious socioeconomic and aesthetic impacts associated with power plant
development at the Cementon site. Thus, the staff concludes that the Murderers Creek site is
superior to the Cementon site.

Stuyvesant

The Stuyvesant site is locateu on the eastern side of the Hudson River approximately i.6 kn
(1 mile) NNW of the hamlet of Poolsburg, and directly across the Hudsor. River from New Baltimore,
and about 15 miles downstream from Albany. The geographical boundaries indicated in the New
York Power Pool report e:1 compass an area of about 1000 acres that include an abrupt rise
of about 150 f t at the western edge of the site with the remaining 80% of the site exhibiting a
low slope upward toward the eastern boundary. The hillside portion of the site is mostly wooded,
while the upland portion is mostly cleared and apparently used for growing winter wheat, other
crops such as corn and hay, and pasture. The terrain to the north and south of the site is very
similar in topography and the upland area in the surrounding region typically consists of hilly
terrain with cultivated fields, pasture, and woodlands creating a mosair of land types. There
are several small streams that provide drainace for the site. From a terrestrial ecology point
of view the site appears to be typical of the regior and contains no features that would pre-
clude development. The site may contain prime and unique farmland, in which case use of the
site for a power plant may not be considered the best use of the site.

The Hudson River at the Stuyvesant site (KM 211; RM 131) is divided into two chtanels separated
by Houghtaling Island, which is contiguous with Schodack Island to the north. The cast channel
adjacent to the site is relatively narrow [183 m (600 ft)] and shallow [3 to 4 m (11 to 14 f t)]
with scattered tidal flets. Shodack Creek forms the east channel, which the staff has assumed
would be the source of makeup water because of its close promixity to the site. The creek
empties into the Hudson River at the southern end of Houghtaling Island. Current velocities may
be considerably lower than those found in the deeper main (west) channel of the river. As such,
the east channel could be an important spawning and nursery area for several fishes, most notably
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the blueback herring and alewife. From this preliminary evaluation, the east channel would be
an unacceptable location for the intake and discharge structures because of the potential
adverse impacts on aquatic biota, including entrainment, impingement, and thermal / chemical
e f fects. A more suitable location for these structures on the main channel of the river would
have to be found to minimize any aquatic impacts. This mainstream location appears to be envi-
ronmentally and economically feasible by bridging the Schodack Creek channel and crossing
Houghtaling Island.

Vehicular access to the Stuyvesant site is via State Route 9J along the Hudson River or State
Route 9H a few miles to the east. State Route 9J is winding and has numerous points of poten-
tial traffic congestion. State Route 9H appears to be much better for moving traffic but local
roads to the site would need some upgrading.

There are tracks of the Conrail system along the western boundary of the site. A 345-kV trans-
mission line passes through the site, but additional circuits may be required to transmit energy
from a power plant at this site to the southeast New York load center.

Based on a examination of the USGS topographit map, it appears that delivery of large equipment
could be made by barge to an off-loading location within 2 miles (downstream) of the Stuyvesant
site. Development of the docking facilities at this location and an adequate temporary roadway
to the site would involve a level of environmental impact not much greater, if any, than per-
ceived at the Athens and Murderers Creek si+es.

A power plant with a natural-draft cooling tower would be visible to the residents of the
scattered villages but considering the distances and screening provided by woods and rolling
terrain, the staff does not consider the visual impacts to be serious.

In summary, the staff finds that the Stuyvesant site is environmentally, socially, and economic-
ally acceptable. The staff also fir.ds that this site is superior to the proposed Cementon site,
with the stipulation that the cooling tower makeup water is taken from (and blowdown returned
to) the mainstream (west branch) of the Hudson River.

Livingston

This Livingston site is a rural area in the town of Livingston about 1 mile east of U.S. Route 9
and 6 miles east f the Hudson River. The nearest villages are Blue Stone, l.6 miles to the
west; Manorton, 1.5 miles to the south; and Livingston, 2 miles to the north. The regional
population is less than 100 people /sq mile. The site elevation is about 200 ft MSL at the
western edge, risirg to about 300 ft MSL at the eastern side. The nearest cailroad is at the
eastern side of the Hudson River. Develormr.t of a spur line to the site would appear to
involve considerable route-selection difficulty in avoiding the north-south trending hills and
the numerous swamplands. The magnitude of the environmental impacts on the area farmlands and
woodlands would also be comparable to those at the Esopus and LloyJ sites. The spur line would
also involve the environmental impacts of crossing the Roeliff J:asen Kill. Two 345-kV trans-
mission corridors traverse the site in a north-south direction. Thus, a power plant at this
site has ready access to transmission lines, but additional circuits to the load center may be
needed.

The land is generally cpen farmland, with orchards, vineyards, and some naturally wooded areas
in the eastern portion of the site. However, the orchards and vineyards are not a prominent
feature of the site itself. Winter wheat. Other row crops, and pasture appear to be the major
crops and uses of the land on the site. The immediate area appears to be typical of the general
region except for less development of orchards and vineyards and does not appear to have any
particularly important ecological features that would preclude development. The quality of the
farmland appears to be good and could include prime or unique farmland, in which case use of the
site for a power plant might not be the best use of the land.

Several tribut s ies to the Roeliff uansen Kill as well as numerous small ponds are located
onsite. A larger 3.6-ba (9-acre) onsite pond is located 0.9 km (0.6 mile) east ef J.S. Route 9.
Construction cf the makeup / discharge pipelines would require crossing the Roelift Jansen Kill.
However, there appears to be adequate road right-of-ways and upland terrains to locate an envi-
ronmentally acceptable pipeline route. These pipelines would be at least 6 miles long, involvirg; slightly more cost than at sites nearer to the river.

!

!

!
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Very few coves, large bays, or tidal flats are present along the shoreline of the Hudson River
directly west of the site of KM 169 (RM 105). Much of this region of the river, hcwever, is
relatively shallow near shore with only a few locations (e.g., directly across the river f rom
Eves Point) where depths of approximately 8 m (25 f t) occur at short distances from the east
bank. A large extensive shoal area is located near the middle of the river and extends from
Clernent State Park north to Cheviot. The makeup water intake and the discharge structures
would probably be located within this section of the river. Because of the close proximity
of the Livingston site to the applicant's proposed site at Cementon (KM 176; RM 107), the
fishes inhabiting these areas should be similar. If proper consideration is given to aquatic
ecology impacts in the selection of an optimal location for the intake and discharge structure,
this site can be considered acceptable.

Vehicular access to the Livingstun site is via U.S. Route 9 and local roads, some requiring
moderate upgrading. The staff believes there are an adequate number of roads entering the
site area to minimize congestion along the routes.

Delivery of heavy equipment by a combination of barge and highway transport is judged to have
about the seme degree of environmental impact as of the Esopus and Lloyd sites.

A power plant with a natural-draft cooling tower at the Livingston site will be visible to
travelers from open areas along the highways for consii>rable distances due to the slightly
rolling terrain. However, the existing woodland throughout the area will inhibit the visibility
of the plant structures to many of the resider.u The staff has found no indication of the
existence of historical resources that would be impacted by a plant at the Livingston site.

Finally, using the USGS topograrhic maps, the staff finds it unlikely that a natural-draft
cooling tower at the site would be observed from Olana, wqich is about 6 miles NW.

In suar,ary, the staf f filds that the Livingston site is environmentally and socially a:ceptable.
Environmental and naretary costs of pipelines and rail access would be tigher than at som
other alternative sites, but less than the perceived social costs at the proposed Cementon
site. Thus, the staf f finds that the Livingston site is superior to the Cementen s te. i

Cruger Island

The Cruger Island site is an 'xtremely valuable ecological feature of the Hudson River shoreline.
Adjacent to the island is a large (approximately 165 ha or 408 acres) marshland shown on the
USGS caps as North Bay. This marshland provides excellent habitat for waterfowl. Large numbers
of ducks, three herons, and a number of other bird species were nbserved on the marsh during
the brief ground recenraissance of the site. The island is partially coverad by a mature
forest containing a variety of oak species including northern red oak and chestrut oak. Aporoxi-
mately one-thiro of the island is a marshland and provides similar habitat to that descrited
for the North Bay marsh. The isthmus connecting the mainland and the island appears to be
flooded for at least parts o' the year and is covered by shrub wetlar.ds of willows and alders
and wet forest lands with red maple being a conspicuous species. This site is a well-preserved
remnant of the shoreline vegetation of the Hudson River and provides excellent wildlife
habitat. Disruption of even part of the site would cause deterioration of tne whole. This
site clearly should be eliminated frem consideration for development.

Althougn relatively deep water (>6 m or 20 ft) is located along the west shore of the island,
shallow water exists to the north and south. North Bay could be an important fish spawning
and nursery area. Species inhabiting this region of the river at RM 99 would be those fcund
at the Terry Brickyard site. The bay connects directly with the river at two points or " breaks"
in the north-south railroad causeway, and the southernmost inlet is located due east of the
northern tip of the island. Another considerably smaller bay exists between the northast end
of the island and the Conrail tracks. That the shallow water characte. istics of both of
these area > could provide a sizeable habitat and spawning area for various fish populations
was recognized in tne initial review of candidate sites conducted in 1973.M If the intake
and discharge sites were located on the west shore of the island where deep water exists near
shore, then the imracts on the residen*, and migratory fishes could be minimized. However, the
presence of sigu:' cant spawning and rursery grounds relatively close to Cruger Island make
the site much less acceptable than the Terry Brickyard and Red Hook sites which are located in
the sane general regicn of the river.
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Vehicular access to Cruger Island is limited to one road that would require significant upgrading
from its junction with State Route 9G. Regional access roads are adequate with minor upgrading
of local feeder roads. Impacts of traffic should not be severe, although congestion and noise
would be undesirable to the residents and students at nearby Bard College.

The Cruger Island site has ready access to the Conrail system. However, development of delivery
spur to serve the construction effort would add to the terrestrial and aquatic impacts. Barge
service could also be developed in the deeper waters near the main channel of the river. Access
to the existing 345-kV transmission lines feeding New York City would require about 6 miles of
transmission corridor toward the east through an area of mixed farmland and word'3nd with no
unique features.

A power plant with a natural-draft cooling tower on Cruger Island would impose a severe visual
impact on the communities represented by Bard College and St. Josephs Institute and a number of
historic residences along the eastern shoreline of the river.

In sumary, the staff finds that the Cruger Island site has significant deficiencies and is
not preferable to the Cementon sit 1.

Ward Manor

The Ward Manor site % includes Cruger Island and a large portion of the mainland imediatelyl

adjacent to the island. The mainland area is variable with relatively mature forests alter-
nating with low wetlands, including the North Bay Marsh discussed earlier. Of particular note
is a stand of large white pines which grow along the road leading out to Cruger Island.
Although the entire site was not examined on the ground, it appears to support mature forest
types and is closely associated with the North Bay marsh and Cruger Island ecology. Several
small, probably intermittent, stream: *.raverse the site and empty into North Bay. E'nce
Cruger Island is includC =s part of the Ward Manor site, the withdrawal of makeup water, and
the impacts associated with it, would be similar to those described above.

Disruption of this site would result in removal of excellent, mature forest and deterioration
of a major wetland area. In tems of ecological impact, the staff considers this site to be
poorly suited for location of a nuclear power plant.

Other aspects of development of the Ward Manor site for a power plant are also similar to that
discussed for the Cruger Island site.

Thus, the staff finds that the Ward Manor site has significant deficiencies and is not prefer-
able :o the Cementon site.

Clermont

Identified by Consolidated Edison Company as Red Hook-Clemont 5 the Power pool report,lM
this site is located in a rural area of Columbia and Dutchess counties inmediately northeast of
Kesley's Corners and about 4.5 miles east of the Hudson River. The general area of the site is
bounded on the west by U S. Route 9 and on the east by Roeliff Jansen Kill. The elevation of
the site is 200 to 250 f t MSL except for a north-trending ridge over 300 ft MSL along the
eastern side of the site. The population of the region is less than 100/sq mile with small
villages in all directions. The largest naarby community is Elizaville, about 2 miles east of
the center of the site, witn an estimated population of about 1000.

The general site area appears to be about half cleared fields and half forested r'dges. Winter
wheat, vineyards, orchards, pasture, and hay fields were all observed along the roadway raning
through the site. The famland, orchards, and vineyards appear to be of good quality at this
site, indicating the potential presence of prime and unique farplands in which case a power
plant may not be the best use of the land resource. There are also several small Ionds and
streams, some with intemittent flows, located onsite. However, relative to terrestrial
ecology, the site does not appear to have any particularly important features which would
preclude development.

The shortest route for the discharge / makeup pipeline between the site and the Hudson River would
traverse hilly terrain covered by forest, orchards, numerous small wetlands, and famlands. In
addition, a large marshland (North Bay) lies directly west of the site at Cruger Island (see
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below) and should be avoided in locating the makeup / discharge line. However, there are two road
rignts-of-way that might be utilized for most of the westerly route to the Hudson River that
would avoid much of the terrestrial impacts and avoid the marshland at Cruger Island.

Although the Hudson River is relatively deep near shore alo.ig a stretch of the river where the
intake and discharge structures might be located, this region (from Sycamore Point at the
northern boundary of the North Bay mush to Clermont State Park) is located just cpposite the
mouth of Esopus Creek in Saugerties. Spawning of American shad in other estuaries has often
occurred in or near the mouth of tr butaries of tidal rivers.15e Studies conducted in 1973
indicated that spawning of Americar shad occurred from KM 132 to 200 (RM 82 to 124) with major
concentrations ne r Catskil, (KM 182; RM 113), Saugerties (KM 164; RM 102), anJ Port Ewen
(KM 145; RM 90). Catskill, Esopus, and Rondout Creeks, respectively, enter the Hudson River
near these points (PSC Article VIII Application: Part I!!, vol. 2, Sect. 3.3.3.7.3.6.1). Thus,
potentially high densities of American shad ichthyoplankton could occur near the Clermont site,
resulting in potential adverse impacts due to entrainment in the condenser cooling system of the
plant. The selection of a suitable intake site, however, will be aided by the absence of any
coves, bays, and tidal flatt between icth Bay and Clermont State Park. Based on t ie staff's
reconnaissance-level assessment of the potential impacts on aquatic ecology, the site is con-
sidered p eferable but less so than many of the other sites.

Vehicular access to the Clermont site is by way of U.S. Route 9 with numerous local roads avail-
able for routing traffic into the site area from the parallel highway, State Route 9G. As with
the nearby Livingston site, some upgrading of the local roads may be required. There appears to
be no nearby highway features that would be a constriction to traffic flow nor 'munities tl "
would be seriously impacted by the traffic.

The nearest railroad is tne CanPail syst*m along the Hudson River, and development of a spur
line to the site would involve environmental impacts and monetary costs similar to the
Livingston site.

Impacts of the barge-highway combination for delivery of large components would be similar to
that identified for the Livingston site.

A north-south 345-kV transmission corridor is located near the eastern boundary of the site
that could be upgraded to serve a power plant.

A power plant with a natural-draft cooling tower at the Clermont site would have about the same
visual impact as perceived for the Livingston site since the topography, degree of forestation,
and population distribution are similar. There would be a slightly greater visibility to
traffic on U.S. Route 9. In this case, the top of the cooling tower would possibly bt visible
from Olana,12 miles to the north, but not within the principal historic viewshed.

In summary, the staff finds that the Clermont site would be environnentall" acceptable when
proper consideration is given to location of intake / discharge facilities, she Clermont site
does not have the serious socioeconomic and visual impacts identified at the Cementon site.
Thus, Clermont is superior to Cementon.

Red Hook

This is one of the potential mid-Hudson sites rejected by the applicant. However, the staff
elected to include the site because the applicant's reasons for rejection could not be verified
without field recor.naissance and the site characteristics and general locations were so similar
to the Livingston and Clermont sites identified in the New York Power Pool report.m

Tha Red Hook site is located directly north of Wey's Corners (at the junction of U.S. Route 9
and State Route 9G), approximately 3 km (2 miles) south of the town of Red Hook, 3 km (2 miles)
north cf Rhinebeck, and approximately 4 km (2.5 miles) east of the Hudson River.

The site is covered by farmland and forest similar to that described for the Stuyvesant,
Livingston, and Clermont sites. Winter wheat, alfalfa, orchards, vineyards, and pasture appear
to be the major land uses of the area. The applicant indicated the existence of a freshwater
swamp. The staff found some small streams but did not find any wetland area on the site that
appeared to be as extensive as that found at the Lloyd or Esopus sites. The staff's reconnais-
sance of the site did not reveal any terrestrial ecalogical feature which would preclude

- ---
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development of the site, although potential existence of prime and unique farmland may indicate
that continued fana use is preferable to power plant use.

Installation of makeup / blowdown pipelines to the river in a generally western direction would
involve traversing hilly terrain through forest and small farmland. Snyder Swamp, approximately
2.6 km to the west, would also have to be avoided in constructing such a pipeline. An alter-
nat;ve, and much more environmentally acceptable, pipeline route would involve utilizing the
right-of-ways of State Route 9G and State Route 199 from the site to the river bank.

The general configuration of the Hudson River shoreline near the site (KM 151; RM 94) is similar
to that at the Terry Brickyard site on the west bank of the river, The intake and discharge
sites, however, should not be located in the viCir.ity of several very small bays that are con-
nected to the river by inlets beneath the Conrail tracks. The river is relatively deep along
the east shore (e.g., near Mills Point). The composition of the fish community near the Red
Hook site would be similar to that described for Terry Brickyard. Development of this site for
a nuclear power plant would not be precluded due to the aquatic ecology of this region of the
river.

Vehicular access to the Red Hook site appears to be very good (in contrast to the applicant's
terminology of poor access for heavy equipment) with both U.S. Route 9 and State Route 9G con-
verging near the site from north an south and o Hudson River bridge crossing to Kingston
directly west of the site.

The nearest main line railroad (Conrail) is located along the east shore of the Hudson River,
about 4 km (2.5 miles) west of the site. The USGS topographic maps indicate an abandoned
railroad bed connects the Conrail tracks with the Red Hook site, indicating that possibly only
rebuilding of the tracks could provide needed rail access to this site. Also, this short rail
spur from the riverfront very likely could be rebuilt to handle delivery of the barged corpo-
nents. Alternatively, the impacts of highway transport of these large components to the site
from a barge unloading facility does not appear to be as great as at Clermont and Livingston.

In order to connect with the transmission lines feeding New York City, a 5-mile-long trans-
mission line would have to bc installed toward the east over generally rolling terrain con-
sisting of small farms and woods.

Visibility of a power plant with a natural-draf t cooling tower would not be any greater at
Red Hook than at Livingston or Clermonc. However, the number of people likely to observe the
features of a plant at Red Hook are much greater due to the larger nearby towns of Red Hook
and Rhinebeck and the large city of Kingston across the river, but still within easy view.
However, the staff does not believe the plant at the Red Hook site is a significantly adverse
visual impact.

The staff has identified two buildings of significant historical value and one cemetery on U.S.
Route 9 alongside the site area.15" One of these buildings, the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
St. Peter, is listed in tne Natiorial Register of Historic Places.155 However, assuming these
historic sites and their grounds are protected from activities at the site, there would be no
serious physical or social impact.

In summary, the staff finds that the Red Hook site is ecologically acceptable. The staff
believes the socioeconamic and aesthetic impacts are much less thar at Cementon but more severe
than at some other sites. Thus, the staff finds that the Red Hook site is preferable to the
Cenenton site.

9.2.6 Conclusion

Table 9.14 is a summary of the staff's perception of the environmental impacts at fourteen
candidate sites based on reconnaissance-levci information and the preceding discussions.
Quelitative descriptors are used in this summary to briefly inform the reader of the staf f's
judgment of the degree of impact for those site and regional factors that entered into the
staf f's assessment. Finally, Table 9.14 includes the staff's overall assessment of the envi-
rennental and, to some extent, technical acceptability of the fourteen sites when comp . red with
the proposed Cementon site which is also listed in Table 9.14.

_ - . . -
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In addition to the Cementon site, the staff finds that three other sites have significant
deficiencies based on severe impact evaluation for ecological or social factors, and in some
cases inadequate site acredge.

The other eleven sites were found to be environmentally preferable. For these sites, the staff
further cor.sidered the degree of impacts in terms of the importance of the factor being evalu-
ated. For example, impacts of construction, which are shcrt term, are not weighted as heavily
as long-term operational impacts. Based on this final weighting, the staff finds that seven of
these preferable sites appear to be obviously superior with respect to environmental attributes
on the basis that one or more important factors at each site is clearly superior to the cor-
responding e.aluation of the proposed site, and the alternative does not appear to have off-
setting deficiencies.

9.2.7 Additional review of Athens site

The staff has assessed the potential community and aesthetic impacts at the Athens site in sone-
what more detail than in Sect. 9.2.5. In this review the following sources of information were
utilized: the alternative site section of the applicants' ER, the Application to the New York
State Board on Electric Generation Siting and the Environment, transcripts of the joint hearings
before the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the New York State Board on Electric Generation
Siting and the Environment, exhibits and responses to interrogatories related to the joint
hearings, contacts with various state and local officials, interviews with local citizens, and
visits to the site and vicinity.

9.2.7.1 Community impacts

Since major adverse socioeconomic impacts were found at the Cementon site, the statf reviewed
all major categories of impacts at the Athens site for comparison. Though this assessment was
not conducted in the same detail as that for the primary site, it included a one-day site visit;
discussions with local and state officials; car travel over all the roads involved; and review
of selected documents from the county, town and village of Athens, Public Service Commission,
and state of New York.

In those areas where Cementon is nest deficient, the Athens site has few problems. These
include the displacement of local industry where only the Athens airport is affected. The total
losses involved would be less than $2000 in taxes, less than five jobs, and functional loss of
the airport because its runway would be taken. The opportunity costs are of much lower magni-
tude; the Athens land-use plan shows a portion of the proposed site as a proposed industrial
park, but no present industry has annotmced plans for expansion. Relatively minor road improve-
ments are suggested (EIA, Access Improvements, Athens) for a total cost of about $3 million.
None of the extensive and elaborate road mitigation requirements needed at Cementon are nec-
essary since thc Athens terrain is more open and flat, without the severe space linitations or
the boundary problems caused by the Hudson River, the quarry ridge, and the three cement plants
at the primary site.

The proposed site consists of low-density residential development and largely inactive agricul-
tural land. About 22 homes t suld be taken, and total relocation costs would be slightly higner
than at Cementon where cumulative relocation costs involve site, transmission lines, and a road
al terna ti ve. Less than 1 mile of adoitional transmission line is needed at Athens, compared to
12.9 miles for Cementon.

The seve e visual impacts of the plant or. Olana would be reduced but not eliminated at Athens
(see Sect. 9.2.7.2). Other historic resources are similarly and adversely affected by the
Athens or Cementon location. These numerous properties are at risk because of incompatible land
use changes from possible in-movers, though the zoning and land use plans of the 'own and
Village of Athens may afford some protection, unlike the situation at Cementon.

Inpacts on public services would be very similar at both sites, though the flat areas at;und the
Athens site may be more subject to mobile home development thus creat ag so ewhat great (r demands
for services. The proposed community monitoring and nitigation plan vould be equally appropriate
at Athens.

The impact of local price inflation will be modest but similar at eithtr site, adversely affect-
ing the large proportion of older residents and those on fixed incomes.

.

. . . . . .
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A comparison of impacts at Cementon and Athens is shown in Table 9.15, with possible mitigation
solutions. See Table 4.17 and Sect. 4.4.11 for a discussion of the factors and constraints con-
sidered in the search for mitigation for advarse impacts. As can be seen in Table 9.15 Athens
is a preferable site for socioeconomic impacts in nine factors, and is the same in six factors.
In no case was the Athens site worse on a comparative basis. A further detailed analysis may
reveal additional information and would be required before a determination of acceptability of
the Athens site could be made. On the basis of this preliminary analysis, however, Athens has
some similar impact problems but is clearly preferable to the Cementon site in several major
respects.

Table 9.15. Mitigation of socioeconomic impacts at Cementon ani Athens

Socioeconomic impacts at
Cementon M:tigable? Possible solution

Road alternatives
18 No
IBR No
2TB No
2T Yes Saugerties solution; require removal of Pref er able
2TR Yes temporary driveways and regrading
Park and Ride Yes Requere measures to prevent increased

number of deficient roadway Onks
Vil yes

Tax loss
Lehigh site and road properties No* Replacement payments for life of plant Preferable

Community opportunity cost No None Preferable
(site use)

Lehigh Plant costs Yes Through court action Pr ef erable

Lehigh site taking No mitigation Equivalent site found Preferable
ava:iable for
community

Lehsgh job loss (223 worhers) Partia!iv Estimated 50% find jobs; PASNY supptned Pr e f erable
job assistance and retrai nng

Aesthetics
View from Otana, etc. No None Preferable

Other historical resources Partially Historical and cultural area designation, Same
local Zoning

Local legal positions (Read 18) Yes Select different road alternative Preferable
Local opinion No No sitin9 Sarne
Relocation

Site + 18 + transmission lines Partially Only owners will be compensated Shghtly preferable
Site + Park and Ride + transmission

hnes Yes Adequate taking and relocation payments Similar problems
Public services Yes Monitoring at mitigation plan - schools. Same

police, etC.
Transmiss;on lines Partially Visual screening. selective routing Preferable
loflation if

in-movers > 300
Work force > 2100 No None same

'Not mitigable under present laws.

- __
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9.2.7.2 Aesthetic impacts

The staff made a relatively detailed evaluation of the aesthetic impacts of the GCNPP at the
Athens location. The existence of the applicant's Article VIII application and the proximity
of Athens to the Cementon site facilitated this analysis. As described elsewhere, the Athens
location is in a rural area on the west side of Hallenbeck Ridge and about 2 miles from the
Hudson River. The village of Athens would have little visual access to the plant or its
tower because of the easterly orientation of the town and the intervening ridge.

The city of Hudson would have direct visual access to the plant from its waterfront and from
the upper stories of its taller buildings. The street grid system of Hudson does not align
directly with the plant's location, thereby avoiding a potentially strong visual impact. The
views toward the Catskills from the Hudson waterfront would not be negatively impacted by the
plant's presence. Construction and operation of the plant at Athens could have a negative
impact on the Sleepy Hollow residential development 3 miles north of Athens. Views from U.S.
Route 9W would be impacted at some points while views from the New York Thruway would be
minimally impacted due to the intervening topography.

From the Olana historic site, the views to the Athens location are limited both from the mansion
itself and from the grounds. There is no special emphasis on framing the view toward Athens and
the view carries no particularly significant or symbolic meaning such as the southwesterly
view does. Only one Church painting (of Rogers Island) is known to exist which portrays the
view in the Athens direction.

The plant at the Athens location would be easily visible from the Rip Van Winkle Bridge and as
such would have a minor negative impact (existing transmission lines and pylons across the
Hudson there already despoil the northerly view somewhat).

The staff's aesthetic analyst relied on photographs and superimpositions supplied by the appli-
cant in the Article VIII submissions as well as his own superimpositions (see Appendix M).
Reactions to these photographs were also gathered from art historians and in the visual pre-
ference survey.

In cimparing the existing scenic quality surrounding the Athens and Cementon sites (see Sect.
5.7.2.3 and Appendix M), tha site having higher scenic quality and greate" visibility would
be the least preferred site. From the results of modeling the scenic quality around the two
sites the staff found the Athens plant to be somewhat more visible but slightly less scenic.
From this information alone it is difficult to determine which site is preferable.

In assessing the visually critical areas (see Sect. 5.7.2.4), Harper's colleaguesl59 surveyed
the scenic features throughout the Hudson Valley. TFey used specified criteria to rate the
importance of these features. Drawing a 10-mile radius around the Athens site and the Cementon
site and counting the number of features and their importance within these areas, the Cementon
site clearly dominates in terms of these features. Harper's group lists 17 sites within 10 iiles
of the Cementon site (nine of state-level importance, seven of regional importance, and one of
local importance). They list only five sites within 10 miles of Athens (two of state-level
importance and three of regional importance).

In 1971 the Greene County Planning Department published an inventory of the country's natural
and scenic features.160 Within Greene County, the authors of this report list eighteen sites
of high quality natural features (" areas such as waterfalls and gorges which have potential
or present value as scenic or recreational resources for the general public") within 10 miles
of the Cementon site while it lists only nine sites within 10 miles of the Athens site (see
map 1 in the report).160 Using criteria more appropriate t7 subregional level analysis then
Harper's, they listed the scenic views and scenic points of interest. The Cementon 10-mile
radius included 21 sites and the Athens area 22 sites (see map 2 ir. the report).160 Misfits
in the environment can be nearly as important as scenic features; they distract the viewer and
tend to leave a negative impression of the area's character. Misfits can be natural (fire scars,
mud slides, etc.) or man-made (junk yards, unslightly signs, deteriorating structures, etc.).
Using map 5.160 the list cites ten examples of misfits within a 10-mile radius of Cementon and
17 within 10 miles of Athens.

Thus, when one considers tne general area, the Cementnn site apparently has nore scenic features
(and of a higher quality) and fewer misfits.

:
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The chief influence on the scenic quality of the Cementon site area is its closer proximity to
the Catskills. This has given it more viewing points, more waterfalls, rapids, picturesque
creeks, etc. By going across the Hudson River to the eastern side of the valley, the lan , cape
is found to be more homogenous opposite the two proposed plant sites. The presence of the
village of hJdson offers misfits (delapidated structures, urban strip development, etc.) as well
as high-quality scenic development (a pleasant waterfront park and fine examples of urban his-
torical restoration). Thus, the conclusion of this section of the analysis supports the
intuitive - that the closer proximity to the Catskills nets the Cementon site a much richer
inventory of scenic features than uoes the flatter, more agriculturally oriented Athens site.

In conclusion, the analysis of the individual photographs of visually sensitive areas and the
greater number and quality of scenic features in the Cementon site area clearly define it as
having a higher scenic ambience the the Athens site area. The conclusion of the modeling
effort was that there exists higher scenic quality surrounding the Cementon site, but a plant
built there would be less visible (though not less visible from the critical viewing areas).

From the total perspective of the analysis of what is presently there to be seen in this stretch
of the mid-Hudson Valley and how it might be affected by the construction and operation of the
proposed power plant, the staff concludes that the Athens site is a preferable plant location.
it would be less disruptive to the scenic ambience of this mid-Hudson Valley region. Its very
presence Jf the Hudson River is an important consideration by itself.

Table 9.16 shows the comparison of annual frequencie of occurrence of various visible plume
Categories by both site and by cooling technologies. From this and Appendix 0, the staff con-
cludes thare is little difference between the two sites in these areas.

From the analysis of the aesthetic impact of the transmission system (Sect. 5.7.2.5), the staff
concludes that the Athens location of the GCNPP would be of minimal length (the Leeds substation
is nearly adjacent to the plant site) and would not cross any lands of high scenic quality.
The Cementon-to-Leeds transmission line crosses land with the highest scenic quality within
5 miles of either side. The Athens plant location completely eliminates this aesthetic impact
and is an obviously s;perior site in this regard.

From the visual preference survey, interviews with local residents, and newspaper articles
(Sect. 5.7.4), the staff concludes that residents and other potential users apparently perceive
the proposed facility at Athens to have less an aesthetic impact than at Cementon. While the
Athcns site appears to be preferable to the C:. menton site, neither is at all desired by the
clear majority of residents and probable users surveyed.

Table 9.17 displays a summary of the findings regarding the preferable site. Again, this
sumary assessment should be read as a review of findings rather than a boxscore which can be
neatly sumed. The staff conclud's that the impact on the historic / scenic / cultural ambience of
the mid-Hudson Valley is unacceptably disturbed by the construction and operation of the pro-
posed plant at Cementon. At the same time, the staff concludes that the Athens plant would be
clearly superior in its location from an aesthetic impact perspective. This is not to conclude,
however, that it is necessarily in an acceptable or desirable location.

9.3 ALTERNATIVE PLANT DE9 6NS

9.3.1 Alternate cooling systems

Once-through and closed-loop cooling water system altcrnatives were considered in the applicant's
investigation. In selecting the alternatives, the following general criteria were applied to
each cooling system;

(1) technological practicability, as evidenced by operation of prototype or production systems;
(2) conformance with New York State criteria governing thermal discharges;
(3) compatibility with the present site;
(4) economic practicability as evidenced by operation and comparison of prototype systems.

The alternative cooling systems that were considered feasible by the applicant ar 1 reviewed by
the staff include natural-draf t cooling towers, mechanical- !raf t wet cooling towers, mechanical-
draft wet / dry cooling towers, and fan-assisted natural-draft cooling towers.

In addition, once-through cooling, spray canal, and cooling pond systems are briefly discussed.
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Table 9.16. Annual frequency of occurrence of visible plume types by site and by coolme tec>nology

Cool.ng technologv at-

Cementon Athens

Natural dr att t..rcular mechanical Natur al de et t Circular mechanicalp,

" " " ' #'
Length Heigh t Length Height Length Height Length H.:igh t

'9"'"## f' '9"*"' Y #''9"*"#V '''9"""#V i(m) (m) (m) Im> Mi (W W W
1%) (%) q%) (%) m

e

Short length and height 30 -120 24 -110 2tf 3 -123 17-110 25 41-116 39-110 19 5-184 11-96 24
Short length. talt 76 -116 130 -290 3 77-126 120-310 2 19 -125 120-370 6 32 -101 110-260 8
Medium lengeh and height 115-910 87-560 48 129-929 34 - 740 45 114 999 83 -987 49 126-977 60-540 41
Long. tall 1.900-9.457 1.147-1.487 4 620 -8,791 979 -1,633 4 971-7.979 1.209 -1,369 3 1.512 -9.962 910-1.674 4
Long, fLet 1.011-4.928 270--868 21 1.005-5.800 240-593 18 1.030 -19.899 265-815 22 1.337-30.981 298-806 13
Ultrarong. tall 12.419-52.096 1.016-1.232 6 10.311-49.611 1.110-1.895 5 10.383-24.701 1.013 -1.689 4 14.809-89.813 1.235-1.966 13

_

* Columns do not necenarily total 100% due to rourut ng of f-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ --
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Table 9.17. Review of staff's findings regarding the relatne aesthetic impacts
at the Cementon and Athens sites

._ _ _ _ _ _ _

Cemen ton Athens Pre ferable locateon
_ . _ _ - . _ . . . - - - - _ _

Analysis of what is there to be seen
(Sect. 5.7.2)

Visua4 critical areas Very negative Neutral to negative Athens

(Sect. 5.7.2 4)

Visibihty (Sact. 5 7.2 3) 55% 61% Cemen ton

Extant scenic quality Shghtly higher quahty Athens (slightly)

(Sect. 5.7.2.3)

Visually sensitive and high intensity Very negative Neutral to negative Athens

land use locations (Sect. 5.7.2.2)

Effect on region's nd nation's very negative Negat ve Both sites negative,

historic and cultural resources Athens, much less

(Sect. 5.7.3) so

Athens (strongly)

Analysis of who will be doing the
seeing (Sect. 5.7.4)

Interviews Negative Negative Both s.tes negative

Newspaper articles Negative Negative Both s.tes negative

Survey (Sect. 5.7 4.1) Negative Negative Both sites negative.
Athens,less so

. _ _ . _ _

'9.3.1.1 Dry cooling towers

The use of dry cooling towers was considered for the Greene County site. This type of cooling
device removes heat from the circulating water through radiation and convection to air being
circulated past the heat-exchanger tubes. Because cf the poor heat-transfer properties of air,
tubes are generally finned to increase the heat-transfer area. Theoretically, the lowest tem-
perature that a dry cooling tower can achieve is the dry-bulb temperature of air. The dry-bulb
temperature is never lower than the wet-bulb temperature, which is theoretically the lowest
temperature that a wet cooling tower can achieve. As a result, dry cooling towers are a less
efficient cooling system, which leads to increased cost and size of the cooling equipment.
Turbine back pressures will be increased, as will the range of back pressures over which the
turbines must operate; this will result in reduced plant capability for a given size reactor.

The advantages of a dry cooling tower system are its ability to operate withoSt the consumption
of large quantities of water and the absence of salt and drift problems. The disadvantages of
a dry cooling tower system are the need fur new technology, such as new turbine designs, the
decreased plant capacities,161 and the lack of field experience with h s this si7e.

For these reasons, the staff has concluded that dry cooling towers are iiot a practical alterna-
tive to the proposed natural-draft cooling towers.

9.3.1.2 Rectangular mechanical-draft wet cooling towers

The applicant has considered rectangular multicell crossflow-type mechanical-draft cooling
towers as an alternative to the proposed cooling system. This system would consist of 40 tower
cells grouped into four banks, each with ten cells. Each bank would be 440 ft long, 72 ft wide,
and 70 ft high, including the fan stack. The long axis of each cooling tower bank would be
pointed south, the direction of the local prevailing winds, to minimize recirculation and inter-
ference. The land requirement for this system is similar to that for the proposed system.

This cooling system would require an annual average of 21,150 pgm of makeup water. The annual
average evaporation and drift rates are 11,700 gpm and 27 gpm, respectively, resultir.g in an
averag: blowdown flow rate of 8550 gpm. Since the blowdown flow rate for this system is similar
to that far the proposed system, the resulting thermal plume in the Hudson River should also be
similar.
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The staff used the computer program ORFADM2 to predict drif t and ground-level airborne salt
concentrations. Figure 9.2 shows contours of predicted average annual drif t, and Fig. 9.3 shows
contours of predicted annual average ground-level airborne salt concentration. Concentrations
of both airborne salt and drift decrease monotonically away from the towers in a radial direc-
tion. The average annual drift deposition rate decreases from a naximum (263 g/m ) at 0.03 mile2

from the cooling towers to less than 0.6 g/m2 per year at a distance of 1 mile. The greatest,

drift deposition is predicted to occur in the north-south direction. The average annual
ground-level airborne salt concentration decreases from a maximum (221 pg/m ) at 0.03 mile from3

the cooling towers to less than 0.3 pg/m3 at distance of 1 mile. The greatest ground-level
airborne salt concentration is predicted to occur in the north-south direction.
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Fig. 9.2. Annual average amount of drift from mechanical-draft wet cooling towers.
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Fig. 9.3. Annual average ground-level airborne salt concentration from mechanical-draf t
wet cooling towers.

-Mechanical-draf t wet cooling towers will deposit more drift than the proposed natural-draft
cooling towers. This would result in an increased likelihood of an undesirable deposition of
particulates due to interactions with cement stack plumes. Operation of this cooling system
will result in the occurrence of ground-level fog and ice. This is an impact that is not
expected from the proposed system. In addition, these towers are noisier than natural-draf t
cooling towers and would require noise abatement equipment. Therefore, the staff concludes the
mechanical-draft cooling towers are not as satisfactory as the proposed cooling system for the
Greene County site.

9.3.1.3 Mechanical-draft wet / dry cuoling towers

Mechanical-draft wet / dry cooling towers consist of a dry heat-exchanger system in combination
with a wet section which is simlar to a mechanical-draft wet cooling tower. In the dry section,
partial cooling is achieved by sensible heat transfer, reducing water loss.

. . _ _ _ _ _ _
- - -
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This system requires 60 tower cells grouped into four 15-cell banks. Each bank would be 540 ft
long, 70 ft wide, and 70 ft high, including fan stacks. The towers would be located south of
the plant, and the long axis of each bank would point south to minimize recirculation and inter-
ference. This cooling system would require 722 acres more land area than the proposed system.

Mechanical-draft wet / dry cooling towers would require makeup water at an annual average rate of
19,800 gpm. The annual average evaporation and drift rates would be 9600 gpm and 30 gpm,
respectively, and the arnual average blowdown would be 9400 gpm. This blowdown flow rate is
higher than the proposed system, resulting in a slightly large thermal plume in the Hudson River.

The applicant has assessed the impact of the operation of this cooling system using the same
mathematical models used for the proposed system. The results of this analysis are shown in
Figs.10.1-13 through 10.1-17 of the ER.

With a wet / dry system, there will be less water loss and, therefore, less plume. However, the
applicant predicts a drift deposition from this system that is almost identical to that from the
mechanical-draf t we't towers. This means that the potential for adverse impact results from
plume interactions here is similar to that for the mechanical-draft wet cooling towers. The
applicant also predicts the occurrence of ground-level fog and ice. This cooling system will
require noise abatement equipment. The staff does not find this cooling system as acceptable as
the proposed natural-draf t cooling towers.

9.3.1.4 Fan-assisted natural-draf t cooling towers

The cooling mechanism for the fan-assisted natural-draf t cooling towers is the same as natural-
draft cooling tower;. In this case, the airflow is induced through the towers by mechanical
means; this provides r.atural-draft effects but allows a lower profile.

Four fan-assisted cooling towers would be required to provide the necessary heat dissipation
capability. Each tower would have a base diameter of 194 f t, a height of 171 f t, and an 82-f t-
diam fan in the throat of the tower. The fan speed could be varied with ambient condition
to optimize the cooling tower performance. These towers would be situated southwest of the
plant and would require five acres less land than the proposed cooling system.

This cooling system would require an average of 19,200 gpm of makeup water. The annual average
evaporation and drif t rates would be 11,100 gpm and 30 gpm respectively. The annual average
blowdown flow rate would be 730G gpm. This blowdown rate is similar to the blowdown rate of
the proposed system. Therefore, similar thermal conditions in the Hudson River can be expected.

The stafi used the computer program ORFAD u2 to predict drift and ground-level airborne salt
concentrations. Figure 9.4 shows contours of predicted average annual drift, and Fig. 9.5 shows
contours of predicted annual average ground-level airborne salt concentration. Concentrations
of both airborne salt and drift decrease monotonically away from the towers in a radial direc-
tion. The average annual drift deposition rate decreases from a maximum (10.3 g/m per year)2

at 0.13 mile from the cooling towers to less than 0.03 g/m2 per year at a distance of 5 miles.
The greatest drift deposition is predicted to occur north and south-southwest of the cooling
towers. The average annual ground-level airborne salt concentration decreases from a maximum
(13.4 vg/m3) at 0.13 mile from the cooling towers to less than 0.04 ug/m 3 at a distance of5 miles. The greatest ground-level airborne salt concentration is predicted to occur north
and south-southwest of the cooling towers.

Although less near-site drift deposition is predicted for this system than the mechanical-draft
systems, it is still considerably more than is expected from the proposed system. Therefore,
this cooling system presents a greater potential for impact through scouring of the cement stackplumes. Ground-level fog and ice could be produced by this system and, once again, noise abate-
mant equipment would be needed. The staff believes that this system is better than the
mechanical-draf t wet and wet / dry cooling towers but not as good as the proposed natural-draftcooling towers.

9.3.1.5 Single natural-draf t cooling tower

The staff has considered an alternative design for a single natural-draft cooling tower. This
is a counterflow-type tower 519 ft in height. The makeup water requirements, drift losses, and

_

_ _ ._
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Fig. 9.4. Annual average amount of drift from fan-assisted natural-draft cooling towers.

- blowdown flow rates are similar to the proposea cooling system. Therefore, there should be no
significant difference in the themal impact to the Hudson River.

The staff used ORFADn2 to predict drift, ground-level airborne salt, and ground-level fog
and ice for the single natural-draf t cooling tower. Local terrain was incorporated in this
calculation in the same manner as was done for the proposed cooling system (Sect. 5.3.2.1).
Figure 9.6 shows contours of predicted average annual drift, and Fig. 9.7 shows contours of
predicted annual average ground-level airborne salt concentration. The maximum predicted

2 per year (0.72 lb/ acre per year) 2 miles north of the tower.deposition of drif t is 0.081 g/m
3 at 2.25 miles northThe maximum predicted ground-level airborne salt concentration is 0.3 ug/m

of the tower. No ground-level fog or ice is predicted.

The staff has considered interactions with the plumes from nearby cement stacks. The inter-
action mechanisms are the same as those discussed in Sect. 5.3.2.1 for the proposed natural-draf t
cooling tower. Due to the similarity of this tower to the proposed one, there should be little
difference in potential for impacts as a result of plume interactions.

_.
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Fig. 9.5. Annual average ground-level airborne salt concentration from fan-assisted
natural-draf t cooling towers.

_9.3.1.6 Two natural-draf t cooling towers

The staff has considered the two 380-ft natural-draf t cooling towers proposed by the applicant
as an alternative to the single natural-draft cooling tower. The makeup water requirements,
discharge flow rafts, and discharge temperatures are slightly greater than those for the pro-
posed system; however, these differences are not great enough to significantly affect the
thermal impact to the Hudson Ri n r.

The staff used ORFADu2 to predict drif t, ground-level airborne salt, and ground-level fog and
ice. Local terrain was incorporated in this calculation in the same manner as was done for
the proposed cooling system (Sect. 5.3.2.1). Figures 9.8 and 9.9 show contours of predicted
annual average drif t and grcund-level airborne salt concentration. The predicted deposition of
drift is less than 0.2 g/m2 per year (1.3 lb/ acre per year), and the predicted ground-level air-
borne salt is less than 0.015 pg/m . No ground-level fog or ice is predicted.3
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The staf f has considered interactions with plumes from the nearby cement stacks. The interaction
mechanisms are the same as those discussed in Sect. 5.3.2.1 for the proposed single cooling
tower. Due to the lower height of these towers, a greater impact could result from interactions
of the plumes from these cooling towers with the ce&nt stack plumes. When the wind is from the
south, there could be greatly enhanced deposition of particulates near the Marquette plant
because this plant lies in the region of maximum predicted cooling tower drif t deposition.
Cement-laden drif t could scour the Marquette cement stack plume and increase the local drif t
deposition rate. For this reason, two shorter natural-draf t cooling towers are not as desirable
as the proposed single natural-draft cooling tower.

9.3.1.7 Circular mechanical-draf t cooling towers

Circular mechanical-draf t cooling towers have the advantage of lower tower height, about the
same as mechanical-draf t cooling towers, while providing buoyance forces that produce plume-rise
characteristics considerably better than linear mechanical-draft cooling towers.

The applicant did not consider circular mechanical-draf t cooling towers as an alternate cooling
system. However, the staff investigated this system usin the cooling tower design developed
by the Marley Company for the Cherokee Nuclear Station.h Each circular mechanical-draft
cooling tower would be about 270 f t in diameter, about 74 f t high, and would have thirteen 28-f t-
diam fans arranged in a 170-f t-diam circle. Three such towers would be required to dissipate
heat from the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant; these would be arranged in an
equilateral triangle with a side dinension of 450 ft.

The impacts of circular mechanical-draf t cooling towers should exhibit similarities to both
natural- and linear mechanical-draft cooling towers. Patterns of drift deposition and airborne
salt concentrations will be bounded below by the natural-draf t cooling tower predictions (Figs.
9.7 and 9.8) and bounded above by the linear mechanical-draft cooling tower predictions (Figs.
9.2 and 9.3). However, because of the enhanced plume rise induced by these towers, drif t
deposition rates and airborne salt concentrations are expected to be similar to those for
natural-draft cooling towers.

Circular mechanical-draft cooling tower plumes could potentially interact with emissions from
nearby cement stacks. Since these cooling towers will have plume-rise characteristics similar
to natural-draf t cooling towers, the potential for interaction is low during conditions which
result in the cooling towers' plum being blown towards a cement stack. This low potential is
because the plume from the cooling towers would be much higher than the cement stack plumes.
When the wind blows a cement stack plume towards the cooling towers, the potential for impact
is most dependent on tower height, and not strongly dependent on plume-rise behavior. Therefore,
under such conditions, plume interaction would be more severe than for natural-draf t cooling
towers and similar to linear mechanical draf t cooling towers.

At the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant site, circular mechanical-draf t cooling towers would
present a minimal impact with respect to tower visibility, while prooucing relatively low dirf t
rates and airborne salt concentrations. The disadvantages of the circular mechanical-draf t
cooling towers are the greater potential for plune interaction and limited operating experience.

9.3.1.8 Once-through cooling

The applicant has not provided any design for a once-through cooling system. However, the appli-
cant did complete a one-dimensional thermal analysis of the Hudson River for a heat source of
7.5 x 109 Btu /hr. The staff has adjusted these results to reflect the proposed 8.5 x 103 B*u/hr
source, and the. results are presented in Fig. 9.10. These results show that excess temperatures,
averaged over t6 e river cross-section, could be in excess of 6"F.

To assess the ecological impacts of a once-through facility at the Cementon site, several
assumptions were made about the design of such a facility. First, the staff assumed that the
intake structure for a once-through system would be sinilar in design and location to that pro-
posed with closed-cycle cooling. It would, however, be substantially larger in order to accom-
modate the greater amount of water that must be pumped f rom the Hudson River for cooling purposes.
It is assumed that the water would be withdrawn at a rate approximately 30 to 40 times greater
than that required with the proposed design (44 cf s). Further, this cooling water would be taken
from a much larger region of the river; that is, the area or rone of withdrawal would be greater
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Fig. 9.10. One-dimensional thermal analysis for once-through cooling on the Hudson River.

than that estimated in the entrainment model described in Appendix G. Although the zone of
influence is larger, the staff assumed that the density of ichthyoplankton in this area of the
river is the same as that found at transects Al-2 and B1-2, which were included in the model
used to calculate losses during operation of the proposed closed-cycle facility. Applying the
model to the case of once-through cooling is a straightfomard procedure, since the estimates
of entrainment given in Table 5.19 would increase in prope.rtion to the volume of cooling water
withdeawn. The magnitude of the impact because of entrainment, in this case, would be 30 to
40 times greater with once-through cooling compared with closed-cycle cocling.

Assessing the impact of impingement is a much more difficult task. The magnitude of impingement
is not directly proportional to the volume or rate of cooling water required. Although the
nature of this relationship is presently unknown, it is, in all likelihood, nonlinear since
several other factors associated with intake design and location may have a role in determining
the rate of impingement. One obviously important parameter, the velocity approaching the intake
screens, is not known for a once-through plant at Cementon. Considering the volume of water
that would be required if the facility employed a once-through cooling system, the staff believes
that the velocities could be considerably higher than those presented in Table 3.2 for the pre-
sent design. In view of this infonnation, the relatively high rates of impingement observed at

- - .
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existing once-through power plants on the Hudson River, and the abundance of juvenile fishes in
the vicinity of the site, the once-through alternative could result in high rates of impingement.

Although detailed information about the design of a plant employing once-through cooling at
the Cementon site is unavailable, the staff's estimate of the cooling water flow rates, a
critical factor in evaluating the magnitude of entrainment and impingement, is sufficiently
accurate for the purposes of this assessment. Therefore, in the judgment of the ".taf f, the
once-through cooling alternative would result in high entrainment and impingement losses that
could adversely impact the fish populations, especially the anadromous species, ir. the Hudson
River. On this basis, the alternative of once-through cooling is judged to be unat.ceptable.

9.3.1.9 Spray pond

A spray pond cooling system is based on pumping water through nozzles to produce a coarse spray
ri ing to a height of about 20 ft. Heat is dissipated as the spray rises and falls back into
the pond. The pond itself acts largely cs a collecting basin. Most of the spray and mist will
fall back within 200 f t of the spray nozzle, and drif t beyond 600 ft of the spray nozzle will
be very small. m

The applicant has estimated that about 100 to 125 acres of land would be required for a spray
pond closed-cycle cooling water system (ER, p.10.1-1). The staff concurs that this is a
reasonable value, based on its studies of other spray pond cooling water systems. However, the
staff does not know of any spray pond closed-cycle cooling water system that has been built
for a power station of this size and that has been completely successful in its operation.
Because of the limited availability of level land and the lack of experience of spray ponds
for large-size power stations, the staff concludes that wet-cooling towers would be a better
choice than a spray pond for the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

9.3.1.10 Cooling pond.

The applicant has estimated that a closed-cycle cooling water system with a cooling pond would
require approximately 4300 acres for the pond. Because there is no suitable area near the site
for this purpose, the staf f concurs with the applicant in rejecting this alternative.

9.3.2 Alternate intake structures

9.3.2.1 Filter-type intake

The applicant and the staff did not find the filter-type intake system to be feasible because
of clogging that would result from the large amounts of suspended solids in the Hudson River.

9.3.2.2 Well fields

The applicant estimates the local aquifer yield to be less than 15 gpm per well (ER, Sect.
10.2.2.3). Assuming a maximum yield per well, it would require more than 1300 wells to produce
the necessary 19,670 gpm of makeup water. The staff concludes that the large number of wells
required makes a well field an impractical alternate intakt system.

9.3.2.3 Submerged offshore intake

A submerged offshore intake would be a potential hazard to navigation in the Hudson River. A
perforated pipe would not have to extend as far from shore, but this system is costly to main-
tain. Therefore, the staff concludes that a submcrged offshore intake is not as desirable as
the proposed intake system.

9.3.3 Alternate discharge systems

No alternate designs were presented by the applicant. The staff finds the proposed discharge
to be acceptable and does not expect any alternate discharge sistem to offer reduced environ-
mental impact.
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9.3.4 Alternate blocides

Alternatives to the use of chlorine as a condenser biocide include both chemical treatments
(dodecylguanidine End ozone) and mechanical treatments ( Amertap and American M. A.N.). Since
very limited data exist on the toxicity of dodecylguanidine hydrochloride,M S its potential
use as an alternate biocide cannot be evaluated without data on toxic concentrations for species
of all trophic levels.

.

Ozone is the strongest oxidizing agent and consequently is converted rapidly to oxygen and
nascent oxygen or oxidized products.106 Although both ozone and nascent oxygen are extrecely
deleterious to fish at low concentrations (0.03 mg/l),U4 it forms no persistent toxic conpounds =

such as chloramines and, being a stronger oxidizing agent that chlorine, requires a short reac- '

tion tine. A major disadvantage of ozone, in addition to the little information that is avail-
able on its effects to biota in both the condensers and receiving waters, is its increased cost
over that for chlorine.10' Ozonation was considered by the applicant but was not chosen because
of (1) the high capital and operating cost associated with its generation and (2) limited power
plant application (DEC Interrogatory No. 80-4 part d, Oct. 25,1976). '

2

Available ncchanical treatments consist of eitr.er passing sponge-rubber balls through the con-
denser tubes to remove sediment and less-tenacious biological growth ( Amertap) or shootinq non-
metallic brushes, which are restrained in the tubes with plastic baskets attached to the ends y
of each tube, through the condensers by reversing the flow of the cooling water ( American
M.A.N.).It7 Neither of these systems are as effective as chlorinationit$ and must be supple-
nented by occasional biocide treatment.UM Mechanical tube cleaning of the condenser tubes
was considered by the applicant but was rejected because, even with a mecnanical system,
chlorination would be necessary. Although mechanical cleaning wipes sedicent and less-tenancious '

biological growth from the condenser tubes, the applicant states that it does not inhibit
biological growth and does not effectively clean the inlet and outlet water boxes or the balance
of the circulating water system (DEC Interrogatory No. 80-4, part d, Oct. 25. 1976).

-

In summary, chlorine of fert several advantages over mechanical and alternate chemical treatments.
It is less expens'se, generally easier to use, and, most importantly, the ef fective dosage
for slime removal is easily cetermined, since a residual of free chlorine guarantees the
effect.170 It should also be enphasized that the staf f's analysis of the total residual

,

chlorine concentrations that will be discharged into the Hudson River indicates that adverse
impacts on aquatic biota are expected to be minimal (Sect. 5.5.2.2 and Table 5.16).

9.3.5 Transmission lines
.

The applicant has made an extensive study of the impact of alternative transmission line routes
from the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant to the Leeds substation tie-in171 and has considered
five alternative routes for the southern portion of the transmission corridor and three alternate
routes for the northern portion. These alternates and the preferred route are shown in detail
in Plate 4-1 of the Article VIII application.171 A detailed description of the alternate routes
is given in Sect. 4 of Exhibit 16 of the Article VII application.171 In cddition, consideration
was given to placing the transmission lines under the Hudson River to hook up to existing trans-
mission lines on the east bank of the river (Staff Question 9.7).

The staff has reviewed the applicant's preferred and alternate transmission-line routes and has
found no significant advantages in selecting any of the alternates over the preferred routes.
Table 9.18 shows a comparison of the various routes for cer tain environnental characteristics.
Although the preferred route is not the best choice of all the parameters considered, it is,
overall, as good or better than the proposed alternates.

No specific tower structure offers distinct advantages over all others. Steel lattice towers '

permit flexibility in placement and use in different terrains. In wetland areas, these towers
offer the advantage of greater span lengths and therefore fewer towers and less land disturbance
(e.g., access roads and foundation excavations) than other comparable towers. The long-term
maintenance and operation of steel lattice towers is expected to be less than that for similar
wood towers (" Joint Heating Transcripts," p. J1073). Steel pole and steel pole H-frane struc-
tures are visually more compatible than lattice towers in wooded terrain and will be used in ^ '
visually sensitive areas.

, .

:
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Table 9.18. Summary of environmental characteristics of the preferred armi alternate electrical transmissKm routes

dLand use I m.les)Slope High wil
Leng h >15%* er oc'i bilit y, Roast crossed St ream Residential IndustriaU Agi niture

Transmiss.on routes (miles) Acreage (miles (%)] [nnles (%)] Hwy. Other crossings' Forest Wetlands commercial /publ.c highways Active inactive

Cementon alternates

Aprecant's preferred 7.8 270 4 3 (55) 1.8 !23) 3 8 9 64 0.51 0.0 0.79 0.10 0 02
(ALEKFGW

Souti- Alternate 12.7 340 11.2 (88) 2.4 (19) 3 15 24 10.8 0.36 0.04 0 99 0.36 0.10
(ABDf u;

Middle Alternate 1 9. 7 284 9.1 (84) 1.9 (20) 3 9 18 8.1 0.10 0.04 1.00 0.04 0 28
(ACDFG)

M.ddle Alternate 2 9.5 268 7.9 (83) 2.2 (23) 3 9 19 8.1 0.15 0.04 0.81 0.23 C.20
(ACLE DF G)

North Alternate 1 8.0 273 3.8 (48) 2.9 (36) 3 9 9 6.5 0.23 00 ') 80 0.26 0.21 ?
(ACLKFG) y

Leeds alternates

Applicant's preferred 5.1 46 3.9 (77) 1.1 (22) 3 9 7 2.6 0.38 0.38 0.10 1.23 0.33
(GlJ)

Leeds South 1 5.1 127 3.9 (77) 1.1 (22) 3 9 7 2.8 0.26 0.16 0.11 1.36 0.38
(GlJ)

Leeds Nortn 56 130 3.8 (82) 1.8 (321 3 10 8 3.4 0.28 0.25 0 09 1.30 0.25
(GHIJ)

" Power Authority of the State of New York, Greene Cwnty Nuclaur Power Plant - Leeds,345 k V Transmsssion Lines Application to the State of New York Pubhc Servce Commossen for
Certencate of Envoronmental Compatobihty and Pubhc Need, June 1978. Table 4 2.

8 Footnote e, Table 44.
' Footnote 4. Table 4 5.
#Footnote 4. Table 4-3.
' Footnote ,, Rate 218. for letter designations.
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Routing the transmission lines under the Hudson River is not a feasible alternative. This
crossing would require at least three 345-kV refrigerated cables in the submarine section,
construction of switching equipment to connect those lines to overhead lines o.) both the west
and east banks of the river, construction of 7 miles of overhead transmission on the east side
of the river to meet the existing transmission lines, and the installation of a transformer and
switching substation to interconnect the new lines with the existing Leeds to Pleasant Valley
lines. The cost for this alternative would be $36 million (1983 dollars), compared with
$18 million for the preferred Cementon-Leeds route. In addition, long-range plans would still
require the additional transmission line from the Leeds to Pleasant Valley substations, regard-
less of the route for, and terminal location of, the generator outlets from the plant at
Cemen ton. Therefore, the staff concurs that the option of routing the lines under the Hudson
River is not feasible in terms of overall planning for electrical transmission lines in the
future.

.

9.4 ALTERNATIVES TO NORMAL TRANSPORTATION PROCEDURES

Alternatives such as special routing of shipments, providing escorts in separate vehicles, adding
shielding to the containers, and constructing a fuel recovery and fabrication plant on the site
rather than shipping fuel to and from the plant, have been examined by the staff for the aaaaral
case. The impact on the environment of transportation under normal or postulated accident
conditions is not considered to be sufficient to justify the additional effort required to
implement any of these alternatives.
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10. EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ACTION

10.1 UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

10.1.1 Physical impacts

10.1.1.1 Land

A total land area of about 257 ha (636 acres) will be subjected to the construction of oasite
facilities and transmission lines. The construction of plant facilities and site access roads
will distort 106 ha (263 acres), 85 ha (211 acres) will be cleared and irretrievably lost from
production. The transmission line rights-of-way will affect 151 ha (373 acres) and access
improvements will probably af fect from 7 to 66 ha (17 to 162 acres). Most of this land consists
of woodland and brushland and its loss is not considered a significant adverse impact.

The Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (GCNPP) will be located in a rural industrial area among
three cement plants in an already industrialized segment of the Hudson River shoreline.

10.1.1.2 Water

Operation of the GChPP will result in a maximum consumptive use of about 58 m / min (34 cfs)
of Hudson River water, which represents about 1.3; of the river's seven-day low flow of
4520 m / min (2660 cfs) at Green Island. Some changes in the quality of river water will result

3

fron plant operation, including slight increases in dissolved solids, biochemical oxygen derrand,and total residual chlorine. These changes will not affec the quality of river water.

No groundwater will be used during construction and operation of the plant. Wells outside the
plant site limits should not be affected by construction dewatering or plant operation.

10.1.l.3 A i_r

The staff does not expect discharges to the air as a result of GCNPP construction and operation
(including the effects of dust and radioactive and nonradioactive gaseous effluents) to signi-
ficantly affect air quality or use, providing the measures specified in Sect. 4.5 are adheredto.

10.1.2 Biological impacts

10.1.2.1 Terrestrial

The major adverse environmental impacts on terrestrial ecosystems during construction will
result from land clearing and erosion. Impacts on wildlife during this time will range from
temporary dislocation of some individuals to complete loss of others. About 96 ha (236 acres)
of woods will be cleared for construction of the transmission line right-of-way. The revege-
tation of some areas followir.g construction may increase the populations of certain species.
Birds that use the nearby water bodies during rigration, particularly ducks and geese on Duck
Cove and inbocht Bay, may temporarily restrict their use of those areas o'uring construction,
but should return to the area when operation commences.

10.1.2.2 Aquatic

As a result of dredging activities during construction, the benthic comunity in a small area
of the Hudson River will be temporarily disrupted. The mortality of benthic invertebrates
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within a 1.1-ha (2.7-acre) area of the river bottom will approach 100%. However, nearly
complete recolonization of tha disturbed area will follow the cessation of construction
act'vities. The effects of the increase in turbidity will likewise be negligible if all staff
requirements and applicant's commitments are fulfilled.

The operation of the plant will result in the impingement of fish and the entrainment of
planktonic organisms. Under average river flow conditions, less than 0.5% of the fish eggs,
yolk-sac larvae, and postlarvae that pass the plant during the spawning and nursery season
(April through August) will be lost because c entrainment. The impingement of fish, although
impossible to quantify, will be minimized by the intake design and intake location proposed by
the applicant. The entrainment of plankton and impingement of fish during operation of the
GCNPP will not result ir, an unacceptable adverse impact on the populations in the Hudson River.

Both the concentration of the various chemicals in the cooling tower blowdown and the thermal
discharges are not expected to adversely affect the aquatic biota in the Hudson River.

10.1.3 Radiological impacts.

The staff has concluded that there will be no measurable radiological impact from routine
operation of the GCNPP. The calculated doses to man from routine reieates of liquid and
gaseous ef fluents are less than 104 of the design objectives of Appendix 1 of 10 CFR Part 50
and the proposed staff design objectives of RM-50-2.

10.1.4 Communi ty_ impac_t_s,

The staff has identified a number of impacts on the community in Sects. 4.4 and 5.6. The major
adverse community impacts are: impacts related to construction worker access, impacts related
+o the Lehigh Portland Cement Co. , impacts on the historic character of the mid-Hudson regiea,
impacts related to loss of tax revenue, impacts on public services, and impacts related to
transmission lines.

The existing road system in the vicinity of the proposed site is inadequate to accomodate
the traf fic that would be generated as a result of construction of the proposed plant. Several
alternative solutions to this problem have been proposed. The staf f does not consider any of
these as acceptable as proposed, but these would be acceptable with certain mitigation condi-
tions. The least impact alternative (Park and Ride) is acccptable at the lower work force
number (2100) without mitigation but becomes unacceptable without mitigation at the more likely
work force number of 3000. The staff has not identified any significant impacts of this alter-
native. Some disadvantages of this proposal are the increased traffic flow on existing roads
with consequent safety problems, lack of known acceptance by local residents or jurisdictions,
and the fact that the Park and Ride proposal will not result in an improvement in the level of
service of the roads in the vicinity of the proposed plant. The cost of this proposal is in
the range of $17 to 50 million. The other proposals, which involve relocation of a section of
Hwy. 9W, have serious adverse environmental impacts.

The proposed site is on land owned by the Lehigh Portland Cement Co. and is adjacent to the
existing Lehigh plant. The acquisition of 113 to 123 ha (280 to 303 acres) presently owned
by Lehigh for the GCNPP may have several serious consequences. Construction of the GCNPP
will potentially preclude the construction of a proposed new cement plant by Lehigh. This
could result in the closing of the present Lehigh facilities in Cementon within a period of
five years because of obsolescence and 'nefficiency, placing the present facilities in a
noncompetitive positive. This, in turn, would result in tax losses on the present facilities
and additional tax losses on the planned new facility.

The region surrounding the proposed site is rich in historic resources. Olana and six other
properties will be directly affected visually and aesthetically by construction and operation
of GCNPP while the entire impact area nay be adversely affected by secondary impacts caused by
in-movers and ancillary population growth and develop to the extent that its essential character
is altered.

Since the applicant does not pay property taxes other than a nominal in-lieu-of-tax payment
estimated to be $10,400 per year, its use of the proposed site prevents other potential uses
of the site which would result in much larger property tax payments.

- - - , . . . - - . . . . , ,,
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Some potential impacts on public services will result f rom the construction of the proposed plant.
The major impacts will be on the schools and police services. For the most part, these impacts
can be mitigated.

The staff has not identified any serious adverse impacts related to the transmission lines.
There will, however, be some adverse environmental impacts associated with about 20.8 km
(12.9 miles) of new or expanded transmission-line corridors.

10.1.5 Aesthetic impacts

The staff has concluded that the proposed plant would entail an unacceptable impact on certain
important local, regional, and national historic, scenic, and cultural resources. A major
reason for tnis conclusion is the intrusion of the plant facilities, primarily the natural-
draf t cooling tower and its plume, into the central view from Olana, the home of the 19th-
century painter, Frederic Church, which is a National Historic Landmark. Olana and its grounds
are one of the few surviving Victorian estates still in a setting comparable to its 19th-
century environs. The central view from Olana has been described as one of the most spectacular
views in the eastern United States. The true value of Olana, however, lies in the combination
of special times, sp:wial site, special view, and special creator surviving intact as a cultural
resource.

In addition to Olana the staff has identified other visually sensitive areas, such as North
Lake State Park, which will be ae/ersely affected by the proposed plrnt.

The staff has also etaluated the aesthetic impact of feasible alternative cooling systems and
has c ncluded that with the use of the aesthetically most desiralle alternative, circular
nechanical draft cooling towers, the impact on these resources is still very severe.

10.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWLEN SHORT-TERM USES AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

10.2.. Summar,r

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires the staff to c' nsider specifically in
the environmental impact statement the " relationship between local si ort-term uses of man's
environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity." On a time scale
of several generations, the use of the site during the anticipated life of the proposed Greene
County plant would be considered a short-term use of the natural resources of land and water.
The resources dedicated ex;lusively to the production of electric power during the life of
the plant will be the land itself, the materials used for construction, materials used for
maintenance and operation, the labor effort expended, and the uranium consumed. The commit-
ment of 106 ha (263 acres) of land and the commitment of water from the Hudson River are signi-
ficant uses of valuable natural resources. The land cocmitted for such use for the 30-year
plant life precludes future uses that possibly would be deemed more useful to society than
electric power gen (ration.

10.2.2 Land use

Of the 106 ha (263 acres) that would be required for the GCNPP site, about 17.6 ha (43.5 acres)
will be occupied by permanent facilities. Acquisition of this land for construction of the
power plant will displace eleven f amilies, all of whom will have to be relocated. Because there
are no agricultural activities within site boundaries, the propsed plant will not result in
a loss of agricultural production from Greene County.

10.2.3 Water use

The Hudson River will experience a temperature increase in the vicinity of the blowdown discharge
plume of the GCNPP. The blowdown discF3rge is rapidly diluted by ambient river water through
a submerged diffuser. The maximum surface area encompassed by the incremental 0.8*C (1.5*F)
isotherm is estimated to be less than 0.05 ha (0.12 acre) (ER, Sect. 5.1.2 Rev. 3). Plant
discharge into the Hudson River will be in compliance with the effluent guidelines promulgated
by the EPA in 40 CFR Part 423, Chap. 2. At a distance of 3 to 8 km (2 to 5 miles) from the
discharge point, where complete mixing occurf increases in river concentrations are negligible
for all parameters (ER, Sect. 5.4.2.1, Rev.

,

-
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10.2.4 Decomis sionin3

A license to operate a nuclear power plant is issued for a period of 40 years, beginning with
the issuance of the construction permit. At the end of the 40-year period the operator of a
nuclear power plant must renew the license fer another time period or apply for termination of
the license and for authority to dismantle vie facility r d dispose of its components.1 If,

prior to the expiration of the operating license, technical, economic, or other factors are
unfavorable to continued operation of the plant, the operator may elect to apply for license
termination and dismantle authority at that time. In addition, at the time of applying for
a license to operate a nuclear power plant, the applicant must show that he possesses "or has
reasonable assurance of obtaining the funds necessary to cover the estimated costs of permanently
shutting the facility down and maintaining it in a safe condition."2 These activities, termire-
tio . of operation and plant dismantling, are generally referred to as " decommissioning."

NRC regulations do not require the applicant to submit decommissioning plans at the tire the
construction permit and operating license arc obtained; consequently, no definite plan for the
decommissioning of the station has been developed. At the end of the station's useful lifetime,
the applicant will prepare a proposed decommissioning plan for review by the Nuclear Regulatory
Com.ission. The plan will comply with NRC rules and regulations then in effect.

The deconmissioning of reactors is not new. Since 1960, five licensed nuclear plants, four
deconstration nuclear power plants, six licensed test teactors, 28 licensed research, and
22 licensed critical facilities have been or are in the process of being decommissioned.3 The
primary methods of decommissioning consist of nothballing, entombing, di< antling, or a combi-
nation of these three alternatives. The primary methods are defined below in terms of the
definitions provided in Regulatory Guide 1.86."

Mothballing is the process of placing a facility in a nonoperating status. The reactor may be
lef t intact except that all reactor f uel, radioactive fluids, and nonfixed radioactive wastes
such as ion exchange resins, contaminated scrap materials, and contaminated chemic>ls are
removed. The existing license is amended to a " possession only" status and continues in effect
until residual radioactivity decays to levels acceptable for release to unrestricted access or
until residual radioactivity is removed. The " possession only" license is a rcactor facility
license that permits a licensee to possess the facility but prohibits operaticn of the facility
as a nuclear reactor.

Entombment consists of removing all fuel assemblies, radioactive fluids, and wastes followed
by the sealing of remaining radioactive material within a structure integral with the bio-
legical shield or by some other method to prevent unauthorized access into radiation area:
A program of inspection, facility radiation surveys, and environmental sampling is required
for 3 licensed facility that has been entombed.

Dismantling is defined as removal of all fuel, radioactive fluids and waste, and all radioactive
structures. Surface contamination levels, established in Table 1 of Regulatory G.ide 1.86,
must be met prior to terminaticn of the facility license. In addition to meeting the surface
contamination levels, the acceptability of the presence of materials which have been made
radioactive by neutron activation would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis prior to termination
of the license. If the facility owner so desires, the remainder of the reactor facility may
be dismantled and all vestiges removed and disposed of.

For a single nuclear reactor, the mothballing alternative costs about $2.45 million initially
plus an annual maintenance and surveillance cost of $167,000. If a 24-hr manned security force
is not required (e.g., a site with continuing operations), the annual cost could be reduced to
$98,000. Translatin
levelized unit cost *g these costs into unit cost of generating electricity, the 30-yearwould be about 0.04 mill / kwhr and if a nanned security force is not
required about 0.03 mill / kwhr.5

The entombing alternative costs about $7.58 million initially 'or a single unit facility plus
an annual maintenance and surveillance cost of $58,000 for the duration of the entombment
period.5 These costs, when translated to a 30-year leveltzed unit cost * basis, amount to about
0.06 mill / kwhr.

*

Based on a 1200-MWe generating unit beginning operation in 1958, a capacity factor of
60%, an escalation rate of ST, and a discount rate of 101.

_. . . . . . . . _
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The dismantling alternative for a single nuclear power reactor costs about $26.3 million tu
remove the radioactive structures associated with NRC requirements for terminating a possession-
only license. An additional $4.8 million would be needed to ierove the nonradioactive structures
(cooling towers, administration buildings, etc.) to below grade.S There are no annual costs
associated with this alternative. When the dismantling costs are translated to a 30-year
levelized unit cost * basis, this amounts to about 0.18 mill /hWhr.

Combinations of mothballing and delayed (about 100 years) dismantling have 30-year levelized
unit costs that are about the save as the mothballing alternative costs. Likewise, the costs
for the entombing delayed dismantling combinations are about the same as the entombing cost.
In both instances the annual maintenance cost for mothballing and entombing alternatives, on a
present-value basis, is sufficient to cover all the delayed dismantling cost for the mothballing
alternative and about 80; for the entombing alternative.

Studies of social and environmental ef fects of decomnissioning large commercial power generating
units by mothlalling or disnantling have not identified any significant impacts J

fiso, studies indicate that occupational radiation doses can be controlled to levels corparable
to occupational doses experienced with operating reactors through the use of appropriate work
procedures, shielding, and renotely controlled equipment.5

The applimant may retain the site for power generation purposes indefinitely af ter the useful
life of the station. The degree of dismantlement would be deternined by an economic and
environmental study involving the value of the land and crop value versus the 'omplete
demolition and removal of the complex. In any event, the operation will be controlled by rules
and regulations in effect at the time to protect the health and safety of the public.

10.3 IRREVERSISLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

10.3.1 Egyg

Irreversible commitments generally concern changes set in notion by the proposed action that,
at some later time, could not be altered to restore the present order of environmental resources.
Irretrievable connitments are generally the use or consumption of resources that are neither
renewable nor recoverable for subsequent utilization.

Comnitnents inherent in environmental impacts are identified in this section, while the rain
discussions of the impacts are in Sects. 4 and 5. Also, comnitments that involve local long-tern effects on productivity are discussed in Sect.10.2.

10.3.2 Commitments considered

The types of resources of concern in this case can be identified as (1) material resources,
such as materials of construction, renewable resource material consumed in operation, and
depletable resources consumed; and (2) nonmaterial resources, including a range of beneficial
uses of the environment.

Resources that, generally, may be irreversibly committed by the operation are (1) biological
species destroyed in the vicinity; (2) construction materials that cannct be recovered and
recycled with present technology; (3) materials that are rendered radioactive but cannot be
decontaminated, end materials consumed or reduced to unrecoverable waste, including the U-235
and U-238 consumed; (4) the atmosphere and water bodies used for disposal of heat and certain
waste ef fluents to the extent that other beneficial uses are curtailed; and (5) land areas
rendered unfit for other uses.

Based on a 1200-MWe generating unit beginning operation in 1953, a capacity factor of 602.,
an escalation rate of 5't, and a discount rate of 10:

_ -
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10.3.3 Biotic resources

10.3.3.1 [e r res trial

Approximately 17.6 ha (43.5 acres) of land will be covered with permanent facilities, including
the containment structure, cooling tower, auxiliary structures, roads, and railroads This
acreage represents a habitat loss for some of the wildlife using the site.

10.3.3.2 Aq_u a ti c

About 1.1 ha (2.7 acres) of benthic habitat along the west bank will be permanently lost because
of constructulon of the intake and discharge structures. Several onsite water bodies, com-
prising a total of 2 ha (6 acres), will be drained and filled.

10.3.4 Material resources

10.3.4.1 Materials of construction

Construction materials are almost entirely of the depletable category of resources. Concrete
and steel constitute the bulk of these materials; numerous other mineral resources are incorpo-

rated in the physical plant. No commitments have been made on whether these materials will
be recycled when their present use terminates.

Some materials are of such vaiue that economics clearly promote recycling. Plant operation
will contaminate only a portion of the plant to such a degree that radioactive decontamination
would be needed to reclaim and recycle the constituents. Some parts of the plant will become
radioactive by neutron activation. Radiation shielding around the reactor and other compnnents
inside the primary neutron shield constitute the major materials in this category, for which it
is not feasible to separate the activation products from the base materials. Corcponents that
come in contact with reactor coolant or with radioactive wastes will sustain variable degrees
of surface contamination, some of which would be removed if recycling is desired. The quar.ti-
ties of materials that could not be decontaminated for unlimited recycling probably represent
very small fractions of the resources available in kind and in broad use in industry.

Many materials on the " List of Strategic ard Critical Materials"7 (e.g. , aluminum, a sbes tos,
beryllium, cadmium, lead, nickel, platinum, silver, tin, tungstun, and zinc) are used in nuclear
plants. Construction materials are generally expected to remain in use for the full life of
the plant, in contrast to fuel and other replaceable components discussed later. There will
be a long period of time before terminal disposition must be decided. At that time, quantities
of materials in the categories of precious metals, strategic and critical materials, or
resources having small natural reserves must be considered iniividually, and plans to recover
and recycle as much of these valuable depletable resources as is practicable will depend on need.

10.3.4.2 Replaceable components and consumable naterials

Uranium is the principal natural resource irretrievably consumed in plant operation. Other
materials censumed, for practical purposes, are fuel-cladding materials, reactor-control
elements, other replaceable reactor core components, chemicals used in processes such as water
treatment and ion-exchanger regeneration, ion-exchange resins, and minor quantities of materials
used in maintenance and operation. Except for the uranium isotopes U-235 and U-238, the con-
sumed resource materials have widespread usage; therefore, their use in the proposed operation
must be reasonable with respect to needs in other industries. The major use of the natural
isotopes of uranium is for the production of useful energy.8

The GCNPP reactor will be fueled with uranium enriched in the isotope U-235. Af ter use in the
plant, the fuel elements will still contain U-235 slightly above the natural fraction. This
slightly enriched uranium, upon separation from plutonium and other radioactive materials
(separation takes place in a chemical reporcessing plant), is available for recycling through
the gaseous diffusion plant. ' Scrap material containing valuable quantities of uranium is also
recycled through appropriate steps in the fuel production process. Fissionable plutonium
recovered in the chemical reprocessing of spent fuel is potentially valuable for fuel in power
reactors.
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If the plant operates at 801 of capacity, about 8400 metric tons of contained natural uranium
in the form of U 0,3 must be produced to feed the plant for 40 years. The assured U.S. reserves3

of natural uranium recoverable at a cost of $8 or less per pound of U 0s are about 200,000 metric3

tons of ura71un.9 However, potential reserves of natural uranium recoverable at $10 or less per
pound of U 0 are estimated to be 1 million metric tons, but this increment will require a major3 e
effort in exploration and development to bring it into production.9 The long-term uranium
resource situation in the United States will depend on the larger expected reserves or ore
recoverable at greater cost as well as on utilization of breeder reactors.

In view of the quantities of materials in natural reserves, resources, and stockpile, and the
quantities produced yearly, the expenditure of such material for the power plant is justified
by the benefits f rom the electrical energy produced.

10.3.5 Uranium resources availability

This section reviews information available from the Departrrent of Energy (DOE) on the domestic
uranium resource situation and the outlook for development of additional domestic supplies,
availability of foreign uranium, and the relationship of uranium supoly to planned nuclear
generating capacity.

Analysis of uranium resources and their availability has been carried out by the government
since the late 1940s. The work was carried out for many years by the Atomic Energy Ccmmission
(AEC). The activity was made part of the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)
when the agency was created in early 1975. This activity was subsequently transferred to the
DOE when it was formed October 1,1977.

10.3.5.1 U.S. resource position

To establish some basic concepts, a review of resource concept and nomenclature would be
worthwhile. Figure 10.1 is a chart of resource categories based on varying genloqic knowledge
and on varying economic availability. Resources designated as ore reserves have the highest
assurance regarding their magnitude and economic availability. Estimates of reserves are
based on detailed sampling data, primarily from gama ray logs of drill holes. DOE obtains
basic data from industry from its exploration effort and estimates the reserves in individual
deposits. In estimating ore reserves, detailed studies of feasible mining, transportation,
and milling techniques and co:ts are made. Consistent engineering, geologic, and economic
criteria are employed. The m2thods used are the result of over 25 years of effort in uranium
resource evaluation.
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Fig. 10.l. DOE uranium resource categories.
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Resources that do not meet the stringent requirements of reserves are classifed as potential
resources. For its study of resources, DOE subdivides potential resources into three cate-
gories: probable, possible, and speculative.10 probable resources are those contained within
favorable trends, largely delineated by drilling, within productive uranium districts (i.e.,
those having more than 10 tons of U 0s production and reserves). Quantitative estimates of3

potential resources are made by considering the extent of the identified favorable areas and
by comparing certain geologic characteristics with those associated with known ore deposits.

Possible potential resources are outside of identified mineral trends but are in geologic
provinces and fonnations that have been productive. Speculative resources are those estimated
to occur in formations or geologic provinces which have not bes. eroductive but which, based
on the evaluation of available geologic data, are considered to be favorable for the occurrence
of uranium deposits.

The reliability of the estimates of potential uranium resources differs for each of the three
potential classes. The reliability of proDable potential estimates is greatest in view of the
more canplete information, a result of the extensive exploration and development in the major
uranium districts, it is least for speculative potential for areas with no significant uranium
deposits, for which favorability is determined from available knowledge on the characteristics
of the geologic environment.

Because any evaluation of resources is dependent upon the availability of information, the
estimates themselves are, to a large degree, a scorecard on the state of development of
i n fonna tion. Thus, appraisal of U.S. uranium resources is heavily dependent on the completeness
of exploration ef f orts and the availability of subsurface geologic data. Since the geology of
the United States as it relates to mineral deposits can never be completely known in detail,
it will not be possible to produce a truly complete appraisal of domestic uranium resources.
Given the nature and current status of DOE estimates, however, so far as an overall appraisal
of the United States is concerned, it is more likely that the total resources eventually will
prove larger than is presently estimated. The key question may be the timeliness with which
resources are identified, developed, and produced.

Conceptually, a resource, whether uranium or other mineral commodity, would initially be in
the potential category. Development of additional data and clarification of production tech-
niques and economics is required until the point is reached that specific ore deposits are
delineated and understood to a degree that they can be categorized as reserves.

We sca expect that there will be a dynamic balance between anticipated markets cnd prices and
the extt't to which exploration and reserve delineation will be done. There is ro economic
incentive for industry to expand reserves if the additional uranium will not be needed fer
many years ahead, and especially if the long-term market outlook is uncertain. This has been
true for uranium. The mining companies are concentrating on markets for the next 5 te 15 years.
The utilities and government are concerned with the outlook for the next 30 to 40 years. Con-
version of the presently estimated potential resources into ore reserves will take many years
and will cost several billion dollars. It would be difficult to economically justify accele-
rating such an effort to delineate ore reserve levels equal to lifetime requirements of all
planned reactors covering some 30 to 40 years in the future simply to satisfy planners.

Supply assurance through continued timely additions to reserves and maintenance of a resource
base adequate to support production demands, coupled with carefully developed informaticn on
potential resources, is considered to be adequate and a more realistic and economic approach.
The conversion of potential resources to ore reserves and expansion of production facilities
can be accomplished when needed as markets expand and production is needed.

The vertical dimension in Fig. 10.1 relates to the impact of increasing production costs on
resource availability. Higher prices are needed to produce cres of lower quality and those
with more difficult mining or milling characteristics. Such reserves, though well delineated,
are not economically available if prices are too low.

The domestic uranium industry has, over most of its lifetime, been concerned with discovery and
production of uranium at costs in the range of $8 to $10 or less per pound. Average prices
for uranium deliveries in 1975 are reported to be $10.50 per pound of Vi0s.ll Prices for l'76
deliveries were $16.10 per pound. In view of the economic acceptability of higher cost uranium
in reactors, resource estimates by DOE in recent years have included resources that would be
available at $15 and $30 production cutoff costs. Because of the lesser experience with $15 and
$20 resources, they are not as fully delineated nor as well aderstood as the $10 resources.

_ _ _ . . _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ . _ - ---
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An initial estimate of $50 resources has been made as of January 1,1977. At cost levels above
550 per pound, there has been little effort at appraisal of resources or in exploration. There-
fore, these resources are poorly known at present, and quantitative estimates tre not possible
(with the exception of the Chattanooga shale to be discussed later). Such res>urces are known
to exist, and ef forts are under way to appraise them.

In Table 10.1 DOE estimates of domestic uranium resources are tabulated folloaing the conceptual
a rrangement of Fig.10.1. These estimates reflect the results of the preliminary phase of the
DOE national uranium resour e evaluation (NURE) program. The resources estinates at the benin-
ning of 1978 totaled 3.3 million tons up to a production cost of $30, and 4.4 million too at
$50 (early 1978 dollars). Of this total, 890,000 tons are in the are reserve cate g ry. An
additional estimated 140,000 tons of supply not included in resource estimates are projected
f rom phosphate and copper production by-product materiil through the year 2000

Table 10 l. U.S. uranium resources as of January 1,1978

(tons U 0s)3
_ -_. _ _ . _ .

_ ___ _ .__

Cost categor/ Potent.al resources ^
"""f S |b U 0 )3 3

Pr ot atiie Pass We Sp,!culative Totat

15 370.000 S10.000 490.000 105.000 1.S65.c00
15 30 mctement 320 000 475.000 645.000 250.000 1.690.000
30 690,000 1.015.000 1.135.000 415.000 3.255.030
30 50 mcrement 200.000 380 000 380.000 150.000 1.110.0 X)
50 890.000 1.395.000 1.515.000 565.000 1.365.000

_

* 1978 donars.
D

Uranium that could be produced as a by product of phosphate and copper producation by ttie
year 2000 is estimated at 140.000 tons U 0 .3 3

In this evaluation program, the nation has been divided into study areas, as shown in Fig. 10.2.
For comparison, the major known uranium areas in the United States, such as the Colorado Plateau,
Wyoming Basins, and Texas Gulf Coastal Plain, are shown in Fig.10.3.

The geographic distribution of estimated potential resources is shown in Fig. 10.4. Only
limited data are available for much of the country, and estimates for these areas will be largely
in the speculative category, or unassessed, for some time. The preliminary phase of the NURE
program has identified additional areas with geological characteristics favorable for the occur-
rence of uranium deposits, but for which data were inadequate for evaluation of rotential re-
sources. The location of areas with estimated potential resources and other favorable areas
is shown in Fig. 10.5. The NURE program will develop considerable additional basic infomation
in the next several years wh1ch will lead to a more comprehensive in-depth evaluation of the
U.S. long-term resource outlook.

10.3.5.2 A.tainable production levels and reactor capacity _

The domestic industry currently has a production capacity of about 16,000 tons of U 03 3 per year.
Plans have been reported to expar.J the capacity to 27,000 tons / year by 1980. Industry plans to
spend 5634 million in 1978 and $525 million in 1979 on a new mining and milling capacity,
compared to $492 million spent in 1977. Study of attainable production capability from cur-
rently estimated $30 U.S. ore reserves and probable potential resource indicates that production
levels of 60,000 tons of U 0 per year can be cchieved with aggressive resource development and3 3
exploitation including both mining and milling. Although the level r:ay be achieved by use of
domestic $30 ore reserves and probable resources alone, development and utilization of $30
possible and speculative categories and use of $50 ore reserves and potential resources would
provide added assurance that the levels could be attained and sustained. Considering that some
imported uranium will add to supplies, it is considered realistic to plan on the basis that a
60,000-tons / year supply is achievable from currently estimated resources. Such a level could
be reached by the early 1990s.

--

_ _ _ _ . .
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Fig. 10.2. Natural uranium resource evaluation (NURE) regions.

The level of nuclear generating capacity supportable with this amount of uranium, as shown in
Fig. 10.6, will vary with e.irichment tails assay and recycle assumptiens. Without recycle of
uranium or plutonium and with a 0.301 U-235 enrichment tails assay, about 260,000 MUe could be
supported. Without recycle and at 0.20 talls, 310,000 MWe could be supported. With recycle of
uranium and plutonium and a 0.20 tails assay, about 520,000 MWe could be supported. As shown
in Fig. 10.6, all the levels of supportable capacity are above the 236,000 MWe of capacity in
operation (46,000 MWe), under construction (95,000 MWe), on order (68,000 MWe), and announced
(27,000 MWe) as of January 1, 1976. Thus corrently estimated resources can provide adequate
uranium supplies for a sizable expansion to U.S. nuclear generating capacity.

The cumulative lifetime (30 years) uranium requirements for all of the above reactors (236,000
MWe) would be about equal to the 1.9 million tons in $30 (or the 2.3 r.'llion tons at $50) ore
reserves, by-product, and probable potential resources. Evaluation of long-term fuel conunit-
ments on the basis of ore reserves and probable potential resources is considered a prudent
course fer planning. The lifetime commitment would be only about one-half of currently
estimated $50 domestic resources, including the possible and speculative categories (see
Table 11.1).

10.3.5.3 Uranium resource recovery

In regard to the avallatality of estimated uranium resources considering recoveries in mining
and ore processing, estimates of U.S. uranium resources represent the quantity of uranium
estimated to be minable expressed as tons of U 0s in ore in the ground. These estimates are a3
reflection of the information available to DOE at the time of the estimate and thus are depen-
dent on the extent of exploration work that has been perfonned. In view of the considerations
involved in preparing the resource estimates and the uranium recource outlook, no adjustment
for losses is warranted.
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United States mining practice results in recovery of high percentages of the uranium contained
in a deposit. DOE resource estimation procedures consider the cgbilities and requirements of
mining systems currently in use so that the estimates are a realistic appraisal of what is
minable. Because deposits frequently are not fully delineated before they are developed, it is
not unusual for considerably more uranium to be recovered from deposits than was included in
ore reserves before such deposits were put into production. Mining company practice seeks to
recover as much of the contained mineral content as possible before abandoning a mine. Higher
uranium prices provide a strong incentive for such practice because it increases financial
returns. In the processing of uranium ores, rLcoveries generally are over 90%. In 1975, mill
recovery averaged about 93.5%. Higher recoveries are usually possible if economically justified.

Also, there are additional resources that will be available beyond the currently estimated $30
reserves, by-product (i.e. , f rom phosphate and copper production), and probable potential
resources. The lifetime uranium needs of the sustainable level of reactor capacity in Fig.10.6
would require on!y about one-half of the $30 resources (including possible and speculative
potential resource categories) now estimated for the United States. With development of addi-
tional information on U.S. resources, it is considered likely that the future estimates of
resources in the United St&tes will be even larger than now estimated. The DOE National Uranium
Resource Evaluation program and industry exploration will expand the data available on U.S.
resources leading to a more complete evaluation. Additional uranium supplies will be available
from foreign sourcec and, if needed, through utilization of higher-than-$30-cost resources.

In view of these factors, it is not considered meaningful to make adjustments to reserve and
resource estimates for possible b' se losses from mining and milling.

10.3.5.4 Prospects for expanding U.S. supply

The long-range (through the rest of the century and beyond) supply outlook will be influenced
largely by the extent to which the present resource position is modified in the decades ahead.
There are three principal means by wt ich tha supply position can change: (1) through the
identificatior of additional resources in the less than $50 per pound category, (2) through
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utilization of already identified, higher-cost resources, and (3) through utilization of
foreign uranium supplies. These means will be examined separately.

10.3.5.5 Domestic low-cost resources

An evaluation of the potential for developing additional domestic low-cost uranium resources
beyond those now estimated involves the following considerations.

1. Experience generally has been that mineral resources ultimately prove larger than Can
be estimated at any time. We are limited by what occurs in nature but also, and perhaps
more so, by the degree of our knowledge. Development of information on unknown or poorly
explored areas 5 likely to increase the estimate of resources. As previously noted,
there is no complete assessment of the U.S. uranium position. The national uranium
resource evaluation (NURE) effort is scheduled to produce a nationwide in-depth assessment
in 1981.

Comparing the 'J.S. uranium resource position ten years ago with the current position can
illustrate the point. In 1966, $10-cost ore reserves were estimated to be 195,000 tons of
U0. Potential resources then estimated, which correspond to the current " probable"3 3

potential category plus a portion of the "possible" category, were 325,000 tons of U 0a.
3

Since then, 134,000 tons of U 0 have been produced principally for $10 resources. The3 3
present estimates are 270,000 tons of reserves and 440,000 tons of probable potential at
$10 per pound. Thus, in the ten years, over 320,000 tons were added to these categories
of resources at the $10 per pound level. During the period, the value of the dullar has
declined to about 607, of its 1966 value. Because inflation increases costs and moves some
material to higner cost categories, the 1976 resouru estimates would have been higher
measured in 1966 dollars.

2. Expansion of resources will depend on the level of effort expended. Increased exploration
activity can be expected to improve the resource position. Exploration success per unit
of effort has been less in recent years, but inflation has exaggerated the rehction
because increasinjy higher grade ores must be found at a given cost to offset inflation.
In addition, there has been a trend toward deeper drilling, which increases the effort
required. Exploration results in 1975 and 19/6 show improved discovery rates of the $15
and $50 resources.

Industry investment activities will be influenced by nuclear pewer growth and acceptance,
uranium demand, and price movements. As is the case with other raw materials connodities.
Increasing demands and higher prices should lead to increased efforts by industry to
expand supplies.

3. Known U.S. uranium resources are in a few comparatively small areas as shown in Fig. 10.3.
The comparatively small geographic areas of the mining districts within these areas suggest
that significant undiscovered districts may exist which have seen overlooked.

4 Domestic uranium resources in sandstone daposits make up over 95% of known U.S. low-cost
The bulk of resources in other parts of the world are in other types of geolo-resources.

gic environments. A listing of significant types of uranium deposits is shown in
Table 10.2. The possibility exists for identification of additional types of deposits
in the United States.

10.3.5.6 Industry exploration activity

The major responsibility for discovering new uranium deposits needed in the years ahead is with
private industry. The footage drilled in search for uranium deposits in the United States for
the last several years is shown in Fig. 10.7 In the period 1967 to 1969, a sharp increase
in exploration occurred. Exploration decreased in the early 1970s due to sof tening in the
uranium market as a consequence of the slippage in uranium demands. In 1973, utilities
contracted for 52,003 tons of U 0 (ref.12), a far greater procurement ef fort than had been3 9

seen previously, firming prices and rekindling exploration interest. As a result, exploration
began to increase again.
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Table 10 2. Uraruum depouts

. _ _ _ _ __ _ _ . . . ._. _ -- . __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _
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As shown in Fig. 10.7, expenditures for land acquisition, drilling, and related activities
peaked at abcut $59 nillion in 1969, dropped to 532 million in 1972, but increased to an all-
tire high of $171 million in 1976 and $258 nillion in 1977. Plans to expend $290 million in
1978 and $224 million in 1979 have been reported to DOE. Although espanditures are increasing,
the footage drilled per dollar of expenditure has been decreasing because of higher costs and
the trend toward deeper drilling.

The results of drilling are shown at the bottom of Fig. 10.7 in terns of annual additions to
ore reserves. It should be noted that inflation during this period has been high; therefore,
the discovery rate measured in terms of SE reserves added in 1975 is not directly comparable
to those added in 1969 and 1970. Due to the effect of inflation the 1969 58 r serves are
comparable in 1975-1976 to reser es at a cost of around $15 per pound. The additions of $10,
515, and $30 reserves in the 1972 and 1977 period are also shown in Fig. 10.7. The additions
of $30 reserves increased substantially in 1975, 1976, and 1977. About 100,000 tons of U,0

4were added to the 30 reserve in 1976 and 60,000 tons in 1977.

Expenditures for uraniun explcration have not been large in comparison to the expenditures in
other phases ot' nuclear power. There are over 200 reactors planned, but the cost of a single
typical large reactor alone (over $800 million) will be substantially larger than the total of
5690 million spent in uraniun exploration (including land acquisitions, drilling, N e related
activities) in the entire country over the period 19C6 throu 1976.

10.3.5.7 Technoloav develogent

Improved technology Pas, in the past, provided a means for expandirg available resos es of
minerals. There have been a number of developments in uranium technology that are roving
the supply situation, and others are likely to be developed in the years ahead. These develop-
ments allow use of additional sources of supply and are comoetitive with current sources. Of
current interest is the use of in situ leaching methods where the extraction of the uraniun is
accomplished by pumping leach solutions down drill holes, through the ore zore, and tack to the
surface for treatment. Such plants are operating in Texas, and others are planned

An additional developrent is the improved process for recovery of uraniun frun phosphoric acid.
A plant is starting operation in Floriua, and several others are pl;aned. If all of the phos-
phoric acid currently produced in the large plants in Florida were treated, about 3000 tons of
U 0a per year could be recovered. Production may each this level by the early 1980s, and3

future increases ,1111 follow as phosp"oric acid production expands.

10.3.5.8 Government uranium resource activities

in view of the need to better understand t he long-range prospects for expadea domestic uranium
supply for reactor development strategy and planning and to assure adequate uranion supplied to
fuel nuclear power growth, DOE is carrying out prcgrams to assess domestic resom es more
completely and to improve technology for discovery, assessment, and production of these

The basic elements in the DOE resource program are illustrated in Fig.10.8.resources.

Starting in the upper lef t-hand corner of the diagram, knowledge about known uranium occurrences
will be augmented by gathering and generating new data by use of surface, aerial, subsurface,
and remote-sensing techniques. This will allow irproved estinates in known areas and identi-
fication of other areas where known types and postulated new types of deposits may exist. This
will increase knowledge about uranium occurrences in the United States, improve estimates of,

the resource position, and expand and solidify the base of nuclear fuel supplies.i

Information
is routinely made available to industry for development of their exploration and mining programs.
Industry efforts will generate additional data, which will also be used by DOE in continuingresource studies.

An important part of this strategy is research and development to improve the technology involved
in uranium discovery, assessment, mining, and milling. DOE uraniun raw matcrials 5dgets top
carry out this program are increasing. In FY 1976, expanditures we' approximatsly $14 million,[ and in FY 1977, expenditures were approximately $27 million.

.

Two activities under way to generate new data systematically are the ;erial radiometric recon-<

naissance program and the national hydrogeochemical survey. Features of the airborne progran
*
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Fig. 10.8. Uranium resource strategy.

are highlighted in Table lu.3. This program will involve some 1,400,000 line kilometers
(870,000 line miles) of aerial surveys flown on an average line spacing of 8 km (5 miles)
utilizing gama ray spectrometrf: techniques. Data generated are being made publicly available
upon the completion of individual projects.

The hydrogeochemical survey Natures are listed in Table 10.4. This will be a systematic
national s;rvey of the uraniun and associated trace element content of surface and underground
waters carried out by DOE labora' ories. Data generated will provide a means to identify areas
of favorabiiity, particularly wb n coupled with other available data.

The DOE programs involve a coat nuing review of the uranium resource situation, analysis of the
activities and success of industry, and their relation to the desirable resource levels needed
in the years ahead to ensure adequate uranium '.upplies to meet the country's needs. The pro-
gram is geared to providing information to government and industry so that sound decisions
can be made on energy policy.

10.3.5.9 High-cost resources

As previously noted, an alternative to identification of additional low-cost resources is the
utilization of higher cost resources. The highest cutoff cost category included in DOE
resources, in Table 10.1, is $50 per pound of U 0 . This level was selected a few years ago3 3

as an upper range of what might be of interest for utilization in light water reactors over
the next decade or moie. An estimate of $50 resources was made for the first time as of
January 1, 1977.

The .ncreased price of oil and coal in the last few years has been a contributing factor to the
increased price cost of uranium economically acceptable in light water reactors. This impact
results from the relative insensitivity of nuclear electric power costs to increases in uranium
prices. The cost of fuel is only a fraction of the cost of power from a nuclear plant. In
turn, the cost of natural uranium is only a fraction of the fuel cost; enrichment, fabrication,
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Table 10.3. DOE aerial radiometnc reconneessance program

Goa, - Complete airborne re ' ometr c survey of United States Onclud ng Alaska) on wide spaced flight
lines by January 1.1980. to aid m identifying f avorabie a<eas

Program - Mnimum total flight line rniles - conferminous United States. 760.000 (1,200.000 kmL
Alaska. 110.000 (180.000 km).

/I,pr /me spac,ng - 1 to 12 miles. average 5 miles (1.5 to 20 km; average 8 k m).

Altitude - 200 to 800 f t atn>ve ground level, optimum 400 f t (60 240 m atmve g<ound level,
optimum 120 m)

Systems - Computerned high sens.tivity gamma ray spectrometric and magnetic dsiectors.
mounted in fined wing and rotary wing a.rcraft operated by private firms.

Output - Radrometric erpuvatant of uranium. thorium, and potassium, and magnetic character
istics of enclosing rock, statistica!!y evaluated by geologic units

Data handiang

Pub /scarron - Open f ae upon completion of each survey.

Summar red data taana - Los Alamos Scient.fic Laboratory

Tentatsve nhedule

Fiscal year L wre m,les Lone kilomerers

1974-76 150.000 240.000
1977 147,000 237.000
1978 362.000 583.000
1979 2 t 0.000 338 000

870.000 1.400.000

Table 10.4. Hydrogeochemical and stream sediment reconnaissance program

Goal - A systematic determination of the distritestion of uranium and associated trace elements
in surface and underground waters and in stream sediments m the United States (inc'ud ng
Alaska) to identify areas f avorable for uranium meneral occurrence.

Part,cipants - National laboratories; universities; state agencies, U S Geological Survey, E nviron-
mental Protection Agency.

Operating parameters

Sample spacing - 10 sq miles (26 km2) (wide areal; O 5 sq miles (1.3 km2) (detailed) depend;ng
on geologic homogeneity of area.

Analysis - Field concentration of elements from water; measurement of conductivity and
pH; determir.ation of specific elements.

Data treatment - Statistical analysis.

Data rnterpreration - Relate anomaly data to geologtc environments.

Outpur - Areas of f avor.bility; open filmg of maps and data; national data bank.

Tentative achedule

Fiscal year - 1975 - Literature searct and limited research and development.
1976 - Pilot studies. statistical methods development, staffing

19)7-1979.- Laege scale surf ace and subsurf ace sampling. data analyses.
interpretation, and reporting
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reprocessing, and carrying chst ges make up the balance. As a result, large increases in uranium
prices result in comparatively wall increases in power costs. This is an irportant advantage
for nuclear pcwer and provides additional assurance that uranium suLplies will te adequate.

'nowledge of U.S. resources in the abnve-530 cateqory is reager, largely tecause of the lack of
ast economic interest. There has been virtually no industry activity to search f or or to

deelnp such resources prospects for discovery of hic,her cost resoarces in the United States,
loding thnse types of deposits known elsewhere in the world (such as those listed in

lable 10.2), are considered promising at this stage of U.S. exploration. The prir'cipal large,
very low-pde deposits that have been studied in sone detail in the past are the shales and
phosphates, lhe W"muga shale in Tennessee is of ;>arti ular interest because of its large
size. This deposit was extensively drilled, sampled, and s udied in the 1950s. The higher
grade pert of the Chattanooga shale has an average uranium .ontent of about 60 to 80 ppn cum-
pared with 1500 ppm in present-day ores. It contains in excess of 5 million tons of U 0g that3

may be producible at a cost of $100 or more per po w d of U 0g Although additional work to
2

develop production technology will t>e needed, it is of interest that plans have been announced
to exploit a deposit with similar thickness and retallurgical characteristics at current prices,
but of considerably higher grade deposit (300 ppm) in Sweden. The mining and milling technology
has been developed, and the deposits are economic. A plant of 20,000 tons of ore oer day
capacity is planned.

Sinilar production technology could be used for the Chattanooga shale at higher prices As an
example, if shale were mined to f uel an ll50-We reactor, assuming recycle of uranium (but not
of plutonium) and a 0.3 enrichment tail, about 12,600 to.is of shale would have to be processed
each day; with uranium and plutonium recycle (should that te practiced) and 0.20. enrichrent
tails, about 8500 tons per day would have to be processed. An aserage of about 11,300 tons of
coal would have to be burned each day if 8700 Btu /lb (20 MJ/kg) of coal were used to produce
power equive bit to that produced by a libO-Ne reactor.

Utilization of the very lw-grade resources such as Chattanooga shale would, of course, involve
mining and processing very much larger quantities of ore than is currently mined to produce the
same amount of uranium. From an environmental as well as f rom an econonic point of view,
identification and utilization of additional higher grade cres would be preferable. However,
the shales are available if their use should beceme necessary.

10.3.5.10 F_o re ign_ u r_a n i um

In October 1974, the ALC announced its plan for allowing enrichment of foretqn uranium intended
for use in domestic reactors.I' The plan would allow 10. of an enrichment custoner's feed to be
of foreign origin in 1977. The allowable percentage would increase in subsequent $ cars, as
shown in Table 10.5. In 1934, there will be no percentage restriction on use of f oreign urantu"i.
Foreign uranium, therefore, will be an additional source of uranium to meet domestic needs.

During 1976, 2900 tons of foreign uraniun were
delivered to U.S. buyers, and 46,000 tons of
foreign uranium were under contract at the

Table to '> Anow*le fotogn uesneum beginning of 1976 for delivery to U.S.
ennchment feed (domestic end use) Customers through 1990.I1

uws v 003
_ _ _ ____ Resources of foreign countries, up to the

scheauie of eercenor production costs of $50 per pound category,
"" are tabulated in Table 10.6. The "relsonablyov er d .uowed n,

v '*' 5 t, ,0, e , p assured" category corresponds closely to the
domestic ore reserve category, and the "esti-

1974 o mated additional" category corresponds to the
1975 o domestic probable potential. As illustrated

1970 o in tha table, foreign resources are largely

1977 to contained in six countries: Australia,

1978 15 Canada, South Africa South West Af rica,

1979 20 Cweden, and Niger. All except Sweden, and to
1980 30 some extent Canada, will Le essentially

19ai 40 uranNm exporting countries because their own

1982 tu needs will be comparatively small. The Swedish
iga 3 80 uranium is contained in low-grade shale as
1984 No mtmtion previously noted and is not likely to be

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ availabie for export in significant quantities.
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#Table 10.o. World uranium resources by continent

(thousand tons U 0s)3

_._. . _ _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ . . _ - .-

R easonably Est mated
assured add t.onal

_ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ __

$30lb s50 lb U 0,, <30lb s50 !b U ,03 a

North Amenca 910 1130 M30 2310
U S. 690 680 1120 1450
Canada 215 240 510 850
Mexico 6 6 3 3

Greenland 0 8 0 11

Afnca 600 740 200 260
South & SW Afr ca 400 450 44 94
N ger 210 210 69 69
Alger.a 36 36 65 65
Gatmn ." 5 26 7 13
CAR 10 10 10 10
Za + r e 2 2 2 2

Somal.a O b 0 4

Madagascar 0 0 0 3

Australia 380 380 60 60

E urope 80 500 60 120
* F rance 48 67 31 57

Sparn 9 9 11 11

Portugal 9 11 1 1

Yugstavia 6 d 7 27
U.K. 0 0 0 10
Germany 2 3 4 5
Italy 2 2 1 1

Austria 2 2 0 0
Sweden 1 390 4 4

Finland 0 4 0 0

Asia 50 60 30 3u
i nd'a 39 39 31 31
Japan 10 10 0 0
Turkey 5 5 0 0
Kcrea 0 4 0 0

South Amenca 50 80 10 20
Brai'l 24 24 11 11

Argentina 23 54 0 0
Ch.le 0 0 0 7

Total (rounded) 2200 2900 2000 2800

* Excludes U S S R., People's Republ:c of Ch4na, and associated Eastern Bloc
Countries.

Source Nuclear E nergy Agency.Internat.onal Atomic Energy Agency, except
United States, December 1977.

Foreign uranium demand, principally for the countries of Western Europe and Japan, is projected
to grow even more rapidly than in the United States. Projections by the Nuclear Energy Agency
indicate that cumulative non-Communist foreign requirements through the year 2000 could be
1.9 million tons of U 0s with annual demand in 1980 of 31,000 tens and in 1990 of 85,000 tons3

(0.25 tails with no uranium and plutonium recycle).

Existing foreign production capacity is about 23,000 tons / year. Considering the magnitude of
known foreign uranium resources and production expansion plans, foreign capability could be
increased to over 40,000 tons / year by 1980 and to over 70,000 tons / year by 1985. Although
foreign resources are large, there are physical limitations on attainable production levels from
Canadian and South African resources, and continued growth of foreign production capability will
require enlargement of the foreign resource base or use of higher cost resources.
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The prospects for expansion of foreign uranium supplies from a geologic point of view are good.
The experience in Australia where large new resources were identified in the Northern Territory
af ter just a few years' ef fort is an example. The absence of substantial known resources in
South America and in many African and Asiatic countries as seen in Fig. 10.0 emphasizes the
lack of exploration ef fort that has been done in these areas. There are, however, political
limitations on the degree to which exploration will be accomplished in such places and the
degree to which uranium supplies can be exported. Nationalistic policies towards resources
have made access to supplies difficult in recent years. The improvement of world prices and
markets should assist in opening up new areas to uranium exploration. However, since uranium
demand will be low in many countries, material should be available in the world marketplace in
time to make a useful contribution to U.S. needs.

10.3.5.11 Fuel cycle _ practice

ihere are a number of management and technical decisions relating to nuclear power utilization
that will have significant impact on uranium demand. An important factor relating to operation
of light water reactors involves the selection of tails assay at the enrichment plants. For
example, enrichment with a 0.21 tails assay (instead of the 0.3%) reduces uranium demand by
about 201. Recycle of uranium and plutonium would allow more efficient use of fuel and would
reduce demands for newly mined uranium. Successful development of a commercial breeder reactor
would, in time, reduce growth in uranium demand. This reactor may not require any natural
uranium for centuries, being able to use the several hundred thousand tons of depleted uranium
which will be accumulating in the next few decades at enrichment plants.

10.3.5.12 Conclusion

In conclusion, the DOE assessment of uranium resources indicates thi ? currently estimated $30
ore reserves and probable potential resources consist of 1,700,000 tons of V 08 with total3

currently estimated $30 domestic resources of 3.3 million tons; the $50 estimates are 2.3 and
4.4 million tons respectively. Further expansion of U.S. uranium supplies is F ' .sible by dis-
covery of new low-cost resources, utilization of higher cost resources, or importation of
foreign uranium. The DOE programs are designed to improve understanding of current resources
and to aid in identification of new resources, seeking to ensure that uranium supplies will be
available when needed f or nuclear plants, including GCNPP.

Prices have increased to levels that make exploration and production economically attractive.
Industry exploration and development activities are increasing. Foreign uranium supplies will
be available to augment domestic resources. There is a high probability that additional
intermediate-cost resources can also be identified, and there are known domestic high-cost
resources th3t could be used if needed.

10.3.6 Water and air resources

Use of the water consumed by the GCNPP can be viewed as an irreversible loss only in the same
sense that natural evaporation from water bodies is an irreversible loss. The staff does not
believe that such usage will have a long-term effect.

The ef fect of construct 453 4-1 operation of the proposed GCNPP will have little effect on air
resources beyond the minima tapact caused by the various equipment emissions.

10.3.7 Land resources

About 115 ha (284 acres) of land would be committed to the construction and operatio of the
GCNPP for the years the plant would be licensed to operate. The staff does not expe . this
land to be returned to present use after decommissioning of the plant. The applicar. will
probably continue to use the land for some form of power production.
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10.4 BENEFIT-COST BALANCE

The staff's estimates of the environmental and economic benefits and costs expected from the
construction and operation of the proposed GCNFP have been developed in the preceding sections
of this statement. These benefits and costs are sunnarized in Sects,10.4.1 and 10.4.2,
respectively, and the assessment of the balance between benefits and costs is presented in
Sect. 10.4.3.

10.4.1 Benefits of theJ rofosed _fa_cil_ity.

The direct objectives of the applicant are to provide the generating capacity required to supply
the energy needs of its customers in the nost economical manner, to assure reliable service
in conformance with Section 1005 of the Public Authorities Law, and to reduce reliance on fossil
fuels in the production of electric pow r.a

10.4.1.1 Expected average annual electrical enermenera_ tion

The staf f has assumed an average annual altnt capacity factor of 70; for operation of the pro-
posed GCNNE The plant will have a tot,1 rated net output of 1191 MWe of baseload capacity.
This will yield a total annual output for the operation station of

(1,191.000 kW) (8760 hr) (0.70) = 7.3 x 109 kwhr.

As discussed in Sect. 9, this electricity will be generated at a cost below that of electricity
generated by alternative coal-fired systems.

10.4.1.2 Other products from the g an_t.

The purpose of the proposed GCNPP is to provide electrical power for the applicant's customers
at the lowest possible economic and environnental costs. The applicant does not plan to sell
steam or other related products from this plant.

10.4.1.3 Ta xes and employmelt.

Under the provisions of the Power Authority Act, the applicart is not required to pay local
property taxes on property which it acquires; however, payments will be made in lieu of taxes
based on the current worth of property acquired for the proposed plant. These payments are
estimated to be $10,400 per year.

The applica"t estimates that the number of workers that will be employed onsite at peak con-
struction activity is 2100. Plant operation will require 215 employees.

During the six-year construction period, about $294 million (1977 dollars) will be paid to the
project work force. Assuming a work force of 3000, $89 million of this will be paid during the
peak year of construction. The 215-member operating work force would result in an annual pay-
roll of $7 million.

10.4.2 Costs of the proposed f acility,

The costs of the proposed GCNPP include energy generation costs, physical environmental costs,
community level costs, aesthetic costs, and decomnissioning costs. The direct and indirect costs
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

10.4.2.1 Energy generation costs

The applicant's estimated capital and generating costs of the proposed facility are shown in
Table 10.7.
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Table 10.7. Appbcant's eatimated capital and generating costs
of the proposed GCNI'P

(Based on commeicial om at un .n 19861

Gener at.oo v' ant cap tal costs (me or.s of doHard 1,721.3

Tr ans%ss on ime cap,tal co>t (maom of doit,<u 46f

Total capital cost (milhons of dunare 1,17 f.;

Fixed mary rate (percent 9 52

Levehied cap tal cost (69 + c mant y f actor I
im,Ils kwhr ) 23.38

Levehied fuel cost (m ils kWhil 14 2'

Levehied operat mq and mamtenance cost
(mais k t.nr) 9 24

Total le ehimi generation cost Im,Ils kwhr) 46.89

Source Jomt Hearing E xh.b.ts J SR, i 16H. J 17P, nd J 20R.

Using the CONCEPT code, the staff estimated the generation plant capital cost to be $1,465
million. The staff made no estimate of the transmission line costs. With the applicant's
estimated cost of the transmission lim ($46.2 million), the staff's estimated total capital
cost is $1,511 million. Utilizing a fixed charge rate of 9.52; and a 70t capacity factor, the
levelized capital cost is 19.70 mills / kwhr. The staff's estimated levelized fuel cost is
16.5 nills /kWnr and was obtained using the NUCOST code. The staf f's estimated levelized
operating and maintenance cost is 4.95 mills / kwhr and was obtained using the OMCST code. Thus,
the staff estimate of the total levelized generation cost is 41.15 mills / kwhr (Sect. 9.1.3.2).

10.4.2.2 F_hysical environment _co_s_ts

The major physical environment impacts expected to be incurred by construction and operation of
the proposed GCNPP are summarized in Table 10.8.

10.4.2.3 Cormunity level costs

The inpacts on the local communities are discussed in Sects. 4.4 and 5.6. Greene, Columbia,
and Ulster counties are likely to experience the greatest impacts associated with the con-
struction and operation of the proposed plant. The major adverse comunity impacts identified
by the staf f are: impacts related to construction worker access, impacts related to the
Lehigh Portland Cement Co., impacts on the historic character of the mid-Hudson region, impacts
related to loss of tax revenue, and impacts on public services.

The existing road system in the vicinity of the proposed site is inadequate to handle the
traf fic that would be generated as a result of construction of the proposed plant. Several
alternative solutions to this problem have been proposed. The staff considers three of these
propoaals to be acceptable with mitigation. The cost of the least 1mpact (Park and Ride) pro-
posal is in the range of $17 to 50 million.

The proposed site is on land owned by the Lehigh Portland Cement Co. and is adjacent to the
existing Lehigh plant. Construction of GCNPP may preclude the construction of a proposed new
cement plant by Lehigh and could result in the closing of the present Lehigh facilities in
Cementon. This closing would result in a local tax loss of approximately $212,000 per year
and would be only partially balanced by the applicant's est, uted annual in-lieu-of-tax payments
of $10,400.
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Table 10 8. Phys <.al environment costs of Greene County Nuclear Power Plant
__ . . - . . _ _

E f fect Reference section Summar y dest s eption

Land use

Land required fur plant 41.1 211 acres af fected by construction Total site area is 284 acres

Land required for transmauon hnes 412 373 acres

Railroad spur 414 No cleannq rerpred. mctodes en plant requirements

Access imps ovements 41.3 100 -150 acres (totall

Forest land cleared 4 11,41 2 17 -162 erres t totall

' t osion 4322 Can be minimited by gnod construction orartices

Water use

Evaporative consumption 521 1 1 N 10'it3. v ear . es in a i' at w e 1o'.5

Chemical dmharges to Htatson River J 6. 5 b 2 2 Neghg,ble

Thermal d scharges to Hudson River 5 31 1. L 3 21. Negbg.ble
5622

R adiological impact

Cumulet ve population dose * .. thin 50 miles) 5412 3 0 mao roms pre year

Occupational 5414 yx) man ems per year

Ecological empacts on aquatic life

Const r uction 4.32 Permanent loss of several small ponds and some wet lands. totahng
about fi acres, local asicseases in turbidity and sittation in the
Hudmn River due to construction runof f and dredtog

Entra nment 5521 Neghg ble losses of phytoplank ton rooplankion. arxt ictithyoptarikton

impingemen t 5521 Intake vc k= cities < 10 fps. minimal impact on river fisheries

Cheimical d6 charges 5522 No measurable effetts if total esidual chlorine m the dmharge is limited
to 0 5 mg per liter

T hermal dvharges 5522 No measurable effects

E cological impc ts on terrestrial lif e

Construction of plant 431.1 Po trntial er osson problems. eninor lastmg impact ott r wise. toss
of em 6 ting es.osystems

Construction of transm6sion hnes 4312 Potential erosion problems. mmor lasting impact otherwise, loss
of enisteng vegetation and wildlife habitat

Construction of access 431.3 Pntential erusion problem. loss of e mistmg vegetation and
improvements wildt,fe habitat

Operation of plant 5511 Minimal impact et vegetative cover is reestabbshed af ter construction

5512 Possibihty of bird kil|s de to colksion with coohng tower
Ope,afian of transmi,sson hnes 551.3 Minimal impact if prover mamienance procedures a,e followed
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The region surrounding the proposed site is rich in historic resources. (01ana and six other
properties will be directly affected visually and aesthetically by construction and operation
of GCNPP while the entire impact area may be adversely affected by secondary impacts caused
by in-movers and ancillary population growth and development to the extent that its essential
character is altered.

Since the applicant does not pay property taxes other than a nomiral in-lieu-of-tax payrent
estimated to be $10,400 per year, its use of the proposed site prevents other potential uses of
the site which would result in much larger prc'erty tax payments. For example, should the
proposed Lehigh expansion take place, the new eacility would produce approximately $424,000
annually in local taxes.

Some potential impacts on public services will result from the construction of the proposed
plant. The major impacts will be on the schools and police services. For the most part, these
impacts can be mitigated.

10.4.2.4 Aesthetic costs

The staff has concluded that the proposed plant would entail an unacceptable impact on certain
important local, regional, and national historic, scenic, and cultural resources. A najor
reason for this conclusion is the intrusion of plant facilities, primarily the natural-draf t
cooling tower and its plume, into the central view from Olana, the hone of the 19th-century
painter Frederic Church, which is a National Historic Landmark.

In addition to Olana the staff has indentified other visually sensitive areas, such as North
Lake State Park, that will be adversely affected by the proposed plant.

The staff has also evaluated the aesthetic impact of feasible alternative cooling systems and
has concluded that with the use of the aesthetically most desirable alternative, circular
mechanical-draf t cooling towers, the impact on tFese resources is still very severe.

10.4.2.5 Decomissioning costs

No specific plan has been developed for decomissioning the GCNPP, but estimated decomissioning
costs range f rom $2 million, plus an annual maintenance charge of about $167,000 to about
$31 million for complete restoration of the site (Sect.10.2.4).

10.4.2.6 Other costs

The environmental costs associated with the ruclear fuel cycle have been treated generically.h
The contribution to environmental effects associated with the uranium fuel Cycle are suf-
ficiently small as to not significantly affect the conclusion of the benefit-cost balance.

10.4.3 Benefit-cost conclusion

The staff judges the plant, as proposed, to be unacceptable because of aesthetic impacts. Using
an available alternate design cooling system that will mitigate the aesthetic impacts, the
environmental deficiencies associated with the plant are still significant. These deficiencies
are primarily in the areas of comunity impacts and aesthetic impacts. They constitute, in the
opinion of the staf f, very serious deficiencies for the proposed site. Based on an examination
of alternative sites, using reconnaissance-level information, the staff has concluded that there
are several alternative sites that are, on the basis of environmental considerations, obviously
superior to the proposed site (Sect. 9.2.6).

The major costs associated with constructing the plant on an alternative site are a consequence
of the delay caused by the move. The staff's opinion is that such a delay would be no greater
than four years. The staff estimates that the net cost of moving to an alternative site is
about $330 million dollars (Table 10.9).
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Table 10 9. Savmgs and costs associated with moving
to an afternatrve sete

Savings (in m.Ihons of 1976 dollars)
Capital cost' * 17

Transmisuon lenn'# 20
Natural 41raf t vs circular meihan<al draf t coohng tower # 21

Absence of potential ta= toss' 3

Tot.1 01

Costs (in milhons of 1976 dollars)
Delay in availabihty' 125
Sura costs and con *ractural otihgations' '

-
2fA

T ot al 393

' Athens assumed to be alternat.ve site
* $1721 milhon at Cementon less $1704 milhon at Athens (Joint

Ne'eririg E Rhtbit J-20H).
'$46 milhon at Cementon (Joint Hearing E xhibit J 5H) less $26

milhon at Athens (Joint Hearing E nhshit J 6R).
# 8ased on apphcant'' unit generating cost for nuclear (Joint Hearing

Exhibit J 16H), 60 % capanty favor, af ustment for the use of circulari

mechanit:ai<traft coohng towers (NUR EG 024 7), ar=14 discount rate of
10'%.

' Potential ta= loss due to Lehat closing $200.000 for 30 vears,
assummg 5'% annual escalation and 10'% d&ount rate.

' Sect. 8.5.
' Staff evaluation of apphcant's estimates contamd in letter f rom

Paul J. Early. PASNY, to W.hiam Regari, (J.S. NRC datml Jan. 23, 1979.

The staff has considered the applicant's costs associated with moving to an alternative site.
The staff did not consider it appropriate to balance the costs versus the savings of movirg
to an alternative site on a dollar for dollar basis. Furthemore staf f has not accorded sunk
co',ts determinative weight.

I' is the staff's conclusion that the benefits of the reduction of the severe environmental
irpacts associated with the proposed site are greater than the costs associated with locating
'he plant on an alternative site. Based on this conclusion, the staf f reconnends that the.

applicant's request for a constructicn permit be denied.
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11. DISCUSSION OF CDMMENTS RECE!VED DN THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

Pursuant to 10 CfR Part 51, the draft environmental statement for the Greene Ceunty Nuclear
Power Plant was transmitted, with a request for comments, to:

o Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
o Department of Agriculture #

o Department of the Army, Corps of Engineers
o Department of Commerce
o Department of Health, Education, and Welf are
o Department of Housing and Urban Development
o Department of the Interior
o Departner ; of Transportation
o Energy Research and Development Administration
o Environmental Protection Agency
o Federal Energy Administration
o Federal Power Commission
o New York State Atomic Energy Council
o Office of the Governor, State of Connecticut
o Of fice of the Governor, State of Massachusetts
o Greene County Legislature
o Ulster County Legislature
o Dutchess County Legislature
o Columbia County Legislature
o Town Supervisor, Town of Catskill

Village Supervisor, Village of Catskillo

In addition, the NRC requested coments on th- draft environmental statement from interested
persons by a notice published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on March II, 1976 (41 FR 10485). In
response to the requests ref=rred to above, comments were received from:

o The Honorable Edward W. Pattison, U.S. House of Representatives (EWP)
o Department of the Army, New York District Corps of Engineers (NYCOE)
o U.S. Department of Transportation, federal Highway Administration (USDOT)
o U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service (USDOA-ARS)
o U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service (USDOA-SCS)
o Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard (DOT-USCG)
o Geothe, sal Energy Institute (GEI)

Ulster County Environmental Management Council (UCEMC)o
o Mary Berner (PE)
o U.S. Department of Agriculture, forest Service (USDOA-FS)
o Anna E. Wasserback ( AEW)
o Federal Energy Administration (FEA)
o Greene County Legislature (GCL)
o Hudson Valley Citizens' Watch on Nuclear Safety (HVCWNS)
o The Environmental Task force of Ulster County (ETFUC)
o Diane Robitelle (DR)
o Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY)
o U.S. Department of Commerce (USDUC)
o U.S. Department of the Interior (USD01)
o Citizens to Preserve the Hudson Valley (CPHV)

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYDEC)o
o Department of Housing and Urban Development (USHUD)

Department of Health, Education ano Welfare (USHEW)o
o U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)

U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (USERDA)o

Consideration of the comments received by the NRC staf f are reflected in part by text revi-
sions in the pertinent sections of this document and in part by the following discussions
which are arranged in the order the subjects are discussed in the DES. Abbreviations
identifying the source of the comment, in parentheses alongside the abbreviation, appears
comment identification and page number in Appendix A. The abbreviations which apply to each

commenting agency, organization, and individual re indicated above.
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There were several comments received from NYCEC regarding data discrepar.cies between the ER
and article VIII application. No responses are provided in the FES to those comments,
because the staff has determined that discrepancies pointed out by the NYDEC have been
resolved by the applicant while presenting its direct case at the joint hearings. NYDEC
((14)-A-67, 15, C, 1&3)A-70.

Power Authority of the State of New York provided the NRC with their editorial comments
shown on A-29 to A-31, May 4, 1976. No response is considered necessary. Consideration of
the editorial comments is reflected in part by text revisions in the pertinent sections of
this document.

11.1 RESPONSES TO COMMENTS BY FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTIES
11.1.2 The Site
11.1.2.2 Regional Demography, Land Use, and Water Use
11.1.2.2.3 Water Use
11.1.2.2.3.1 USD01 (Water Use) A-53

The proposed Hudson River Skimming Project will provide high-flow skimming from the Hudson
River for the water supply of the metropolitan New York City area. The amount of water
diverted from the Hudson River will be limited by the movement of the salt front. To insure
that the Hyde Park water supply will not be contaminated with salt, a sufficient downstream
flow must necessarily be maintained to hold the salt front at a safe distance below Hyde
Park. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has estimated this minimum flow to oe 3000 cfs at
Green Island or 3500 cfs at Hyde Park. The maximum 33 cfs of Hudson River watec that would
be consumed by the proposed power plant would result in a required flow of 3033 cfs at Green
Island to insure the 3500 cfs flow necessary at Hyde Park for skimmer operations.

11.1.2.2.3.2 MB (2 2.3.1) A-14

There is no ecological evidence to support the statement that the continuous withdrawal of
makeup water from the Hudson River during operation of the proposed GCNPP will either drive
American shad, striped bass, carp, sunfish, etc. out of the Hudson River or result in the
extincticn of the short-nosed sturgeon. The proposed facility will require 44 cfs of makeup
water, a withdrawal rate that is more than an order of magnitude lower than the cooling
water requirements of the smallest fossil-fueleo power plant on the river and two orders of
magnitude lower than the rate of withdrawal required for cooling at Indian Point, Units 1, 2
and 3 (see FES, Table 5.15). The water requrements for the GCNPP represent only 0.4% of the
total water requirements for all power plants currently in operation or under construction
along the Hudson River. The use of closed-cycle cocling at the Cementon site will minimize
the impacts on the fishes of the Hudson River and will neither prevent certain species from
innabiting the estuary nor cause the extinction of the short-nosed sturgeon.

11.1.2.5 Hydrology
11.1.2.5.1 Surface Water
11.1.2.5.1.1 UCEMC (Hydrology) A-10

The Hudson River flows for 1973 through 1975 are not readily available and since the inclusion
of this data would not result in any changes to the conclusions in the environmental statement,
it was not included.

Section 2.5.1.2 presents estimates of the mean flow from tributaries. It is not intended to
represent extreme conditions such as hot summer days when evaporation rates are high.

11.1.2.5.1.2 USD01 (Hudson River Levels) A-53

(See Safety Evaluation Report issued Sept. 1, 1977 by the NRC)

11.1.2.5.2 Groundwater
11.1.2.5.2.1 USD01 (Groundwater) A-53

Figure 2.4-13 of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (GCNPP) PSAR is a groundwater contour
map.

The permeabilities which were determined by field tests are presented in the GCNPP PSAR, on
Table 2.4-12.

Physical properties of the aquifers are presented in the GCNPP PSAR, Section 2.4.13 and in
the GCNPP tR, Section 2.5.3. The physical characteristics of the soils are presented in
Section 2.5.1.1.2 and Appendix 2A of the GCNPP PSAR.
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The effects of accidental releases of radioactive cor.taminants is presented in the GCNPP
PSAR, Section 2.4.13.3.

The grocndwater level monitoring locations are shown on Figure 2.5-30 of the GCNPP ER.
Groundwater qcality monitoring locations are shown on Figure 2.5 of the DES. Since there
are no downgradient groundwater users between the plant and the Hudson River, it is not
necessary to have any water quality sampling wells down gradient of the plant.

11.1.2.6 Meteorology
11.1.2.6.2 Local Meteorology
11.1.2.6.2.1 AEW(6) A-18

Since the meteorological data presented covered only a one year period (6/1/73 - 5.'31/74),
this was the only cyclical oeriod available for review. The data presented for this annual
period reflected what would be considered a normal variation of temperature, winds and
precipitation in a temperate mid-latitude climatic regime as typified by long-term data
collected at Albany, N.Y.

11.1.2.6.2.2 USDOC-NOAA (Page 2-14) A-32

Section 2.6.2 - The statement regarding the influence of terrain effects on wind direction
onsite and at the Albany airport is an accurate one. The reduction of west and northwest
winds at the site reflects the siting of the meteorological sensor at an elevation much
below the elevation of the hills to the west of the tower. Of course predominant valley
flow resulting from channelization is another terrain effect not visible at Albany, but
observed onsite.

11.1.2.6.2.3 NYDEC(4E ), A-76

N.Y. State Department of Environmental Conservati a " two years of met data was obtained
" This statement appears in revision 2 of the ER and is correct; however, our X/Q analysis

for the plant was based upon 1 year of data available from 6/1/73 - 5/31/74. The .'ddition
of the second year of data should not change the X/Q distribution significantly. The second
year of meterological data, which arrived too late to use in our analysis as published in
the DES, will be included in our evaluation for the FES.

11.1.2.6.3 Severe Weather
11.1.2.6.3.1 USDOC-HOAA (Page 2-14) A-32

The statement regarding expectation of a seasonal snowfall maximum was based upon extreme
value analysis as compared to observed data presented in the 1970 Albany LCD. However, more
recent data. 1974, is available and snowfill maximums at Albany have changed, thus this
portior will be revised accordingly. The terms regarding " average maximum " is based
upon terminology used in NOAA, EDS Local Climatological Data (LCD) publications ta describe
mean maximum values for a measurement.

11.1.2./ Erclogy
11.1.2./.1 Terrestrial
11.1.2.7.1.1 UCEMC (2.2) A-12

Regulatory Guide 4.2 for the preparation of environmental reports for nuclear power stations
(U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1975) states in Section 2.2 (Ecology) that the applicant
should describe the flora and fauna in the vicinity of the site, their habitats and their
distribution. This includes threatened or endangered species.

11.1.2.7.1.2 UCEMC (2.3) A-12

" Dogwood shrub" refers to three plant community types at the Greene County site (ER,
Sec. 2.7.1. 1. 2 ) . In each of these three communities, both the red osier dogwood (Cornus
stelonifera) and silky dogwood (Cornus amenum) are important components of the shrub strata.
The third species, the flowering dogwood Cornus florida), which is included in the State's
" protected" plants, was reported with a low prominence value in the herb stratum in the
summer sample of the oak-hickory forest type and in the winter sample of the cottonwood
forest type. Both vegetation types are not uncommon outside of the property boundaries (ER,
Fig. 2.7-1, Table 4.1-2). Within the property boundaries, 57 and 42% of the cottonwood and
oak-hickory vegetation, respectively, will be removed. However, because of the extent of
both vegetation types within ihe general areas, the staff believes the overall impact will
be minimal. However, when possible, it is recommended that this species, and others on the
State's protected list, be left undisturbed in the area.
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11.1.2.7.1.3 NYDEC (Invironmental Stress 13) A-67

The applicant found apprtuimately 10% or about 21 acres of the intensive study area contained
stressed vegetation (DES, Section 2.7.1.5). Location of these stressed areas and the probable

Cause for the stress is indicated in F ig. 2.ll. Additional discussion concerning the stress

on vegetation is provided in the (R, Sect. 2.1.1.4.1.

11.1.2.1.2 Aquat'c
11.1.2.7.2.1 USD0! (Hudson River Fish) A-54

The staf f agrees that commercial landings alone are not an accurate indication of species
dbundance. (ow Catches Could result f rom either (1) a low abundance of fish or (2) reducsd
fishing effort.' Ine index of abundance plotted on f igure 2 I6, however, is catch per unit
of ef fort which takes into account both of these parameters and theref ore does provide a
measure of species abundance.2 Its accuracy is dependent upon the accuracy of the fishing
ef fort statistics, since the ef ficiency of various types of year may vary considerably.
Nevertheless, the staf f believes the use of data on catch per unit of ef fort represents a
meaningful appr9ach in describing the recent history of the American shad and striped bass
populations in the Hudson River. In f act, catch per unit of ef fort has been processed as a
criterion for evaluating the status of the Hudson River shad fishery 8

Ihe staf f has reviewed the documents listed in the above comment and has incorporated this
information in the discussion presented in the IIS, Section 2. 7.2.2.

11 *.2.7.2.2 USD01 (Environmental Stresses-Water Quality) A-54

The withdrawal of impingement and entrainment mortality due to the withdrawal of cooling
water during power plant operation is an important source of impact on the fish populations
of the Hudson River. The staff has considered this source of mortality in the assessment
presented in the FIS, Sect. 5.5.2.1. Adequate data on non point source pollution and fishing
mortality in the upper estuary are presently unavailab!e. When important point sources of
pollution had been identified, this information was reviewed and presented in the ll5 (see
discussion of PCB's in the IE S, Sect. 4. 3.2.2 and Appendix f ).

An evaluation of all existing environmental stresses on all species throughout the geographic
range of the populations to which they contribute escceds the present state-of-the-art
capabilities in impact assessment. As stated previously, the staff has considered the
impacts of existing power plants in assessing the potential impacts due to operation of the

GCNPP.

11.1.2.1.2.3 PASNY (Sec. 2, the Site, 8) A-36

1his pathway has been added to lig. 2.13.

11.1.3 Plant Description
I I . I . 3. 2 Ecactor and Steam-llectric System
11.1.3.2.1 PA5NY (Sec. 3, Part 1) A-36

The supplier of the turbine generator is given in Section 3.2 of the fl5.

11.1.3.4 Heat-Dissipation System
!1.1.3.4.1 General Description
11.1.3.4.1.1 DOI (U5CG) A-7

the value given in Sect ion 3.4.1 (19,7D0 gpm) is the total makeup water flow rate, the
value given in Section 3.6.1.1 (19,010 gpm) is the annunt of makeup water required for the
circulating water system. This is part of the 19,700 gpm total.

11.1.3.4.5 Discharge System
11.1.3.4.5.1 Afw(5), A-18; MB(3.4.5), A-14

Since the Greene Ccunty Nuclear Power Plant is only at the Construction Permit (CP) stage of
licensing, it is only possible to estimate what the radiation doses to individuals and

'W. H. Hedeiros, " legal Mechanisms to Rehabilitate the Hudson River Shad fishery," New York
State Assembly Staff Report 55-406, Albany, New York, 1974.

'W. C Retz ch, "A Legislative and Management Plan for the Recreational and Commercial Striped
Bass f isheries of New York State," New York State Scientific Assembly Staf f Report 55-508,
Albany, New York, 1915.
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populations will be when and if the plant is granted an Operating License. Once the plant
begins operation, actual measurements of radioactivity released to the environment will
begin as required by law. These releases will be checked against design objectives to
determine compliance with technical applications which are a condition of the operating
license.

Once the actual releases are known, more accurate estimates of radiation exposure can be
made and compared with design objective doses to assure compliance with Federal Regulation
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. Since the NRC staff tends to use conservatism in radiation dose
estimates, it is probable that actual radiation exposures will be lower than predicted at
the CP stage.

Also a condition of licensing are requirements fe' monitoring the environment around the
plant for radioactivity. These very sensitive a urements will provide assur&nce that
radiation doses from all possible environmental pathways do not significantly exceed
expectations.

With regard to the long-range cumulative effects of low-level radiation on humans, we know
of no evidence which clearly demonstrates any observable ef fects. Since man evolved in an
environment in which natural background radiation has always been a part of life, it is
possible that well known mechanisms found in all living cells can repair most if not all
low-level radiation damage. Since the maximum radiation doses to any individual is expected
to be only a few percent of the background, the staff expects no deleterious effects from
the operation of the Greene County plant.

If in the unlikely event that radioactivity releases and doses significantly exceed expecta-
tions, the conditions of operation at the plant may be changed to reduce the doses to levels
which are as low as reasonably achievable based on considerations of costs for new equipment
or modification of design, and the potential benefits to be derived (i.e. , reduced radiation
exposure).

11.1.3.4.5.2 NYDCOE (3.4.5) A-5

Applicant will provide navigation aids as required by the Corps cf Engineers.

11.1.3.5 Radioactive Waste Systems
11.1.3.5.1 Liquid Wastes
11.1.3.5.1.1 MB (3.5.1), A-15

As stated in the DES, low level liquid waste will be sampled and, if found suitable for
discharge, it will be released unprocessed to the cooling tower blowdown. Low level liquid
waste not suitable for discharge will be routed to the high level waste subsystem for
processing. Our evaluation indicates that the applicant's proposed liquid waste management
system meets the requirements of Appendix I to 10 CIR Part 50. The applicant will be required
to comply with the ef fluent Technical Specifications, issued as part of the operating license,
which will define the limits for the controlled release of radioactive materials in liquid
and gaseous ef fluents to the environs to ensure that these releases are "as low as is
reasonably achievable" in accordance with 10 CFR Fart 50.34a.

11.1.3.5.1.2 USHEW (1) A-78

The DES states, in Section 3.5, that the staf f's model has been developed from a review of
available data from operating nuclear power plants, adjusted to apply over a 30 year operating
life. The coolant activities, flows, and other parameters used in the staff's evaluation
are based on experience and data from operating reactors.

The staf f's liquid and gaseous source terms were calculated by means of the PWR GALE Code as
outlined in NUREG-0017. " Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous and
Liquid Ef fluents f rom Pressurized Water Reactors," dated April 1976. The principal parameters
used in the staff's source term calculations are given in DES Table 3.3. The bases for
these parameters are given in NUREG-0017.

Indeed, environmental monitoring data from numerous nuclear power stations is becoming
available; however, essentially all of the data is (as was expected) negative. This is
because it is not technically and/or economically practical to analyze environmental samples
at current environmental levels. The purpose of the environmental radiological surveillance
programs is to provide assurance that the calculated concentratf or.s are not significantly
lower than the observed concentrations. This assures the NRC and the public that the
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calculated dose commitments are unlikely to be exceeded during actual opert.tfon of a station,
and that there is no unexpected buildup of radioactivity from the station in the environment.

Since the radiation doses are so very low, the staff does not predie. that there will be any
significant effect on man c- the environment; there is no known data in conflict with this
pNdiction.

11.1.3.5.1.3 USHEW ( 3. 5.1. 5 and 3. 5. 2. 5) A-79

The determination that the whole-body and critical organ doses would not exceed those specified
in Appendix J of 10 CFR Part 50 is based on the evaluation of the radiological impact of the
releases of 111oactive material in liquid and gaseous effluents. That evaluation, including
a discussion of the dose pathways and models, is prese ted in Section 5.4 of the DES.

11.1.3.5.2 Gaseous Wastes
11.1.3.5.2.1 HVCWNS (IV) A-25

While the radiological half-lives of Kr-85 and H-3 are long, the residence time of both
nuclides in the Hudson Valley is short. Typical westerly wind flow moves these nuclides
over the Atlantic Ocean in a very short time.

Both C-14 and H-3 are taken up largely by the oceans which act as sinks for carbon and
hydrogen. Kr-85 is dispersed throughout the atmosphere over the northern hemisphere within
a few years. Even C-14 with a 5,500 year radiological half-life only has a residence time
in the atmosphere of about 6 years.

Regarding tritium releases from operating plants, it should be noted that Connecticut Yankee
and San Onofre use stainless steel cladding for their fuel. Data in Table B-6 in the Attachment
to the Concluding Statement of Position of the Regulatory Staff; Numerical Guides for Design
Objectives and Limiting Conditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion "As low As PracticabIe"
for Radioactive Material in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors, Docket RH 50-2, Draf t
Regulatory Guide 1.BB, shows that releases of tritium from plants which have stainless steel
clad fuels are significantly higher than those with zircaloy clad fuels. Since Greene
County will use zircaloy clad fuel, the tritium releases in liquid and gaseous effluents
will be significantly lower. The bases for the staff's tritium release values described in
the DES are contained in NUREG-0017, Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials
in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Pressurized Water Reactors, April 1976.

The staff's noble ga; release estimates presented in the DES represent values averaged over
the expected 30 year life of the plant. Therefore, it is the staff's conclusion that, based
on the actual Greene County plant parameters, the release estimates presented in the DES
Table 3.5 are realistically expected to occur on an annual average basis over the life of
the plant.

Our evaluation shows that the releases of radioactive material in gaseous effluents from the
Greene County Nuclear Plant meet the "as low as is reasonably achievable" requirements of
Sections II.A, II.B. and II.C and the Annex to Appendix I of 10 CFR Part 50. The estimated
doses are small fractions of the values expected to result from natural background radiation.

11.1.3.5.2.2 USHEW (3.5.2) A-79

The life expectancy of charcoal adsorbers is dependent on many variables, including operating
mode (full-time, part-time, standby), adsorber bed depth, impurity content of air passed
through the adsorbers, and adsorber capacity. The e'ficiency of the charcoal adsorbers will
be monitored periodically during use, and the charcoal will be replaced if necessary.

All effluent release points to the environment, including the stack, will be monitored
continuously.

11.1.3.5.2.3 MB (3.5) A-14

The staff agrees with all if the statements except that which claims that the releases are
"a health hazard." This ha', been responded to in Section 5.

11.1.3.5.3 Solid Wastes
I!.1.3.5.3.1 MB (3.5.3) A-15

There are six commercial burial sites which are licensed to receive and bury low-level
radioactive solid waste. The sites are located in Richland, Washington; Beatty, Nevada;
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Barnwell, South Carolina; Morehead, Kentucky; Sheffield, Illinois; and West Valley, New
York. Packaging and transport of all solid wastes will conform to NRC and DOT Regulations.
The environmental impact of the transportation of radioactive material is discussed in
Section 5.4 of the DES.

11.1.3.5.3.2 USEPA (Radioactive Waste Management) A-84

Based on more recent operating experience applicable to the Greene County Nuclear Plant,
solid waste section 3.5.3 of the FES has been modified to provide updated estimates of the
annual volume and activity of solid waste to be shipped offsite.

11.1.3.5.3.3 DOHEW (3.5) A-79
USEPA (High-Level Waste Management) A-87

ERDA is pursuing a program designed to accommodate the anticipated need for disposal of
high-level waste or spent fuel that is expected to accumulate as the nuclear power industry
continues to grow. This program includes, among other things, plans to develop several
operations for disposal of high-level wastes in stable geological formations. The purpose
of these facilities, which would begin operation in the mid-1980's, would be to demonstrate
the acceptability of a specific geological formation for permanent disposal of high-level
and transuranic wastes. These facilities will be treated as permanent disposal repositories.

This approach is designed to assure that at least one disposal facility will be operational
by the mid-1980's. However, since there are several other metnodi of high-level waste
disposal which are also technologically feasible, ERDA is expected to continue to investigate
other options to determine whether superior disposal alternatives can be developed. For
specific information concerning ERDA plans and programs, contact the Director, Division of
Waste Management, Production and Reprocessing, U.S. Energy Research and Development
Administration, Washington, D.C. 20545.

In parallel with ERDA's research and development activities, NRC is developing performance
criteria for solidified high-level wastes. These criteria are being developed based on a
systems analysis model whicn cu. m .- the normal and potential accident environments to
which high-level solid matrices could be sxposed during interim storage, transportation,
handling, emplacement and post emplacement. Repository site selection criteria are being
developed and will encompass a broad spectrum of concerns including earth science, geographic,
demographic and socioeoncomic factors. A study to determine the design and operating require-
ments for high-level waste repositories will provide a basis for the development of standards
and staff review methodologies.

Radioactive wastes 3ther than high-level are buried in near-surface shallow trenches, usually
in the containers in which they are shipped. There is no intent to recover the wastes once
they are buried. There are six commercial land burial sites in the United States authorized
to receive and bury other than high-level wastes. Nrial of transuranium nuclides, though,
is limited at all but one of the sites.

Five of the six commercial burial grounds (Beatty, Nevada; Hanford, Washington; Barnwell,
South Carolina; Maxey Flats, Kentucky; and West Valley, New York) are located in Agreement
States and are regulated by the States. However, at three sites, the NRC licenses special
nucleai material because the quantities authorized for possession by the commercial operator
exceed those which the Agreement S*ites may license under their agreements. The Sheffield,
Illinois site, located in a non-Agreement State, is regulated by the NRC although the State
licenses and controls activ tfes at the site concerning naturally occurring and accelerator-
produced radioisotopes whi.h are not subject to NRC control. The sites are all commercially
operated. The States have assumed responsibility for long-term care of the sites.

NRC is conducting a major re evaluation of its program for licensing the disposal of low-level
wastes. This reevaluation is partially in response to a congressional recommendation that
the Federal government move promptly to develop a coordinated program for the safe management
of low-level radioactive waste and consider assertion of Federal control over regulation and
ownership of the commercial burial grounds. An in-house (NRC) task force study was completed
in September 1976. Among the issues considered were:

- Appropriate Federal / state roles in licensing and regulation of commercial low-level
waste disposal
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- Establishing a Federally administered perpetual care fund

- The need for an accelerated NRC program to establish a comprehensive set of uniform
national standards and criteria for low-level waste disposal

- Initiation of a study on alternatives to the disposal of wastes by shallow land burial.

With the reorganization of the Atomic Energy Commission into the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), NRC was given regulatory
authority over storage and disposal of all commercially generated wastes and those ERDA
generated high-level radioactive wastes which are subject to long-term storage and which are
net used for, or as part of, research and development activities. To implement this authority
and to provide prompt guidance to ERDA, the industry and the public, we are developing new
or revised regulatory standards and guidelines for such storage and disposal. The regulations
will require conformance with a fixed set of minimum acceptable performance standards (technical,
social and environmental) for waste management activities while providing for flexibility in
technological approach. These standards and guidelines will be designed to assure public
health and safety and protection of the environment. Facilities for storage and/or disposal
of high-level wastes licensed by NRC will be designed and opera'?d ir accordance with our
standards.

11.1.3.6 Nonradioactive Waste Systems
11.1.3.6.2 Sanitary and Blocidal Ef fluents
11.1.3.6 2.1 MB (3.6.2) A-15

the majority of the chemicals present in the cooling tower blowdown are also present in the
makeup water withdrawn f rom the Hudson River. Some chemicals, however, will be added during
plant operation (FES, Table 3.7). Although the applicant has stated that no residual chlorine
will be present in the cooling tower blowdown, the staff has conducted an analysis assuming
initial cor.centrations at the point of dischange of 0.2 and 0.5 mg/l total residual chlor ne8

(F ES, Section 5.5.2.2). The addition of sulfuric acid will result in elevated levels of
sulf ates in the blowdown, but sulfuric acid, per se, will not be present. Phosphates ,
nitrates, and ammonia are present in the river inTtially but because of the concentrating
ef fect of evaporation in the cooling tower, these chemicals will be discharged at levels
that are 3-4 times higher than ambient river concentrations. The staff believes that the
discharge system proposed by the applicant will maximize mixing and insure rapid dilution of
these chemicals. Consequer...y, the discharge of chemicals in the cooling tower blowdown
will not result in a significant adverse impact on the aquatic biota in the Hudson River.

11.1.3.6.2.2 USEPA ( A Reduction) A-84

The feasibility of increasing the cycle of concentration will be conducted at the operating
license stage.

11.1.4 Environmental Impacis of Construction
11.1.4.1 land Use 11.1.4.1.1 Plant Site
11.1.4.1.1.1 NYDEC (16) A-71

In Table 4.1-3 of the environmental report, the applicant gives the probable time period for
the various work phases in the construction schedule. Site clearing and excavation is
scheduled for July to March, work on the concrete foundations will be f rom March to June (16
moreths), structural steel and concrete superstructures are scheduled for the next 12 months,
and the piping and equipment installation are to be completed within 24 months af ter the
superstructures are completed.

11.1.4.1.1.2 NYDEC (23) A-72

Standard methods for minimizing soll erosion and sediment runoff will be implemented by the
applicant (ER, Section 4.1.4.1). These methods, which include grading the area and stabilizing
it by seeding, sodding and/or mulching, should hasten revegetation and reduce runoff. It is
difficult to estimate the length of time for restoration since this will depend to an extent
on the climatic conditions but it is reasoQle to assume that some vegetative cover will
exist after the first growing season and that by the second growing season the vegetation
should be established. Where rye grass is yjed, ground cover may be established in three
weeks under appropriate conditions (responsd* to St&f f Question 2, 7-21-76). Since most of
the vegetation to be cleared is in the middle seral stages of secondary succession, restora-
tion in this stage should take less time, than would be the case for reestablishing mature
stages.
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11.1.4.1.2 Transmission Lines
11.'.4.1.2.1 DCEMC (Sec. 4.3 Ecological Impacts) A-12

The selection of the preferred transmission line route takes into consideration a variety of
parameters, including socioeconomic and visual impacts, analysis of soils, terrain, vegetatirn,
land use, wildlife, historic, scenic, recreation, archaeologic and cultural areas. Land use
in Greene County is predominantly forest (ER, Table 2.2-10). An evaluation of the 1 ternate
routes showed that, in total length, the preferred route traversed less of the heavily
timbered areas (Table 9.4) in all cases.

11.1.4.1.2.2 NYDEC (13) A-67

The onsite transmission corridor will be about 3300 f t in length (ER, Fig. 4.1-3). Residential
and industrial Irnd, which account for about 6% of the onsite land, lie out of the way for
the required connections with the existing Roseton-Leeds transmission line. Jetailed description
of the preferred and alternate transmission line routes is given in the applicant's Article
Vill appilcation and is generally described in revised Section 3.7.2 of the environmental
statement.

In those areas with steep slopes the appilcant will employ measures to insure the integrity
of the landscape and, when possible, use such terrain to an advantage to screen the proposed
f acilities and thus reduce the visual impacts. Environmental impacts associated with the
placement of these transmission lines in steep areas are further described in the applica..t's
Article VII appilcation with additional details on the methods that will be used to minimize
crosicn in the environmental report (ER, Sect. 4.2.1).

11.1.4.1.2.3 GCL (3.7) A-22

Information and analysis of alternate transmission line routes are given in the applicant's
Article VII application and are also discussed in Section 9.3.4 of the environmental statement.
The appilcant states that routing the transmission lines actiss the river at Cementon using
an underwater cable would duplicate the function of existing and proposed transmission liws
and station facilities between Leeds and Pleasant Valley. T .is system is Ilkewise not
consistent with the long-range plans prepared by the New Yo'4 5 tate Power Pool. The cost of
this alternative route would be nearly double the r,.'. cf ihe proposed route, i.e. , $36
million versus $18 million. The applicant plans ti ese steel pole structures or steel pole
"H" frame structures in the joint use corridor with the Roseton-Leeds transmission lines.
Steel lattice towers will only be used in areas of low visibility.

11.1.4.1.2.4 GCL (3. 7) A-22

It is the staf f's opinion that the preposed conditions for the design and co7struction of
the GCNPP transmission lines are acceptable as described in the DES and in most cases do not
dif fer significantly f rom those imposed on the Gilboa-Leeds line. Details of these conditions
are given in Sections 3.9 and 4.2 of the applicant's environmental report.

11.1.4.1.4 Railroad Spurline
11.1.4.1.4.I USD01 (p 6) A-54

In response to Staf f Question 3 (7/21/76), the applicant has stated that both the railroad
spur and barge slip are necessary for the delivery of plant equipment and materials. The
rail connection will be used during construction to receive certain large items including
the turbine generator, condenser, feedwater pumps, and moisture separators. Examples of
materials to be delivered by r:Il include structural steel, reinforcing bars, piping and new
fuel. Spent fuel and replacement equipment will be shipped by rail during plant construction.

The barge slip will be ustd to receive the reactor vessel, its companion head and reacter
vessel internals. These items, because of their weight and bulkiness, cannnt be shipped by
rail or roadway. The barge slip say additionally be used to receive other equipment such as
the steam generators, diesel generators, plant transformers and reactor coolant pumps. This
facility would be used for receiving replacement equipment and may be used for the transporta-
tion of spent fuel (ER, Sect. 5.3.4.2).

11.1.4.3 Ecological Impacts
11.1.4.3.1 Terrestrial
11.1.4.3.1.1 NYDEC (21) A-72

Approximately 60% of the onsite water bodies are represented by the perennial marsh pond
complex and an adjacent, intermittent standing water area (ER. Fig. 2.5-28, Areas BA, BB,
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and EC, respectively). These areas are to be protected from construction activities (FES,
Sect. 4.5.2) so that their value as wildlife habitat will not be significantly diminished.
Seven of the remaining water bodies which will be destroyed or modified by construction
activities (approximately 57% of the remaining acreage) are either sumps or industrial
impoundments for waste discharge from the nearby cement companies. Although these areas
support some aquatic vegetation, they cannot be considered important wildlife habitat. The
remaining 2.6 acres of water bodies include a small bilobed pond and an intermittent
standing water area north of the marsh pond complex. The applicant has provided little
specific information on the wildlife value of these areas, but their small size and
proximity to areas of similar characteristics indicates that loss of the two areas will not
create a significant impact on local wild!ife populations,

11.1.4.3.1.1 GCL (84) A-22

In the environmental report the applicant has indicated an awareness of the potential for
marketing of the merchantable timber. This option would include merchantable Icas other
than those required for construction, be given to landowners or lef t in place for environ-
mental reasons (ER, Section 4.2.1.5).

11.1.4.3.1.3 USD0A (page 1, We should like to know,) A-17

The applicant has stated that topsoil removed during the construction process will be used
to restore disturbed areas (response to Staff Question 7, 7-21-76). Onsite landscaping will
be completed prior to plant operation. At transmission structure sites the excavated topsoil
will be used in the top layers of the backfill and disturbed areas will be regraded, seeded
and mulched. Topsoil removed during new transportation route construction will also be used
to facilitate vegetation re establishment.

11.1.4.3.1.4 USD01 (Page 4-5) A-54

As indicated in Sections 4.3.1.2 and 4.5.1 (comments 21-24, 26), the applicant is committed
to a construction and maintenance program for the transmission line right-of-way which will
minimize the impacts of this activity on wildlife. Several methods of clearing and disposal
will be implemented on a site-by-site basis to minimize environmental impacts and maintain
the operational integrity of the proposed transmission facility (ER, Sections 4.2.1.4,
4.2.1.5). The applicant plans to retain all natural vegetation that will not jeopardize
operational integrity of the transmission lines. The applicant plans to submit precise
clearing procedures for specific right-of-way segments as part of the Environmental and
Construction Plans prior to construction. The staff has requested a copy of these plans for
evaluation.

11.1.4.3.1.5 MB (5.5.1.1) A-15; NYDEC (25) A-72

Industrial development and human activity in the area have undoubtedly already influenced to
some extent the species of animals in the vicinity of the proposed plant site. Certain
species of wildlife are more tolerant than others to human-caused changes in their
environment ,2 and it is expected that these species will be more common near the plant1

site. On the other hand, the less tolerant and more secretive animals will most likely
avoid the immediate environs of the site or adjust their activities to times when there is a
minimum amount of human activity. Larger animals will be kept away from facilities within
the site by the encompassing fence (ER, Section 5.8.1). Many of the mammals are nocturnal
and should for the most part avoid roads during the times of most traffic to and from the
plant.

Because of fencing, road-kills of medium- and large-sized animals within the plant area
.should be minimal. Temporary and permanent access roads added for construction and mainte-
riance of the transmission lines should have only periodic, low-level use. Highway modifica-
tions necessary to handle the transportation of personnel and materials to the site will
result in some increase in the number of road-killed animals but this number is expected to
be small in relation to the total populations. A recent preliminary report states that
apparently most wildlife populations are not seriously af fected by losses from road-kills.8

JMcElroy, T. P. , Jr. , "The Habitat Guide to Birding," 1974.
2 National Academy of Sciences, " Land Use and Wildlife Resources," 1970.
3Leedy, D. L., Highway-Wildlife Relationships. Vol. 1. A State-of-the-Art Report.
Federal Highway Administration Rept. No. FHWA-RD-76-4, 1975.
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To reduce the possibility for road-kills, the applicant will implement the following measures:

1. Within the plant area all permanent and temporary roads will have five-foot shoulders
to improve visibility and a recommended 30 mph speed limit.

2. During plant operation any new permanent highways will have 10-foot shoulders for
greater visibility.

3. Where t-ansmission line rights-of-way cross areas hazardous to wildlife (e.g. , highways),
vegetation will be maintained for aesthetic purposes and to discourage browsing.

4. The applicant plans to provide warning signs and construct wider than normal road
shoulders at critical deer crossings. Specialized fencing to impede deer crossings at
problem crossings will be considered.

Of the 263 acres of land within the property boundary, 211 acres will be cleared during
construction. Upon completion of the construction phase the applicant will revegetate 64%
of the cleared land, using herbs, shrubs and seeding trees which will minimize erosion and
support local wildlife (ER, Section 4.1.4.1).

11.1.4.3.2 Aquatic
11.1.4.3.2.1 USEPA (1) A-82

The staff estimates that the total screen area would have to be increased by a factor of
1.66 in order to reduce the velocity through the screens from 0.83 to 0.50 fps. Fish would
be exposed to a larger screen surface which could result in higher impingement, thus negating
any benefits derived from decreasing the velocity through the screen. A less speculative
and more important factor in the evaluation of the GCNPP intake structure is the low approach
velocity of 0.35 fps. Fish in the immediate vicinity of the intake will probably be responding
to this velocity which, in the staff's opinion, will occur up to a distance of approximately
6 inches from the face of the screen. Within this 6-inch zone a gradient of increasing
velocity from 0.35 fps to 0.83 fps will exist. Because the area immediately in front of the
screens where velocities will exceed 35 fps is small and because of the dubious benefits to
be derived from a reduction in the through-screen velocity, the staff concludes that the
present intake design will have no adverse impacts on the Hudson River fish populations.

11.1.4.3.2.2 USDOI (Fig 2.3) A-53

During constructian of the plant approximately 400,000 cubic yards of soil will be excavated
from the site of the condenser circulating water system cooling tower and from the plant
area including the turbine building, centainment structure and service water cooling towers.
This material will be used for fill in the low areas of the site and in laydown areas.
According to the applicant the fill is comprised of approximately 45% cement waste, 35%
silty clay and 20% silty sand. After compaction, the applicant states the graded surfaces
will be stabilized by vegetation as described in Section 4.1.4.1 of the environmental report.
To control surface runoff, sealment deposition, and excessive soil erosion during the
construction activities, sediment basins, diversion dikes, ditches and straw bale sediment
barriers will be used. With implementation of these control measures the staff believes
environmental impacts will be minimal.

11.1.4.3.2.3 NYDEC (28) A-72; USDOI (Onsite Water Bodies) A-55; USEPA (The Total Area of
Water) A-83; UCEMC (4.3) A ?2

The perennial marsh pond complex (BA,BB) and the intermittent standing water area (BC)
associated with it comprise 6.3 and 31.1 acres, respectively (FES, Sect. 4.3.2.1). These
two areas together comprise approximately 60% of the total acreage of onsite water bodies
(15.5 acr s). No permanent plant facilities will be located on this 9.4-acre tract. To
protect f sis pond and wetland from any construction-related activities, the staff has
required that the applicant use all necessary precautions to avoid any disturbance of both
the marsh pond complex and the adjacent intermittent standing water area (see FES, Sect.
4.5.2).

11.1.4.3.2.4 NYDEC (15D1) A-70; NYDEC (30) A-73

Results of the staff's analysis of impacts on aquatic biota due to dredging of sediments
contaminated with PCB's are presented in the FES, Section 4.3.2.2.' A description of the

physical and chemical properties of PCB's and their toxicity to aquatic biota is presented
in Appendix F.
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11.1.4.3.2.5 NYDEC (158) A-69

A. The applicant will be required to divert runoff collected within both temporary construc-
tion storage areas for diesel fuel, lube oil, and other petroleum products and construction
areas subject to oil contamination (e.g. , truck and equipment maintenance areas) to temporary
oil water separators for treatment prior to discharge. Effluent from permanent outdoor
storage areas (transformer pits, auxiliary boiler fuel oil storage tank area) and floor
drainage potentially contaminated with oil from the turbine building shall be processed
through an oil water separator prior to discharne to the permanent sediment detention basin
via the store drainage system. The ultimate fate of all oil and grease removed in the
oil water separtors and all spills collected within oil storage containment dikes must meet
all applicable State standards (PSC/DEC, " Stipulations on Water !ssues" No. 80-3, July
1978).

B. The applicant's erosion control plan has been recently modified from the plan originally
described in the Environmental Report. In addition to the permanent sediment detention
basin, at least five temporary holding basins will be used to collect runoff from various
areas to the east and west of the main plant facilities. These basins will be designed to
retain the 10 year 24-hour storm for a period of 24 hours, and the discharges from these
basins will be required to meet all applicable State and Federal standards. The small
onsite stream will not discharge to Duck Cove but instead will be diverted and will discharge
directly to the Hudson River. Having evaluated this revised erosion control plan, the staff
has subsequently revised Section 4.3.2.2 of the FES relating to the need for a second
detention basin and the requirement to clean that basin when its capacity is reduced by 25L

C. The applicant has stated that the permanent sediment detention basin (or settling
lagoon) will be designed to retain the 10 year 24-hour storm for a period of 24 hours.
(Hearing Transcripts, July 27, 1978, p. J-21244)

D. The applicant states that oil wastes from construction vehicles and equipment will be
collected and removed f rom the site for possible reuse (ER, Sect. 4.1.1.1.5). Also, under-
watered sanitary waste sludge (during construction and normal operation) will be disposed of
offsite by a licensed waste disposal contractor. The sludge will be transported on a daily
or weekly basis in trucks, but the exact method and equipment for sludge removal from the
site will depend on the final contractor selected (ER, Sect. 3.7.1). However, sludge
generated from the water pretreatment system during the construction phase will be discharged
into the sediment detention basin for clarification and will be removed, along with
accumulated construction area runof f sediment during basin clean out operations, and
disposed of as landfill material. The sulld wastes generated during normal plant operation
will be disposed of at the onsite sanitary landfill area (ER, Sect. 3.6.1.1.2).

The State of New York will require that all oil and grease removed in the oil-water sepcrators
and all spills collected within oil storage containment dikes shall be reclaimed, incinerated
or disposed of at a facility licensed in accordance with 6 NYCRR Part 364 (PSC/DEC,
" Stipulations on Water Issues," No. 80-3(e), July 1978). Furthermore, all sludges from the
sanitary treatment plant (STP) and wastes from chemical toilets shall be disposed offsite at
a disposal area licensed in accordance with 6 NYCRR Part 364, and no wastewater discharge
shall be permitted from sanitary sludge handling operations (PSC/DEC, " Stipulations on Water
Issues," No. 8&-8(b), July 1978).

The staff has reviewed and evaluated these State stipulations and believes them to be both
adequate and necessary to protect the aquatic and terrestrial environments.

11 1.4.3.2.7 PASNY (Sec. 14, Part 13) A-38

The erosion control plan has been modified since the DES was issued, and Sections 4.3.2.2
and 4.5.2 have been revised accordingly (see also staff response to a comment from the DEC
(p. 10) on construction runoff).

11.1.4.4 Community Level Ispacts
11.1.4.4.3 Social Impacts and Ptelic Services
11.1.4.4.3.1 PASNY (8 to 10) A-38; CPHV (page 12) A-61; GCL (9a) A-21; M8 (4.4.3) A-15;

HEW (page 2) A-7

The applicant has estimated that 300 workers are likely to move into the three county area
(Greene Ulster and Columbia) around the GCNP (LR, Sect. 4.1.7.2). The applicant has further
stated that all relocating families will be notified of areas where school facilities are
capable of handling extra students. One hundred fifty of these workers are expected to be
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"long-ters", and the rest "short-ters", i.e. less than a year in the area. In the absence
of specific demographic data about these workers--other than the New York State average
family size (3.01 persons)--the staff assumes one school-age child per family, an estimate
the staff considers conservative. This projects to 300 " spaces" in local schools needed
over the construction period. The staff is aware in making these projections that some
workers may (a) relocate without their families or (b) relocate only during the week and
return home on the weekends. Although the staff foresees 150 short- and long-term students
for the area, we cannot, however, specifically predict where these workers will settle or
for how long (See 4.4.4.1, Education).

11.1.4.4 3.2 CPHV (3) A-62; GCL (9h) A-21 ; MB (4. 5. 2. 6, 4. 4. 3, 4. 4. 4, 5. 6. 4) A-15,
EWP (4a) A-3

PASNY is exempted from taxation by the Power Authority Act of 1975, Section 1012. In lieu
of tax payments are planned, based on local tax rates and the unimproved value of the land
when acquired. As discussed in applicant's answer to Question 8.10, the total in lieu of
tax payment will be $10,400 per year payable to not only the town and county, but also to
fire, light, ar.d school districts, lhe ultimate source of the funds for in lieu of tax
payments will be applicants' customers. The staff does not believe that the in lieu of tax
payments will adversely affect applicant's rates.

Private Tndustry Comparison

A private industry, operating on the same property, would, according to local taxing policies,
pay property taxes on the improved value of the property, which would likely result in
larger payments to local areas.

Property Tax Benefits Accruing to tocal Areas from Relocating Workers

As stated in other comments, the staf f cannot project specifically where and how workers
will live. The applicant states, in regard to mobile homes, that the presence of permanent
housing in the three county area will lessen the attractiveness of mobile homes in the area.
The staff does not believe that the small number of movers will impact schools in the area
from a funding perspective so as to disrupt normal classroom and curricular activities. The
staff has proposed mitigative measures if PASNY activities should increase local school
costs or pupil-teacher ratios.

Conclusion

The staff believes that the applicant should work closely with local officials to avoid
uncompensated costs for-local communities due to PASNY operations. The staff believes it
possible that in lieu of tax payments, taxes redistributed through the State and Federal
governments, and revenues accruing from construction and operation residence location, may
not necessarily equal costs of providing public services. The staff believes that the
applicant should be prepared to negotiate compensatory arrangements should such a lag between
costs and benefits occur.

11.1.4.4.3.3 USEPA (3) A-89

Details answering this question are given in the applicant's euvironmental report, Section
4.1.6, Tables 4.1-3 ar.d 4.1-4, Section 5.1.3.4 and Sect. 5.7.1 and Section 4, Part IV, Vol.
3 of the Application to the New York State Board on Electric Generation Siting and the
Environment (also see Revised Section 4.4 of the FES).

11.1.4.4.3.4 NYDEC (33) A-73

The applicant states the preliminary testing will be done to determine an adequate and
controlled blasting procedure which will ensure that nearby structures are not affected
(Response to Staff Question 10, 8-13-76). Seismographs placed on rock or structural founda-
tions adjacent to the blasting area will monitor groundborne vibrations. The charge weight
used in blasting will be limited to that which produces a peak radial particle velocity less
than 2 inches per second at a distance of 120 feet from the blast. All charges will be
detonated within boreholes so air blast overpressures are not expected. Since the distance
to the nearest existing structures is almost one-half mile, adverse acoustic impacts from
the blasting should be minimal.
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11.1.4.4.3.5 CPHV (2a Housing) A-61, GCL (9a) A-21

Concern is expressed in the comments that mobile home development might occur despite the
availability of housing in the area. The applicant discusses this situation in the answer
to Q. 4.11. The applicant concludes, and the staff concurs, that the small number of movers
(300, as discussed in the other responses) will not cause new mobile home development.
Local governments in the area have zoning ordinances regarding mobile homes which " vary
considerably in their restrictiveness" It is the opinion of the staff that due to the
small number of movers ar.d the legal remedies available to local governments to restrict -
if they so chon e mobile homes in the crea around GCNP that mobile home " slums" will not
be a local problem. The staff believes that before encouragement or discouragement of these
types of facilities is a local issue for local officials to decide.

11.1.4.4.3.6 CPHV (2b) A-61

The presence of a nuclear plant in a community could have some effect on land prices in the
area, as stated in Purdy (1976) (ORNL/NURLG/IM-22, p 43). The key element is the effect of
the plant's tax payments on the community. Since PASNY makes payments in lieu of taxes less
than taxes paid by a private utility, it is not likely that housing developnent would occur
as it did in Plymouth, Mass and Waterford, Conn. There is the possibility that some land
speculation could occur in the commercial sector but is not likely in the area of either
rental or purchased housing. Housing needs of the construction workers are likely to be
short-term and should have little effe-t on the long-term housing needs of the communities.
The staff further believes that 300 workers - not necessarily 300 families - can be easily
assimilated into the three community area.

11.1.4.4.3.7 CPHV (2c) A-61

Studies, especially in the area of western coal towns, have shown that when a large in-moving
population enters a relatively rural area a " boom-bust" phenomena is possible (ORNL/NURLG/TM-22).
The staff does not believe such will happen around GCNP. With a relatively small number of
movers, community level impacts can be controlled by local planning and coordination with
the utility. Given a commuting labor force impacts can be greatest on traffic control
systems and law enforcement. Merchants can benefit, as can property owners. Conversely,
some prices may increase slightly, and some traffic congestion result. There is no consensus
apparent to the staff as to the quality of life in the area, nor can the staff discuss it in
other than speculative and sketchy terms. The staff is aware, from its visits to the area,
that the issue of building GCNP has made the " quality of life" in the area more of a public
issue.

11.1.4.4.3.8 CPHV (Health Resources) A-61

The staff believes that the relatively small number cf both short- and long-term movers will
not overburden existing facilities. The addition of these persons to an area where 2500
beds are available plus those in the Albany area is not likely to cause a shortage of
facilities either for the construction force - many of whose injuries can be treated on site
- or the general population.

The National Safety Council has stated that the construction industry experiences around 15
disabling injuries per million man hours. The institutions in the area appear capable of
handling this load.

As with the impacts on schools, concentration of workers in a specific area could overburden
specific hospitals, but the staff believes the area is capable of handling cases resulting
from GCNP construction.

11.1.4.4.3.9 CPHV (Fire Services) A-61

Since no new housing construction is planned and the facility itself will be self-serviced,
the staff believes that fire services in the area will not be adversely affected.

11.1.4.4.3.10 GCL (9e, 9c and 9g) A-21

The applicant has taken no position on providing any facilities in any community or in the
region. The staff believes that provision of such facilities can be beneficial, if consistent
with community needs and goals. The staff suggests that the applicant and local communities
work with each other in building / financing projects the local communities and the applicant
find feasible.
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As stated before, the staff takes no position on what these projects should be, but only
that local opinions and needs be part of the process. The staff is aware that some in the
community might find such growth undesirable. The staff believes that this is a matter for
careful coordination between the applicant and local governments.

The staf f believes that local communities can best determine their needs during the construc-
tion period. The staf f believes that the applicant should take steps to determine what, if
any, ancillary facilities are needed, for how long, and how they fit the needs and goals of
the community. The timing of such facilities is a matter of applying mitigation strategies
when they are needed, recognizing the short-term nature of impacts e.g., school enrollment
- and the longer term issues of community growth and development.

11.1.4.4.3.11 GCL (9i) A-23

A program to train local citizens for jobs at this or other facilities would be a reasonable
step, consistent with PASNY hiring practices and policy, including, but not limited to,
labor union contracts, veteran's preference, equal opportunity, etc. At the minimum, local
hiring - broadly defined -can be beneficial in reducing the number of in-movers and thus the
distribution of impacts caused by large in-moving construction forces.

11.1.4.4.4 Impact on Local finances
11.1.4.4.4.1 GCL (11-3) A-22

The likely impacts on the three cement companies near the site will be to make access easier
for cement plant workers, if starting times are staggered from those of plant warkers,
especially during the peak year. It is unclear to the staff whether or not the cement
plants valuation for tax purposes will be affected by construction and operation of the
plant.

11.1.4.4.4.2 EWP (4) A-3

A&B. Under the provisions of the Power Authority Act, PASNY is not required to pay local
property taxes on property which it acquires (ER, p. 8.1-8). However, PASNY has agreed to
provide payments of $10400/yr in lieu of tax payments equal to the tax on the unimproved
land.

(Section 1012 of the Power Authority Act of 1975). This section reads as follows:

"1012. Exemption from taxation
It is hereby found and declared that the projects authorized by this title are for the aid
and improvement of commerce and navigation and that such aid and improvement of commerce and
navigation and the development, sale and distribution of power is primarily for the benefit
of the people of the state of New York, for the improvement of their health and welfare and
material prosperity, and is a public purpose, and the authority shall be regarded as performing
a governmental function in undertaking such projects and in carrying out the provisions of
this title, and shall be required to pay no taxes or astessments upon any of the property
acquired by it for such projects or upon its activities in the operation and maintenance
thereof, provided that nothing herein shall prevent the authority from entering into
agreements to make payments in lieu taxes with respect to property acquired for any project
where such payments are based solely on the value of real property without regard to any
improvement thereof by the authority and where no bonds to pay any costs of such project
were issued prior to January first, nineteen hundred seventy-two.

The securities and other obligations issued by the authority, their transfer and the income
therefrom shall, at all times, be free from taxation within this state. It is furthermore
declared that the object and purpose of this title is that such projects shall be in all
respects self-supporting. As amended L. 1974, c. 369, 11, eff. May 17, 1974."

These annual payments, estimated to bs $10400/ year for Greene County (DES, Section 4.4.4),
are based on the value of the land when acquired, and may vary from year to year as tax
rates change.

The manner and method of local property taxation is a historic right reserved by the states;
revisions to local property tax laws are solely within the province of state governments.
As an entity of the Federal government, NRC does not have the power or responsibility for
ruling on local tax practices.
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lhe staff's opinion is that in lieu of tax payments, taxes redistributed through the State
and Federal governments, and revenues accruing from construction and operation oorker residence
location, may not necessarily equal the costs of public services. Costs could accrue to
local communities, but these costs are difficult to predict specifically due to the multitude
of community variables involved.

C. In their response to staff's question 4.7, the applicant states that "all costs of
those improvements implemented by the Authority will be borne by the Authority." ER
Appendix A summarizes alternate transportation plans and the costs of each. The applicant
has not, to date, settled on any of these plans.

11.1.4.4.5 Impacts on Recreation
11.1.4.4.5.1 GCL (9n) A-22; DB (5.6.5) A-16; NYDCOE (1) A-5

The applicant discusses site oriented recreation in the ER (Sect. 8.2.3.1.1), stating that
certain hunting and fishing activities will be curtailed in the plant vicinity during
construction. Loss of hunting areas in portions of the site will be a "long-ters" community
cost, according to the applicant. Fishing in the area may be barred beyond the plant
construction period due to the ruling by the New York State Department of Environmental
Conservation on PCB concentration in the Hudson River. The staff concurs with the applicant's
contentions that ample hunting areas exist in other areas of the community, and that the
impact of losing this specific area will be negligible.

Concernisalsoexpressedinthecommentsthatareatouristattractionswillbenegativelyaffected by the presence of the plant. According to " Recreation in Greene County, no
Federal recreation facilities exist in the county, but substantial State facilities exist
west of the site. Other literature furtaer emphasizes thc recreational character of the
area, which seems substantial.2

The staff believes, however, that further expansion in the industrial area will not adversely
affect the tourist trade in the area. A recent study suggests that the tourist oriented
area around Plymouth, Massachusetts suffered little impact from construction or operation of
the Pilgrim reactor. The study further suggests that the tourist industry is more dependent
on national economic trends. The staff also believes that the industrial character of the
area will likely keep the plant itself from becoming a tourist attraction.8

Attitudes of Tourists Toward the Proposed Plant

The staff is aware that it is possible to measure attitudes of populations in general toward
the potential as well as actual impacts of a proposed facility.* Such has not been done in
this specific case.

11.1.4.5 Measures and Controls to Limit Adverse Effects During Construction
11.1.4.5.1 Applicant Commitments
11.1.4.5.1.1 NYDEC (15 D-4) A-70

This concentration and location will be the basis for termination of the dredging operations
at the barge slip (see FES Section 4.5.2, item 6).

11.1.4.5.1.2 GCL (6) A-23

The staf f believes that a monitoring provision for impacts not foreseen by this document or
by the applicant is necessary, and is contained in requirement 4 of Section 4.5.2 of the
FES.

11.1.4.5.1.3 PASNY (Sec. 4, Part 7) A-38

ihe staff believes that a limit should be imposed in order to assure adequate prctection of
the environment during the construction phase of the project.

'" Recreation in Greene County: A Comprehensive Recreation and Open Space Study " Greene
County Planning Board, 1972.

FVacation in Greene County," Catskill Mountain Chamber of Commerce, no date.

8Purdy et al. , op. Mt. , p. 21, note 12.
* Schuller, et al. , Citizens' Views of the Proposed Hartsville Nuclear Power Plant, ORNL/RUS-3,
May 1975, prepared for the Division of Biomedical and Environmental Research, Energy Research
and Development Administration.
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11.1.4.5.1.4 PASNY (Sec. 4, Part 6) A-37

The applicant has committed to limiting the total suspended soiids concentration in runoff
discharged to Duck Cove to a maximum of 50 mg/ liter (see Sect. 4.5.1, item 28). The staff's
position with regard to the second detention basin is presented in the response to a comment
from the NYDEC (ISB) A-69, 11.1.4.3.2.5.

11.1.4.5.1.5 NYDEC (31) A-73

Section 4.5 provides only a summary of the applicant's commitments to minimize adverse
effects during construction of the proposed plant. Details of these control procedures
found in the environmental report are referenced after each comment.

11.1.4.5.1.6 NYDEC (15 0-3) A-70

The permanent sediment detention basin and other temporary basins used to collect runoff
from various areas to the east and west of the main plant buildings will be designed to
retain the one in 10 year 24-hour storm for a period of 24 hours. (Hearing Transcripts,
July 27, 1978, p. J-21244). Runoff collected in these basins shall be treated to meet all
applicable State and/or Federal ef fluent limitations, includirg but not limited to a pH
range from 6.0 to 9.0. (PSC/DEC, " Stipulations on Water Issues," No. 80-2, part d, July
1978). A limitation on the level of sus pended solids that can be discharged from the basir
has not been determined. The applicant has stated that the concentration of suspended
solids discharged from the basin will be less than 50 mg/1, the EPA standard, because of (1)
the basin's trap efficiency, s2) the filtering capacity of the surge gravel around the
perforated riser, and (3) the erosion and sediment control measures implemented (ER, Sect.
4.1.1.1.6 and 4.1.2). It should also be noteo that the concentration of suspended solids
from wastes other than runoff will be monitored prior to the discharge of these wastes into
the basin. For example, if the effluent from the batch neutralization tank, which contains
demineralizer regenerate wastes, auxiliary boiler blowdown, and drainage from various chemical
storage areas, has a suspended solids concentration that exceeds a daily maximum of 100 mg/l
or a monthly average of 30 mg/1, the discharge to the basin will be terminated (PSC/ DEC,
" Stipulations on Water Issues," No. 80-9, parts c, d, July 1978). In addition, runoff in
excess of the 10 year 24-hour storm shall not intentionally bypass the basin (s) which shall
be designed to maintain their structural integrity under rainfall-runoff conditions in
excess of the 10 year 24-hour event (PSC/DEC, " Stipulations on Water Issues," No. 80-2,
parts d, e, July 1978). The staff has reviewed these stipulations and has recommended that
they be adopted by the applicant (FES, Sect. 4.3.2.2).

11.1.5 Environmental Impacts of Plant Operation
11.1.5.1 Land Use
11.1.5.1.1 Plant Operation
11.1.5.1.1.1 MB (5.1.1.1) A-15

Studies have shown persistent plumes from natural draft cooling towers occur mainly in
conditions where natural cloud is usually present so sunshine is only very slightly affected.
Therefore, the staff believes any associated impact will be minimal. Based on staff analysis,
no increase in ground-level fog is expected (Section 5.3.2.2). he cooling tower plume will
cause some shadowing. The only water reaching the ground will b, in the form of drift.
This is approximately 0.3% of the total water lost from the cooling tower.

11.1.5.2 Water Use
11.1.5.2.1 Surface Water
11.1.5.2.1.1 MB (5.2.1) A-15

The staf f agrees that plant operation will af f ect the Hudson River water quality (Table
3.7). However, the effects are small and should cause no significant impacts on river
organisms (Section 5.5.2.2).

11.1.5.2.1.2 US001 (Water Use) A-55

The total water that would be consumed by the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant
represents 1.3% of the seven-day low Hudson River flow and 0.27% of the daily mean down-river
flow.

(1) Preliminary Analysis of Hudson River High-flow Skimming Project and Framework for
Environmental Analysis, Metcalf and Eddy of New York, Incorporated, December 1975.
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11.1.5.3 Heat-Dissipation System
11.1.5.3.1 Applicant's Thermal Analyses
11.1.5.3.1.1 PASNY (Sec. 5, Part 3) A-39

Revisions and corrections have been included in Table 5.1 of the FES.

11.1.5.3.1.2 PASNY (Sec. 5, Part 4) A-39

This statement has been corrected in the FES, section 5.3.1.2.

11.1.5.3.1.3 HVCWNS (111) A-24

Although the staff is unaware of any large natural-draft cooling towers currently in
nperation in New York State, there are natural-draft towers in many other states.
Furthermore, the model used by the stafft uses onsite meteorological data and should
realistically predict the cooling tower impact.

The adverse impact referred to by Mr. Cline appears to be a visible plume which could be the
largest during periods of high relative humidity. There should be no ground-level impact
(fog) as a result of a visible plume. (See Comment Response, 11.1.5.1.1.1)

11.1.5.3.1.4 MB (5.3.1.1) A-15

The maximum surface temperature rise as given in Section 5.3.1.1 is 3.3 F. The surface
temperature rise in the Hudson River as a result of the cooling tower blowdown f rom the
proposed plant should never be 22 F.

11.1.5.3.1.5 HVCWNS (III) A-25; GCL (10c) A-22

As discussed in Sections 5.3.1.2, 5.3.2 and 5.5.1.2 of the environmental statement, the
cooling tower emissions (moisture, salts) are not expected to af fect crops in the area.
Based on the staf f's analysis, using the ORF AD program, no grouad-level fog or ice is
expected. The annual salt drift deposition and instantaneous airborne salt concentrations,
as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.3 of the environmental statement, are not expected to have any
significant impact on crops.
The maximum annual water deposition is estimated to be 0.01 inch per year at approximately 1
mile north of the towers (ER, Sec. 5.1.3.2.2). This small amount of additional moisture
would be inseparable from normal annual variations. The raising of mushrooms should not be
affected. There is not sufficient latent heat added to the atmosphere, by the cooling
towers, to produce meteorological or climatic changes. There should be no ground-level fog
from the proposed cooling tower, consequently all ground-level impacts will be as a result
of drift.

11.1.5.3.1.6 MB (5.3.1.2) A-15

According to the applicant, the nearest apple orchard is 0.95 mile ENE of the site while all
other orchards exceed one mile and, in most cases, are beyond two miles. (ER, Table 2.2-13,
2.2-13C). The applicant has estimated the maximum annual salt drift deposition rate to be
1.57 lb/ acre year about 0.7 mile north of the tower, decreasing to 0.60 lb/ acre year at 2
miles from the tower. The staff's independent analysis estimated maximum drift from the
tower to be 0.9 lb/ acre yr. Thus it is predicted that fruit crops within a distaace of 1.5
miles from the cooling tower would receive a maximum deposition of one lb/ acre yr.

Assuming an average rainfall of 35 inches /yr (ER, Sect. 2.6.1.2) and a dissolved solids
concentration of 5.1 ppm (staf f estimate f rom references 1 & 2), the natural input of
dissolved solids in rainfail would be about 40 lbs/ acre yr. Thus, total salt deposition
(including that predicted from the drift) would be on the order of 41 lbs/ acre yr,1.5 miles
north of the plant. The increase in dissolved solids due to the drift would be within the
normal variation possible for yearly differences in precipitation. For example, with the
maximum rainfall recorded for the area as 47 inches /yr, the natural input of dissolved
solids would be approximately 53 lbs/ acre yr, exceeding the combined input predicted from
the cooling tower drift and annual average rainfall by about 12 lbs/ acre yr.

Although little information exists on the specific effects of airborne salts on apple, peach
and cherry trees, results of tests on very sensivite plants can be used as an example of
potential effects. The Contender variety of bean plant (very salt sensitive), after 48

TURFAD, A Computer Program to Estimate Fog and Drift from Wet Cooling Towers, J. V. Wilson,
ORNL/TM-4568, January 1975.
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hoursexposuretoairbornesaltconcentratjonsof10pg/m,showsnodetrimentaleffects.
Airborne salt concentrations above 10 pg/m may have long-term effects on the general vigor
and distribution of plant types. By comparison, airborne salt 5 ncentrations 1.5 miles from
the GCNPP cooling towers is expected to be less than 0.007 pg/m Therefore, the small
increase in salt deposi-tion resulting from the cooling tower is not expected to have a
significant effect on the orchards in the area.

11.1.5.3.2 Staff's Thermal Analyses
11.1.5.3.2.1 GCL (M) A-22

Since there are no agricultural activities within site boundaries, the plant itself will not
result in a loss of agricultural production from Greene Lounty. The presence of transmission
lines across agricultural land will not permanently alter its use, except for that portion
immediately under the towers. Design flexibility will allow some choice in tower placement
which should help minimize these potential impacts (ER, Sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.4).

Ground level ozone concentrations due to transmission line corona are indistinguishable from
ambient concentrations and will therefore have no measurable impact on the existing agriculture.
The impacts from operation of the cooling towers, including visible plume effects, potential
ground-level fog and icing, and salt drift, are considered by the staff to be minimal
(Sections 5.3.2.2, 5.5.1.2). Based on the staf''s analysis no significant impact on the
apple crops is expected. Mushrooms are grown indoors, usually in a humid environment and
there is no expected impact from plant operation. No specific benefits to agriculture are
anticipated.

In response to staff Question 11 (7-21-76) on the market response to crops grown near nuclear
31 ants, the applicant states that based on professional opinion and existing data, trends in
the value of agricultural crops befort and after plant operation showed no signficant
differences.

11.1.5.3.2.2 USEPA (In view) A-88

The interaction of cooling tower plumes with amhjent contaminant levels and local industrial
emissions is addressed by the applicant in aection 5.7.2 of the environmental report.
Likewise, information on drift is provided in Section 5.1.3.2. Data on settleable particulates
collected by the New York Department of Environmental Conservation in the vicinity of the
site is included in the application to the New York State Board on Electric Generating
Siting and the Environment (Part IV, Vol. I, Section 2.2.4.lA). In this application the
3pplicant also provides details on cooling tower emissions (Sections 2.3.2, 2.4.6) and their
interpretation of the data in relation to State and Federal standards.

11.1.5.3.2.3 NYDEC (35c) A-74

The applicant has predicted *,he maximum 24-hour average suspended particul.te concentration
3(ER Section 5.1.3.2.2) to be 0.009 pg/m The staff considers this value to be reasonable.

11.1.5.3.2.4 PASNY (Sec. 5, Part 5) A-39

Since there is no well-established method for estimating the enhanced buoyancy re: ting
from merging plumes, the staff believes that it is best to be conservative and not consider
this in the analysis.

11.1.5.3.2.5 USDOC (5.3.2.1) A-32

Onsite meteorological data is used in the staff's thermal analysis given in Section 5.3 2.1
of the FES.

11.1.5.3.2.6 NYDEC (3) A-65

With a wind from the south, the plume from the Alpha Portland stack should be entrained by
the cooling tower plume and never reach the wake region behind the cooling tower. With a
wind from the north, a wake will be induced to the south of the cooling tower. The s5 ape of
the cooling tower is such that the wake induced will be smaller than that from a building
and should not extend more than a few cooling tower diameters behind the cooling tower.
Downwash of the cooling tower plume should only occur during periods of high wind. Since
these conditions are not prevalent at the site, cooling tower downwash should not result in
any adverse impacts.
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The interaction of the Lehigh cement stack plume with the cooling tower plume has been
considered in Section 5.3.2.1 of the FES.

11.1.5.3.2.7 NYDEC (34) A-73

Two years of onsite meteorological data was used in the cooling tower impact analysis given
in Section 5.3.2.1 of the FES.

11.1.5.3.2.8 NYDEC (3ri A-74

(a) Topography has been considered in the cooling tuwm- impact analysis given in t*e FES.

(b) Downwash is usually a problem associated with mechanical-d aft cooling towers where the
tower height is small. In the case of the propased natural-draft cooling tower, both the
tower height und the more aerodynamic tower shape would serve to minimize the effect of
self-induced downwash. This could produce a slight dip in the plune trajectory, resulting
in a minimal increase in ground-level concentrations.

11.1.5.3.2.9 NfDEC (36) A-74

The cooling tower plume and the cement stack plumes have been treated consistently in
Section 5.3.2.1 of the FES.

11.1.5.3.2.10 NYDEC (38) A-75

This discussion has been clarified in Section 5.3.2.1 of the FES.

11.1.5.3.2.11 NYDEC (37) A-75

lhis statement has been corrected in the FES, Section 5.3.2.1.

11.1.5.3.2.12 USEMC (Cooling Towers) A-ll

The staff agrees with this comment; however, there is extensive ongoing research related to
the verification of predictive models for cooling tower impacts. Recent reports in this
area ,2 indicate that these model predictions enmpare favorably with obscrvations. Alongl

w'th this, the model used in the analysis for the DES reflects the fundamental mechanisms
characteristic of cooling tower plumes. For these reasons, the staff believes that the
results obtained for cooling tower impacts are reasonable and the use of predictive models
is justified. g

11.1.5.3.2.13 UCEMC (Impact) A-ll

The proposed plant would withdraw a tota of 44 cfs of water from the Hudson River. This is
5% of the 882 cfs one-day low flow. The glant would consume a maximum of 33 cfs. This is

less than 4% of the low river flow. The staff does not foresee any difficulty with normal
plant operations during these periods.

11.1.5.3.2.14 MB (2.6.3) A-14

The staff predicts that there will be no ground-level fog or ice from the proposed cooling
tower. This prediction is supported by the fact that no ground-level fog or ice has ever
been observed at natural-draft cooling towers.3

11.1.5.3.3 Water Quality Standards
11.1.5.3.3.1 GCL (5.3.3.2) A-23

lhe staff has analyzed the impacts of the applicant's proposed chlorination scheme in
Section 5.5.2.2. It was concluded that no substantive threat to the aquatic biota would
occur. Thus, conformance with EPA's daily time limitation would merely reduce an already

1 Predicted and Observed Cooling Tower Plume Rise and Visible Plume length at the John E.
Amos Power Plant, S. R. hanna, AIDL Contribution File No. 75/21, November 1975.

2 Interception and Retention of Cooling Tower Drift on Vegetation, F. G. Taylor, Jr. ,
D. D. Gray, and P. D. Parr, Paper presented at the Cooling Tower institute Annual
Meeting, January 19-22, 1976.

30bservations of Light Snow from Natural-Draft Cooling Towers, M. L. Kramer,

D. E. Seymour, M. L. Smith, and T. T. Frankenberg, Submitted to Science 1976.
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acceptable impact. The applicant states in comments on the DES (p. A-39) that, "there will
be no residual chlorine in the blowdown beyond each of the two 60 minute chlorination
cycles per day."

11.1.5.3.3.2 HVCWNS (II) A-24; UCEMC (PCB) A-10; DR (5.3.3.2) A-28; AEW (5) A-19;
ETFUC (5.3.3.2) A-27; NYDEC (30) A-73

Since their introduction, PCBs, like pesticides, have t' ome ubiquitous in the world's
ecosystems.3 Although widespread, their concentrations specific behavior and effects in
most biotic systems are not documented. The general physical, chemical, and biological
properties of PCBs are discussed in Appendix F.

Results of the New York State's Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) monitoring
program showed PCB concentrations in the river sediments of the Upper Hudson River were
highest near the Thompson Island Dam (RM 138), 3707 parts per million (cpm), and declined to
19 ppm at Waterford (RM 158),2 approximately 50 miles above the GCNPP site. PCBs have a low
solubility in water and concentrations reported in the Upper Hudson River varied from
non-detectable amounts at Glenn Falls (above the General Electric Company's plants at Fort
Edward and Hudson Falls) to 3 parts per billion (ppb) at Waterford. About 81% of the
estimated 458,000 pounds of PCBs in the Hudson River sediments occur within two miles of the
General Electric plants.3 A recent agreement between General Electric and the DEC will
provide $6 million for inonitoring and remedial action against this contamination. Therefore,
any Contamination of river sediments existing at the GCNPP site should not increase in the
future.

Samples of water collected at the GCNPP site in July 1977 had PCB concentrations of 0.19 and
0.07 ppb (pg/1). The staff has estimated that the levels of PCBs which would be emitted
from the cooling tower would be insignificant when compared to background atmospheric levels
which have been measured elsewhere in the United States (Sect. 5. 5.1. 2 ) .

11.1.5.3.3.3 NYDEC (13b) A-67

The applicant has stated that no residual chlorine will be discharged in the blowdown at any
time durina the chlorination cycle (Response to DEC Interrogatory 60-4, October 25, 1976).
This statement is based on the results of the applicant's analysis which followed the
procedures receneended by the EPA.4 Although this determination of zero residual chlorine
was made after the staff's Draft Environmental Statement (DES) was issued in March 1976, the
analysis presented in the DES was retained ir the Final Environmental Statement (FES) because
some total ras' dual chlarine, in the staff's opinion, will always exist in the blowdown.
That is, a reserve will
remain in the circulating water flow of the cooling tower between chlorination periods (FES,
Sect. 5.3.3.2) The staff concludes that total residual chlorine concentrations greater than
aero but less than 0.5 pg/l will pose no substantive threat to the aquatic biota of the Hudson
River (FES, Sect. 5.5.2.2).

Effluent guidelines for chromium zinc, and phosphates in cooling tower blowdown, as promulgated
by the EPA 40 CFR 423.15, Standards 01 Performance for New Sources, item (i) relate to the use
of these chemicals as corrosion-inhibitors. Since none of these chemicals will be used for this
purpose at the GCNPP,5 the levels of chromitm, zinc, and phosphates in the cooling tower blowdown
will not exceed applicable EPA limitations.

1 Dustman, E. H., L. F., Stickel, L. J. Blus, W. L. Reichel, and S. N. Wiemeyer, 1971. The
occurrence and significance of polychlorinated biphenyls in the environment. Trans. 36th
North Amer. Wild 1. and Natural Resources Conf.:ll8-131.

2New York State Department of Ereironmental Conservatian. 1976, PCB Data in Hudson River
Fish, Sediments, Water and Wastewater. 26 p.

3 Water Newsletter. 1976. Water Information Center, Inc. Huntington, N.Y. Vol. 18 (18),

September.

AU.S. Environmental Protection Agency, " Predicting and Controlling Residual Chlorine in
the Cooling Tower Blowdown," Dccument No. EPA-R2-73-273.

5 Power Authority of the State of New York, " Power Authority Responses to Comments Raised
by Various Parties on the NRC's Draft Environmental Impact Statement," Attachment No. 1
(p. 4) of letter from G. T. Berry, PASNY General Manager, to W. H. Regan, NRC Branch Chief,
(September 30, 1976).
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The maximum level of total dissolved solids fnund in the Hudson River during the water
quality monitoring program (May 1973-May 1974) was erroneously reported in the DES as 600
pg/l instead of 460 pg/l (see FES, Table 2.4). As stated in the FES, Sect. 5.3.3, the
Greene County facility, as designed by the applicant and as modified by staff requirements,
will comply with State and Federal water quality requirements, except for chlorine as
discussed previously.

11.1.5.' 3.4 HVCWNS (Cooling Tower Blowdown) A-24

The Heat Dissipation System will have two closed cycle cooling systems, the condenser
circulating water system using a natural-draft cooling tower and the reactor plant cooling
system using two mechanical-draft cooling towers.

To control biofouling in the Cooling water system, the applicant has tentatively selected
chlorination using hypochlorite solution (ER, Sect. 5.4.2.2). This treatment will be regulateo
so that free and total residual chlorine in the cooling tower blowdown will meet Federal
effluent regulations. The zinc and chromate concentrations in the cooling tower drift
should be no different than those predicted by the applicant for the cooling tower blowdown
(ER, Table 3.6-2). These concentrations are well below those concentrations reported for
cooling towers using proprietary chromate-zinc phosphate compounds as a biocide.1

11.1.5.4 Radiological Impacts
11.1.5.4.1 Impact on Man
11.1.5.4.1.1 USHEW (5.4) A-79

The models and pathways considered in arriving at the results in Tables 5.4, 5.7, 5.9, 5.10,
and 5.11 are all discussed in detail in Regulatory Guide 1.109, " Calculation of Annual Doses
to Man from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents fcr the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance
with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I (March, 1976)." This same general information was available
upo- request as draft Regulatory Guide 1.AA in late 1975.

A discussion of the general methods and assumptions for calculating the U.S. population dose
commitments in Table 5.5 can b1 found in Appendix D of the DES, while the 50-mile population
dose commitment models is discussed in Appendix D of Regulatory Guide 1.109. Since the new
guide is now readily available, the staff feels that anyone seriously interested in details
of the calculations can satisfy their intellectual curiosity by reading the guide.

The data in Tables 5.3 and 5.6 were developed based on the use of atmospheric and hydrologic
dispersion models described in Regulatory Guide 1.111, " Methods for Estimating Atmospheric
Transport and Dispersion of Gaseous Effluents in Routine Releases from Light-Water-Cooled
Reactors (March, 1976)," and Regulatory Guide 1.113, " Estimating Aquatic Dispersion of
Effluents from Accidental and Routine Reactor Releases for the purpose of Implementing
Appendix I (May,1976)," respectively. These guides are later versions of Regulatory Guides
1.DD and 1.EE referenced in the subject tables.

Since these guides are now readily available, the staff feels that the few seriously interested
individuals who desire more detailed information can get it by reading those guides and do
not plan on duplicating this detailed information in the FES.

Appropriate references for models and assumptions used in deriving Table 5.8 are provided in
the DES on pages 5-20 and 5-21, respectively.

11.1.5.4.1.2 GCL (1) A-20

(1) We evaluate site specific data provided by applicants and compare it with more general
state data to assure that it is in reasonable agreement.

(2) If the data looks reasonable, we use it in our own independent environmental impact
assessment.

(3) We generally review the applicant's analysis for correctness and completeness, but
report our results in the DES. The staff intends to compare the applicant's dose assessment
models with the current NRC models in a general way for the FES, pointing out major
differences in assumptions and models.

IIaylor, F. G. , Jr. , L. K. Mann, R. C. Dahlman and F L. Miller, 1974. Environmental effects
of chromium and zinc in cooling-water drift. p.408-426, IN: Cooling Tower Environment -
1974 ERDA symp. series, conf 740302. Univ Maryland, College Park. March 4-6, 1974.
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11.1.5.4.1.3 DR (5.4.1) A-28

Draf t Regulatory Guide 1. AA was published as guide 1.109 in March 1976. In addition, NRC
supplied copies of 1.AA to interested parties prior to March. The guide provides no evidence
regarding a safe amount of radiation (or for that matter that there is an unsafe amount of
radiation), since that is not its purpose.

We are aware that low-level radiation studies are still underway and will be for decades.
However, the staff would like to point out the following:

(1) Evidence to date has shown no demonstrable effects of low-level radiation on man or
other mammals. This is possibly due to the well-established evidence that most if not all
low-level ionizing radiation damage to cells is repairable by cellular processes existing in
man and other species.

(2) There is no conclusive evidence that natural background radiation has ever been a
hazard to man and the environment.

11.1.5.4.1.4 DR (5.4.1.4) A-28

The average annual dose to onsite personnel will be approximately 450 man-rems per year
based on experience at large operating nuclear power plants. The average dose for individual
workers has been 0.75 rem per year. Both nstional (NCRP) and international standards (ICRP)
setting organizations have concluded that whole body radiation exposures on the order of 5
rem per year will not result in significant risk to the health of such workers. The
guidelines for advising radiation workers of the potential risks associated with radiation
exposures are outlined in 10 CFR Part 19, Section 19.12. All licensees are required, as a
condition for operation, to satisfy Part 19 requirements.

11.1.5.4.1.5 DR (5.4.1.2) A-28

A radiation dose commitment is defined as the life-time (50 year) dose expected from a
one year radiation exposure. In this case it is the 50 year dose resulting from all the
radioactivity present in the environment from the first 14 years of plant operation plus the
radioactivity released during the 15th year. In other words, it is not a question of a
mcrat commitment, but rather a means of advising decision makers and interested parties of
the total risk involved from expected routine radioactive releases at the midpoint of the
prcposed plaat's lifetime.

11.1.5.4.1.6 MB (5.4.1.1) A-15

(1) With regard to radiation doses to man via the several exposure pathways shown in Figure
5.10, it is true that the NRC staff does not sum the individual doses from all pathways,
since they are not the same individuals in each pathway. The doses listed in Tables 5.4 and
5.7 represent separate but maximum individuals for each potential pathway. Thus, the milk
dose to an infant at 2.2 miles NNE is not received by the child consuming vegetation at 0.59
mile SW or the fisherman consuming fish caught at the plant outfall. In real life, the
total dose to any specific individual will be lower than the sum of the doses to the critical
individuals in all the pathways considered.

(2) With regard to the question of age dependent sensitivity to environmental agents such
as radiation, the staff realizes that certain pollutants do indeed affect humans of different
ages in different ways. It is a well-established fact that environmental pollution from use
of fussil fuels such as coal and oil can resuit in actual deaths of elderly people from
acute respiratory failure. However, the additional environmental impact above any possible
impact by background radiation is so small as to be insignificant, amounting to increases to
maximally exposed individuals of only a few percent or less. Radiation, unlike other
pollutants exhibiting acute effects, may produce its effects many years after exposure.
Therefore, low-level radiation effects (if any) would not be predicted at all for fragile
elderly people since they would die of natural or other causes long before low-level
radiation effects could become manifest. On the other hand, low-level radiation may affect
children and fetuses, and produce long-term effects which could be manifest during their
lifetimes. However, the possibility of any observable effects resulting from the low-levels
associated with releases of radioactivity from the Greene County plant is remote. There is
no conclusive data to show that the low-level radiation from natural sources has resulted in
harm to man during human history.
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(3) With regard to environmental radicactivity through food pathways significantly changing
the doses to occupational radiation workers, the staff wishes to point out that the average
annual radiation doses to workers in nuclear power plants over the last several years is
about 750 mrem. Even if these workers lived on site boundaries downwind in the prevailing
downwind direction and drank milk from local milk cows and ate vegetables, meat and fish
from loca! scurces, it is unlikely that their total body doses would increase by as much as
one percent of their average annual work dose.

11.1.5.4.1.7 MB (5.4.1.3) A-15

With regard to the question of 10 or more nuclear power plants along the Hudson River
resulting in "an overlapping of radioactive doses," the staff offers the following responses:

(1) There is no denying that if plants are closely spaced along the length of the Hudson
River that there will be some increases in radiation doses to individuals and populations.

Considering individual doses, it must be pointed out that individuals living near a site
boundary will experience higher doses than individuals living several miles from the plant.
As a result, if plants were lined up along the Hudson River, as suggested by Mrs. Berner,
the dose to an individual living near one plant would be so much larger than the doses from
the other reactors that it would not significantly affect his total dose.

This is due to several factors which reduce the radioactive concentration as the gaseous
releases move away from the plant. The most important of these are radioactive decay
(primarily noble gases and short-lived iodine), ground deposition (primarily particulates
and radiciodines), and dilution due to atmospheric dispersion. Similar phenomena follow
radioactive releases to surface water.

11.1.5.4.1.8 MB (5.4.2.2) A-15

With regard to people working in fields receiving higher doses, such as animals in fields,
the staf f would like to make a few points clear:

(1) Plume doses to terrestrial animals and field workers at the same location would be
about the same since our dose models do not allow reduced doses due to shielding by homes
and assume continuous year-around occupancy.

(2) There is no conclusive evidence that background level radiation has ever been a hazard
to man and the environment; therefore, comparison of the very cmall predicted doses with the
much higher levels of background radiation is a meaningful way of presenting such information
to show that the doses are indeed, beyond reasonable doubt, not harmful.

11.1.5.4.1.9 ETFUC (5.4.1.4) A-27

(1) The source of the statement " Maintaining radiation doses, etc." is paragraph 47 of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection Report No. 9. " Recommendations of the
ICRP" (1965). The concept is reiterated in paragraph 4.8 of the Federal Radiation Council
Report No. 1. These documents were the basis for setting the radiation exposure standards
in 10 CFR Part 20. Chapter 2 of the FRC Report No. I provides a discussion of the risks
considered.

(2) The guidelines for advising radiation workers of the potential risks associated with
radiation exposures are outlined in 10 CFR Part 19, Section 19.12. We cannot regulate the
risks associated with work in other industries.

(3) The average millirem dose for individual workers is based on 1969-1974 data from licensees
as required by regulation. This average, of 750 millirem, was used in deriving the 450
man-rem estimate. The highest individual exposures (for a few workers) ranged between 9,000
and 9,999 millirem. 1975 exposure statistics will be published later this year.

11.1.5.4.10 UCEMC (3f and 5.4.1) A-ll

The 28 man-rems /yr radiation dose figure comes from Table 5.5 of the DES and relates only to
the general public. Occupational radiation dose is treated as a separate item since such
doses are independent of where the plant is built. The total U.S. population dose would be
approximately 500 man-rem, which represents an increase of 0.0019% above the natural
background dose for that same population. lne seeming contradiction will be corrected in
the FES.
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With regard to the question about "some factors which will increate the dose to plant workers,"
the staff offers the following response: The value of 450 man-rems per unit per year is
given for the purpcse of estimating the annual average impact of the plant due to occupational
radiation exposure. 450 man-rems is just that--an average. It is a value estimated from
power reactor operating data. As the Enviroamental Statement indicates, there are a large
number of factors which might result in doses smaller nr larger than 450 man-rems during any
one year.

Two such factors mentioned in the Enviornmental Statement are:

(1) increased dose from radioactivity retained in the plant by equipment necessary to meet
Appendix I to 10 CFR 20.

(2) decreased dose due to use of remote insoection methods.

However, there is too much uncertainty in these and other factors to justify modification of
this average for any particular plant at this point in time. There is indeed a possibility
that Greene County may experience severe enough maintenance problems that 2000 or 3500 ur
even more man-rems might result in a given year. Such a possibility was included in the
average by the occurrence of such numbers in the operating data studied.

The 960 curies of tritium referred to in the comment are not a new and different source of
radiation for a pressurized water reactor. Many of the plants included in the estimate of
the average have systems which recycle water contaminated with tritium. The staff does not
anticipate a significant increase in dose to personnel from the inventory of H-3 expected at
Greene County. Therefore, the staff finds this estimate of 450 man-rems to be the best
available for the purpose of the environmental impact statement.

11.1.5.4.1.11 USEPA (7) A-85

We concur with EPA's suggestion of a periodic audit of nearby milk producing animals and
farms. Such audits are normally included as a condition for operation in the Environmental
Technical Specifications.

With regard to the question of atmospheric deposition of radioactivity on the Ashokan and
Roundout reservoirs, the staff provides the following response:

It is true that the current NRC models do not consider deposition on water bodies such as
the reservoirs in auestion, or the Hudson River. The reason is that the total population
and maximum individual doses are relatively unaffected by this pathway. For example, using
the Greene Ccunty source term to determine which nuclides are critical for dose calculations,
the staff concluded that tritium would account for essentially all of the total body dose.
Assuming that the hydrogen to tritium ratio in the reservoir water is the same as that in
the air over the reservoir (a reasonably conservative assumption), the staf f found that the
average individual dose f rom drinking reservoir water would be about 0.0004 mrem /yr It was
assumed that the total yearly flow of Esopus Creek (853 cf s) is taken from the reservoir fer
use by NYC (or elsewhere); this approximately 2 x 10' gallons /yr. Assuming a consa vative
100 gal / day per person usage, this will supply drinking water for about 5.6 mil! ion people.
Since such water usage would be environmentally unacceptable (i.e., Escpus Creek would dry
up below the reservoir), the staff assumed that perhaps one-half of the stream flow would be
more reasonable, allowing for lower summer flows and evaporation from the 8,000 acre reservoir.
Thus, if 2.8 million people used *he water for drinking, the population dose would be about
one man-rem. Since all other reservoirs would be further from the site and exposed to lower
tritium concentrations, any population doses from these smaller reservoirs (e.g., Roundout)
would be much less than one man-rem per year.

With regard to the EPA contention that NRC should assess integrated world wide radiation
dose commitments, the staff observes that since the NRC is a U.S. agency and NEPA is a U.S.
rule relating to U.S. activities and impacts, it is not appropriate for the NRC to speculate
on impacts of U.S. activities on other countries as a response to NEPA.

With regard to the EPA contention that the NRC dose commitments are only through the year
2000, the staf f points out that:

The Year 2000 doses represent the 50 year dose commitment following exposure to the total
environmental inventory resulting from 15 years of operation. Fifteen years represents the
midpoint of a plant lifetime and is also a reasonable time to calculate near maximum annual
dose-rate since the long-lived nuclides which contribute significantly to population doses
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(tritium, carbon-14, etc) are expected to be near equilibrium in the U.S. environment (we
assume a 6 year residence time for C-14 in the atmnsphere, while H-3 is removed much more
rapidly).

Response to EPA's comments titled the " Fuel Cycle and tong-Term Dose Assessments." The NRC
staff has no comments on this statement of EPA's position on this generic matter. The staff
does not agree that environmental impact statements are a proper place to discuss on going
pertinent studies and expected completion dates. When such studies are completed they will
be published and distributed through regular channels by NRC, ERDA and other involved agencies.

11.1.5.5 Nonradiological Impacts on Ecological Systems
11.1.5.5.1 Terrestrial
11.1.5.5.1.1 MB (5.5.1.2) A-15

Bird collisions are discussed in Section 5.5.1.2 of the environmental statement. The applicant
states right-of-way maintenance will be accomplished by a combination of mechanical clearing
and selective herbicide use (ER, Section 5.6.1). Experienced and certified applicators will
scheaule and supervise maintenance in strict adherence to Federal ana State rules and
regulations. Certain of these specifications are further described in Section 5.5.l.3 of
the environmental statement. These procedures will be additionally reviewed under the
Article VII process (Application to the State of New York Service Commission for Certificate
of Environmental Compatibility and Public Need) and again later with the application for an
operating license.

Ozone production is also discussed in Section 5.5.1.3 of the environmental statement. A
recent study' has shown that with extra high voltage transmission systems (i.e., 765 kV
versus the 345 kV of the proposed transmission Ifnes) ground-level ozone concentrations due
to corona are indistinguishable from ambient concentrations.

11.1.5.5.2 Aquatic
11.1.5.5.2.1 PASNY (Sec. 5, Part 9) A-39

The density of eggs as estimated from sampling conducted in the vicinity of the site was
used in the model to calculate entrainment losses. The demersal, adhesive nature of the
eggs of some species cannot be considered in a quantitative sense and therefore was not
included in the model.

11.1.5.5.2.2 PASNY (Sec. 5, Parts 8 and 10) A-39

The paragraph referred to in this comment addresses only the design and location of the
intake structure per se. An evaluation of plant design parameters such as closed-cycle
cooling is oiscussed In the FES, Sections 5.5.2.1 (e.g., Table 5.15) and 9.3.1.8.

The statement that closed-cycle cooling is " undoubtedly the single largest mitigating factor
relating to fish kill" represents an oversimplification of a rather complex phenomenon (fish
impingement). With regard to impingement impact assessment, the applicant's conclusion is
premature and a subjective judgment. Our knowledge of fish impingement is derived primarily
f rom the data collected at operating power plants, the vast majority of which employ once-
through cooling. Considerably less data exist on impingement rates at plants with closed-
cycle cooling systems.

In conclusion, the staff believes that closed-cycle cooling (i.e., the low volume of cooling
water required) is one of several important factors that will minimize fish impingement at
the GCNPP. Statements concerning the relative importance of these factors should await
further investigation and evaluation. Recognizing the limitations involved in assessing
impingement impacts, it will be necessary to monitor impingement rates during operation of
the plant in order to verify the above conclusion.

The staff believes that an impingement monitoring program is necessary and that such a
recommendation should be included in the FES at the Construction Permit Stage of the
licensing process.

11.1.5.5.2.3 MB (5.5.2.1) A-15

The extinction of species will not occur as a result of the construction and operation of
.the proposed Greene County power plant. Any impacts on species populations will be confined

3 Barber, F. R., A. Martin, J. G. Shepherd and G. Spur. 1974. The persistence of plumes
from natural draught cooling towers. Atmos. Environ. 8:407-418.
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to a relatively small area of the Hudson River in the vicinity of the site. Since aquatic
species are generally distributed over a region of the river much larger than this area of
impact, the probability that this facility would cause the extinction of species or
accelerate the rate of extinction of species that are presently abundant is extremely low.

The impingement of fish at other power plants on the Hudson River estuary was considered in
the staff's analysis presented in Section 5.5.2.1 of the FE3. Because of the design and
location of the GCNPP (including the makeup water intake structure), impingement of fish
during plant operation will be minimized. The magnitude of this source of plant-induced
mortality will be considerably lower than that observed at the power plants presently in
operation on the estuary.

il.l.5.5.2.4 NYDEC (40) A-75

The ichthyoplankton entrainment analysis (FES, Sect. 5.5.2.1) is based on data collected in
May-July 1977. The staff considers this baseline sampling program, which is described and
compared with previous sampling conducted in 1973 and 1974 (see FFS, Sect. 6.1.3.2), to be
adequate for assessing the entrainment losses that could result during operation of the
proposed Green County facility. Because of limitations in present state-of-the-art
methodologies, quantitative estimates of impingement losses cannot be determined.
Consequently, an assessment of impacts due to impingement must attempt to focus on (1)
predictions of the species most likely to be impinged and the seasonality associated with
this impingement (2) aspects of the design and location of the intake structure, and (3)
impingement patterns at other power plants on the cooling water body. The staff has
evaluated each of these factors and has concluded that the majority of the fish impinged at
the GCNPP will be young-of-the year blueback herring. Because of the design of the intake
structure and the relatively low rate of water withdrawal, these impingement losses will not
resul' in an unacceptable adverse impact on the adult herring population of the Hudson
River.

11.1.5.5.2.5 DOC (NOAA, page 1) A-32

Factors responsible for the observed downstream shift in the major pawning area of the
American shad are unknown due, in part, to the 30 year period from che mid-40's to the
mid-70's for which no data exist on the location of primary spawning sites. Without this
information, no valid statements can be made about the probability that a shift in spawnir.g
activity to areas above the Cementon site will occur in the future.

The staff recognizes the importance of the location of spawning areas relative to the
location of the proposed plant. If the entire Hudson River shad population were to spawn
above the plant in a year of average river flow, approximately 0.1%, 0.6%, and 0. 7% of the
total production of American shad eggs, yolk-sac larvae, and postlarvae, respectively, would
be entrained. Losses of this magnitude will not result in an unacceptable adverse impact on
the Hudson River American shad population.

Additionally, the Hudson River Fisheries Investigations report for 1965-1968 (Carlson and
McCann, 1969) indicates that water temperature and salinity are major factors in initiating
spawning activity in striped bass. During Carlson and McCann's 1967 survey, the greatest
single concentration of striped bass eggs was found around Saugerties at river mile 102.5.
Finally, testimony before the Federal Power Commission has indicated that separation of
certain stages of white perch larvae from those of striped bass is often not easily
accomplished. In view of these circumstances, we are concerned that some of the 60.14
larvae per 1,000 cubic meters of sampled water, which were collected, might well be striped
bass, not white perch. This possibility should be addressed.

Such an updated presentaticn should utilize a more representative cross-section of the
ichthyoplankton literature and knowledge available regarding this reach of the Hudson River.

The staff agrees that the separation of white perch (Morone americanus) and striped bass
(Morone saxatilis) larvae, especially in the size range 8-20 mm, is difficult.1 Personnel
from the Texas Instruments (TI) lab in Kingston, N.Y. identified the larval fish co'lected
at the Cementon site. Samples were sent for confirmation to the TI lab in Verplanck, N.Y.
where they could be compared with the larval fish in a reference collection obtained by the
same firm during studies conducted near Indian Point for the Consolidated Edison Company of

'A. J. Lippson and R. Lynn Moran, " Manual for Identification of Early Developmental Stages
of Fishes of the Potomac River Estuary," Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland,
Publication No. PPSP-MP-13, Decamber 1974.
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New York, Inc 2,3 A reference collection of larval fish specimens from the Cementon site
has also been maintained.a in addit. ion, any larval Morone that could not be identified to
species were placed in a separcte category, Morone spp. (see Tables 5.14 and 5.15).

Egg densities of white perch at the Cementon site (RM 108) greatly exceeded those of striped
bass (Table 5.14). Since eggs of these two species can be easily distinguished from one
another,3,4 density values of 60.14 ano 2.13 1arvae per 1000 cubic meters for white perch
and striped bass, respectively, are consivent with the data on eggs. Finally, these two
species probably use different regions of the river as their primary spawning sites. For
example, studies of the Potomac River indicateo a tendency for white perch to spawn further
into tidal freshwaters than striped bass which spo.'n more often in the region just above the
fresh / saltwater interface.8 A similar pattern was e Aibited by the Hudson River populations
in 1973 and 1974. The greatest concentration of striped bass eggs in both years was found
below River Mile 'RM) 86.2 The majority of white perch eg's, on the other hand, were
collected above RM 86 throughout most of 1973 and during May of 1974 During June, however,
most of the spawning actually occurred below this point.2

11.1.5.5.2.6 UCEMC (Table 5.15) A-12

Estimates of annual entrainment losses expected during operation of the Greene County
facility were revised to reflect additional sampling conducted by the applicant in 1977 (see
FES, Sections 2.7.2, 5.5.2.1, and 6.1.3.2). The revised estimates are indicated by
parentheses in the staff's response presented below.

The plant will not remove 1.46% (0.61%) of existing species but rather 1.46% (0.61%) of the
alewife /blueback herring e,ggs that pass the plant. If all the alew)fe and blueback herring
in the Hudson River spawned above the site, then the estimate of 1.46% (0.61%) would represert
that proportion of the total number of eggs produced that would Se entrained. Likewise,
8.59% (2.13%) of the white perch eggs passing the plant would be entrained. Since only 13%
of the white perch egg production occurred above the site in 1974, approx;mately 0.2% (0.04%)
and 1.1% (0.28%) of the total eggs produced would be entrained by the plant durir.g average
and minimum flow conditions, respectively.

The commercial significance of the fish species in this region of the Hudson River is
discussed in the FES, Section 2.2.3.1. The speties of greatest commercial importance, the
American s5ad, will not be adversely affected by operation of the CCNPP. Although
entrainment losses may be expected to vary from year to year depending upon river flows and
spawning success, they will generally constitute less than 1% of the eggs, yolk-sac larvae,
or post larvae passing the plant. Taking into account that (1) spawning does occur below
the site and beyond the influence of the power plant and (2) entrainmcnt of American shad at
the power plants downriver is relatively low, it is the staff's opinion that entrainment of
American shad ichthyoplankton during operation of the GCNPP will not adver 'ly affect tae
commercially important adult shad population in the Hudson River.

11.1.5.5.2.7 USEMC (Impact of Water) A-ll

The staff's assessment of entrainment losses utilized the minimum monthly river flows
recorded fram 1946-1971 for those months (April, May, June, and July) when ichthyoplakton
are present at the site. The estimates of the annual losses of fisn eggs and lar"ae (see
Table 5.19) are conservative, since they are based on a worse-case condition in which the
lowest recorded flows for each of the four months were assumed to occur in the same year. A
low flow of 882 cfs which occurred on September 2,1968, was not used because at that time
of year (1) very few fish eggs or larvae are present, and (2) most of the juvenile fish
would be too large to pass through the 3/8" mesh of the intake screens.

3 A. J. Lippson and R. Lynn Moran, " Manual for Identification of Early Developmental Stages
of Fishes of the Potomac River Estuary," Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland,
Publication No. PPSP-MP-13, December 1974.

2 Texas Instruments, Inc., "First Annual Report for the Multi plant Impact Study of the Hudson
River Estuary," Suppl. 2 to Environmental Report for Indian Point Unit No. 2, Vols. I and 2,
1975.

3 Power Authority of the State of New York, " Power Authority Responses to Comments Raised
by Various Parties on the NRC's Draft Environmental Impact Statement," Attachment No. 1
(p. 6) of letter from G. T. Berry, PASNY General Manager, to W. H. Regan, NRC Branch Chief
(September 30, 1976).

4R. J. Mansueti, " Eggs, Larvae, and Young of the White Perch, Roccus americanus, with comments
on Its Ecology in the Estuary," Ches. Sci. 5: 3-45 (1964).
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11.1.5.5.2.8 GCL (5.5.2.2) A-23

The staff discussed sewage effluents in Sections 3.6.2.1 and 5.5 2.2 and pointed out in both
sections that, as a minimum, EPA standards (40 CFR 133) would be met. There are no proposed
sewage connections to Cementon. Sludge from the onsite sewage t eatment plant will be
trucked to an unspecified municipal sewage treatment plant for further treatment.

11.1.5.5.2.9 USD0I (Intake Effects) A-55

The staff is cognizant of the impacts on the Hudson River fish populations as a result of
entrainment and impingement at existing power plants on the estuary. The assessment presented
in the FES, Sect. 5.5.2.1, specifically addresses those species (e.g. striped bass, white
perch) that are impacted at the downriver power plants. Of the impacted species, only the
Atlantic tomcod has been excluded from the staff's assessment because this species was

rarely ei. countered at the Cementon site (FES, Tables 2.8 and 5.18). The staff utilized the

impingement data collected at these plants, as well as the Albany Steam Electric Generating
Station, located 34 miles above the site, to determine the species composition and seasonality
of the impingement likely to occur at the GCNPP. Considering the extremely low GCNPP makeup
water flow rates relative to existing power plants on the Hudson River (FES, Table 5.15),
the assessment presented in the FES of impacts on aqu. tic biota during operation of the
Greene County fscility is not only adequate but also comprehensive in that data collected in
other studies of the Hudson River have been used to supplement the information provided by
the applicant.

11.1.5.5.2.10 GCL (5.5.2.2) A-23; DOT-USCG ( All Projects) A-)

The FES deals only with the cumulative effects of existing plants and the proposed Greene
County Nuclear Power plant. It is beyond the scope of this FES to consider future plants.
Any future plants will be considered on an individual basis when they are reviewed by the
staff in a DES.

11.1.5.5.2.11 USEPA (2) A-82

The staff's estimates of the annual entrainment losses are conservative and the present

plant design will result in minimal adverse impacts on the fish populations due to
entrainment. Thus, increasing the cycles of concentration and thereby increasing the
concentration of effluents discharged into the river would not seem justified on an
environmental basis. Also, modifying the concentration factor may not be feasible on a
technological basis. The applicant has stated that the cuarent concentration factor is a
design maximum. A higher concentration f actor would result in a chloride content which is
unsuitable for the 304 stainless steel condenser tubes.1

11.1.5.5.2.12 UCEMC (5.5.2.2) A-10

Although concentrations of chromium, zinc, and phosphorous will exceed the EPA standards of
performance for "new sources" (40 CFR 423.15), they will be within the limitations for "best
available technology economically achievable" (40 CFR 423.13). Since the "new source"
standards require "no detectable amount" of these materials in the blowdown, their economic
achievability would appear to be in doubt. In any case, the maximum surface concentrations
at the plume centerline for chromium, zinc, and phosphorous are expected to be 0.034, 0.093,
and 0.52 pg/1, respectively (ER, Table 5.4-1), which the staff believes are acceptable
levels.

" Chromium pollution around the cooling towers" is not expected to be a prcblem because of:
(1) the very low drift rates (0.002%; ER, Section 5.1.3.2.1); (2) the height of the natural
draft tower (450 ft.) which disperse the drift over a larger area than would be the case for
mechanical draft towers; and (3) the relatively low concentration of chromium (0.14 pg/l,
maximum) in the circulating water which is the source of drift droplets.

3 Power Authority of the State of New York, " Power Authority Responses to Comments Raised
by Various Parties on the NRC's Draft Environmental Impact Statement," Attachment No. 1
(p. ) of letter from G. T. Berry, PASNY General Manager, to W. H. Regan, NRC Branch Chief
(September 30, 1976).
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11.1.5.6 Impact on the Community
11.1.5.6.1 Physical Impacts
11.1.5.6.1.1 USHUD (4) A-77; USEPA (The NRC is) A-86

In 1970, the Atomic Energy Commission published its requirements for plans to cope with
emergencies in 10 CFR Part 50. These requirements, taken in conjunction with the referenced
portion of the Reactor Site Criteria mentioned above, represent current NRC policy with
regard to emergency planning that must be undertaken prior to issuance of a n": lear power
plant operating license. At the construction permit phase, elements of prelimmary planning
are required as set forth in Appendix E (II) to Part 50, while at the operating licnse
stage, the elements of substantive planning are required as set forth also in Appendix E
(Ill, IV) to Part 50. It is important to note that while many of the planning elements
identified in Appendix E are directed specifically to radiation emergencies, the scope of
Appendix E has generally been understood as having applicability not only to situations
which are, but also those which have the potential for becoming radiation emergencies, e.g.,
fires, floods, hurricanes and the like. Accordingly, undee appropriate circumstances,
emergency planning might be required to encompass areas beyond the Low Population Zone to
adequately protect the health and safety of the public.

These plans are reviewed by the NRC staff and are frequently modified and improveo as a
result of this process. At the conclusion of each review, the staff's findings are
published in the Safety Evaluation Report for each proposed licensing action. Before a
plant is licensed to operate, the staff must find that these plans provide reasonable
assurance that appropriate measures can and will be taken in the event of an emergency to
protect public health and safety and prevent damage to property.

A continuing NRC inspection program is carried out to assure that each licensee maintains a
satisfactory state of preparedness to effectively implement his plans. These emergency
preparedness site inspections are conducted on an annual basis and are divided among four
major areas: coordination with offsite agencies, written implementing procedures, equipment
and facilities, and test exercises or drills. Each of these areas is covered thoroughly and
more than one site visit is frequently required to complete the inspection.

11.1.6 Environmental Measurements and Monitoring Programs
11.1.6.1 Preoperational Programs
11.1.6.1.3 Ecological
11.1.6.1.3.1 PASNY (Sec. 6, Part 2) A-39

Section 6.1.3.2 has been revised and an additional table (Table 6.3) describing the
ichthyoplankton sampling programs in 1973, 1974 and 1977 has been included in this section.

11.1.6.1.3.2 PASNY (Sec. 6, Part 3) A-39

At the staff's request, the applicant has submitted a three phase aquatic preoperational
monitoring program which is presented in the ER, Table 6.1-25 (Revision 5, March 1977). A
summary of this program is preserted in the FES, Sect. 6.1.3.2. The staff's evaluation and
recommendations are discussed in Sect. 6.1.3.3.

11.1.6.1.3.3 PASNY (Sec. 6, Part 4) A-39

Additional fish sampling was conducted by the applicant in 19/7 (see FES, Tables 6.2 and
6.3). A portion of this program included weekly sampling of ichthyoplanktoa and biweekly
seining at two and three stations, respectively, in Duck Cove (see FES, Fig. 6.1). In the
staff's judgment, the data collected adequately characterize the species composition and
abundance of ichthyoplankton and young-of-the year fishes in this area, thus enabling the
staff tc evaluate the use of Duck Cove as a spawning and nursery grounds (see FES, Sect.
2.7.2.2). As a result of this program and the receipt of a detailed preoperational
monitoring program from the applicant, the recommendations regarding the preoperational fish
sampling crogram have been revised (FES, Sect. 6.1.3.3).

11.1.6.2 Operational Progams
11.1.6.2.2 Radiological
11.1.6.2.2.1 UCEMC (Nuclear Safety) A-ll

The 10 m/yr " dose limit" referred to by Dr. Harkany as set forth in the Jur-e 9,1971, Federal
Register was a proposed standard preceded by a statement of considerations related to the
proposed rule making. The final version of Appendix 1 was published as a standard June 4,
1975, and set a design objective dose (not a dose limit) from noble gases of 5 mrem /yr per
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unit. It is apparent that detection of 5 mrem /yr above background will be impossible with
conventional monitoring systems such as TLD's. This means that we must rely primarily on
calculated doses based on measured releases of noble gases and actual site meteorology to
determine compliance with technical specifications. r.Jwever, the design objectives of
Appendix I were set to reduce the radiation dose (and therefore the biological risk) to a
level as far below background as reasonable (based on consideration of technology and
economics). Therefore, it is not apparent that any limitation of current environmental
monitoring are of any importance in protecting the public health and safety at the extremely
low radiation levels being considered. The conventional monitoring systems will, however,
serve as a double check on calculated doses to be sure actual doses are below detection
levels and therefore likely to be within the design objectives of Appendix 1.

Because of this, the staf f does not plan on considering the use of more complex (and costly)
monitoring systems, such as those discussed by Dr. Thie in his Nuclear Safety article.

11.1.7 Environmental Impact of Postulated Accidents
11.1.7.1 Fostulated Accidents Involving Radioactive Materials
11.1.7.1.1 USDOI (Class 9 Accidents) A-53; USHEW (Sec. 7.1) A-80; MB (7.1) A-16

With respect to the environmental impact of postulated actidents, a number of comments
suggested that the environmental impact of Class 9 accidents be assessed. It is the
Commission's practice to generally exclude analyses of Class 9 accidents in environmental
statements because we are principally concerned with the " probable impact of the
proposed action" as stated in Section51.20(a)(1) of 10 CFR Part 51, " Licensing and
Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Environmental Protection." As stated in the draft
environmental statement, the probability of a Class 9 occurrence is judged so small that
their environmental risk is extremely low. Although the Commission considers a Class 9
occurrence to be not impossible, it does consider it to be not probable.

11.1.7.1.2 USHUD (5) A-78

Fencing of the exclusion area is not required although the applicant has the option to do so
if desired. The exclusion area will be posted at access points and at intervals around the
perimeter, including the shoreline. The exclusion area will not have an adverse effect on
ncrmal use of the river.

11.1.7.1.3 NYDEC (17) A-71

The ccr.s.quences of postulated accidents are discussed in Section 7 (see the last paragraph
of Secti .) 7.1) and are listed in Table 7.2.

11.1.7.1.4 UCEMC (Sec. 7.1) A-12

The accidents postulated and assessed in Lection 7 were chosen to cover a spectrum of abnormal
occurrences against which nuclear power plants are required to provide protection by appropriate
plant design features. Abnormal occurrences beyond these design basis events, as covered in
the Reactor Safety Study have a probability so small that the environmental risk is extremely
low. The Reactor Safety Study devoted a large amount of its effort to ensuring that it
covered those potential accidents of importance to determining the public risk.

11.1.7.1.5 EWP (1) A-2

(A) Consideration of population density in the siting of nuclear power plants is, in effect,
an extension of the defense-in-depth concept. This concept, incorporated into the design
and regulation of nuclear power plants, assures (through multiple barriers, redundant safety
systems, and quality assurance) that the public risk from nuclear power plants is low when
compared to other societal risks. Should an accidental release occur, it certainly would be
preferable if the population surrounding the site were low. In this context, the exclusion

of certain sites because of population considerations is a matter of prudence.

Although NRC has no jurisdiction over land use in the low population zone, a determination
is made in the course of the NRC staff review that the number and density of the residents
within this zone is such that appropriate protective measures can be taken in their behalf,
in the event of emergency. We require that the utility applicant prepare a suitable emergency
plan, including contacts with local police, hospitals and other appropriate authorities, and
which provides for evacuation of these residents, if needed. The staff also examines the
nature of industrial activity and transportation routes in this area to assess any potential
hazards posed by these sources on the nuclear plant. The outer boundary of the low population
zone ranges from about I to 5 miles, with about 2 miles being fairly typical.
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While it is the NRC's policy to site reactors away from densely populated areas, no absolute
limits on population or population density have been enunciated. However, the Commission
has rejected proposed sites on the basis of excessive population density. The most recent
case invalved a proposed site in New Jersey known as Newbold Island. Since the pcpulation
density in the site vicinity was in excess of 1300 persons per square mile and a suitable
alternate site of lower density was available, the Commission recommended placing the reactor
at the alternate site.

In summary, the NRC regulations and practices are intended to assure that accident risks are
minimal. The selection of sites for nuclear power plants that are relatively more isolated
than other available sites is consistent with that objective.

(B) It is our practice to generally exclude analyses of Class 9 accidents in environmental
statements; we are principally concerned with "the probable impact of the proposed action"
as stated in 10 CFR 51. There has been clear judicial sanction of a " rule of reason" in the
application of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). See N.R.D.C. vs. Morton, 458
F. 2d 827 (D.C. Cir. 1972). The reasonableness standard was specially invoked in EDF vs.
Corps of Engi-nerrs, 348 F. Supp. 916 (N.D. Miss. 1972), where the court required a statement
assessing the impact of a facility to contain a discussion vnly of "the significant aspects
of the probable environmental impact of the proposed agency action."

In our safety review we determine that the plant provides multiple physical barrier defenses
against radioactivity releases, a high level of quality assurance, conservative design and
continued testing and surveillance. These precautions assure that the overall risk from
severe accidents is very low. In the case of the Greene County plant we have made this
determination and therefore have eliminated these accidents for consideration in the
environmental statement.

(C) Acts of industrial sabotage directed toward operating nuclear power plants are reiatively
rare occurrences. Experience has shown that persons motivated to do damage to a public
utility are far more likely to attack its transmission and distribution system rather than
its generating stations. Such acts, in and of themselves, while damaging to the utility
involved, do not have significant impact on the public. It is not unheard of in the industry
to experience threats or acts of sabotage by disgruntled employees, e.g., during periods of
labor unrest. The history of the utility industry suggests that such threats and acts as
have occurred from this source tend toward nuisances which may temporarily disrupt service,
but even that is rare.

The presence of substantial quantities of radioactive materials at nuclear power plants
suggests the possibility of environmental contamination as a consequence of an act of sabotage.
Single acts of sabotage directed at an individual component of the plant can generally be
expected to have effects which are similar to those arising from single failures. The
radiological consequences discussed in Section 7.1 of Environmental Statements are therefore
applicable even if the accidents represented were to be deliberately caused. Separate
consideration of the environmental consequences of sabotage is therefore considered to be
unwarranted.

More sophisticated acts of sabotage can be postulated for which the consequences would be
more severe. The probability for such situations arising from sabotage has not been established.
A meaningful and objective assessment of the threat would require predicting the characteristics
of an adversary in order to determine the proDability that an attempt would be made to
initiate a particular sequence of events. Such an assessment may not be possible because of
the difficulty in quantifying the various factors associated with human behavior. However,
an effective safeguards program can be established to minimize the risks involved by providing
security systems and physical protection measures designed to counter potential adversary
actions.

When theft is considered as an environmental risk, it is important to understand that nearly
all of the current operating nuclear power plants use a low enriched uranium fuel (usually
about 2-3 percent in the U-235 isotope). Theft of such fuel prior to its introduction into
the reactar is not a serious safeguards con <ern inasmuch as highly sophisticated and costly
technology and equipment would be necessary to enrich it to a degree needed for the fabrication
of a potentially successful nuclear device. Sucn fuel removed from the reactor after use,
and placed in underwater storage at the plant, contains even less U-235 than it had prior to
use, but would now contain small quantities of plutonium isotopes and, in addition, will be
highly radioactive. Physical removal of such spent fuel from the plant without the use of
proper handling equipment and massive transport casks to provide pro'ection against the
direct radiation field cannot be considered to be a credible act, particularly when taken in
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conjunction with the security systed and physical protection program which would have to be
ove-come to gain access. Based on this low level of risk, consideration of the environmental
consequences of theft from light water uranium fueled reactors is unwarranted.

(D) As indicated in the Draft Environ 9 ental Statement, the expected consequences of very
severe accidents such as a main coolont pipe break would be very low. The economic conse-
quences to the residentces would be limited to possible evacuation of the low population
zone for a limited period of time. In most cases no action would be required because the
expected exposures are very low. Therefore, the only economic consequences would be limited
to the loss of electric power and the costs associated with repair of the plant.

In the event that economic impacts on the public resulted from a nuclear accident with more
severe consequences than presented in the DES, financial protection is available. Under the
Price-Anderson Act of 1957 and Public Law 94-197 of December 31, 1975, there is a system of
private insurance and governmental indemnity totalling at least 5560 million to pay public
liability claims fcr personc1 injury and property damage resulting from a nuclear accident.
These funds would be used in the event of a severe accident.

11.1.7.2 Transportation Accidents
11.1.7.2.1 EWP (3) A-3; HB (7.2) A-16

A. The transportation of radioactive materials, including an analysis of transportation
accidents to and from nuclear power pla..ts is thoroughly evaluated and discussed in " Environ-
mental Survey of Transportation of Radioactive Materials to and from Nuclear Power Plants,
WASH-1238," issued by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's Directorate of Regulatory Standards,
in December 1972. Appendix A of WASH-1238 is specifically dedicated to analysis of transporta-
tion accidents and includes the probabilities of accidents by truck, rail and barge, derived
f rom statistics of accidents supplied by the U.S. Department of Transportation for 1969 and
1970.

In addition, as a result of a rule making hearing held on April 2, 1974, in Washington,
D.C., 10 CFR 51 was amended to allow applicants, in their environmental reports, and the
Commission, in its detailed environmental statement, to account for the environmental effects
of transportation of fuel and waste by using specified numeric values contained in appended
Summary Table S.4, which appears in this environmental statement as Tables S.6 and 7.3.

Appendix B, Section-1, of WASH-1238 addresses the consequences of transportation accidents,
such as the Catskill accident, involving shipments of nuclear fuel or solid radioactive
waste.

8. Sabotage and diversion of shipments of fuel and waste to and from reactors was not
covered in the Ervironmental Survey. The Commission has promulgated regulations in 10 CFR
Part 73 for safeguarding shipments of special nuclear material. It is actively pursuing the
subject and has underway a number of studies which may ultimately culminate in separate rule
making proceedings on the various aspects of sabotage and diversion in transportation.
These studies include (i) development of a specially designed vehicle for transportation of
special nuclear raaterial; (ii) expansion of secure communications system; and (iii) an
assessment of radiation effects of dispersion which might result from sabotage of special
quclear material shipments in transit. These studies are expected to be completed before
the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant fuel loading date.

11.1.7.2.2 00T-USCG (Transportation Accidents) A-7

Presently the applicant has no intentions to transport radioactive fuel or wastes by using
the water of the Hudson River.

11.1.8 Need for Power Ger.erating Capacity
11.1.8.1 Historical Framework
11.1.8.1.1 Present and Frospective Customers
11.1.8.1.1.1 AEW (8) A-18

The Power Authority of the State of New York is mandated by State and Federal law to serve
customers throughout the State of New York. In 1968 and again in 1974, the State legislature
expanded the Authority's mandate to increase the existing base-load and peaking capability.
The fossil-fueled Arthur Kill plant and the Greene County nuclear plant are expected to
supply base-load power. The Arthur Kill station will have the capability of burning municipal
waste. In addition, pumped storage projects have been planned by the applicant.
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Conservation efforts in the pa3t have been left to the applicant's industrial customers,
distributing systems, and preference customers, since the applicant is primarily a wholesale
supplier of power (ER, p.18.5-1, Revision 1-75).

The New York Power Pool's Energy Conservation and Utility Committee was formed shortly af ter
November 1973.8 Although the Tommittee is involved in select aspects of energy consarvation,
the individual member utilities of the Power Pool assume the primary responsibility for
energy conservation measures.

11.1.8.3 Power Supply and Reserve Requirements
11.1.8.3.1 New York Power Pool Supply
11.1.8.3.1.1 GCL (8.3.1) A-23

Table 8.1 has been revised to include the proposed Arthur Kill plant.

11.1.8.3.1.2 GCL (8.9) A-23

It is not clear from the comment exactly which section of the DES is being referred to. As
a result, the request for "more in-depth analysis" cannot be directly addressed.

11.1.8.3.1.3 GCL (3) A-21

The latest New York Power Pool Report, Article 1498 has been used as a reference for Chapter
8 of the Environmental Impact Statement, "Need for Power." The potential effect of energy
conservation on the growth of demand for electricity was scussed in the same chapter (Sec.
8.3.1).

11.1.8.3.1.4 UCEMC (8.3.1) A-13

In addition to review of the New York Power Pool's forecasted demand growth rates, the staff
has conducted an independent analysis for New York State which incorporates the most recent
information on demand parameter trends.

11.1.8.4 Staff Forecast
11.1.8.4.1 Staff Forecast
11.1.8.4.1.1 GCL (4) A-21

The analysis presented in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Impact Statement was performed to
pro-vide an estimate of the amount of additional generating capacity that may be required in
order to meet the growth in electricity demand by the applicant's present and prospective
customers. See staff's forecast, Sec. 8.4.1.

11.1.8.4.1.2 GCL (7) A-21

In their analysis of need for additional generating capacity, the staff considers both the
demand for electricity and the existing and proposed supply or generating capability. These
topics have been discussed in Chapter 8 of the Environmental Impact Statement (Sec. 8.4.1).

11.1.8.4.1.3 UCEMC (8.4) A-13

Electricity costs, the cost of capital, and the interest rate are all influenced by diverse
factors within the economy. It is not possible to know with certainty what effect any one
factor, such as overestimated energy consumption forecasts, will have on the general economy,
given countervailing demand and supply conditions. Building a plant too soon is likely to
provide assistance in decreasing the dependency of the U.S.A. on foreign fuel oil.

11.1.8.4.2 The Effect of Select Conservation Measures on the Growth of Demand
11.1.8.4.2.1 UCEMC (8.3.3.7) A-13

This section has been revised. While it is agreed that the addition of " unneeded nuclear
capacity" should not be justified, the question of retrofitting raises another question on
the need for new capacity. Retrofitting oil-fired plants to permit coal combustion, even if
it were economically feasible, would be substituting one technology for another and hence,
would not add to existing capacity.

' Telephone conversation 11/22/76 with Mr. Brian Gosling, Director of Public Relations, New
York Power Pool.
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11.1.8.4.2.2 UCEMC (8.3.3) A-13

The energy conservation section of the FES (8.4.2) has been revised.

11.1.9 Cost-Benefit Analysis of Alternatives
11.1.9.1 Alternative Base-Load Energy aources and Sites
11.1.9.1.1 Alternative Not Requiring Creation of New Generating Capacity
11.1.9.1.1.1 CPHV (1) A-57

The "Do Nothing Alternative" is in ef fect discussed in the "Need for Power" chapter, since
the demonstration that the power to be generated by the proposed Greene County nucleai plant
will be necessary in order to meet customer demand by the 1990's would rule out the alt rnative
of "doing nothing."

11.1.9.1.1.2 CPHV (2) A-58

Sections 8.4 and 9.1.1.1 have been revised. The connection to Quebec will permit the import
of seasonal diversity power during the summer months. However, the greater portion of the
Quebec power has been reserved for sales to privata "tilities. This power will be available
to carry loads only during the months of April thrt October each year. During the remaining
months, purchasers are liable under the Authority's tontract with Quebec Hydro, to return
all or part of the power previously received as may be needed by Quebec.

Little or none of the Quebec imported power will be available to the preference customers
that would be served by the Greene County nuclear plant. These preference customers, unlike
the utilities, do not have the generating resources which would be necessary in order to
return purchased power to Quebec (ER, p. 1.1-4).

11.1.9.1.2 Alternatives Requiring the Creation of New Generating Capacity
11.1.9.1.2.1 CPHV (6) A-60

The Power Authority of the State of New York is mandated by la to serve customers throughout
the State of New York. In 1968 and again in 1974 the State legislature expanded this mandate
to increase the existing baseload and peaking capability of PASNY. The fossil-fueled Arthur
Kill plant and the Greene County nuclear plant are expected to supply baseload power. Other
projects have been planned to satisfy PASNY's peak load responsibilities.

11.1.9.1.2.2 CPHV (5) A-59

Table 8.1 has been revised to include the proposed 700 MWe Arthur Kill fossil-fueled plant.
According to PASNY's 1975 Annual Report, this proposed station would have the capability of
burning either coal or oil. In addition, it will be equipped to burn approximately 2,000
tons of refuse daily as a supplementary fuel, "thereby disposing of 10 percent of the city's
burnable solid waste and reducing the plant's annual fuel requirements by 1,200,000 barrels
of oil or 300,000 tons of coal" (p. 12)

The option of constructing a 1200 MWe coal-fired station in Greene County, instead of a
nuclear power plant, in order to meet projected customer demand is discussed in Chapter 9.
A comparison of generating costs for the two types of plants for several capacity factors is
presented in Table 9.1. Similarly, a comparison of the environmental costs of a coal-fired
vs. nuclear power plant is shown in Table 9.2. As indicated in the tables, the cost of fuel
for the coal-fired station would have to decrease substantially (below the 100 c/mm8Tu
level) to alter the cost advantages of nuclear power.

In conclusion, the analyses of coal as an alternative to nuclear power has been found to be
adequate.

11.1.9.1.2.3 UCEMC (9.l.2.1) A-14

As stated in the hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy of the House Committee on Science
and Astronautics in respect of bloconversion, as a large scale energy supply method, bioconver-
sion processes are essentially in the conceptual stage and require a large effort in research
and development before commercial readiness can be reached (p. 28).

In determining which fuel technologies should be evaluated in-depth as alternatives to
nuclear power for baseload power generation, technological and economc feasibility is a
prim?.ry consideration. The applicant has proposed a construction of an electric generating
plant on an experimental basis which is expected to use municipal waste to subsidize the
primary fuel (coal or oil).
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11.1.9.1.7.4 GCL (6) A-21

' le report by the Federal Energy Administration, " National Energy Outlook," states that
nuclear power is the cheapest source of baseload electric power (p. 36). Further, production
from emerging technologies such as solar, geothermal, and syntnetic fuels is not expected to
be significant until after 1985. Only as new systems become economically and technologically
feasible can they be considered viable alternatives.

The replacement of one large baseload plant by several smaller ones would eventually increase
the cost of electricity to the consumer, since the cost savings which would accrue frora
certain economies of scale with one large unit would be eliminated, and additional costs
such as capital outlays for the several new plants would be passed through to the consumer
in the form of higher utility rates.*

Although there is much on going research in the area of waste heat utilization, further
research is needed to f ctually identify and demonstrate technological feasibility, energy-
saving potential, and the economics of possible waste heat applications.** Studies have
shown that there are many ways in which waste or reject hett can be u;ed: aquaculture, food
processing, soll warming, genetic research, greenhouses, etc. The problem is te develop
methods for recovery of waste heat in technologically and economically feasible r ;

Experimental projects on the utilization of waste heat from power plant discharge, sutn as
the TVA waste heat research greenhoure at Muscle Shoals, Alabama, may help to resolve some
of these prcblems. Current research, however, is still in the experimental stage.

11.1.9.1.2.6 AEW (9) A-18

The Power Authority has conducted a search for suitable hydroelectric sites as an alternative
to the proposed plant. Their report is as follows:

The Authority'. 2,400 MWe Niagara Project was designed to develop essentially all of
the available head of the Niagara River between Lakes Erie and Ontario and to use the
entire amount of water from the River made available to the United States and Canada.
Development of additional generating capacity at Niagara would therefore not provide
additional energy which could serve as an alternate to that to be produced by the
Greene County Nuclear Plant.

The St. Lawrence Project, constructed jointly by the Authority and Ontario Hydro, was
designed to harness the full hydroelectric potential of the International Rapids section
of the St. Lawrence River. The sixteen units owned by the Authority have a total
dependable capacity af 800 MWe. It is essentially a run-of-river plant with water fnr
p,ower production released from Lake Ontario in accordance with a general regulation
program approved by the i ". national Joint Commission. The Project has been able to
fully use all water availe 1e for power production except for a few brief periods in
1973,1974 and 1976 when ei'ergency releases greater than those prescribed by the
regulation plan were made to reduce the exceptionally high level of Lake Ontario during
these periods. Development of additional generating capacity at St. Lawrence would
therefore not provide additional energy in lieu of that to be produced by the Greene
County Plant.

There are no hydroelectric sites or combinations of site in New York State which could
produce the amount of energy expected to be produced by the Greene County Plant
(6.8 billion kWh/yr at 65% capacity factor). According to the Federal Power Commissioni
there is a total of 1291 MW of undeveloped hydroelectric capacity in New York with an
average annual energy production of 3.26 billion kWh. Th h potential is disrersed over
69 sites, the largest having a capacity of 50 MW. The average capacity factor for
these sites is only 29 percent due mainly to the large seasonal variation in streamflow
at the sites. Many of the sites are suitable only for peakir.g capacity which is not a
feasible alternative to a baseload facility such as the Greene County Plant.

* Perspective on Power, Edward Berline, Charles Cicchetti, and William J. Gillen, Ballinger
Publishing Company, Cambridge, Mass., 1975, (pp 6-11).

** Future Development in Waste Heat Utilization, Summary Report of a National Workshop held
at Portland, Oregon, Dec. 1974, sponsored by Energy-Related General Research Office, Research
Directorate, National Science Foundation, Ae r t 1975.

1 Hydroelectric Power Resources of the United States Developed and Undeveloped, Jan. 1, 1972,
FPC P-42.
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The Authority believes that development of much of New York's undeveloped hydroelectric
potential is not feasible, economic or environmentally sound. Storage reservoirs are
required at some sites to provide a dependable flow of water. Some of these reservoir
sites lie within the Adh ondack Park and development is therefore precluded by the New
York State Constitution. Other sites would be so expen'ive to develop that the savings
in fuel resulting from the project woula not offret the high initial cost.

The Authority has investigated the feasibility of develcping hydroelectric power at the
discharge outlet of the Shandaken Tunnel. The tunnel as part of the New York City
water supply system is controlled for the diversion of water from the Schoharie Reservoir
into Esupus Creek and thence to Ashokan Reservoir. Operating conditions have required
the tunnel to be closed frequently for periods of several days. At other times the
discharge through the tunnel is controlled by the gate opening at the intake structure
and the hydraulics of the intake shaft and 18 mile long tunnel, about 15 miles of which
is a gravi ty tunnel. Essentially all of the available elevation drop between Schoharie
Reservoir and the tunnel outlet (160 feet when the reservoir is full) is used to produce
flow through these facilities. There would be intermittent periods when the reservoir
level and the desired discharge through the tunnel would permit the generation of power
on the order of 2000 kW. However, the Authority believes this would occur only a small
percentage of time each year and that use of this flow for hydroelectric power generation
would materially complicate operation of the facilities for water supply. Development
of this site is therefore not a feasible alternate to the Greene County Nuclear Plant.

Wind power has not been dismissed as an alternative to nuclear power solely because of
aesthetics J because of possible effects on air current . At present, the state-of-the-art
in wind powe technology is not far enough advanced to warrant the consideration of wind
powe as an economically efficient alternative to other forms of baseload power generation.1

11.1.9.1.2.7 GEI (1) A-8

(A) According to a March 1976 pullication on the reliability of nuclear power by the Atomic
Industrial f orum, Inc. , a 60% plait capacity facter is reasonable. However, calculations
based on an assumed 50% capacity factor do nat significantly affect the cost advantage of a
nuclear plcnt, as indicated in the staff's assessment in section 9.1.3.2 of the Final
Environmental Impact Statement.

(B) The staff has investigated the interest rate submitted by the applicant and has
concluded that 7% accurately reflects their long-term borrowing cost. The appropriate fixed
charge rate for the capital cost estimates was verified to be 9.54%.

(C) In section S.I.3.2, fuel costs estimated by the staff include fuel reprocessing costs.
The nuclear safeguards which are part of plant construction would be included in capital
costs.

11.1.9.2 Sites
't.1.9.2.4 Evaluation of the Ten Sites
11.1.9.2.4.1 GCL (2) A-20

In an assessment of alternative sites which appears in an environmental impact statement,
the general suitability of a site is discussed with reference to site-specific characteristics.
Refer to Section 9.2 for the general discussion of the alternative sites, including staff's
assessment.

11.1.9.2.4.2 CPHV (3) A-58

A total of 32 potential sites for the nuclear power plant were under consideration. Of the
32 possible sites, nine were located in or near New York City. The final decision to locate
in Greene County was based in part on environmental compatibility and engineering feasibility
factors.

The Long Island area was not further considered due to the relatively small number of available
sites. It was felt that the sites on Long ist ad should be reserved for plants which would
serve that area. Also, although tr Nmise' from sites on Long Island to New York would

lEnergy Alternatives: A Comparative Analysis. The Science and Public Policy Program,
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, May 1975.
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require underground circuits similar to systems planned for sites on the Hudson River, such
Long Island circuits would not have the advantage of a strong underlying network, such as
exists along the Hudson River, for transmission reserve. As a result, transmission from
sites on Long Island to New York City would be more expensive than from other areas
considered.

Of f shore plants are not generally considered practicable alternatives compared to other
a re as. The south coast of Lcng Island and the Great Peconic Bay, in particular, were not
corsidered as alternatives because the sea floor foundation characteristics for the breakwater,
which is required to protect the plant from the open ocean, are poor (ER, p. 9.2-15, Revision
2, January 1976).

11.1. % 3 Alternative Plant Designs
11.1.9.3.1 Alternative Cooling Systems
11.1.9.3.1.1 NYDEC (47) A-76

A nore detailed discussion of the thermal loading to the Hudson River f rom once-through
cooling has been given in Section 9.3.1.1 of the FES.

(1) Personal communications with Mr. G. Stillman of PASNY.

(2) Meteorology and Atomic Energy, David H. Slade, Iditor, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission,
TID-24190, July 1968.

11.1.9.3.4 Biocide Systems 11.1.9.3.4.1 USEPA (Biocide Systems) A-83

A discussion of alternate blocides is given in the FES, Sect. 9.3.4.

11.1.10 Evaluation of Proposed Action
11.1.10.1.2 Biotic Effects
11.1.10.1.2.1 PASNY (2) A-41

Table 10.2 in the environmental statement indicates the effects of erosion can be minimized
by good construction practices.

11.1.10.2 Relationships Between Local Short-term Uses and Long-term Productivity
11.1.10.2.4 Decomrissioning
11.1.10.2.4.1 MB (10.2.2) A-16

Although the experience to date with the decommissioning of nuclear power plants is limited,
the section on decommissioning in the DES (10.2.4, p. 10-2) lists some possible solutions to
the decommissioning question,

11.1.10.2.4.2 EWP (2) A-3; ETFUC (10.2.4) A-27; USHEW (The draft) A-78

A. The applicant has reviewed four different levels of decommissioning (ER, p. 5.9-1).

(1) Mothballing. This would leave the plant essentially intact after flushing all systems
and removing all loose radioactive items ard wastes. A security fence would be
constructed around the plant, and security would be provided by a perpetual
around-the-clock guard and watchman. There would also be a semiannual inspection of
the plant.

(2) Entombment. All buildings would be left intact. All the piping would be isolated,
sealed, and entombed. Closed shield housings would be provided for the steam
generators, and a security fence constructed. A semiannual inspection of the plant
would be carried out.

(3) Complete dismantling. The plant structures would be dismantled and removed to slightly
below grade. The subgrade foundations would be essentially left intact. The removal
areas would be backfilled to grade level, and the area landscaped. Upon completion of
the dismantling operation, the site will be returned to approximately the condition
which existed prior to the installation of the reactor plant.

(4) Conversion-Fossil fuel or Nuclear: the conversion process consists of utilizing the
turbine system with a new steam supply system. As in mothballing, all fuel,
radioactive fluids, and waste will be removed from the site. The original nuclear
steam supply system will be disposed of upon separation from the electric generating
system. Pathfinder Atomic Power Plant was decommissioned in this manner.
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Several alternative modes of decommissioning have been used in many cases. 1 hey can be
summarized generally as four alternative levels of restoration of the station site, each
with a distinct level of effort and cost.

In decommissioning at any level, economically salvageable equipment and all reactor fuel
elements would be removed; some equipment would be decontaminated, md wastes of the type
normally shipped during operation would be removed and sent to waste repositories. In
addition, the respective levels of restoration would involve the following measures:

(1) Lowest level. There would be minimal dismantling and relocation of radioactive
equipment. All radio 6ctive material would be sealed in containment structures
(primarily existing ones), which would require perpetual, continuous surveillance for
security and effectiveness.

(2) Second level. Some radioactive equipment and materials would be moved into existing
containment structures to reduce the extent of long-term containment. Surveillance as
in the lowest level would be required.

(3) Third level. Radioact've equipment and materials would be placed in a containment
facility approaching a minimum practical volume. All unbound contamination would be
removed. The containment structure would be designed to need minimal maintenance,
surveillance, and security.

(4) Highest level. All radioactive equipment and materials would be removed from the site.
Structures would be dismantled and disposed of on site by burial or off site to the
extent desired by the tenant.

No specific plan for the decommissioning of the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant was developed
at this stage. Planning required of the applicant will assure, however, that variety of
choice for restoration is maintained until the end of useful plant life. In any event, the
operation will be controlled by rules and regulations in effect at the time to protect the
health and safety of the public. This detailed information is not required in an application
for a construction permit.

B. The power generating costs of the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant operated
at capacity factor of 60%, 70%, and 80% are given in Table 9-1 (DES). Staff calculated tha.
the 1983 present worth of annualized generating cost of the plant operated at an average
capacity factor of 70% will be 32.2 mils / kwhr. Estimated costs (in 1975 dollars) of
decommissioning at the lowest level effort are about $2.9 million plus an annual maintenance
and security charge on the order of $200,000. Complete restoration, including regrading,
has been estimated to cost $50 million. Hence, there is wide variation in costs arising
from differing assumptions as to the level of restoration. At present land values, it is
not likely that consideration of an economic balance alone would justify a high level of
restoration. The applicant's plans at this stage will assure, however, that variety of
choice for restoration is maintained until the end of useful plant life. At this stage it
is not possible for the applicant to make a commitment as to the final decommissicning and
dismantling procedure for the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

As the cost of decommissioning a plant would occur at the end of the plant's useful life,
the present value of such costs would be discounted from estimated future costs. Costs
attributable to decommissioning are relatively minor and would raise the kWh production
costs from .2 to .4 mils / kwhr. This change in generating cost will not influence the fuel
choice between the nuclear and coal generating plants. (see 10.2.4)

11.1.10.3 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources
11.1.10.3.4 Material Resources
11.1.10.3.4.1 NYDEC (10.3.4.2) A-76

#49, 1) and 2): The Federal Energy Resources Council (an advisory office to the President)
recently published a review of U.S. uranium reserves, resources, and production.1 One
conclusion of this review was that "available data indicate that there are sufficient
economically recoverable uranium resources on which to base an expanding nuclear program.
The adequacy of uranium to provide fuel (over their 30 year lifetime) for all existing,
planned, and additional reactors, which may be placed into service by 1990, is a reasonable
national planning assumption."

3" Uranium Reserns, Resources, and Production", published by the Federal Energy Resources
Council with participation by: Council on Environmental Quality, Department of Commerce,
Department of the Interior (U.S. Geological Survey), Environmental Protection Agency, Energy
Research and Development Administration, Federal Energy Administration, June 15, 1976.
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This report offers some assurance of the availability of U.S. uranium supplies. The answer
to the question of "how soon the breeder will be needed" will depend on many f actors which
affect the overall uranium demand and supply conditions. The environmental impact statement
addresses more specific issues which pertain to the plant in question, i.e., the availability
of uranium for the proposed Greene County plant.

11.1.10.4 Benefit-Cost Balance
11.1.10.4.2 Costs of the Proposed Facility

11.1.10.4.2.1 CPHV (4) A-62

Fuel price estimates have been updated and a 50% capacity factor has been included in the
analysis. The 7% interest rate accurately reflects the applicant's long-term cost of capital.

11.1.10.4.2.2 CIHV (5) A-62

fransmissi- cost estimates are given in Chapter 10 of the FES. Air quality is discussed in
Chapters .d 10. The opportunity cost of construction and operation of the proposed plant.

is discL. <;d in Chapter 10. Chapters 2 and 10 present discussions on hydrology and water
quality.

The applicant has no plans to build any associated pumped storage facilities. The exclusion
area surrounding the proposed plant would eliminate the possibility of any close clustering
of other plants around the station, although it does not rule out the possibility of additional
units being constructed on the site.

11.1.10.4.2.3 EWP (5) A-3

A. The Draft Environmental Statement projected the 1983 costs of producing electricity, at
a 70% plant factor, as 24.2 mils / kwhr for uranium fuel and 37.6 mils / kwhr for coal as a
fuel. Therefore, electricity from a coal-fueled station would be about 1.55 times more
expensive than from a nuclear station in 1983. The difference was even greater (factor of
1.85) for 30 year levelized costs assuming 5% annual inflation. The cost of decommissioning,
pro-rated over the life of the station is not expected to significantly increase the price
of electricity from reclear stations; this cost is expected to be well under 1 mil / kwhr. In
its comparison of costs of generating electricity by uranium fuel as compared to coal as a
fuel, the staff has considered the historical efficiency of each (as well as anticipated
changes in this efficiency as a result of pollution control requirements, for example), life
span, construction costs, operating costs, decommissioning expenses and shut-down time for
repairs and improvements. The staff has not compared in detail the jcb generating potential
(including support industry) for the two methods of electrical energy production. However,
the staff considers that it has compared the most significant costs of the two methods of
generating electricity and finds that nuclear is clearly the more economical method, as
indicated by the above-mentioned comparisons.

B. Oil prices have been projected to average about $13 per barrel for the next ten years
by the Federal Energy Administration in its February 1976 update of the Project Independence
Report (" National Energy Outlook," Federal Energy Administration, February 1976, p. 15).
Using this estimated price, an assumed heat content for the oil of 5,800,000 Btu per barrel,
and a generating station heat rate of 8,600 Btu / kwhr, the cost of the oil fuel for an electrical
generating station would be about 19.3 mils / kwhr (in 1975 dollars). Escalating this cost
from 1975 to 1983, the first year of plant operation, at 8% per year would give a 1983 oil
fuel cost of about 36 mils / kwhr. This can be compared with the cost of uranium fuel of 8.1
mils / kwhr and coal fuel of 22.1 mils / kwhr listed in Table 9.1 of the Draf t Environmental
Statement for Greene County as 1983 estimated costs for those fuels. Thus, although coal is
significantly more expensive than uranium fuel, it is also significantly cheaper than oil
fuel.

C. Expected operating lifespans for base-load uranium-fueled plants and coal-fueled plants
are expected to be nearly the same. Thus, plant life is not a factor in comparing overall
generating costs of coal-fueled and uranium-fueled stations.

Both NRC and the Federal Power Commission consider a 30 year life for a coal-fired plant an
acceptable basis upon which to perform an economic analysis. The per kWh cost of electricity
from a plant with a longer life span would depend upon the trend expected in the costs of
fuel and operation, and the assumed capacity factor. In general, lengthening the life span
of a fac''ity would reduce the per kWh cost of electricity, although this conclusion would
have to be analyzed for each specific case.
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D. Current requirements for security forces at nuclear power statioas indicate that the
number of permanent personnel are likely to be higher than the projected figure of 104
contained in the Draft Environmental Statement. A more recent estimate would be about 145
permanent employees for a nuclear power station the size of Greene County. For a ccmparable
coal-fueled station utilizing 50 -removal equipment, this work force would total about 2002
persons. Thus, a coal-fueled plant would result in substantially more employment at the
station. Support functions such as mining and railroading for the coal-fueled station
should be compared with corresponding functions for uranium fuel - e.g., mining, milling,
enriching, fuel fabrication, etc. The staff has not made a comparison of support manpower
requirements for the two fuels for the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant.

An estimate of manpower requirements for both coal and nuclear facilities and encompassing
their fuel cycles is presented in the following table.

OVERALL COMPARISON OF MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS
FOR POWER PLANTS - MAN YEARS

Activity Nuclear Coal

Construction of single unit power plant 5,295 , 3Ea
c d

Constructir , of fuel cycle facilities 270.8 557.8
Total construction 5,565 8 43G

I
Annual operation and maintenance 130' 158

h
Annual operation of fuel cycle 4149 707

Total annual requirements 5T4 E5

Total operation and maintenance require- 16,320 25,950
ments for 30 years

Total manpower for construction and 30 year 21,885.8 30,844.8
operation (typical assumed plant lifetime)

SOURCE: Obtained from J. Cubie, " Manpower Requirements for Nuclear and Coal Power Plants,"
an unpublished draft paper preparea for Congress Watch, Washington, D.C., 1976, p.
3.

'U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Projections of labor Requirements for Electrical Power Plant
Construction 1974-2000, Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 5, Federal Energy Administration, Project
Independence Task Force Report, Nuclear Energy, Washington, D.C., 1974, pp. 111-5.

bU.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Projections of Labor Requirements for Electrical Power Plant
Construction 1974-2000, p. 5, Federal Energy Administration, Project Indepedence Task Force
Report: Facilities, Washington, D.C., 1974, pp. VII-78, 87.

CEnergy and Resources Group, Evaluation of Conventional Power Systems, Berkeley, California,
1975, pp. 150, 155.

d
Ibid., pp. 113, 117.

'U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Proposed Final Environmental Impact Statement - LMFBR,
Washington, D.C., 1974, Vol IV, p. 10.2-2.

Federal Energy Administration, Project Independence Task Force Report: Facilities, p.
VII-34.

9 Letter from Mr. George Russ, Atomic Industrial Forum to Dr. Chauncey Kepford.

hFederal Energy Administration. Project Independence Task Force Report: Transportation,
Vol. 1, Rail, Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 11-7.

These figures do not include the amount of man-days lost and the value of that lost time
during the fuel cycle. WASH-1224 (Comparative Risk-Cost-Benefit Study of Alternative Sources of
Electrical Energy) quantified the occupational accident costs of 1,000 mWe plants (nuclear
and fossil) operating at a 75 percent capacity factor. The results are summarized in the
following table.
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''
6Occupational Accidents 10 5 MDL*

Coal-fired 0.47 9,250
Pressurized water reactor 0 664
Bolling water reactor 0.034 684

SOURCE: U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Compar ve Risk-Cost Benefit Study ofi

Alternative Sources of Electric 1 Energy, Washington, D.C., 1974, p. 3-91,
-

1794, and 3-95.

*MCL = man days lost; each man day lost is computed at $50.

11.1.10.4.2.4 GCL (9b) A-21

The direct benefit of the plant would be the generation of electrical energy: the average annual
electrical energy generated with a plant capacity factor of 70% would be 7,300 GWhr.

11.1.10.4.2.5 GCL (9j) A-21

Chapte.' 10 of the environmental statement presents a discussion of the costs and benefits of
the proposed plant.

11.2 LOCATION OF PRINCIPAL CHANGES IN THE STA1EMENT IN RESP 0 '5E TO COMMENTS

Comment Identification FE5 Section Revised Where Response Can Be Found

USD01 (Item 7b) A-53 Revised Summary and Conclusions
PASNY (Section 2, Part 7) A-36 2.7.2
PA5NY (Section 2, Part 9) A-36 2.7.2.2
UCEMC (2.1) A-21 Table 2.6
NYOCOE (2.3.2) A-5 2.3.2
UCEMC (2.5.1 & 2.5.3) A- 2. 5
GCL (2.3.1) A-22 2.3.1
PASNY (Sec. 2 1 to 6) A-35 & 36 Proper Text Revised
U5001 (Sec. 2.3) A-52 2. 3
USDOI (Geology) A-52 Report Issued September I, 1977
NYDEC (21) A-72 2.7.1
MB (3.7.3) A-15 3.7.3
PASNY (Sec. 3, Part 6) A-37 4.4.1
USDOI (Table 3.6) A-54 3.6.1
NYDEC (22) A-72 4.1.2
CPHV (Effects on Police Services) A-61 4.4.3
PASNY (1) A-37; NYDEC (32) A-73 4.5.1
PASNY (2) A-37 4.1.1 & 4.4.1
PASNY (4) A-37 4.3.1.1
NYDEC (18) A-71 4.1.2
UCEMC (Biotic Effects) A-13 4.3.1
USDOT (2 a, b, c & 3) A-6; GCL (3.8) A-22; ) 4.1.3

NYDEC (5) A-65; USHUD (2) A-77 )
MB (4.1.2) A-15 4.1.2 & 4.3.1
MB (Last Comment) A-16 )
AEW (Employment) A-18 )
CPHV (Analysis of Impact) A-60) 4.4 & 5.6
GCL (9 & 11) A-21 )
USHUD (1 & 3) A-77 )
GCL (4.4.1 & 4.5.2) A-23 4.4
NYDEC (5) A-65 4.4.5
NYDEC (1 & 8) A-66 5.6.1.1
NYDEC (1 & 2) A-65 5.6.1.2
USHEW (With Regard) A-79 4.4.3
PASNY (Sec. 5, Part 1) A-38 5.1
NYDEC (41) A-75 )
PASNY (Sec. 5, Part 2) A-39 ) 5.5.2.2
NYDCOE (Sec. 5.5.1.2) A-5)
GCL (5.1.1.1) A-23 ) 5.6.7
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NYDEC (11 & 12) A-66 ) 5.6.7
PASNY (Sec. 5, Pcrts 6 & 7) A-39) 5.3.3.
NYDEC (42) A-75 )
NYDEC (39) A-75 5.4.1
PASNY (Sec. 6, Part 1) A-39 6.1. 3.1
USHEW (7.2) A-80 7. 2

USHEW (9.1.2) A-80 7.1
CPHV (Project Scope I to 5 and Page 4) A-56 to 57 )
FEA (Load Management) A-20; Ch. 8
PASNY (Sec. 8, Parts 1 to 7) A-39 & 40 )
ETFUC (8.1.1) A-27 8.1.1
MB (8) A-16 ) 9.1.2
ETfUC (8.3.3.7) A-28 )
USERDA (Conservation of Energy) A-90 8.2.3
CPHV (Conservation and Pricing Alternatives) .'8 8.4.2
UCEMC (9.1.2.1) A-14 8.4.1
NYDEC (48) A-76; PASNY (Sec. 9, Parts 1 and ' A-40) Ch. 9
GEI (2 to 5) A-9 )
NYDEC (22) A-7 9.3.4
FEA (Alternatives) A-20 9.1.2.1
GEI (1d) A-8 Ch. 9.1
GEI (4) A-19; MB (8 in part) A-16) 9.1.2.2
CPHV (6) A-60 )
CPHV (In General 3) A-56 9.2
PASNY (Sec. 10, Part 1) A-41; AEW (Evaluation of Proposed Ch. 10

Action) A-18
AEW (Decommissioning) A-19 10.2.4
GCL (8) A-21 Ch. 4, 5, 10

CPHV (1 to 3) A-62 10.4
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4ril 2,1976 '''E C T
(, (b) The Statecient d;es admit to the possibility cf serious

F . Harold R. Cent n #

', accidects, b"t discwts their patsbility (7.1). Eig*t classes of
accidents are pcstulated for this project, the rest strious cf which

Cirector
Divisics of Site Safety & Ervire eental I.nalysis , hvR3019 P ~.4l

is a trcken steam pipe. The Statement then centinues "The postulatedg .

occurrences in Class 9 involve sequences of sxcessive failures acre
Nuclear Regulatcry Co s.1ssicn \ p%e== #6 severe thn those required to be considered in the design tases ofWashington, D.C. 21555 prctection syste:s and engineered safety features. The consequences}y could be severe. ' However, the prot,atility of their cccurrence is,

Cear Prs:Centsn: *p~ judged so scall that their en, neeental risk is extrecely 1cw.".

:1
I am writing to present ry corzents and v.:e:tions :.n the Ccmissica's Consequences cf Class 9 accid, 4 are not pestulated because they are
Craf t Ecvi*erzental Statement on the preposed n:. clear co er plant in viewed as less likely than sirrver accidents. Yet the Class 9 variety
Greece Ccunty, N.Y. (Cocket #50-549). are precisely these with the potential fcr the rest severe erwironr' ental

f a ct And it is precisely this kiad of accident which ec.1d have
De Corrission's analysis leaves several serins questic3s unanswred ccesequences for a wider ge: graphic ares.
**o left ce with se**:as reservatic"s abcut initial a; proval cf the
c*cject. t*y corcerns fall into five catepr.es and * t.culd like the Is the Cer-:ission saying that such iNidents are irpossible? If they
Cen ission's s:ecific repenses to the questions ; pese. Th2 areas are possitte, shculd not the enviroi ental consequences be examined?
c' ccccern are: What would be the irpact on the resis ets cf this 50-sile radius area

should a Class 9 accident occur? In fairress to these residects. I
(1) Postulated accidents feel this question should be adequately disctssed in the Final I.4a:t
Q) Cecomissicning S ta tement.
3) Trans; rtaticn cf fuel end wastes<

i4)'R y cnal irpa:ts (c) Sabctage and theft constitute two envircreental risks
iS) Cost analysis of nuclear vs. cual plants which are causing increasing conce-n. Why dces the State-ent not

explore the potential enviro r. ental damage staming from these possible
(1)Postulatdaccidents occurrences?

'

(a) Tm ScJitions of-the envirerrental staterent appear to (d) The Statement dces not atterpt to deal with the economic
'a incor.sistent On t*e one hard, the prttability of the rest consequeaces of various classes of accidents. For exa:rple, there arer.a t:

severe catapry of accidant (Class 9) is tetally dt :cuated. C the three large ceeent plants in Cementon. Under what circumstances would
cuer tard, the statrent attests that other possible sites were re- they have to clcse? For hcw larg? What would te the econcaic louf
jetted tecausa these era "prcxf: ste to lar;e pcpuldicn centers * In case of merc severe accidents, would the village of Catskill or the(i.2.3).* If there is ro serious emirme ntal rirks from t5e pro. City cf Hudson have to te quarantined? In case of a Class 9 mishap,acsed pl. -t, hoe can etter sites te ncluM frm corsic'eratice? is it possible that the entire area withk the 50-etle radius would
If taere is sericus pctent.f al dager, hcw can oc?ula*1en der,sity be quarantined?
of one size and not arother te used to justify site selectfon?

* Tr is rurcer, and sui:epent *:'.et&s, refer to 5;ecific sections :f theCr af t Erxtr:rmtal State' eat

5$
m mnn-rm o ---cuo r,.m
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A;ril 2. 1975

April 2.1976
Fege 3

Page 4

(2) D e is derie;

(b) No conside-zti:n was given in tre Stateeent to the
(a) The Draft Envircc ental Statemt does r:t include a passibilitics of saht;;a Jr tadt let thea e.ects cre rare likely

definite plan for decc.nissioning the plant. Instead it lists three to eccer during transit t M cn site. that are the envircrrental risks
cethcas which could be used for deco"r:issionir.g; two of which involve from these possibilities?
leaving contaminated material tahind ar.d establishing an exclusionary
zere around the site. Will the raterial left behind be contaminated (4) p.c oral 1, pact
with high er low level radiation? How long cast this exclusiccary
zere remain in force? Ucult it have to be patrolled? For how lons? (a) The Statement indicates that PAW will pay $9.278 in lieu
At t hat cost? Can the Corrission guarantee that this method will of taxes annually, whicn will be divided atong five jurisdictions (4.4.4).
prevent radiation leakage into the envircarent? Local school districts, hcwever, wi'l eyperience an ircrease in expense

as a direct result of the project constructicn of $553.Si<T. with $256,500
(b) The costs cf decomissioning is not included in the of the additional burden falling on Greene County. Other local govern .

initial cost estimates for the plant I question whether we can rent services will also have to te increas-d. the Statement notes.
have a true picture of the overa'l cost cf develepirg this site and FAShY's payments in lieu of taxes are to be based cr. current uni = proved
of its compar:ble expense with other types of power plants without property value of the site. . Why are not par ents based on the value
puttirg these figtres in the total. Oecer.rfssicning costs are of the property once it is improved by the project?
staggering. Establishing an exclusionary Icne wculd require an
initial investment of $1.003,C00 and an additional $1CO.C00 for (b) The power gerersted by the project will not directly
yearly caintenance. The alternative method of re~2ving the plant benefit the regicn. Added electrical energy will permit, not recessarilyertirely ard restoring the site would ccst $70,C^0,000 at rost. cau:e. some growth or develeprent to occur (10.4.1.6). In additicA.heither method was selected for the site; they are only proposals. some hardship in the region is expected orce the construction boca is
Will the cost go up when the exact plans are formulated? How would over. Ccnsidering these facts, what is the justification for perMtting
tne expense-of deccraissioning change the estimated price of pcwer PA5Nf to pay only $3.278 in lieu of taxes?
to thc cons.rer?

(c) The Statement directs pA5Kf to develcp plans to deal with
(3) Transportation of fuls and waste the impact of 2.100 workers daily corruting by a single road into and out- -

cf the site (4.4.1). If read improvement is to be done, who will pay for
(a) lhe Statement indicates that waste will be remcved this work?

and fuel deltvered via normal shipping routes using normal proce-
dures. Alternatives such as special rcuting, providirg escorts, and (5) Cost analysis of nuclear vs. ceal plants
adding shielding to the containers were considered and rejected (9.4).
The main transportation modes are to be rail and truck. (a) The cost comparisons between ruclear and modern coal-fired

plarts dces not appear to be adequate to justify the conclusion that
According to the Statement, the probability of accidents and resulting nuclear is less expensive than coal power. As already noted, the cost
casualties during transportation of raterials cculd not be estimated. of decomissioning a nuclear plant is not included in the price tag.The transportation environment is considerably less subject to cortrol The costs of providing deterrents to sabotage and theft. which seem
than the plant environment. Thus, it seems logical that the pectabiltty likely to be required in the future, are not included. Has the Com-
of accidents is greater in transit than on site. Moreover, the condi- mission undertaken a study to corpare costs takirg into account the
tion of rail facilities at the present tire deserves consideration by followina

potentia $:(historical efficiency of each, life span, job generaticthe Ccemission. The question of rail safety is raised by a recent including support industry), construction costs, operat ngaccident in Catskill during which five cars of a train derailed and costs, decomissioning expenses, the amount of time a plant might be
fell 100 feet from a trestle into the village street below. shut down for repa irs or improvements? It seems to me that if these

figures were included it uuld help explain the Comission's position
Considering the safety question and the nurter of people who would that coal is rot an acceptable substitute for nuclear power.
be pctentially exposed to radiation (Comission estimate of 600,000
people alcng the transportation rcut e), should not a detailed study (b) The Statement briefly considers oil as an alternative
o' transcortation possibilities and problems be rade? What would te fuel, but no cost analysis is presented. Might not such an analysis
the eff ?ct of a serious transportation accident, such as the one in shcw that coal may be more expensive than nuclear, but still :,ubstan-
Catakill, involving nuclear material? tially less expensive than oil?
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Page 5 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
wrw voms oisTaict. comes or encinsens

* se ranamat n na(c) A nec nr pl:nt ca.1 ce cpr.ble fcr a rmt. ,.:: o 40 years
Vhat is the expected lifespan cf a rc arn ccal-fired plant? If it is "'" * * ' '0087

13:;er, would tnis not tend to retta tha per genaratia; year cost of
coal?

- , , .

(d) The Statement estimates a construction payroll of 2.100 NAM- E 5 April 1976

ard a permanent payroll of 104 for the nuclear plant Wetld a coal
plant result in ssbstr.tially rrre pe-rane-t empicyent, particularly

nwhen suppcrt functions such as mining and railroading are taken into
/:s',"g,,#'s~4

ecccu:tt?

N M [" <s
) .

>
.

The questions I pose in this letter are very real and very serious. fio Mr. v.s. tesan Jr., chief

other form of energy presents such a complex and potentially hazardous Environmental Project Branch 3 U
,g ,2f -

e

set of envircnmental problems, and I feel that it is essential that Division of site safety and Enviroranental O h,
,

the Coczission fully. explore all the environmental rar.ifications Analysis , . ' S ~te ,- U
3

%( ~
4 '?of this application. I believe the Cocriission would t,est discharge Nuclear Regulatory consnission

s'its duty by reevaluating the areas I hAve questioned before issuing washington, D. c. 20555
,,, G''a Final Ervironmental Statement. m ' .

Dear Mr. Regen:,

>in erely,
#'

Reference is made to your letter, dated 11 March 1976, (Docket # 50-549) re-/

[/ '

' Nclear Power Plant".
/ 4 questing cocuments op the draft environmental statement entitled, "Creen County

l( 'a . . ony
Inclosed please find a copy of this of fica's cceanents. The Corps of Engineers

EWP/Zp appreciates the opportunity to review the draf t statement.

Sincerely you d

4e

,4- w
1 Inci J. A. W21SS
as Chief Engineering Divisien

O ,

i a

V. 7
-

3ST 7 N.. /
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U. S DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
3 reosest seeGeeurav ADesessieteatsoas

ear,eoes ones

Draft Environmental Statement
\, Leo W. O'Brien Faden1 Bui.Liing - 9th Floor

Clinton Avenue and NortA Fearl Stnet
h-Creen County Nuclear Fewer Plant Albany, New Yort 12207

April 7, 1976 ,,,%, . . , , , , , .N.Y. District Corps of Engineers - Ca==ents

01-36.hB

1. Section 2.22 - A discussion should be included detailing the tourist. in-
dustry in the surrounding counties. Any impact of a nuclear plant on the tour- Nx
ist trade should be discussed. Would a11 edged dangers, be they real or imagined. [ h ', / / '' -*l Jadversely effect this industry? U.S. Nuclear llegulatory Commission *

Office of Nuclear Reactor kgulation ,

C
2. Section 2.3.2 - Has this determinatica teen made in conjunction with the Washington, D.C. (gg 12
N.Y. State Archeological Council and the N.Y. State Historic Of ficer? Evidecce 4-.

of such coordination should be included in the statement. Gentlemen: % % g ,,,
W

3. Section 3.4.5 - Work discribed ir. this section will require a section 10 Subjects DEIS, Green County Nuclear Power Plant, b #
pe r: nit. Depending on the znethod of dredging and placement of fill, a section Power Authority of New Yo k State;r

404 permit may also be required. Catskill, Greene County, New York

4. Section 3.4.5 - the navig3* al aids to be deployed regarJing the discharge We han MW W M hmmm m%g w %, gm
structure should be discus sed. of the Envimraental Report - Construction Pemit Stage (including

rev1sions 1 and 2) which you released in March 1976.
5. section 5.5.1.2 - The visual inpacts of the cooling tewers on the cc:= unity
should be discussed. We offer the fbilowing ~==anta s

1. A copy of the Envimamental Statement should be submitted to the
New Ierk State Department of Transport Ation for review as nacy of
transportation issues expnamed in the statement should be coor-
dinated with them.

2a. Sectio i h L.1 Bvsical Leacts - Under the Federal-aid Highway
hogrea the individual States are responsible for ** initiation,
planning, design, and construction of highway projec's. The
mle of the Federal Highway Administation (FEdA) is primarily
one of review ami appaval at various stages of project develop-
ment. Therefore, the upgrading of acy roads or intersections on
the Federal-sid or State highway systen should be initiated
thmugh that agency.

b. We are concemed with your preposed altamate of providing a
temporary interchange with the New Yo k State Thnway. Acyr

undertaking of this nature should be done with extreme cars to
provide proper safety for the travelling public. The specific
details of the proposed use of the New York tate Thruway should
be coordinated with the New York State Depar ment of Transporta-
tion in accoMance with the aquirements of -- % d v al Highway

3&.3
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2.

acancttitart w assmcloN. O c.
REM 4ECH 2025o

Pmgram Manual 61-1-6. struct

[ OHFCE 07 ADwNSTR ATotc. The park and ride shuttle bus should be enmursged as it could a
provide meanirgfd inpmvesent of the traffic conditions on Act:CULTLRE
Ecute 94 We also suggest that you consider the alternatives
of pmviding meaningful incentives for erployee car pooling.
This should include a " match up" service ani priority parkirg
for car pools. April 15,1976

3. Sacthn hf.2.< S+at*f evalvtien - As we have stated before,
any comprehensive pmgrf t to reduce traffic congestion should

So-Sy9be coor11nated with the New York State Department of Transpor- Mr. Win. II. Regan, Jr.
tatics . Division of Site Safety and

Environmental Analysis
Sincerely yours, Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

Vic or E. Tuy .
Dear Mr. Regan:

Division LMir.istrator In response to your letter of March 11, we have reviewed

the Draf t Environmental Statement related to the con-

struction of the Greeu County Nuclear Power Plant and
Cct
Rex I. Wells, Chief, Envi.mtmental Pmgre.as Division, Washington, D.C. have no commaents.
Bayard S. Forster, Itegional Itepresentative, New York, New York
The Council on Envimr: mental Qaality, Washington, D.C. ($) sincerely,

The Office of Enviro =nental Affairs, U.S. Department of Transportation
(TC-70), Washirgton, D.C.

-
'e,j'

R. E. Kirby, Region L*ministrator, Albany, New York s,

Yo f . ' f,s ,'C U . . .s --
~ .

H. L. Barrows 7 * ' % _-

Deputy Assistant Administrator
n} #*h,

sg
} u

,I,-' \

~.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE GI M DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

sofL CONSEnvaDCN SEWy1CE }
UNITED STATES COAST GUARD ;,*,*,,,,,]!,*,"*** (D S/ 73 )

''**''' M W # M I700 East Water :>treet, Syracuse, New Yorx 13210 g
IO-699 Apri: 20, 197 .a m a

So-S+9 [- -
C

M r. William H. R egart, Jr. '

't i O
y1' h{

Chaef. Environmental Prc,jects Branch 3
I ' * Mr. W . H. Regar., Jr . , Ch ie f fQDmsson cf Site Safety and

Environmental Analysis . %g f Livision cf Site safety and
7 Enviromantal Projects Branch 3

I;y' e
a

U. S. Nuclear R egulatory Corn.rrds sicn
~ *1

* * ** ~~ h gp
'

'~

y!
* Y@V % g4 .4h#Wa shington, D. C. 20 5 5 5 .,

y Neclear ilegalat cry Grriasion
% hash ir.st on, D. C. L 'S

Dea r Mr. R egan:
,

4 JU
"Lear w r. Regan:

This of.; ice ha s rev.ewed the Draft Environner.tal Statement related - M
to the c onstruction cf ' G reene County Nuclea r Power Plant, Pawer This is in respurse to your letter of 11 Marc'., ' @ addresse! to Mrs.
Authority of the State of New Y arh, ' published March 1976 and p re- Conne r concernir.g a dra ft envirare- al stater.: fez the Creene Court)

clear Pwn Flant, Greene M , New ' A .;,a r ed y the U. S. Nuclear B egulatory Cornmis sion, Cf tice of Nuclear
Reactor B edulation, Washington, D. C. The concerr:ed opera t ing a& in ist rat icr.s and s t J f f o f the Depa rtrent of

Transportat ion hn e reviewd *he e.aterial s/s itted. The Cuast Guard
The items of concern to SCS have been adequately covered in this had the fellowirg carrents to of fer:

sta t em e nt.
"IW ' EP II* PN:

We appreciate the opporturuty to review and comment on t.FJs proj ect.

wastes; will be transp( rted b:. Sarge on t he H P x River, t' e p roceduresSince rely your s, irvols ed sh%1d be e sc:.ssed in *.he fir.d irpe state ert, and tFe
J 1r. sequences of a b oth+ ical accident 6hould be descriSed in 3ect ion.~"r / * 1, Ira s porta t i e f er.t .#, -howg h<

gcg epui ard
.

val as Drr s e,u n t f nakeup water and blowdown given ina

7 d

Stdee Conservationist beetion 3.6.1.1 do ro' cc e wit $ the values given in bectian 3.4.1.
*M e Ont pra w h c f w* ion 3.6.1.1. i:rplies that the concer-

t ra t i on . # *be 51%6se. will be a rrmimur o f 4. 31 t t.tes the i-takecc: R. M. Davis, Administ rator, SCS, Washington, D. C.
cono-ctratice; 5 wever, L ble 3.' ind icat es a bl*w concent raticinD r. Fowden C. Maxwell, Coor dinator, Office cf Environmental apprcxi atel tir.s greater.*

Quality Acturities, Office of the Sec'y, USDA, Washington, D. C.
Council on Environmental Qual:ty, Wash 2ngton, D.C. (5 copies) Ta u 3.? she,uld specif. the flow rate used to c'erive t he values

for incre: e .tal increa se in lid e an R i' + r car.cen t ra t i c4.s o f se lec t e d
-h e- i ca ls .

* r. $remg ,or_r,,s,ng c nv q.,y ,mq. 's ry , c m.r q
_ _

_nr n t_ =3ev ry _ y<e , r t_ r v - n e_ it . ct*g*n

"All projecta s ing t he 1..dson R ive r have a crula t ive irpa ct or.
+5a 1.one t e r, pr # ~.6 ivity of river waters. Al< bot #. it is stated that

.]Q33 charm trm *he (reena N n* Nuclear flar.t are * t a t a _ev el h i gh

i .
r.s e-
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areas cf the western United States. 'r '
,7

a> q
.,!5;f P cow =q y3. Page 9 4 w f_

bM $0bN6N $bb
COUNTY OFFICE BV!LD4hG ONGSTO% NEw y04 I;c

~
(#

'
* *As cf April 1,1976 the l'. S. Geological Survey *

-
'

had establisned 97 K3*A's and IC KOPA additicns in 12 restern 2'9 m
cercewec sessp 4

States, includir.g Ariz:na and Colorado. (3,04?,873 a:res). '*33'm fs

4. Page 9-4 '

No water is bottled and r.arketed frcn Letanon
Hot 5;rin;s, New Y0rk. Ycu are confus!r.C that c;eraticn with

Oar.sSprin63, Massachusetts.

Tcgether with our collda.ue, Jares. P. Centurino
Director. Division of Site Safety and Environmental Aralysis
Cf fice cf helear Eeactor kegulationcf 'desten Ctservatery we have identified a series cf seven I|.S. Nuclear Berulatcry Co m asion
eashingtca, D. C. 20Bthe =al sprinzs between *,etan0n, billaN3tCVn, P33310h25'Et5 EM

#"* * D9Surlington, verront Our studies succest that this is a lirre

Statement auteitted to the Cf fice of helear seactorthemal reservoir with hicher terreratures at depth. See, Reralation Frenenting our coments on the :raf t Er.virereer.tal
Statement related to the censtruction of Greene Cour.ty NuclearCenterino, J. ?. 1975, 'he Ce0th?r-31 F0k'nt!31 of New En-land: Power Flant by the Power Authority of New York.,

Lostcn Ccilete, Chesnut Hills , Pas sa:husetts.

Sute.itted tv the Energy Cceeltteet.,e surgest that yea have nct adequately asse: sed *n
Stirley S. Kctran. Chairman

the tecthe mal potential cf ;;ew Ycrk. EPOA is cuarcrtir.;* re search Lt. Peter Erewn - 537 New Falta
Dr. Stephen J. Ereceier Eref. of Eio;ogy, ; N New Paltaby the tiew York Gecic;ical Curvey. L.'e su rest yeu centset the .

5. Ceepressured ::nes exis- in Calirarni, and etner
* "" "'7' '' f* f ^781**. S N New Faltz

Lt. Selden Spencer, Chairman of Biolory ;,pt. 5"NT New Falta
states as well as alcE6 the Culf Coast as thet ie.el **; ort

stated a few years arc.

In shcrt, we find that t he !PO s t a ff centtnues to

down, rade Eecthernal energy rescurces and is net a 9 u'.tely

reviewing then for decision-nakers. Dr. Pctort W. Pex has

publically stated that there is recthe m31 pctenti?1 in the

eCther""al Tra die r.t s of New Yrri City 2nj thrCu~hcut Mew Ycrk

= " " -
7 Wa7.

~1.cerelv yours,
'"

n s, _. __- 1. . .
N-

c a s.:, o ., ,,,, ,
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NW (Page 1)

his impact statement eeesa to be a tit out of date; fer ex =ple. Section
Zsice Ce@ 2 51.1 discusses river flcws up to 1971 when data up to 1975 was and is

ENil10NMENTAL MANAGEMENT COUNCIL ,eatuy avanaue fro. the aa,e .. us.4 in preparing tus renrt. no

COUNTY OF FiCE BWL?NG - t NOSTON, nee YC3it 11401 new data does not change any conclasion, but still it seesa best to use
current data when it la so readily available.

LeToe.e P o sox 12i
ets 330e3oo In section 2 51.2. the water added by tributaries of the Hudson is

cenaidered, ist evaporation is ignored. Co a het sunser day evaporation is
April 29. 19% aignificant and can cancel or more than cancel additions from tributaries.

Sectica 2.5.3.1 discusses river water quality. Table 2.4 summarises the

Director. D$ v. of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis date. Additiocal data free W Reecurces !=to for New Yoru : ' enter ^uali ty

. ''%1:a'':"l::r;'Ctid'":" ~~e e th c s o s -a te a . ror ra.r-hema-n-" "
s

washington. D. C. 2C*55 and pesticide ana:ysea are available.

Since the present reactors at Indian Foint are apparently adding radio-Guthmen:
cheticale into the Hudson. the impact of these pollutanta can be studied ard

The Ulster Coucty Environmental Management Council is very concerned
of what we the ccecluaicna of such a study applied to the G.C.N.P.F- It is desirableabout the rapid devdopment of nuclear power plants in view

beenfeel are operational and health and safety problems that have not that this be done as a significant 1spect is possible,
solved. In our appinted pcaitions as an advisory Council to our County
legislature, we have tasen an active interest in studyirr these problema e cooling water discharge acto the Hudson will be soeewhat polluted.
and are 6rstified that we can sutnait our concerca to your agency regarding
tre Greene County location. It will contain E1"A or a altilar afent to prevent scale fcrtation chromium

to prevent corrosion. chlorir., to kill bacteria and perhaps a funsicide to
There are many aspects that we have not discussed, but trust that

o u comments will be acknowledged as pertinent. !t seems 1sp rtant to prevent rot * in tee towere.

surgemt a most thorough study of ti e FC3 probles. It is newly acknculedged
and this LTJ could not addresa itself to that situation. I have sutaitted Chrcetum discharged into the river exceeds federal atendards and recent
this concern to both our Eegional Lept. of :crirennental Ccnrervation in rep rts indicate that chrceium poliution around cooling towers is a probles,
New Faltz and directly to kr. Cgden Reid (just resigned) who had referred
it to Mr. Ted Bullar. Leputy Commissioner. *he posaitility of FCB's being lilution does not sees to be an adeqvte method to mitigate this impact *

contained in the plume free the cooling towers usins wster from the Hudson Certaihly ph control will not work if dilution is the eclution as the ph will
River had not occurred to tnee ani they plan to investigste the matter

te that of the dilution water cot that of the effluent. The cretical tesiairmediately.

for assuming precipitation of heavy metals abould be given in detail. Final
In view of the questions submitted by our Cerwittee on material not

included in the OE.1. is it pessible for as to receive this infer,ation setal concentrations should be calculatec . *he staff's judrement shculd te

when research is concluded so that we rey be given the opportunity to ched ed ty eniculation or better yet by experiaent if posaitle.
respond to the results of your studies on these matters 7

Y .cs truly, /
/. / * Rot can to avoided by usin,r asbestos drif t eliminators. Mcwever, if this is

,

d4# [6 +/g / .
{rg/4 dene the ispect cf astestos in tre air sh%1d be censidered. As these parts,/

' age they are known to pub asbestos into the plume.
Chirl . Ketran,

Chairmarj of Energy Committee
SOK

Enc.

m e 9 0.s e .,
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yTtpcior;T (page 2) WMY AC CCNCl 3KW3 37 eM 3.e.l.3 (p,g, g)
As part of susunary and conclusions 3f. "*he estimated integrated dose

CWM TOS to the population due to the operation of the plant to 26 man-rema/yr.,
Entrained chemicala in the cooling tower plume may be worth ecre study. less than the acrual fluctuations in the 21.000,000 man-rems / year background

The Ndson containa PCB's now and scat likely will until the toca of these dose this population would receive (Section 5 4.1.).
cheuicals on the bottom are removed by man or the rieer. FCA's entrained

Tet in section 5.4.1.4 the staff concludes that "a value of 450 man-reesin the plume will enter land ecosystems they might not othe wise enter. he will be used for the occupational radiation exposure for the sirigle-unit
impact may be significant. station." *here app mre to be a contradiction in these two figures. In

Cooling tower plumes are detemined using eMels. We securacy of these * * # * ' * *** # * * * *
models has to be questioned. A full study of accuracy cf the predictions the dose to plant workers tut they do not speify what these factors om.
should be included. This should include errors in data collection as well One assumes that the added dose to workers will coe, largely free ,oe staf f *a
as errore inherent in the model. This should be ucked up ty coeparisons conclusi n in 3 5.1 5 6 hat only y.o ci/ year -f tritium will te released and
on actual and predicted plumes at similar plants in humit temprite climates not 1200 C1/ year as estimated by the applicant, as the staff concludes that
like New York. ICs of the boron recovery syntes distillate will be discharged. *hus %O C1/ year

Impact of water use on the river is based on averare flows of droughts. are not to be released outatie the plans according to this bookkeeping and yet
there is to be no net increase cf occupational expcaure because of otner un-The impact of tM plant cn a day of low flow such as the 282 cu/ft/aec flow

of September 2.1o63, may be euch more significant. Imnact atudy shculd
**P **M. ept. Ct. M . pp. 614. "Cecupational Radiatica Ex Woureconsider these worst cases to see if the impacts are accectacle or if plant

shutdown will be necessary, uclear F wer Plante" shows curves of annual total body exposur , in man-reesat

with years of operati$n for both FMt and P.R. In the case of B.3's the authcre
e nelude that there is a definite increase of exposure with yea o cf plantIn general the impact statement needs scoe irprovement. Most?v base
Ferati n. A similar conclusi a can be made from the data for the F' ? case,line data is given and impact is based en judgement when pr.cietive tech-

niques could be used. * * * # " # "* "
Suttitted by: the regulatory guide and other guidance that occurrences such as the "replaceeent
Dr. Stephen J. Eceeeier of a section cf pipe in cirht downcomers" will not result in the " job requirinaProf. of GeoloC

2Mc men -- receivia.g a tctal eroosure of 3*00 man-reias over the 6-month period.."S.U.N.Y. at New Faltz
as sentioned in the % clear f afety article, since this was the result of faulty
desirn or wcrkmarddp.

*he doce limit as set fcrth in the F.4 ei Ferdat**. Jure 9, 1971. is
1U erem/ year at the site boundary for noble gas emiaalons. Yet J. A. * hie in
Nuclase Tafate Volume o, No. 2 "lew-1.evel Environmental Monitorina by
Fluctuations Analysia", indicates that the background free ccamic radiation
garna rays is IX eree/ year at a site bcundary. Much existing monitcring
equipment is ur.atle to measure with accura y 5 st e-/ year on a daily basie
emissions f em the plant as the backgrouni fluctuates in amounte well in
excess of 5 mrae/ year day to day.
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I ace 13Fgmp ARY AJr.) CCEL"5!CN3 ?f and 3 5.1.9 iamt'd) *E* 2 ) Critique on EccloSical Aspects Related to the Contructior of the
The staff states in section 6.2.2 that "As evaluation of the applicant's Gr=ene Count, % clear Flant

proposed operational sonitori g program vil be perfcrued daring the license

review...". bes this include a careful atudy of the limitations of acnitcring
* * M* *

due to background? section 2.7 Ecology

Coverage is rather thorougs of terrestrial and aquatic habitats, though
Section 7.1 pCN*D ACCT Dr*3 IWClli'vi DA~ A"'VT PASIAl a few points should be commentee. on:

1. Tatle 2.6. p. 2-21. Easter eeugsr. Feli s c*eeler ceuce% is not onlyIt is not clear from reedig Section 7.1 whether the probat:ilities found andar. sered. it is, and has been, extinct free tne region during taas certury.
to bold for the various petulated accidents were in accord with the Reactor In regard to timber wolves. it is highly unlikely that ttey oculd vetture iato

this already busy area on the stores of the Hudson itiver.
Safety Study dra 't. Since that study did alter the relative probabilities

2. %e stresa on endangered species probably would be minimal sinceand also includes Oew more relative postulated accidents shouldn't the their occurrence is not strictly local in the area of the preposed axlear
postulated accidente be chosen in oose meaningf ul way from that stady than plant alte; hence, reference to these endangered plaata and animals is

superfluous.
from the " Standard accident assumptions and guidance issued as a preposed

3 Reference is made to "terwood Shrsb". Several species of derwood areamendment to Appeatix 3 of 10 Cy2 Part SC"7 shrube.

If this was done then one can cor.atder data for tatie 7.2 in lirtt of pp. 4 4. 5.6

correspondence with epa and indirect criticism of the reliability of the 3 ,,g

fault-tree analysia as providing absciute criteria cf the AM stad * I as impressed with the detailed care that is pecaleM durins cor.atruc-T

tion and afterward to tinlaise runoff. erosion and ur.necessary resoval ofAt the present time the nuclear fuel cycle seees to be in great existig flora, but I as distressed that the preferred corridor will necessi-
dif ficulty at the reprocessing plant level. None are operating (Bernwell. tate the removal of 8.4 miles of heavily tiseered 1&ad cor;riaing about 2,%
South Carolina; eest Valley. New York; and Morris, Illir.cis) a .d although Could set alternate routes have beer. selected whicn would have aacres.

lesser impact en weretation? likewise I as troutled by =tst to me arrearsi
spent fuel is being shipped to these locations their atorare f acilities will the cceplete destruction cr alteration of the 16 acres of the various cesite

water bodies. Frorisity to the Hudaco River is impertant to the s ccesafs1soon fill up and then spent fuel will have to remain at the reactor (sa is breeting of many species of estuarine aniemia, and this site would reduce
already being done) as reprocessing is not proceedins at either of the three e4uatic tabitata by 16 additional acres. gtg patives steals be censidered
locations and does n<,t seem likely befere the I W 's. pp. 5-24 thru 33

The Rasmussen report in Appendix 1 Section 5 1.5.1.1. 5 1 2. 5.1,3 5ection 5.5 Nonradiolorical Irpacts en Ecolorical Systees.
siecusaee accidents involving loss of spent fuel poi coclant and la gely I would detect a posible serious f!a= if triere is an errer in tre

prediction of ground fog and icing. If this cendition were verse thandismisses (however tne ceneeque=ces of accidents with spent fuel are very prWet4hWee ewmm%p efg m%
se-ious) such accidents as very unlikely. * tere is no reeeenable assursnce and color of fruit wcula not develop properly.
at this time that reprocessing plants will not be plagmed with shutdowna Table 5.15. p. M estimates the annual icsses if ichthyc slansten due to
and inadeqwcies way into the 1C&'s ween this proposed plant is operating. "his Ices certainly la ut negligible since it accounts for theentrainment.

demise of over 5 million Alewife /BlueEn re rins alone per yesr. f,urvival of
In the light of the present prcblees with reprocessing plants stoCd net a ma'ty fian species does not exceed 2 per cent to fir.reriitg stase and remeval

of 1.=b+
more realistic assessment of such accidents be incorporated into this draf t per cent of existing species cannot te retarded as negligible. In fact,

in the case of wtite perch it ww;d be as tish as 5 M per cent. Cne shculd ask.
er:vironmental statement. hw w sid entraineent of fist over a period of p srs affect populatier.s et com-

Jete tted by: mercially sianificant species?

1r. Alan Earkavy
Frof. of Itysics
0.U.N.Y. New Fsitz
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Critique on Ecological Aspects Belated to the Construction of the Page 2

Greene County Nuclear Flent pg,42 REXTR!yTS (PaK+ II

Section 6.1 3 Ecological. 8.3 1 Energy Conausptien
Free all appearances monitortag (past, present, during construction Beth FASYT's projected averare corpoud growth rate of 6.85 per annus,

and as -ing plaat operation) seems to to adequate. and the I:ew .ork Power Pool projection of 4.2%, do act reflect recent. present.

Section 6.3. Related Studies.
*

Several independent groups have an ongoing monitoring program on the The References for Section 8 indiente that there is a serious inforsation
Budson River itself. gap in the DFS. Post of the references are over three years old, and the

entire section Section 8 suffers free a.n inadequate understanding of this

pp. 10-1.2. Biotic effects. most recent period.

Revegetation of devestated areas will take years. In the meantime, 8.3 3 lapset of energy conservation and substitution on need for power
other already crowded marshes along the west bank of the Hudson will be
required to take these displaced animals. One would speculate, then, a This rection does not preser.t what by any stretch of the imarination could
period of 5 to 10 years before animale returned even af ter the plant was be called an assessment of the impact of energy conservation on the need for
completed. Permanent destruction of terrestrial and aquatic habitate additional power.

certainly is not negligible. PASNT and the IGC staf f could benefit by a careful study of EECA's newly
revised national energy develoisent plan, in which conservation is now given

3 g
- "the hisheet priority," putting it on a par with the developa: eat of new energy

""IE1i'**Dr. Selden Spencer
Chairman Biology Leoartment 8.3 3 1 Recent Experience
S. U. N. T. et New Palts

The G admits that FASNT's previous projections have been inflated by
8.55. and that "much will depend of course on the future decisions of conausers
and governmental agencies." For a recent assessment of the conservation poten-
tial ace the FEA-sponsored study by Denis hayes, h errwt S Cape fer Censer-
vation (morldwatch Paper 4. January 19%).

8.337 conclusion, conservation

The DJE statement that "even if conservatica sessures are effective in
reducing the demand for electricity in the 196C* a. it is desirable to add
nuclear capacity to reduce the amount of fuel conaused t'v gas- or cil-fired
unita." cosipletely ignores the cption of coal. See cocanents on 9.1.2.1. If

coal can be economically aut'atituted for oil or gas in older plants that have
been retrofitted to persit coal combustion, then there is no justificatien for
adding unneded nuclear capacity.

8.4 Otaf f's Assessment and Conclusion
The prise deficieucy sf this section is that it rests on the deficiencies

of the previous sections (see above). The main logical argument esployed in
this section, namely that it is better to build a plant too seen than too late,
is hardly a sufficient jutification for building a gererating facility in the
first place. Rather than merely glossing it over, the E shouls oore carefully
discusa its finding thet " forecasts which are tou Lah can lead to the construc-
tion of underutilized generating and transmission capacity. resulting in higher
costs of electricity and inflationary pressures on the cost of capital financing
as well as higher interest charges if construction is stretched out over a large
period to avoid underutilitation of capacity."
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n. " *:. . . . .

9.1.2.1 Energy type and source censideration

km,1_ - Table 9.1 represents a comparison of generation costs of electricity [.'C[, ,, 3 g1,
f;r the GCNFP and an equivalent coal-fired station (with 50 abatement) for a--tl . '. im

,

1983 operation. The millaAwhr for nuclear and coal plants. operating at a
605 capacity factor, are given in this table as 26.8 and 39.6 respectively.
Both figures appear unrealistically low. In general, the data and assusp- A g,

h 8.I*gtions used to generate these figures are outdated, unrefined, and strongly Tbiased in favor of nuclear. , to

A more recent comparative analysis of nuclear and coal generating costs $ '-* Q 2.J' ] 'tte y * K'~can be found in the testimony of Charles Komanoff. Energy Projects Director ,

ra,,,....,.e-e ...p g.
for the Council on Economic Priorities, before the Connecticut Public Utilities r**t , * r'-=.-- 1. o t t *
Control Authority. February 27, 19 % His projected generating costa for '**- --t* : - m
nuclear and coal are 42 3 and 48.5 millsAWhr. using scaewnat different

. . . . . . ,

assumptions than those employed by FA NT.
. o. 4 tte- r** -* v re-e- * . . * * . - * -l a t d 'o m-e a

The CEP's study also points out that the unit-year average capacity e*---t'- * - -. *- --ra-.- m * e, -- . ~ t- a'

factor for FWR's over 1,000 mW is only 47.95 while Komanof f's cost estimates - , - - . . , . , ..
m . ~e. * u . :.t m.m = .4,I

* ** -t i . t -* <*a f- U w --tm,
. i...r,.- .c . e-- * econservatively assume a 575 levelized lo-yea- capacity for nuclear plants.

Usirg the capacity factor of actually operating planta, the coat of electricity ".a ra + . . - f *M ' ---t a* e-* ----M - e
^ .+ **from a coal plant would be lower than for nuclear. ""he balance appears even ' ' ' " * . ' , ',-e. .rc~e

- -- *t' - e

.,.,.,,'.,,-et-m..-tf r . , - .n. ,7
. .e r 1, .-. . ..- e .r -- . .m-r . . , -. , . .. ,more clearly in favor of coal when one considers the fact that capacity factore g....17, ... .

for large nuclear units tend to decline by about one percentage point annually
after the fourth year of operation.

- ,_ . . , ,
' * f~.,'l.',~-,t** . ' ,

'~
-,--.'"y' "o . c

-,'
. . . eg y .

9.1.2.1 Municipal wastes , ; - ,,_ m . ' , - - -,.r-
- me -- , -u.

- - - - .
,. . m. .. -This section inadequately assesses the potential of utilizing urban * ' - - -e-+ . -&-c- ! v. N - -e-- c

garbage and residential sewage as a source of energy. The bioconversion ' 'r* - ' '* 1 '' * * * - ' ' ~ ' - * * * " 8 '*|*-*''potential of feedict wastes, anicultural residues, and the by-products of .'y [' .. " * " 2 ]. . .. .',[ Q[ , ' " [ ', .[ . /._*
forest industries is totally ignored in the Eg. Comprehensive resource .

< - * 4 %- e-r,, 1 3 -m - - -,s-a
- ' " " * * ' -

-

recovery prograr.s. including the recycline of glass and aluminum containers.
are not given adequate discuasion. The References for Section 9 indicate

,, ,3, , y ,,- * M- u o4 & i + .' *-* * r.a 'another serious information gap. See, for example Robert E. eilliams. ed., m j ~--. 3 wo.. - i- .s - m. 3 -- . -- *e
N Enerry Conserve t t en Neers (Cambridge Ballinger 1975), chapters 5 & 63 - " '' - '~ * t i r - * ' 1 -- * * ' - * --

'

Hot >ert G. Senwieger. " Power from easte " Fower, Fetiruary 1975; U.S. Environ- I'[_ ^ ~ , 7 ". . [, , ~ [ *,,| _ " ^ ^ . . . '. '4. . ., , _ ,' , , , w. . '[,'mental Protection Agency, Second Remet to Conrr**e! Resource Recove-v and - - , . _ - v.
3 . ~~.3~, r. --. i.

Source Reduction. ( Washington, D.C. ; G.P.G. . ly7N ; Bloconversion. Hearing - * -* - * * * ~ ' * .')) '--- - * *r~ -* 4 ' - ~ - - - -

^# *
; ";' " ' = - S^" -

before tne Subcouaittee on Science of the House Committee on Science snd
- 1- +

.,-1.-
'" "

'
Astronautice, June 13.1974. No. 40; Proceedi nes of the bioconversion tearrw - - - <-. n . .. m . . g .. . . .. - 4 . . .
Rese reh Confereree. Nr.F Grant No. G1 31215. 1973 ' . , . . q,3 - - * _ , -- - - +~.m,_s s

- , . , ...4 . -.,s

Summarv and Conclusions ' *' ' '" ''''

The ceaclusion that "only a coal-fired station was a viable alternative to a N. , [];''' ",[ [ [ I . .." . " ' '', ~~[
nucl' Ar station" is based on a very narrow set of assumptions and methodologies. r - ~ - - , <. --- .. - e- i

A r enerational alx of different energy technologies wse not even consideeed. nor _l*
^. , SQ ,., ] Z ',,', " , . , . . '[

- - - - * - * - ^* -- - ' *c'-

e e they viewed in conjunction with various possible conservation strategies. ..~2.
*

, ,

'* * "'''I ~ ' ' " ' ' ' ' ''ll " 1' 'Submitted by: * ~* *

Dr. Peter Brown ',$ .77 [ ? . . ^. ' [. ?-

3 _ ,S. U. N. T. New Falts -
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U m iT E D Statte DE****wt ? Or AGa custuet 2.
Footst SEnvect

oat t aset a ae ta. s'att 4 o *a va's r o a t s * * v Thank ycu f or the opportunity to review this Craft
e s i s == =. e' s -a s s ' . u a** * c -a * ** ' * c e 2 Staterent

(215) 596-1671
J8400 Sin eryl*,

April 33, 1976
j

,,\
'

h ) , ,h$ e ||

4 D;iE O. VM:CESBC C v

, f. ./ pf staf f Dire :tcr/g -
'['Q, % ' / /d

~,g Envircnmental Quality EvaluaticnMr. Wm. E. Pegan, Jr., Chief
g

9 '% j ?Environmental Projects Branch C

'3j %'yg[%~Division cf Site Safety and Jj % ,J(,h -Environrental Analysis ~.
Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission . N. N

"_~_(,.'.*Washington, D.C. 20555 .,,m
. y

Fe f er to :' EM[t No. 50-549,
Draft Envircnr. ental Staterent,
Greene County Nuclear Plant, NY

Dear Mr. Fega.:

our Milwaukee Of fice has forwarded the above staterent to
us for review and ccrFer.t as no Naticnal Forests are
involved.

Descriptions of envircninental ef fects of the above project
appear to be generally sound and reasures taken to ritigate
these effects to be satis f actory. Since much cf the pro-
cedure is given only in the applicant's Environn. ental
Report and not repeated in the staterent, a few details are
not clear to vs.

Where the new transmission lines ' parallel" existing lines
er cther established rights-of-way, we asst.re that the old
and new rights-o f-way ar e adjacent, thus avciding isciaticn
of strips of trees between rights-of-way.

We should like to kncw, when topsoil is retcved for clearing,
whether it is stored and replaced when practical. Tnis
practice accelerates the restoration ef stable conditions of
vegetation.

.

.

4 - - -9

A-!7



. , . .

, y, . _
.9_:*, .Z.s

[/ * 1 April 30,1976/
[

.
-

5.qh$% $[ April 30,19765 rect r Division of Site Safen and hmmenta1 Mysis
% Ret Draft Environmentala

/^ M~ Statement Docket No. 50-549
b Environmental Analysts Creene Co. Nuclear Power PlantDirector Division of S

Comment s /Que stion sN uclear Reactor Regulatior.
* ' * * " 'NRC Re: Draft Environmental

Washington, D. C. 2 0 5 5 5 Stat em er.t Docket No. 5C-549
#' ' Yd' 'I'" '** * "'" * * * " * * * * " * * * " * * " '"Greene Co. Nuclea r Power Plant

York State. Was an enort made to search for sua attu? M.at wen they?Dear Sir: Cornment s /Que stion s
Was the Shandaken Reservoir constdered?

5. Environmental Lnpacts of Plant Operation
Wind power is also dismissed for having aesthetic problems and as possibly
chacgtng air current patterns. Towers have tr.e same problems with theEritmated population doses a re used. Who guarantees that each indsvid al
additional adverse effects of radio-active discharges. In ad dition, windget s only his "permis sible" or e stimated rad;ation dose ? Wcat a re the on g -
towers c uld be moved or removed as desired cr required - contaminatedrange, camulative effects of low-level radiation on humar.s ?
towers cannot.

What if the design ob;ectives are not met after the plant is built - is the design

altered or abandoned, or a re the ob;ective s changed to meet a ctual c ondition s? * 2 Y""'

The applicant assumes labor wt11 be readdy avadatie. The Hudso ValleyThe staff believe s all chemicals listed in .a51e 3. 7 at saf e cmc entrationsa
is presently a depres sed ccn str uction area. What happens to pay-scale andafter dilution. Wnat wd1 be the cumalative effects of these in long-range
resaltmg plant c os? tf labor is not avatlable? If the applicant knows why the(20-30 years} terms? What effects miu PCB's have on cocling tcner emts sions ?
Iocal economy is to ramain at levels on wt ich con struction wors er avadability

" * "" * #" E # E " "* #'"6. Met eor oic gical *

i Proposed ActionThe Hu dson VaUey ha s a reputation for unstable weatne r patte rns in adittan . n

to wet-dry cycles. What wa s the cycle darir.g the period of metecrlogical T state that use of endronment is sho-t-term a s opposed to long termob s e rvatioa?
prodactivity isa complete reversal of fact. All resources used - renewable

8. Need for Po mer Ger.erating Capacity ""d "O^* renewable (s nt a s site) a re long-te rm o r a.nm ea s rable. ''P r o d 2c tt vit y",
at best, wd1 be short term, or mea surable.

Stnce need is projected for anticipate d csage, and since business ia dec rea sir.g * * ' ' ' ""I* 'C ' d'' ''' I " * i' Y * * * 1'' ' '' ' '1'* T ^
i*P'"'i # ***"nttiu compa nd to th u e c ost s icr fos s a"*or altunatein South-ea ste rn N. Y. Stat e, wo 21411 not t e t;etter to ca stde r smaller

genera ttr.g untts for meettr.g oped for need s ? Tnes uould be a mtx of fos sil
gmrateg facdttin?Gel, tydro. manicipal waste, to meet the needs as tney a rise on a m 2ch more

ac curate basis.

The applicants pro;ection of need, by tts very soarce. .st se considered self-

s e rvin g . Exactly what has the appitcant dane through it s can omers to promote
c on s e r vation' Wr.at was ne NYPP's conservation committee a dollar amant
for c:ns ervation tn 1972 ?
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April 30.1976
Director Division of S.te Safeg and Ennronmental Analysis

T.1 l'EDERAL ENIRGY ADMINISTRATION.h.-Ret Draf t En.-ironmental
, wcNc7gA g c , , , ,

\(O
Statement Docket No. 50-549

/Greene Co. Nudser Power Plant - * 1375, , '

Commen t s / Q u e stica s "# ""'" "' " " " * "

FEA 76-71
3What fiscal year are estimated decommissioung costs based on? If projected esfor end of plant life, what inflation factor? In (1) how long do rnair.tenanc e g ggcharges remain necessary? What as surance s are there of ec onomic and Q ,h

.social stability needed to attain proper rnaintenance and security? In (3) ,

*$*
i

where wL11 contaminated materials go?

Qp ed ,g
Mr. Willia:n H. Regan, Jr., Chief
Environrnental Pro 2ects, Branch 3 ,,e 35. Environmental Impact D. vision of Site Safety and g QEnvironmental Analysis 4 j

Will the PCB s f rom the water intake be c onve rted to pCDFs through the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission -?
cooling system? Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Regan:

Anna E. Wa s serbach This is in response to your request for comments on the draft
B ox 210 8 W. Sa ugertie s Road environmental impact statement (EIS) on the Construction of
Saugerties.New Yark 1:477 the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant by the Power Authority

of the State of New York. Our corrnents on the subject are
presented below.

Energv Cenand Profections

The energy demand analysis ard discussion in the EIS are
adequate. The energy recuirements for the Power Authority
of the State of New York (PASNY) during the 1975-1986 period
are projected to increase at an average annual growth rate
of 6.8 percent. Peakloads during the 1975-1986 period are
projected to increase at an average annual growth rate of
6.5 percent. These growth rates are greater than the pro-
jected energy and peakload growth rates of the New York
Power Pool (NYPP), in w%lch PASNY is a member, but are
roughly consistent with the base case National Energy Out-
look (NEO) forecast of about 7 percent peak growth for the
Middle Atlantic regicn, which includes New York. Load growth
projections fer the PASNY system include new load responsi-
bilities for certain public systems and are considered
accurate.
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GREENE COUNTY LEGISLATURE
COAT noumE

car 5KIL1, NEW YORK

124t e
uno s saaw= c.....=..nu ,

e e
2 ca ce.cco c.-,cm. /

Gv 9
* , y y,

Oboad Manacement April 30, 1976 g';
- gD ~7,

The EIS discusses the conservation cf electric energy and load Yk
g$")'

,

management, citing the influence of rate structures on the g ,y
consumption of electric energy and the need for rate structures

~

g '.

y%
that provide incentive to end-users to reduce energy co9sa.Tp- Mr. Singh Bajwa **j, ^ /

tion. The statement includes peakload pricing as an alternative Division of Site Safety & Environmental Analysis -

to declining block rates. No discussion of other load manage- Cffice of Nuclear Reacter Regulaticn
ment techniques was included, although interrup'ible loads of U.S. NaClear Regulatory Comm Aston

|b! * hh f104 megawatts are currently served by PASNY. b ch discussion washington, D.C. 20555 .

might be included although it should be noted that a modest
decline in peak demsnd through 1 cad management should have Re: Oraft Environmental Drpact S ta t ement on the Greene
littlo effect cn the need for this baseloaded plant. County Naclear Power Flant NURIG - 0045

Alternatives Dear Mr. Bajws:

The cost-benefit analysis of alternatives in Chapter 9 is The Greene County Pcwer Plant Committee created by the
generally adequate. However, it would be useful to the reader County Legislature and nade up cf elected and ap pointed of-
to provide some discussion of the assumptions (Table E-1) ficials, town and ' age elected officials, and private
employed in the cost e s t ina t es . In addition, the treatment citizens, has reviewed t he draf t Environmental l= pact State-
of the hydroelectric plant alternative is too brief. Data ment and would like to offer the following commentst
should be included or citation of the studies which led to
the conclusion that " Suitable hydroelectric sites to supply
1200 rNe do not appear to exist in ti.e New York area" A. General Ccmments

(Section 9.1.2.1). Fur t he rmo re , the alternative of increasing
the capacity of PArNY's currently cperating hydroelectric 1. Although the Craft Envircnmental Irpact Statement
plants should be discussed. covers a wide range of concerns as re;uired by N.R.C. regu-

lations, the depth cf analysis is f ar f rcm cptimal
We hope these comnents are useful to you in preparation of the ci conclusive in view cf the serlocs environmental issues
final EIS. s ur ro und ing the plant.

Title 10 CFR Part 51 requires a * D ETAI LEO STATEME:iT CFSincerely,
CiVIRCNMCiTAL CCNS!CEBY 'ONS * This Cetailed Statement[ /A - se snculd reflect detailed and in depth analysis.

1

Roger W. Sant It is suggested that the Craft Environmental Statement

Assistant Administrator te redraf ted and recirculated to reflect a greater analysis
of the envircnmental issues surrocnding this plant so tr,tEnergy Conservation ani Environmen
a more accurate assessment can be made of the p r o po sed

6 plant's environmental impact including its social and eco-
nomic costs and benefits.

The C.E.I.S. analysis snould Le ind epe nd e n t a nd siculd not
merely rely on toe applicant's data and analysis.

2. The Athens and Cementon site althcugh only a 'ew
miles a par t. ha ve very different characteristics and d. f f erent
environmental inpacts, particularly with regard to land use,
transpcrtaticn, sccial and economic facters. The Athens

1
-
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site should therefore, be analized and the results of that and other interested parties will understand the plant's
analysis reported. impact. Scme of tne questions that should be answered are

** ***
3. Toe need for the plant should be analized and dis-

cussed within the context of the 1976 New York Power Pool a. Wa t are the accial and eccnamic costs of a plant
Report, Article 149B; and in light of the increased atten- during construction and, thereafter, on housing, food, other
tion given to Energy conservation by U.S. EPOA in recent private services and goods, government services, police pro-
reports and policy statements. tection, traffic control, social service, school system, office

of civil preparedness, general government - town, village -
4. Based on the analysis suggested in 3 above, could county?

not one base load plant be adequate to meet FASNY's future
demands? b. What are the benefits of a plant?

5. The concept of energy conservatico c. What is likely to be spent locally in Greene County,
should be discussed and ar;allzed within the Columbia County? Illustrate by giving several examples ofcontext of utilization of waste neat . If this is done, ygg g g g 3 ,other sites and other techniques of power generation should

)be evaluated so that the large quantitics of waste heat that d mu d pem shm &a M em @O W
will be generated by the plant can be utilized for industrial D.E.I.S. should address this issue.
processes and residential heating.

d. What happens af ter the ecnstruction tapers cff?
6. Small system alternatives should be discussed as What happens to the =ultiplier effect and the additicnal Jcbs

well as large systems alternatives. A number of individual generated by the construction workers after constructicn? If
ener9Y systems for homes or businesses may be one of the this means an increase. load for Social Services, snould nct
answers for reducing the need for large base loading plants. the ..R.C. require PASNY to alleviate this ne;ative impact?

7. The comparison of alternatives including the abcve e. What can be dcne to amelicrate the n Native impactsmentioned alternatives should be based on N.R.C.'s independent
I th* P 'Et2l

analysis and not the applicants,since the october 1973 Stone
and Webster report entitled Metropoliton Transpcrtation f. What specific ancillary projects should Le Lullt
Authority Plant Site Study is based largely on " economics" at that will have lasting economic and social value to the towns,
one point in time. The C.R.C. should independently evaluate #U""tY ^^d #'9iCU?how much of the Stone and Webster report was Lased on the
assumed Blenheim-Gilboa to Leeds line, as a larger part of a

9 What is the recenmended timing of these ancillary
.

grid system from Leeds to Massena. The N.R.C. should evaluate ec s m e es cloenonc cenef ns?whether it makes sense to Luild in Greene Coanty if above
projects were not built. n. What would te the effect cn PASNY's electric rates

if they apid taxes cr trade payments in lieu of taxes? Wha t
would Le a f air annual amount?

8 The N.R.C. should evaluate the environmental imFact
of the proposed plant and its necessary ancillary facilities 1. Does the *. . R . C . have any otner recomended and
such as the treatment plant, highway improvements, etc as cne
comprehensive project. At the same time, the N.R.C. should feasible approach to prCvide the tCwns, counties or region

w it h be ne f it s ?
evaluate the impacts of the system of wnich the power plant
Is but part so that the aggregate envircnmental impact of .

After weigning the carts and benefits of t he plantpiece.1 3the total system is understood and not just one as prcposed by PASNY, what is tne net result in terms c f costs
and benefits?

9. The Social and Economic impacts of the clant, Lecause
of their direct bearing on people, should be analized, documented k. Hoe will real estate values Le impacted Ly plant
and reported in quantifiable terms so that local residents and cooling tower c peration .

1. Is it reasonable to develop manpower training
1 programs to enable area residents, namely residents frcm
See the Supreme Court Case Decision Colamtla and Greene Courtles, to receive training and pre-

ferential treatment for employrent daring the ccnstruction
and operation of the plant?
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r equir e conformance to the Naticnal Air quality standards
m. Wha t degree of Urpact can Le expected on existing should be discussed.agricultural activities? Can any tenefits to agriculture be

ant icipat ed ? What will the market respcnse te to crops grown 2. Blasting by the cement plants As necessary fer
in the vicinity of a nuclear pcwer plant? Specifically what t he effic.ent operaticn of the cement plants. How pro-
are the impacts on the apple and mushroom crcps? Lable is it t ha t this blarting could adversely affect

the plant in so=e way or perhaps caase an earthquake? Is
n. 3 hat wcaid Le tne impact on the recreational and It pcssible? Would 7.R.C. or some other regulatory agency

tourist industries in Greene County? be likely to restrict blasting Lecause it might affect the
operation of the plant, thus forcing tre closing of the

10 Cooling towers are of great concern to the residents c eme nt plants and resulting in the loss of jobs and tax
of Greene County and the issues surrounding then should be revence?
fally discusseds

3. With or without the .astruction cf 9W thereThere are a number of possibilities that have been will be impacts on the cerr-t plants. The impacts anda.
mentioned in the literature for using the waste best cf the their 1rplications should be discussed.
power plant including agriculture and agaacalture, s pac e test. ,

Ing and air conditioning, sewage tr e a tmen t , greennouse heating, B. Specific Comments By Fey Section and/or Page'
air po r t defogging and delcir.g, desalinization, delcing cf roads,
indacing algae growths which can be used for 11ee s toc k feed, 2.2 The Athens site should Le shown on maps as w111 as
wa s* e water trea tment, and other indastrial prccesses. These a naly z ed . See ccmrent Aalternatives should he discussed including wnich tyrms of
industries might feasiLiv utilize the waste heat? What are 2.2.2 Masracems are an L=portant c op in Greene Coatty.
the most feasible uses of tne wa.te heat, hcw much would they
cost and what steps shoald be ta ken f or implinentation' What 2.3.1 The conclusions are errcnecas. The prcposed cocl-
would be tne economic Lenefits to the county and the regacn Ing tcwers will have a. significant visual impact cn the views,
to developing industries Lased en " waste heat"? from Fredrick E. Church House, Clana,
The N.R.C. should ' _ ermine if it is reascnable, in view of
recent state legislaticn, " Safe Enercy Act", to expect 3.7 Alternatives to the aF plicant 's p rcposed transmission
FASNY to try some innovative approaches to waste heat? line routes stoald be explored, including crossing tne river

at Cerenton and using an underwater cable in the Hadsen River.
b. The D.E.I.S. should discuss what can Le cene to redace The applicant's prcposal for steel lattice towers as not com-

or eliminate the vis aal impact of the proposed cooling towers plimentary to the existing Central Hudsen's towers where FASNY
particularly the view from Clana, the Fredrick E. Church Haase, prcpeses parallel routes.
since the view was tne inspiration f or man, Hudson River School
pa inting s . 3.7 The N.R.C. should Irpose conditions on the design and

construction of the power lines similar to those that the
c. The impact cf the cooling towers should Le ana l yc e d , F.P.C. tiposed cn PAJMY on the G11Lca-Leeds line. F.F.C.

discussed and documented including tne 1 pact of tne plame and Fro]ect No . 2635.of the additional moistare that will Le added to the atnosphere
by the cooling tcwers en: climate, weather, tne raising of 3.8 Ecute 9W should te rebuilt frcm the Saagerties
mashroons, the arcant cf orcnards spraying, the Irpact on tne Tnruway Interchange to the Catskill Interchange en a rou*e
resort and recreation luxuries. wcrked cut by local and county planning boa r d s . The negative

envircreental impact on existing residential uses from

11. Tne cement plants are a significant scurce of taxes additional traffic would Le unacceptitle. The environmental
and empicyment in Greene County and any adverse impact on tnear impacts of a new 9W sneald te addressed in the D.E.I.S.
cperation Lecause of loss of land, increased traffic congestien,
strict enforcement of Nation.1 air quality standards that cther 4. Local residents should be permitted supervise d
plants may not conform to, or restrictions on blasting, may utilization of exist 2.g timber resources in area s where
cause the closing of one or more cement plants. The '.R.C. removal of trees is necessary.

'

should therefore, carefully address, analize and docunen* the
following so that the impact on tne cement plants can Le under-
stocd.

1. The extent to which the safe and efficient cpera- 2_ne cCmment may apply to mere than one heading or page'

tica of the proposed pcwer plan * and its ancillary f ac111tle s tut the reference is meant to serve primarily as a beg inning
refer (nce for the sake of sinplicity.
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4.0 The local Soil and Water Conservaticn District and

the local U.S. SCS should be given an oppcrtunity to comment
8 3'1 *abl 8on the preposed Erosion and Sediment Centrol measures proposed

reflec the proposed Ar iJ Plan *by the applicant. The results should be incorporated into
tne E.I.S. 8.9 Sections D should be rewritten to reflect the requestsfor more in depth analysis *4.4.1 The increased traffic is more than a " temporary
inconvenience" but a negative environmental impac t .

4.5.2 The details on how to preserve the area along the Sincerely yours, -

Hudson should be spelled out, including ways to permit public
'enjoyment of this resource.
._

J *ti
-

4.5.2 Specific recommendations for payments in lieu of
,

i6

taxes should be made to lessen the negative impact on loca; Harry L. Palmer, Chairman
governments and taxpayers. Power Plant Committee

Greene County
5.1.1.1 States "The plumes c f moist air resulting from

cooling tower operation are not expected to have any serious
effect on land use." The last paragraph of 5.3.2.1 states
"The cooling tower plume will also have some visual impact.
From Figures 5.8 and 5.3, it is apparent that the visible
plume can extend to several thousand feet. cherefore, daring
certain =eteorlogical conditions, the ccoling tower plume will

visi'le from many locations."be c

In simplist terms, the D.E.I.S. shoald descrite how much
more cloud cover can be expected, where, and what percentage
of the time.

The D.E.I.S. should then quantify the impact of the cool-
ing tower plume on land use, the economy and the natural
aesthetics of the area.

5.3.3.2 If the E.P.A. cr other agency standards can be
exceeded, such as f or chlorine, the question must te raised
as to why have the standards anless they are to be usel cnl.
as guidelines. If that is the case, then tne D.E.I.S. should
analize the impacts and not merely state 't is in conformity
with sLandards.

5.5.2.2 Similarly, the camulative enviror. mental impact
of a number of plants, as proposed by the pcwer pool and
ot.ters should also be evaluated. Thermal discharge is but
one example.

5.5.2.2 It is not clear if this, the statements on sewace
plant, is sufficient to meet E.P.A.'s requirement for a E.I.S.
No mention has been made of the environmental ef fect s of the
proposed sewage connecticns to the hamlet of Cementon.

6. Monitoring prJgrams should be established for social
and economic impacts since PASS does not pay taxes on improve-
ments. PASNY could then be required te pay for the additlenal
costs of service and other social and economic costs. Local
government should not have to pay additicnal costs becaase
of Pl.Sn's projects.
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pg.) The Environmental Taak Terce of Cater County

g.fR.Vef, Millsdate,N.Y.t2529v

and all contaminated equipment and facilities . . m" 'ehere is all this to to taken, what may 2,1976
is to be done with it. and at what expense?

8.3 3 7 Wnelusi m ec w rvation states: " Finally, even if conservation measures are Director, Division of Site Safety and Environrental Analysis

ef fective in reducing the eemana for elect ricity in ;he IM0's, it la desirstle to add Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
** "U "* * *nuclear capacity to reduce the amount of fuel conauead by res- cr oil-fired units. thue -

increasing the availability of these resources for which there are to available substitutes." ) ~ YC
(sear Director, /

This onesided pronouncement overlooks the fact that the time hea coce for aan to I recent ly read the Draf t No. 50-549, Greene County Nuclear Pcwor
change his way of life. and learn to live within the parameters established by rature. Plant, and the f ollowing are coarwnts of this Draft.
unlesa he can change them without threatening the verv integrity of the natural world. 3,3,3, p_r. ,.o r . , s e. n e % ,4. times .o .+,o.r,.s,in 3.3,3s ater
At this pcint we rust ecnaciously moderate the consumption of those " resources for which y ,i;,y 5. m ,,.5: states: " Inere will ce no cischarge of golycniori-there are no available substitutes." *he premise of the above pronour.cecent is that it is nated c i pnenol conpouncs." Then,5.2.1-9 8 - a M 'er'statest " The
desirable to increase the availability of those resources et erv coat. and of course, not opereIlon of G C.N.P.P. wi ll resu l t in a manimm consupptive use of
really change our way of life * about 34 cfs of river water through evaporation and drift from the

cooling towers." Pfesse note that on Feeruary 25,1976, the EnvironmentalInasmuch am no reprocessing plant is operating, there is no permanent solution to Conservat ion Comissioner, Ogden Rela, signed an oroer banning most
the disposal of high-level ratiorctive wastee, therv is a hest of unanswered questicr.s

fiel in ni of t u pr m nce of P9C's. TN refore,about the safety of nuclear power, the econoeics of nuclear pcwer is also being questioned what would the amount be of airborne PBC's? And how would this ef f ect(P.S.C. hearings on this topic began in Albany the 2''th of April). and so on. we must ob-
N MrmM(W MM Pject to the construction of the Greene Cour.ty Nuclear Fower Flant. or any other nuclear

power plante. 5.4.1-1W ca wan in 5.4 pWie t e -i 1 m c* n makes reference to
Draft Regulatory evide I . AA l i n r e --" ; W .i nere f ore, t here i s no

Pespectfully. evidence that there is e m am - sr al at ion. A lso, the Environ-
jg y mental study Conference of Congress and the Environrental Policy

Institute are sponsocir g a conference on low-level radiation, on May 4.1976c
Joel hotran Thus, your statew nts are not conclusive due to this continuing study
Chairman of this issue.

5.4.1.4 mirar* N " ine: states: "The Corvission has-est imated t hat
the tctal cose to alt onsite personnel at large operating nuclear plants
mill De, on the average, approximately 450 man / rems / year per unit."
Wnat is tne calculated average cose for individual worker s 7 What are
the risks involved due to radiation esposure? nill the workers be
accurately inforfwa of all the risks te f ore t he y accept them?

5.4.1.2 ne=a *r" r*C w 'rva rafar * " *** * * * * * * * In reference
to c- a i~ ~ m'w- _ : - - : woo i s mo* i ng thi s
enew-; m t vor eord a no i n t he i r r i gn t ,,or a l l y r i gh t , enind would want
t o make inis corritNnt ? This is a corritment with on-going consequences
for generations to come.

I would appreciate your sending a copy of Docket f 4o . 50-54 9, G .C.N.P .P . ,
and a cop y of tne " Draft Environmental State %nt on Transportation of
Radioactive material by Air and other modes" ,also Transport at ion Part s
100 to 199

$jncerely, , .

,J4 .,(6t*
p.a .x
D: ane Robitelle

d pO

(' %

O

e-m ,.
,s

Q*'''$,$ i

kh, /
/
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SUGGESTED EDITCRIAL 6 TYPOGRAPHICAL CCRRECTIONS
AND MINOR COMMENTS FOR GCNFP DES (MARCH 1976)POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

to coumous canca.a tsw Yonx. N. Y.10019
m a se m oo 1) Pg. iii, item 3c - Summary and Conclusions. *7 Q should*

msuss read "7-day low flow (10-year recurrence) " g3
+=aan.:.***'u -. * - * ' - "

* *-aae

j _
u*'***?""*"esones L ases aus , , , , SECTION 2. THE SI*E""a******""**" ' " '

'

w'

*een, ,;,s,, e 13 pg, 27, Sec. 2.2.3.1, Para. 3, line 1. Delete " sanitary"

ug May 4, 1976wu 4=ae =*.

M4YSe.v=o=3 a us , _ , , , ,

GPO-ll3 ""*5 ~'A' " " 2) Pg. 2-10, Sec. 2.5.1.1, Para. 2, line 5. Delete " location";
c no . ne w 7 ha 076h i

,.. shculd read " reach"y/
N/ :;;"g",, :._

,..e..=,,, 3) Pg. 2-10, Sec. 2.5.1.1, para. 3, line 7. Delete "The ten yearg ~*
minimum seven 2550 cfs."

Mr. Singh Bajwah read, "The Hudson River's 7-day low flowThe sentence should more correctly
o ,

2660 cfs at Green Islind* (10 year recurrence) is

D' s n of e Safety and Environmental Analysis 4) Pg. 2-10, Sec. 2.5.1.1, Para. 4. Maximum, minim 2m and average- Nuclear Regulatory Commission
tidal ranges presented in the DES are for the Spring 1973 survey

-

-a s tiln g t on , D.C. 20555 only. This should be pointed out.

S ;bj ec t: Greene County Nuclear Power Plant 5) Pg. 2-11, Sec. 2.5.1.2, line 3. Change wording to read "meanDocket No. 50-549 daily river flow" instead of 'mean flow"
NRC Draft Environmental Statement-March 1976

6) Pg. 2-14, Sec. 2.6.1, para. 1, second line. Typo- *14* shouldDear Mr. Bajwah read "13"

I have enclosed, for your use and information, t h. Authority's 7) Pg. 2-18, Sec. 2.7.1.1, para. 2, line 4.editorial, typographical and other minor comments on t.'s " raft yethicknessvariesfrom5to25ft. In sentence reading
Environmental Statement. Our technical comments have be m for. 35 .r* typo- *25" should read
warded to Mr. Peid under separate cover.

8) Pg. 2-23, Sec. 2.7.2.1, Para. 1, line 12.If you have any nuestions, please don't besitate to contact
me. g

redfin pickerel should be added (refer to ER Table 2.7-96).
Very truly yours'

b) C h ge - though pH measured a high 9.4* to read"
"OWMN though pH was measured as high as 9.4" This value was recordedduring August 1974, but a lower value was recorded durlag Oct.Andrew Barchas 1974 (refer to EH Table 2.7-89).

Licensing Engineer

c) Reference 11 (PASNY GCNPP PSC Application) cited as source
of infor ation, but this information is presented in ER Sec. 2.7.2.3cc: W. Gruenberg (S6W, NYO) and should be cited ins tead of reference 11.
91 Pg. 1-24, Sec. 2.7.2.1, para. 2, line 6. Use *1argemouth bass"(Micropterus salmoides) in place of " black bass" Black bass andlargemou:h bass are generally considered synonymoss, but largemouthbass is the common name preferred for Micropterus salmoides.
101 Pg. 2-24, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 2, line 6. The sentence reads,"

. scattered patchers cf Scirpus tidal marsh are found. " Delete" tidal marsh" Scirpus is not a tidal marsh.
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11) Pg. 2-24, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 3, lines 7-9. The 'sen tence 4) Pg. 3-5, Sec. 3.4.5, para. 1, line 3. The Diffuser orientation
reads, . although total densities were. it is not clear from will be parallel to the shipping channel, not the shore." "

context whether " total densities" refer to diatoms or total
phytoplankcon. 5) Pg. 3-5, Sec. 3.5, para. 5, line 5. The phrase (as low as is

reasonably achievable" should be used instead of "as low as practicable"
12) Pg. 2-24, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 4, lines 4-5. The sentence as per revised words of Appendix I, 10CFR 50.
reads, "Calanoids (Cope poda) dominated the zocplankton population
in June and July" This should be "Cladocera (Cepepoda) dominated 6) Pg. 3-6, Sec. 3.4.5, Table 3.2. Typo - December blowdown should
the zooplankton population in Jure and July." be 9,700 not 9.700 gpm.

13) Pg. 2-24, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 4, line 5. The sentence reads, 7) Pg. 3-8, Sec. 3.5.1, Para. 6, line 2. The word " contaminate"
", Leptodorids (Cladocera) were dominant in autumn. " This should should be " condensate" (i.e. , condensate polishing system) .
be "leptodorids were dominant during late summer and Calanoids into
wi:.te r . " 8) Pg. 3-10, Sec. 3.5.1.5, para. 5, line 2. Liquid Waste Systems:

The phrase "as low as is reasonably achievable" should be used
14) Pg. 2-24, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 5, line 4. The sentence reads, instead of "as low as practicable"

.nannoplankton and zooplankton densities are clasely related"

(ER, Tables 2.7-39 and 2.7-46). If the relationship between 9) Pg. 3-13, Sec. 3.5.2.5, para. 3, line 10. Gaseous Waste Summary:
nannoplankton and zooplankton is based on the data from the re ference 3 The phrase *as low as is reasonably achievable" should be used
tables, then the relationship should be expressed as biomass or i; stead of "as low as practicable"
standing crops but not densities. The te rm "densit ies", in biology,

10) Pg. 3-17, Table 3.9 Land use along preferred transmissionrefers to the number of organisms per unit voluxe, while the term
bicmsss or standing crop refers to the mass of the organisms in a corridor,

unit volume. The relationship indicated is not apparent f rom the
table's data. Item 10 - Streams or Rivers

Change "8.08 miles" to *0.08 miles"
15) Pg. 2-26, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 1, line 1. "From Hay, 1974. -"
should read "From May, 1973 through May, 1974" Item 11 - Water (Natural)

Change "0.07 miles" to *0.06 miles"
:6) Pg. 2-30, Sec. 2.7.2.2, para. 6, line 10. The sentence reads: *l.2 acres" to "1.0 acres"

indicates some spawning, nevertheless occurs in or near the "0. 5 percent" to *0.3 percent""

site." As written in the DES, this statement does not totally
agree with the statement made in 1st paragraph pg. 2-32 (Sec. Item 13 - Totals

2.7.2.2) last 3 lines. Ch ange "376.2 acres" to *376.0 acres"

17) Pg. 2-33, Sec. 2.7.2.3, Para. 1, line 1 Re " existing
environmental stresses :, environmental stresses are either existing SECTION 4. ENVIPONMENTAL IMPACTS OF CONSICERATION
or potential, not both.

1) Pg. 4-1, Sec. 4.1.1, Para. 1, line 5. Typo. - "of the site"
should read "on the site"

SECTION 3 PLANT DESCRIPT!ON
2) Pg. 4-1, Sec. 4.1.1, para. 2, line 4. Char ge . foundation"

1) Pg. 3-1, sec. 3.1, Para. 1, line 3. The height of the containment grades. to " .above foendation grades. The intent is changed
" "

vessel given on page 3-1 (195') is incorrect. The correct height by the omission of the key word.
above grade is 205 ft.

3) Pg. 4-4, Para. 4.2.2, - Groundwater; third sentence. Change the
2) Pg. 3-1, Sec. 3.3, Para. 1, line 7. Typo "28 F" should read word " estuary" to " strata"0

"240F"
4) Pg. 4-4- Part 4.3.1.1, para. 1, line 4 - Plant site. Change

3) Pg. 3-0. Figure 3.3. The Figure is labled " Condenser Circulating the word " greased" to " grassed *
Water system" - This is not correct. The Figure should be entitled
" Plant Wa "r Use"
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those of striped bass is often not easily accomplished. In view of
.hese circumstances, we are concerned that some of the 60.14 larvae per
1,000 cubic meters of sampled water, which were collected miaSt well be
atriped bass, not white perch. This possibility should be addressei.
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Such an updated presentation should utilize a more represer.tative cross-
section of the ichthyoplankton literature and knowledge available regarding
this reach of the Hudson River. Carlson, F.T., and J.A. McCann. 1969. Hudson River Fisheries Investi-
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Project at Cornwall, New York, in Relation to Fish in the Hudson
River. Hudson River Policy Con:mit tee. 50 rp.
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New York State Conservation Department. 1943. Report by Bureau of
Inland Fisheries on the Hudson River, South of Troy Dam. 32nd
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ATTACEMENT NO. 1
PCWEA AUTHORITY CCKMENTS CN GCNFP DES - (HiRCH 1976)

Mr. William H. Regan, Jr. Page 3 GPO-105
SUMXARY AND CONCLUSICNS

1) Pg. (iii); Item 3 (c) states that the Hudson River dissolved
solids concentration will increase by a maximum of 18 ppm. It

If you have any questions about our general or specific appears that the values in Table 3.7 (CES) under the column
comments, please contact Mr. Andrew Earchas, the Authority's " Incremental increase in the Hudson River", were calculated by
Licensing Enginf.er. assuming mixing of the discharge with the minimum Hudson River

fresh water inflow only. This approach is overly conservative.
Very truly yours, If the flushing action of the tidal flow is considered, the

', incremental increase in the various parameters is expected to,

be an order of magnitude less than that indicated in the Table.
'

j -
c._ .. ; Using the Two-Dimensional Water Quality / Thermal Model described_ _ _ . ,,

'

in Appendix F, it was fcund that approximately 25% of the tidal
C. T- Berry flow is effective in diluting the plant effluent. This results
Ceneral Manager in an increase in TDS of 1.2 ppm (see Section 5.4.2.1) as compared
and Chief Engineer to 18 ppm in Table 3.7. The increase of 1.2 ppm is in agreement

with DES Section 10.2.3.2 (which re ferences ER Section 5.4.2.1.)
cc: A. E. Upton, (LLL&M) In addition, the Authority letter to A.E. Kahn (PSC) dated

J. B. MacOcnald, NYS Dept. of Commerce March 3, 1976 (a copy of which is appended as Attachment No. 2)
W. E. Seymour, NYS Atomic Energy Council provides updated estimates of TDS concentrations in the blowdown
D. B. vassalo, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissien discharge plume mixing zone.
A. E. Kahn, NYS Public Service Commission (w/o Attach. No.2)

H. Centon, U.S. Suclear Pegulatory Commission (25 Attachments)
SECTION 2, THE SITE

1) Pg. 2-1, Section 2.1, last line. ER Fig. 2.1-2, Rev. 2,

indicates that the proposed property line and site boundary do not
coincide with the proposed exclusion area boundary.

2) The location of the diffuser and intake water pumphouse shown
on Figure 2.3, page 2-4 have been revised. (This diffuser is also
shown in Figure 3.5 on page 3-6). As indicated in the attached
" Revised Figure 2. 3", the make-up water pumphouse and submerged
diffuser are relocated to the north. The new locations will reduce
the impact on Lehigh Portland Cement Company's shipping operations.
There will be no significant change in environmental impact associated
with the new locations.

3) Pg. 2-6 - Sec. 2.2.2, first paragraph, six lines down. Three
adjacent cement companies are mentioned whereas only two are directly
ad acent to the plant site. The third cement plant is located3

approximately one mile north of the plant site.

4) Pg. 2-8, second paragraph. A recent ban by the N.Y. State
Cepartment of Environmental Conservation, as a result of PCB
contamination, has halted commercial fishing in the Hudson River
in the vicinity of Greene, Ulster, Columbia and Dutchess Counties.
It should be noted that the plant discharge will contain no FCD.
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5) Pg. 2-13, Table 2.4; Solids, total dissolved; in the March 3,
1976 Authority letter to Mr. A. E. Kahn (PSC), the 600 mg/ liter

de?[I value was described as overly conservative and as representing af

P kg possible spurious data point. The true maximum is felt to be the
-

May reading of 460 mg/ liter (see ER Table 2.5-17A, Rev. 2)., **

h C[w - Turbidity units are incorrectly designated FTU instead of JTU on

[ %j ,[h. s.'
d, t; DES Table 2.4.* '

T't*
-w 6' ) Page 2-21, Table 2.6. The 1975 USDI designations should be

%= _$ consulted. The American Osprey is no longer on the list.' =e'idj _"

h
=

7) Pg. 2-21, Sec. 2.7.2, paragraph 1. This statement implies],:f ' i. '/ o
-f .,

Q v ; y that ecological baseline studies were terninated during May 1974=o

U* I N ha . b$b i and does not consider the supplemental information provided in
*

.

; *, 5 yj Q ER Revision 2.

ik I
R}d// **g%%

"" **
8) Pg. 2-25, Fig. 2.13. An arrow should indicate the eventual-3 * PD \

$ \ gh return of fish to the bottom sediments for recycling of components.. D* f. *

k [~ . .) * . Y- , , - k. . ._ _.___j . See attached Revised Figure 2.13.

jf ', 'h
- . . \).._,4 9) Page 2-31. The s tatement "upon reaching 1 in. . . nursery

| ') ,

|i area" is not entirely correct. The late larvae-early juvenilesc ?. - ( g(k [ qg go to the shallows at about 1 inch and spend sout a month there
.6+g jh, t l$ I p

h before the migration downriver to Haverstraw Bay. See 1973 HudsoneQOM| N
k [M -R

' s

River Fisheries Survey (Ref 18) and the Indian Point Second Annual*S !.
C W h

(8)g'| 5 g, gh Report (both Texas Instrument Co.). By the time of the downriver
gg f|e | migrati n, the Ush are 2" - 25" long.

h
^ ',[JbtBd Q| *., J 7;

H
D y or,s'; ^

E3 . 5 N b h C Y SECTION 3. PLANT DESCRIPTION

{[ - \y[y > p[e - S
""*"*/\{* \q/

,,)
*g ^ d 1) Pg. 3-1, Sect. 3.2. The Turbine Generator is to be supplied

-
'

// by General Electric.g j
*s %f3' C 5i! "% 2) Pg. 3-9, Sec. 3.5.1.3. The laundry waste subsystem is primarily

/ - .x
'Ez

{{ ~ %j@g'
s I - handles the laundry waste.

.-
-4 < used for concentrating evaporator bottoms and as a secondary function,

,/ \
-

05 "

3) Pg. 3-15, Sec. 3.6.1.2. The diatomaceous earth filters will

&E -7' N.m
/

produce approximately 12 tons per month of solid waste, consisting
x$ k of the suspended solids removed from the raw river water, plus the
{y ( _.j diatomaceous earth filter media, not just suspended solids. The

GCNPP may utilize clarifiers instead of diatomaceous earth filters.
c2

f| 1
U*

,

(i i f l'i Uff d *! \ 4) Pg. 3-15, Lec. 3.6.1.3. Table 3.6 shows the characteristics!
? ,1 e

Eia ! [ j ji!O N; of the regenerant wastes after neutralization, not before, plus' 4"

( ,' j , j i p p!! k
i

the waste from the auxiliary boiler blowdown.{ ', i
et i=

| [3 I
I ; 5) Pg. 3-15, Table 3.7. " Incremental Increase in Hudson River"

- ** 3 See Authority's comment above for pg. (iii) " Summary and Conclusions"m
Section."

E

E
;
.
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4G=

i A 22

d",[ ,f
'

6) Pg. 3-18, Sec. 3.8.1 The DES states that relocation of dwellings/7 is conditional and based upon the final routing of the railroad
=

< - /^g/
'

spur. This is incJrrect. The relocation of these dwellings is

f,j[ E fs^: # ' conditional upon the location of the final plant property boundary' , ' s

c. ,t
c-

, ,y | (which may not extend to these dwellings) and tne final alignmentefe
y9 *2e f of the Alpha Cement Company access road.,

hh I.$ M' 2 !? E

g SEC* ION 4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTf CF CONSTRUCTION
#

<

g by /G,

?y # ={ n 1) Pg. 4-1, Sec. 4 1.1, 1st paragraph, 5th line. Section 4.1.1.1.5,*E f. V
Revision 2 of the ER states that burning is not being considered at

e,' 4g%s 2, this time due to ambient air quality, but with improved air quality
{m 4 at the site burning may be considered at a later time.
-s A ; .g.
m1 f a j W 2) Pg. 4-1, Part 4.1.1 - 4th paragraph. The first sentence shouldiff indicate that there are eight homes and one trailer instead of nine
?E
*i'~ [A MO single family homes. Also, there is no mention of the on-site

,

p private cemetery, which will require relocation.

j ; \ 3) Pg. 4-3, Sec. 4.1.4. See previous comment Section 3, No. (7).V g
_ s , ,
"

'S
{

~ k 4) Pg. 4-3, Sec. 4.2.1.2, 1st paragraph. Prior to its use forI Y P- 9, 'c domestic or concrete batching purposes, water from the Hudson River
k ', Qih \ [d will be treated in a package water treatment plant.ydHN<

\ i; J5Q I QF \ P M 5) Pg. 4-4, Sec. 4.3.1.1, Paragraph 2, lines 7-8. Impact on
o
' ' ~ f le uncleared land within the sfte will be minimized because GCNPPE b ~ ,, % :

5
'

, h \ ~'[ construction activities will be restricted to only those areas*

necessary for construction and because of the erosion and sediment
s- /\ control procedures which will be implemented.

1

S
* ID 6) Pg. 4-8, Sec. 4.3.2.2, Paragraph 6. The runoff into Duck Covek,

c= %'*ii:1.5-l e Tp falls into the non-point source category; therefore, there are noi el t p r . ,= >

7 l'3 !I j dIL EPA regulations limiting this runoff. In view of the5*5' 'h !h;h|$h lOf f,,,1Nh mitigating measures which will be taken, such as storm water manage-O # d y h q ir!r: - du ment practices, strawbale an:1 gravel filters, use of mulching materials
ef b-|hk |]; !,Qlj$ qp ";: ;M i x and vegetation cover; the Power Authority expect * that a second

E <
h'i l -d'b;p p" sediment detention basin will not be required. (Refer to ER Section'' ' 5 ', ? .t o te 4.1.3, p. 4.1-9,Rev. 1 - December 19 7 3) .

i ;i ;% b:
,

s

e, e sm. ,' |v :
a I

:f;; , |
; 's ve i

'n :q . .

*'g; a
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ibreover, the average cost figcres in Column two have been

applied to " marginal" or "increnental units *- Several state and
7: Pg. 4-9, 2nd paragraph. The CE states that dradaina operations local authorities were contacted to determine the actual " marginal"

per extra student.13) All sources indicated that the marginalshculd be contrclied so that the r a xi ma- increare in tctal suspended cost

tolids 200 ft. upstream of the ba r ge slLp does tct t cee; 15 ppm cost per pupil would be less than the average cost. In one instance,

over ambient levels under all coalittors of rivar an' tidal flcw. if the inc re me nt o f student s were ta be in the order of three to five
in ER Secticn 4.1.3, it is repcrted that the estina cl increase extra students per existing classro;n, tne present narginal cost
200 feet dcwnstream and 100 feet from the near side hans of the would be only approximately S40. per stucent.l4) Under these
river is apprcximately 5.4 ppm. This indicates that tnere should circunstances, the total financial Irpact upon local schools would
be no prcblem with the limit prcposed by the NRC. H; wever, the te approximately $12,000 for 300 students, not $558,918 as the staff
Authority feels that the indicated limit should not be imposed since: scggests.

1. There are no State cr Federal guidelines which quantitatively la) The staff cost conclusion of $558,9'8 connotes a d? gree of
limit the increase in tctal suspended solids, due to dredging, accuracy in their prediction to what is, af ter all, only an estimate.

Actuti costs will depend upon enrcllment shifts, the number of
2. dredging activities will be regulated by the requirements in-migrating childrea, their distribution by age level, the capacity /

of the Army Corps of Engir.eers permit program. perand per classroom, the need for additional teachers, and the
educational technology current by _ sal. The Power Authority suggests

8) Pg.4-11, 2nd and 3rd paragraphs. Relative to in-migrating that the NRC staff review this section on school costs, prior to
students, the NRC has concluded that the applicant's estimate of their release of the final environmental statement, taking into
two children per family (or 300 children in total) is a ccnservative consideration the information presented herein.
estimate and that New York State data suggests that slightly more
than one child per family,or 150 children in total, would be more 11) Pg. 3-12, Sec. 4.5.1, Commitment (3). Section 4.1.1.1.5,
appropriate. Notwithstanding their own finiing, NEC staff has Revision Z of the ER states that burning is not being considered
chosen to use the applicent's admittedly high figure of 300 children, at this time due to ambient air quality, but with improved air

quality at the site burning may be considered at a later tire.
The issues of shif ts in criginal enrollment between now and

1981 is not addressed by NRC staff. It is expected that student 12) Pg. 4-13, Sec. 4.5.1, Commitnent (20). iince the auxiliary
enrollments from 1975 to 1991 will decline notably. The New York boilers are smaller than 250 million Btu /hr, they are not considered
State Department of Education's Mid-Hudson region, which includes *new fossil-fuel facilities" subject to Federal or state emission
Ulster County, is expected to experience an enrollment decline of regulations.
8.7 percent by 1991. The same agency's Upper Hudson Fegien, which
includes Greene and Co -tia Counties, will likely have 4.9 percent 13) Pg. 4-14, Sec. 4.5.2, Requirenent No. (2). See comment No. 6,
less students by 1981. 1 In rough estinate terms, these trends Section 4.
mean that the current enrollrent of 56,000 pupils, will be reduced
because of natural population shifts by approximately 2500 students 14) Pg. 4-14, Requirement No. (8). See comment No. 7, above.
by 1991. If this is the case, a corparatively minor addition of Also, it appears that "TDS* should read *TSS*
300 students makes little irpact from a school service or cost perspec-
tive, i.e., the S558,918 additional funding predicted by the NRC
is unwarranted. SECTICN 5. ENV!RONMENTAL IMPACTS OF PLANT CPERATION

9) Pg. 4-11, Table 4.5. There appear to te errors in the staff's 1) Pg. 5-1, Sec. 5.1, Para. 1, line 3. The property boundary
nethodology depicted in Table 4.5. Column two, showing the ccst acreage is 282 acres, of which 146.5 acres will be cleared or

1972, is developed from data that l disturbed.dividedbythenumberofstudents.j}ylycoverstotalper pupil in
Debt se rviceschool costs,

and insurance which may be included, are relatively fixed costs 2) Pg. 5-2, Sec. 5.2.2, Para. 1& 2. It has been deternined that
and additional students would not increase these costs. no underdrain system will be required at the GONPP. The general

conclusions regarding the impact en the surrounding drainage
_________________ characteristics remain unchanged.

(1) Telephone interview, Mr. James Barnes, Asso:iate Statistician, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

New York State Department of Education,Inf ormation Center on (3) Telephone in te rview , Mr. Durnford, Business Administrator Coxsackic-
Education, Statistical Service, April 12, 1976. Athens School district, April 7, 1976. Also, telephone in t e rview , Dr.

Stigelmeier, Director-Infor=ation Center on Education, New York State(2) Telephone interview, Mr. Brady, Chief of the Bureau cf Statistical Department of Education, April 7, 1976. Also, Ibid.
Services, Information Center en Education, New York State Department
of Education, April 7, 1976. (4Ihr. Durnford, Business Administrator, Coxsackie-Athens School District.
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6. MNWm. mRNS m mmN NM
3) Pg. 5-2, Sec. 5.3.1.1, Tacle 5.1. Table 5.1 shou;d be revised
to reflect the change in Rev. I to ER Table 5.1-4. (Note *naximum
ambient temperature" should read " minimum ambient temperature"). 1) Pg. 6-1, Sec. 6.1. 3.l'l ' The KRC staf f indicate!r that the applicant "

will e nduct the same terrestrial monitoring program that was
4) Pg. 5-3, Sec. 5.3.1.2, Para. 3, line 3. Increased plume buoyancy wnducted in the initial intensive study, for preoperational and
was considered when using the equivalent exit area metnod. Never- construction phase monitoring. The applicant has not committed totheless, the results are felt to be conservative. such- a programs Development of a preoperational monitoring program

at this time is premature since studies are required for only one
5) Pg. 5-3, Sec. 5.3.2.1, Para. 4. When.using the equivalent exit
area method, increased plume buoyancy should have been considered. *yerr pri r to plant start up. -The aoplicant proposes to submit ar

scope of work for preoperational studies at the time of application
for a plant operating license (ER Sec. 6.2.5.2). With NRC approval,

6) Pg. 5-12, Sec. 5.3.3.1. The State water quality standards this would allow the preoperational monitoring program to commetnce
specify a pHzange of f.5 to 8.5. This is not a discharge effluent at least one year prior to plant start-up and would have the advantage _limitation. The Federal EPA discharge effluent limitations specify of considering all data developed on Eudson River ecology during
a pH range of 6.0-9.0. Since the applicant will corply with both

the interim years.water quality standards and effluent limitations, this matter will
not require resolution at the NFDES proceedings.

27 Pg. 6-5, Tabre 6.2 - rrmpling Programs in Hudson River- Sample
periods are not all up-to-date. NRC should include changeb ' in

7) Pg. 5-13, para. 3. "Limita tion 4 2 3.15 (j ) " . The DES states'that Programs as given in ER Rev. 2, Table .6.1-133 for April-June _,.4. -

the FPA Standard u ll not be met since, "some discharge of total
-This -table > shows that . zooplankton and .ichthyoplankton collectionsre::idual chlorine will remain in the circulating water flow of the
were made weekly,

cooling towers." The chlorine discharge from the plant will be
in compliance with the discharge limitations set forth in 40 CPR 423.
15 ( j ) . The proposed chlorination program will meet the recommendations Drift Gill Net - ER Rev. 2, Table 6.1-13B states that east

shore net station was between J & D, not C & D.
of EPA-R2-73-273 " Predicting and Controlling Residual Chlorine in
Cooling Tower Blowdcwn"- There will be no residual chlorine in the 6-7 Staff,s Evaluation and Recommendations. Recommendation3)

(2) {g.blowdown from the natural draft cooling towers (circulating water) ichthyoplankton sampling" 'Ihese comments are inappropriate at
or from the mechanical draft cooling towers (service cooling) beyond

this time. The Authority has not committed to conduct the initial
each of the two 60 minute chlorination cycles per day. intensive study as the preoperational and operational monitoring

8) Pg. 5-27, Sec. 5.5.2.1. In the second paragraph, four reasons
program. While the Authority plans to conduc* preoperational
and operational ichthyoplankton monitoring, the actual program

are given as to why the design and location of the intake will will be developed based on the results of the initial intensive study
minimize fish losses. No acknowledgment is given to the fact that which has been completed. The Program plan will be submitted to
closed cycle cooling will be used, which is undoubtedly the single the NRC for approval at the time of the Authority's request for an
largest mitigating factor relating to fish kill. Mention should Opera dng W ense.be made of the redu:ed intake flow as a result of using cooling
towers. The recommendation for impingement monitoring must be

4) Pg. 6-7, Sec. 6.1.3.2. The Authority feels that there is notempered with acknowledgment of the advantages of the closed-cyle justification for establishing a fish sampling program in either Duck
cooling. Cove or Inbocht Bay since the location of the plant intake and discharge

structures are on the main channel of the Hudson River (see Revised
9) Pg. 5-27, En t ra inr.e nt , second paragraph. Ichthyoplankton DES Figure 2.3 included in Attachment No. 1). There are no dischargesentrainment - the model lhould consider the demersal, adhesive

emanating from the plant which will flow into Duck Cove or Innochtnature of clupeid and white perch eggs, Bay and consequently there will be no envircnmental impact upon the
fish populations of these wa ter areas.

10) Pg. 5-32, Sec. 5.5.2.2, para. 4. See connent No. (7) above.
No specific operating limitations need be incorporated in the Environ-
mental Technical Specifications as suggested in this Section. SECTICN 81 . THE NEED FOR POWER CENERATING CAPACITY

11) Pg. 5-33, 1st para._ Total dissolvM solids. The average and

1) Pg. 8-1, Sec. 8.1.1, Applicants Service Area. This section'

SW o E ra PSC 1 e could be clarlfled by noting that the Authority has contracts for
sale of power to all seven private utilities in New York State.
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6) Pg. 8-9, Sec. 8.4, 5th paragraph, 3rd sentence, 'In addition
base-load capacity." This sentence is incorrect. The NYS

2) Pg. 8-2, Section 8.2, Reserve Paquiremant. The seven private
, member utilities of the New York Fower Poul have signed a revised *

reliable sources of power by construction and/or acquisition.agreement that requires each of the participating members to carry
an 18% reserve on its own annual peak load. The Authority is not
a participant in this written agreement; but has voluntarily adopted 7) Same paragraph as above: In comparison to the Authority's load-such a requirement for 1 cad associated with its thermal units.

growth projections, the Staff's growth projections appear to be too
low and overly. conservative. However, the Authority does agree that.

3) Pg. 8-2, Sec. 8.3.1, Energy Consumption: Several incorrect * "" "''"U " Staff's conservative assumptions of load growth,
staterrents were made in this section. the Authority .will probably be unable to meet the peak demands it

will face in the mid-1980's if GCNPP is not available". (6th
Para 4rach 1. Firm utility sales are sales to all New York State paragraph, page 8-9). The_ Authority's growth proj ctions through

utiliUes, including those mentioned in Section 8.1.1, plus Consolidated 1985 for downstate. preference loads are as follows
Edison, Long Island Lighting and Orange and Rockland Utilities.

Metropolitan Transportation Authority 12t
. Paraaraph 2. The NYPP energy. demands increased from 72,725 Cther New-York.fity Preference Customer? 7.5%

. GWhr in 196 5- to llo,700GWhr in 1973 (ER, Table 1.1-5). - .T tal New-York City Preference Customer I4ad 7. 75 4

Paragraph 3. Future total energy requirements were forecasted
SECTION 9. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVFS,by the Suthority to increase from 24,852 GW..r in 1975 to 51,337 CWhr

in 1986.
1) Pg. 9-1, Sec. 9.1.1.1, 1st paragraph, Purchased Power. Although

4) Pg. 8-3, Table 8.1. .The. years 19 R and 1976 ccatain incorrect the Staff statement that the purchase of base load power is not a ''
viable alternative is correct for the reasons given in Sec. 9.1.1.1,numbers. Listed below are the numbers as they should appear in

this table. such purchase is not Fecluded as a result of the Power Authority Act
The Power Authority Act does not prohibit the purchase of base load

In-Load Firm Total of capacity when such power is available. However, the Legislature of
e o ew expressly recognizing the critical shortageYear Peak Utility Peak In-load + Firm Utility ,

of power supply to the southeastern portion of the State, has mardat'd
1971 807 2251 3058 a specific solution to this shortage by authorizing the Authority
1976 2144 4410 6554 to construct the base load facilities required to supply the load

of the MTA, its subsidiaries, and other public agencies, thereby
In addition, the 1980 Authority system capability is projected relieving private utilities to meet other urgent consumer demands.

to increase 768 megawatts from the previous year by addition of 700!N
2) Pg. 9-2, 3rd paragraph: The statement " coal-fired s tationsfrom the Arthur Kill fossil unit and the addition of 68 megawatt? require about 60 acres for each 1000 MWe of capacity appearsfrom the second uprating of Indian Point 3. This should be clarifie", "

in footnote (g). incotpatible with the land use number in Table 9.2 on page 9-8.

3) Pg. 9-17 - Part 9.3.1.8 - Single natural-draft cooling tower.
5) Pg. 8-8, Sec. 8.4, Paragraph 2, 2nd sentence, Staff' Assessment The Power Authority is investigating the use of a single natural
and Conclusions: To the extent the Authority has capacity in excess draft circulating water system cooling tower for the GCNFP, rather
to its in-load requirements, the capacity may be sold to utilities than the current two-natural draft cooling towers.
on a withdrawable basis to t:e recevered, as necessary, to meet the
growth of load by in-load customers. This is in addition to existing
long term utility contracts. Capacity will also be made available 10. FVALUATION OF PRCFOSED ACTION
to utilities when Authority generation is on-line in exchange for
support during periods when one or more of the Authority's generating 1) Pg. 10-5, Sec. 10.4.1, Table 10.1. This table shows the directsoarces is not available for service. and indirect benefits of the GCNFP. It appears that the " direct"

benefits are really the direct power-related benefits, and the
indirect benefits are really the diract employment, payroll and

tax benefits.
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We raise this issue because there are u.any subs tantial indirect
Employment, Payroll and Tax benefits which are no less certain of POWO AUTHCRITY OF THZ STATE OF NON YCex
occurrence than the Direct Benefits. They are critical to an lo Cotuwaus CincLE Nc u Yew. F 100:3
understanding of total impact, and they are an essential part of m m sowe m
the letter and spirit of NEPA compliance. Especially since NRC raustrts .,e. . ,....,

questions on the GCNPP ER have addressed these important issues, >> -s e . m a r .c = **u**LE2Ne-g
.their, inclusion in Table 10.1 would tend to make it a more complete gbm h," " * " * "

tr=ie n en ~sve

. JNd7 CE."'-a- a .statement. * * ** ' '"*"'

d" " * " " * " * "

ZJ'N. . i, e ouy

M2) Pg. 10-1, Sec. 10.1.2.1, Lines 1-2. This sentence only presents " ' * " ' " * " * " * * " * * * "

adverse impacts - land clearing and erosion effects. The Authority **'===*e Les ""** 1..'7 " *A.

feels that implementation of a site erosion control, sediment control ..,.....nv.. " * " * * * * * * * ' * "

and site restoration program will minimize these adverse construction "" "..T.7
effacts. March 3,1976 m.7[',$.S.2.

GPS - 359 " " * " " "

~

Hon. Alfred E. Kahn
Chairma n
Public Service Commission
44 Holland Avenue
Albany, New York 12203

SUBJECT: Application fcr a Certification of Environmental
Compatibility and Public Need,1200 Megawatt
Nuclear Generating Station at Cementon, Greene
County -

Dear Chairman Kahn:

We have reviewed the contents of your January 20, 1976 letter in which

you express concern about the adequacy of our Application in three areas,

namely, air quality, water quality and the conformance of the proposed plant

to the statewide long range plan.

Our response to your concerns, in order in which they were stated, is

as follows:

I. Air Qualitv

Three specific air quality concerns were identified as trepe.fiments to the

docketin; of our application namely, (i) the impact of suspended particulate
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N O W "fw m 222 u; m3 (octained on' *
emission, ir .. n, __.ar. a . 2nd dax raisca utn; can *ra.u:. upn

.1 . Usic; data collected tetween September 1974 and
the ambient air q ulit3 : (ii) v.hthe r coalin; tov.er emissions will c;mply with

" 'M ns aNmi ately S months of data prior to operationambient particulne standards; (iii) an indication that emissions from the con.
n car is a.M approximately 4 months of operation usingcrete hitch plant will not contravene or prevent attainment cf air quality stan-

partial centrols at Alpn2 and Marqu;tte, 50G of the values of the 24 hours
dards,

average concentrations did not exceed 65 u;/m3 compared to an allowable stan-
In order to provide a better perspective to a detailed examination of these

three concerns, a snort summary of tha ambient air quality near the site is
' "$'

in order.
e imprwed ambient suspended particulate levels is clear. Ambient levels

The ambient air quality in the vicinity of the Cementon site has improved
xpected to improve even more markedly with operation of air pollution con-

dramatically over the past year, tallowing the installation of emission control
, trols at Lehigh Cement and with control of dust at the Alpha Cement waste dis-

equipment on several of the cement companies' emission sources in the area.
Posal area, both to take place later in 1976. The addition of insignificant coolingThe most recent suspended particulate data, from the New York State Depart-
tower caributions to ambient suspended particulate levels in 1953 will neither

ment of Environmental Conserva. on (NYSDEC) monitor located in the hamlet
cause suspended particuise standards to be contravened nor prevent their

of Cementon, near the site, show compliance with ambient air quality standards.
attainment or maintenance.

Suspended particulate data for the months of June through August and part
; hree month period (June, July, September 197M

of the month of September 1975--after the Alpha and Marquctte cement companies
how that deposition rates of settleatle particultes have decreased radi: ally.

had begun partial operation of their air pollution controls, but with Lehizh
rithmetic mean of these three available monthly values is about 0.7mg/

controls not yet in operation--showed inat the highest 24 hour sample durin;
0 C mg cm e n availa e months

these three months was 112 ug.'m3 compared to an allowable 24 hour standard
f 1974 d t at the same monitoring location. The 50'o New York State settleable

3of 250 ug/m : the three cement comp 2nies were operating at full load durin;

July, Au;ust, and Septemi:cr. During the 12 month period from June 1974
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(2) Lehigh Portland Cement Company - was to have comp!c!:J construction their atuirrent and mainu unce The Authority wl!1 monitor the amtient

of its air pollution control installatian cn January 1,1976. Lehi;h has entered air quality at and near tne si:e to assure t ut tne ambient air quality daes,

into a consent order with the Department of Envircnmental Canscrvation (2 in a t, condnue n imeme. In adJition, data from the Dep trtment of

Environm;n:2! Conservation air quality manitors in tne area will also be ob-copy attached as Exhibit B) wherety they agree to install equipment in their pun

so that their air contaminant emissions will n:t result in the contravention of tained to au;mem data from the Authority's own monitors. N1onitoring re-

the State's ambient atr quality standards. Upon completion of this work and sults will te submitted in Amendments upon completion of collection and

s2bmission of the stack tests, Lehigh Portland Cement expects to be in com- analysis.

pliance by July 1976.
B. Coolin: Tower Drift and Partislates

(3) Alpha Portland Cement Campany - has installed air pollution control
Your letter requests the Authority to address the relationship between

devices and has conducted stack tests. Although the attached compliance
cooling tower drift and the State's standards for settleable and suspended

schedule does not so indicate, (schedule reflects reporting throu;h Octocer 23,
particulates and the compliance of the drift with air quality standards. The

1975), a conversation with the Department of Environmental Canserv2 tion on
folloM dis ussion of cooling tawer drift is prefaced by a conclusion reached

Nrember 26, 1975 tevealed that the stack tests performed by Alpha satisfac-
by the Federal Environer. cal Protection Agency in Effluent Caidelines for

torily met standards;
Steam Electric Power Plants that the EPA is "not aware of any instances in

Based on air pollation control equipment which is now, or soon will be'
which air quality standards have required an imposition of technology to control

operational at all three cement plants, the Authority anticipatcs that by 197S'
droplet emission from coolin; towers telow those presently achieved in good

the time at stitch construction is expected to commence at the preposed poveer
tower design and drift climinatio: .

plant, the ambient air quality in the Cementon area will meet the State's

ambient air quality stand 1rds. Furthermnre, it is expected that amount s at (1) Settleable P.trticulat.:s

dust occurring during construction and the reli;iole amounts ci particulates a . The New York State standard for saticarle particula's, waict infound

50 emitted by tne auxiliary boiler, whcn adCd to the ambient air quali:y in in 6NYCRR 2T-3.4 is entiticJ "Sundards far settleable particuhtcs (Justfall).
2

1978 and thereafter, will not contravene ambtac.c air quality stanarus - crz .-

A-44
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March 3, l'e

The wxd "e:s: fall", used synonymously with "uticaole partieuutes, etner a r , mamunts. Nong.n:., , this pr:me oc);c:Ne s a s transl.ned

has historicai!* teen used to dcccrite the depostrian of induurial "dasts into numerte i ri eria. Wc9 er: includ;l M the cu rent Part 257-3.4
T

or lar;c size particul2tes such as soot or oth2r man-nude dus a Such stand 1rd far s :tl.;able particulates.'

usaga of the term is historically consistent with tne evcletien of the ' dust:all" This brief historical back;rornd, which is hised on informatian supplied

(settleable prticulate) staMard in New York State. When the Sta:e first em- by New Icrk Sutc Department of Enctronmenal Conservation personnel,

barked on a statewide survey of the air quali:y in the ear!y Ic60's, it was confirm? :he Autharity's put: ion thl: :ne cbjec:ive of the Su:e's set:leable

aware that certain areas within the State were exposed to an excessive dust- particidate stancard was the control of visible dustfall in the air, a nuisance

fall problem. For purposes of the survey, the State was divided inta 16 sub- rather than a public health problem.

regions and a dus: fall survey, using one gallon pickle jars as the measuring Against this historical background, it is evident that the standard was

device, was performed. This type of survey is the conventional method used not intended to include the deposition of hi;hly soluble naturally occurring

to provide a quick and inexpensive d; termination of the level of " dirtiness" particles, such as atomspheric droplets containin; primarily the very same

in the air which is associated with soot and smoke from smokestacks. As salts contained in liudson River water from which the makeup water for the cooling

a result of the statewide survey, during which contaminants in addition to towers is taken.

dustfall were measured, the State decided that reduction of dustfall is one of The "setticable particulate" concentrations and ceposition rates which appear

its prime objectives.Tha rationale for this decision was that visible dustfall in the Authority's Application were tused on an expected drift rate of 0.003

was a pollutant which was more quickly amenable to control measures than percent of te tower's circulating water flow rate which was conservatively

high for impact assessment purposes. Since the initiation cf the early ,tages c,f

1. "Dustf21! is usually expressed in tons per square mile per 20-d ty perial our studies, ecoling tower manufacturcrs have begun to enter into contrac:s wi:5
(Table X). It is a useful indicatcr of tne amount af ma:erial -; mind f r,m
stack cmissions. D;-vall t'articics, cecause of :hcir lar;u sir are orf:nstve guarantc.'J drif: ra:cs of 0.002 percent ar1 tests have been performed on ton crs
to the visual sensa ano anetttutea nuience tu acuwwin 4 and otcar m.m .:s
of the communin St.rn, Arthur C., Air Pollution, i , AcaJcmic Fr.ss, which indicate that drift rates of b;!aw 0.001 percent are ootainab12 Thi.s

'i

New York (1%S) pp. 50,61.
new inf orma:ian will te incorporated in our consultant's nuthematical m 41
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. . -

:a arri . . a ;r_ali3;;cand:..r. : -p; mi ' . a rc .. (9 pe c7.tma hument upon w''ach the icJerai air quil:y stanc.ards. . . . . . ~c. 2 s . >

the plant. RJsal:s of the mMcIlin; anal) sis curremly in pr,y;ress, arfd predicud are th1 sed IAir %gi:v Cr;t.;ria f ar Par:Irubt2 W::ar,108) s::tes tnat

impact, will be included in an amendment to th; Applica:ica rnich will be issued the particula:cs wnich en:er the human tracheal-:ronchi 1 and pulmoury

on or abou: July 1,1976. systems are pnmarily less than 10 microns in diameter. Mos: particits

(2) Sascend 2d Pa r:iculac s larger than 10 microns are re:atned in the nose. Nearly all of the suspended

Suspended particulates comprise a very small portion of the drif: mass. particulate comri uted by a cooling tower would be in the upper size range of

A review of existing li:erature and data indicates that the water drople:s emi::cd suspended par:!culates (10-50 microns).

from the cooling towers are primarily in a ran;e greater than 100 microns in (11) Eitsed en an assessment of the effec:s of sal: drift on land dwelling

diameter with :he salt content by mass being heavily skewed toward the larEe'- vertebrates at the Forked River si:e (see: The Forked River Pr rram A

settleable size range. Due to evaporation wnile in. transit, a very small pro- Case Study in Silt Water CoolinL 19~4), biologists at Ru:;ers University

portion of these large size droplets may become small enot;h to fall into the concluded that they expect no physiological effects due to salt dri!:

size range nort:ully associated with suspended particulates. The percen: age

of su:h particulates, while very small will be incorporated into our consultant's
*

nodel. 1: is anticipa:ed th2: the resultant im;uct on ambient suspended par:1-

culate levels will be insignificant and will neither cause contravention cf
culate per cubic foot cf exhaust air from a batch plant. Ris com cris to a

strndards nor preven: their attainment and ruin:cnaxc. Results of the modcllin; .

analysis, currently in progress, and predic:ed impac: will be included in an
*

amendment to :52 Application which will te issued on or abou: July 1,1976.

(3) Health Eficts
consis:in; of ta; touses, fans, au:omatic comrols and duce; The ba; houses

Although 11:crature descri:in; the impact of airborne salts an 5:al:n is -

limi:cd, the twa documents dc, :nWd relow have cirect t. arin; on : tis sbget.
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a few miles of the il facility to be part of the overall complex.
mandated to save a specified set of customers. The fact is

These facilities are all interdependent and un2st be that PASNT is different than all other utilities in New York
evaluated as an overall project. Only when viewed in this State in that its mandated service is quite limited.
manner can c = lative impact be assessed. Only when viewed
in this manner can true alternatives be identified. In 1974, 81.4% cf PASNT's output was ' surplus * to be

sold to other utilities, while only 18.64 want to the muniM pal,
Thus, for example, it is perfectly clear that if there cooperative and industrial custcmers who PASNT is legislatively

" mandated * to servowere no pumped storage seg=ent of the overall project, the
location of the steam generating stations would be dif ferent*
If there were no transmission lines planned to connect the Thus, unlike private utilities, the *need* for PASNT power
steam stations with the pumped storage f acilities, ycu could cann t be pr jected by analysing the expected future requirements

of its mandated customers. PASNT already has all the surplusnot build the generating capacity.

and reserves it will need for its own customers for decades.
In this connection, the DES should have complied with This is true whether you use PASNY's own alleged compound growth

40 CyR $1500.6(a) and 40 CFR $1500. 6 (d) (1) . Since it did not, rate of 6.8 4 per annu:s or the NRC staff's rate of 44 per annum.
it is improper. It misdefines the scope of the project to
be reviewed. It is perfectly clear that the purpose ascribed to the

GCNPP (i.e. to make sure PASNY Can serve its mandated customers)
ALTERNATIV!S is false. The real purposes are (1) to supply punping power

to futare pumped storage projects, (2) to provide peaking power
The DES discussion of alternatives is clearly designed to prirate utilities and (3) to assist the New York Power Pool

as an exercise to justify the conclusion that there are no in maintaining a 20% system wide reserve.
alternatives rather than to identify the range of opte ns
available. The need for the GCNPP should have been assessed with

these purposes in mind. The alternatives to the GCNPP should
1. Do Nothing Alternative. The most obvit ,ernative, have been identified to satisfy these purposes and not the

a not even false purpose. The environmental impact of serving theseand the one with the least environmental impact,
discussed. This alternative is to take no action to supply purposes should have been discussed. The costs and benefits
the additional electricity to be generated by the GCNPP. of taking care of these motives should have been assessed.

The failure to discuss this alternative is inexcusable. Thus, for example, the environmental imp set of, alternatives
Perhaps the " cost" of not havAng this additional electricity to, and costs and benefits of maintaining a 204 systes wide

reserve is critical to analyzing the proposed project. It mayis less than the " benefit" of not having to supply it. om
be that the costs of meeting one day in ten years loss ofthe DES one cannot tell because this alternative is not scussed.

d h WM m W
Instead of dealing with the "do nothing" alterna cost of the GCNPP

DES engages in an unintelligible discussion entitled ge the (or any other energy supply alternative)
me gg g, ,g g

,

Need for Power Generating Capacity" which purports t Much statistical data is presented. Many references are made
that the power has to come from senewhere because ._ to PASNT's self-serving assertions. No genuine independent

analysis is made. The forest is truly obscured by the trees.
The DES analysis is first based upon the untrue assumption

that PASNY, like private utilities, is a regulated monopoly The failure to meaningfully deal with the "do nothing*
alternative in the DES completely vitiates it.

3
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2. Purchasing Power Alternative. The DES (p. 8-9 and and sinker" PASNY's self-serving assertions without any inde-
p. 9-1) accepts the ridiculous and untrue assertion of PAS 3Y pendent verification or evaluation.

that it cannot purchase power. If PASNY cannot buy power
under its enabling law, how cas the 800 mw Quebec dLversity 4. Conservation and Pricing Alternatives. Because the

purchase (DES p. 8-3) be explained? NRC staff does not understand the nature of the PASNT beast,
who its actual customers are, and what it is legally required

Two points deserve mention heres (1) the DES by unquestionably or permitted to do, the CES distorts completely the relevance
relying on PASNY's self-serving assertions on key issues violates and materiality to the need for the GCNPP of conservation

NEPA which places the primary and nondelegable responsibility efforts and pricing strategies.
for assessing alternatives on the NRC. (2) The CES should
point out that the 800 mw Quebec diversity purchase will be The Federal Power Commission staff in its April 1976 draft

transmitted to southeastern New York over PASNY transmission environmental impact statement on PASNY's proposed Breakabeen
facilities with a 4000-6000 mw capacity. Now, if PASNY can t project, in sharp contrast to the CES, contains discussions of

buy power or if only 800 mw is available, why are they building conservation and rate revisions as the same may ef fect PASNY.

seven tf m as much transmission capacity? If the electricity Among other things the FPC staff points out that PASNY's pricing
to be generated by the GCNPP is really necessary - which we methods do "not reflect operational reality or promote econcusic

believe it is not - then a viable alternative, requiring efficiency".

no additional construction of anything, is to increase the
800 mw purchase to 1900 mw. Cn the other hand, the CES contains * boiler plate" dis-

cussions of conservation and pricing taken almost verbatia
fThis alternative should have been fully exItred and not documents dealing with other applicants and other propo-
,

summarily dismissed (DES p. 9-1).*

3. Location Alternatives. The CES relies entirely on The discussion of changes in rate structure goes no fur-

PASNY's self-serving assertions for assessing alternative ther than summarily mentioning that several schemes (peak load,
locations. increasing block, etc.) exist and doubting that they would work.

Statistics are presented purporting to show that electric demand

One must wonder why the DES addresses no sites on Long is price inelastic, although the statistics only run up until
1973, and are themselves contradicted in 8.3.3.1 (where the EISIsland, since apparently the power is to be transmitted to that

part of the state. admits that demand projections for the last few years have been
in error) .

It is also curious, recognizing that L.aw York State is
a coastal state and that the allegedly needed power will be The DES dutifully complies with the requirement that lip

for its coastal zone, that no off shore site is considered. service be paid to energy conservation so long as it can be con-
cluded that all possibilities for conservation are so infeasibleThis is even odder when one notices that at virtually the

same time the DES was being issued, the NRC staff was extolling that the only option is to approve PASNY's proposals. At 8.3.3.1,

the virtues of an off shore site in New Jersey which, the last the DES allows that the post-1973 figures have run far below

time we looked, was adjacent to New York State with a substantially the projected demand but totally and Lrrationally discounts the
implications of this trend.

similar coastal zona.

Once agan it appears that the NRC is attempting to The DES claims that these figures are misleading with re-

delegate its responsibilities to PASNY by buying " hook, line spect to PASNY, since total (statewide) demand'will drop without
a concomitant decrease in PASNY's load because 'when [ private]
utilities' demands drop, they still draw maximally from PASNY,

*Furthermore, since one of the principal true justifications
for the GCNPP is to provide PASNY with surplus power to other
utilities, one alternative would be to have these other utilities
purchase power elsewhere. 6

5
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since this is the lowest cost generation; and they back off (assuming a surplus is perceived as bad) why is
on their less ef ficient fossil plants.. ." This argumant con- it automatically assumed that the latter is
vaniently ignores the alternative of letting the utilities preferential? The "let's be saf e.. .you can never
continue to use their own f acilities rather than building new have too much. .." attitude, while justified La
PASNY ones. past decades of plentiful resources, must bear

some scrutiny in a world of limita, and the eco-
The most telling reason for failure to consider energy nomic and environmental costs of such an attitude

conservation is PASNY's intimation that the recent data showing reckoned with,
slowing growth trends is insufficient to challenge PASNY's am-
bitious planst that we must " wait and see" how consumers and In the same way, a boilerplate discussion of utility pro-
government will respond. "H3 wever, as time progresses, his- motional policies here exists only to indirectly buttress PASNT's
torical information and actual data on power demand impacts... *need* arguments by allowing the staf f to doubt whether pro-
will provide a more significant basis for demand projections." moting conservation would work. Having first established that
The silliness of this position is apparent because: PASNY, unlike private utilities in the old days, did not urge

the public to consume more kilowatts through direct advertising,
a. While PASNT's astronomical and unsupported (the DES states that the purpose of these promotions were to
projections are blithely accepted as the basis promote "of f-peak use and thus level loads") , the EIS states
for planning, the most recent trends are totally that PASNY's only promotional efforts have been in promoting
discounted because they micht not continue. Ig conservation. The DES' response here conveniently misses the
one takes the position that projections are only point
valid in retrospect you could never plan for
anythings why is there one standard for data a. PASNY, as a bulk wholesaler to private utilities,
f avorable to PASNY and one for unf avorable data? is in no position to promote energy conservation by

the ultimate utility customers. Are PASNY's client
b. The DES speaks of future growth and conser- utilities doing so, or does PASNT's guarantee of
vation trends as being influenced by " government cheap power create a disincentive for urging their
decisions * in a curiously detached third-person customers to use less?
sort of way as if the NEPA process was in no
way a mandate to consider what costs and benefits b. Actions speak louder than words. By focusLng
would result from alternative uses (or non-uses) narrowly on the question of whether PASNT has sinned
of scarce resources, in the past by promoting energy use to ultimate con-

sumerr, DES misses the question of whether PASNT is
c. The DES' position that a conservation al- now doing anything to retard damand in growths the
ternative is unfeasible carries with it a self- evidence is that it is not. The method by which the
fulfilling prophecy - by creating excess supply DES raises this question indicates that it is more
of electricity, demand will indeed tend to grow concerned with the appearance of hypocricy (promo-
to the levels predicted by the A 71icant, much tional advertising for the general public) than itb
the same way that highway planner. build high- is with real attempts to conserve energy.
ways to satisfy a perceived future shortage of
capacity only to generate that demand by their 5. Fossil Fuel Alternative. The discussion of coal as an
grandiose developments. When present in f o rma- alternative as thoroughly Anadequate. Instead of meaningfully
tion is insufficient to allow us to confidently comparing the environmental impacts and costs and benefits of
choose between the potential " evils" of future a nuclear station against those of a coal-fired station, the
shortages of electricity or future surpluses DES merely leaps to the conclusion (p. 9-9) "the selection of

a nuclear station is warranted". That is not what a DCS is
supposed to do.
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,

It is especially curious that the CES ignores (1) the Nevertheless, one area should be mentioned because of
March 1976 report of the President's Council en Wage aad Price its extraordinary inadequacy. This is the discussion of com-
Stability entitled 'A Study of Coal Prices 7and (2) the fact munity impact.
that PASNT also plans to build a coal-fired station perhaps
a few miles f rots the GCNPP.* This latter fact indicates that 1. Traffic. The CES at 4-9 states that at peak construc-
this very Applicant has concluded in a situation which is tion 2011 workers will con =tute to the site on a road which cur-
(1) contemporaneous, (2) gecgraphically prox 1= ate, and (3) in rently has an unused capacity of 310 vehicles / hour. Keeping
all other ways substantially similar that a coal-fired plant in mind that at full capacity traffic will crawl btzper to bu=per
is the best alternative mode of generation. - Under such cir- at a miM ul speed compared to present unstressed conditions,
cumstances the CE.3 carries a high burden in analyzing the this is an important local ccncern. Staf f has required PASNT
coal-fired alternative. This burden is,unfortunately, not met. to develop ' viable mass transit and highway modification alter-

natives *, but none have presently been developed so they cannot
6. Modal Alternatives. In the same way that the rES be considered through the NIPA process. This raises several

errs in addressing purchasing power alternatives and conserva. questions:
tion and pricing alternatives, the CIS does act properly con-
sider modal alternatives. The errcr relates back to the fun- a. Who assumes responsibility for insisting that
da m tal problem the NRC staff has in understanding the nature PASNT develop a remedy for this impact, once the
of the PASNT beast. OES is approved and construction permit granted?

Since PASNT has discretion about future load levels and b. Who pays for these f acilities or services?
since the real purpose of the GCNFP is to provide peaking and The Applicant or the public, and if the latter,
reserve power, a non-base load mode of providing electricity how widely is the burden shared (towr, county,
should have been cor.sidered. This could involve building a s ta te , fods ?).

dffferent k.ind of facility or building a nc=ber of dispersed
s aller facilities or reactivating or upgrading older plants c. What if PASNT's propcsed plan chooses the al-
cvned by the utilities which are going to buy this surplus ternative which incurs the least financial burden
PASNT power in any event. to itself and shunts the cost to the public? Who,

if anyone, ultimately reviews this decision? what
These types of alternatives are dismissed out of hand provisions for public input exist if the plan is not

by the DES. fully disclosed at the DES stage?

AMALYSIS OF IDAO s d. Further, are there any permanent impacts asso-
ciated with a choice between construction (upgradicq

Since the overwhelming bulk of the CES is = cMiection of 9W) and cperation alternatives (shuttle busses,
poorly digested moraals of raw information, it is apparent te=porary thruway exits, etc.) with respect to growth
without much discussion that the CZS completely f ails to carry and development issues? Is this an opportunity for
out its evaluative mission. local residents to demand benefits from PASNT, such

as an improved 9W or an adjacent industrial develop-
ment site which might foster economic develcpment?
In any case, how do local cpinions, whatever they
are, get reflected in this process?

* This f act is conveniently c=itted fron the fcotnotes to Table
8.1 in the DES. PASNT also proposes to burn solid waste in this 2. Peculation, Services I: pact s . The DES at 4-10, relying

facility. Cczpare the inaccurate discussion in the OES at 3-7. on Applicant's data projects only no workers out of 1800 peak
Is it possible that tne NRC staff is unaware that PASNT has a employers moving into the Greene-Ulster-Colu=bia area; most of
plan to do this? the workers co=suting up to 1 1/2 hours each way. All of these
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projections are based on a string of potentially questionable
assu:nptions contained in the ER and based on phone interviews and second, that while these depart:msts may function well in
with union leaders, realtors, local officials, and so forth. a rural environment with low-key law enforce: rent proble::.s, the
It is questionable whether PASNT's sanguine projections are local law-enforcement resources may prove inadequate when 1800
warranted upon any reasonable factual basis. In any event the urbanized construction workers hit the local barrooms on payday.
DES should have independently assessed this. And if these resources are inadequate who pays for adequate ones?

Cf the 300 workers expected to reside locally, PASNY This public resources problem is even more serious regarding
anticipates that the local supply of 280 h-s (median price area schools, some of which are currently exceeding capa:ity
aid $30K, ER Table 4.1-10) and 500 apartments will absorb the (ER, 54.1.2 ud table) . The OES admits that' the sitnation has
demand. PASNT, however, sees its responsibility ending upon potential to worsen, even if its methodology (only 150 permarentiv
the determination that the local real estate market can absorb relocating f amilies out of the 300 projected local transient-
these workers (assuming PASNT's migration projec. ion is acund); residents, each of whom will send 2 children to public schools)
PASNT will not plan or coordinate there these workers will live, is accepted. The OES, however, does not seem overly alarmed,
but leave it up to the ' free market' system and perhaps ulti- calculating that the increase in students enrolled is 0.54
mately local governments. It seems that neither PASNT nor the (overalls 3 county) and ic: plying that this impact 13 therefore
NRC staff have really focused on the roblems of a " boom and incremental and Divial. Neither is the Applicant concerned,
bust" vann of 1800 workers in this ares, aside from bland assur- and seems content to cerely " notify all relocating families of
ances that everything will be o.k. A=iong the questions to be these areas in position to abscrb additional ctudents and those
addressed ares areas which are presently overcrowded *. What effect this is

likely to have is questionable, since the schouls must accept
a. Marely because realtors say that adequate housing these students anyway if their parents decide.for other reasons
exists, what prevents say 500 workers from living in (closeness to site, f avorable price of house, etc.) that a home
trailer parks which might spring up to meet this need? in an overcrowded district is ideal. te CIS ad=its that PASNT's

magnanimous gesture "may or may not reauce so=a of the potential
b. What will be the impact on the housing needs of problems that can result f rc2t overcrowded schools", but the NRC
local residents if highly paid union workers begin staff did not bother to grapple further with this pote:.tial
to outbid them for rental housing and other scarce ca ta s trophy.

resources?
Further disclosed is an increased burden of roughly $560,0 00

c. What happens in similar boom and bust towns? on local (3 county) schools, based on PASNT's populatico pro-
Can adverse social and economic is: pacts be controlled jactions. The DES recognizes that this is an " additional burden
and avoided? Who benefits from growth, and who is on the [ local] coczeunities' which *could be of fset.. .to some
burdened? Is the long-term social stability and extent. .by taxes paid by perma.ently locating e=ployees". his
quality of life which locals prize i=pacted, in what unancouraging tone suggests an area for further resear.h on ex-
ways, and how much? actly what the ecenc ic impact of CONPP construction will be on

localities. Who is burdened and who benefits? The CES is patently
similar considerations exist with respect to ex ni,ing inadequate in addressing these questions.

PASNY's assumptions that public school, police and fire resources
can easily respond to the stress which GCNPP construction will I.11ewise, on health resources; the one paragraph on this
create. Both the ER and DES baldly state that police and fire issue (EIS, 4-11) blithely concludes: "Although seven cf the
resources will not be strained, relying on their migration assu::;p- nine area hospitals may be j udged overcrowded at present, the
tions and the area's current favorable cop / population ratio staff believes the existing facilities will be sufficient to
(1.1/1000 local v. 1.3/1000-nat*1 average). This statistic doesn't meet the de=and of the predicted mpulation increase d2 ring con-
take two factors into account, however, which may be important: struction." (emphasis added) Ferhaps, but the LES does not seem
first, that most of these police are part-time non-professionals to consider that construction workers, building a large plant in-

volving heavy equipment, steel girders and acetylene torches nay
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be more liable to demand hospital resources than whatever hy- COST BENEFIT ANA!.YSIS
pothesized " population" the DES spesks of.

It is tempting to dispose of the cost benefit analysis
3. Impact on Local Institutions. Unlike many private in the DES by merely pointing out that this most critical partutilities which can buy the affectAos of townspeople by gen- of the DES occupies less than four pages of this 200 page

erous contributions to the local tax base, PASNY's philanthrophy docunent. While sometines good things come in small packages,
is limited to paying $9,278 in lieu cf taxes (The land is assessed regretfully, that is not the case here.
at its 1974 pre-construction value and 1974 tax rates, $151,000,
rather than its $1,100,000,000 part-construction value) . Although First, the cost-benefit analysis is a h6dge podge. It
PASNY's position seems to be that townsfolk should be overjoyed ccnforms to no known method of cost accounting or systems
that a tax-exempt state agency should voluntarily offer anything, analysis.
$9,000 seems a paltry gif t indeed compared to the trojan horse
of burdens on local government which is most probably waiting Second, it tends to minimize the costs and e=phasize
in the wings. (Will $9,000 even pay for the police officer the benefits. For instance, e=ployment salaries are prominently
directing traffic outside the construction site 7) The DES devotes monetized, while merely stating abstractly that local govern =ents
several inconclusive and desultery paragraphs to the issues of rill *probably have to provide some increased public services *
the economic impact on local governments, which are again patently without calculating dollar costs.
inadequate.

Third, it states various consequences and concludes that
Based on the poverty of the discussion of cc:nunity impact they are benefits without also assessing associated costs.

alone, the DES should be withdrawn, rewritten and reissued in Thus " regional davelopment* is stated as a benefit, but no
draft form for comments. cost is assessed for the infrastructure i=provements, social

changes etc. necessary to accomodate such improvement. For
further exazple, the " major benefit" is alleged to be the
electric power to be generated, but no cost is assessed for
the energy to be az; ended in constructing, operating and
maintaining the facility, and related mining, transportation
and waste disposal facilities. (It may be that more energy
will go into the thing than will come out of it. At the very
least, the benefit cannot be more than the net energy to be
derived).

the costs and ~enefits are based upon a varietyFourth, c
of false assumptions such as the unrealistically low figure
of 74 interest on capital, incorrect nuclear fuel prices given
recent trends and events, inaccurate expectation of plant
efficiency (60-804 expected vs. 55-584 actually) and the
unfounded guess that there is a market for this surplus
power.

Fifth, a variety of secondary, induced or unintended
consequences are not even assessed or are dismissed with a
wave of the hand. These include the need to build sssociated
pu= ped storage facilities, the total costs of transmission
facilities to accomodate the GCNPP which for safety reasons
must be built far from load centers, the risk of sabctage
and terrorism, the cost of the Price Anderson subsidy, the
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f. 7 %cost of catastrophic accidents, the i= pact on a=.bient air f
quality resulting from interaction wi*h nearby cement plants,. U.S. Nuclear Psgulatory Car 2ission / g ,

incremental and cu=ulative water consu=ption and soiling hashington, D. C. 20555 [ ., ~r, ,
'

if all project facilities using Rudsca River water are built",
. i '/ /S

the health costs associated with treating cancer and birth deformaties Attention: Directer, Division of Site
y. '.g *yu g

which will occur as the result of intended and unintenfed Safety and Envircrnental Ar.alysis \
radioactive releases frca the GCNPP, the likelihood that \ar Sir. ,/ad.iitional facilities will be clustered around the GCNPP, s

, , , _ .
the opportunity loss to the econcmy of having so mich real -~

estate removed for all time into the foreseeable future from Ihe State of New York has cmpleted its review cf the " Draft Emvironmental Statenent
all uses other than the short ter:n (no =cre than 40 years) hlated to tM Cmm Comty Nuclear Fmer Flant (Declet No. STN-50-549)T The
proposed uaa, etc. taterient was prepared by the Eclear Regulatcry Cacutission's Office of Nuc. lear

Reacter Regulation aM issued in mrch 100.
A.s presently set forth, the cost-beaefit analysis in the In preparing the attached ccrrents, we have talen into casideratim the views cfCES is worthless. All asTrgriate State agencies includirg the New York St.te Atzic EnerEr Courcil.

CONCI,CSION V cf the carrents are quite detailed asi directed to very specific points in theMc:

Draf t Enviremental Statement. As you are aware, the proposed Greene County plant
is stject to New Ycrk State certification pant to Article VIII of the P@licThe CZS must be co=pletely rewritten. Pa NRC staff trast Service law.

do an independent jch, not dependent upon the blind acceptance Accordingly, although our State's review cf tb draft staterent has
been thcrough in terms of the adeqacy cf the E Staff's review, we have notof self-serving assertions from PASNT. egressed any preferences as to the ultimate siting questions.

When rewritten, the docunent should be reissued in draft he Draft Envirtmental Staterent presents a cecparis<xt of alternate sites in
form for co==ent. Section 9.2 No iMication was given in Section 9.2 that tM Cacrlissim Staff per-

forned their alternate site assessment indepemcet of the a;;11 cant's siting stuilesveryftruly yours, nor were any alterna ce siting reference * preser.ted to indicate aliitional con-j, siderations by the E staff. In several places in the Naticr,al Envirorcentaly /(/ .h Policy Act of IM9 (P.I. 91-190), the need to nitress alternatives to proposed/

Robert.[.Kafinf Federal acti e.s is clearly stated. Such assess:ents nn.st be perferned iMependently
by the Federal lice .sirq agency.

Attermey for
Citizens to Preserve the it is felt that if the E Staff has perfer:ed an issepesient site selection stuty,Eudson Valley it should te presented aM theraughly discussed. lo ever, if the E Staff has rotg g" ;erfe: ed se a study, but rather relied on the a;T11 cant's werk, then the E

Staff should independently assess alternative sites aM fully present this site
selecticri st'.aty. Such an iMepenn Staff review aM analysis of alternates,
including site alternates, should be issted as a supplement to the draft statement,
sW ect to further cceznents by interested persons, prier to inccrperation in theJ
final state-en' If this is not done, the right cf interested parties to review aM
corrent on draf t state-er.ts prior to their fir.al issuance will be ha;TropriatelyWhy does the DES parrot PASNY en this point? Dnesn't the curtailed.*

NEC staff talk to the NYS PSC staff?

" Why does the CES (Figure 2.12) use 1970 data rather than
significantly different recent data? Can it he that the NRC
staff has failed to censult recent Slob reports?

15
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Ihank you for the opportunity to review this envirorrental statement. he reqiest
that you gin our carents your ut::sost attention. CMOTS OF DE

/
Sincerely yoursy / SIATE OF NDW YJRI

[ [ Oi UE U.S. 4XUAR RMhTORY C1HI5SIONr+(f4,

/ mr mmm:n suImm rmm TC
tepren L. Gcrden

Acting First Deputy Carmissicr.er CNSDECIOi CF CREDE CXLTt .MnIAR POGt PLANT,

Pohn ETERITY CF DE STATE OF NDf YGT' QLTKr0045)
Enclosure

NRC DOCKET No. 50-549 PUBLI90 MGCH 19'6

N y 14, 1976
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Cmeral Cet
#'*1 IWhile the 25 identifies several sources cf air pc112tica sud as slash

*he Lehigh Cement Flant is ab<aat 4300 f t (1311 m) ncrth-:rrtNest cf theburni 4 aM c::ricnte batch pia * cperaticn i: ring facility ccr.strxtion. a

cooling towers during plant cperatics, and 1.44111ary bcilers i. Ting mai .tenaxe p- pcsed coclir4 t,,ers. Sixa s scuth-smtheast aM rcrth-trrtNest MM

occurred on aM a.11 nsyctively of tM time amually (average for all
cf the propcsed facility, it &es rot shcw w'meer and icw esse smrces will

lenis) at de Ceme . ten met tower, the interaction of de leh:gh pin with
c:aply with adient air quality staMards. Since the attent air quality levels

O' C"Cli74 t**T F "5 SMd h3" heen cc'nsidered as wil.Iin the vicinity of the preposed site are c1cse to the limits cf tM sta:xiards, the

NRC should detenine what effect the sources it has identified will have on air teneral Cerrw-t
_

quality levels. SA N.Y.S. Ocpart:nent of Health states that under nc: a1 crerati g coralitions,

the releases cf radica tive materials will res 't in no sipificant hacard to
2. "creral " e .t,

the pcp.lati:n and the risk associated with accide-tal releases of radicactivity
This report ccvers many potential raiiclegical aM ncn-radi:1cgical areas cf

is ccnsidered to be very low. Sectics seven of t'e repert, reviews the environ-
impact in detail. Ccospiczms in its aosence, hchever, is an analysis of the

mental IW of pcstulated accidents. Section seven cf the envirome .uli@sct of tM mrr'11ary boilers en air quality. Although em bcilers will be
statece .t shcadd naie an appropriate m.t with respect t:, the N.R.C.'s cal-

cTerating during the last 1.5 years of constrxtien aM enly 1 mands per year
c: dated effsite deses f:r t}e Desip 3 asis Accident whid ferns t's basis f r

tMreafter, there could be a significant shcrier ten impact cf SC; (aM
hel: pent cf emergmcy Msperse plans under W ?S/111

sec=niarily particulates) en de envir:nment-particularly u:sier stack aM

building &w wash ceniitic:ns. Ge-eral Ceme-t

Om N.Y.S. repar*:ne .t of Transportation nctes that t's Fewer AutMrity cf the
3. General Carrnt

State of h Y::t PW drough their cc s@. ants, Fursecs-Eri*cierhcff-G ade
Fram the Alg.a pime traject:rtes in Fig. 5.9, it is likely that the Alpha pin

a glas, Ms been saW4 em rec:r.str.rtion er relocation of R:cte 94 in
will, under high wiM speed ccnditi=ns, be dow washed into the waie iraced by

the Ceme m Ana as a sclutien to the peak traffic decands by wrkers duringthe >er strxtr. ares. Since the NRC :odel did not account f:r strxture dxwash,
corstrxticn cf the plant. LY.S. IT is currently werking with the w- c.ar:t

separate calculations s!xmid be perforned incorpcrating da-wash to at letst 1.5
to ascertain es ex*.er.t to which State and pcssibly Federal funds wculd be

ailes (1400 m) rrrth cf the towers,

eligib!e f:r tre hig'way re!ocation. In any event, t's 1: pact cf the higsay
in militien, em close proximity of the Alpha stack wid the pr:pesed towers

reixaticr. shculd be adiressed in tfm 3!S aM if F-deral-aid hig's ay f.nis are
suggests the possibility cf dwarash into the cocli g t:wer makes to the smth cf

I be used, the e-vircrrental requirteents of the Federa! HigNay Adninistratian
the Alpha plant with a ncrth wind. *his should be investigated as well
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6. General Carrent (cont.)
General Carrient

rust also be met
* 'If the decision to construct a new railroad s;ur is made, the bridge

# " " *
proposed to separate the spur and Route 9W will require the approval of N.Y.S.

** * * "* * 'Dcr as will other work which involves the State highway system.
which is 5 to 10 dB(A), will increase the exca.nity's exposure to noise as well

7. General Corrent as corrunity reaction.

W DES does not deal adequately with the noise inacts associated both with

plant construction and operation. An evaluation of the noise expected during
, No 'eotechnical issues are fourti in the su:riary ani conclusicms. Geotechnical

construction and operation phases should be urtiertaken against the Idn
matters considered were alteration of grounaater regime and accelerated erosion

criterion proculgated by EPA. Shifts in amtu,ent noise levels should be
' " *** '' '# 'deter:nined and evaluations of these shifts incorporated into the determination

m a can an ew to t gate h se % ts.
of i@ act. Causes of noise should be identified and censideration should be

given to scheduling of activities in a way that will minimize noise impacts. General Coment

NRC has mace no attempt in its DES to evaluate the visual igact of the pmposed

8'* * * * "" # * Ch li:D acoustical criteria referenced in this statement refers to the General

External Exposures fcund in the FCD Circular 1390.7 " Noise Abatement and Control:

Department Policy, Iglementation Responsibilities and Sta:xiards" (9/14/71). Cc.wrst Cament

This criteria does not take into account corrunity response to incremental N DES included a brief description of the various elements that ccupose the
increases in enviror: mental sound levels. Also, it does not consider the pmposed facilities and included a statement that a portion of the site sculd be
cocrunity's attitude er previous exposun to environmental noise. h se factors larxiscaped upon ccrpletion of the project. No atteg t was made to assess the
significantly affect the determination of ccrrunity response and acoustical aesthetic qualities of the visual resourte (laniscape) or the proposed structures;
igact. h energy-equivalent sound level concept advanced by the U.S. Environ- i.e., turbine building, reactor containcert structure, coolirg towers, etc. h
mental Protection Agency and the International Organi:ation for Standardi: stim Final Envirtr: mental Statenent shsuld provide the following:
(ISC) Reccreendation 1996 " Assessment of Noise with Respect to Ccreunity Response" 1. A complete description of the preposed structures' arenitectural form, materials,
are widely accepted methods fer determining acoustical i@act and cornmity response color, and texture should be discussed,

to environmental noise.
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12. General Cmrent (cent.) Ceneral Com-t (cont.)
L A complete descriptien of the visual resource (landscape) involved. Beth been addressed; these igacts m.:st be fully addressed in the EES. Cms deratim-

natural aM man-made forms should be discussed. of alternate routes around steep and visible sicpes n2st also be addressed as

3. ne compatibility cf the proposed plant with other existing natural and man- well as the type of transmission towers selected and their alternatives.

made forms should be discussed.
General Corrent

4. Mitigating measures aM/or alternatives that can be impleraented to reduce

adverse visual impacts should be discussed.
- el an e. ntrat s

#' " * **C #*' *
S. The visual igact of the proposed facility with regrad to the three levels

of decorrtissioning mentioned in the DES should be fully addressed. his factor
*

should be considered in the landuse section also. General Corrent

Ihe Draft Environmental Statement (DES), for the Creene County Nuclear Power

Plant inilcates that the NRC does not foresee any major problems with the
n e terrestrial description of site is adequate. Ibwever, more emphasis is needed

chemical discharges from the propcsed facility. It does contain scsne incon-
on the degree aM amount of stress to existing biotic corrunities due to the

sistencies with the data given in the Article VIII State Sitir,g Ap;11 cation
cerent facilities wastes.

(SD) for the Greene County Nclear Power Plant.
De discussion of anticipated inacts to the terrestrial environment of the A. M PW _

rigure . 6-1 shchs the liquid waste flow from the Cementoo plant. As
site is adequate.

. . . shown, the non-radiological wastes will be neutrali:ed to pH 6-9 and then dis-
ikwever, a thcrough description of the transmission corridor, even on site

is not given. It should be fully presented.
- pa m f n .5, cf the

# # INne discussion of the transmission corridor on site does not discuss
* 3 *C * * * * *altemative routing which would place the corridor in either residential-

.
(1) the Icw level wastes will urniergo rJzed aM cation bed demineralitation

LMustrial areas or on cement wastes, and thus create a lower probable biologi-

cal ig act. A curved corridor would reduce visual igact, especially since the
. (2) the condensate polishing wastes will be processed through an evaporator

proposed corridor goes straight west up steep slopes. This would have maxLum
**

visual impact frcan the river and the east banks.
The Ar*icle VIII Application provides the following waste stream irformation*-The offsite transmission corridor is described as going over 6.2 miles of

steep ( > 151) slopes and through mostly dense forests. I gacts here have not
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Waste (s) Concentration fr'ul
tal C e t (cont.)Info m tion

Source waste Stress Average Maxi n
g g , gy

Table 7.1-1 Cooling Tcwer Fe .566 2.97
Blowdown P .93 3.5 the State that the units cannot operate at or below this level cf chlorination.

Table 7.1-2 Mtteup Deminera- Fe 8.5 32 Frca the information presented, it is difficult to detemine whether the discharge
lizer Regeneration Cr .3 1.2
Wastes 2n .9 3.3 concer trations that violate these standards result from cooling water concen-

Table 7.1-3 Condensate Polisher Fe 126 252 trations or low level discharges. T.e staff's conclusion is that, except as

# n tM below for chlorim, all efnuents fma operation cf the facility that are
t wastes

Table 9.6-2 Coctimd Plant P (total) .928 3.54 regulated by the D A effluent limitations are in conformity with those limitations
Msdarge and reflect the "best available technology economically available" [40 CFR 423.155

1 6 9 (1)(1)]." (DES p. 5-12). This should be performance standards for best availaole

Table 9.7-3 Garacteristics of Fe .. 3 (1) 1.07 (2) demonstrated technology. EPA limits in:st ts met on an effluent basis tefere dilution,,

Plant Effluent TDS 190 877 with either cocling water or river water.
Following Dilution P (total) .118 .55
in Raison

3 In Table 3-7, page 3-15 of the DES, the NRC staff indicate that the maxian

iron concentration in the cooling tower blowdown will be 3.0 mg/1. In a footnote,
pplie ge"

~6-2 it is indicated this concentration will be reduced to acceptable levels by properT e

(16.3) (1) Average annual surface dilution factor, average pH control. Again, in Section 5.3.3.2, the DES inlicates that proper adiust:nent~

discharge and actient composition of pH to limit discharges of heavy metals may be necessary and that the con-

(11.6) (2) s a i factor, maximta

limitations which state that these stistances must not be present in detectable
in Section 9.7.1.3 of the Article VIII Application, PASNY states, ''Ihe plant dis- ,

charge will be in compitance with the effluent guidelines prcnulgated by the EPA

in CFR 40, Chapter 2, Part 423". Section 423.15, stardards of performance for
,

new sources requires average ani naxinm concentrations of 1 mg/l Fe for metal ,

cleaning wastes and boiler blowdmn, that there be no detectable ammts of zinc, are required,

chromita or phosphcrus (mterials added for corrosion inhibition), and that

neither free available chlorine nor total residual chlorine may be discharged

planned fer the coagulation and precipitation of heavy metals.
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15. General Corrq (cont.) General Cerrent (cont. )

h DES also indicates that wasbater aM waste solutions from cleaning The runoff from the upper aM middle drainage areas is collected by t.%

opmtions will be treated to re:nove suspermied solids aM chemicals. Again, small onsite stream and is discharged through a calvert into Drk Cove. Although

there is no reference in the Article VIII Application to any facilities being this is the major portion of the drainage area, it will collect or.ly a minimal
provided fer the treatment of cleaning wastes from the amtiliary boiler or acount of ccestruction drainage. Orainage other than that frca constraction
fireside, parking, the transriission corridor and permanent parking, will be collected and

h Staff of the NRC concurs that the discharge of Tctal Dissolved Solids treated in the settling lagoon prior to d;scharge to the Hudsan River.

(TDS), altho g h abcve water quality standards of 500 mg/1, will be rapidly Since the three drainage areas mentioned above will not be treated in this

diluted and poses no problem to water quality in t% hisen River. The State, system, the NRC staff have indicated in Section 4.3.2.2 that thev will re w ire the
therefore, expects no proble=s relative to the 7"JS in the effluent. applicant to treat runoff discharged to Duck Cove in this basin or in a seccM

Concerning residual chlorine, the DES irmiicates that the applicant will be basin. They will also require the applicant to clean the basin when its capacity
required to either change their dosage procedure er obtain a vari nce, since decreases by 251. At this reduced capacity, the design 24 hour stcrm wchid be

their discharge contains residual chlorine mere frequently than 2 hours / day. decreased to one occurrir4 every 4 to 5 years or the 10-year storm would require
hbre restrictive limitations may be set by the State for water quality or fish a reduction in detention tine. he would decrease the t of reduction in basin capa-
toxicity reascr.s. city permitted, and mquire 24-hour detention abcVe the sludge stcrage level.

The SD indicates that the final discharge gi will be between 6 asi 9. Construction runoff has the potential for centaining oil aM gnase. e
Class A water quality standards and a pH range of 6.5 to 8.2, which will be would require that the settling lagoon have the capability to rexwe oil aM
achieved on mixing. grease, or that separate oil rexval facilit:es be provided at all areas subject
B. The applicant proposes to treat Itquia constmction wastes inchling to oil contamination.

excavation pzaping wastes, storm runoff and concrete handling equipnent cleaning The NRC i ulicated that the collection and remval of waste oil frta equipment
wastes in a settling lagoon. This lagoon wil' have a capacity of 2.4 million ana vehicles during construction obviates any irract on aquatic systems from this

gallons. This will permit 5.5 hours of detention tine for the design drainage Etwver, no such system was described in the State VIII Application.source.

ot 10 million gallons resulting frca a 10 year 24 hour storm. The Applicant As is the case fer waste sludges frem the STP and the diatomaceous carth

indicates the effluent d11 have a suspended sclids concentration cf less than filters, the State Application has not hiicated where and hcw the sludges will
50 mg/1. The State will request 24 hour retention on sto m ater runcff. be disposed althcugh they have proposed several alternatives for the S*P aM

filter sludges.
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15. General Ceme-t (cont.) Cener31 Coment (cmt.)
C. In several ir_ stances, in a.111 tion to those instaxes already mentiored. D. Miscellaneous Inconsistexies aM Cmments

data presented in the Article WI Applicatien (SD) ani ::ES differ. 1) psge 4 9. DES "ection 4.3.2.2- Staff review of the applicant's leachate

1) DES - makeup water intale - 44 cfs (19,700 g;n) analysis for the liaism River sediments indicates that no substances would

SD - makeup water intake - 36 cfs (16,240 gpm) likely occur in concentrations toxic to aquatic life as a result of dredging.

Both intake rates reflect a small percentage of total river flow Any problems with, and amount of PC3's anticipated should be discussed.

(1 in 10 year icw flow 2660 cfs). 2) Paca 4-12. Sectien 4.5.1. ne DES iMicates that the applicant is Mtted

2) DES - CS in the blowdown will average 700 mg/l (5.5.2.2) ad have a maxixn to diluting and treating flush waters and chmicals used in cleaning the piping
concentration of 4340 mg/l (5.5.2.2). Plant discharge will increase the cen- system. nis treatment will take place in a sediment detenticut basin. The

centration of TDS in the Fialscn River by 18 pps (3.6.1.1). B e diffuser is Article VIII Application does not mention this waste stream nor does it mention

designed to produce an average dilution of 27 (3.4.5) at the water surface. cleaning wastes from the auxilliary boiler system. Also, the DES should disctss

SD - OS in the blowdcwn will average 301 mv1 and have a -=v.,n concentratim if this sediment detention basin is the same as that proposed to treat runcff

of 3810 eg/1. Plant discharge will increase the concentration of OS in the and if so, whether this basin has to be sealed to prevent leaching.

liaison River by 1.2 p;n. Diffusers are desig-ed to produce an average dilution N7!L Section 4.3.2.2, Page 4.0, wastewater frun pipe-clea&g crerations will
of 15.3 at the water surface. be treated and diluted in the sediment retention basin followed by acrtitori g

ne difference in ixrease in ZS concentration ir:the ILdson River is prior to discharge to the liaison. Be SC Staff will require the a;T11 cant to
significant although it will not viciate standar:is. It does appear to be in- meet all applicaole State and GA standards before this effluent may be discharged.

co@atible with the difference in TDS concentration in the bicwdcwn and the 3) Pa;:e 4-13. Section 4.5.1. Be DES irgiicates that if the suspenied solids

difference in diffuser dilution, n e difference may reflect different sampling concentration of the effitent frem the sedi w=.t deten? ion basin exceeds 50 =g/1,

locations, such as rear field versus far field. additional settling time will be required. Will additional capacity to treat
3) ne DES and 9, in Tacle 3.3 and 9.7-1 respectively, report different the one in 10 year stor:n be required? Exceeding the 50 mg/l would be a permit

average blowdown discharge rates arsi terperature. The DES reports an average violation.

mnthly and mF,n monthly discharge of 7875 gpm and 10,100 gpm respectively. 4) Pne 4-13. Section 4.5.1. The IES Lziicates that dredging operations will be

Although the SD reports an average discharge of 6000 gun and a maxi: man discharge terminated whenever the suspended solids correntrations approach an undesirable

of 8100, the average discharge in Table 9.~-1 is apprcximately 4000 gpm. The level. On page 4-9, the DES indicates that SS resultir.g fran dredging and ex-

SD siffers from the DES by approrimtely *1.5*F and -3400 gpn. cavation mst be limited to a =v v of 15 ppa over ambient levels, at a distaxe
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(cont.)15. General Co-rent (cent.)
1) the expected rarter of fish / year killed as a result of plant operation;4) cent.
2) the significance of chierination on agatic bieta;cf 200 f t. upstream of the propcsed barge slip. It should be indicated whether

} " '#* * "#3 * * E " '"* I # I ' ' 'Athis will be the concentration and location for determining te:Tir.ation of
4) the socio-economic effects of plant construction ani ciperation;dredging activities.

5) the visual intrusion;5) Pate 5-33. Section 5.5.2.2 The OES reports that the mar mn arronia con-
6) the expected noise i.. pact;centration in the blowdewn discharge will be 15.9 zg/l as N (Article VIII
) the envimmtal iTacts of Dri transmission lines inclaiing electrostaticapplication 15 =g/l as N). State water quality starkiards require at:ronia

e Hects;
concentratiens as NH3 of less than 2 mg/l at pH 8.

8) the envircrzental i= pacts of chemical discharges other than chlorine;6) Page 5-1, Section 5.2.1. The blowdawn discharge will cause a small change
9) the impacts of sanitary wastes;

in the concentration of TOS, BCD and tctal and residual chlorine in the hison

10) the envircnmental impact of cperating the prepcsed facility instead cfg,

plants presently on the FASNY system.

16. P.111 - Sumary and Ccnclusions - 3a. shculd indicate the expected ler.sth of
P. iii - Sumary and Conclusionstime the various affected acreages will be affected by constmction.
Under " Principal Alternatives Considered" the Camission staff should have

17. F. iii - Stzrary and Conclusions - 3f. should not only address the risk considered;

associated with accidental radiation exposure, but also the consequences. 1) alternate radicactive waste trea=ent systens;

2) alternate chmical waste treatment systec:s;
18. F. iii - Swr:ary and Cer.::1usiens and P. 4-1 Section 4.1.2

'""The raster cf fa=.ilies displaced by the associated transmission lines shculd be
4) alternate routes and :: odes of travel fer transportation of radioactive

wastes a-d spent fuel;
19. Pp. iii and iv - Su:rary arx! Conclusions 5) alternative for=s of generation OCCR, FaR, direct cycle gas cocied

Section 3. entitled "Stz: nary of envirenrental irract and adverse effects" is reactors, amonia cycle);
totally deficient since it fails to sirr:ari:e mest of the envircr:: ental effects 6) alternative energv sources (utill:ation of solar energy at place of energy use
which will result as a consequence cf this Fe!eral actien. Fcr example, it fails instead of central station generation);
to cention: 7) alter.ative plant designs;
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I' "**I 24 Page 4-4, Section 4.2.2 Cremka t er
8) alternative trans:nission facilities (undergrounding, X, etc.); .' Dewatering will temerarily disrupt grotnbater flows and elevations in the
9) alternative reise abatement plans.

3,7, . . , ,gyg g gg g cf

21. Page 2-18, Section 2.7.1.2. * imPn vious estuarv."

In Section 2.7.1, the envircreental statement contains a list of plants foual ne last phrase, "irperviu estuarf' is appar=ntly a ty;egraphical

errer. Se meaning of that clause 13 trincwn.
in the general area of the proposed site. This list is net up to date. Wre

plant species han been identified by biologists werking fer the New Ycrk State 25. Pne 4-4. Section 4. 3.1
Department of Environcental Conservation.

In Section 4.3.1, the EES states that there will be an unquantifiable increase

22. Page 3-18, Section 3.9.1 and P. 4-1 Sectim 4.1.1. in read kills of 1.rxiigenous fauna but males rc rec:rre hdations to minimi:e the

ills. Se Statemnt also asstmes that the i:xiigms habitat will be eradi-On Page 4-1, the DES refers to the reed for displacement of nine single-family
cated to some ex*ent, but that it will be restored to its natural state afterbcnes now located in the proposed exclusion :ene of the facility. On page 3-13,
ccnstruction is cc g leted. De DES should explain how this would be accorplished.however, the Statement gives the igressior. that the hcmes will be displaced only

if a new railroad siding is constructed. De DES should male it clear whether 26. Page 4-4, Section 4.3.1.1 Plant Site

these nine hcces will definitely be displaced and what the consequer:ces will be. h four " greased waterwavs" is a typcgraphical errer t*.at prdably should
On page 4-9, the DES irm11 cates that PASW will sdsidi:e the relocation of read " grassed waterways"

the hmes. Here is no iniicatien, however, of the manner in which the affected

hcme owners will be subsidi:ed. " " ' ' "" *" ' '$''

In these sections, the DES fails to discuss in sufficient depth the irgrrtanceIn Table 3.3, the DES states that tr.e transmission costs for t's five
f the larger than 13.8 acres of wetla:n!s on site as bird breeding areu,

alternative sites will be in the range cf $250 million. B is appears to te an

- act W areas, etc. He M s.kald My @ns ce @tance cf
error. At least the basis of the cost should be explaired.

" ' 'I'***On pages 9-18 and 9-19, the DES seems to concur in PASNY's choice of route
23* Page 4-6, Se tion 4.3 ~' I

for transmission lines; no independent evaluation of this question by NRC appears
In Secticn 4.3.2.1, the 15 claims that cre should net be concerned about Icsi .gin the Statement. The DES should inchade such an evaluation.
the several en-site water bodies since they are already affected by the ce e.t

23. Page 4-1, Section 4.1.1. plant activities. The Statement does net explcre possible ways of sparing a v
This section should indicate how long a period will be required to restore the of the water bodies. Consideration sFald be given to adjust construction
land affected by construction and if there are other mthods which eld accelerate activities, if it can be stown that the igact en this rucurce can be mitigated.
the restoratien.
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29. Paga 4-6. Section 4.3.2.2.
31. Page 4-12 Section 4.5

A chlorine residual of 0.5 pga is usually necessary for adequate disinfection This section fails to indicate the procedures which will be used to impleme .t
of domestic wastes after a 15 minute detention time. Residuals in excess cf the control methods. Specifically, it is unacceptable to state t'at certain
1 to g ppa are not necessary. (Refer to Page 4-6 ) envimnmental inpacts cf construction will be minimi:ed without denor.stratir:g

It is recrw-ruled that portable toilets be used totally and exclusively how the control methais will be e ricyed in_ a timelv natter to assure minimi:ing
throughout the construction phase. This would provide a waste in a fom that t3,3, 4 :3,

would be readily cisposed of through local scavengers airectly to agricultural
32. Page 4-12, section 4.5.lf31or abandoned fara larmi. Permanent sanitary facilities shcaild be designed for -

s sta W h M us W es w ul W b W cm s E It b hit h on-sheonly the cperator aM refueling staff or about 7100 gpd. This design should
pen burning will cause a viciation cf a:tient air quality staMards.cuider the varying flows between refueling periods and nomal operation when

only 3,500 gpd of sanitary wastes would be discharged. The only system mhich 33. Paga a-13

will operate urnier these varying conditiens is one consisting of septic tank- Re statement should have clarified hcw acnitoring the use cf explosives will
sand filter, and chlorination. A " package plant" system designed for 35,000 ensure that neaey strxtures will not be damaged by blasting. The clarificaticn
gpd will not meet EPA and State requirements for mini un secondary treat:nent Phild a.iiress ground-borne vibrations, air blast ever;ressures, armi appropriate
consistently either during the peak construction season or during operation vibration and accustical criteria.
of the facility. (Refer to Pages 4-6 ani 4-13.)

ne storage of slalge for a 30 day peried and ultimate disposal of sluiga

at a namicipal treatment plant is uracceptable. If alicwed it would have a sub- As input to their cocling tower drift miel (CR. FAD), NRC staff used 10 years of

g a e a ce. m a n se W @ d estantial impact on the other discharges totalling a; proximately 7.5 cfs between
"** W * C' * ** I" *RM 105 and 126 in that these existing discharges would not be able to meet

State or EPA imposed effluent limitations. " I ' '

and Cemnten. While the Cenenton average annual wiM directions are sharply ncrth-
30. Page 4-8, Section 4.3.2.2 and Paga 4-12, Section 4.5 south (Misen Vallev channeling), Albany exhibits an additional west wind due to

Possible contamination of dredged sediments with polychlorinated byphenols the infitence of the Mohawk River Valley. This accounts for the raxi:un to the
(PCB's) has not been addressed. If this is resolved, the constrxtion schedule east as well as north and sou.h in the NRC cutput of drif t and salt concentrations
and practices proposed to minimi:e the effects of siltation and turbidity (Figs. 5.6 asi 5.7, respxtively). Re dispersion of the effluent in three
(pages 4 - 8 and 9 and 4 - 12 through 14 of the EES) should be strictly applied.
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34. (cont.) 33. (cont.)

directions instead of two yields an tnierestimate cf concentrations. logical are topographic coniitions which would maxi =1:e concentrations.

B. Also, the use cf a 10 year period for wind direction is anti-conservative U.e worst 24-hour salt ccxentration weuld probably occur mier ccniitix.s
(yielding underestir:ates cf ccxentrations) when cogared with a 1 cr year of high relative hzidity, sixe larger drift drg:lets wou d escape from the
period. This is because average wind directior.s cculd change significantly t>ers due to a Icw evapcratien rate. The highest average relative ? midity
fmn year to year, so a icng-ter:n average wirxi direction would teni to minimi:e at Cementen during the 6/1/73 to 5/31/74 study period occurred in August (801
the 1:npact on any one area. average cf daily values). For Albany, the highest average of daily values for

cection 5.3.L 2 '35. Page 5-3

I* * * #" # I'*"There are several features of the GJAD eniel used by NRC which uMerestirate

concentrations. These are:
@ e te -site data rather than Ira tern Albany data for obtaining the(a) Tcpography is nct censidered. This could be a serious errer at the Cementer.

"
site since the topography rises significantly starting about 1500 f tm west to north- *

west cf the cooling towers. Since an east to south-sou*heast wind occurred an 36. Pages 5-3 aM 5-11. Sec*ien 5. 3.L 2-

average of 8% of the time for the three tower levels (33 220 5 400 ft.) at the Figs. 5.8 aM 5.9 (p. 5-10) give the ntrber cf hours that a visible pime
Cementon meteoroicgical tower fer one year of sa=pling, the annual drift and salt is expected to exist at different plue:e heights. NPC ccrrectly relates the ramter
concentrations are picbably significantly underestimated to the west of the site. cf houn of visible plune to the average axunt cf meisture expected durirg the
Ora wa:- to solve this problem with the CRFAD model is to perferm several runs year. However, they then a:titrarily set the 100 hour per year line as the bottcss
using different tower base elevaticas. ' lower bouMarv" cf the plume. In reality, the Icwer boundary can ex*end unach
(b) Under high wind speeds, the cooling tower plane will likely eahibit tero laer than the 100 bcur per year line (albeit for lesser frequemies). It
plume rise due to downwash induced by the tower itself. This would significantly therefore a;; ears that the " lower botniary" was set at 100 hours per year as an
increase concentrations. Tower-1.Muced dawnwash is not considered by the rodel. attempt to minimite the igact cf the interaction cf the Alpha and Marquette
(c) Only annual concentraticns are presented. Both the Federal and hew York cement stack pimes with the coolir,g tower plane uMer unstab?e, low wiM speed
State susperried particulate staMards include a 24-hour staMard as well as an ccMitions. Frcan the diagra:s it appears that, uMer these meteorolegical
annual. To conservatively assess the 24-hour i=past of the cooling towers, a corkiitions, the Alpha aM Marquette plu:nes can intersect the cocling tower plJnes
hypcthetical worst case em;st be assumed. This should incorporate those meteoro- fer 113 and 130 hours per year, respectively. Rwever, this assumes the cooling

twer pimes will be icw during these cerniitions. Sixe the height of the cocling
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36. (cat.)

tower pimes was not given in relation to meteorelegical coMitions, it is not 43. Page 5-30. c.ection 5.5.2.1.

possible to ascertain thr actaal frequency cf intersection frem these diagra.es. Se effects cf idthyeplankton inpingment were predicted by a mdel. Note that

'

37. Fare 5-11, Section 5.3.1.2.

*
S.e next-to-last paragrzpA (last sentence) cf this section states dat there will

cr estionable data, aM disc.assian of the 1:Tingement effects on *!t clupeld
be a Icw intersection frequency be wee: Be ceme.t stack plunes aM the cooling

pcp21stions remains inadequate.
tower plumes. Since the Alpha plent is directly south to south-sout.neest of the*

prepcsed towers aM tb wiM directicn at the 430 ft. level of the Cementen a t 41 P2g* 5- 32, Sec-ion 5. 5. 2-

tower was south to south-sout.%est '3.6% of the year, (Jue to str-ng cha=nell g) On page 5-32, the 25 states that the chlorine in the cocling t>er bicWan

$1s s*aterent is errore,us, will exceed de daily two-bcur time linitatien all >ed by the U A regulations.

33. Fan 5-11. Sec*im 5.3.1 2
to cxply wi:h EPA linitatic .s. Sirce the DA replattens previde fer ex:cptiens,

Fig. 5.9 (scuth wiM) shs that the Alpha ceertt star.k pl=e would intersect
the 25 should fully discuss this issue.

the cooling to er plzu s fer two of the three metect:1:gical c:nditiens censidered.

Since the Alp.a stack is x.ly about 1500 ft. (460 M) frca the prepcsed cocling 42. Fage 5-33. %ctim 5.5.2.2-

towers, the MC state ent "Se water leaving the coclir4 t>er will intersec* the Ch page 5-13, the Statene.: notes that de cocling water blowckwn wf11 centain

upperncst parts cf the cement stack pire where particle densities are s all chretna, tinc, aM phcspherous in detectable amounts, tot gives rua iMicaricn

is not clear. *2ther the : ncentraticns cf these retals were in fac* the same as these ; resent

in the intake waters. EFA regulaticns ;-chibit the discharge of these metals to
39. Face 5-14, Secticn 5.4

receiving water boiles in anomts g eater than in the atient water taken into
Section 5.4 "Faliolegical I:pa *a," lef t cut an analysis of the enviremental

the plant. Se final Envirerne .tal Statemea. should male it clear wheter the,

effects of the uranias fuel cycle. S.is analysis should be presented aM should
facility wt'.1 add mre cf dese metals than will be drawn in fr:za the water bcdv.

,

consider effluents frce reprocessing includi g carten-14 and also disess t:.resclved

segnents of the fuel cycle such as disposal cf high level waste. 43. Page 5- 33, ''.ectim 5. 6.1.

Ia minirg uranit.s, the lam .i's-ur"ed would depcM m the ura-lum conten Se Statement shoC have iMicated these areas in which the ;redicted ncise levels

of the cre. Se isnd disturbed and ener;;y required fer Icw grade cres shculd be wculd be affected by t ;rgraphy, vegetaticn aM metecrolegical ccMitions. For

prese.ted, exa:Fle, the predicted reise levels fer the Cernant:vn area located between bute 9G

and the fixisen River would not be affected by tapegnphy er vegetati:n.
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44. Page 5-33, Se-+ ion 5.6.1.
48. (cent.)

The Staterent should have justified the use cf the IC criteria. 'he justifi-
4 alternative ferns of generation OC2, BnR, direct cycle gas cooled

caticus should explain why the FC criteria was selected insteac of the U.S.
reactors, a e.ia cycle);

Envircranental Protection Agency's energy-equivalent scurmi level concept ani the
5. alternative plant ard.itecraal designs;

method described by 150 Ree% tion 1996.
6. alternative plant locations on the Cew ntan site;

45. Paze b l Sectien 6.1.2. 7- alternate transmission facilities (urrierg umiing. DC, etc.);
It is stated sat one year of meteorological data was obtained at the Cecenton 8. alternate noise abaterent plans.

site. M . Secticzi 6.1.3.1.1 and 6.1.3.1.6 of the PASNY Envirornental Report
49. Page 10-4 Secticm 10.3.4.2

stated that to , years of met data was obtained (frcza June 1,1973 to May 31,1375).
The third paragraph cf Section 10.3.4.2 reads as f211=s:

46. Page 7-1, Secticm 7 "If the plant operates at 8M of capacity about 8400 metri: tons cf contaired

This section shca.14 discuss tia cwircrzental effects of postulated non-radio. narsal uranium in the form of Up3 :nust be p~;duced to feed the plant fcr 40

logical accidents as well as radiciegical accidents. Sxh accidents could years. The assured U.S. reserves of natural uranim recoverable at a cost cf

include oil spills, fires, etc. 33 or less Mr pound of U C3 3 are about 200,000 metric tx.s of ura uum. leer,

potential reserves cf natural uranius recoverable at $13 cr less per pom! cf
47- Page 9-15, Section 9.3.1.1.

U03 g are estim ted to be 1 millien metric t:ns, but this 1. N .t will recuire
On page 9-15, the Statecent indicates that the facility cannet c:rply with New

a major effort in e;gleration a h! develepsent to bring it into prodxtion. ne
York State thermal strndards by cperating on cyn cycle cooling system.

1Cng-teran uranium rescurce situation in the United States will depeM. m the
There is no informatien fcr this determination presented in the Draft E::vitun-

larger expected reserves cf ore Tecoverable at greater cest as weli as en utili-
mental Statecent. It should be included in the final envize mental statssent.

:ation of breeder reactors."

43. Page 9-1, Section g Ar.alysis cf the data :n the quoted paragraph shows that assured reserves

This section shculd consider the folicwing alternatives bevormi those censidered ($5/lb.) can suppert 24 reactors of the Greene County Nclear Power Plant si:4.
by the applicant: The Potential reserves (at $10/lb.) can sqTort about 123 such reactors. The

1. alte mate radioactive waste treata nt systems; raster of reacters nm cperating or under construction is s<rewrere benneen

2. alternate chemical waste treatment systems; dese tw firaes, close to the upper figure. This secticn cf the repcrt sha21J
3. alternate routes a mi xxxies of travel for transpcrtation of radioactive be expanded to discuss:

wastes eM spent tuel; 1) ibw s en the breeder will be needed?
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CEPaRNENT CF MEALTH EryCAT Q4 aNO erLFaRE

5. With respect to sta preposed preper y line (hg. 2.M. which deftras 'm> "8 " N ** N **'

the ex:lasica zxe, wila this line te fences or etne:Nise carseda cli * * * * * * ' " " * * **
.

the line te modified in any way, fer exanple, to mas.e for eas;er # ''O j
fencing, and if so, wil.1 it satisfy the requirements of 10 C.". ICC; will f ' ~ . -
the exclusion zcme affect Ea ts<m River traffle or its use? Mr. William H. Pegan, Jr., Chief Q [I g

Envirenmental Projects Branch 3

' A(,*f[7@d)/ '
% f

The c;pertmity for this effice to review the dw. ft -nvirrs: mental statement ia Civision cf Site Safety and * -

appreciated. Envircrrental Analysis
Nuclear Regulatory Corrission e, ,Ng 8~-

g
Sincerely, Washington, D.C. 20555 " Q* @

Cear Mr. Regan: q
Jeweph ?.mticciolo We have reviewed the draft Er.vircnmental 12 pact Statement
Directo- concerning the Creene County Nuclear Pcwer Plant (Docket
h w York Area Cffice No. 50-543). Cn the basis cf cur review, we are providing

ycu with the fclieving coments:
ec Cce.:il en Er:vircreer.tal

iaality (5) Ceneral

Thrcughout the draft document we ncte that the acdels
and esti=ates used to depict the pctential impacts cf the
varicus pcliutants en man and the envircnment are based cn
assu=ptiens and not en actual data. The document does nct
adequately address the quantities cf the varicus pollutants,
their reans cf entry into the envirerzent, and
the pctential impacts en man and the environment. Several
pressurized water nuclear reacter pcwer plants are currently
in cperaticn which are similar to the preposed plant.
Actual data en the amcunts cf C1, Cr, 2n, Kr-85, I-131,
Ca-137, S r-90, heat, etc., emitted in gasecus, liquid, and
solid wastes form should be readily available to adequately
assess the pctential envircnmental impacts of these varicus
pollutants frem this type cf nuclear pcwer plant.
Additicnally, data en the actual fate and effects cf these
pollutants, particularly the radienuclides, en the enviren-

should be available from the monitoring programs alreadyrent

instituted at cther nuclear plants. Such data shculd be
included in the final document to illustrate the effect
that resultant e=issiens will have en the enviren=ent.
The draft states that the life expectancy cf the plant itself
is 30 to 40 years. What precautiens will be taken to avcid
contamination of the envircreent during the dismantling
operation? Scw and where will dispesal cf the centair: rent
vessel and cther highly radicactive plant structures te
carried cut so as to avoid pctential hazards te pepulations?

_
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'tegan - Page 2
Regan - page 3

We .ancur with the NRC staff's reccmmendation that milk be
S ecificj- Ja7ted at least semi-monthly and subjected to gauma

wu, 'c and strontium-99, 90 analysis monthly. This is
Secticn 3.5_ n -rly important when animals are in pasture.' *

.Ja to sampling an of f site dairy f am cr individual
the location having the highest calculated annual we note that the disposal site for high-level radioactive

_ , -

air conc 64tration, one staple should also be collected from wastes is not described in the document. It is stated that
milk anh e s in up to three areas where thyroid doses to such solid and concentrated liquid wastes will be shipped to
hu w B ire calculated to be greater than one millirem per a " licensed burial facility * Most operating nucle.r power

year. Also one sample should be collected from a control plants have been forced to build temporary stcrage facilities
at the plant site for their spent fuel rods and other highlylocatien 10-20 miles away in the least prevalent wind

direction. radioactive wastes because no peaanent dispcsal sites have
heen design 9ted by YPA. Where is the " licensed burial

In addition to the sampling of food products collected within fat.ility" described in the document located, and what measures
ha"e been taken to insere that it will prevent the icng-lived100 miles from the area inigated by water into which liquiu

radioactive wastes have been dischargec, we recommend that radionuclides from entering the environment and centaminating

one sa:rple of green leafy vegetables be collected from a the food chain and water supply in the ccrstunity?

private garden and/or f ar- in the immediate area of the
Section 3.5.1.5 and section 3.5.2.5facility, preferably in the prevalert downwind direction.

This sample should be subjected to gamma isotopic and
radiciodine analysis. On what basis was it concluded that whole-body and critical-

organ doses of radionuclides expected to be released in liquid
(3.5.1.5) and gaseous (3.5.2.5) wastes would not excaed thoseWe concur with 'OC*. etaff recommendations concerning the

analysis of one semi-annual sample (er more) of the food specified in Appendix I of 10CFRSC7 Was consideration given
to the movement of each radionuclide through the environment,products derived from domestic livestock, the sampling of
including the bioconcentration in food chains? If sr , amajor game species that provide an impcrtant dietary protein discussion of this should be included in the final document.source, and the sampling cf domestic drinking water that

could be affected by liquid discharges. Section 3.5.2

The draft environmental statement indicates that certain public
schools in the area are already overcrowded and that the influx What is the functional life expectancy of the charcoal adsorber
of permanent relocating employees will further aggrevate this train upon which removal of gaseous radionuclides is dependent?
condition. We reccmmend that the appropriate State and local ill the stock effluent gases be monitored, particularly during

the periodic purging of the containment, to assure that themunicipalities be consulted concerning the probable impact on
an already overcrowded schsol system and that the results be charcoal beds are functiening properly?
included in the final EIS.

Section 5.4

With regard to medical facilities, we note that seven of the
,he final %. ment should include a discussion on how thenine are* hospitals are presently cvercrowded. Again, we .

results for Tables 5.3 through 5.11 were determined and theirrecommend that the appropriate State and local municipalities
be made aware cf the predicted population increases from the relationship to the radiological impact to man and the environ-

ment.prcposed project so that the impacts on routine and emergency
m' dical services can be adequately assessed. We wish to

We assume that the final document will include a discussion onemphasize that ths final document should include a thorough
discussion on p3ssible impacts on both medical care and environmental pathways (man and the terrestrial and aquatic

biota) of radiological contaminatien in order to give theeducation in addition to the discussien en the i.mpact on
community services. This should cover impacts occuring during r at dthe construction phase of the project as well as the operaticaal
phase.

Special attention should be given to those radiunuclides
with Icng half-lives and kncwn to bioconcentrate in
plant and animal tissues (i.e., Cs-137, Sr-90, I-131, etc.).
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5Regan - Page 4

UNITED STATES ENV!RONM E s T AL C L O TECT L - SEs:Y
\: m m

Exposures to these radionuclides, some of which have long 2 e F E ca u _ x -:- N
retention times in living tissues, may result in lifetime NEw * cas sc ,- a nc7

exposures to internal radiation. Continual exposure to s1
these radionuclides via inhalation or ingestion will result --

'
- ''. _.

T

in additive radiation exposures. The final document should
~,

provide an adequata discussion of this fact. 1 g;.
A

Section 7.1 10 gy $73 h** ,,,,J y

Although the chance for occurrence of Clase 9 accidents is Mr. Voss Macre
small, the secondary impacts to man and the environment Assistant Of rector for /'-i,'>'Xe

relative to such event should be considered. It must be Envircnmental Projects
emphasized that the relative hazard of any accident involving U.S. Nclear F.eplatory Cmrissf or
radioactive materiale depends on the particular radioactive Washington, D.C. 20555
elements emitted as a result of the accident.

Dear Mr. Mcare:
Section 7.2

The Environmental Frctecticn @cj as r2,

> -=_:->' .c vi-: .
Environmental impacts resulting from transportation accidents cental inact statment issLed by ve ' Jerr

_ _ .

'- o w 33 ~- pinvolving radioactive materials should be address ed and comection with the application of A L e 3.
_,discussed. What would be the short and Icng term environmental in Ycrk for a corstructicri permit f:r & - * C ~- , - . p , <

health effects that might result from a spill of radioactive Plant Our detailed cc ren:s are rc:__
~ ~ = - -[ Ir

material en route to or from the nuclear power plant if it
occurred inz (a) a major city, or (b) a river used for The proposed project is the r:st ersir:r , aiij c'-- -

~1. --commercial fishing? What precautionazy measures would be we t3ve revie w d to date. The ac;.1: 2-- ~Nu+ e
taken to avoid such accidents?

$. " - - ranizir; the reed for a clcsed-cycle cE ' ''
li- e

'

Section 9.1.2 basically sound intake syster, a j f;r ei. si-- = -

[ ' gt -

' hi
s . - ,\Ue hne scr:e tcments en the prep af , i , >

This sectP 4 compares the impact to the erivironment resalting for f urther impreving tt" ' , tat cn * 2 '= = -- - s -g-
from the operation of a coal versus a nucL er-fired power plant. rantal irpacts of this ascect cf t'H

'-
-^e r ~' ' ' --

--
2

r

The comparison only considers conditions as they exist under
Car m31n cor ents ccrccrn theerror-fr'ee operation and maintenance of the plants. Either ical aspects in the environ e tal n,as n ss _ cf * - -- - ;i: .

this po ht should be clearly stated in the discussion or v, ;,~
_ _ , r?j

additional comparisons should be made cf the environmental conccrned about the pectectie of t- - - -
,o _ . _

impacts which would result during periods of various pisnt which are mjor water supply :Jrco -

malfunctions and accidents. County. Tn? firal cnvircen ,tti i ,- . + . _- . r; 3- 3 y
, -

specific radiolo;ical dase an a-r-
+ _

<- . aj , a
Thank you for the opportunity to review the document. an.Vcr "E rticulate ' depa;ition cf , e .. _ r e ,

reservairs and thir waters W s far W r- -> - - -
.

sincerely, cpra ting prcccue .n -Jis t: e i; _ -

Plan fcr the Creer2 Co a ty plart e , - , ; -[
- -

to ins.re ad wate protection f;r c r > , , - - - -
,

Charles Custard in li?* cf car rn ,, end i- _ - -
-

- i >
Director ha rated this draft sta: c ,- -

- -# .e

Of fice of Environmental Affairs b r. e m i ren - ta l rt s erva t i t > a t. : , -,

. . , .
kb,
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- of 27 at t he river's attf ace; this will eff2ctively ne: ateE ' n:T3v:. m p;n r nw. mm.

any SignifiCa.nt t uer:11 ii*c tCt4.
The in'.ak- d-aig, iu * nt-_11 :- . _ :- M . ling

.fj OC T C E T V '''' Nscre ms will be lo ;a t-1 tlusn wita ::.* r_.-r*_ _-.
two l a terally p% it ion =d trash riu - w :. .

* r 1c c J.
Accordin I to the IIS, the f ucility will cc cly with allesc t:c.:. ::c enal river veloci:1.:a acrcss ne f 3 . --.

screens will furtbar redJc3 pc t e n tia l in;;n ._ - t.: _ ;:le 4. st ate un.1 f 23eral water quality reyuirenents, exrept thasa
T!.e V 310ci ty thro nh the cerasn cf G.E3 _es: nr 22 :n= f or p:i ard chlorine. Altern atives to the us _ o f chlcrine as
(f p) will be co:-c. hot ligher tt.an IPA rc:: _ -._3 g5 f pa , a condan er blocide, such as the che.91 cal bicciit s, do;ecyl-

quanidine and orone, and th a ne ch r.m cal s y s t e 's, A~a nta p an dA velocity of 0.5 f ra c an t a achw.el by in r a :;n: :-
cross sectica of the s c re ea s fac;n; tra fl .. A?erican M.A.N., should be considered in th+ f;nal IR.

Pursua nt to section 402 of tne W er2 ,. m r Sal;u ac3 MOT m (CE ES AT AC W !C T'P C - A*,YFIS

Control Act Amendrects of 1972 (FW?A) , *r2 _ :__:_n will
nc ed a Nation al Pollutant Cischar a il; .nc__ Iy m 3 The ef fects ot ccnstruction and operaticn of the Greene

County plant on the aquatic a n v i r c n.;r.e n t should r.ot be(NP'FS) per:it. P%;on n btit ty far the '::I; ; + r -"_ : p r og r;.,.i

in the State of New York was transferrel ta : a n ate on SPV*re. liowever, a few points should be given greater
= r -- t to revi., concidoration in the final EIS.October 23, 1975. Howaver, ETA re tir s -

all perr:its th a t the state prope es to la n3 n; to := ject
th a s ? it finda cbj+ctionable. The -tate :: 24 ;re s The total area of water and wetlanis on the tr0p;sej

construction situ is 24 acres, including a C.9-acre pond anddecisicn to grant or deny the pernit -ill e :2+i cn a
ca re :ul review of all relev.in . in f o u i c a s . :l a l cv th? a 6. 3-acre marsh-pon d complex. Ecnds on tne site contain
applicant. If the a ate decides to iss2e e r+;, ih tli goldfith, largemouth bass, black tass, riack crappie, cha.in

pickerel, bluegill, and pum;.kinteed. S:bmergent racroflorainpore ncch coaditicas in the ps n_: as a r-> n e n s t a rv ta

insure that the J.ra -lact will comel" w ; n m : _ _ c;;12 pa rticularly coontail and bladd ?: cr t, and emerrent-

provisivas of the FW CA.
~ ' veg?tation, including cattail, yell w iris, and 100ae

strite, also abound (page 2-24). Tne applicant plans to
. l c . t- drai.n and fill th= small onsite water iciles, includin; theSection 316 (t) of th-! IW?cA . z r e .5 tr_: - "

tion, daal;n, constru-tion, und cq ; city Of c. . n w pond and a significant portica c tne narch-rend canplex,
during plant c on s t ruc tion (page 4. - 3 ) . Th * EIS act es th:tintah t;tructures reflect th, te3- t + r nn a le -- c __.:._1+ ts
the are<s ia alrea-ly somwhat degraded t'f c ment *cctoryrininize advarse envir ra.mtal ic re:t ' ~ -i's . t-

or m t o cc u~n t fo- ev =i .nt T.m , m . . .;.- . wastes. I:evertheless, because cf tne c::ntinuin; c ro'.u:-

. .

tivi ty of these w-tl. n h, we recor.wnd that th- r+torn ,irirm A lv- 7 r m- et C]_;
. a i - - ..r _,.

a s

coal for intake vela ity.
. .r a; preserveu. Tnis issue should ce o fresaed in :na r _ ul II.G.(EPA 443/1-14/015) indic1tes t h :r ~.5 _'- 2 1 :

Operation of the plant will nave sone effect c7 .ish

~

life in t.he Hadsen Riv*r. The EIS points out that anyThe choice of a
and will r: M"clo

closed-c c;al.n _ :sr ;_ ,e,
recident and anadro;r.cus fishes s v.n in the arn c' the sitewit?r uce Icw, ; in - :- __ c -v. -

I t. c as. In aMition, O us*cf a . - - _ri traf- (ps,a 2-30). Th? EIS also states that there are hie
cooli.nq tow-rc inct ad ou - R ;-: x -:u - - - - - - CoaC'ntreticas of whit? perch brvie and venils an this

.
1*ctron of the Hudson, concantrat;;rs cf la rn e heingth w sc he tic i: i'.ict of t 4 ple : an th -: n.-- :n

.
hi@ "st IIc t Eivar Mila ( *J !) 43 ta 110 :nd p e,ilas f ren F 1C2t ti'1 erca.
Sa to 110 (m v 2 -13 ) . Since t' lant . - 23 _cni this

T'a :e disch q 3 c vcit a 1- 2.Jo c c:_ . ti _ - _ w! L t s. ct etch o f th a river, it riiht cest aale ta _. crease tne'

.
flow (and the velocit y) throuan % t rav _ ling careen ;.thro"Th a two-pet dif s - lo;_- 2 - 'r- - r r

b2nz. It 1 -; donignel to p : c c : .s _a a. -
_. _ _

-,r

4
3
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P A OIO LOMPA' A S P T CTSA reduction in flow (and velocity) can be accorplisheA
by increasing the cycles of concentration of the circulating
water. Tabic 3.7 indica tes that the systam will be oparated 'im-- c' "er- PN',e*'on^

~' '

at 4.3 cycles of con cent ra tion, but water gaality dita in
The casaois waste source te rm s giv+n in Table 3. 5 of theTable 2.4 seem to inlicate that a hiqher value can be usai.

# * "" " ' ,f EIO."### * $" d
,,

'

#II"3. #! #
^ *." " *"U

"The feasibility of incr asing tne cyclea cf concentration
" 1""

Pequlatory C"u$ " describes the comcu'teri:ed
1" # # #Y. "1 * *Ch auld be considered in the final EIC.

Draft lde

On the whole, we aTree with NPC's conclusion that ra thraatical me dal uatt by Nac to calculate the releas r of
ra cac ive ma erta in gase ys an 1 quid effluents fromentrainment impacts upon the ichthyoplankton cam =anity will

be minor. Less than 5 percent of tne eggs and less than 4 po'ssurized water reactors. .his computer model is ref erred
t as the FNR-G ALE Code. Appendix B o. this Draf tpercent of the larvae passing the plant site will be

entrained under minimum river ficw conditions. The largest Ruqalatory Culde d?scrites the principal cource term

percen tage of entrained ichthyo?lankten will be ccaposed of parameters developed fcr use with the r%2 vews Cada. Tables

alewif e eggs and larvae (1.5 percent of those passtnq the D-4 and B-5 of Appendix B list t he range of parameters u ed

plant site) and bluetacx herring eggs and larvaa (4.6 ;cribe the reference FWR with a U-tube, steam ger.eratorco d:

pe rcen t of those passing the plant site) under ainiaan flow and a once-through steam generator, respectively. In cas-s
where cae of the parameters is not within the range listedconditions.
in th e t alles, the PhR-G ALE Code internally adjusts the

We agree with NRC's impingement acnitoring requirement, tna r parameters t perf orn the scarce term estination.

We also agree with the observaticn th at if meaningf ul
ichthyoplankton data are to Le obtained, collection must In the case of the Greene County plant, the rea tor

coul an t letdown flow rat e is not within the range osbegin in early April, rat her than betwaen May and Jaly, and
rust continu : through late July. pa rame tyrs in Table L-5. Tim ad justnant & actors une

co r rec ta ng Primary coolant concentrations of tha va-Lous
crit ical radionuclides, such as noble gas-a, halogers, rad
cesiua, are given in Draft Regulatory Guide 1.03. Whil< the
methods usad to adjust such prima ry coolant concentratiola
are rela tively otraight-f erward, EPA suggests th it when
sour.:e term estiraticn parameters da not f all within the
normal rance of parareters listed in Draft Hagulatory Guid?
1.ED, the MAC notes this in the EIS, and, ideally, incle!2 a
ta ble listing the primary coolant concent ratloaa c' crit tcal
radionuclides. Thia would give the reader a clearer picture
of th a environmental impact of the proposad action.

Pglinac+iva u ts*a Miniq*mant

It appears that iC has underestiaatel the arount of
" low-level solid wastes" that will be produr 'd by th ?
rroposed plant. Several ref erences are availab1 ? p$rtin*a*
to this cubject. Tha At omic Ene n;y Ca.nm tsai ca 's (now WC)
conc l u 'ing i;ta tom aa t t3 its rulmakina promehn ;s m
Apa ndix I to 13 Cia M contains 12 proved o tirates cf 'a.,-

lov"1 colid radwnt es producad durinq nucleir rw ar plan:
operations. The Cak 11dga national Labortrory (M G) hu
pablicNd "A Critical Mview of solid D idientin Kua

6
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Practices at NaCle ar Powear Plants" (<.J N T - 4 r> 2 4) , which t* d Mr' (Npala C'r e S + cyci r e: aurrly tb mity of
providas a compilarica of operational exper h nce relativa to .M 3) wi ta7, W 5, % h and wchaos: C a t.r. ' f- . Llatwn' >

the se wa stes. The EPA has also ccaduct ed extenuiv + re oarch a ;u ar 'gac*. ion of tMir driaurr wre r(d). $1 ia no* cl r
-

on t her+ wastes and thair impac t s a t relected, licen&l, e n.f q .has rot ases ml tt pn ey crrai i rx . M i t ..-
challow land burial sites. ar , * rar: ant of this ptr.way ir. ene enr 21 - ~ - d as*

estinates da3 t o qu e cu a n i p -icular? efflum :s prruntri
Based on analyses cr available informatica, EPA

in T A l* 5.4. In eit her cc se, tec u a of tr.a uine of th=
esti:nated that the annual of f-site shipment of " low-level ultima t e racepto r, E PIs '. t r c no l y awa that tr i 3 pat afssolid wactes" for a 103 3 We Va9 wea2d be approxiratelY be asses 3M and the baLaa 10: dS a. '3 e a s '.d t b: 13:l' 19a in
25,000 f ti or 4000 55-gallon druas.( s 3 For the Greene County the final EI3.
plant, which will be a 1277 N e r',i ), tha GC staf f estintas
that approximately 1700 ft3 of dry Lolida (5 Ci of activity) The GC has st ated th it L: 1: E mi d 0ry G u t ;' 1. AA (in
will be gen ^ rated per year. This is a total of 5450 fta of preparaticn) was used as a bast ; f calculat . .; rai:2 tion
nolid wasta or ap7roxir.ately one fif th of EPA's estic. ate. do w s. This Guide waa u.uvailu;1e to EPA dar.n 7 reilew of
While EPA's esti.nate is based cn data f rom a 1000 D " the draft EIS. Thi EPA h 3s uwd Fem latc y Gua h 1.10),
Westinghouse PWR and the Creene County plant will ba a 1277 entitled " Calculation of a nual roaes to .2n fra .N iae
me Latcock and hilcox Po, the relotivo amounts of solid Beleans of Feactor Ef fluents f or the Farrosa o f Zvalua tia
waste generated by each type cf reactor chould not vary by a Comp 11anca with 10 Cra Nrt 50, Ar yn lix 1," tc varify 3C's
factor of five. In order to clarify this apparent dose estimates. Baaed on convarraticas wi*.h :- .C sta::

,
incon sis te ncy, th? final EIS should provida the ration 11e EPA does not expect that th? differ: Aces betw Wn Orlft
for the solid waste estimate presented, iq,quiatory Culdo 1. AA cr.d Isaule.: cry cuide 1.10) will enae

cabstantical dif ferencas in tr a radiation ecs- es tintas fer
Dose A m a nt ttm Gr eene County plant. The rui;atien dose M m m mads

by EPA using Regulatory Guide 1.1G3 are vnry si:'llar r 3
The Greene Coanty Naclear Power Plant will be rev ired those p ida by tne IDC st af f and tabul ted in '.a u 5 . :. ,.

to operate in accarlance with Argendix I to 10 CFa 50, whicn entitled am nual indi;1cual ca .'., daw to p eo:s f
places an upper liait on t.he c:<rected radiation doses to part iculat e ( f f luants".
repreaentativa individuals in the surrounding area. Table
5.10 of the draft EIS, entitica "Co.r.paricnn of calcula t ri Ehi10 TPA haa not comple ted an in-d e av. n o '

uli r *
doces frca Greene County operation with Appndix I desiqa Cu i dif 1.10), which a public wd in b ren 197 . ' 2r
objective 2" indicates tha t the cpration of thia facility co. n <. a t , EP\ has checked tha d324 es m taa OL tin-? V G 1w
will .aeet thase design objectives. I:owevar, it c ho 11d L

'.2 f
its own dose enticate techniqu f . Je rNII. s o- this

realized that pathu /s to maximally expocad individual; ; co,etrisen "how reasonacle aq:c o nt. O~,w DA F tco m
change during the planc 's lif etiv=. 'Ihu s , the ar :licaac, d rinq i ts roirieus o f K a cila tor Cai d +3 1.1C - 1. a ' . rr'

should reriodically audit, as part of the operatimal mijor diLererTncies ** ' woull cra * a su x int. u chan 2 in
monitoring progria, tha locations et nearby lactatini cowa th radiation do w estirite3 for chi; 1cilit " nll b>#

,

(or goatr) and farms producing aqricultural fool stut - nori Elod exra litica 31-|.
( r= . g . , vegetabla f a rm:) to dece rnin a the wo rat-cas e human
intake. This p rocedure would p 'Iri t J * tor nination o f tha w. ore caccura w l th1t FC i. ~ nas c ?lct M / t

critical raceptor, po ntial annu ti dasa r0 the L.L. p m.115. n . s .for-:

r , es nts a par *tal < aluation or - tat 2 "r .'
The draft E I!.i , in discunin; caws tron c reous y q; % .s tal do: ca str ntu (C) o f U- 3, t r-c , c-13

' . .effluento, does not sp~cifically s tr a - ~'* ta tt 31. ; , 3 o p. , , , . , . . 3,4 u, m ,,3 ,

p at hway involving dacca t t ica of q ueous ad/or "r.-ttcul '" '
, ~ er :1 o_ - - - ;o-ua , au c_w w. or caar

oftluants on th2 Asho":-n au l Imdaut to ervoirs aun th tr im o .rricultrby c - 1 t. 4 i! :-2;, !!1 ca -. >,
re sp 'tive watert;hels, which ar locamM 12 t) 22 ulk aa! ld b d L in'4cta ca a '. ' O /, .-N -term

g '47 I},;n 3 t ca. . E c mias + t. r a . - :f3 v12 ;,to 31 rile s southwest ot the t ropace 2 tac lity. %>s-35 s p . a s t en
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ca pa bl e of offerini the mixixa7 cegree of prati::icn in Ineannual D:7 liato ca A < . a t _. > JN3
' '

talikely ev-nt of an accident at a rucle r f ac;1;t !ne
ma l a c a r rm ; caly t h e do * c ity - c.r ; - r 2r t.sw York State Plan, entitl tl ' Mw Ycrk S ta t * 1r*rC??cy Plan,

i t d co s n a : r e f le e* th' tetal . t an r -l - -- - 3- for Major Fadiatlan Accidants Invalvin; :acl-21: -10114:i95'
ssn- of t: ' tutal i gact wv 213 (1) _n o - - p:33 - ' was prepared by t re L 'w YCr4 S t te e71: tren t ;f Eeilth arlrelease o/cr t he lif tire c; -' - - lat (r *ar than -

the *'w forx state Civision of Military and e A: fairs..

the a n t.a al rt le ase) , (2) e xt + ' ' t; -r_t .sli-i;v cr 1: ' It is currantly tein J reviewed by ?C. Thi3 2 .- g;ves t**ye ars L eyon 1 thi period o2 relacca, il (:) : -31 '_ - r , ct npecific procedares, inrludan; necessary ; rote: rive 4:tions,c

least gaalit atively or q 2 na rically, i wara - le arta:tc. that will te followed during nucle ar ;cw =r ;_ a nt trertin-
Th ? LJA su;4 eats that f u t u rc- asses; rent: re_ 4-.:- treJ cies. Attached as appendices to thl: plan are trecific
influencas on the total envircr. rental n.ga:t cr : e try Le stun!1rd operating procedures (CC P) f:r sach cur :1:ilitylind ta tacas of the uclel u se d. ia the state. Since the Greere cccnty facilit -111 b e

located close ta the Ashaken Feservcir (12-22 nale5 SW) aniP>ac'or acei un*3
the Fouaucut Re se rvoir (3 5- 3 9 7.11ea Ea) , sr.ic; are naf:r
cuppliers of water to Ses Yor:. City, it ic irrortant that

Tne epa has ex1ained th? "7c's Analyses c' ac;;; nt; a:.; the DOP for Greene C0taty af f ord rax; rum prot ecti:n tO th95e
th=ir totantial risis. The ar alvae3 wer' _ vni tt ed by '2C im po rt an t reservoirs. Tne EPA strcngly urge 3 that tes
in the course of it ennneering cvalun:ca of r?icter Creene County SCP be developed early in the li:ensin;
cafety in the desi.;n et nuclear plants. cinc3 t ase cues process sa as to incare that workatle pratective reasures
are ccr. men to all nuclear planta cf a giv"n ty- EPA for Now York City's water sapply can be appl? ranted.,

concurs with mC's generic cyproa:- to accin ct evaluaticn.
The N?C is expect +1 to continue tne af f arts Anatiat i t y mm .he NFC is tne leal f e deral agency respon si:le f r 122?3
to insure a sfety throagh plant 23sirn and ac : 2nt a r.a l r. es and has set up Pegional Federal Interagency Racial r;;al
in the licensing prccesa ca ccr +-Ly-ca s + t a s - . Emargency PesponLe S teering CcPmittcas an d Fiel: C2 dres toa

aid states in RESP developaent. Ehrull New York State n*+1In 1972, AEC ini tia t : ' o n e f ; a rt to e i r ;:. " r~1ctor o ss i st anc ? in developing the ECP fcr Greena C:unt fr:n any
na b ry inj tha resultant envi.' cante; conlar m C H an Federal agency participating la the ??11Cn II Eteering
richa ca a core quantitaciva La ;1 ;. c^_ ;Pi cc cinues to Committee or Field Cadre, it shculd address ts rerle3t t3
cupncrt this ef fort. On laqu3t 10, 1374, A:: i N"i for UF C. The EPA has as3isted the states in ??cicn !! .*
public con ent th- 4: art setecc: 5 11 :7 ' uly p c .. 1400), dav?lo ping acceptable RIRFs thrcuqn participattOn in the
which was the product of an extenr.ve cftert to c% An ti f y ;' Fed ^ral Intaragency Railological Emergency Re?pcns # ??;13?al
rinks acreciated witn lign:-water-ccoled cuclaar p;s+r Steering Conmittee and Field Cadre. We will rirl;n
pl cnt ' TLn EPA's review of thi" ""-" ent incial in-hoc 4 available to assist 'aw York Etate, the ap licant, 'C C , andand contractural efforts, An! cuir.inated in -e release cf ot her involved parties in develc;ing an SO? f cr tre -reene
final A n ney ccau.wnic on Au :;u s- ef, .G75 Ir;t ;. c orn n- Cc an ty Nucle ar Fower Plant.
w3r" issued en UcVenb2r 27, 1374 Ts ;?A cccc_; el tha
the Reactor Cafety Study repras-rt, a cr~mr censive and Fe=1 C ycl ani Inno-T>rn Dana Asses + ants

'

usa f ul anal'fsis o f ri%a u'uci +cd s.;r h . ;;n t-v t o r
r eac to r :. At present, E?A is r v_. 'n: * tir,- ' 91 r 0r Under tha President's Peorgani:atica Pila T3. 3 Of 1970,cutety study, which was ralea >a t/ Fu cn Wa-t'r , 1970 n/A is rerponsible fcr establisrang generall ;;rlar: OleTh. curr<ne review, wnici al..a lu.als - ;-- a or environ,*n t al radiaticn prctect. n standards ; limit
cca t ra ct ra . ettorta, is exact _ ta : , rl i ;n
1976; at tit t t hm, IPA will - __; _c._; . -

__,'ty unnece s:Mry radiat ion exposu r? s ar.d rala t ictiv 2 atari!!s in
> in the qen'ral (nvitena-nt resulting frca n---41 'o er t;;n s of

rutlic cci "nt facilities that are part of tt uram;1n f al evela The I?A
his conclude; that environmen tal radiation :ani__:: forThe aC is resporsibla fer t;.ccmrc;.: : 1n :_;s in nucles r pow *r industry cpera tions crculd t re e int s _ :cc ant

ich a fixed nuctaar fcctlit
accapt ole rallclogi. cal e; -

- ' o 'a ? t n th s total raliatica dose tn popul ti a, :te c.ci ;a
(M'- ra ,e- . +
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individual d e , thr- rid of he alth e f fects attribit sle to can, and should, indicate any partin~nt s tu ile s (o nd tneir
t hew dasei (including t n - f u tur ' ri:30 aricina frc7 tt- exrected completion datea) which are beinc condac r d by t3C
re le a s e o' lonT-lived r adionu :lidas to t he envir vunat) , and or other reapcasible agencies. If no su n ef f orts ci- ta
the e f f.sctiven m an ! co a t s o f eftluent coatrel tach:wlagy. docu.wnted, MC should either inclule these e: s;ierations
The propcs d s tan 3 4 rds a re egre s.ed in terras of indivi3 221 in an tpua te l version ot' WAS3-12a.8 or should ur:= I:n to
dou- linita to ma d:ers of tne qeneral public and luits oa consider then in studies directed at cevelopin: an alti .a te
criantitie s of certain long-livad radioactie mt.eciala in radioac+1ve waste disposal technclogy,
the general envircameat.

U t e.-Irval u itM Mm m. vent
A docuaent entitled " Environmental Gu v*y of th? Uranica

Fu t i Cyc19" (WASH 12W was issued by AEC in canjunction The techniqu?2 and procedures used to aana;e hi:h-level
wit a re;ulation (10 C N 50, Appendix r) for application in radioattive wastes will have an 1= pact cn the e r.n r ar e nt.

c' pla ting the coat-Lenefit an alysis f or individual lie t. To a certain extent, thase i.ppacts can be direc-ly related
wa . er reactor environmental reviews (39 P.P. 14165). Tnis to the individual project Lacause the re;:ro:essi.n? Of sren
document is used by WC in draf t EICs to assess tha tuel from each new f acility will contnbute to tne total
incremental environmental impact s that can be at tributed to waste proble.1 Fowever, EPA cencurs with :GC's Teeric
f uel cycle components untch support nuclear powe r plants. ap proach to waste ranagement impacts. As part 3: this
This approach apmaara to be adequate ior plants currentl.y effort, the A:.0, on September 10, 1974, issued f cr ccuent a
under consideration, and estimates of the incren-ntal draft ctatement, entitled, "The Panage. men'a of C:-. ercial
inpacts of th e Gre*-ne County plant are reasonable. Howevar, Hiqh-Level and Transuranium-Contaminated .u dicartive Waste a

da suggestad in our ccr.sents on the proposed rulemak2ng (U AS;1- 153 9) .
(Jaauary 19, 1973), if this approach is to be used for
future plants, it is important f or I;PC to periodically Thcugh a co:aprehensive lcng-range plan for ri a:ing
review and updat a tha inf ormatica and aauasament t o :'n i u3 radicactive wastes has not yet been f ully dancastratef.,
use3. Th2 EPA intends to monitor dev=lopr nta in th? f .el Lcceptance of the continued development of cc-- errial
cycle area that are relevent to centinued i'aprovs' ant i nuclear power is based on the belief that tre -: nology to
a m: sing envirar,sntal inpacts, saf ely many such wastes can te devised. Tne IPA :s

available to 1ssict both tac and EPDA in their ef forts to
T'1ere are in,racto canociatN with the elticate di palil develop an environ::entally acceptacla wast? ra .a:~ mt

ot we tas which, to ou r kncwledle, ha'i > not , et ben pmg ra.n to meet this critical n ud. In this rariri, EPA
* *qua tely evaluatoi oc are lar7=17 unknown. Th sa in pa c t ,; provided extensive ccaments on WAO-1533 cn :.cver.cer 21,

incial2 1974. Our najor criticism was trat the draft sta eret
lackad a proqram f or arriving at a catisic.ctore reth0! c'

- Com.1it= w of land ani reaurce, for en ultimst' "altimate" hiqh-lavel wa st e dispcal. We believe t ut this
dicposal site; is a problem which should ce redclved in a ti:wiv r.anner

because the United states is comritting an increasta:ly
- Iro,cmic 'ad resourc:5 cornitiran*u of fatur. significant portion of its resources to nuclear p;w+r, and

grn ? ra tiano, inclu;ing socleal on1 inctitutional haste materials from th* operating plz!nts are alr a dy
cc c.' i t w 1 % , ac~a: alatiqq. At present, F.E C es intenda to precsre a nes

<r ft statom-nt uhtch will diucuss waste m;m .t ani
- E noaic, n uqurce, a n 1 t. e r ;y co * o' elr i st , e ftwice ultirate diccoGal in a nre camereb + s va mm.

w are digoul s, h almn ce r waine J- r nt & epa conct r a t,ith t ais dsci icn. be w;1. r /it- de nw
h^ afi'. reall::yl by en, , pro lmt tr. Ec ft Stat & nt whan it i s i s.:u e l a'. 3 w ill ,. : . .. p;. li

cc: -n t : .
'.h. t w 21 r ee 1, .t i2 0 EDlt th' i liVi 1011 nu'I - y ) 2r

J d 19 t knV1 A112nt ti t - *n t 3 i- 1 r 1%P l' ' t h 'NSL- vUiClO
idr J3XSJ ;h I T h"W 1F%tetG, the end- 99 nt11 ' m1r
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Tr0 nn oo rt a tio n

In its earlier reviewa of -u envir; c+r.:;l irc.-- of
transportation of radicactiv 3 r a t er: a l, 's 3 : cm 3 .,r- . _; innT*T&N 1 c2*"r"*G
that nacy a spects of this p;;;; _n cc uli t e;- ty -ra - , en ;

1. In cur revies of th- srp12: ant' _c _:;; talgeneric basis. Tha Fd has cclif;t t ia c ;c terraten

(4 0 F.F. 1005) by adling a nacle :: ;+2 z , 1; ; ; , ( t o c 7, Po ro r t tor thi; proj_ct, we ev; . :;_ ::n:s m e . :
the potential partiellato en; :c , .: n trePart 51) which currarites the e nu t : nn t n 21 i; ct; 332;;_
c]311ng tower ef;1ae;tt. Tnis c: _orn _3 r; &linq frca the tranLyortation cf radioactivs "n 2a; t_ sn;
upan the existina , a;;icul:te oir qu u.: __;-from light-water reactors. Itis reculstian er,i:: _he u_,
tions in th? nearby Ceren-cr. area.of the impact valua3 listed in the t ail ? Ln l i m; 3;

assessing the transportation impac for ird;vi_;t; r33:ger
Recent air quality treni; andic a:e :;.a t c n _; d clicensing actions if certain condit;ans are re: Stace :_,
are now being attained in th= C:: ?nt:n crea. I' ;srGreene County Nuclear Power Flan: appear: t c, o- t -3,
in due to bo th the installcticn o f ;;;_;n : n-ccnditions and since EPA agrees that tr.e t:t _:,- ::13-
t rols at the three existing c en an t c l unta and t oimpact values in the taele are reasenable, rna ,-re-t:
their reduced catpat during the reric; .I 'tclin. qapproach appears adeglat a for the Greene ca ua: .an~.
economic activitv. The extent to n;;n ra:, fac a:

actually a f f ects air quality is 3 resin to .e f _ ,The impact value for routine trans;g: tat;;, of r ulo-
bcth U w York State an d I_'A hel tr.;; -heactive materials has been set at a 1. vel wn3 h :3v. , ;)
present State Irplementaticn Pla. = u.::r er:s a npercent of the reactcIs CLrrcntly opera ting or un d r
sufficient to provide f or continue-; cc ,pl;. .: 9 wn,con s tr uc tion. The bacis ! ): the 1 pa: , or ris', of
aabient air quality standards.transportation accidents is not as clearly cefine'. :.

pr es an t, EPA, EROA, and NPC are eacn at ter: tin t o r;re
our overriding concern tnen tar ;e ne in:- ase :nf ully assess the ra diclo gical inpact cf trgn3;or 3ri:3
emissions (lir quality cecradation; t e c .. ;accidants. As the quantitative results cf th se anilys s-
tolerated without onc? again violatin: e r ; 3nt =become available. EPA inteati, ta revies :n- a ; -: s ;;1,7, ::_

;.sc.n quality ntan dards. Ee;e l on tha ai r q;_.;; _rt..tthe poten tial tran;pcreatica ris, : The ym, w;;, .

its views on any environmentally unaccept able c; .;t;,,, analy ic in the d sft IIJ a rd cn -la ; . :t
related to transportstion. Cn the bicis c t r?; en - 17. f 3 7 3 quality that etabilize in the Cc 9 n : _ ., .: %3,

have concludet that t he craene Coun ._.n illtion. EPA Lelieves that th3:? is no undu r risk of tr:n;__;.
nct prevent . tt a in; &nt cf particalate -__ a 41:tation accidents asseciated with the Gre-ne C ; u_ : : ml,3;

Power Plant. quality standards. This dc:^r,ina ;.- ._ s 21,q-
to ch inae b.ta M upon updac.ec ini - 3 : _ :

'

DFFEPENCES F07 4;DIO c 7C72 2.T'T 3 <---

2. With rcspect to site . lectica, = c: z: - -,t

choice at th r cemer.*on 01:9 ov -eh+ 1 trstri1. Hann, Goldbarg, and Uentricas, "Ic.-13ve; ' 3 '. i ;
As we pointet out in cur revi;w -- _. ;;;n-

Nadioactive haste in the irlear Fc 1 Cy-l_," > .7er
presented at the McVercar 1c-21, 1;75, .-2 :r;;sn : . icle ar 9~ntal Report f or this ,roject, a c lui- ? ;r _ : uni;
Society Meeting, 53n Francicco, califa ni. is propos-d for th ,thena sir c., ? .- .- .. tu,

eesthetically unde sir able to 3 c;;te ;ci : r e -r

2. 1970 United Sta: 3 c o n s .: s . plant on what 10 essentu.117 * *s_ - - ~,'

cc.t.-nton area is at:ca17 c; __ c; m.f m:i si-
3 13 _1. c' __rsi zod w hile t he < t r ' .

rural. Lacati:rt had a nL lt -r. -- --

ro o r o l ' r t ca the as icc ,1 - f i er * s

I. V? al30 tt L ul * d 1n :I e i rc i:. :; J . . : L.* ; ;.

s.t C '. 3 , CrO 'it i n T d G ' io't 3 uir ..'_: ! ;.-7,

13
14
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3. It seems unlikely that the nois* ICPA C' of +.his
. . . .

uniTro starts
proj.ect on the co:munity will be :. a ve r e . H M var, \ ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATIONj ha large number of residances will be impac &i to .

so.w degree by both constructica and operation of * wasmusics. o.c. 20545
s

the Greene County plant. Tharefore, the antici- , , , -
pated noise environment snocid Le descrit ed mere gy 7 1976
fully. The spectral ecntent and time variation of

? ' d.3,
x-

the operational pnase noise levels should bs 7cdiscussed, and the methodology an:1 egaipent used
-

f or noise measurements and predic-ions shcald be p*
described. Mr. William H. Regan, Jr.

C} Q'MN
p*'

C *,,gjhChief. Environmental Projects
Branch 3 W

Division of Site Safety and T
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission

,

g[Environmental Ana'ysis y:s

Washington. 0.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Regan: h=[
This is in response to your transmittal dated March 11. 1976
inviting the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERCA) to review and corrtent on the Corrnission's Craft Environmental
Statement. NUREG-0045. related to the constructicn of the Greene
County Nuclear Fower Plant. We have reviewed the statement and
have determined that the proposed action will not conflict with any
known current or future EROA plans. However, we would like to
reiterate our concern, which we made in our cTrent letter to
the Commission on the draft environmental statement related to
the construction of the Marble Hill Generating Station (NUREG-0048).
and that future drafts reflect those concerns.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the statement.

cere 1'

|-
. <g

\

W. H. Pennington
Acting Director
Office of NEPA Coordinatien

cc: CEQ (5)

15
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f' s, wTso sures

" E;j '

ENERGY RESEARCH AND CEVELCP'?ENT aC'.WsTR ATION,

msmeros o c nus ,,

''' g 3 To
dr@% % E CA STAFF CCPMENTS ON.s -

n ironmen ab ec s [g KRC CRAFT ENVIRCAMENTAL STATEMENTnch
M -'.i MARELE HILL htCLEAR GEAERATING STATION UNITS 1 A.9 2Division of Site Safety and Envircrreetal

(Enclosure)Nu er gulatory Commissicn .
9Washington, D. C. 20555 /,

w\,e

'' ""9 #
Secticn 8.2.4 presents the NRC staff analysis of various energy

This is in response to vour transmittal dated " arch 5,1;76, in which conservation reasures as related to the need for the electricity to

you invited the Energy .asearch and Cevelcreet km41stration (ECA) be prcduced by the Narble Hill Station. With respect to the potential
to review and cocrnent on the Ccmission's (W) Craf t Envircnc ental effectiver,es cf lead mana ement measures such as peak-load pricing

(8.2.4.4), the conclusion appears to be generally negative.
8.2.4.3) ard lead staggering and interruptible load contractsStatement, NUREG-0048, related to the ccestructico of the Marble Pill

( InNuclear Generating Station, ut 'ts 1 and 2 (Cocket mers STN-50-546
and STN 50-547). particular, section 8.2.4.4 concludes:

We have reviewed the statement and feel trat the creposed action will None of tne abcVe measures can be considered as a viable
not interfere with any krown EADA progrars. The potential impacts on alternative for requirec additional capacity and they can
the environment are reasonably described. No significant radiological do little to solve 6he energy sh0rtage.
impacts from normal plant operation are expected sirce the year 2C03
population dose to the estimated pcpulation within O riles of the plant This kind of c0nclusion is reached without any stated consideration
is only 10 man-rem / year, a small fraction of the 170,000 man-rem / year of the substantial effcrts of the Federal Government, in cooperation
dose expected for the same populatien frc1 natural tackground radiation. with state and local regulatcry agencies and electric utilities, to

enceurage and valicate iced ranagement practices and technologies in
ERCA staff contents relatad basically to the Conservation of Energy the interest of electricity conservation. As examples of these
section of the draft statement are ecciosed. We feel that these cc Tents efforts:
should be considered in the preparaticn of this final statement as hell
as in tl.e preparation of future state-ents en nuclear pwer plants. ECA has lead resconsibility for the development of new

technologies to expand the suite of load management options
Thank you for the opportunity to review and ccTent on this statement. available to consumers.
In the future, we would appreciate receiving 20 copies of all draf t

E E A is investigating the eccnomic impacts, on electricitystatements for ERCA review. *

suppliers and users, of future Oplication of load management
Sincerely, techniques, taking into acccunt the possible existence of

] advanced technologies, such as solar energy and disaggregated
-. g' ,._ power generation systems.

Wh/ te41'n'~gton~ 7V * The Fe:!eral Energy Administration (FEA) is currently in the*

Ac"ng Cirector - process of intervenir.g - on an invited basis - in state
Ct. ce of NEFA Cecrdinatica regulatory hearings, for the purpose of articulating national

energy policy as it related to regional and local utilities.
Enclosure: One of the purposes of FEA testimony is to advocate the
Staff Comments implementation cf load managem*nt techniques and controls.

CEQ (5)
^

r]cc:
* FEA has undertaken a number of cooperative projects to

Og assess consumer resconse to innovative rate structures, to
validate ioad management practices and technologies, and# e

j k j 3 N '' I to pror.cte electricity conservation.

t /
'Os 46
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thw York State Departrnent of Envicor.raental C oaser ube, !
at.n1 h 4 e any N..., u um % .)

Irclosure -2-

!~ r
,

Cs

Tnese and other efforts have been initiated in the belief that load s i ,gh p t,..,management, in its variety of forms, nas high potential fcr con- :m g,n . ital Preiect ..r
"

trolling the growth of electrical cai:acity without undue hardships J.s. Aucle:ir Pq~ul enry rene.iss o
or inequities to suppliers or users of electricity. Thus, we do not tinh i n * i .. t , D.C. .'s 5agree with the negative conclusicns in the draft statement, and
recommend that hRC revise it to provide a more balanced treatment Dear ',u.gh :of this important subject.

. I hue just receiveJ one cJJit io . 31 ' : en t! s ' -We should 'te to point cut one minor inconsistency. The text on ( o.. .,is s ion *'D ra f t ru i rm e r.t al ' :a t e w t L'e n t e ' tac't-..page 2-13, paragraph 8, in referring to Figure 2.7, indicates a Cotu '.t y dear Peer Plant * nis coc. : ic3 &,i t t ej P33-fcot level wind rose, nowever, on page 2-17, the Figure 2.7 A rcimal g.i 3 t . Rei e fo re , if it is at all i miM ', plus< _ . . . . tcaption indicates the wind rose is for the 200-foct level.
comen t as cor:wnt 850 of the ' , %>i state ?ct ; 1< ! cc- . in!!ay 17, 1976, let t er f rora S. OccJon t c tLe U. s W, ,v

1.nvi rore.unt al A:u ly sis
s

- -

54 P. '- o c"ction 2.T.'

Al t au>;h tha st. iter rats <i i, : i. L- .
-t,

pren ntly listtJ on tiec Kit n; el f u n s ,s* - , t ,

ar rn: uoai et?.cr Int e sis - t t: ., 1 s, .c1. *

l i .. r i ng. In a.ld i t ion, ti.e t raj est's *J, s , , ),

the p ro' '> i li t y ? !. t-. r c i: cs arc s s s
' ta or ru oided at t !.i s ti. s

'

as ye: unli roseted sito iy .s i i i fc 'te ib! r

. :'

in lirM of this, it is s sttJ 7: n - ce 3 -,

sto.!y c: the i::wli te pr op et 1 .t ! !, i: 1:.

1. a m g! te i r. .e: + ,r/ o f i n 5 elu . 1 *
i

by ( or sul t in.:. files, li < r, t o
profe's :nl x J :

,

C m: iyt" sic 1.s .( h i r. <i .

a ht a i le '. t : ' :.urt t :i .

'.a E . i ax .r f. 4 m |t
*

1- ..,S .v t - ,
'

,

b wi it : .1 i .i : . i c, ri

Du r - sie > . !r ;his nil! H t

-

' ( _j_ / \
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Appendix B

FISH SPECIES COLLECTED FROM THE HUDSON RIVER AT THE

CEMENTON SITE, MAY 1973 THROUGH MAY 1974
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Table 8.1. Taxonomic list and classification of fish species
collected from the Hudson River, Cementon site, May 1973 through May 1974

. _ _ . _ _ _

Resident species'

Freshwater Estuarine

Goldfish Carassius auratus White perch Morone amencana
Carp Cypronus carpio

Golden shsner Novemogonus crysoleucas
Yellow perch Perca flavescens
Spotta<l shoner Notropos hudsonius

Whste sucker Catostomus commersoni
Banded k eihf nsh fundulus diaphanus
Redbreast sunf ash Lepomis auntus
Pumpk inseed Lepomis gobbosus
Bluegiii Lepomis macrochirus
Tessellated darter Etheostoma almsteds
Brown bu1\ head Ictalurus nebulosus
Emerald shiner Notropos otheronoides

Adventitious species *

Redtin packeres Eson amencanus Bay anchovy Anchoa mitchilh
Chain picketel Esos noger Mummichog Fundulus heteroclitus
Saverv minnow Hybognathus nuchalis
Comely shonner Notropis amoenus Hogchoker Tronec tes maculatus
White catfish Ictaturus catus Fourspine stickleback Apeltes quadracus
Rock bass Ambloplites rupestris Lamprey Petromytontidae
Smallmouth bass Micropterus dolomieu
Largemouth bass Micropterus salmoides
Blar k crappie Pomoxos negromaculatus

Brown trout Salmo trutta
White crappie Pomours annulans
Gittard shad Dorosoma cepedianumv

Migrant species'

Anadromous Catadromous

Alewsfe Alosa pseudoharengus Amencan eet Angurlia rostrata
Blueback herring Alosa aestivalis
Amesican shad Alosa sapodissima
Striped bass Morone saxatrios
Rainbow smelt Osmerus mordan
Atlantnc tomcod M:crogadus tomcod

* Resident species are those which inhabit the study area in appreciable numbers throughout the year.
" Adventitious (Iow frequency occurrence) species are those occurring outside their reported range,

or those which are Collected in numbers insufficient to estabhsh adequately their status in regard to
habitat selection.

Raytheon Company, Marine Research Laboratory. Environmental Research Laboratory. The
Ecology of Thermal Addstrans: Lower Hudson River Cooperative Fishery Study, Vicinity of
Indsan Point Buchanan, New York, June 1969-October 1971, report to Consolidated Edeson
Co. of New York, Inc.,1971.

Texas instruments, Inc., Hudson River Ecologocal Study in the Area of Indian Point, first annual
report prepared for Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc.,1973

Texas Instruments, Inc., fisheries Survey of the Hudson River, March-December 1913 Vol. 4,
report prepared for Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc., 1974,530 pp.

' Migrant species are those which inhabit the study area on a seasonal basis as a result of physso-
chemical preferences or reproductive cycles.

Source: ER, Table 2.7 57.

_
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C.1 SHORTNOSE STURGEON (Acipenaer brevirostris)

The smallest species of sturgeon, the shortnose sturgeon, is classified as an endangered
species.1 Apparently, it never grows to more than about 3 ft.

The early history is unknown. Few small specimens have been recorded; probably the smallest
fish is one of 7.3 in. (about 185 m) from North Carolina. The smallest specimens taken in
the Hudson River were two females, both a little less than 18 in.; one weighed 15 oz and the
other 19 oz. The sizes of five specimens from the Delaware River observed by Ryder ranged
between 18 and 23 in. Age determinations based on otolith readings 2 have shown that A.
1 ruirostris is a very slow-growing species. Specimens of Irevirostris from the Hudson River
1 hat measured 17 to 35 in. (about 430 to 890 mm) total length were 4 to 15 years old.

Males may mature when they are only about 20 in. total length, and most of them do so by the
time they pass 21 in.; most of the females mature at about 24 in. The ripe eggs are dark brown
and the fecundity is not known. Spawning takes place in rivers early in the spring. For Hudson
River fish, the spawning season evidently includes late April.

Because of its small size, A. Lrcirostria has attracted little attention except when taken in
nets in fresh, brackish, or salt water. It is found most often in tidal rivers, but the cap-
ture of specimens in the Gulf of Maine shows that some go out into the open sea and wander for
some distance from the parent stream.

Studies of the stomach contents from Hudson River specimens show that A. brevirostria feeds upon
the bottom, eating small animals and plants intermingled with mud. Some of the organisms con-
sumed are sludgeworms, chironomid larvae, and small crustaceans.3 Judging from the stomach
contents of fish taken from the area between Rhinebach and Nyack, they seem to feed mostly on
the bottom at a depth of 12 to 30 ft with a main diet of snails, clams, crustaceans, and other
bottom organisms.4

The breeding range of A. becuirestris is not clearly defined, but it does include the Hudson
River, where the spawning areas appear to be very restricted.2 The Delaware River may still
maintain a small local population, and the Saint John River in New Brunswick probably has a
spawning population, judging by the near-spawning condition of a male and female taken at
Gagetown. If, through increased pollution or habitat changes, the population is no longer able
to persist in these northern rivers, the species may become dangerously reduced.2

C.2 AMERCIAN SHAD (Alosa sapidisairu)

The American shad is an anadronous fish of the herring family Clupeidae. Its range includes
offshore, coastal, and river waters from Newfoundland to the St. John's River, Florida. Shad
are most abundant from Connecticut to North Caroiina. They spend their adult lives in the
ocean, except in spring, when they ascend rivers along the coast to spawn. Hudson fish, like
others that spawn in Rivers north of the Chesapeake Bay, are said to return to the sea and
migrate north to the Gulf of Maine waters.5 In winter they are presumed to remain in the deeper
offshore waters of the Middle Atlantic coast, moving inshore again as the spawning season
approaches.6

Shad begin their spawning run into the Hudson in late March and early April, and the run
continues until the end of June. Although much of the river below the Troy Dam is used for
spawning, the major breeding area appears to be just below the town of Catskill.7 American
shad spawn mainly in or near the mouths of tributaries.8 The average number of eggs produced
by a single fish varies between 25,000 and 30,000, with larger fish producing more eggs than
small ones.* The eggs are deposited in the water and sink, to be carried along near the bottom
by the current. They are reported 3 to hatch in 52 he at an average temperature of 57.2 F and
in less than 36 hr at an average of 74 F. However, a longer incubation period has been re-
ported.9 Eggs held under artifical conditions hatched in 12 to 15 days at 53.6 F (12 C) and in
6 to 8 days at 62.6*F (17'C). The yolk is absorbed in 4 to 5 days at 62.5 F.9

Newly hatched larval shad average 0.40 in. in length and are transported by water currents.9
They were most abundant near River Mile 110 during the 1940-1942 surveys (New York State
Conservation Department, 1943).
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The young, as they grow, tend to disperse from the upstream spawning grounds down into the lower
brackish parts of the river. The larvae appear to feed on plankton; the principal diet of
juveniles consists of small crustaceans and insect larvae.10 Those found in the lower estuarine
parts of the river are reported to grow faster than those farther upstream.ll In autumn, the
young migrate to the sea to stay until they mature and then join the annual spring migrations
into the river for spawning.

By working with young specimens from the Shubenacadie River, a tributary to the Bay of Fundy,
and its estuary, Leim found that the first food taken by larvae 11 mm long consisted of midge
larvae (Chironomidae), while the somewhat larger larvae fed principally on mature and imature
copepods.12 In fact, these organisms constituted the chief food of the young up to the time of
transformation, and the relative abundance of these forms in a particular locality determined
which food predominated. These data also show that young adults taken in the same vicinity
continued to subsist principally on these same organisms. Other foods ingested consisted of
ostracods, insects, and fish.9

Little or no food has been found in the stomachs of shad caught while in freshwater en route to
their spawning grounds, indicating that these fish, like salmon, do not ordinarily feed at that
time. However, there are some records showing that adults occasionally do take food while in
freshwater, at least late during the spawning seasons. They will often take a live minnow or
an artificial fly when working upstream on their spawning run.9

From an examination of abcut 350 stomachs of both mature and imature fish caught in the salt

water of Scotsman Bay (Bay of Fundy), Leim found that, while copepods constituted the chief food
of the smaller ones, as in freshwater, these crustaceans were unimportant in fish 400 m and
more in length.12 Mysids, which were sparingly eaten by small fish, were the chief food of
adult fish. In general, about 907, of the specimens of all sizes from that area had eaten cope-
pods, and mysids, with ostracods, amphipods, isopods, decapod larvae, insects, molluscs, algae,
fish eggs, and fish making up the remainder. After examining many stomachs of specimens taken
in the Bay of Fundy, Willey also concluded that the chief foods consisted of copepods and mysids,
with a few shrimp and larval stages of barnacles.3 Stomach samples from Hudson River fish sup-
port his conclusions.10

The shad is still an important contributor to the Hudson River comercial fishery. The catch
was 238,000 lb in 1965 and 245,000 lb in 1968. The peak catch during the past 50 years was
3,800,000 lb in 1944. Sport fishing for shad in the Hudson is currently unimportant.3

Although there is no sport fishing for shad in the Hudson, more than 100,000 sport fishermen
fished for shad in other Atlantic coastal rivers, estuaries, and bays in 1965 and took an
estimated 4,700,000 lb. From Maine to North Carolina, comercial fishermen took 6,372,000 lb
of shad in 1965. The part of this catch that depends upon Hudson stock is not certain. How-
ever, tagging experiments in the river indicate that Hudson shad migrate as far north as Maine
and as far south as North Carolina, and thus contribute to coastal fisheries far from New York.7
Tagging shad from pound nets on the New Jersey and New York coasts in 1956 indicated that Hudson
River stock made up 76% of the catches of these nets; therefore, these catches were dependent
on the size of the Hudson River shad population.33

C.3 EELS (Md2Za vcctrau)

The American eel is a catadromous species found in abundance in the Hudson River. The species
occurs from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence to as far soutl as Brazil. The eel spends most of its
life in freshwater creeks and ponds, rivers, and estuaries, but migrates to the Sargasso Sea
southwest of Bermuda to spawn. Newly hatched larvae, with the help of ocean currents, migrate
from the ocean spawning grounds to the coastal rivers. The females travel far upstream into
freshwater environments, but the males remain in the estuarine environment near the mouth of
the river. As a mature adult, several years later, the eel retraces its route back to the
oceanic spawning grounds, where it breeds and then dies.

A small commercial fishery for eels is operated in the Hudson River. The catch was 5300 lb in
1965 and only 2500 lb in 1968. Sport fishing catches are undoubtedly much higher than this,
but no estimates are available for the Hudson.3

This species has been found to be a major component of the fish fauna in certain New Jersey
streams!" and may play a similar role for the tributaries of the Hudson.
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C.4 Tot \C00 (Micropha tcmeal)

This species was previously described in relation to the Hudson by Clark and Smith. 3 The tomcod
is a marine species (nat comonly spawns in the Hudson. It is a member of the family Gadidae,
which contains some comercially important species. Tomocod spawn in shallow estuarine waters
and around stream mouths. The demer;al eggs are about 1.5 m (0.06 in. ) in diameter, heavy,
and adhesive. They hatch in 24 to 30 days, depending on the temperature of the wa ter. Spawning
occurs from January through April in brackish water, and larvae are common at Indian Point ir
early spring. The adults move into the estua y from October to December and return to the
lower estua.y or the Atlantic af ter spawning. The juvenile fish spend their first summer in
the waters where they were spawned and grow to a length of 2-1/2 to 3 in. by the following
autumn.

Tomcod feed on a variety of organisms including small crustaceans, especially shrimp and amphi-
pods, worms, small molluscs, squids, and small fish. They are most cormonly found on the
bottom.

C.5 WHITE PERCH (Morcnc creiem)

This species is found in fresh, brackish, and coastal salt water between South Carolina and
Nova Scotia.15 Spawning of dcmersal and adhesive eggs [7.5 m (0.03) in diameter] occurs in
fresh and brackish water from April to June, depending on geographic location, and at water
temperatures between 45 and 60'F.16 The eggs hatch in about 3 days at 58*F. Young and adults
remain in fresh or brackish waters. They frequent shoal areas, except in winter when they
congregate in the deeper parts of bays and rivers to remain sluggish until spring. During
spring, summer and autumn, localized wandering occurs.15 This species feeds on small fish.10.15
It is one of the most abundant species in the Cementon site area.

This species grows to about 15 in. and weighs up to 2 to 3 lb. It is of limited commercial
importance.

C.6 ALEWIFE (& ' renacanves)

The alewife is an important forage species found along the coast from Nova Scotia to the
Carolinas. During April and May, the fish travel upstream into many tributary creeks and ponds
to spawn at temperatures of 50 to 60 F, sometimes in rapidly fl sing water but usually in
sluggish water, of ten only a few inches deep. Af ter spawning the adul t fish return to the sea,
remaining in the coastal waters in the general vicinity of their natal estuaries.3

The average female deposits about 100,000 adhesive eggs in the annual spawning. After the
demersal eggs hatch, the young alewives about 5 mm long are carried along with the current.
They grow to about 15 m in a month's time, whe" they are common at Indian Point. When they
are about I to l-l/2 in, long, they are found in the shallows of the Hudson upper estuary, as
well as in the freshwater parts of the river, and they apparently feed on small crustaceans and
insect larvae.'7 Raytheon data indicate that these fish prefer to remain near the bottom.18

Although some of the young may remain in the river for more than a single season, most move out
to sea before or at the end of their firs *. season. They remain in salt water until they reach
sexual maturity (at about 3 or 4 years old), at which time they return to the river to spawn.'

C.7 DLU[CACK HERRlNG (Alc m w ativA ic)

The blueback herring closely resembles the alewife, and the two are often confused. The blueback
has a more southerly range, extending from Nova Scotia to northern Florida, and is more abundant
south of New England. Bluebacks spawn later in the season than alewives, usually when water
temperatures reach 70 to 75 F.3 They do not seem to run far above tidewater in the Hudson,
preferring deeper water, with most spawning probably occurring in the open river above Indian
Point.17 Bluebacks return to the sea soon after spawning to reside in the inshore coastal waters
until winter, when they apparently move offshore.'

The :ggs of the blueback are demersal and adhesive and hatch in above 50 hr at 72#F. The larvae
are comon at Indian Point. Within a month, the young reach a length of 1 to 2 in. They spend
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the sumer in fresh and brackish water nursery areas.3 During a sampling program conducted in
the summer of 1966, young blueback herring were found to be the second most abundant species
along the shores of the Hudson. M In the late summer and fall, they move out of the river to
the sea.

Young bluebacks in the Hudson feed mainly on small crustaceans and insect larvae;10 as adults,
they feed mainly on copepods and amphipods.9 Raytheon data indicate that the blueback herring
has a stronger preference for surface water than its relative, the alewife.17

C.8 STRIPED BASS (N e w sa.m i us)

The striped bass is an anadromous species of the family Serranidae. This family includes fresh-
water, estuarine, and marine forms. Although the species was originally an Atlantic form, it
has been successfully introduced on the Pacific coast and is a common food and game fish in that
area. On the Atlantic coast, these fish are found from Florida to Nova Scotia but are most
abundant in protected waters between North Carolina and Massachusetts. Large fish often reach
35 lb or more and are generally found along the open coats within 5 miles of shore.3 Most
stripers are found associated with bays, sounds, and tidal rivers. However, according to Clark,20
they are also abundant along the Atlantic seaboard from the Delaware Bay to Cape Cod.

Clark 20 described the movements of striped bass in the area from the Chesapeake Bay to New
England. Evidence from his studies, as well as previous studies, indicates that the species
is not homogeneous but is, instead, composed of a number of separate groups that are more or
less isolated from other groups. In southern waters, the fish remain in protected water through-
out their life span, and as a consequence, the various populations have little interchange and
are most intensely isolated from each other. In contrast, striped bass from the Chesapeake Bay
north to New England commonly leave their nursery areas after 3 or more years and migrate in
groups along the open coast. Summer movements are generally north, while winter movements
are generally south. In the northern part of their range, the striped bass become dormant in
the winter.

Striped bass tagged in the Hudson have been caught in fisheries as far away as Massachusetts.
However, most of the Hudson striped bass contribute to the commercial and sport fisheries in
Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey.3 Stripars that originate within the Hudson appear to
be subdivided into three major groups: those that remain within the Hudson River, those in the
southwestern portion of Long Island Sour.d and those that are typically located along the New
York-New Jersey coast.20 In New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey, where the striped bass
fishery is most dependent on the supply from the Hudson, the 1965 connercial catch amounted to
1,500,000 lb, and the sport catch has been estimated at over 19,000,000 lb caught by some
200,000 anglers.3

The best available evidence indicates that bass from New Jersey to Connecticut spawn in the
Hudson. Clark 20 concluded that the " Hudson River is by far the most important spawning stream"
in the New York area.

Details of the spawning and distribution of the species in the Hudson were described by Clark
and Smith,3 McCann and Carlson.21 Jensen,16 Schaefer,22 Raney,23 and Rathjen and Miller.24
Their conclusions are summarized in the following description. The species spawns from
Kingston to Bear Mountain, with the greatest concentrations of eggs in the vicinity of West
Point, although the exact location varies from year to year. The variability is the result of
the fact that the greatest area of spawning is a % miles upstream from the saltwater front,
which varies in incation from year to year. The nonadhesive demersal eggs are semibuoyant and
require sufficient vertical water flow to remain suspended. Egas are encountered nost often in
fresh or only slightly brackish water (salinity below l ppt). They average 0.134 in. in diam-
eter and hatch in 2 or 3 days at 60 to 64 F.2s Af ter hatching, the larvae, which are about
0.13 in. long, continue to drift downstream. At this stage in development, the larvae are .t.ill
unable to move effectively against the currents and will settle to the bottom in quiet wate -
despite swiming efforts to approach the surface. These larvae are reported to be concentri ted
above the Haverstraw Bay area, with the greatest abundance between Peekskill and Newburgh. Once
the larvae reach a length of 0.5 in., they appear capable of sustained swimming. The larvae
make extensive vertical diurnal migrations and are found in surface water at night and nearer
tha bottom during the day.16,18 Af ter they reach a length of about 1 in. , they are found in
greatest abundance in Haverstraw Bay. As related to the site, the striped bass generally spawn
downstream from the area.
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This species, like white perch, shows a definite preference for the bottom waters in shoal areas.
Only small numbers were collected in the bottom trawls at tt.e channel stations north of Stony
Point, whereas large numbers were caught on shoals in Haverstraw Bay and in Peekskill Bay.18

After spawning, the adults generally return to sea. Larvae and young-of-the-year remain in
freshwaters and estuaries. Striped bass in the Hudson may remaia in the estuary for 2 or 3
years before migrating to the sea. During winter, adults and youag are found in the lower
regions.

As larvae and young-of-the-year, striped bass feed primarily on microcrustaceans. As they grow,
their diet changes from smaller to larger forms. G2mmaras apparently makes up a major portion
of their diet, but most other nicrocrustaceans are also taken, and there is evidence that a
variety of food is needed for norral growth.26 Small fish also become an important food item
as the fish grow larger.*

*

A great deal of information on the migrations and growth of various life stages of striped
bass from and within the Hudson River is available in refs.16-24 and 27-31.
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Population dose connitments are calculated for all individuals living within 50 miles of the
facility employing the same models used for individual doses (see Draft Regulatory Guide 1. AA,
in preparation). In addition, population doses associated with the export of food crops pro-
duced within the 50-mile region and the atmospheric and hydrospheric transport of the more
mobile effluent species such as noble gases, tritium, and carbon-14 have been considered.

D.1 NOBLE GAS EFFLUENTS

For locations within 50 miles of the reactor facility, exposures to these effluents are calcu-
lated using the atmospheric dispersion models in Draft Regulatory Guide 1.DD (in preparation)
and the dose models described in Regulatory Guide 1.AA. Beyond the 50 miles, and until the
effluent reaches the northeastern corner of the United States, it is assumed that all the noble
gases are dispersed uniformly in the lowest 1000 m of the atmosphere. Decay in transit was also
considered. Beyond this point, noble gases having a half-life greater than one year (e.g.,
Kr-85) were assumed to completely mix in the troposphere of the world with no removal mechanisms
operating. Transfer of tropospheric air between the northern and southern hemispheres, although
inhibited by wind patterns in the equatorial region, is considered to yield a hemisphere average
tropospheric residence time of about two years with respect to hemispheric mixing. Since this
time constant is quite short with respect to the expected mid-point of plant life (15 years),
mixing in both hemispheres can be assumed for evaluations over the life of the nuclear facility.
This additional population dose commitment to the U.S. population was also evaluated.

D.2 10 DINES AND PARTICULATES RELEASED TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Effluent nuclides in this category deposit onto the ground as the effluent moves downwind, which
continuously reduces the concentration remaining in the plume. Within 50 miles of the facility,
the deposition model in Draf t Regulatory Guide 1.DD was used in conjunction with the dose models
in Draft Regulatory Guide 1.AA. Site specific data concerning production transport, and con-
sumption of foods within 50 miles of the reactor were used. Beyond 50 miles, the deposition
model was extended until no effluent remained in the plume. Excess food not consumed within the
50-mile distance was accounted for, and additional food production and consumption representative
of the eastern half of the country was assumed. Doses obtained in this manner were then assumed
to be received by the number of individuals living within the direction sector and distance de-
scribed above. The population density in this sector is taken to be representative of the
eastern United States, which is 160 people per sq mile.

D.3 SARBON-14 AND TRITIUM RELEASED TO THE ATMOSPHERE

Carbon-14 and tritium were assumed to disperse over land without deposition in the same manner
as krypton-85. However, they do interact with the oceans. This interaction causes the carbon-14
to be removed with an atmospheric residence time of 4 to 6 years, with the ocean being the major
sink. From this, the equilibrium ratio of the carbon-14 to natural carbon in the atmosphere was
detemined. This same ratio was then assumed to exist in man, so that the dose received by the
entire population of the U.S. could be estimated. Tritium was assumed to mix uniformly in the
world's hydrosphere, which was assumed to include all the water in the atmosphere and in the
upper 70 m of the oceans. With this model, the equilibrium ratio of tritium to hydrogen in the
environment can be calculated. The same ratio was assumed to exist in man and was used to cal-
culate the population dose in the same manner as with carbon-14.

D.4 LIQUID EFFLUENTS

Concentrations of effluents in the receiving water within 50 miles of the facility were calculated
in the same manner as described above for the Appendix ! calculations. No depletion of the
nuclides by deposition on the bottom of the stream was assumed. It was also assumed that aquatic
blota concentrate radioactivity in the same manner as was assumed for the Appendix I evaluation.
However, food consumption values appropriate for the average individual, rather than the maximum,
were used. It was assumed that all the sport and cocmercial fish caught within the 50-mile area
were eaten by the U.S. population.
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Beyond 50 miles, it was assumed that all the liquid effluent nuclides except tritium have
deposited on the sediments so that tney make no further contribution to population exposures.
The tritium was assumed to mix uniformly in the world's hydrosphere and to result in an exposure
to the U.S. population in the same manner as that discussed for tritirm in gaseous effluents.
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Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are produced commercially in the United States by Monsanto
Chemical Company under the trade name Aroclor. They are actually mixtures of chlorinated
biphenyl isomers and are used primarily as insulating fluids for transformers and capacitors.
A given mixture (or Aroclor species) is identified by a four-digit number, the last two digits
of which refer to the percentage of chlorine, by weight, in the mixture. An exception to this
system of identification is a relatively new PCB, Aroclor 1016 (Table E.1) which contains 40
(by weight) of chlorine and is now produced ir the Unitec' States for sale to capacitor manu-
facturers as a substitute for all other PCBs.1 In 1974, Aroclor 1016 comprised 64". of the total
domestic sales of polychlorinated biphenyls (Table E.1).

Table E.1. Production and sales of PCua (thousands of pounds)
by Monsanto industrial Chem *cals Company

Aroclor species 1957 1960 1965 1970 1972 1974

1016* o o o o 20,902 21.955
1221* 23 103 369 1.476 171 57
1232 196 155 7 200 o o
1242' 18.222 18.196 31.533 48.588 728 6.207
1248 1,779 2.827 5.565 4,073 807 0
1254* 4.461 6.088 7,737 12.421 3.495 6.185
1260 7.587 7.330 5,831 4.890 305 o
1262 31 326 5 58 1.023 o o
1268 a 189 1% 330 o o
Total domestic sales 32.299 35.214 51.796 73.061 26.408 34.404
U S. produchon N A" 37.919 60.480 85,054 38.600 40.466

*Found in Hudson River sed.ments
*No data avadatwe
Source. Monsanto industrial Chemicals Company.1974

Most of the PCBs currently moufactured in the United States are mobile oils 2 and are charac-
terized by a low solubility in water. In general, the solubility decreases with an increase
in the percentage, by weight, of chlorine in the mixtures. 3d+ Because PCBs tend to be adsorbed
to the particulate matter comprising the sediments at the botton of rivers and lakes,5 their
accumulation in the sediments results in concentrations that may greatly exceed the concentra-
tions in the water column. For example, in a recent survey of the upper portions of the Hudson
River, the maximum concentration of PCBs found in the sediments was 3707 ppm near the Thomson
Island Dam (RM 188), while the maximum concentration found in the water was 3.1 ppb at Waterford
(RM 158).6

Disturhance of the bottom sediments due to dredging for the barge slip, intake structure, and
discharge pipeline will result in the release of PCBs into the water column. These compounds
can enter the aquatic biota by way of the water and food,7 but direct uptake of PCBs f "m the
water may cause greater mortalities than exposure through food pathways."

Data on several species of aquatic invertebrates suggest that PCBs can be accumulated to
appreciable concentratio.s over a relatively short period of time. For example, Smmw
psabHmcca exposed continuously to 1.6 :0.1 ppb of Aroclor 1254 in water had total body
residues approximately 24,000 times that in water af ter only four days exposure.9 Total
body residues reached an equilibrium concentration of 44 ppm in 14 days, with no further
magnification of residue being detected after an additional 21 days of exposure.9 rarkia
mfu had total body concentrations of Aroclor 1254 that were 47,000 times above ambient levels
and apparently reached an equilit. .m in four days. Representatives of both of the above
enera were found in samples collevted at the site, but species identifications were not made
ER, Table 2.7-50).

Fish also accumulate PCBs from the water. For example, two marine species, spot and rinfish,
accumulated Aroclor 1016 for up to 28 days resulting in whole body residues that were 17,000
times the ambient level of 1 ppb.1
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6 isA review of the data on acute toxicities of those PCBs known to occur in the Hudson River
presented in Table E.2. Extrapolation of the results of these studies to evaluate potential
impacts of dredging should be done with caution for several reasons. First, the PCB mixtures
used in these experiments may have contained polychlorinated dibenzofurons (PCDFs). Because
the toxicity of PCDFs exceeds that of PCBs by approximately four to six orders of magnitude,their presence may be a significant factor influencing the results of these studies. O Second,
most of the studies were conducted on species that do not comonly occur at the site. Thus the
staff has assumed the aquatic biota in the Hudson River to be at least as sensitive to PCBs as
the .Tiost sensitive species for which toxicity data are available. Third, little data on the
toxicity of Aroclor 1016 have been collected due to its recent discovery 1 yet this compound has
comprised the majority of PCBs manufactured in the United States in recent years (Table E.1).

Toxic substances such as PCBs ca' also enter aquatic biota through fond pathways. The ingestion
of food contaminated with PCBs ro ults in biological magnification as these compounds move up
the food chain,'' e ll thus explaining, in part, the nigh levels of PCBs found in fish taken from
the Hudson River.6 Coth cladocerans (e.g. , n:rimia sp. ) and amphipods (e.g., Gmna sp. ) are
important components in the diets of many Hudson River fish (ER, Sect. 2.7.2.2.6 and Tables
2.7-70 and 2.7-71). In additiun, PCBs are fat soluble and may tend to accunulate more in those
species that are high in lipids, as has been shown with Atlantic herring (Clarca Jura.ps).12
Similar species such as the alewife (Alcs2 pseal0 amps) and blueback herring (Alen acstir2?is),1

which are ebundant at the Cementon site during late spring and sunner, may also carry high body
burdens of PCBs.

It has been shown that the toxicity of PCBs varies depending on the developmental stage of the
organism.13 The greatest potential mortality may be directed at the eggs and lar'Jae of the fish
spawning in the vicinity of the site.
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Table E.2. Acute and chronec toascatees of versous PCBs known to occur m the Hudson Rever

PCB 6Aruclor E m perimen ta! Temperature LC50
, , , , , g, ,3

compound cond.tions (C) Idavs)
,,

Cnthodos fasoculata
(flartiated protozoanl 1254 10.500 1 1

Daphn,a magria 1254 C 18110 26 14 2

(water flea) 1254 C' 24110 24 0 14 3

1221 S 18 t 10 180 21 2

1242 S 18 i 1 0 67 21 2

1254 S 18 t 10 31 21 2

Pe/aemmeres and,4Aenses 1254 30 7 4

(grass shrimp)

Peneus aarvus 1016 C 31 (29 -32) 10 5 4 5
(txown sheimp)

Orionec tes nais 1242 30 0 7 4

(c syfish) 1254 80 0 7 4

Gammarus psevablemrwus 1242 C 18 t 10 73 4 2

(scudi

Tanytarsus disomelis
(medge)

Larvae 1254 C 18 t 10 0 65 21 2

Pupm 1254 C 18 t 10 045 21 2

Crassostres virgenka 1016 C 30 (25-32) 10 2 4 5
(American oyster)

Salmo c/arAi 1221 S 89 1.170 4 4

(cutthroat trout) 1242 S 89 5.430 4 4

1254 S 89 42.500 4 4

/craturus puertarus 1254 S 18 3 12.000 4 4

(channel catfish) 1254 200 20 4

Lepoms macrochsrus 1254 L 18 3 2.740 4 4

(blueg ni

Pon.cphales promelas

(f athead minnow)
dYolk sac larvae 1242 C 2421 15 0 4 6

1254 C 24 t i 7.7 4 6

Juveniles # 1242 C 2411 300 4 6

Rastwra heteromorpha 1221 C 20 1.300 1 7

(Harleman fisk)' 1221 C 20 1.150 2 7

1221 C 20 1.050 4 7

1242 C 20 960 1 7

1242 C 20 600 2 7

1254 C 20 6.200 1 7

1254 C 20 1.450 2 7

1754 C 20 1,100 4 7
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Table E.2 (continued)
. . _ _ - - . . -_ . . - _ . -_ .-. .

PCB
A r rxior E mrwrimental Temperat ur e LC50"Spenes coni.entrat on Ref erent escomg~und cond4t ior,s, (Cl (davsl(54;b)

- . . . - - - . . ..-. .- -- .-- . . -

lew>stomus svthurus
(spot)

SL - 24 mm8 1254 C 8-10 50 26 8
1254 C 11-18 50 18 8

SL - 74 mm8 1254 C 28 -33 50 38 8

Logrxton rhombonks
(piafish)

R - 30 mmP 1254 C 16-22 50 12 8
Juvenile 1016 C N S" 32 0 33 5
Juvenile 1016 C N S^ 100 0 18 5

- - - - - - - . .. - .. - - -. - - . - - . . - . .

*S - stat c bioassey. C = cont.nuous flow bioassay.
"LC50 - the lethal concentrat,on (see column 5) that will kill 50% of the test organnms in a f, ed

period of time (w e column 6).
' Toxic solutions added to emperimental tanks ear.h day
# Larvae were c 24 he old
* Juveniles were three tr<onths old
'Smati (1 to 3 cm) Malayan f.sh.
8 5L - standard length (from t p of snout to fork of tail)
"NS infermatenn not stated
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Following are some important assumptions that were used in evaluating fuel-cycle health
effects:

1. The Uranium Fuel Cyclel

a. For mine and mill emissions it was assumed that population density in the United
States varies from 4.3 persons per square kilometer (11 persons per square mile)
in the west to 93 persons per square kiloneter (240 persons per square mile) in
the east, all uniformly distributed. For all other facilities. density was assumed
to be 93 persons per square kilometer. Most of the calculated health effects would
occur outside the 80-km radius of the plant. The mortality rate for the U.S. popu-
lation is about 2,000.000 per year from all causes.)

b. A " box" atmospheric dispersion model was used; vertical dispersion was limited to
1000 m, wind speed to 2 m/sec. and deposition velocity to 1 cm/sec for all partic-
ulates except those resulting from decay of noble gases (including radon-222
daughters, for which a velocity of 0.3 cm/sec was assumed.

c. The dose comitment from one year of operation for each type of fuel-cycle facility
was calculated. This dose comitment represents the sum of the 50-year dose con-
mitments from one year of operation and each of the st.bsequent 99 years (i.e., a
100-year environmental dose conmitment). In the case of radon-222 the health effects
estimates are based on the estimated 100-year dose comitments for the radon-222
released each year per reference reactor year for- times up to 1000 years. In the
case of carbon-14, the environmental dose commitment was extended to encompass environ-
mental dose comitments of 100 to 1000 years.

d. Radioactive materials were not considered to be removed from food chains except by
radioactive decay. Only in the case of carbon-14 was an environmental sink assumed
to be acting on biological availability.

Krypton-85 and carbon-14 not removed from the plume in the United States were assumede.
to mix uniformly in the world's atmosphere. Tritium is assumed to be mixed uniformly
in the world's circulating water volume,

f. Resuspension of deposited particulates was considered.

g. Bioaccumulation of radioactivity in food chains was considered (generally upper-bound
estimates).

h. An 80% capacity factor was assumed.

22. The Coal Fuel Cycle "'

Because the major impact of the coal fuel cycle results from power-plant emissions, only
the critical assumptions concerning emissions will be discussed:

a. Actual population distributions within 80 km of several nuclear plant sites were used;
the average population of 3.8 million people experiences about 25,000 per year mortality
rate frora all causes.

b. Actual meteorological data from the same plants, to calculate inhalation exposures to
sulfates out to 80 km, were used.

c. A 1000-ft stack for emissions was assumed.

d. Use of 34-sulfur coal with 12% ash and 28 MJ/kg (12,000 Btu /lb) (eastern coal) for an
upper-bound estimate of health effects was assumed; use cf 0.41-sulfur coal with 3%
dsh and 28 MJ/kg (eastern coa t) for a lower-bound estimate was assumed.

A removal of 99% particulates from plant emissions was assumed.e.

f. A 10%-per-hour oxidation rate for conversion of sulfur oxides to sulfates was assumed.
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g. The dose-response relationships of Lave and Seskin,5 Winklestein et. al,6 and others '3*72

were used to calculate excess mortality and morbidity;2 adjustnents were made for frac-
tions of sulfates in the total suspended particulates.

h. Resuspension of deposited particulates was not directly considered, although deposition
Was.

1. A 75% capacity factor was assumed.
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G.1 INTRODUCTION

Because of the bathymetric characteristics of the river at the intake sitel and tne results of
field velocity measurementsi taken during the 1973 spring and sunrer hydrologic surveys at
transect A (ER, Figs. 2.5-4 and 6.1-1), a cross section of the river at the intake site was
initially divided into nine sections. However, af ter the location of the 1977 ichthyoplankton
sampling stations along transect 1-2 was reviewed (Joint Hearing Exhibit J-129, Fig.1), the
west channel of the river was divided in half to account f ar the two ichthyoplankton stations
(B1-2, Cl-2) located there. Velocities in these two regions of the west channel, which encom-
pass six sections, were assumed to be equal. As a result, the staff's model was based on the
division of the river into twelve sections (Fig. G.1). The area and average velocity of each
section (Table G.1) were calculated from information provided by the applicant.1.2

ES- 4707

MSL
WEST EAST

SHORE]
SHORE12

9
2 5

8

10

3 6

/ ii

7
4

SCALE (APPROXIMATE):
HORIZONTAL : i in. = 400 f f
VERTICAL 1 in. = 10 f t

Fig. G.l. Cross section of the Hudson River at the intake site. Adapted from Stone and
Webster Engineering Corporation, " Transect Nomal to Revised Intake," submitted to the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Connission of NRC/PASNY meeting held in Washington, D.C., Feb. 2, 1977.

The distributions of eggs, yolk-sac larvae, and postlarvae along a transect from the intake
site near station Al-2 across the river to the east shore (station El-2) at various depths
(surface, middepth, and bottom) are considered in the model. These distributions were deter-
mined by calculating the density of each life stage and species in each of the 12 sections at
various times during the spawning season; ichthyoplankton data collected by the applicant in
1977 at six stations along this trcnsect (1-2) were used as input.3 Finally, data on river
flows (fable G 2) are also r,ecessary in calculating entrainment losses. Data on estimated
river flows at the Cementon site in 1977 during the period when spawning occurred and ichthyo-
plankton sampling was conducted were used in these calculations. In addition, the average and
minimum flows recorded at Green M1and for the period 1947 to 1971 were used in estimating
the fraction of ichthyoplankton passing the plant that would be entrained. Use of these data
on historical flows in the Hudson River extends the scope of the staff's assessment of entrain-
ment lostes by allowing consideration of the kpact cf plant operation on the Hudson River
fisheries during periods of low flow.
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Table G.1. Average niocity and area for each of 12
sections of the Hudson Rent along a transect

normal to the intake site
_ _ ~ . _ . _ _ _ .

R ever ichthyoplank ton ''d'6'
section station * (m2)

TaWe G.2. Estimated average monthly not nuer flows at Cementon in 1977
1 A o 26 19 5

and measured anrage and eneninwrn daily H *s at Green liland
2 B ls) 0 50 470 8

4 B(b) 0.37 229 4
. _ _ ''']94I#II _ _.

3 8 (m) 0 45 443 8

River How h how at hn Wan#
5 C (s) 0 50 470 8
6 C (m) 0 45 443 8 at Cementon Average Minimum

'

7 C (b) 0 37 229 4 c,, m ' /see *s #' ' '"
8 J 0 41 1118 4
9 0 (5) 048 1040.5 April 46.820 1325 98 31.600 894 9 4.800 135 98

10 D (m) 0 44 987 0 May 18.381' 520 5' 17.800 504 1 1,770 50 1
11 D (b) 0 34 615 9 June 8.449' 239 3' 9.290 263 1 1F0 45 6
12 E O 27 147.4

~ ~~ ' -' ~ ~ '

July 6.343' 179 6' 5.940 168.2 1.' 40 37 9
August 6.2578 177.28 5.250 148 7 1. 3) 46 7

8 Locations shown in Jomt Hearing E xh, tat J 129
Fig 1; s = surf ace, m = middepth, b = bottom * Data from E R. Tatde 2 51.

bComput ed from field velocity rneasurements bData from J. Biake, Power Authority of the State of New York, personal
taken in 1973 during spr.ng and summer hydrologic communication with J. M. Los, Oak Ridge National L;nboratory, Oak Redge,
surveys at transect A. see Stone and Webster Engi- Tenn. Apr. 24,1978.
neering Coeparation, " Field Velocity Measurements.'' 'Dota from Joint Hearing E xhibit J 129. Table 3.
submitted to the U S Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
soon staff at NRC,PASNY meet.nq held in Washing
ton, D C., Feb 4.197 7.

' Computed from a graph, drawn to scale, of a
cross section of the river along a transect normal to
the intake site, see Stone and Wetzter Engineering
Corporation. " Transect Normal to Revised intake,*'
submitted to the U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis.
sion staff at NPC/PASNY meeting held in Washing
ton, D C., Feb. 2.1917.

The model developed by the staff for the assessment presented in Sect. 5.5.2.1 is modified from
that used in the DES. The present model takes into account differences in velocity across the
river and at various depths because the transport of ichthyoplankton may be determined, to some
unknown extent, by the velocity regime in the river. Inclusion of this parameter in the model
resulted, in part, from a coment raised by the joint hearing board during their cross-
examination of the applicant's aquatic ecology panel (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," pp. J-5586-
5588). An analysis of the applicant's data on river velocities at the Cementon site indicated
that velocities at the surface were consistently higher than velocities at the middepth and
bottom stations. Also, velocities in the west channel generally exceeded those in the east
channel, whereas the velocities in both channels were higher than those recorded near stare and
at the shoal area between the west and east channels of the river. Because of the consis'ency
in the horizontal and vertical distribution of velocities during both the spring and summe.
hydrologic surveys, the staff was able to compute an average velocity in each of the twelve
sections of the river (Table G.1). The staff then used these values to compute the number of
ichthyoplankton that passed the plant during the 1977 spawning season.
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G.2 MODEL

2If of e is the velocity (m/sec) throe? section t at time t and 2; is the area (m ) of section
i, the,n gi,t. the volume of water passing through section t at tirhe t, is given by

(m3/sec) = a (v ) (1)qg,g g

lis the density (no./m ) of ichthyoplankton (for a given life stage of a particularIf di
species) in section i at time t, then ni e, the number of ichthyoplankton passing through the
section at time e, assuming that the ich{hyoplankton are passively transported in the water,
is given by

(number /sec) = d. (q )=Ji,t[#i("i,t)] (2)n g, g g,,

Further, the rate at which water passes the plant at time e, w , and the rate at whiche

ichthyoplankton pass the plant dt time t, ||t, are given by

e

Q (m /sec) = ,[ qg,g (3)t
t=1

and

a

1. g (number /sec) = ,[ (4)n ,

t=1

where s = number of river sections = 12.

By inte rating Ne over tima, the total number of ichthyoplankton passing the plant during the
time period of interest (.U ) can be obtained as follows:

8

N.= [ (5)n. .

i.1 ' , -

where r:g total number (i.e., af ter integration) of ichthyoplankton passing through section=

i over the time period of interest.

To detarmine the number of ichthyoplankton entrained, the fraction fi of section i withdrawn by
the plant was first estimated. If Cr is the total volume of cooling water withdrawn by the
plant during the time period of inte' rest, then the total volume of water, gi,, (p), withdrawn
from section i over the time period of interest is given by

qf ,(p) = Q If, (6)

where qi,, = total volume of water flowing through section t during the time period of interest.

The staff estimates that the makeup water for cooling purposes will be taken from sections I,
2, 3, and 4 (see Fig. G.1). About 20% of this water will be withdrawn from section 1 (i.e.,
It = 0.2), whereas the remair.ing 80% will be taken equally from sections 2, 3, and 4

A3* ? = 0.8/3). This estimate was trade considering 'he design of the intake StrJcture,(I "
2 4
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which includes three forward and two lateral openings (Fig. 3.4). The staff assumed that
water entering the upstream lateral opening would come from section 1 (represcited by ichthyo-
plankton station Al-2), and water passing through the other four openings would come equally
from sections 2, 3, and 4 or that portion of the west channel of the river in the vicinity of
ichthyoplankton transect B1-2.

Finally, the total number of ichthyoplankton entrained over the time period of interest (E.)
can be calculated from

e

E. = [ f.n . (8).
t t,.g,j

and the fraction entrained (FE) can be calculated by

FE = E./;. (9),

where .'.. is obtained from Eq. (5).

Equatiors (1) through (6) could have been used if velocities had been reasured concurrently
with the sampling of ichthyoplankton. Because the applicant did not collect velocity data in
this matter, Eqs. (2) through (6) were modified in the following way. Let <~ represent the
average velocity in the ith section2 and define 2g as

e

= a u /,[ a agg (10)o
g fg

t=1

No te tha t

e

[o *I (11)f
i=1

Because the only flow data available were average (or minimum) monthly flows (see Table G.2),
it was necessary to estimate the flows for each sampling date as

^i = average monthly flow

Thus,g can be estimated asg, g

i,t it (I2)*# '

wheresi,t is the estimated value of qi,t. Substituting in Eqs. (2), (4), and (5) gives

"g,e * ig,t(lf,3) . (2')

3

?. t " . i,e * (4')
t=1
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and

2

s. = [ 4. (5')
i) L*-

Similarly, Eqs. (8) and (9) can be modified to give

a
5= ~ f,n (8')1 ,

f.1
- g-

and

.h=1./5. (9')

As noted previously, as , (and, therefore, ultimately 5.) were obtained using numerical inte-
gration techniques. The trapezoidal integration rule was applied and zeros were used for
the two end points of the integration. These end points, which define the beginning and end
of the entrainment (spawning and nursery) season as April 10 and August 15, respectively, were
determined from data on the appearance of entrainable organisms collected during the applicant's
ichthyoplankton sampling programs in 1973,1974, and 1977 (see Joint Hearing Exhibit J-129) and
the "long-river" studies conducted by Texas Instmnents, Inc., from 1973 through 1976.'-7
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The derivation of all of the cost components that enter into the determination of generating
costs is described in this section. These cost conponents are corputed as a function of
irportant variables, particularly the escalation rate of labor and materials costs, the interest
rate charged for borrowed noney, and labor productivity in ter-s of ran-hours per kilowatt of
plant generating capacity. Finally, the cost components are cssembled through a standard
engineering-cost computational procedure to arrive at the busbar cost of electricity generation.
The sensitivity of generating cost to variation in construction costs and fuel costs is also
evaluated.

This evaluation is performed for the proposed 1200-fGe nuclear power plant and an equivalent
high-sulfur coal-fired plant using flue-gas desulfurization (FGD). The nuclear station is a
single unit and the coal-fired station has two 600-MWe units. The staff will conpute the
present worth of all costs to the assumed January 1987 operating date. The cost comparison
does not include transmission line costs because they are the same for both plant types.

The purpose of the calculations presented herein is to produce corparative estimates of the
total cost of power generation at, or near. the ornnW site over a prescribed 30-year oper-
ating period for the two energy systems.

H.1 CAPITAL COSTS

The CONCEPT computer programl (with phase V revisions) was used to provide a rough check on the
applicant's capital-costs estimates for both alternatives. This computer prograr ; access

to cost-index data files for 20 major cities in the United States. These files sotain data
on wage rates for 16 construction craf ts and unit costs for seven site-related materials as
reported weekly over the past 15 years in the trade publication, > r N. a-r These>

data are used to determine histnrical trends (escalation rates) in costs of site labor and
materials and to provide a current base for projecting future costs. The basic site-labor
requirerent used by the staff is derived from data in the model. The applicant's interest rate
of 7. per year was adoDted for the baseline computation. Table H.1 lists the assumptions the
staff used for the CONCEPT calculations.

Table H 1 Assumptions used m CONCEPT calculations for GCNPP

Revned Septe-tw 1978

Ptant t vue One unit PV.R with e.aporat we cochng towe's
A; t** at e re t t , pe Two un t coal
Un>t sae

Nuclear 1200 MWe net
Coal be e<f Coo MWe net per un.t

Plant location
Act ual Cc nenton. New York
CONCEPT calculations New Yor k City

Site labor require ments

N ud*ar 9 3 man hours kWe
Coas eth FGD lo man hours 'kV.e

Escalation our mg coristruction, i annuany
Puechasnt equ'ument 62
Site labor 77
Site mater rals 69

Inte est during construct on. % annuahy 7 compound
Sta't of design date

NSSS ordered September 1978
F owl at ter natwe September 1978

Star t of construction
Nrtear plint Septemtier 1979
Fowl altern tac S4 ptertler 1982o

Start of commercol ope ation J nt.ary 1987
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Table H.2 provides a sumary of the estimated capital investment required for construction of
the nuclear station using evaporative cooling towers. The estirated expenditures required for a
coal-fired station with FGD are summarized in Table H.3.

Table H 2. Plant capital meestment summary
foe the 1200MWe GCNPP uung a PWR

Revised Septerntwr 1978

Detect costs
(to' 1978 Si

Land and land rights 2

Structures and improvements 137
Reactor plant cau.pment 161

Turtune plant cau.pment 139

Electoc plant equ.pment 51

M scellaneous guant equ.sment 15

Ma,n condenser heat reject'on system 27

Subtot at 535
Contingancy anowance 76

Sobrotal 611

Indirect costs
(lo' 1978 $)

Construct on ser vices 91

Home of f.cc eng neer eng and ser ses 57
F,cid of fice engineering and ser vice, 34
Owner's costs 49

Suht ot a t 231

Total costs

Total daect and indirect costs, lo^ 1978 5 842

Allowance for escalat on. slo'' 232

Allowance for interest. Slo" 391
Plant capetal cost at commercial operation

Mdi.ons of dollars 1465
Dollars per tulowatt 1221

H.2 0FERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

The staff used the OMCST computer program" to estinate operating and maintenance (0&M) costs
for both the nuclear station and the coal-fired station. The program-computed nonfuel OSM costs
for the nuclear station and the coal-fired station with FGD equipnent are given in Tables H.4
and H.5, assuming operation in 1987 at 60% plant factor, which is near the current average plant
factor for base-load plants in the electric utility industry.

As indicated by the data in these tables, the annual 0&M cost for the power plants is given by
the OMCST program in terms of a fixed cost and a variable cost. The variable cost is about
40t of O&M for the coal-fired plant with 502 re m al but only about 3; of 0&M for the nuclear
plant. The annual fixed costs for these plants are 520.13 million for nuclear and $25.70 million
for coal.

In using tne data from Tables H.4 and H.S to develop the generation costs, the variable costs
can be computed as a function of plant factor by recognizing that the variablc unit cost is a
constant for each plant type unless the escalation factor for materials and labor is altered.
The variable costs for these plants are sunnarized in Table H.6 for plant factors of 50%, 601,
and 70t.

H.3 FUEL COSTS

Calculations of the nuclear fuel-cycle cost were based on the general procedures outlined in
ref. 3. The no-recycle-case cost components developed in ref. 4 were used after extending them
to the year 2015. Table H.7 lists the values used.
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Table H 3. Plant capitalinvestment summary for a
two umt 1200 MWe highsulfur coal fired plant

as an alternative to GCNPP

September 1978

Direct costs
(10' 1978 $)

Land and land rights 2

Structures and improvemeni. 76

Boder plant eqwoment 248
Tur b ne plant eqv;pment 125

Liectoc 64 ant eqwpment 60
Wreilaneous plant equipment 14

Main condenser heat resect.on system 24

Suhtotal 549
Cont.ngency allowarice 69

Subtotal 618

Indirect costs
(10* 1978 $1

Construction services 63
Home of fice engineering and servsces 17

Field of fice engineer eng and ser vices 18

Owner's cost 51

Subtotal 149

Total costs

Total d.<ect and ind.reet essts. 10^ 1978 $ 767

Allowance for escalat.on. $10' 339

Alloaance for interest. $10* 241

Plant ca:atal cost at comm-ce' s etson
Milhons of dollars 1341
Dollars per kilowatt 1123

Table H 4. Summary of annual r.onfust O&M costs fur
base-load nuclear steam-electres powi plants in 1987

iant type PWRD

Number of units per stJtron 1

with evaporative towers

Thermal input per un.t. MWt 3.711

Plant net beat rate. 8tu.' kwhr 10.55i
Plant net e'f sciency. % 32 44
Each unit. MWe net rating 1 /00
Annual net generation.10* kwhr f.307
Plant f actor il60

Staf f (215 persons at $43.041). 510' per year 9 254
Maintenance material. $10' per year 3.'25

Fixed 3.125
Var iable O

Sapphes and enpenses. $10' per year 5.350
F ix ed 4 596

Var ia ble 680
Insurance and fees. $10' per year 608

Commer cial habihty insurance 441

Government hab.hty insurance 37

Operating fees 130
Adm.nistrario. and arner a!. $10' per year 2.546
Total f med ets. $10' gr year 20.129
Total vsriable costs. $10' per year 680
Total annual O&M costs. $10' per year 20.809
Finea unit O&M coats, mois' kwhr (e) 3 19
Variab;e umt O&M msts. mdis kWhrfe) 0 11

Total uner O&M costs. tr.iils' kwhr tel 3 30

_ _ . . .._ _ __
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Table H 5. Summery of annual nonfuel O&M a>sts
for base load coal fired steam electric power plants

with FGD,in 1987

Plant type Coal
Numtis r of un+ts s+r station 2

with evaporetrve toacts and 50, semoval
Therm ! input per unit. MWt 1,668e

Plant net heat rate 0.486
Ptar t net cf f er rency, '% 35 97
Eac h urut, MWe net rating 600
Annual .et gener ation,10' kWbr 6,307
Ptant f actrn 0 60
St .f f 1336 per sons at $41.1701, $10 ' per year 13.833
Ma> ntenan< e rnaterial. $10 ' per year 5.576

f i med 4.388
Var i t,le 1,070

Supphes and expenses, $10' per year 23.387
F im mf 5,148
Var iable

Plan t 566
SO, hmestone and sluite dimosal 15,850

losuran<:e and fees, $10 ' per year 0
Commer cial hatii ht y irnur ance O

Gom nment hatehty insurance 0
Opee a t ag f ees 0

Artmin.st at.on arid general. $10' per year 2.337
Total fined costs. $10' s-r year 25.705
Total vor.ab; costs. $10' rwr ye r 17,496a

Total one=ual O&M wsts, $10' per year 43 201
Fixed un.t O&M msts, me'!s a Whr (el 4 08
Variable unit O&M (osts, initts inni(c) 2 77
Total urut O&M costs. tn.ils kWho t*l 6 85

Table H.6. Variable O&M costs in 1987
as a function of plant factor

Cost ($10' ' year ) for a plant
factOF Of '

50% C0% 70 1

Nuclear 567 080 793
Coal 14 580 17,4'r0 20.412

Table H.7, Material and service unit

costs (1975 dollars)

M.n ng ar.d mathng, $3g UiO.* 55
Converseon to UF., $Ag U 35
Ur anium ent ichment, $.'SWUh 75
00 f atAication, $A g HMc (152

Spent fuel transportation, $A g HM 15
Shent f uel stoeage, $ 'kg HM per year 5
Spent f uel <*issoul. S 'L g 100

* hr st year cost in 1986

''SWU separ:tive aork unit

'HM = heavy rnetal
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The fuel-cycle calculations were based on equilibrium conditions. After removal from the
reactor, the fuel is stored for five years and then shipped to a repository for disposal. The
staf f's assumptions concerning the reactor and other elements of the fuel cycle appear in
Table H.8.

Table H 8. Assumptions used in the
fuel cycle calculations

Reactor s,ie and type 1200 MWe PWR
Net thermal ef f ec ency, % 33
Specif.c gower, MWt M THMd 38h
Irrad;ation level, mwd /M THVd 32,6006
Fresh f ael eor ahment, % U 235 1 218
Spent f uel enochment % U 235 o 90h
Taits assay, % U 235 0 3e
Losses in conversion to UF., % o5
Losses in f atocation. % 15

*MTHM = metric tons of heavy metal
bDa ta f r om IVuclear Power Growth, Repor t

WASH 1139,1974
CData from U S. Nuclear Regidatory Commas on,

f anal Gener oc i nuoronmental Statement on the Use of
Recycle Plutonium en Maed Owle fuel in L rght

H/ater Coo /rv/ Reactors, NURLG 0002, Washir'gton,
D C.. August 1976

Costs for the various components of the fuel cycle were calculated in terms of dollars per
kilogram of heavy metal ($/kg HM) and converted to mills per kilowatt hour using an irradiation
level of 32,600 mwd per metric ton of heavy met;' (MTHM). The costs were escalated at 55 per
year to 1987. The 1937 present value for the 30-year life of the plant was calculated by
escalating the 1987 cost at 5% per year and by discounting at 7% per year, which is thet

average interest rate paid by the applicant. The present value for the 30-year period was
than amortized over 30 years, yielding a levelized cost. In addition to the St per year
escalation, U 03 prices were further increased by about 4% per year to account for depletion3

of the resource. The additional increase is based on an assumption of 507 GWe of nuclear
capacity in the year 2000 with no new construction af ter that date. The nuclear fuel-cycle
costs are sum.arized in Table H.9.

Table H.9. Summary of nuclear fuel cycle cost
levelaed over 30 years

Dollars per
kilogram of MJh 1Whr

dur anium

U O, 2219 8 60i

Convers on to UF. 75 0 29
Ene uhment 864 3 34
F bocation 283 1 09
Stor a y 74 0 28
Transpor tation 45 o 17
D6posal 298 1 16

Total 3878 14 93

*Conta ned in fuel.

Carrying charges on the funds required to support the fuel cycle were calculated using the
following set of assumptions:

1. One year elapses between U 03 purchase and conversion of UFe, enrichment, and fabrication.3

2. Residence time in the reactor is based on capacity factors of 50%, 60s, and 70% ard on
32,600 P'Wd/MT4M exposure.

3. The specific power is 38 rtWt/MTHM.
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*
4. Spent fuel is stored for five years before final disposal.
5. Interest of 7% is charged on invested funds required to support the fuel cycle.

The carrying charges are sunmarized in Table H.10.

Table H.10. Carrying charges for nuclear
fuel cycle costs as a function of plant

capacity factor

Capacity f actor
(m msM ht )

50 2 07
60 1.78
70 1 67

In summary, the total 30-year levelized nuclear fuel cycle costs, including carrying charges,
estimated by the staff ranges from 16.5 mills /kWnr at 70; plant factor to 17.0 mills / kwhr
at 50% plant factor.

The most logical source of eastern high-sulfur coal f or the applicant would be the Pennsylvania-
West Virginia-Kentucky region. The bid /ask contract price in mid-1978 for bituminous coal from
that region ranged from $21 to $24 per ton.6 Unit-train rail rates to Rochester, New York,
are about $8 per ton;6 unit-train rates'to Greene County should be about the same. Using a
midpoint estimate, coal delivered to the Greene County site would currently cost about $30.50
per ton, or about $1.27 per million Btu for coal with a heat contcnt of 12,000 Btu /lb. Recent
coal deliveries to Rochester, New York, cost between $1.27 and $1.53 per million Btu.'
Escalated at 5% per year until 1987, the energy cost of eastern high-sulfur coal delivered
by rail to Greene County would be at least $1.83 per million Stu.

H.4 POWER GENERATION COSTS

The estimated capital costs, annual 0&M costs, and annual or levelized fuel costs discussed in
the preceding paragraphs were used to determine probable baseline generating costs for the
types of power plants considered. The capital costs are converted to levelized annual costs
through the use of the applicant's annual fixed charge rate of 9.52L for nuclear units and
9.37% for fossil units (Joint Hearing Exhibit J-16R). The levelized annual cost of O&M for
the power plants and the cost of coal are obtained by applying present worth and then annualiz-
ing factors to the 1987 first-year costs, asst, ming a 30-year operating life. Note that the
nuclear fuel cost is already levelized. These present worth and levelized annual cost factors
are derived using assumptions of 5%-per-year escalation during plant operation and a 7T, discount
rate reflecting the applicant's cost of borrowed funds. The levelized annual component costs
for each plant type are converted to levelized unit component costs (mills per kilowatt hour)
for selected plant capacity factors of 50, 60, and 70T The sum of the levelized unit com-
ponent costs for each plant type is the energy generation costs (mills per kilowatt hour).

The following is an illustration of the procedure used to compute the power generation costs for
the nuclear station; the values previously derived and a 60'. capacity factor are used.

The levelized annual cost, LC(C), for recovery of capital investment is calculated as follows:

LC(C) = capital costs x fixed charge rates
$1,465,000,000 x 0.0952=

$139,468,000=

The unit generation cost attributed to recovery of capital investment CC(C), is given by

* ' plant capaci ty x Et r year x Epacity factor
~-

s
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At a 60% capacity factor,

5139,468,000
C (C) * T 200,000 x 87Co x 0.6

= 21.95 mills / kwhr

The total annual O&M cost for the nuclear plant is determined by

O&M = $20,129,000 (fixed) + $680,000 (variable)

= $20,809,000 .

The factor applied to first-year costs to determine the current worth of production costs
(0&M and fuel) for the prescribed 30-year plant life (n = 30 years) at an escalation rate
c of 5% per year and a discount rate i of 7% per year is denoted here as 1;.7 and is illus-
trated as follows:

H

T EF = [ [(1 + e)'-'(1 + i)#]{i/[(1 + i)" - 1]) = 21.6
t=1

The levelized annual cost of a series of future payments is the product of the current-worth
costs and a capital recovery factor (cRF), defined as follows for a 30-year period n and a
discount rate i of 7% per year:

((1 + i)" 1
CRF = =y

(1 + i) -1

Thus the levelized annual cost for the nuclear plant 0&M costs is

LC(0&M) = O&M x FWF x cAF

= 0&M x (21.6/12.41)
= $20,809,000 x 1.74

= $36,208,000

The unit generation cost attributed to 0&M costs is calculated the same as above for capital
recovery and is illustrated as follows for a 60% capacity factor:

Le(0&M)
Gc(0&M) = T 2if0 TiB0 x 8760 x 0.6

, 36,208,000
6.31 x 10)

= 5.74 mills / kwhr

The total generating cost of the 1200-MWe nuclear power plant (X7c) per unit energy delivered
at 60% capacity factor is the sum of the individual levelized generating costs derived above
and the levelized nuclear fuel-cycle costs:

NSC = Cc(c) + Cc(0&M) + NFC + cc
= 21.95 + 5.74 + 14.93 + 1.78

= 44.4 mills / kwhr

The levelized unit generating costs attributable to capital recovery and 0&M for the high-sulfur
coal-fueled power plant are derived in a similar manner using the values described in Sect. H.3.
At a 60% capacity factor, these unit generation costs are

1 347,000,000 x 0.0937
ac(c) = TM0,000 x 8760 x 0 6 = 20.01 mills / kwhr .

-

GC(0&M) = p-h j6 = 11.91 mills / kwhr0.6
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To compute the generating costs attributable to the 1987 cost of fuel, the staff assumed a
heat rate value of 9500 Btu /irWhr for the coal-fired plant with FGD. Using the previously
derived 1987 value of 183c per million Btu for coal, the staff calculates the 1987 unit cost
of fuel as follows:

1937-cost cost = - - 0_BA M Cs

10' Btu kwhr cent

17.38 mills / kwhr=

By applying the 30-year levelizing factor (21.6/12.4 = 1.74) to the first-year of coal, the
levelized generation cost of fuel, c(F), for the high-sulfur coal-fired plant would be

x(r) = 17.38 mills / kwhr x 1.74
= 30.24 mills / kwhr

Combining these individual generating costs, the total generating cost at 60! capacity factor
for the high-sulfur coal-fired plant (%') would be

c ; ' = 20. 01 + 11. 91 + 30. 24

= 62.16 mills / kwhr

The generating costs for both types of plants were also calculated for capacity factors of
50 and 70 Table H.ll shows the results of all calculations. For the staff-derived baseline
estimates, the nuclear plant produces energy at t,etween 681 and 72; of the cost of the coal-
fired plant for a given capacity factor. The nuclear plant at 507, capacity factor would have
generating costs of more than 10% less than those of a coal-fired plant operating at 70? capacity
factor. Because current records of large base-load plants of both types do not indicate such a
great difference in operating availability, the staff finds that the nuclear power plant option
is economically preferable at a Greene County site.

Table H.11. Construction of generation cost analysis for the 1200 MWe PWR GCNPP and for a two umt
hsgh sulfur cool fired plant with FGD

Assumed operatmg date is Januar y 198 7

Costs for a nuclear plant Costs foi a coal plant
f actor of- factor of.

50 % 60% 70 % 50 % 60 % 70%

Capital cost.8 $10* 1465 1465 1465 1347 1347 1347
Levelized annual capital 1395 139 5 139 5 126 2 126 2 126 2

8cost iecover y
Levehied capital cost 26 34 21 95 18 81 24 01 20 of 17.15

tecover y. millslWhr
O&M costse $10' per year

F xed 20.129 20.129 20.192 25 71 25 71 25.71
Var s atile 0566 0 080 0 793 1458 17.50 20 42

Total.198 7 20 695 20 809 20 922 40 29 43 20 46.13
Levehicd annual O&M costs, $10' 3G01 36 21 3G 40 70.10 75 17 80 27
Levehied O&M costs, rmils' kwhr 6 85 5 74 4 95 13 34 11 91 9 53
Levehied fuel costs, emHs k Whr 17.0 16.7 16 5 30 24 30 24 30 24
Levehied energy generation costs. 50 18 44 4 40 25 6795 62 16 56 92

millsA Whr

* Data from CONCEPT computer program
6 Fined charge rare for nuclear - 9 52%. f <med charge rate for coat = 9 37%
' Data from OMCST computer progsam
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H.5 NUCLEAR DECOMMISSIONING COSTS

Af ter the useful life of a nuclear power unit, a utility must consider methods and costs of
decomissioning the nuclear unit. Decomissioning can be accomplished by one of the following
methods: (1) mothballing, (2) entombment, (3) prompt dismantling, (4) mothballing and delayed
dismantling, or (5) entombment and delayed dismantling.

The costs of these procedures were evaluated for the Atomic Industrial Forum.? The least expen-
sive alternatives are mothballing or entombing methods, which would have 1975 costs (including
long-term maintenance and surveillance) of less than $10 million. It is unlikely that promot
dismantling will be undertaken to dismantle nonradioactive portions of the station. Therefore,
for a period of mothballing with surveillance followed by dismantling of the radioactive por-
tions of a pressurized-water nuclear power unit, the 1975 cost would be about $22 million.7

Selecting the delayed dismantling method and applying a 7 -per-year escalation rate to the 1975
costs, the dernmissioning cost in the year 2020, the approximate end of plant life, might be
about $462 million for a single-unit plant. With a 71-per-year discount rate, the annualized
30-year cost of generation to cover the decommissioning cost in 1997 would be about $3.9 million,
or 0.62 mills / kwhr. Thus, decomissioning charges increase the generation usts by about 1.51

H.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity of generation costs to vallations in cost categories can be readily examined by
referring to Table H.ll. First, note that the nuclear plant total generation cost for a 60%
plant factor is almost 18 mills / kwhr less than that for the high-sulfur coal-fired plant.

To equilibrate the total generating cost through capital cost adjustment, the levelized capital
cost recovery value for the nuclear plant would have to increase by 18 mills / kwhr, or about
65; in capital cost. As determined from the use of the CONCEPT code and application of con-
sistent values for the exogenous parameters, such a large increase in the estimated capital
cost for the nuclear plant is believed to be unlikely wit"out a comparable increase in the
capital cost of the coal-fired plant. Cost trends of the past decase confirm that capital
costs of coal-fired plants have kept pace with the rapid escalation of nuclear plant capital
costs.

A comparison of the 0&M costs of the nuclear and coal-fired plants (Table H.4 and H.5) and the
OMCST code description 2 indicates that about 90I of the difference in the levelized O&M costs
arises from the need for a _much larger staff to operate the coal-fired plant and for the large
amount of limestone used in the FGD process. Because neither of these requirements is likely
to be appreciably decreased, there is little possibility for reducing the differential in the
0&M costs between the two types of power plants.

With respect to fuel costs, the staff has evaluated the total generating costs for both plants
assuming (1) no escalation after operation begins and (2) an increase in the general escalation
rate af ter operation begins by 10% per year for the nuclear option only. The levelized energy
generation costs (including data from Table H.ll) are shown for comparison in Table H.12. This
evaluation shows that nuclear and coal-fired plants at a given plant factor are economically
equivalent (within about 5%) only when the nuclear fuel-cycle costs escalate at a annual rate
between Si and 10% per year more than does the cost of coal. However, the staff does not
believe that the escalation rates for the cost of the two fuels will differ to that degree.

Although moderate variation in cost for a single factor is not likely to result in equalizing the
generation costs for the two plant types at a Greene County site, a combination of less drastic
variations, all favorable to the coal-fired option, might result in equivalency. For example,
the following set of adjustments to the basic snalysis (which led to the results in Table H.ll)
would result in approximately equal generating costs:

1. An increase in capital cost for the nuclear plant of 10% would add about 2 mills / kwhr
to nuclear plant generating cost.

2. A decrease in capital costs for the coal-fired plant of 10% would reduce coal-fired
generating cost by about 2 mills /LWhr.

3. Adjustments in C&M procedures and estimated costs producinq a net 20! reduction in the
0&M cost dif ferential observed in Table H.ll would reduce the total generation costs
differential by about 8 mills / kwhr.
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Table H 12. Senutmty of gueraung msts to fuel mst variations for nudear
and hegh se ' fur cual fired power plants

Levelae.1 fuel mts I O'*l4""" 8' '"4 C0 5' U" ^ * W h' l

Wid Whr ) For a nudear plant factor of F or a < nal plant f ac tor of

N uc lear * Coal bo% 00% 70 % m 00 % 70%

No esulateon 782 20 0 43 0 373 33 2 57 * 52 0 46 7
5% per year ewafation* 14 93 30 24 bo 2 44 4 40 2 076 62 2 66 9
10% per year esulatmo 28 o 63 2 57 4 53 2

*Plus urrving charges. whic h are a function of enwestment in f uel and plant f attor.
6 This es the staff's twoc analyus

4. Economic evaluation indicates that if the cost of nuclear fuel cycle escalates by about
2% per year more than the cost of coal, the generating cost differential would decrease
by about 6 mills / kwhr, assuming that the national basic escalation rate is SI per year.

However, although each of the above adjustments is believed to be within the range of possible
vailation for each factor, it is very improbable that all of the adjustments would favor only
the coal-fired option. Probability dictates that sofne of the assumed adjustments would fovor
the nuclear option.

In conclusion, the staff believes that the generation costs sumarized in Table H.ll present
a fair comparison of the nuclear and coal-fired options.

H.7 OIL-FIRED STATIONS

for purposes of comparing the generating costs of new power stations with existing units, the
staff has developed the following estimate of fuel costs fc oil-fired units to supplement
the cost analysis in Table H.ll.

Oil-fired generating stations in New York generally use imported oil. The terminal prices for
No. 6 fuel oil (1% sulfur, maximum) in 1977 averaged about $14 per barrel (42 U.S. gallons) at
Baltimore.8 At New York harbor facilities, the price of No. 6 fuel oil with less sulfur
(0.3% maximum) averaged about $15 per barrel in 1977. Escalation at 5% per year to 1987
results in a value of about $22.80 to $24.40 per barrel. This is equivalent to an average
energy cost of $4.00 per million Btu, or about 36 mills / kwhr at a heat rate of 9000 Btu / kwhr.

The first-year cost of power generation at the 1200-MWe nuclear station at 601 plant factor
can be derived from information provided in Table H.ll. The capital recovery cost is about
22 mills / kwhr. The annual O&M cost (1987) of about $20.8 million at 60% plant factor is
equivalent to 3.3 mills / kwhr. The nuclear fuel cost analysis indicates that the 1987 cost
would be about 9.0 mills / kwhr. The total generation sost in 1987 would be about 34.2 mills / kwhr,
which is slightly less than the 1987 fuel oil cost per unit energy generated. The 30-year
levelized cost of fuel oil would be about 62.6 mills / kwhr. When compared with the total
levelized cost in Table H.ll, these fuel costs for oil-fired units are much more than in the
nuclear case.

Thus, building and operating new nuclear plants appears to be more economical in both near-term
and long-term scenarios than continuing to use exist!nq oil-fired stations if the O&M and
fuel costs continue to escalate at 5% per year.

H.8 SUMMARY OF GENERATION COSTS

from an independent examination of capital, O&M and fuel costs, the staff finds that nuclear
power has a decided economic advantage over the cheapest alternative power-plant fuel, high-
sulfur coal from the Appalachian ccal fields. The high-sulfur coal-fired plant becomes
ecenomically competitive only when seemingly unrealistic assumptions of underlying costs
favoring the coal option are made. For reasons of generation economics, reliability of fuel
supply, and national trade policy, it may be advantageous to minimize future use'of existing
oil-fired stations by constructing and operating new base-load power plants using nuclear fuel.
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The regional econometric model for forecasting electricity demand by sector and by statel was
one of the principal tools used by the staff to evaluate energy and load forecasts for New York
State. This appendix briefly describes that model and highlights the sensitivity analyses that
are the basis of the staf f's best-estimate and higher-growth forecasts.

The regional electricity demand forecasting model is a simultaneous-equation econonetric model
that contains submodels for the residential, comnercial, and industrial sectors. Each sub-
model consists of two equations: (1) a demand equation relating electricity demand to its
detenninants (economic, demographic, climatic, and gas availability variables) and (2) a price
equation relating electricity price to its detenninants (fuel costs and other costs of genera-
tion, transmission, and distribution). Thus the complete model captures the interrelationships
not only between demand and price but also among sectors. Finally, econometric estimation is
perforned by region, allowing the forecasting of electricity demand and price by regicn and
state.

Alternative forecasts are derived from the rodel by specifying the compound annual growth rates
(CAGRs) of the independent variables for particular years. The staff then performs sensitivity
analyses by making parametric channes in the specification. Energy forecasts f rom the Chern
model are derived from the simultaneous equations system that treats both demand and price for
eau.. consuming sector endogenously; these energy forecasts are then adjusted by the applicant's
projected load factors to forecast peak demand.

Table !.1 presents the CAGRs of selected independent variables specified in the staff's best-
estimate case. The resultant forecasts of energy demand and price CAGRs are given in Table I.2.

Table i 1. CAGRs N of selected mdependent war ahles
in the twst estimate case

. ____ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _

Vanabled 1976-1980 1981- 1985 1986 -1990

POP o 12 o 12 0 12
CH o 90 o 90 o 9o
PCI 25 25 2o
TOC 5 84 5 45 4 90
DGC o 23 0 19 o 19
CC o 80 o 60 o 50
PGC 2 55 2 55 2 55
CGC 0 49 04o 0 39
Cl 0 40 03o o 3o
VA o 1 24 1 24
IGC o 81 o 54 -1.71
POlA o.15 2 79 3 09

* POP popula t .oo. CH = numtwr of elec t r io t y customers -
rnent ral set.t or , PCI per capita per sor al income. TOC a <er age
rosts of generation. transmission, and d-str eution; RGC < numtwr of
natur al gas customers ~ resent.al sector, CC ' number of electrioty
customer s - commeroel set. tor, PGC = natural gas pr,re - commeroal
v rtor, CGC ' number of natural gas customers - commercal sector, Cl
= numtwr of elettnoty customers - industna'sertor, VA = value added
m manuf ar.turing. IGC = number of natural gas customers - indasti-al
sec tor , pol A pra e of No 6 f uel oil. ad usted by wholesale pr ael

1 Mts* A

Table I.3 presents the CAGRs of selected independent variables specified in the staff's higher-
growth case. The resultant forecasts of energy demand and price CAGRs are given in Table I.4

Of the selected independent variables listed in Tables I.1 and I.3, both populathn and value-
added substantially contribute to the differences in forecast energy demand. The staff's
assessment that the best-estimate case is more likely than the higher-growth case relies on
forecasts of these independent variables done at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The staff
has chosen to adopt the projections of population and employment from Bjornstad et al.2 For
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Table 12. F orecast CAGRs (%) of electricity dernand and price for NYPP
en the twit estimate caw, 1976-1990

.._ -. ._- - . - . - .--

Su t or
- - - - - - - - - Tote

H ew iem t < al Commercial b at tesf r .al

E ler trioty demand 26 43 07 27

E lectocity := o 40 45 73 51

Table f.3. CAGRs (%) of selected endependent varutdes
in the highergrowth caw

Varia bM 1975 -1980 1981-1985 1986-1990

POP O 24 0 24 0 24
CR ' .04 1 04 1 04
PCI 250 2 50 2 00
TOC 5 Ett 5 45 4 90
HGC 0 23 019 019
CC 0 80 0 60 0 50
PGC 2 55 2 55 2 55
CGC 0 43 0 40 0 39
Cl o 40 0 30 0 30
VA 0 50 2 50 2 50
ICC -0 83 -o 54 --1 71
POIA 0 15 2 79 309

* Variable notations are e=pla ned in Table 1.1.

Table 14. Forecast CAGRs (%) of electricity dernand and price for
NYPP m the higher growth case. 1976-1990

5H t Of
-- - - - - - - - - _ - - Tagg
Resaler.t.at Co m nie r t .al f oetus tr .of

Electr aitv demanti 28 44 24 33

E lectric:t y poce 40 45 74 51

value-added, the staff calculated a "real" CAGR for New York by adjusting 1965 to 1976 data
with the wholesale price index in manufacturing. 3-5

The CAGR from 1965 to 1973 was 1.241. The CAGR from 1965 to 1976 was 0.751. The staff there-
fore forecasted a return to the historical growth rate of 1.24% from 1981 to 1905 and 1986 to
1990 in the best-estimate case. In the higher-growth case, the staff forecasted value-added
at 0.50 , 2.50%, and 2.50; from 1976 to 1980, 1981 to 1985, and 1986 to 1990 respectively.
Although some recovery of these job losses has apparently taken place in 1978, evidence for
1976 and 1977 on firms moving in or out of New York State indicates that a significant net loss
in jobs has taken place durin9 these yeirs.6 Table 1.5 shows the projected population, total
erployment, and manufacturing employment annual growth rates for the United States and New York
State fran 1970 to 2000. The staff concludes, judging from the information available at this
time, that 0.501, 2.50%, and 2.50: CAGRs for value-added are much less likely than a return to
historical growth rates.
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Table 15. Projected population, total employment, and
manuf acturueg employment annual growth rates

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ _ _

Annuel q<owth rates, 1970-2010
(%I

T otal Mariuf acturing
" # "

employment employment
. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

United states o 86 1. ''4 o 67

New Nork state 0 12 0 60 -1 18
. _ _ . ~ _ _ . _

source D J B orrstad et al , Long Term Projectrons of Populatoni

sod Employment for Subnatenal Regens of the Unitevi States (Seres
TOPS RF OBERS/, Report ORNL/TM 6ss7. Oak R:dp Nanonal
Laborator v. Oak R dge. Tenn., to be published.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX !

1. W. S. Chern et al. , Rga oral Econmetric 'xlel for Fore.natin. Fitatricity % :el by
Secter and by State, Report ORNL/NUREG-49, Oak Ridge National Laboratrry, Oak Ridge,
Tenn., October 1978.

2. D. J. Bjornstad et a1. , hm3-Ta-, Fro.:ectic>:s cf hiulaticn w:1 E t3 cycnt for subnr ionn
R(,' ens of ti:e United States (Series TcFr.1.c?ER7), ORNL/TM-6557, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn. , (to be published).

3. U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 5:<siness Statietics, 'at, Ricnnial Eliticn, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., May 1976.

4. U.S. Bureau of the Census, na!.atical Matn2ct of tN i!nited Statec, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., selected issues.

S. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Am.aal levey of Mmaf:etarcrs, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., selected issues.

6. New York State Commerce Department, " Major Job Movements in New York State 1976 to 1977
(Affecting 400 Jobs or More)," Albany, N.Y., monthly reports from January 1976 to
August 1977.
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June 20, 1973

RESOLUTION No. 157-73

REQUESTING MORATORIUM ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Mr. Palmer offered the following resolution and moved its
adoption:

WHE RE AS , there is a concerted effort to increase the
utilization of Nuclear Power Plants to acet our growing needs for
electrical energy; and

WHEREAS, recognized experts in nuclear physics have express-
ed grave concern for continued expansion of nuclear power in
this f ashion and for the safety f actors involved; and

WHE RE AS , even existing nuclear facilities are not operated
at design capabilities because of concern for safety factors; and

WHEREAS, even the proponents of nuclear power want them in
relatively unpopulated areas for safety reasons; and

WHE REAS , such facilities are a serious threat to our envir-
canent because of the heat residues and atomic wastes they create;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Greene County
Legislature , reflecting the concern of its citizens, does request
that the State of New York and the United States of America
declare a moratorium on further development of nuclear power
generating f acilities until there is complete understanding and
satisf action concerning the present and future safety of such
facilities and satisfactory means of disposing of the heat and
wastes which are generated by them in addition to electricity;
and be it further

RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution be sent to our
State and Federal representatives and to President Nixon and
Governor Rockefeller; and be it further

RESOLVED, that copies of this resolution be sent to the
legislative bodies of every other county in New York State
requesting their consideration of this most important subject
and their participation in saving New York State f rom such
nuclear facilities until all the prcblems and hazards are satis-
factorily disposed of.

Seconded by Mr. Kozloski.

Ayes 12 Noes 0 Absent 0

Carried.
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June 20, 1973

RESOLUTION NO. 158-73

AUTHORIZING RETENTION OF EXPERTS ON NUCLEAR PO';ER

Mr. Palmer offered the following resolution and moved its
adoption :

WHE REAS , Columbia and Greene Counties are faced with a
threa t to their economies and environments by a proposal by the
fewer Authority of the State of Ncn York to locate power gener-
ating facilities in Greene County on the Hudson River which is
the boundary between Columbia and Greene Counties; and

WHEREAS, the Power Authority of the State of New York for
the last three years has attempted to obtain a license from the
Federal Power Commission ts build a transmission line from the
Gilboa-Blenheim Pump Storage Facility to Leeds in Greene County
as part of an overall power plan, but has deliberately concealed
the full scope of their nlans and has failed to cooperate with
the local citizens affected by the project; and

WHEREAS, the overall power plan appears to be to locate
several generating facilities in the Greene Comnty area 'fith
power lines and other supporting facilities, all of whic, will
have major economic and environmental impact on the Colu:-bia-
Greene county area; and

.

WHEREAS, the local citizens have voiced their opini U that
the county 1cgislative bodies should provide leadership .ad
tunding to insure complete investigation of the power prdiosals
2nd to insure full compliance with the laws of the state and
nation;

NOW, TH E REFO RE , BE IT RESOLVED, that the Chairman of the
Creene County Legislature has appointed a special committee
which committee is charged with the responsibility to investigate
fully the proposals of the Power Authority of the State of New
York with ref erence to this area and to report to the legislative
body of this county; that said committee with the approval of
the County At torney is authG _ ized to retain the services of
experts including such engineers and attorneys as they deem
necessary to advise them; said comnittee is not to undertake
any intervention in administrative proceeding or to undertake
litigation in any court until authorized to do so by the Greene
i cunty Legisla tur e, if such intervention or litigation is dcened
advisable, then such authority must be requested and specifically
authorized; and be it further

RESOLVED, that said County Attorney is authorized to expend
an amount not to exceed $7,500.00 to undertake such investigation
and to employ experts; and be it further

R1:SO LVED, that a certified copy of this resolution be
f orwa rded to the Columbia County Board of Supervisors.

Seconded by Mr. Kozlo ki.

Ayes 12 Noes 0 Absent 0

arried.
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M (.H t.t:N t: I Ol'NTY I t 4.1%f.%I8 HP:
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March 20.197 8
I!ESOI,t'Tli sN No 11471

SLTPOl! TING STATt: 1.t GISI.ATION III Qt'llllNG 1.DCAl.
CONSF NT To l'It(til CTS IN ITS JI:ItisDIcl' ION

Mr Palmer offere 1 the f'llowing revriution anel rnesed its a.i..pto ,n

Wi!!:f;E A i A w. mbs3 rn in I,ane has int r.mlarcit a bill amen t.s<
Ses t o n 1.ill a of the l'uhhr Aut horitio< l.av v,f t!.c State i i New Y.,r k

to i r<pire runwnt .f a mum (spahty to any pro ri t by the I 'nu e r

Auth arity c.f the State uitt'in its jurialk t:4 rn an ]

WiltTEAS this Is gnlation is sit 11 to Creone Cotmtyi tt[witiain to
the | watvin of a PA ANY pow er piant within Greene County.

NOW, Tilt Hi t't >It E. 5tE 1 r lit St il ATD. that the Greene Courity
I egel.iti,r c d os on41 ise sant vmcr: ima nt arpi d. 4 g s c<piat that sarl
li gniatn n be gis e n pilmity (N atwnt in an attempt to win early
li gniatae a;trm al and

HE IT F I'RTlikit l'.EStil ATD. that the Cicrk senit ri, pes ef thk
resolut o n t > Aut mbly man t.ane, Sena t<.r 1.1ndey and Gos ernor Wils. n

Seceindexi by Mr. Ilartman

A _s cs 12 Nw n a Abwnt 0

Carned

-
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i e.- SENATE ASSEMBLY
5

IN set 1 ATE-Introduced by II; ASSEtlisi.Y-in t roduced by
f

A!!D |s)uo

-ret ' twice and ordered -read once and re ferred to
printed, and when printed the Com:nittee
to be committed to the
Committee

AN ACT

to amend the public authorities
law, in relation to consent of
ruaicipality of projects within
its jurisdiction
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t,. Lm4 (?) 2/3/7', i i:ci 1-7

it.e People of the State oi .:eu York, represented in

Senate and Assenbly, do enact as fo llows :

Section 1. The public authorities lau is hereby ut.; ended

by adding thereto a new section, to be section one thousand

fourteen-a, to read as follows:

{ 1014-a. Consent of municipality. I:atwithstanding the

EALICS foregoing provisions of this title or of a er inconsistent pro-

visions of any general or special law, na plan ~ for a power

project shall be promulgated by the power authority of the state,

if within thirty days after of ficial notification to a municipality

of a proposed project within its jurisdiction , such municipalit y
\

submits formal objections to the proposed project. For the pur-

poses of this section, the power authority sball of ficially

notify any municipality of any prcposed project within the cor-

porate limits of such municipality.

t 2. This act shall take effect on the first day of

July next succeeding the date on which it shall have become a

lau.

.
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109. lot'H N A! (W l'HO(TEDIN UM. 3913

April 17 1974

HESOL.l' TION No 14ti-7 3

OPPt > SING PASNY PtiWEP Pl. ANT

I/gislator P timer i.lfered the follawirg resolution anel mus e.1 its
a l. pt son

Wi f EllE AS. the Pow er Authority of the State of New Yor k tias
ann, un. ed it s intenten of locating a p 'uct plant in (;reene Coun t y.

In eit her Cement <.n or At hens'

WilERl:AS, the purp me of this pouct plant w ould be to supply

gk>u er to t he .Alet re.5=, lit titi Tr;<nsit Aut hority; and

WilFREAS su h a pl.mt will <hsrupt the ensironment in the area of
its I.w ai son m. i y chmmate valuable agricultural lans!s and will cori.

Iribute n..th to the tu base;

NOW. TIIEPITtil:E. IlE IT I!ESol ATD th.is it4c (;rerne County

I rgislatute is opposmi to t he location of any g*>wer ant. citbcr nut irar
nr femi fuel. in Grwne County if con <tru teil 1 y th Pow er Authos .., ' f
the State of New Y..rk; arut te it furtTmr

ftESOI ATD. that the St a te legisl.iture he renplesteit to amerni

State la t., icepute that any proice t designated to serve ott.cr regions
shoul<! l e re< purest t i pav |(w al and county governments in which the

gdislutale!JJddanktiME to romrensat_e for the <tmuptionI !

..f the lor.il communitws for the twnctit of othe,rs; ansi le it Idr38

f ti SOIN;'D. that the Clerk servi copics of this resolution to.

Asserut,1ym:m lane; Senator I.angley; .f ames Fitzpatrick, Chairman of
the Pow er Authority an.1 to Goscrnor Wilson

Seconded by ( Atislator llartmart

A>cs 11 Noes 1 Craw Atwent 0

Ci tried.
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October 22,1971
!!ESDI.UTION NO 3nR74

OPIT WING CF RTAIN N A5f ES F ol: ANY PROPOSED POWER
Pl. ANT WITil!N GREENT. COUNTY

I.oris|ator Carru ight offered the foil ming resoluti..n and mm ed its
ailoohon -

WilERFAS. the 1%wer Authority . f the State of New York lois

f,nbbel.s announced that the name of any prop xed rum er plant to be
estaNWhed w ith m the ens iri.ns c.f the C. unty of Greene sh.dl tw the
t.rcene e onnt3 E*nuer I'lant; and

Wi(ERI.AS, throuchout Greene County there costs many summer
and w inter resorts, mot els. b. l. ls res taur int s arol other c<.mmercial

recreate nal prop'rtres ut% h rely on vr.it..rs o.d ' ,ar:rt s f rom outsole
the em trons of Greene County; and

WilFRFAS a bree maiorttv i f so. h vimtors awl toun ts rc+ide in
metrop' titan arew u his h ar e highly p >pil:it. .I atul p% ss mm h md -f t v
u it h related p.w cr wuri es and p iilotion t i the surr'amthn: rm ironment -
nnd

WiiEPEAS, su, h s mitors arut tmirNs from metropit; tan areas are
attrm fed to the Greene County rewrt s an t recreational tw messes due

to their rural s.r tting anit tbc natural ticauty of the area, as u cil as the

gross contrar ts f.etween the emiruriment or metropolitan areas: an't

WHEREAS. it would not te in th6 best in? crest of the resorts or
re< reational businesses witton the enunty if the name of the proposmi
em er p!. int incorporate.1 hy reference any words w bu h geographically
| -t..ncally. or t radito.nal y wriu' l be awociated wit h any persi n. place
er thmg within or relating to Grcrne County, such as " Rip Van Wmklo",
"Greene Com *y" or the '' Catskill Runtams '.

NOW, TIIEl?FFORE,11E IT RESOLVED. that the na me of a
proened power g.lant should not m< orp rate by reference any words
w hwh geographn ally lost..neally. or t raditionally w oul.1 t e asse mated
w it h a per son, place . .r t hmg w ithin Greene Ci.unty .r any of the

munn sp.shties withm Greene County, su h as "!Op Van Winkie ', ''Greerie
County" or the " Catskill Suntams '.

Seconded by Irgislator llaner.

Ayes !I Noes O Absent 3 Armstrong, Stattera. Yorkos ii h

4'arned
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DRAFT ,LETTIR

On Febree.y 27, 1774, the Power Authority of the Stcte of New York enncunced

t' ei in*cmion ci building a nec'ect power p!cnr in Greene County, either inn

Athens or Ccts'<ill (Camenten). The crimery =urpcse of this p!cnt is to supply

power to the MetrepoIIten Trcnsit Authority.

We wish to go on reccrd es cpposing this rnove since it will prc'ccbly destrcy pcrt

of our first cgriculturcl districts, disrupt our environmen; and will centri' cute nething

to our tex bcse. Naturally we believe that limitctions should be imposed prchi' itingc

the tekirg of vichle egriculturcl Icnds. Stctewise we believe o preiect designed

to serve other regions should be required to pcy local end ccunty gcvernments

significent pcyments for disrupting locci ceramunities.

Sincerely ycurs,

Harry Palmer,
'. egis t ctor,
Chairmen, Greene Ccunty Pewer Picnt Ccmmittee
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June 14, 1973

,

Mr. Harry Palmer, Chairman
Power Plant Committee
Greene County Planning Department
P. O. Box 514
Cairo, New York 12413

Dear Mr. Palmer:

I wish to acknowledge your letter of June 7th expressing
your opposition to the proposed plans for building a nuclear
power plant in Greene County.

From a conversation I have had with the Chairman of the
New York State Power Authority, it is my understanding that
this power plant proposed to be constructed near the Town of
Athens is only one now being studied and that it will be a
couple of years before any final (?ecision is made regarding
construction. The New York ftate Environmental Agency de-
clared that the generating plans must be under study before
January 1, 1974 For this reason, towers are now being
constructed.

As far as a moratorium on nuclear plants are concerned,
I will give this matter my close study and censideration,
bearing in mind your interest.

I trust this information will be of interest to you and
. wish to assure you that I intend to keep fully abreast of
this particular pro]ect in Greene County,

With every good wish, I am
.\

Sincerely yovrs ,

; J,*
.-.g

, :

m i
f i i

C arf.ETO N J . KING, M.C.

.

CJK: Pag
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January 15.1973

resol UTION Na 29-75
Al~rlf(ilt!7.ING Cot'NTY ATToltNEY TO FILE A " NOTICE OF

IN rF:NTieN" REGARDING St FING OF A FOSSIL FUEL I'LANT

lemlator l'almer of fered the folloumg resoluti .n anit mused its

adopiton:

W lIFREAS, the Pw, r Authority of the State of New York has filed
an apphcati n with the State of New York Board on Eles tric Genciati in
Sating and the Ensiratiment for the cert!!ication of a sif mg for a f ell
fuel plant, r,aming Athens. New York as a posuble site; and

Will:lllMS, Athens, New York is withm the environs of Greene

County; and

Will;REAN, pursuant in Tat!c 16. Department e'f I'ubbe Service,

Chapter 1. Poles e f Pr w edure, Sub-Chapter E Section 70 CII (1) Ii).
Gre. nc County is a "muni. ipalit)" in uhv h tt.e facility would be lerated
o primritilv priiposet or alte natisely listed. and

WilEREAS, pursuant to Title 16. f ht:irtment of I'tibtw Scrs ice.
Chapter E 1:ules of I'rornlure, Sub-Chapter E, Sec tion 70 f B (11 G ),
Griene County is a party to any certification proceedings: and

WilFl:EAS. the sta t us of a " tart y" in such cert tin at o.n pn>

ree hngs allous that party the opportumty to participate in all hi arings

and pr oi cedings m rt gat ri t.> rettification of a site to any di s;ree that

that party so de sires: and

Wi!EI EAS. pursuant to Title 16, Department of 1%blir Serva e,
Chapt < r 1. Pules af I nw edure, Sub-Chapter E. Section 70 6H ( t h a

par ty must file a "Ne f u e of Intention" to be a party uithin Ni days
af ter the data givrn in the pubbshed notsre as the ex[e ted date for

the fahng of the application; and

Wilt llEAS, it vi in the best interests of the citizers of Greene

C unty that their rights as a party in such rcrtification proceedings he

preserved;

NOW, TiiEllEFORF, HE IT RESOI.VED. that the Cotmtg A t torney

be and hereby is auf hnrized ta forthwith fue a " Notice of Intention"
pursuant ta Title It' Ih partm'nt of l'ubbe Service. Chapter I. Itales

of Piiwwture, Sub-Chapter E Section 70611 (1) concerning the siting
of a fouil fuel plant within Greene County.

Serended by Irs;islator Yerkovich.

Ayes 11 Nocs O Abunt 0 1 Vacancy - District No 1

Carried.

. _ _ _
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Irgislator Ycrkos sch requested a roll rall vote le taken e.n the

follow.ng resolutmn:
February 3,1Mai

ftEsol.t'r10N No. 67-76
Al'TilOI;IZING l'OWEft OLANT COMMrITEE WITil TOWNS AND
VILLAGES IN GI;EENE COCNTY TO Illite EXPEll'IS ftEGAltD

ING AltEAS OF CUNCEPN IN Nt'CLEAlt P(M Elt IL\NT
I'ItOPOSALS

le galat ir l' aimer offt red the follou trig remiiuti<en arbi m ved its
adop t ion .

WIIE!!EAS, the Power Authonty of the State of New York has
filmi a proposal to lewate a nuclear I*mer generatmg fas ahty in Grt+ne
County, New lork that may a reate an adverse impas t on this County;
and

WDF FLEAS. the re is evidenie of an overal: plan to cluster generatmg
fav ihties in this area with power imes and other structures that.rnay
bas e a f urther adscrse impac t on ihjs County; and

WilEltEAS, the I q al munn spahties and rif vens bas e vmeed their
apimon that the Coonty legiW t n e t= %1y shoull provide lead. Nhip
as well as f and:ng to r asi.rc the im estigation of the filed pro,nsals

and also to craure full compbance aith the laws of the State an 1 Nato-n;

Nt)W. Till:ltEFt il:E. ItE IT l'ESOlXFD, that the Grerne County

Power Plant committee.be and herthy is vested with the restwns.bihty
t;e prmide means for_a full im estigation into rett.un "arcar of n ncern"
in IFc progmal filed by the l'ower Authonty gertammg to a nucle ar'
l .a i r gt net al m,t pla n t to le c onst rarted in Greene Count ) . said

"a re a s of concein" has ing to be agreed upon by the mumripahta s

inv hed and be it furt5 r *
D ES( tl NLI ). that sai.! committee coopera te to the fullest estent

w it n the tow ns and sillages of At!.v ns an ! Catskdl and with any

< tN r munb spaht y m Greene County w hich may desire ta be< < <rne
mmhed. and be it further

1:ESOlXi'D. tha' said Power Plant Committee, with the appra al

of the County Attorney, is hereby authorized to retain the servh es

of eyerb such as consaltants, engmeers and attorneys as they deem
tw n.sary f..r the irnestigation procedurt s. includmg testameny for the
pubhc heanngs, but is not authorved to und. rtake htigation on the

f mal sitmg deusian of the New Ycrk state board electric generation
siting and ti r emironment in any rourt until authorized ta do so by the
G eene Om.nty Legislature. If such I;t gatwn is deemed adsisabic, r uch

' authority must be requested and spee ifically authorized; and he it further

ilESt >LVED. that s nd committee, with the approval of the County
A t t orney, is atit horved, to expend an a moun t rwt to ext eed Ten
Thousand d $10DO OOlikelltrs of county funits plus any other funds

w hi h may be provided by other municipahties er any other suun e t.>

complete said investration and to present their findmgs before the

puFhe branngs to be held in accordance a nt h State and Federal
regula t ions and he it further

it E SolXF D, that = aid tw er plant commit t ee rnust keep this

t ri;niat ue be vly, as w ell as the other muni. sp lhties mvolve=1. fully

informed of its progress

Scroruled by le gislator Yerhm b h.

Ayes 11 Nocs O Absent 1 !!attiston
Carrint

.
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M3y l'a l'Ch

ICESt il.I' TION No 131-76

SITI'OltTING l'It A ITSV11.1.1: SITI: Fi )l! l'CMI'ED-STOll AGl
11 sWl;1t l'!;O.ll *ti

i nis la t or lane offered the f ollou m/ res.iluti in and mmed its
ad. $ s.in -t

Wi l ElW A S. the l'oa cr Aul horit y of the State of New Yoi k. in

Jotv. I'477. Ish d an al.phration f..r a lo ense t i runstrue t an.1 or= t ale a
pumped. storage genci at mg f ar dit s in to. area of lireakalren Sch.4 atie
Count y, Neu York, w hich would nen mt ate the || nalmg of hundreds i f
ne res of prime a rable larut thus cau6ng an adscru rm irr .nrnen t al

impart as u eil as an unf avot alde im t..ir t ..n the best ,re al nat uei of

the area w hir5 is recorde d in the National f;rge.ter as nn hat. t ical

e rca : and

WiltlWAS. the s . u. I l'r u er Aut bot if y has terr n t l y completed a
!.un er of 'ne of t he alter nate +.itr s m the Tow n of I'ratt u ille. (;inne

County,'ew Yor k. kn. u n as the t hig lidi Site w hi. h pria ide s f.ir the

c onstrm tion <.f an upgrr restn oir and the ut.heation of the emt irc

Gdbo.i lh'scrvoir, ou nel by t he_('It) of New Y ork, as t he 1 w er r eses s er

or u ater s"urt e. S.ud survey has prw. c n it:e l' rat t3viMe Nte_ to be
feas4hle with mu. h less impart on the em iror ment as none of t N

arreage irn ohpi is bemg used f ir agt u ultural.pm po e s. arni u it h ht i.le
or no impe t on the t.asto ical_ a ge t of the su ei an l la osm thm
site other benefits udutil I.c provided is r all m.mu spalities mvoh rd. arvi

Will:1WAS. the l'ouer Authority has now dedenated the l't a t t o
villr Site as fl.e l itme u te and th> T..u n it ord ..f the Tow n of I'r at t +

e
si!Ie has espresseil its approval of the proie. T. and

Will IW AS. in a r ela ted n eat t e r. the (;reene Courit y I'la n n m g
Iteard. the Tow n of Durham and the Tou n s f (;iceru ille base tren

involved in a long i ont rou rsy w it h the l'. .u rr Aut horit y arut the
Federal l'ou r Ca mmis. n.n va er t he need an.1 t out ir.g , I t ransmt-scn
l m_e s, f r.o. m. Ilh r.h_eim (.;d%. .i l.'.umled St rap l'la n t to 1.s ods: and~

M 111 H E A:i. the proposed lilenheimd;i% .a to t revi- Tr ansmm. n
I.ine s pu t ..f a 1.-nger n 'iem u t.ie h w as n t es alvated bv t he Fede s at
f %u er Ci enm.wi. in and : s n. .w pn .imm1 w ould re< pure unne e ward a

ald be utih ee.1new transminion hne corrufor when evtmg corretors
r". lated t , te..Irnan t bet ause of th:4, furtl er legal a. tion is tymt; r ntem[

the Federal 1%uer Commission hea rmg on the illenbrim Ritu a ti

l eeds l ine. biit regardless of the the i;reene Count y l e g-lat ut e

daes not u nsh to delay ptoin ts that bas e I scal support an i bri efits

M u". T1IEl(FFOl;K IW IT llESO1XED. that the L s wne Cennt3

Irgislature does bereby declare its surfw it of the Dog 11d1 Site ivi the

Tow n of l'rattssille for the constrm tion and cleration of a pimitel-

s.toi nge generat mg f acility. pros ided that:
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I %ere will be no b% of tax rm enues m any are(whether tow n.
e ount), sa b.w.I datro t or ot herwise

2 *Ihe Power Auth .rity constrip t a new t.ruige for (;reene Coutsty
finit e in the Tow n ofat or near the location of the M *p u t o l 'om t /

l exingt. n. (;reene ("oynt) . New York, a nd :t imw i aimt) lughw ay f rom
the itec L 15dge road in the Tow n of I unct n to conni e t with either

the Turk liollow roa l v.r tiunt y t hghw ay N., T un the Town of Il ih ott,

as par t of its ( onstrue tuin Jihin. aral will pros ole other a ti illary prwei tsr

tg the,,tuw ns and the_ rounty,

3 Eury rneans t= , esplored anit sttelmd f .r the transmiwton of
the cies f ru sty prmloce d by this generatmg piir.1 so as to ef un.nate any
necessity for the utmg of the t r ansmiwr.n imes through Greene Coimly,
errept (be hnes nreded to traesmit f rom Ibe propneit l'rattwdle pLnt

to the 3 ards of the Illenheim.Gi:laus Pl.mt. twayss of their di Inmental
impai t rspes ially to t he e.'<.nomy cf an as ca w t.b h s elics s i much on
tranuent tr ade to the ens troriment and the - eme be .uty of the area.

and

}W IT l t'ItTIIEll ItFS(ilXED that the Greene County I.egislature

supp srt s the proposal of the Prat tss ille Tow n Iba rd, that PTSNY
5 tuity t he }*;ssih,1,ty , f runnmg t ransma c>n ime s thri> ugh t he e snt mg
aq'ieduc t from the Gi| boa !!eservoir t< the auth t at Shan< hike n. New
Yor k : and

IW IT Ft'I;Tifl'It ItESOINFit that 1he Feder al Pow er Cummiwon

te requested to t es iew it <. apprwal of the IMheim-Gi ioa to tred4

1 ine within the s ontext of the PG6 P. wer P. i'l 15 pori an.1 the |arger
ilmtribution 5) stem between Canada and New Y ork City , an.1

IIE IT FUltTilEit IT.SOINLit th..t ihn it.,.ir l is deurosis that

it be expremly under st iod that tius resohatoin in nu aay convey s thin,

s pmi,6n of_ this ibald concerntr.g a propmed nui h ar phmt to be uted at
Cementon. New Yor k, with Athens. New Y..t k as a piop e.ed alternate

ute, and ba it further

Ill.% tlXI D, that certified i s , ses f t h e. reso'ution te f rwarded
to rewernor ilugh Cairy. Comnus.ioner of Agin uiture J Itoger liarber.

the Federal Power Commission, Ibc 15 wer Aut hm ity of the State of

New Yor k. Se nator f low ard C Nolan. .t r . Awemblyrnan Clarens e D
! me the Cler ks i,f the lloattl< of Supen isons of Delaw are and Schoharie
Counties, the Super isors of the Tow n of Prattw il!c, Irsington, Ashland,
(;ilho.a. Conesville and Itoxbury and to any other party as deterrnmed
by this lloard

Seconited by Irgislatnr Mat tera.

A > es 12 Noes O Absent 0

Carried

__
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August I M. 1976
I!ESOI.UTION No. 39-76

AITrilOltlZING MUI.TI ,II:!(ISDIC710N l'OWt:lt l't. ANT
CO N1\11TTI:F.

I egislator I.ane < ffered the follow ing rewlu tion and moved its
a.li tt ion .

Will'ItEAS 'Be Ibaer Authority of the State of New York has
apphr4 for a heenw to const ruct a pomped st irage generating facihty
k rwrA n as the l'ra t t aville l'roject w hich wmild utih re the esisting
Se hoharie !!cservoir an its mater source: and

B liF:llt:AS. the I rop,vd proyert will hase economic and social
imparts r,n several tax les>ing bewhes; and

WilF.Iti:AS. there is no organized forum representative sif theu
e orni in.-l juravtn tions rapable of effer tise!> and etferiently m%estigatmg
and formulatmg ses ommendations_ttrnmamize, any adterse impart,5;

,

NOW Till.1:EFoltt:. IlF: IT itESolxED. th.st the Greene Omrity
Ib .ird of legi.shitors hereby d +s express its suprmirt of the formata 'n
of a multi-)un ivin to nal c ommittee to umte the efforts a f all the tax
In ymg yms<tictions in (f.cir endeavors to drourage adverse irnpact s
or t. supp.rt twneficial~~J.ropaals as proffered by naid I%act Authoritt

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~and be it further

l(f SOINI'D. that the Chairman eif this Ikwrd be and he hereby
is .mth rited to appunt a memter or members to particig, ate in this
committee when a determination has teen finah/cd as to the numt4-r
of members to be appanted f rom each involved juravh-tion; and be it
f urt her

itF.SOINE D. that this Ibard will cooperate with said committee
to the maximum feanble extsnt and that the Greene County members
of ths # omnuttee are hereby instrui ted to keep this floard full > informed
as to its progress. and tut' it |urther

itESOINt:D. that t ertified copics of this rewlation te forw arded
to the jurishetions insolved, the 1%wer Authority of the State of New
Yoi k the l'ubhe Service Commiwon of the State of New Yr rk, the
k nieral l'ower Commission and any ot hers as determmed by it.is
Iburel

Scronded by 14'gislator Mattera

A > es 11 Nues O Abwnt 0 Carried
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Octotwr 19.1M7
RESO!UTION No. 3m-77

*IY) REDlIT 'Ilf F I NVIRON5tENTAI. I%11'ACT ASSFNSSf ENT BY
Ti!E POWI:lt Al'TJIOll!TY OF T1tr STATE OF NEW YiihK

RFGAllDING A1.ImNATIVE (Inn

Irgislator Irggio offered the following resolution and mosed its

adopt 6on:

WilEREAS. In the matter < f the apg.lication of the Pow er Authonty
of the State of New York (Gn ere County Nuclear Generating Facihtyi,

Case No. E sM is tending before the Haard of Flettne Cwneration
String a n.1 the Environment. Public Ser vc Commissmn, St ate of
New York, and

Wi!EREAS. on or about Septemter 1. l'rT7, the Power Authonty
of the State of New York filed an Environmental ImpacIAqment
( Access Improvements-Cemenf on Site - Grerne Courty Nuclean-Power
. . ant i prepared by Parsons.1trinkerh, ff. Quade an.1 thniglas. Inc ; and

Will HEAS. withm the Endronmental Impact Awument the pre-
ferrni Alternatisc ( t it i f..r traffic accen ta and from the proirsed

Cementon site would consist of constnu ti. n of a new and p tmanent
by-fuss of Catskdl from the Route 9-W. Route 23 Interseiinn ICatskillb

to the Route 23 - Iloute 2311 %ruway Interchaege (CatrkilD: and

WilEREAS. such new and tv rmanent by-pass would g1 t hrough
Austm's Glen an.1 adjoin Austin's Acres. and thus create totally unarrept-
able em ironmental imfwt in the treasun'd Austin Glen amt upon the
reshfential Jefferson liemhts area; and

WiiFREAS. the prop *wd IerTnanent nature of such by-pass is of
htfle utslity af ter mmpletion of a construction phase, and would then
be lef t to be mamtainnt at County Cost;

* NOW, TilEREFOltE DE IT RESOLVED, that Greene County
appmpnate s ifhnent monies so as to hire its own experts to evaluate
the Environmental Impart Assessment ( Acress Improvements -
Crewnton S te - Gntne County Nuc lear Power Plant i prepared b)
Pars ins. Drtnkerhoff. Qua le & Douglas. Inc. and be it further

RESOLVED. that Greene County Apprornate morurs to ture
exierts to rebu t the Environmental Impact Anessment ( Access Im-

provements - Crmenton Site - Gror.ae Cotmty Nuclear Power Phtrtl

prepared by Parsons. Unnkerhoff. Quade & Douclu, Inc., regard;ng
preferred Alternatise (IRi and point out to the Boant of Electne
Generation Siting and the Environment. Pubbe Service C<wnmission

State of New York, the unacceptable environmental impact of the
Power Authonty of the State of New York's pmpomi Alternative (188;
and be it further

ILESOLVED, that the County Attorney, George J. I%er, Jr., and
the Environmental Attorney re9 resenting the County la the heanngs,

Albert K. Dutrel, interview prmfective exgerts and typort back to the
County legislature forthwith as to the anuunt of necessc ry appropria-
tions so as to carry out the end.s of this Resolution at whrh time a

rewhitton appropnating monies for such experts will he introduced
before the Greene County legislature.

Secoruicd by trgislator Kozloaki.

Ayes 8 Noes 3 Lane, Mattera, Palmer Absent 1 Scheid
C4a rritMI.
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February 15. 1978
PESOI.11 TION No. 65-78

APPROPRIATING POWEli PLANT COMMITITE FCNp

legi lat ir Webster r.ffered the following residution and moved
its adaption.

Will REAS, it is riecessary for this llaar.1 to again appropnate
funits larause <f the compicuties entailed m tt:e continuing d .fies
mandateel by tbts floard ta the Pim er 11 ant Committee to [*'rform
certam fim< f n ns as outhned in Retitution No. 76-76. ena ted F ebn:ary
3. l'17i. w hich insents the respins%1ity is.r this Commttice to gevnte
me. ins f..r a full investigatb>n into ret tam arcas e.f (ots crn portainmg
to the pr,.p. sal filed i:y the Pourr Authonty of the State of New York
to construct a Nuclear Power generating plant m Greene County;

NOW. Till:REFORE IIE IT P.I:SOIXI:D, that the Greene Cmmty
Tirnsurer tv an<t hen by is authorvi d to make the nerewary transfer
of the am.wmt appro[.riated as l'.llows;

Frem Account No. 19M14 to Arcc,unt No 1C0.4 Law the amount
of $30A00(x).

Scronded by Legislator KozloskL

A yes D Noes 1 Jones Atwent 2 Itattiston, Macko Carned.

.
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June 21,1978

ItF.SOI.tTTION No 216 78
Ol' POSING PLACEMENT OF TitANSMISSION LISES

Legislator Yerkovich offered the fcitowing resoluthm and moved its
adopt ion -

WilFIIEAS, the protwised pl acement of the Cementon-A t hens
t ransmissi. n hnes u nit adu rsely ef fect .the trautiful and histancal
prosertie a known as Sahsbury Manor, and Newkirk llamestead; and

WIII'ItF:AS. I'ASNY has apparently rp.t considered er irufced dis-
reganied the ill effev t on suc h progerty,

N(iW. T!IEllEF( >IIE,11E IT liESOINEin, that the Greene County
Irgislattare go on record opraisir.ir the gar sgue! placement of the
Cementon Athens transmission hn.'s as it a.iversely ef ferts the Sahsbury
M..n ,r and New kirk liomstead prorerties

Serrwied by trgislator Kozloski

A ns 11 N..es O Absent ! Irggio Ca med.
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DIAGRAM OF THE VOTING MACHINE
Village of Saugerties, March 21,1978i
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Septembe r 22, 1978

Mr. Willia <n H. Regsn, Jr., Chief
Environmental Projects Branch 2
Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Docket No. 50-549

Dea r Mr. Regan:

This letter is in response to your September 13, 1978 communication. I thank you
for your Interest and the Interest of Mr. Richard Barker and Mrs. Elizabeth Peelle
of Oak Ridge.

I shall attempt to addreas our concerns in a paragraph order and will reference
supporting data as enclosures.

When I assumed office as mayor, I attempted to register myself so as to participate
in hearings conducted which would ef fect our village. This request, and the reply
f rom the Public Service Commission, enclosed as Exhibits #1 and #2. As ye J may
determine, and may i emphasize, our village is so closely situated to the proposed
plant site that about esery activity is directly related to various Impacts on the
village. I was certainly dismayed and unable to understand why we were not allowed
to participate in hearings.

In specific reference to the preceding paragraph is a major concern of the proposed
route through our village, which to this date. I ' ave not received any comments
f rom anyone at PASNY other than the original Comprehensive Study. This route, as of
now, is no more than an access route for those residents which live along these
1 t ree ts . It is without question, completely ridiculous to think that more traffic
than now exists should be funneled through this area. It is narrow, hilly and
c roo ked. It is unfair to think that any government agency would just arbitrarily
choose a route and think they could take It on their own to do something like this...
especially since we have yet to be even consulted. This route would also require
a traf fic light on the hill at the Intersection of Partition and Montgomery which
would create severe problems in winter weather. This portion of Partition Street
is a New York State Route and during past winters N.y.S./D.0.T. has not been prompt
In their obligation in clearing, sanding, etc., any state routes in the village.
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Hr. William H. Regan, Jr.
September 22, 1978
Page 2

Mr. Darker was shown that there is only one (1) Ingress route through the village,
travellnq north f rom Kingston, which is also crooked, hilly and narrow. I am certain
that the only alternative would be some type of arterial through the village. I am
also certain that our responsibility as a. village government would be to try and
block any other proposal. I am including as Exhlblt #3 a map of our village with
the route red-lined.

Another specific concern is the quality and quantity of existing facili ties now
located in the village. We are a small village, an 11 man police force (split on
3 sh!f ts.. 7 days per week.) We have substandard housing available, antiquated water
and pressure conditions and, at present, antiquated storm and sanitary sewers (combined.)
This has all been allowed to happen over a period of many years and there is really
nothing to go in to ....other than to admit the conditions exis t. We are presently
(under State and Federal mandate) In the process of expending millions of dollars
to update our wastewater treatment f acilities, our storm and sanitary sewer separation
program, and are in the throes of planning for a major update on our entire water
system. We could not even dream of assuming additional monetary obligations for
accommodation of such proposed f acilities at Cementon. I am enclosing exhibits of
our recent survey made by Paul G. Van Buskirk Associates (part of HUD application) as
Exhibit #4 Exhibit #$ Is a copy of information compiled by the Ulster County
Planning Board...and Exhibit #6 would be the latest f actual report prepared concerning
the status of our water situation (Pi tometer Report). All of these reports will
verify what I have mentioned. Of prime concern here is the impact that a percentage
of a proposed workforce, plus all supporting services which would be required, plus
all familles, cars, shopping, judicial and a myrlad of other problems which would
naturally come along.

Another major consideration, that we as a Village Board must consider, is the concers
of our residents as a whole. The Vlllage Board, being aware of impact problems, by
resolution unanimously took a stand on the proposed site. We did, howe ve r, submi t
the entire question to a public advisory referendum during our last election (which
was en of f year election.) The proposed site was overwhelmingly defeated as
Indicated by Exhibit #7. A copy of our Board Resolution 15 enclosed as Exhibit #8.
Enclosed is a copy of my personal statement, Exhlble #9, which clearly Indicates the
feeling, in general, of our communi ty. A copy of Letter of Transmittal to Governor
Carey, and his reply, are enclosed as Exhibits #10 and #11.

A major concern is also the lack of PASNy to address the question so of ten raised...
"what happens to the cement Indus t ry now located in this area?" This is a m'ning
Industry which necessitates blasting. This industry is one of our major sources of
emp l oymen t . May I add long-range employmen t. Many businesses enjoy an economic
result from these industries. It is our understanding that a nuclear facility would
-not be compatible with mining located in this close proximity. Again, PASNy has
not direc'_ed answers to this question.

Our village population and total property values have been fairly constant. They
may have slightly increased over the past few years...but, a peak seems to have been
reached. Due to one severe fire, and the loss of some other structures. our overall
assessment values will now begin to turn downward. Due in part to our current
economic condition as a low income /hlgh poverty level pocket in the coun ty, we are
extremely concerned as to the ef fect this plant will have on the further continuance
of the destruction of property values. I am concerned with the long range picture
and not so much here with Immediate ef fects.
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Mr. William H. Regan, Jr.
September 22, 1978
Page 3

The last major concern is what ef fect the dissipation of millions of tons of water
will have on our local vironment. Documentation, over many years by the Ulster
County Board of Health, reave attested to the f act that the terraln of our valley,
in direct relation to the river, cauces the pocketing of weather both north and
south of the Saugertles-Kingston area. This has been evident In their studies of
smoke, fly ash, and other particles emitted by the cement plants, and other industry.
It would, by natural conditions, increase air water levels in our valley. I don't
believe these problems have been addressed, at least I have not seen studies made.

I am sure there are many other valid reasons for opposing this plant construction.
Many hearings by private Interest groups have been held. In general, it is my
observation that residents in ".nis area are in strong opposition to this site
ccastruction.

I trust this Information can be helpful in our cause as a village. May we be advised
f rom your of fice as to further detalls, or information, as this matter progresses.
*'ay I again thank you and the staff at Oak Ridge for your concern and this opportunity
to participate.

Very truly yours,

'p W $ h|
Georg A. Turner, Jr.

Mayor

Enclosures: Exhibits #1 - #11

ccf Mrs. Ellrabeth Peak, O'ak Ridge National Laboratory
Mr. Alchard Barker, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(I set of enclosures for Oak Ridge National Laboratory /Mrs. Peelle
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The Saugerties Village Board, Sauge'rties, Ulster County, New York, in an
act of solldarity of purpose does her,eby resolve:

WHEREAS we, as a Village Board, deeply conscious of our responsibility for
the welf are of the Village of Saugerties, do show concern for the personal
safety of our residents, the generatlans to come, and our very existence as
a human race, and

WHEREAS we as a Village Board do evidence concern for the continuance of
t he pre sen t qt,al i ty o f ou r en vi ronmen t , and the untold costs now and in the
future resulting from nuclear generation, and

WHEREAS no absolute assurance has come forth from anyone in autnority to
allay our apprehensions regarding nuclear generating facilities, and

WHEREAS we Joln with many other villages, towns, county legislative bodies,
conceened citizens and citizen groaps, e lec ted governmen t of ficlat s, and
those f rom all walks of life in our Uni ted States who have and continue to
oppose construction of nuclear f acilitics at any location for the purpose of
generating electricity, and

VHEREAS this Village Board, acting in the best Interests of the Village of
Saugerties goes on record as adamantly opposed to the construction of a
Nuclear Generating Facility at the p roposed Cemen ton, N.Y. s i te

NOW THEREFOR BE*lT RESOLVED that the undersigned of ficials of the Saugerties
Village Board do reques t Governor Hugh Carey, and all otber elected and
responsible N.Y. State officials to assume all Initiatives at thei r comand,
and 'take posi tive s teps to te rminate the discussion and/or cons t ruc t ion of

a proposed Nuclear Generating Facility at the Cementon si te, or elsewhe re,

b& d 7C v w' 4 | /
Rob t Schne'l I..' T rus tee ca or C. Eg , rustee

s uunn), tuttu' $ h{Jb mMe/f T r7tr[asf |b' ./r t a. alj 'rt

!s Y ~ .s
-W aru r, iwedrig$a.M &J -> - JMMsTel.fmaR bruneeYL&s(gr./

ansi ~

f. Ti hr,

December 5. 1977
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July 19, 1976

Mr. E d .s in A. Sunke], P. h
Pas euis Crincleihnff Quade f. Ibnig l a s , Inc
One Penn Plaza
New York. New York, 1n001

RE C( : nton f r an:.pui t a t i on Study

Pear Mr. Sunkel:

Thank Sio for the copy of the Q onton Tran<;oitatien Study and for
then he navt h.idyour vi.it with other staff on June 1st. '; i n t- s

the o;p itunity to trad the itport an ! i ins it with the Planning
( o- .cnt- were uno >usly approsed by thePoard. lhe follm.ing

Poasd.

1. The section'of Pcute 9, no r t h of 'ta lden c e r t a i n l y nec 's
li p rov ( ment, especially at "!: .nl "in's Curse," but in

<ecrall higheiy needs, it i-the context of the County''
of relatively ninor i .po r t a n ce R 4e rs of the "1..uing.-

I: o a r d .. c r e ihab i ou s a b.iu t the It ng tein no d for this projett

<ince perr incot c.p'.. ent at the v Elcar power plant will-

id cther utilities ochonly insolse a fet N;cn pot- 1

a5 fentIal |! il' r 'I at iIs UeSetUn site in Oranf.c Count), bare
rade du durinr ( (m' t i nc t i t n u . t h <. < ; u a l l y b a il , if not n o i r. e
atress i o.nis . %,

According tn Tabic 2, the worst p r (i c ( ttd vol .e/ capacity
ratio is 1.26 hetween the Alsen Substation a r:d R ou t e 23A.
For ci. pari co, the 1972 volum / capacity ratio in the Village
of S a u r.c i t i c s nas 2.00 and the 19 '| 0 r/c ratio in ',ew Palt:

was 4.58 with an A.\DT of nore than 16,000 v"hicles In view-

of the fisc.el aust eri t y of t he State and other needs, we
< pie s t i on the priority for this piojn t a;.J suggest nu .h r or e

-

justification than the < t a t e:irn t in paragraph 8.110 that
alternative 9 is consideicd ir p rac t ical . Ferhaps we nissed
it, but we did not see any analysis such as that done for
busing. Furtheroore, should the piblic bear this expense
for a two year peak constructinn period in\olving only 1500
persons (Appendix A p.3)?

2. Regarding the two c ons t ruc t i on alternatives, we agree that a
new aligunent (a l t e r n.i t i ve 2), is preferable to widenine, existing
R o u t e 9 - 1,' (alternative 1), flowe v e r , it is essential that a
coriidor plan for the Village of Saugerties and points s ou ti-
of the Village be prepared to assure a long term conpatib1_
concept. This corridor plan was requested of the State repart-
raent of Transportation in 1970.
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'ir . I Nin A. Sunlel P.E Page 2.
July 19, 1976

3. Isis o f a r as use of 1.iuren Tice Ro :nl ri n d local r ec i.!cn t i al
streets in the Village of Ougerties, t, e think this would

not he wise because of the iondition and u :~ e of these s t reet s ,-

flalden Tu rnpike 1.ould he a better a l t e r n.i t i v t to * .hnuld be

widened f r o. ' the Li t l> .; i n 1on to Route 9 - 1,' with p.iititular
attention to <hrulib'is for p destrians frem the r a i l r o a (1 to
9 - h' .

Sin ( ere1y,

i * t.; i,

lic i b e r t I!el l e r , 11 i r e c t o r
til s t e r rennty I'l a r.i. i n ; l' < u i d

lill/dms
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GREENE COUNTY LEGISLATURE
COURT HOUSE

CATSKILL. NEW YORK
12414

TEL C AT$kII.L 943 3040

January 16, 1979

"s. F l i za be t t reele
Soc j a l Impa ct Assessment Study
Oak Ridge !!a t i ona l I,al o ra t o ry

P.O. Pox X
' 'a k Ridge, Tenn, 37830

Dear P'n. Peele:

In reply to your request for tax i m pa c t in t t.e four
towns so fa r a f fected by PAS"Y transmission liros,
the <!e t a i l i n f e rra t i on js not presently a va i lable ,

'or Fert estirate is that tre total loss would le
less than three thousand dolla rs.

Your- c corely,

FC t

Director
Peal Tax Property Services

R*J: ea
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The following resolution was offered by Trustee Patrick
O'Brien, who moved its adoption, seconded by Trustee Frank
Bergamini, to wit:

WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees of the Village
of Catskill recognizes the fact that a re-routing
of that portion of the 9-W Highway that passes
through the Village of Catskill, may take place
at some future date, and

WHEREAS, said Board of Trustees recognizes,
at the present time, the plans of the "Matteson
By-Pass" as the most attractive alternative to
accomplish this re-routing,

THEREFORE , BE IT RESOLVED, that said Board
of Trustees takes the position of supporting the
re-routing of the aforementioned 9-W Highway,
according to the plans of the "Matteson By-Pass",

AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in so
supporting this plan of re-routing, the Board
recognizes that circumstances may arise which
make this plan unacceptable at some future date,
and therefore the Board makes no committment to
said Matteson By-Pass and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that in so supporting
said Matteson By-Pass, the Board in no way supports
the building of the proposed Nuclear Power Plant.

AYES: DeBenedictus, O'Brien, Bergamini. NAY9: Wootton.
ABSTAIN: Tielman - Motion carried.

State of New York )
County of Greene )

I, the undersigned, the Clerk-Treasurer-Collector
of the Village of Catskill, do hereby certify that I have
compared the above copy of a resolution passed by the Board
of Trustees of the Village of Catskill on the 20th day of
November, 1978, with the original record on file in this
office and that the same is a correct transcript thereof
and of the whole of same original record.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand
and affixed the seal of the ssid Village of Catskill, this
22nd day of November, 1978.

..Afw . , < c ' /. s t . .

Village Clerk-Treasurer-Collector
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ECONOMIC EVALUATIJN OF A FOUR-YEAR DELAY OF THE AVAILABILITY OF THE PROPOSED GCNPP
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This appendix sutTiarizes the assumptions used in estimating the differencts in costs (in millions
of 1987 dollars) between having GCNPP available in 1991 (case 1) and having GCNPP available in
1987 (case 2). The relevant items include capital cost, oil fuel costs from 1987 through 1990,
uranium fuel costs from 1987 through 1990, additional operation and maintenance costs, and
credit for the nondepreciated assest (GCNPP) in 2017 (Tables K.1 through K.6). The social
discount rate used by the staff is 10L 1-" A service life of 30 years is used for the
evaluation.5

Table K,1. Capital rmts

Cost
6(10 1987 donars)

Case 1

July 1986 toial estimate, excluding land owre s costs. 1121.3
financing, and interest during cor'struction

Land and owrwr's charges 117.7

Transm.ssion lines 46 2

Subtot al 1285 2

Escalataf at 7% for six months to January 1987 1330 2

Interest during construction at 7% 400 8

Opportunity cost to socety of funds used dur,ng construction 197.5
over interest during cons'ruction, escalated at 7% f or sin

months to Januarv 1978

F inancing cost
38 3_

Total capital cost 2026 8

Case 2

2026 8 X 10" escalated at . discounted at 10%

Total capital rn 1819 7
_ . - - - - - . - - . - . - - --- --.

Sou - Power Authority of the State of New Yo,b, A nt Hearing E nh. bits J 20R
arwi ' , cover letter dated June 30,1978
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Table K.2. Additional oil f uel costs *

Present value
' * '

(10* 1987 dof fars!

1987 1992

1988 192 5

1989 186 6

1990 180.8

759 1

896 X 106 tAA per year of uit are rintuired to
gener ate 6,307.200.000 kwhr (wr year. T5e GCNPP
will replace 2 8% sulfur oil, the 1978 o.1 fuel cost es
$1.99 per 106 Bru. E scalation is asmme<1 at 6 5% to
1990.

Sour ce Report of Akmber Electrrc System of
rne New York Poser Pool and the Empire State
Elect oc Energy Research Co porarson. Pursuant to
Article Vill. Section 149 b of the FutAc Service Laa,
vol 1. Apr. 1, 19 78, p 324. Applicant's E =hitets
J 138A and 11388 and the.r counteepar ts submrtted
Jan. 3.1979

Table K.3. Additional uranium fuel costs *
_ _ .

Present value

(10' 198'! dollars)

1987 59 5

1988 57 9

1989 56 4

1990 54 9

228 6

81987 cost equals 9.44 mills ' kwhr; escalation is
assumed at 7 0%

Source- U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
"Prciect on of Fuel Prices for Environmental State-
ment s.'' ADEP Project instruction 76 5. July 20,
1976.
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Table K.4. Additional nuclear cperation and
maintenance costs" #

. _ _ . _ _ . . _ . _ , __ _. . _ _ _ _ _

Present talue
8(10 1987 dollars)

_ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ . . . _ _

1987 376
1988 37.1

1989 36 7

1990 36 2

1476
_ . . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ .

6*19C' ost equals $341 X 10 , exalation is

asst med a 9%
*lociude nuclear property insurrve cos s.
Somce i ower Ao t hor + t y of the State of New

Yor k, response to NRC Interrcx3atory 72 23. Jan. 7,
1977.

Table K.S. Value of nondepreciated capital amet of GCNPP in 2017'

Cost
6($10 3

b1991 capital cost 2656.7

Bor ' value depreciated at end of 2016 2302.5

Ondepreciated book value 354.2

Market value m 2017' 1259 4

Discounted to 1987 dollarsd 72.2

*The estimate of the value of a 26 yearold nuclear plant in 2017is
the book value (based on 1991 capital cost), assuming straight hoe
depreciation. This value is escalated at 5% per year to the year 2017
before discounting.

68 $2026.8 X 10 escarated at 7%.
(Book value at end of 2016 including esca;ation at 5% per year.
d y , 30_

Table K.6. Additional oil operation and
mamtenance costs'

Preser't value

(10" 1987 dollarsi

1987 6 27

1988 6 27

1989 62)

1990 6 17
25.1

. .- -- . - . .

8*1987 c ost equals $6 27 X 10 ; escalation is
assumed at 105 1980 f,xed cost components m

ma ntervnce material and supphes and expenses are
8estimated at $3 22 X 10 . This estimate is escalated

at 10% per yea, through 1990.
Source- A Procedure for Estomating Non-Furt

Overstong and Maontenne Costs for Large Steam
Electre Power Plants, E RD A 76 3 7, Octooer 1975, p.

'A
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This appendix contains the details of the analysis applied to all six proposed access
improvements, on which are based the evaluation (Sect. 4.4.5.3) Md the sumary table of
advantages and disadvantages (Table 4.15). For a key to the comparative discussion of these
overlapping alternatives, which have many segments in common, see the second paragraph of
Sect. 4.4.5.1. All comparisons are keyed to the appli< ant's initial and only fully developed
proposal, 18, a permanent relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W in the Cementon area with a permanent
Catskill Bypass through the Catskill Creek Gorge (see Figs. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4). An alternative
Catskill Bypass through an industrial area (the railroad or "R" bypass in IBR and 2TR) has
several desirable features but cannot be fully assessed because of the lack of data. A seventh
alternative that combines certain features of the preceding six has been proposed for discussion
by the staff and is analyzed in conjunction with the other six.

The following alternatives for road access to the Greene County Nuclear Power Plant will be
discussed in this Appendix:

1. Alternative 18 - permanent relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W with a permanent Catskill Creek
Bypass,

2. Alternative IBR - permanent relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W with a permanent Catskill Industrial
Bypass,

3. Alternative 2TB - permanent relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W with a temporary Catskill Bypass,

4 Alternative 2T - three temporary driveways restricted to construction-related traffic,

5. Alternative 2TR - two temporary driveways and a permanent Catskill Industrial Bypass,

6. Alternative III - park and ride, and

7. Recommended access improvement: VII - ride sharing, spot improvement, underpasses, and
a permanent Catskill Industrial Bypass.

In assessing the various alternatives, a work force of 2100, a peak construction year of 19El,
and a 3% annual traffic growth rate were assumed, except as noted in the discussions. All
alternatives are referenced by their specific designations.

L.1 ALTERNATIVE IB - PERMANENT RELOCATION OF U.S. RT. 9W WITH A PERMANENT
CATSKILL CREEK BYPASS

Construction of alternative IB is estimated to take 2-1/2 years. The timetable for the
relocation of U.S. Rt. 9W calls for construction to begin simultaneously in five segments;
the order of completion is as follows:

1. spot improvements

2. Malden Turnpike to site

3. site to Embought Road

4. Embought Road to Rt. 23A

5. Catskill Bypass through Catskill Creek Gorge

L.l.1 Tr3 . flow
Inadequate traffic flow capacity on the existing U.S. Rt. 9W between Saugerties and Catskill
is the principal reason alternative IB was proposed, although the serious traffic bottlenecks
occuring in Saugerties and Catskill were also factors (Sect. 3.8.2). Alternative IB will
be assessed in terms of growth projections, deficiency links, espe ially in the two villages,
the need for village bypasses, and possible diversion from the parallel segment of the New
York Thruway.
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The 3% average annual traffic growth rate used by the applicant in making projections for
Rt. 9W appears to overstate the case for this section of the State. As discussed in
Sect. 3.8.2, traf fic growth on this segment of Rt. 9W has not occurred since 1960. Since
the Greene County area has grown more slowly than adjacent counties, it is reasonable to
expect that traffic growth will also occur at a lesser rate. In addition, both the Greene
County Planning Department and the applicant's road consultant have indicded that the 3%
average growth rate is too high for Greene County.1 For pur90ses of this review, the staff
has assessed both 1% and 3% growth levels. Using high growth rates to forecast traffic
volumes on the existing road network results in overprojecting the number of roadway links
that would be at unstable or forced flow during five-year time periods from 1981 to 2001.
The staff agrees with the applicant that, if a 3 growth rate is assumed, 21 of 31 roadway
Sinks identified within the study area will be at either E or F levels of service (highly
deficient) during the three- to five-year peak construction period. However, the staff is
of the opinion that the actual number will be less than the 21 roadway deficiencies identified
by the applicant.2

The staff agrees with the applicant that diverting construction worker traffic (200 vehicles
daily) away from residential neighborhoods near the village of Catskill will lessen the
adverse impacts of traffic on these neighborhoods. However, for this same reason (lessening
traffic impact on residential areas), the staff finds it unacceptable to propose diverting
construction worker traffic through the narrow streets of a quiet residential section of the
village of Saugerties.

The staff agrees with the applicant that demand for a Catskill bypass does exist; however,
the bypass corridor '.est of the village through Catskill Creek Gorge is not recommended
because of damage to a treasured local resource and increase in its development potential.

In terms of the level of service,1B is tne best roadway alternative. A permanent benefit
would be provided t< travelers (local, corTnercial, industrial, and transients) by the
incrcased rate of traffic flow over than on existing Rt. 9W.

Ccntrary to the applicant's viaw, the staff is of the opinion that a widened and straightened
9W segment near Cementon will result in a significant diversion of nonconstruction-related
Thruway (Rt. 87) traffic. The realignment of this well-known, highly deficient segment
of 9W will link up existing segments of road to the north and south which are in relatively
good condition, which would be an incentive since it would be toll-free. Although the
estimate is uncertain, perhaps as many as 500 vehicles per day would divert from Rt. 87 to
the new 9W.

L.l.2 Safety

Based on the current low accident and mortality rate, the staff agrees with the applicant that
this section of 9W is not extremely dangerous since it is used by a relatively small number
of motorists and, in fact, functions in a safe manner (" Joint Hearing Transcripts "
p. J-14565). This is not to imply that the route should not be improved. (See Secc. 3.8.2
for a description of existing traffic conditions on 9W.) The staff concurs with tha applicant
that accident rates of 10 to 20 years ago probably resulted in motorists decreasi% their
average speed from 55 to 30 mph. The staff assumes that the low accident rate betwean
Saugerties and Catskill is a result of low traffic volume and local awareness of the dangerous
road conditions. The realignment of 9W will provide the capability for faster speHs, and,
with unrestricted access, the potential for more accidents than now occur on old 9h. 'acause
difficult driving conditions resulting from fog already occur along existing 9W in Sepumber
and October, and because the realigned roadway will be even lower in elevaticn and nearer the
river, increased hazardous driving conditions from fog are possible. The New York State
Department of T9sportation (NYSDOT) should provide warning sigas for fog if hazardous
conc" ions oc as a result of the realignment of Rt. 9W.

L.l.3 Access

The staff is of the opinion that allowing v'. restricted ac ess to the relocated 9W will lead
to scattered land development along the new transportation corridor. The intrusion into
Catskill Creek Gorge will open new sections sf the impact area for rpeculative land development.
The area east of 9W and between Embought Rrad and the intersection of 9W and 23A is also
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unzoned land; the increased traffic resulting from construction workers and tne improved
road may cause, in the staf f's opinion, new strip development alone this corridor, as it has
along other Greene County highways. Fourteen majt r parcels of river-front property between
Cementon and Saugerties will be crossed by the 9W realignment, and their development potential
will be increased significantly. Development along this new transportation corridor is likely
to be scattered and not in accordance with the proposed land-use policies and objectives of
Greene County (Sect. 4.4.5.2). The staff is of th7 opinion that the adoption of a zoning
ordinance and the matching of policies and objecti as of (1) the land-use element, (2) the
recreation and open space plan, (3) the thoroughfare plan. (4) the sewer extension plan,
and (5) the comprehensive plan will be required to direct _velopment along lines answering
.ommunity goals and needs. Uncontrolled access to and from the relocated 9W and the Catskill
Creek Bypass will reduce the efficiency of movement that alternative IB was intended to
provide. Because of the history of local resistance to land-use regulation for controlling
access points, the staff considers that alternative IB will provide only a temporary
improvenent in traffic flow.

L.l.4 Traffic sticulus

See Sect. L.l .l .

_.l.5 Maintenance

The NYSDOT has agreed to accept responsibility for maintaining the new Catskill Creek Bypass
and the relocated portion of U.S. Rt. 9W in the Cementon area (" Joint Hearing Transcripts,"
p. J-14547). The applicant estimates the maintenance costs of the relocated 9W to be
$62,300 per year; $15,000 of this total will be required to maintain the Catskill Creek Bypass.
The applicant states that the cost of maintaining the old 9W will decrease because of the
traffic diverted to IB. The applicant will not accept maintenance responsibility for improve-
ments made to local streets, such as those in the village of Saugerties. In the opinion of
the applicant, construction traffic on village roads will not bring about the need for
heavy maintenance, but the Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY) has agreed to be
responsible for such repairs during construction. The staff requires that the applicant agree
to make repairs as needed to village and town streets for any damages caused by heavy
construction traffic. The Town-County Highway Supervisor sball be consulted in such
determinations. PASNY has decided that if agreements with municipalities or counties with
regard to the maintenance of _the replaced Rt. 9W cannot be reached, then it would attempt
to reach agreement for maintenance of this road with NYSDOT. If an agreemer.t could not
be reached with NYSDOT, PASNY would then consider eliminating alternative 1B and would
pursue either alternative 2T or III (PASNY Response to Greene County Interrogatory 40-15).
To date, neither the town or village of Catskill, nor Greene County has agreed to assume
responsibility for maintaining those sections of existing 9W which would be replaced by 18.
The staff concurs that the applicant that alternative IB is not feasible unless maintenance
agreements for old 9W can be reached.

L.l.6 NYSDOT - arrangements and contributions

The NYSDOT is not willing to accept maintenance responsibilities for two parallel highways
(old 9W and the proposed relocation of 9W). Although no official agreement has yet been
made, it is assumed that NYSDOT will accept the maintenance responsibilities for relocated
9W providing it is constructed to meet both Federal and State design standards. The NYSDOT
has determined that there will be a need for additional capacity on Rt. 9W during the life
of the GCNPP but not until construction has been completed. Therefore, NYSD0T has taken the
position that any improvements made to 9W in the a".a beyond traffic engineering or safety
improvements will not be assisted by New York St * or Federal aid highway funds. The NYSDOT
has stated that before any state maintenance agreement about relocated 9W is concluded,
appropriate conmitments from local governments concerning acceptance of maintenance
responsibility and jurisdiction for "old" 9W must also be included.
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L.1.7 B_ ridges, overpasses, and underpasses

Nothing would be done relative to the two major bottlenecks on existing 9W (underpasses) since
a realignment of the entire roadway in the Cementon area is planned. (See, also, Sect. L.l.10.)

L.I.8 Cost

The applicant has estimated the cost of construction for road alternative IB to be $31 million
(1976 dollars). The cost of constructing the Catskill Creek Bypass ($8 to $9 million) is 27%
of the total cost of constructing 18. Spot improvements are estimated to cost $14 million
(1976 dollars).

L.l.9 Land, homes, and businesses taken

The right-of-way property acquisition cost for alternative IB [162 acres, 10 homes, 5 businesses,
and the loss of 2 historical and potentially significant structures (Hilltop House and Alsen
School)] is currently estimated at $833,000. The applicant did not translate this total into
the amount of tax loss for each jurisdiction because relocation sites for property owners are
undertermined at preseni (PASNY Response to Greene County Interrogatory 40-14). Only those
relocating in other towns or counties alter the tax situation for local jurisdictions. The
staff assumed that about 30% to 40% of the affected owners would not relocate in Greene County
because of the proximity of Ulster County to the south and Columbia County to the east.
Thirty-three residents will be displaced; the affected provide 39 jobs.

L . l .10 Impacts on Marquette Cement Company and Lehigh and Alpha portland cement companies

All five roadway alternatives will affect the property of the three cement corrpanies similarly.
Alternative 1B, IBR, and 2TB will have an additional 0.5-mile length of permanent pavement
that will connect the northern and southern site access roads at their western ends. This
section would require a permanent bridge across the Lehigh Portland Cement Company's haul
road to its docks (estimated construction time for overpass is 1 to 1-1/2 years). Alternative
IB, IBR, and 2TB would run through three areas currently used for cement waste disposal and

3would require excavation of 27,000 yd of cement waste (Response to PSC Interrogatory 9W-4).
The proximity of these waste piles to the new roadway and the use of the land adjacent
thereto would require all three cement companies to relocate their waste disposal sites.

The road alternative IB right-of-way will be located 300 f t east of Lehigh's silos,100 f t
from its truck parking area, and 200 f t from its truck garage facility. Alternative 1B will
be elevated over Lehigh's haul road, pumphouse road, and the northerly GCNPP site entrance
road. Lehigh's concern about relocating 9W across and over its land is that the construction
timetable for IB will result in a significant impact on the company's seasonally heavy
operation. In the staf f's opinion, the proximity of the proposed road alignment to Lehigh's
facilities raises the strong likelihood of significant impact on Lehigh's expansion potential
on the present property. Detailed information about the exact nature and timing of 1B
construction and GCNPP plant construction does not yet exist, which makes impact determination
difficult. An activity-motion system analysis on Lehigh's land holdings east of U.S. Rt. 9W
should be conducted to permit assessment of conflicts among the two construction schedules
and Lehigh's seasonal operation schedule. This will ascertain the degree of impact that
alternative 10 will have on Lehigh's current and planned operaticns. The analysis should
include (1) Lehigh's current operations - buildings, transport routes, schedules, level
of production, seasonal variations, frequency, location, and sunt of activity; (2) con-
struction of IB - location of land required, construction period, lay-down areas, deployment
of heavy machinery, erection of three overpass structures; and (3) construction of GCNPP -
timetable, level of activity, seasonal variations, locations of major and minor activities
(direction, location, length of time), and amount of activity that will occur simultaneously
with the construction of 18.

The staff is of the opinion that there is a significant possibility of conflicting, simultaneous
activities on and adjacent to Lehigh's property which could adversely affect Lehigh's
operations. The completion of this activity-motion system analysis is necessary to validate
or disprove this assumption.
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L.l.ll Aesthetic impact

The applicant's visual analysis for zones B and C indicate that the realignment of U.S. Rt. 9W
will open new views of areas which present major visual contrast to the natural countryside. '
The proximity of the new road to cement company storage silos, smokestacks, conveyer belts,
solid waste disposal piles, and two automobile junkyards will have a negative impact on the
viewer. The clean lines of the newly constructed nuclear power plant will have a positive
aesthetic effect from 9W. The staff concludes that although landscaping could minimize some
of the unpleasant views on new route 9W, the overall visual quality in zones B and C will be
lowered. On the Catskill Creek Bypass (within zone D), visual quality for the rider will be
improved, but at the expense of physical intrusion into the natural floodplain and gorge
landscapes that now exist on the Ruzzi farm and Jefferson Heights areas.

L.l.12 Public services, tourism, and recreation

The staff agrees with the applicant that there will not be adverse impacts on the infrastructure
of tne villages and towns in the impact area. The completion of relocated 9W will enable local
jurisdictions to provide better delivery of emergency services such as polic fire, and
ambulance services. The staff concurs with the applicant that tourism and r eation will not
be adversely affected, and that alternative 1B will not stimulate additional tourist activity
in Greene County. The primary recreational attraction in the impact area, North Lake State
Park, will not be affected. Access to North Lal'e is from the thruway to Rt. 23A, and the
relocation of 9W will not stimulate additional use of this traffic corridor by recreationists.

L.l.13 Historical and archaeological impacts

The proposed alignment of relocated 9W will take two potentially significant historical
structures - Hilltop House and Alsen School. It is not known at this time whether these two
structures meet the triteria of the National Register of Historic Places, but additional
reviews are in progress (Response to PSC Interrogatory 9W-19-2). The staff considers that
complete analysis of these two structures is vital so that mitigation measures can be
determined. The applicant's archaeological survey has uncovered the Brick Farm site where
many prehistoric artifacts were discovered, the significance of which is being further
evaluated. The farm, located on the right-of-way of alternative 1B, would be disturbed by
construction. There are no other known historical structures or archaeological sites located
within the right-of-way of proposed alternative 18.

L.l.14 Noise and air pollution

The applicant estimates that 200 residents will be affected by noise during the construction
of alternative 18. Since noise levels will be well below the point at which injury or serious
annoyance occurs, the staff expects no adverse impact for the people affected. During con-
struction of th's road alternative, suspended particulates and dust will constitute the
major pollutior- impact on adjacent property owners. Air pollution is not considered a
significant impact af ter construction is completed. The construction timetable calls for
completion of all segments of IB is 2-1/2 years.

L.l.15 Local desires and legal positions

More is known about local desires relative to the IB option than any other alternative. A
resolution by the Greene County Legislature (309-77) specifically addressing the impacts of
alternative IB notes the " totally unacceptable environmental impact in the treasured Austin
Glen and upon the Jefferson Heights area" and the county expense incurred for maintenance of
a permanent bypass after the temporary need has passed; the resolution authorizes monies to
hire experts to evaluate and rebut the environmental impact assessment for access improvements
to the Cementon site" (ne full text in Appendix J).

No legal actions have been taken favoring IB. Earlier connents by the Power Plant Committee
(1976) favored rebuilding 9W from Catskill to Saugerties on a " route worked out by local and
county planning boards." This position was taken because of " unacceptable impacts from
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ad ditional traffic" bcfore impacts of the rebuilt route on the Lehigh Portland Cement Company
w(te apparent. There has been further discussion of road impacts by the Greene County
consultants with the Power Plant Committee, but no action has resulted.5

The mayor of the village of Saugerties has expressed strong opposition to the proposed diversion
of some worker traffic through narrow village residential areas and reports that opposition
to this residential diversion is widespread (Appendix J).

L.l.16 Temporary effects

The following list sumarizes the expected temporary effects of alternative 18.

1. construction impacts on 200 adjacent property owners and residents for 2-1/2 years

2. two to three months of major traffic delays on a 2-m4e section of 9W during construction

3. eighteen months of significant traffic congestion in the vicinity of the proposed GCNPP

4. suspended particulates, dust, and gaseous pollution during construction

5. loss of patronage by commercial owners adjacent to existing 9W

6. longer waits at intersections and longer travel tines along links already at level of
service E

7. likely significant adverse impact on the Lehigh Portland Cement Company's operation
during the simultaneous construction of the road and the GCNFP

8. damage to local roads and streets from additional traffic during construction of
alternative 1B and the GCNPP [This damage will be corrected by PASNY (" Joint Hearing
Transcripts," p. J-14883).]

9. significant traffic impact and disruption in the Saugerties residential area during the
entire plant construction period

L.l.17 Permanent effects

The following list summarizes the expected permanent effects of alternative IB

1. lo>s of truck farming and open space in Catskill Creek (Austin Glen) area

2. deterioration of Catskill Creek natural area

3. intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge

4. increased trespassing in Catskill Creek area

5. new strip development along nost of IB route

6. scattered land development of mixed uses in the absence of land-use regulatory controls

7. loss of two potentially significant historical structures

8. disturbince and/or loss of potentially significant archaeological site

9. higher accident rate on relocated 9W

10. loss of ten homes and five businesses, with relocation currently unknown

11. additionai traffic increase because of diversion of nonconstruction traffic from New York
Thruway to Pt. 9W

12. new, improved byoass of Cementon and Catskill
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13. 19 spot improvements at intersections

14. major impact on land, hone cwners, and business owners within the inpact area

15. Lehigh's loss of 63% of property east of existing 9W

16. reduced flexibility for Lehigh's potential to expand operations

17. elimination of Marquette Cement Company's potential to expand toward river

18. loss cf property taxes if displaced owners resettle elsewhere

19. greatly increased traffic flow capacity between Saugerties, Cementon, Catskill until
strip development reduces this capacity

L.2 ALTERMTIVE IBR - RELOCATION OF 9W WITH A FERMANENT CATSKILL INDUSTRIAL BYPASS

Without adequate data on lER, it is impossible to make a definitive comparison of impacts
associated with the bypasses of 1BR and IB because (1) their alignments are through different
terrains; (2) the IBR bypass is 1 mile shorter; (3) the numbers of people affected are not
known; (4) the design for the industrial bypass has not been selected; and (5) the differences
in time required to complete the bypasses. The staff feels that there is enough evidence of
support for the industrial bypass to warrant completion of the assessment of this proposed
alignment.

L.2.1 Traffic flow

The likely pattern of traffic flow on road alternative 1BR will be similar to the pattern
associated with alternative 18. The applicant has not perforred a license plate origin-
destination survey for the industrial bypass of 1BR. For this reason, the staf f could not
make comparative assessment of the traffic flow associated with the bypasses of IBR and 1B
in the impact area. The staff estimated that the number of vehicles that would divert from
the New York Thruway to the new Rt. 9W would be less than 50 vehicles per day (see
Sect. L.l.2). Although the applicant has not developed specifics for the lBR bypass, the
applicant's design proposal includes curves to discourage use of this route. In the applicant's
view, this route serves as a " safety valve" to relieve overcrowded commercial segments of 9W,
where the level of service is already "D" or "E."

L.2.2 Safety

Road alternative IBR will have a level of safety sonewhat better than alternative IB because
many fewer diversions from the Thruway will occur. However, all other alternatives (2TB,
2T, III, and 2TR) will provide higher levels of safety than will 1BR. Alternative 1BR will
imrpove the delivery of emergency services along 9W. as well as within the Catskill area
(see aect. L.l.2).

L.2.3 Access

It is the staff's opinion that the potential for scattered development along the new 9W is the
same as for road alternatives IBR ani IB.

L.2.4 Traffic stimulus

The realignment of 9W under alternative 1BR will stimulate traffic as does IB, except that
Thruway diversions will be reduced. See discussions in Sect. L.5 for characteristics of the
railroad (industrial) bypass. The staff agrees with the applicant that this industrial bypass
will not divert as many vehicles from the Thruway as the 1B bypass (see Sect. L.l.4).
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L.2.5 Ma in tenance

The NYSDOT has agreed to accer' < responsibility for maintaining the new relocation of 9W
in the Cementon area and the 1. ;ypass. The staff assumes that NYSDOT would be willing to
accept the responsibility for tne lLR bypass, depending on design standards selected by the
applicant. Alternative IBR is similar to alternative IB in the 8.5 miles of existing 9W will
be relocated east of the current alignment. Maintenance costs for the 8.5 miles of old
9W will be less than at present because of the diversion of traffic to 18. The actual cost
to maintain old 9W and the industrial bypass are unknown at this time. The applicant has
decided to eliminate alternative IB from consideration if agreements to maintain old 9W
are not reached and to pursue either alternative 2T or III sdiscussed in following sections).
Since alternative IBR is identical to 1B between Saugerties and Catskill, it is assumed that
the applicant will also eliminate IFR from consideration unless maintenance agreements for
tte replaced Rt. 9W can be made. The staff feels that lER is not a feasible alternative
unless maintenance agreenents for old 9W are reached.

L.2.6 NYSDOT - arranaements and contributions

It is assumed that NYSDOT will accept the responsibility of maintaining relocated 9W between
Saugerties and Catskill, including the 1-mile industrial bypass. NYSDOT is not willing to
accept mair.tenance responsibility for this section of new roadway until PASNY has obtained
appropriate Commitments from local governments for maintenance responsibility and jurisdictinn
f or those sections of Rt. 9W replaced by construction. PASNY has not been successful in
obtaining the required comitments from local governments, which leaves N(SDOT involvement
uncertain.

L.2.7 Bridges and overpasses

Alternative 1BR will require an overpass across (1) Lehigh's haul road, (2) Lehigh's pumphouse
road, and (3) the northerly GCNPP site entrance road. There are no bridges or overpasses
required with the construction of the industrial bypass.

L.2.8 Cost

The applicant h3s estimated the cost of construction for road alternative lER to be $27 to
$28 million (1976 dollars).

L.2.9 Land, homes, and businesses taken

The right-of-way property acquisition for alternative lER (150 acres,10 homes, 6 businesses),
the potential loss of Hilltop Fouse and Alsen School, and disturbance of Brick Farm (archaeo-
logical site) are identical to acquisition required for alternative 1B, except f or the routing
of the Catskill Bypass. Alternative IBR would require the acquisition of one additional busi-
ness as compared with IB, even though this alternative requires 12 less acres than does 18.
For a description of the route of the Catskill Bypass, see Sect. L.5.

L.2.10 Macts on Lehi h Portland Cement _ CompanyS

Impacts are identical to those created by alternative 1B.

L.2.ll Aesthetic impacts

The aesthetic impacts from construction of 1Br are identical to the aesthetic impacts of
IB, except for the substitution of the Catskill Industrial Bypass for the Catskill Creek
(Austin Glen) Bypass. These impacts are identical to those of alternative 2TR (see Sect. L.5).

It is assumed that landscaping can provide an accep;able visual quality along the lER industrial
bypass.
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L.2.12 Public services, tourism, and recreation

Alternative 1BR will not create adverse impacts on the infrastructures of the villages and
towns of the study area. The relocation of 9W and the addition of a permanent bypass of
Catskill will improve the delivery of emergency services for this section of Greene County.
Alternative IBR will not adversely af fect either tourism or recreational opportunities of
residents in the irrpact area. It is not anticipated that this road alternative will act as
a stimulus to tourism or recreation in Greene County.

L.2.13 Historical and archaeological impacts

The alternative IBR alignment will require the taking of two structures of potentially
historical significance - Hilltop House and Alsen School - as well as intrusicn on the edge of
a potentially significant archaeological site on the right-of-way (see Sect. L.l.13).

L.2.14 Noise and air pollution

Impacts from noise and air pollution associated with the construction of IBR are identical to
the impacts of alternative 18, except for the industrial bypass area. The impact of
constructing the bypass parallel to Conrail tracks at Catskill is unknown, but it is assumed
to be worse than those associated with the bypass of IB because of the proximity to higher
numbers of people in the business district of Catskill.

L.2.15 Local desires and legal positions

Local preferences regarding IBR are known or believed to be as follcws:

-Village of Catskill - Board of Trustees voted 3-1-1 to support the Matteson (railrcad) Bypass
through Catsklll as a 9W re-routing (see Appendix J)

Villa~ ge of Saucerties - opposes the section of IBR through their residential area, but is in
favor of IlfR Tron Saugerties to Catskill

~-

Town of Saugerties - a town official is in favor of the lBR alternative, including the section
through the village of Saugerties

-Ulster County Planning Board - ooposes use of residential area in Saugerties and favors a
realigned 9W on a low priority basis (see Appendix J)

Hamlet of Cementon - some citizens now opposed to alternative 1BR, although the original
request for relocation originated here

Town of Catskill - some support identified in favor of both the IBR bypass and the section
between 3 tskill and Saugerties

No legal body from Saugerties, Cementon, Catskill, Athens, or Greene County has taken a
position in favor of alternative IBR; Sect. L.l.15 discusses the legal opposition to this
alternative. It is assumed that the applicant will be able to identify enough local support
to justify initiation of a detailed assessment of this alternative.

L.2.16 Temporary effects

1. Two to three months of major traffic delays on a 2-mile section of Rt. 9W during
construction

2. suspended particulates, dust, and gaseous pollution during construction

3. construction impacts on adjacent property owners for 18 to 24 months (estimate)

4. loss of patronage by businesses adjacent to transportation corridor
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5. loss of property taxes (exact amount not known)

6. significant disruption of the quiet residential area of the village of Saugerties

7. longer delays at intersections or longer travel times along links already at level of
service E not in the vicinity of the GCNPP

8. 18 nonths of significant traf fic congestion in the vicinity of the proposed GCNPP

9. likely significant adverse impact on Lehigh Portland Cement Company's operation during
the simultaneous construction of road alternative 1BR and the GCNPP

10. damage to local roads and streets fron additional traffic during construction of 1BR and
the CONPP.

L.2.17 Permanent effects

1. New transportation corridor between Saugerties and Catskill, including an industrial
bypass in Catskill

2. potential economic expansion for light industries in an area of Catskill currently
planned for this use

3. potential new strip development along the 1BR route

4. loss of two structures of potentially significant historical value

5. disruption of potentially significant archaeological area on right-of-way

6. scattered land development of mixed types because of absence of lar.d-use controls

7. higher accident rate on relocated 9W

S. loss of ten homes and six businesses (relocation currently unknown)

9. additional traffic increase because of diversion from New York Thruway to Rt. 9W

10. 19 spot intersection improvements

11. significant impact on land, home owners, and business owners within the impact area

12. Lehigh's loss of 631 of their land east of existing 9W

13. reduction of Lehigh's potential to expand operations

14. elimination of Marquette Cement Company's potential to expand toward the Hudson River

L.3 ALTERNATIVE 2TB - RELOCATION OF 9W AND A TEMPORARY CATSKILL CREEK BYPASS

L.3.1 Traf fic flow

The staf f assumes that the temporary private driveway from the Rt. 9W/Rt. 2iA intersection
(Catskill) to the Rt. 23/23B interchange (Catskill) through Catskill Creek Gorge will sharply
reduce the amount of nonconstruction traffic diverting from the New York Thruway to Rt. 9W
under alternative IB (all permanent roadway). Because use of this bypass under this alter-
native is restricted to construction workers, the increase in traffic on 9W heading south
during road and plant construction will probably be no more than 1100 vehicles daily. The
effect on traffic flow resulting from the construction of alternative 2TB is identical to that
of alternative IB, except that traffic from the Thruway will not be diverted to 9W heading
south.
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L.3.2 Safety.

Road alternative 2TB will have an improved level of safety in comparison with alternative IB,
but still less than that of existing 9W. There will be fewer vehicles on the relocated 9W
with alternative 2TB than with alternative 1B (see Sect. L.3.1 above). In the staff's opinion,
alternative 2TB will not provide an improved level of safety (fewer accidents and mortalities)
over the existing roadway network in the impact area (see Sect. L.12 discussion about the
abnormally low level of accidents on existing 9W). The existing safety level could be lowered
because of unrestricted access on relocated 9W, where speeds and traffic volume will be higher.

L.3.3 Access and traffic stimulus _

Access problems associated with road alternative 2TB and the location and volume of traffic,
as well as the effects of development, will be identical to those of alternative IB, except
in the Catskill Creek Bypass area (see Sects. L.l.1, L.1.3, and L.3.1).

L.3.4 Maintenance

The staff concurs with the applicant that alternative 2TB is not feasible until maintenance
agreements for old 9W are reached with local jurisdictions (see Sect. L.l.5). The State's
yearly cost for maintaining relocated 9W between Saugerties and Catskill would be $47,300.
The amount of local financial responsibility to be assumed for sections of 9W not replaced
is unknown, but it is assumed to te less than is currently required to maintain those sections
because of the expected decrease in traffic.

L.3.5 f[YSDOT - arrangements and contributions

The only difference between alternatives 2TB and IB is that, under alternative 2TB, the
Catskill Bypass will be maintained by the applicant as a temporary private driveway (see
Sect. L.l.6).

L.3.6 Bridges and overpasses

See Sects. 3.B.2 and L.1.10.

L.3.7 Cost

The cost is estimated to be $26 million (1976 dollars).

L.3.8 Land, homes, and businesses taken

The right-of-way property acquisition for alternative 2TB (153 acres, 9 homes, 6 businesses,
and the loss of Hilltop House and Alsen School) and disturbance of an archaeological site are
similar to the acquisition required for alternative 18. Alternative 2TB would require 9 less
acres of land than would 1B and would require one less home and business. Acquisition costs
under this alternative are not known but would be less than the $833,000 estimated for
alternative IB. The amount of tax loss to local jurisdictions has not been calculated (s ee
Sect. L.1).

L.3.9 Impacts on Lehigh Portland Cement Company

Impacts art identical to those created by road alternative IB (see Sect. L.l.10).
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L.3.10 Aesthetic impacts

The aesthetic impacts from construction of 2TB are identical to the irrpacts of IB, except that
the intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge will be temporary. The bypass of Catskill will have
a minimal aesthetic impact on the residential area of West Jefferson Heights and Suburban
Way (same as alternative 18). The removal of the bypass road will not irr:ediately restore
the aesthetic character of the area because the roadbed and the open cut for the transportation
corridor will remain for years. The staff estimates that within 30 to 150 years, the scars of
this bypass would have been reduced by natural succession and regrowth, thus restoring the
aesthetic character of this area similar to preconstruction.

L.3.11 Public services, tourism, and recreation

There are no adverse impacts on public services, tourism, or recreation anticipated with the
construction of 2TB (see Sect. L.l.12).

L.3.12 H_istorical and archaeological impacts

The impacts created by alternative 2TB are identical tn those of alternative IB (see Sect. L.l.13).

L.3.13 Noise and air pollution

The impacts created by alternative 2TB are identical to those of alternative IB, except that
with alternative 2TB, there would be an additional impact period at the end of GCNPP construction,
when the temporary Catskill Bypass would be removed. The staff assumes that the total pollution
impact associated with construction of alternative 2TB would be about the same as the impacts
associated with alternative lB. Although less construction is required in building the tem-
porary Catskill Creek Bypass, more disturbance will occur when the temporary bridge and roadbed
are removed.

L.3.14 Local desires and legal positions

Stated local desires and legal positions that have been adopted regarding road alternative 2TB
are identical to the concerns described for alternative IB (see Sect. L.l.15).

L.3.15 Temporary effects

The ef fects created by alternative 2TB are identical to those of alternative IB, except that
with alternative 2TB, the Catskill Bypass from Rt. 9W/23A to Rt. 23/23B would be built as a
temporary construction road (see Sect. L.l.16).

L.3.16 Permanent effects

Effects created by road alternative 2TB are identical to those of alternative IB except for
the following differences.

1. The Catskill Bypass will be a temporary construction road. Because this bypass will be
restricted to construction workers, the number of nonconstruction vehicles diverting
to relocated 9W coming from the north will be significantly less than under alternative 18.

2. Nine homes and six businesses will be taken.

L.4 ALTERNATIVE 2T - THREE TEMPORARY DRIVEWAYS RESTRICTED TO
CONSTRUCTION-RELATED TRAFFIC

L.4.1 Traffic flow

The two temporary driveways connecting U.S. Rt. 9W to the GCNPP site will enable existing
local traffic to move unimpeded on the segments of 9W parallel to the temporary driveways
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constructed by the applicant. The intersections of both of these construction roads with
9W, howe.or, will be major nodes of congestion. In the opinion of the staff, the applicant
should provide traf fic control personnel and/or equipment to direct traffic flow at these two
intersections. The widening of 9W between the intersection of the construction road and 9W
and the intersection of 9W and 23A will help minimize traffic congestion along this 1.6-mile
segment. The temporary bypass between 9W/23A and 23/23'3 will provide the needed diversion of
construction worker traffic required to prevent adverse traffic impacts in the Catskill
area. The temporary bypass of Catskill (restricted to construction workers) will greatly
reduce the amount of other traffic that would divert from the New York Thruway to Rt. 9W if
the bypass were constructed as a permanent road corridor.

L.4.2 Safety

Road alternative 2T will provide a lower level of safety than will 2TB or 18. The intersections
of both construction driveways with 9W will be very congested at plant shif t-change times,
significantly decreasing the safety level at these two points, as well as several miles in
either direction from these points. The safety level in the Catskill area will Le similar
under 2T and 2TB. 2T will provide a higher level of safety in the Catskill area than would
lB because there will be less vehicle diversion from the Thruway.

L.4.3 Access

Alternative 2T will not create problems of access onto Rt. 9W other than at the intersections
of the construction roads with Rt. 9W. Because 2T involves the use of temporary roads resteicted
to construction-related traffic, there will not be development pressures for land owners along
these roads. If these private driveways are not removed at the end of the construction period,
however, pressures for scattered development of unzoned land may occur. The only two areas of
significant traffic impact that will occur are the intersections of the construction roads with
9W.

L.4.4 Traffic stimulus

See Sects. L.4.1 and L.4.3.

L.4.5 Mcintenance

Maintenance agreements among NYSDOT, Greene County, Cementon, and Catskill will not be required
under this alternative. The applicant will maintain all three construction roads and has agreed
to repair all damage to local roads caused by construction traffic.

L.4.6 NYSDOT - arrangements and contributions

Alternative 2T will not require maintenance agreements between NYSDOT and any local jurisdiction.

L.4.7 Bridges and overpasses

Alternative 2T will not require an overpass across the Lehigh Portlana Cement Company's haul
road as do alternatives 2TB and 1B. The bridge over Catskill Creek will be removed after
completion of the GCNPP.

L.4.8 Cost

The cost will be $21 million (in 1976 dollars).

L.4.9 Land, homes, and businesses taken

The right-of-way property acquisition for alternative 2T would consist of one home and one
business (Ilsley Upholstery). Hilltop House and Alsen School would not be taken unde ^. this
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alternative. The status of the archaeological site is unknown. The cost of land and
property acquisition is unknown. Alternative 2T would require 105 acres of land 57 acres
less than alternative 18 and 47 acres less than alternative 2TB. The two properties to be
taken would cause minor tax loss.

L.4.10 Impacts on Lehigh Portland Cement Company

Alternative 2T will not require an overpass over Lehigh's haul road. This alternative creates
less impact on Lehigh than either 2TB, 18, or lER because of the absence of overpass
construction and the use of the roads by construction workers only.

L.4.ll Aesthetic impact

The long-term aesthetic impacts created by constructing alternative 2T are less than those
of either alternative IB or 2TB because the Catskill Creek segment is temporary. The two
other driveways connecting the site to existing 9W would be temporary and could be removed
at the landowner's option at the end of the construction period. Providing the land anners
require the applicant to remove these two driveways after the GCNPP is constructed, the
aesthetic impacts would be minimai after 30 to 150 years. The Catskill Bypass (the third
private driveway), including the bridge over Catskill Creek, would be removed af ter completion
of the GCNPP if land owners so chose.

L.4.12 Public services, tourism, and recreation

Alternative 2T will not create adverse impacts on the public service capability of the impact
area. Under this alternative, delivery of emergency services will not be improved significantly
as it would by alternatives 2TB and 18 and may be temporarily adversely affected by congestion
at the two intersections. Alternative 2T will have no effect on tourism or recreational
opportunities within the southeast seccion of Greene County.

L.4.13 Historical and archaeological impacts

Hilltop House and Alsen School will not be taken if alternative 2T is chosen, and no other
designated or potentially significant structures will be affected. The archaeological site
near Brick Fann will probably not be affected by the route taken by the temporary driveway
to the site.

L.4.14. Noise and air pollution

It is assumed by the staff that the total impact associated with construction of alternative 2T
will be considerably less than with 2TB or IB because of the type of cor.struction required in
building the three temporary driveways. The 1-1/2-year construction period for 2T will be
significantly less than for either 2TB or 18. Removal and regrading of the three roadways
will cause additional disturbance at the end of the plsnt construction period.

L.4.15 Local desires and legal positions

Local desires regarding alternative 2T are unknown, but they are assumed to be similar to those
regarding 18. No local jurisdiction within the impact area has taken a position regardina this
alternative (see Sect. L.l.15).

L.4.16 Temporary effects

The impacts created by construction and use of alternative 2T would be significantly less
than those of 1B or 2TB. There will be an approximate 33% decrease in excavation and embank-
ment with alternative 2T because of the narrower road width (see Sect. 3.8.2). Unlike the
applicant's 10-year estimate (see Sect. L.3.10), the staff estimate is that about 30 to 150 years
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will be needed before the disrupted land will appear as it did prior to construction. The
following list summarizes the temporary effects expected from construction and use of road
alternative 2T.

1. construction impacts on adjacent prcperty owners for about 18 months, including driveway
removal at the end of the plant construction period

2. suspended particulates, dust, and gaseous pollution during construction and removal of the
temporary driveways

3. significant travel delays near the intersections of the construction roads with 9W

4. less impact on lehigh, Marouette, or Alpha operations than with 2TB,18 or 1BR.

5. damage to local roads and streets from construction-related traffic

6. significant traffic impact in the Saugerties residential area

7. temporary intrusion into Catskill Creek Gorge

8. higher accident rate on Rt. 9W during construction

9. loss of truck farming and open space in the Catskill Creek (Austin Glen) area for 8 to
10 years

L.4.17 Permanent ef fects

1. Major disruption and damage to Catskill Creek (Austin Glen) natural area

2. widening of 1.6 miles of 9W

3. 19 spot improvements similar to those for 1B

4. loss of one home and one business

5. tax 'oss from removal of one home and one business

6. road improvement in the Saugerties area

L.5 ALTERNATIVE 2TR - TWO TU4PORARY DRIVEWAYS AND A PERMANENT CATSKILL INDUSTRIAL BYPASS

L.5.1 Traffic flow

The two temporary driveways connecting U.S. Rt. 9W to the GCNPP site will enable existing
local traffic to move as well as usual except for two short periods daily during shift change
at the 9W-2TR intersections. Local traffic will be unimpeded by additional worker traffic
on segments at 9W parallel to the temporary driveways constructed by the applicant. The
problems of congestion between Saugerties and Catskill that will occur with alternative 2TR
are identical to those encountered with 2T (Sect. L.4.1). The applicant has not performed
a license plate origin / destination survey for the industrial bypass of road alternative 2TR,
which is needed to complete this assessment. It is assumed that less than 50 vehicles of
nonconstruction traffic per day will be diverted from Rt. 87 to 9W. Although design standards
for this bypass have not been completed, the applicant's general proposal includes curves to
discourage large numbers of users. In the applicant's view, this route serves as a " safety
valve" to relieve overcrowded commercial segments of 9W in Catskill, where the leiel of service
is already "D" or "E."

L.S.2 S[fety

Road alternative 2TR will provide a lower level of safety than will 2TB or 1B. 2TR will
improve the delivery of emergency services in the Catskill area. The number of vehicles
diverting from the Thruway and 9W north of Catskill (that are currently using the Thruway)
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is considered to be too low to have much effect on the level of safety provided by 2TR, including
the Catskill Bypass Alternative 2TR will provide a higher level of safcty in the Catskill
area than will 1B because of the decrease in vehicle diversion from the Thruway.

L.S.3 Access

Alternative 2TR will not create problems of access onto U.S. Rt. 9W, other than at the inter-
sections of the tenpcrary driveway roads with 9W during construction of the GCNPP. Because 2TR
consists of limited sections of temporary roads and driveways that will be removed if requested
by the owner, the access problems that could occur along 9W are considered less likely than
with IB or IBR. However, since this new temporary road alignment will, like 2T, open up new
areas of unzoned land closer to the Hudson River, the potential for speculative development
will exist. Land-use controls should be enacted to require the complete removal of these
temporary roadways. Without some regulation, the staf f assures that limited development will
occur, which will cause a slight increase ir access problems along existing 9W.

The bypats located parallel to the Conrail tracks is preferred by the staff over the 1B, 2TB,
or 2T bypass through Austin Glen (Catskill Creek). The industrial bypass is proposed to run
through an area suitable for industrial development ar d will provide Catskill the opportunity
to expand its limited industrial base. The staff does not anticipate a high level of demand
for industrial sites in the area of Catskill, but it does seem likely that a few light indus-
trial firms would consider this section of New York State for expansion of their market. The
design features of the industrial bypass and the designation of access points on this new
roadway must be interrelated with the existing road network, as well as the economic expansion
plans of Catskill. The staff urges the applicant and appropriate local authorities to begin
consultation on these details and objectives. The staff agrees with the applicant that a
Catskill bypass is needed for improved traffic flow to the plant site. The design of this
bypass should strike a balance between road purpose and local economic expansion goals
(Sect. L.l.3).

L.5.4 Traffic stimulus

The applicant has proposed to design the industrial bypass to (1) provide improved traf fic flow
through Catskill; (2) deter significant nonworker use of the bypass by constructing the road
with curves; and (3) provide the opportunity for industrial expansion along this new corridor.

Alternative 2TR is not expected to significantly increase traffic it the impact area. During
construction, the increased vehicle volume of existing 9W and in Catskill will deter additional
use of the roads within the Cementon area (See Sects. L.5.1 and L.4.1).

L.S.5 Maintenance

Maintenance agreements will not be required for 2TR tetween Saugerties and Catskill since the
applicant will be solely responsible for the temporary driveways. It is assumed that the
industria' bypass will be maintained by NYSDOT or the village of Catskill, depending on the
design standards selected by the applicant. The issue of maintenance of the 2TR bypa:s should
be addressed in the applicant's assessment of this new 1-mile roadway. The cost of maintaining
the industrial bypass is unknown at this time.

L.S.6 NYSDOT - arrangements and contributions

Refer to Sect. L.5.5.

L.5.7 Bridges and overpasses

Alternative 2TR will not require bridges or overpasses.

L.S.8 Cost

The cost of 2TR is estimated at $22 million (in 1976 dollars).
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L.5.9 Land, homes, and businesses taken

The right-of-way property acquisition for alternative 2TR would involve two hores and three
businesses. Hilltop House and Assen School would not be taken under this alternative. The
cost of land and property acquisition is unknown. Alternative 2TR would require about the
same number of acres as alternative 2T - 102 acres. Tax loss to local jurisdictions under
this alternative has not been calcalated, but it may be significant because three businesses
are taken. Alternative 2TR is identical to 2T between Saugerties and Catskill but has the
permanent Catskill Industrial Bypass, the same as under alternative 1BR. One business is
located on the proposed bypass route.

Bypass (permanent) for alternative 2TR would run parallel to the west side of the Conrail
tracks through the southern portion of the village near 9W. It would be about 1 mile long
and located between the intersection of Rts. 9W and 23A and tha Rt. 9W bridge over Catskill
Creek. This routing of the Catskill Bypass has been referred to as the Mattson Bypass, but
will be identified hereaf ter as the Catskill Industrial Cypass. The acquisition cost of
this alternative is not known, but it is estimated to be between $900,000 and $1 million.

L.5.10 Impacts on Marquette Cement Compannand Lehhh and Alpha portland cerent comoates

Neither 2TR nor 2T requires a bridge over Lehigh's dock road, so there is less interference
with Lehigh's trucking operations. As a result of their narrower width, less excavation
of Marquette and Alpha soil piles would be required. No excavation of the Lehigh spoil pile
will be required, but since the entire spoil area is acquired, a new site for a spoil pile must
be found.

L.S.ll Aesthetic impacts

Aesthetic impacts associated with the alignment of 2TR are identical to the imp 3 cts of 2T
between Saugerties and Catskill. Also, the aesthetic impacts associated with the industrial
bypass of 2TR are identical to those of 1BR. The applicant has not assessed the existing
characteristics of the visual corridors alcng the proposed industrial bypass of Catskill.
The staff assumes that the view frcm and of the industrial bypass will be of a lower visual
quality when compared with the views associated with the bypass of 2T but of higher visual
quality than the Catskill business area it is designed to bypass (see Sect. L.4.ll).

L.5.12 Public services, tourism, and recreation

Alternative 2TR will not create adverse innacts on the public service capability within the
impact area. This alternative will provide improved delivery of emergency services in the
Catskill area. It is nct anticipated that 2TR will adversely affect or act as a stimulus to
tourism or recreation within this secticn of Greene County.

L.5.13 Historical and arcaaeological impacts

Alternative 2TR will have ne inpacts on historical or archaeological areas.

L.5.14 Noise and air pollution

The total impacts associated with construction of alternative 2TR between Saugerties and
Catskill will be identical to those of alternative 2T. Impacts created from construction of
the industrial bypass are assumed to be worse than those resulting from construction of the
IB bypass. It is not possible to make a definitive comparison of imoacts associated with the
bypasses of IB and 2TR because of lack of data on alternative 2TR (see Sects. L.2.14 and L 4.14).

L.5.15 Local des _ ires and legallositions

Local desires regarding alternative 2TR are unknown, but they are assumed to be similar to those
of IB for the t:mporary driveways located between Saugerties and Catskill. There is evidence of
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some support for the 1-mile industrial bypass within the town of Catskill, and the Village of
Catskill Board has voted in favor of the railroad bypass for any proposed 9W relocation. The
1971 village of Catsk:ll Comprehensive Development Plan (proposed) suggests a similar 9W
industrial bypass on the opposite side of the Conrail tracks. No action concerning this plan
occurred. No legal body f rom Saugerties, Cementon, Catskill, Athens, or Greene County has
taken a position in favor of alternative 2TR (see Sects. L.2.15 and L.4.15).

L.5.16 Temporary effects

The impacts created by the construction and use of alternative 2TR are identical to those
associated with 2T between Saugerties and Catskill. The staff estimates that 30 to
150 years will be needed before the disturbed land (corridor of temporary driveways parallel
to existing Rt. 9W) will appear as it did prior to construction.

L.5.17 Permanent effects

1. 19 spot improvements, including road improvement in Saugerties area

2. potential tax loss from removal of two homes and three businesses

3. new industrial bypass in Catskill

L.6 ALTERNATIVE III - PARK AND RIDE

Alternative III provides shuttle-bus service from six pickup points located te intercept the
commuting workers along their natural path in driving from home in the GCNPP site. Parking
lots would be constructed at the five pickup points with sufficient use to demand such
facilities. The applicant assumes that (1) no parking facilities would be provided for
manual workers at the site, (2) all nonmanual workers will drive cars, and (3) ne fares w.ll
be charged for the transit service. The staff assessed this alternative using ?u;h the
applicant's assumptions of a 2100-member work force, a peak year in 1981, and 30 growth, as
well as our assumptions of a larger work force (3000), a later peak year (1984), and a lower
growth rate (l%).

L.6.1 Traffic flow

Alternative III (Park and Ride) will decrease the level of service for roads lying within the
impact area when compared with current levels of service, since no new roadways will be created
but additional traffic (cars and huses) will be added. Whereas there are currently (1976)
eight deficient (E or F service level) roadway links, alternative III's addition of worker
traf fic will result in ten deficient links in the 1981 peak year. If the larger work force
and 1984 peak-year assumptions are used, almost twice as many roadway links -15- become
deficient, which makes this alternative marginally unacceptable. Methods to bring the esticated
number of deficient links in 1984 back down to an acceptable eleven include (1) eliminating
workers' cars by requiring that the entire work force (not only manual workers) use the buses;
(2) additional highway spot improvements; and/or (3) alterations in work-force schedules such
r. 3 staggered work hours, two shifts, or a work-force ,.eiling. If a local growth rate of li is
used (with 3000 in 1984), the number of deficient links would be ten, also marginally acceptable.
Alternative III, in comparison with 2T, 2TB, and 1B, will provide a smaller increase in daily
traffic. The applicant assumes that alternative III creates the least impact on traffic flow
from construction-related vehicles during construction of the GCNPP.

L.6.2 Sa fe ty_

Alternative III will slightly increase the accident rate for roadway levels within the impact
area. As compared with alternatives 2T, 2TB, and 18, alternative III will cause the smallest
increase in traffic accidents. Alternative III eliminates the major problem of alternatives 2TB
and 1B - the potential for a significant increase in accidents because of an increased number
of vehicles on an unrestricted roadway.
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L.6.3 Access

Alternative III causes no change when compared with the existing road network. Alternatise
III would not create the potential for access-related problems inherent in the design of
alternatives 2TB,1B. and 1BR.

L.6.4 Traffic stinalus

Alternative III w uld not stimulate additional traffic on the existing road network. The
increase in traific flow created by this alternative would act as a deterrent to increased
travel on roads within the impact area. The flow of vehicles through the Saugerties residential
area is less with alternative III than the other alternative.

L.6.5 Maintenance

One of the main advantages of this alternative is that the necessity to reach maintenance
agreemer ts with all jurisdictions within the impact area is eliminated. The applicant's
previous commitment to repairs of construction-related damage would still apply.

L.6.6 NYSDOT - arrangements and contributions

Alternati.e III will not require maintenance agreements between NYSDOT and any local
jurisdi Mon.

L.6.7 Bridgesgove_rpa_s ses

Alternative III will not require bridges or overpasses.

L.f 3 Cost

The applicant estimates the cost for alternative III during the middle years of the construction
project to be about $50 million, of which $6 million is for buses, $8 million for roadway
improvements, and $36 million for overtime pay (based on double time). These estimates do not
include additional expenses that would be required if the Park and Ride alternative were oper-
ating during the first and last years of the GCNPP. The staff does not agree with the applicant
that alternative III would be the most costly of all the road alternatives considered. Overtime
pay (portal to portal) is not provided for most construction projects similar to the GCNPP.
Conversations with nine area union business agents in December 1977 indicated their support for
van- and car-pool programs. All stated that they saw no problems with a Park and Ride program
to transport their members to the GCNPP site, and that extra pay would not be required.6
If overtime pay is eliminated from the estimate, the total cost would be about $15 to $17
million.

L.6.9 Land, homes, and businesses taken

Alternative III will not require the purchase of any homes or businesses. It is assumed that
about 10 acres of land will be leased for the temporary parking lots, thereby avoiding the
purchase of land and loss of property taxes. Land for a site entry road will be purchased
from Lehigh (about 8 acres).

L.6.10 Imgacts on Lehigh Portland Cement Company

Alternative III will create the least impact on land use within the Lehigh impact area of all
road alternatives since only a short direct access road from 9W will be developed, and traffic
increases will be the smallest of all six alternatives.
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L.6.ll Aesthetic impact

There will be the minor temporary impact of five parking lots during the construction period.
There will be no other changes in the aesthetics of the existing road network.

L.6.12 Public services, tourism, and recreation

The staff agrees with the applicant that alternative III will not adversely affect public
services, tourism, or recreation. However, it will not provide the capability for improved
delivery of emergency services tnat is possible with 2TB or 18.

L.6.13 Historical and archaeological impacts

Alternative III will not affect any historically or archaeologically significant structures or
sites within the impact area, providing that the site entry road does not cross any of the
archaeological sites.

L.6.14. Noise and air pollution

The staff agrees with the applicant that alternative III would create less noise and air
pollution than would alternatives 2T, 2TB, and 1B.

L.6.15. Lccal desires and legal positions

It is assumed by the staff, based on conversations with local residents and officials, that
local jurisdictions would prefer alternative III instead of 2T, 2TB, or 1B. Na local jurisdic-
tion 1 the impact area (Saugerties, Cementon, Catskill, Athens, or Greene County) has taken a
position relative to alternative III (see Sect. L.1.15).

L.6.16 Temporary effects

The following list summarizes the temporary ef fects of alternative III.

1. construction of five parking lots (about 10 acres)

2. increased air and water pollution but less than from 2T, 2TB, or 1B

3. minimal increase in traf fic on the existing road network

4. minimal increase in damage to local roads from construction-related traffic

5. minimal increase in the accident rate during the GCNFP construction period

L.6.17 Permanent effects

1. Eight spot improvements along existing roadways, including the upgrading of 1.65 miles of
the Malden Turnpike.

L.7 A RECOMMENDED ACCESS IMPROVEMENT: VII - RIDE SHARING, SPOT IMPROVEMENTS,
UNDERPASSES ?ND A PERMANENT CATSKILL INDUSTRIAL BYPASS

The road alternative proposed by the staff is a transpcrtation system approach including portions
of same alternatives previously assessed as well as some new features. The components are
(1) van pooling and buses, (2) Park and Ride for cars, (3) major and minor highway improvements,
and (4) construction of a Catskill Industrial Bypass.

Although alternative III is acceptable under the applicant's assumptions of a 2100-merber work
force and a peak year of 1981 (prevents significant impacts that would occur with alternatives
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1B, 2TB, IBR, 2TR, and 2T), it provides no permanent benefits other than spot improvements to
the impact area. In the opinion of the staff, the addition of major highway improvements
to the Park and Ride alternative (III) will result in a viable transportation alternative
that will (1) prevent negative impacts, (2) provide improvements to the existing transportation
network, and (3) cost about the same amount as the applicant's once-preferred alternative 18.
This seventh alternative is offered as a suggestion deserving further analysis and not as a fully
tested or analyzed ootion.

The applicant estimates that existing arterial segments of U.S. Rt. 9W and ancillary roads in
the study area can absorb a total of 400 to 500 additional vehicles during the peak year of
construction before reaching unstable flow.7 It is also stated that 60% to 70% of the con-
struction workers traveling from the north would have to switch to van pooling before the
Catskill Bypass coult' be eliminated. The applicant assumed that the operational disadvantages
outweighed the advantages, and thus eliminated this alternative from consideration. Disadvan-
tages considered significant by the applicant included the following."

1. low population densities of the surrounding area

2. long driving times which encourage single occupancy of private automobiles

3. van pooling as an urban phenomenon

4. natural turnover rate

5. loss of overtime opportunities

The staff disagrees with this analysis as a basis for eliminating van pooling as an alternative.
Benefits of van pooling to employees and the applicant should also be considered. Employee
benefits 9 would include:

1. accessibility of a remote site, eliminating the need to relocate

2. estimated gasoline savings of $21 per week per employee (based on 90 miles per day
at 10.70 per gallon for 30 gas)

3. greater availability of car for use by family members

4. reduced risks and tension from comuting

9Employer benefits shown in studies of the ride-sharing option include:

1. improved labor supply

2. reduced turnover of employees

3. increased punctuality

4. less travel time - increase in worker productivity

5. good public relations - concern for national and state priorities of fuel and energy
conservation

Community benefits would include (1) fewer in-movers and less stress on the housing market
and over-capacity local services and (2) less congestion on a deficient local roadway system.

In fact, studies based on the experience of others generally list the above-mentioned
disadvantages (1, 2, 4, and 5) as favorable conditions for organizing a successful van pool.
Ride sharing is practical, operable, and financially self-sustaining in the experience of 40
U.S. corporations (Corning Glass Works, General Motors, Sears, 3-M, etc. ).

The most notable rural demonstration of this approach in the field of construction is TVA's
Hartsville van-pooling experiment. TVA's experience demonstrates the viability of ride
sharing as a technique to reduce the impact of heavy traffic and its resulting inconvenience
to the communities as well as the workers. According to the TVA program manager of comuter
transportation, the ride-sharing approach is "far more economical than building additional
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highway capacity to accorinodate large increases in traffic volume."M An additional benefit
of ride sharing is the reduced impact on schools and city services. Because individuals
can comute to their homes and place of employment, in-migration is reduced. In September
1978, the ride-sharing program at Hartsville used 130 vans to carry 1066 riders (8.2 riders
per van),11 buses for 330 riders (30 riders per bus), and 1804 cars for 4149 riders
(2.3 riders per car). One major problem with the ride-sharing program at the Hartsville
nuclear construction project is that only 6*, of the construction work force is transported
by bus. At Cementon, more emphasis should be placed on the bus component of ride sharing.
It is assumed that the fai :her the comuting distance, the more likely it is that workers
will participate in ride sharing (" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-13908). The average
driving distance to the Cementon site will be 40 to 45 miles. This is 25 miles farther*

than the national average and shou" stimulate a higher desire to comute by sharing rides
than would occur if the site were only 10 to 15 miles from a highly populated metropolitan
area. For ride sharing to be successful, the employer must provide both financial encourage-
ment and implementation of persuasive policies. Thus, in contrast to the applicant's position,
the staff considers van pooling to be a needed component in a transportation system that
would decrease the level of traffic impacts resulting from construction of the GCNPP at
Cementon. The staff concurs with the applicant that car pooling should also be encouraged
(" Joint Hearing Transcripts," p. J-13908). But it is not an essential component to this
alternative since no cars are allowed onsite. Van pooling and busing are the main components
of this system.

Components of the recomended road alternative for the GCNPPo

In an attempt to aioid the high level of adverse environmental impacts that wnuld occur from
constructing 2TR, .'.T, IBR, 2TB, or 1B and to provide some permanent benefits (unlike the
acceptable alternative III), the staff proposes an alternative for consideration. This
alternative, VII, has the following components.

1. Direct van pooling or busing workers from homes to the site would be encouraged and
subsidized by the applicant (target - 50% of total).

2. Busing all car-arriving workers fro ' peripheral parking lots in Saugerties and Catskill
to the site; no cars allowed on site

3. Making 11 traffic improvements to existing roadways the same as for van pooling.e

4. Rebuilding both hazardu;s 9W underpasses in Cementon.

5. Saugerties traffic flow problems rectified with bypass or some other solution.

6. Assessment and construction of an industrial bypass of Catskill (lBR or 2TR bypass),
the alignment of which would be based on the applicant's analysis of this highway corridor.

The staff considers that this mix of soft and hard improvements is a reasonable, flexible,
and effective solution to the problem of transporting a 2100- or 3000-person work force into an
area with a highly deficient existing road system, without creating the long list of adverse
impacts associated with most other access alternatives. The estimates of percentages of the
work force to be transported by bus, van, or car are given as suggested targets rather than as
firm limits, since the goal of reduced traffic volume can be achieved in a variety of ways.
The three sets of pennanent improvements have a double benefit: They solve long-standing
inadequacies or hazards of the existing transportation system, make worker transportation
easier, and they leave the communities with a limited but important set of permanent benefits.

The cost of this proposed " optimum" access-road solution is estimated at about $26 millien,
roughly equivalent to that of alternative 1BR, but much less than the applicant's $50 million
estimate given for the conditionally acceptable alternative proposed by the applicant: Park
and Ride (staff estimate of Park and Ride cost is $15 to $17 million if overtime pay is
not required). The additional cost of alternative VII beyond the staff's estimate cf
ride-sharing costs (s$17 million) is the price of additional permanent improvements. Detailed
cost estimates need to be made. Cost components include:
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Cost
JS106)

Ride sharing pla- ing and management 4
(including tran Jrtation consultant)

Purchase and/or lease of buses and vans - 5

Rebuilding two underpasses 4

Eleven spot improvements; 8
parking lot leases

Catskill Industrial Bypass _5

Total 26

Mechanics of operation

1. The Power Authority of the State of New York (PASNY) would purchase buses and use union
employees as bus operators. Buses would be phased in based on the size of the work force,
worker residential lccation, transportation preference, efficiency of scale, etc. Service
would be provided free of charge to all employees.

2. PASNY would provide vans based on the numbers required to accommodate seasonal work-force
changes, worker residential location, transportation preference, efficiency of scale, and
to balance the ride-sharing system of buses, vans, and cars to avoid traffic impacts.

3. PASNY would complete computer matching of workers by residence location (group workers with
the type of transportation service most efficient for their residential location) and would
establish a method to inform workers of their options.

4. Workers who by choice or circumstance do not participate in the bus or van-pooling
arrangements must park in the peripheral parking lots and transfer to buses for the final leg
of the journey to work. No cars are allowed to park onsite.

5. Rebuild the existing underpasses on U.S. Rt. 9W near Cementon during the first year of
construction of the GCNPP. The staff estimates the cost of rebuilding both underpasses at
$4 million (1976 dollars).

6. Complete a transportation assessmeric of the industrial bypass alignment during the first
six months of construction of the GCNPP. This highway section should be designed to allow
both industrial development and comuter traffic.

7. All workers (manual and nonmanual) would participate in this ride-sharing system (bus, van
or car pool, or car).

8. Work hours would be staggered whenever possible (nonmanual, maintenance, clerical and
support staff, etc.) to decrease the peak-hour work traffic arriving or leaving the site.
The staff estimates that 163 workers could be assigned work hours other than 8:00 to 4:00.

9. PASNY should obtain adequate ride-sharing expertise to implement and operate this proposed
access improvement at Cementon.
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Appendix M contains support data for conclusions reported in Sect. 5.7. Section M.2
contains photographs similar to Fig. 5.14 except that two smaller cooling tower options are
represented as well (multiple towers are represented as one). Section M.3 contains original
photographs and photomontages of the various cooling tower options (see Sect. 5.7.2.2). Each
set of photographs is preceded by the observations of the staff's aesthetic analyst as to
the impact of the proposed Greene County Nuclear Power Plant (or just cooling tower and plume
in some cases) on the setting in that particular location. Figures M.3 through M.15 are
included; Figs. M.14 and M.15 are of the Athens location. Section M.4 explains the methodology
used for modeling the existing scenic quality of the area, and Sect. M.5 presents the results
and a discussion of these findings. Section M.6 contains maps portraying the viewsheds
around the Cementon and Athens sites for three different cooling tower options.

.
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Fig. M.3. View looking southwcsterly from east end of Rip Van Winkle Bridge. According
to the staff survey, the bridge is a favorite (16% of respondents) spot of local residents for
viewing the Hudson River. About 6200 vehicles per day traverse the bridge. The Cementon
cement plants are normally easily visible. The cooling tower of the proposed plant (about
6.0 miles away) would appear above the horizon, whereas the cement facilities do not. The
alternative of using two 380-ft towers does not eliminate the problem, and the resulting
plume is larger than the plume from the single 450-ft tower. The four 171-f t cooling tower
alternative does eliminate the horizon problem, and the plume is smaller than in the other
options. With this alternative, the towers and plume would be more in keeping with the
physical scale of the area's existing heavy industries.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b th ugh e have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-f t natural-draft tower; e, two 3t. ft natural-draft towers;
d, four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers; and e, three 59-f t circular mechanical-draf t
towers.
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Fig. M.4. View looking north towards Cementon site from a residential area in the hamlet
of Cementon (1960 U.S. Census population: 600). The hamlet of Cementon is strongly tied
to the cement plant activity in tne area. The presence of the power facility (about 0.75 mile
away), however, suggests an actual physical scale of industrial structures with which the
local residents are unaccustomed (based on interviews with local residents and use of the
visual preference survey conducted - see Sect. 5.7.4.1). Familiarity of new structures in
any environment is a keystone of local acceptability. Unusual form and novelty may please
or interest the occassional viewer, but rarely the permanent resident.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through d have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-ft natural-draft tower; c, two 380-ft natural-draft towers;
and d, four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers.
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Fig. M.S. View looking southwesterly from the east side of the Hudson River, north of
Germantown. The proposed power plant would be less than 2 miles away from this site. This
photograph shows the rural, pastoral nature of Columbia County opposite the power plant. The
power plant site has a wooded appearance. The Marquette barge terminal is visible on the
extreme right. The cooling tower extends significantly above the horizon. The staff feels the
scale differential with parts of the existing cement facilities visible here is readily
perceived.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through c have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-ft natural-draft tower; a, two 380-ft natural-draft towers;
d, four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers; and c, three 59-f t circular mechanical-draf t

towers.
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Fig. M.6. View from Germantown (Rt. 96, in front of Germantown Central School) looking
west across Hudson River. The proposed power plant would be about 1.5 miles away from this
site. Germantown had a 1970 U.S. Census population of 1782. The scale of the proposed cooling
towers is clearly different from that of the Alpha Portland Cement Company located south of
the plant site. The cooling tower will be visible above the Catskill Mountains from this vantage
point.

The Catskill Mountains dominate the existing landscape in this photograph. R. Burton
Litton, Jr., a landscape architect, has written an evaluation of the landscape dominated by
a single element:

"In the feature dominated scene, lines of visual tension or attraction should
converge upon the single element or upon the grouped elements. Equally important,
surroundings should be definitely subordinate. The size of a landmark in relation
to its surroundings (its scale), the distinction of its configuration, and its
juxtaposition with adjacent forms or planes estaolish the area of subordinance.
We see, therefore, that a feature has a sphere of influence that neec'; to remain
intact or that can tolerate only certain changes without deterioration of the
composition."1

Looking at these two pictures, believed to be typical of most middle-distance views from the
eastern shores of the Hudson, it can be determined that the Catskill's sphere of influence has
been invaded. The staff feels the proposed cooling tower does exactly this and sets up a
situation of codominance. Codominance occurs when two major features are present in a
landscape. A U.S. Forest Service publication describes the results of codominance:

" Codominant features often produce a syrretrical composition that does not
blend with the characteristic landscape. Visual competition between like features
distracts the viewer and provides a landscape inferior to one of single dominance."2

The sycretry here is one of visual effect rather dan physical similarity. Two massive forms
compete for the viewer's attention. Often a tension, an imbalance is created. Most observers
are more comfortable with a single clear dominant element together with subordinant elements
enhancing the landscape.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through e have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-ft natural-draft tower; e, two 380-ft r*tural-draft towers;
J, four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers; and e, three 59-ft C./cular mechanical-draft
towers.
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Fig. M.7. View looking southwest across the Hudson River from the eastern shoreline north of Germantown. The proposed power
plant would be about 1.5 miles away from this site. This is a view comparable to one the river recreationists might have. Previous
comments regarding scale and codominance apply here. The Penn Central Amtrack railroad lines are behind the viewer. They carry
an estimated 55,000 passengers per month along this stretch of the valley.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b shows one 450-f t natural-draf t tower superimposed.
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Fig. M.8. Panoramic view from Germantown residential area looking towards the west. Previous comments regarding scale and
codominance apply here also. The applicant contends that the power nlant will provide a focus for the cement plants and will become
a dominant structure among simple, constrasting geometric forms assembled into a coherent, uniform whole. The three cement plants
now stretch out over a 1.75-mile length of the Hudson River's west bank. The staff feels that the power plant fails to tie together
these industrialized segments of the river for the following reasons.

1. This nearly 2-mile stretch of river is not all heavily industrialized, as can be easily seen in Fig. M.8b. Rather than
unifying an industrialized river segment, the power plant would industrialize one of the wooded interstitial segments of
a rural industrial area.

2. The size of the cooling tower is so much greater than the cement plants and their smokestacks that, rather than tying them
together, it dwarfs them.

3. The physical shapes of the cooling tower and domed containment vessel are so dissimilar to any of the cement plant structures
as to negate any unifying effect.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b shows one 450-ft natural-draft tower superimposed.
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Fig. M.9. View looking south from a residential area in the southern part of the village
of Catskill (1970 U.S. Census population: 5317). The power plant is about 4.5 miles away.
The staff feels the aesthetic impact of the plant in Catskill is mir.imal.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through d have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-ft natural-draft tower; e, two 380-ft natural-draft towers;
and d. four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers.
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4
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Fig. M.10. View looking south from St. Anthony's Friary in the village of Catskill. The
staff considers that the aesthetic impact from this vantage point is greater than from other
areas of Catskill due to the elevation and the nature of the context (presumably meditative)
here.

Photograph a is of tFe location in its current state; b through .? have cooling towers
superimposed - h shows one 450-f t natural-draf t tower; e, two 380-f t natural-draf t towers; and
d, four 171-f t f an-assisted natural-draf t towers.
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Fig. M.ll. View looking southwest from the Olana historical site, about 6 miles from
the proposed power plant. About 70,000 people per year visit 01ana, the estate of Hudson
River School painter Frederic Edwin Church. Church called this view "the bend in the river"
and painted it at least thirty-five times. One of the paintings, Mnter C r o, c: * a, was
acclaimed by John Howat ICurator of American Painting and Sculpture, Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York City)3 as coming "as close to perfection as anything done by American artists
painting in the field."3

The general historical importance of this view is described in detail in ref. 4. Suffice
it here to mention that this is a classical view, one of classical composition. Frede ri c
Church aligned the whole architectural and landscape architectural sequences and orientation
of the house and grounds to culminate with this view. In picturesque romantic tradition,
he framed it repeatedly - with trees and bushes, doors, and windows. The view has been called
"one of the best of the Hudson and Catskills" by Dobert Boyle.5 Russell Lynes, a formers

editor of Hger'a, called it "the finest view in the eastern United States."6 Art historian
David Huntington of the University of Michigan has said, "It [0iana] has one of the most
spectacular views of any house in the eastern half of this continent."7 Photographs of this
view have appeared in EW;ressiw Architecture, the Consero2tionist, Life, Amcrican Herit %
Antipes, and in Howat's book, % Hwhm F:ver anl ito Faintera. It has also been
photographed by NBC for television.

The fact that the view is currently so highly acclaimed and has been so frequently
featured for its rare scenic ouality contradicts the contention that the cement plants have
significantly deteriorated the quality of this view. At the distance of nearly 6 miles,
only on the clearest of days can one see more than the smokestack plumes from these plants.
The proposed power plant, however, is so much larger than the cement plants that its cooling
tower would still be easily seen even on those hazy days when the plants are not discernible.
The power plant's cooling tower plume would be so much bigger than the plumes from the
cement plants' smokestacks that attention would likely be drawn to the power plant by the
plume alone. (See ref. 4 for a more thorough discussion of the current quality of the Olana
view.) It is not known on how many days of the year the view from Olana is a hazy one. It
is assumed that 01ana is most heavily visited in the summer months and most likely in the
af ternoon, when the power plant plume would be at low visibility in tervs of the sun angle.
Toward sunset, a time of h'gh visitation, the power plant would not be as noticeable as it
would be in the morning hours, due to lower plume visibility and general silhouetting of the
plant's structure. As twilight progressed, however, the blinking safety strobe lights would
highlight the plant and would likely disrupt, to some degree, cbservance of the sun setting
over the Catskills.

It is at middle distances such as this in the view from Olana to the proposed plant that
the parts of the landscape begin to form a coherent whole - hills becomes ranges and trees
become forests. Because the scene begins to work as a whole, harmonious or incongruent
interaction of the parts often do not show up until the observer moves back to these middle
distances. Conflicts in shape, scale, color, or form will be most visible here. For this
reason, the aesthetic analyst very critically observed this and other photographs from these
distances and used these distances in the selection of photographs for the visual preference
survey (Sect. 5.7.4.1).

This view has strong focal aspects due to the convergence of land forms and water-land
edges near its center, where the cement plants are located. The eye is naturally led to this
dominant focal point. In a U.S. Forest Service publication, the importance of such a focal
point 1: stated:

"From the standpoint of aesthetics, sites such as this [ focal landscapes in general]
are ideal for historical monuments, memorials, visitor centers, or other objects the
land manager wishes to bring to the attention of viewers. It is one of the worst
possible locations for a visually distasteful object."e

The fact that the Cerenton location is so sensitive as a focal point and yet so generally
acclaimed for its current quality - despite the cement plants' presence - suggests that the
area is near a threshold level in tems of its capability to absorb further development
without significant visual degradation. It is the staff's position that this view is one of
extremely high scenic quality (its historical importance is treated in Sect. 5.7.3) and that
further development on the scale of the proposed power plant would degrade the view beyond a
critical threshold level. The result would be a very serious deleterious impact on a view
nationally important for its scenic beLuty and historical meaning.

Photograoh a is of the location in its current state; b through c have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-f t natural-draf t tower; e, two 380-f t natural-draf t towers;
d, four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t towers; and c, three 59-f t circular mechanical-draf t
towers.
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Fig. M.12. View looking east across the Hudson Valley from atop the Catskill Mountain
escarpment. Location is about 0.25 mile north of the site of the former Catskill Mountain
House, about 7 miles from the proposed power plant. The photograph was taken at the North
Lake State Camp, a 128-acre facility with 130 campsites and facilities for picnicking,
swinning, boating, and hiking.

The Catskill Mountain House, America's first mountain resort, was its most famous and
popular resort for 30 or more years. It was a central gathering spot for writers and artists
of the Romantic Movement. Located near Kaaterd ill Clove and its picturesque views, the
Mountain House capped the visitor's experienct ;h its sublime view over the Hudson Valley.
The view from the Mountain House has been acclaimed at various times by various authors as
the finest in the Catskills, the Hudson Valley, and the whole Eastern Seaboard. In its heyday,
it was certainly one of the most famous vistas on the Atlantic coast. Washington Irving's
opinion was that the view from its lofty perch affords 'one of the finest prospects in the
world."9 James Fenimore Cooper suggested that it af forded a panorama of "all creation."3
Historian Roland Van Zandt found it not at all surprising that Cooper's Natty Bumppo considered
Pine OrcFard (the Mountain House's site) "the greatest wonder of the Arrerican landscape. It
was Cooper's own settled opinion."10 In & Fler.ccra, Natty Bu.rppo corrented to Hawkeye that
the view of the Hudson River extended for 70 miles.10 This is only a slight exaggeration.

The accolades for the high quality of the view from Mountain House did not cease with
the decline cf the Ronantic Movement, the discoveries of America's spectacular West, or the
advent of the twentieth century. A recent commentator noted that "it is the view that made
the Catskills famous", and anyone visiting the scene in the niddle of the twentieth century
can still agree with the American Geographical Society in saying that it "'can claim to be one
of the most inspiring views of the natior:al domain east of the Rocky Mountains.'"1 Robert
Boyle writes of the present-day Hudson River: "The Catskill Mountains are the daminant
feature of the landscape of the mid-Hudson region. The views from the Catskills
themselves are superb The finest is from the top of South Mountain, where the old
Catskill Mountain House used to stand. During the nineteenth century, seeing the viee from the
Mountain House was a must for foreign travelers."12 The prospect is so high that on i clear
day one can see into Connecticut. The latest hiking trail guidebook to the Catskills claims
that the view from a nearby landtrark, Sunset Rock, " offers one of the most irpressive views
anywhere of the Hudson Valley."13 The trails around the Mountain House were once the most
popular hiking trails in all North America.I" A New York State Historical Plaque ma'ks the
former location of the Mountain House, explains its historical importance, and points out the
view. A short trail (0.2 mile) from the North Lake State Camp parking area leads to this
view.

It is the opinion of the staff that the visual impact of the power plant is considerable
even at this distance. The vista is a broad, undirected, panoramic view - unlike the Olana
view - which is franed to create the effects of a two-dimensional painting. Although the
North Lake view would be affected by the plant in only a small portion of its expanse, the
scale of the plant would most likely draw the observer's attention to that direction. The
real impact, however, is the total aesthetic one. At this distance and e'evation, the cement
plants are barely visible. It is the staff's conclusion that addition of the power plant
would draw attention to this area and stamp this rural, pastoral view with the connotative
label of heavy industry.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through e have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-ft natural-draft tower; e, two 380-ft natural-draft towers;
d, four 171-f t f an-assisted natural-draf t towers; and e, three 59-ft circular mechanical-draf t
towers.
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Fig. M.13. View looking northwest from che only west-facing turnout in the area on the
Taconic Parkway, about 10 miles from the proposed power plant site. This view of the pastoral
Columbia County landscape terminated by the Catskill Mountains is certainly disrupted even at
the distance of 10 miles. The contrast is exaggerated in this artist's rendering of the
cooling tower, but the tower and plume could still, at times, be prominent. It would be
reasonable to expect normal atmospheric haze to diminish the plant's visibility of ten at
this distance.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through e have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-f t natura'-draf t tower; e two 380-ft natural-draft towers;
d, four 171-ft fan-assisted natural-draft towers; and c, bree 59-ft circular mechanical-draft
towers.
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Fig. M.14. View from Parade Hill waterfront park in the village of Hudson (1970 U.S.
Census population: 8940), looking west toward the village of Athens and the alternative
(Athens) power plant site, about 3.5 miles away. The plant would be located on the west side
(backside) of the hill behind Athens. Parade Hill is a historical park dating back to the
eighteenth century. The area around the park 'especially Warren Street in downtown Hudson)
has undergo 7e considerable restoration. In the survey associated with the staff's aesthetic
impact evaluation, 43% of the respondents said they go to enjoy the view from the Hudson
waterfront at least once a year. The aesthetic advantages to having the power plant away
from the river are easily apparent in this view, but since Hudson is the largest cormunity
in the area, the irrpacts would be heightened. The street grid scheme of Hudson is such that
the east-west streets do not align with views of the cooling tower.

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through d have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-f t natural-draf t tower; e, two 380-f t natural-draft towers;
and d, four 171-ft fan-as sted natural-dra f t towers.
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Fig. M.15. View looking northeast from the Rip Van Winkle Bridge toward the Athens site.
The power plant would be about 3.6 miles away (about the swe location as that of Fig. M.3).

Photograph a is of the location in its current state; b through d have cooling towers
superimposed - b shows one 450-f t natural-draf: tower; . two 380-f t natural-draf t towers;
and d, four 171-f t fan-assisted natural-draf t '.owers.
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M.4.1 Areas of comon scenic quality

The study area consisted of a site and the ;rea within an 8-mile radius of it. This length

approximated nomal critical visibility limits and included at least some of the Catskill
Mountains, a visually prominent prese~ e in the region. Within this area, the landscape was
divided into areas having comon scen2c quality. Criteria for drawing these units were land
fom and land surface character. The assumption was that a person standing within a unit
would experience about the same visual stimulation from anywhere within it but different from
that which might be experienced in any of the adjacent units. A landscape architect and two
geographers formulated these designations and defined 126 units, called common scenic quality
(CSQ) polygons. They are polygonal rather than smooth in shape because th areal units were
computer-stored by means of a gridded cell technique (Fig. M.16).

M.4.2 Landscape elements

Each of the landscape din.ensions used as variables in this scenic quality assessment comes from
Zube's criteria (14 of 23 variables he identified as strong indicators of scenic preference).
Assumptions made come directly from the work of Zube and colleagues 15,20 and are based on the
experimental results of research with lay as well as professional subjects in a variety of
Connecticut River Valley contexts. (The staff assumed that the Hudson Valley and the Connecticut
Valley as compared here were sufficiently similar in physical character to make the conclusions
from Zube's studies applicable to the Hudson Valley context.) The 14 landscape elements chosen
are those for which data either existed or could be collected and do represent the most
important variables used. (The variables detemined to be the most important are those which,
from regression analyses, were able to explain the most variability in a variety of scenic
preference responses.) Some of Zube's variables have been modified in this study to fit time
and data constraints. Topographic data came from digital records used by the Defense Mapping
Agency (DMA) and standard U.S.G.S. 1:24,000 topographic maps; land-use data came from the
applicant's Environmental Report and is based on the New York Land Use and Natural Resources
Inventory (LUNR).

The 14 landscape elements are described in the following.

1. Relative relief ratio - the range of vertical elevations (based on centroid elevations
for each 4.374-acre cell) per unit area. For a given CSQ polygon, the centroid elevations
for each cell were summed, and means and standard deviations for each CSQ polygon were
calculated. The relative relief, in feet, is equal to the standard deviation multiplied by
4. This number was then divided by the CSQ polygon's area to give the final relative relief
ratio. The assumption is that as the relative relief ratio increases, the scenic quality
of the polygon increases.

2. Mean elevation - the mcan elevation of each polygon was detemined by summing the centrcid
elevations of each cell and dividing by the number of cells in the polygon. The ass option is
that as the mean elevation increases, the scenic quality increases.

3. Topographic texture - the degree of dissection of the land surface is detemined by
subjectively assigning an interval value of 1 to 5 to each polygon based on e visual inspection
of the drainage character as depicted by contour lines on a 1:24,000 U.S.G.S. topographic
quadrangle. The assumption is that as the topographic texture increases, the scenic quality
increases.

4. Land-use diversity - the number of land uses within each polygon is divided by the polygon's
area. The assumption is that as this land-use diversity number increases, the scenic quality
increases.

5. Naturalism index - for each land use, a naturalism rating of 1 to 5 was subjectively
assigned. " Naturalism" refers to the extent a land unit resembles its native or natural state.
The converse might be a measure of the degree of urbanism or man's intrusion into the landscape.
For a given polygon, the naturalism rating of each land use within the polygon was multiplied
by its area, and the resultant numbers were sumed. The assumption is that the higher the
naturalism score, the higher the scenic quality. (It recognized, of course, that well located
and sensitively designed development can enhance the scenic quality of an area and does no+
necessarily represent a degradation; e.g., research shows that people generally prefer parklike
. scenes to scenes of raw wilderness.)
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6. percentage tree cover - the amount of land in each polygon covered by trees (from the
land-use data) was divided by the amount of land in the polygon and multiplied by 100 to give
the percentage tree cover for each polygon. The assumption is that the higher the percentage
of tree cover, the higher the scenic quality.

7. Land-use edge density - the amount of edge (the border created by the neeting of two
dissimilar land uses) created by adjacent land uses within each polygon was divided by the
polygon's area to give a density value for each polygon. The assumption is that the greater
the land-use edge density, the higter the scenic quality.

8. Land-use edge variety - the number of different land-use edge types per acre within a
given polygon was suomed. The assumption is that the greater the number of land uses, the
higher the scenic quality.

9. Land-use compatibility - for each pair of adjacent land uses, a visual compatibility rating
of 1 to 5 was assigned (based on the means of subj ?ctive detenninations made by ten social
scientists). Within each polygon, the length of edge between adjacent land uses was
maltiplied by the compatibility rating for each adjacent pair. The means of all these
products formed the land-use compatibility for each CSQ polygon. The assumption is that the
higher these scores, the greater the scenic quality.

10. Height contrast - for each pair of adjacent land uses, a score of 1 to 5 was subjecti'ely
assigned on the basis of the difference in heights of the dominant elements in each pair.
This rating was multiplied by the length of edge shared by the adjacent pairs and then averaged
for cach polygon to give a height contrast score. The assumption is that the greater this
score, the greater the scenic quality.

11. Grain contrast - for each pair of adjacent land uses, a score of 1 to 5 ("l" signifies
the largest difference in size) was subjectively assigned on the basis of the difference in
the size of the dominant elements in each pair. This rating was multiplied by the length of
edge shared by the adjacent pairs and then averaged tar each polygon to give a grain contrast

The assumption is that the larger this score, the greater the scenic quality.score.

12. Spacing contrast - for each pair of adjacent land uses, a score of 1 to 5 ("l" signifies
the largest dif ference in spatial distribution) was subjectively assigned un the basis of the
difference in the spatial distribution of the dominant elements in each pair. This rating was
multiplied by the length of edge shared by the adjacent pairt and then averaged for each
polygon to give a spacing contrast score. The assumption is that the larger this score, the
greater the scenic quality.

13. Water edge density - the amount of land / water edge for each polygon is measured and
divided by the polygon's area to give a density value for each polygon. The assumption is
that as this land / water edge density value increases, the scenic quality increases.

14. Percentage water area - the percentage of water in each polygon was calculated by
dividing the water area by the polygon's area and multiplying by 100. The assumptior is that
the higher the percentage of water in a given polygon, the higher the scenic quality.

M.4.3 Weights assigned and scenic quality calculated

Table M.1 gives a detailed account of the weighting and M ulating schemes used. Essentially,
scores for each landscape element for each polygon were caltt'ated and then given different
weights under different weighting schemes derived from the liarature. This score times the
polygon's area gave a final measure of the scenic quality of a given polygon. An alternative
application of the total scenic quality score was to multiply that value for a given polygon
by the area within the polygon from which the cooling tower could be seen. By summing the
scores of either determination for the area around each site an assessment can be obtained
for (1) the relative scenic quality within a given radius of each site and (2) the relative
scenic quality, within a given radius of each site, of the land having visual access to the
cooling tower at each site.
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M.4.4 Weighting schemes

In their original research, Zube et al. had subjects rank photographs from 56 view stations
flater reduced to 46 by selecting only those views with 65-acre view areas). Regression
analysis showed that use of only 14 of the 23 landscape elements was sufficient to explain
65.5% of the variance. Of these, the top 6 elements accounted for 61.4% of the variance,
with each dimension accounting for about 3% or more of the variance. In later research, Zube
used more and different subjects, and he stratified selected views by subject categories. He
found that the level of explanation could be increased by using the 14 landscape elenents and
the stratified views.

The first seven weighting schemes shown in Table M.1 were derived from the Zube et al. studies.
The eighth uses no weights at all, and the ninth is a scheme proposed by the staff.
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Table M.I. Weightmo schemes used to assess extant scenic quahty

Pei cen tay
Top landscape Weigh t s

S&eme N,o and source v ar ianc e
elements used apphed

e= pla ned

1 Land use compat tmhty 27 5 30
Zutis 1st Connect. cut River Absolute relative rehef 13 8 23

Va4ey Study W - 56) He.ght contrast 89 20
Water edy density 55 1. 7

Natu ahsm contrast 29 13r

Land use edy variety 28 13

2 Gra.n contrast 23 7 30
Zube's 2nd Connecticut River Mean slope 16 9

Valley Study Length of view 97
Spat,al definition 74

Area of vew 65
Atm> lute relat,ve rehef 48 20

3 Land use compatibih tv 23 6 30
ZutWs 3rd Connecticut River Mean slope 98

Vaney Studv - urntratified He.ght contrast 67 20

W = 56) Gr a;n contrast 41 18
Spatial definit:on mdex 41

Natural'sm index 31 16
Land use edy density 22 15
Spacing contrast 20 13
Percentage tree cover 16 13
Topographec textu'e 12 13
Land use variety 16

4 Naturabsm mdex 37 5 40
Zutis 4th Connecticut River Land use compat.b hty 39 18

Va ey Study - unstratif ed Water edy density 31 16n

(N = 217) Mean elevation 15 13
Pecentar tree cover 13 13

16 4 305 Naturahsm inde-x

Zube's 5th Connecticut R.ver Grain conteist 7. 7 22
Va1tey Study - h.gh Spacing contrast 2. 2 16

naturahsm stratification Land use edge variety 21 16
(N = 301 Land uw compat.tahty 15 1.3

Topograpnic temture 1.3 1.3
Percentage tree cover 1.1 1.3

6 Mean elevation 11 3 2. 5

Zut#s 6th Connecticut Rwer Naturalsm inden 11 0 25
Valley Study - rniddle Goin contrast 41 18
naturahsm strat2f cat'on Water area dent tv 19 13
(N = 71) Land use compat.bihty 1.7 1.3

7 Naturahsm index 16 2 30
Zut#s 7th Connect cut Rwer Water edy d-nsity 12.1 25

Valley Study -- low Land use e+e density 32 16
natu.ahsm stratifration Absolute relative rehef 31 16
(N = 96 Gr a.n contrast 31 16

Land use d vers.tv 2.1 14

Peecentay tree cw r 14 1.3

8

Stra ght we'ghts

9 Land use compatibdity 30
Staff's tnt pro'essional Naturahsm mdex 30

judgment Land use diversity 2.5
Topographic texture 25
Relative rehef ratio 20
Water edge density 20
Height contrast 15
Land use variety 15
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Since land-use data were unavailable past a 5-mile radius, only the first three variables
were used to calculate scores for an 8-mile radius around each site. As shown in iable M.2,
the Athens site has about 12% more land with visible access to the cooling tower. Using either
of two land-fom weighting scnemes, the results are roughly the same. Both sites have
essentially the same extant scenic quality; the Athens site has slightly higher scores (2.2%
in scheme 1 and 1.21 in scheme 2). Figure M.17 shows the total scenic quality scores for each
polygon when the two sites are mappea together. When only land with visual access to the
cooling tower is considered, the Athens site (with 121 greater visible area to begin with)
has scenic quality scores 14.8T, and 14.4% higher. This supports the conclusion that from
the perspective of the three land-form landscape elements, both sites are approximately
equal in scenic quality within an 8-mile radius. Using the criterion of whether or not the
cooling tower can be seen from a given point on the land, the results reflect greater visibility
at the Athens site due to its flatter topography.

Table M 2. Total scenic quahty scores - using only three variab'es - for
the area wuhm an 8 mile radius of Cementon and Athens sites

Weighting scheme 1 used a o 5 we+ght to the mean elevation landscape clerwnt

All other wetts are 1 o.

Scenic goahty scos e Athens's percenta'je

Ceme n ton Athens dif ference from Gementon

Totalarea acres 127.967.1 128.408 9 +0 3
Vssbie area, scres BC.30s B :>o.486 4 12 7

Weightmg scheme 1

Total area 1 % 5.000 1.59%ooo 22
Vmble area 959.000 1,10 t.000 14 8

Weightmg scheme 2

Total area 2.008.000 2.032.000 12
VisMe a ea 1,218.000 1.394.000 14 4

With the same C50 polygons, but at a 5-mile radius (Fig. M.18), the use of all 14 landscape
elements gives similar results (Table M 3). At this distance, the Athens site has 7.5%
greater visibility but 1.2% less land area. Nine different weighting schemes give results
that are all comparable. The Cementon site (with 1.2% greater land area) has slightly higher
scores for total scenic quality (from 0.7% less in scheme 9 to 2.7% greater in scheme 6).
When considering only area with visual access to the cooling tower, the Athens site (with
8.1% greater visibility) has from 9.0% to 11.0% higher total scenic quality scores. This
means that those land areas with visual access to the cooling tower are slightly (l% to 3%)
more ,cenic than the average land in the Athens area. Figure M.19 shows, by color, those
areas having visual access to either site and both sites and, by shading pattern, the nenic
quality of that land relative to the remainder of the land in the study area. Iri teras of
construction of the proposed plant at either site, it is easily seen from this map which
land areas are the most critical according to this analysis. The viewshed range for each
plant in this map extends 10 miles.

Figure M.20 shows the polygons with the five highest scores in the two study areas. The
darkest shade is the highest rated; the lightest shade is the fifth highest. This compilation
is cased on the consistently high raraing of these polygons across all nine weighting schemes.

Due to data constraints, no attempt was made to assess the scenic quality from a given polygon
toward another polygon. Such an assessment would certainly have been a useful refinement of
the approach used and its omission represents a limitation on an interpretation of the results.
Another unattempted refinement is assessing the observer's setting would be to incorporate
estimates of what the potential observer is doing at the time, how long he will remain doing
it, what his expectations are, what he just did and what he'll do next, his state of mind, etc.,
as well as his life-style, expertences, biases, cultural background, etc.
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TaNe M.3. Total seeme quahty scores - using all 14 vanables - foe

the area mthin a 5 mile radius of Cementon and Athens sites

See TaNe M 1 for ari e xplanation of the eghting w hemes arwi rationate apphed

56 eme quahty Kote Athens's s="centa-)-

Ce men ton A then[ d,f ference from Gementon

-
___ _

To ral ares, acres 49.934 6 49.326 5 -12

Visible area, arres 35 814 0 38.725 9 81

Weeghting scheme 1

Total ar ea 2.872 000 7 843.000 -10

V+ble area 2.012.000 2.231.000 10 9

Weighting schsme 2

Toal area 2.531.000 2,496.000 14

V+ble asca 1,770.000 1.964 000 11.0

Weighterg scheme 3

Total area 3.160 000 3.092.000 -22

V+ Me ar e a 2.215.000 2.430.000 97

Weighting seeme 4

Total area 3.009.000 2.932.000 -26

V+ble area 2.116.000 2.300.003 90

Weighting scheme 5

Totaf avea 3.012.000 2 933.000 -26

Vis ble area 2.117.000 2.307.000 9.0

Weightmg s6eme 6

To'ai ae ea 2.882.000 2.803.000 - 2. 7

V+ble area 2,017.000 2,210.000 96

Weightmg scheme 7

. ital arer 2.966.000 2.934.000 -11

V.able area 2.085.000 2.306.000 10 6

Weighting scheme 8

Tota: area 2.085.000 2.058.000 - 1.3

V+ble area 1.459.000 1,618.000 10 9

We ghting scheme 9

Total area , 3.533 000 J.507.000 -O 7

V+ble area 2/ 35.000 2,756.000 11 0

Table M A thows a 10-mile-radius viewshed analysis (delineation of those lands from which the
coolirj tower can be seen) for three cooling tower options at the two sites, broken down by
land and water units. The viewshed maps operate on topography alone. Increased visibility
from viewing points in upper levels of man-made structures are not considered, nor is decreased
visibility due to tree cover considered. The assumption is made that the basic rural nature
within the 10-mile radius of either site blurs any differences between the two sites in these
respects. The approximately 6% greater visibility within the Athens site holds consistent
for the 5- and 8-mile radii, continuing to reflect its flatter topography. The switch to
171-f t, fan-assisted, natural-draf t cooling towers at Athens represents the only significant
difference in visibility between the two sites (39.7% at Athens vs 19.1% at Cementon). This
information is presented in maps in Sect. M.6.
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Table M 4. Viewshed analysis
- _ ._ . _ . _ . . _ . . _ _. _

Percentace of rea vrs ble:

Cminuj tower option From land From water From land and water

Athens Cementon Athens Cementon A thens Cementon
--- -. _ _ - . - - - - - - - _ . . . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _

Single. 450 f t.* rwtural draf t 57 9 51 5 3. 7 38 61 6 55.3
Doulde,390 *t.* natwal diatt 53 1 45 5 35 37 56 5 49 3
F our,171 f t.* fan ass >sted, natura! draf t 37.4 15.8 2.3 3.3 33 7 19.1

_ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _

* Computed by a 10 mde rad us survey from the tower position and by useng ceHs. Center tell d,mensions' 376 938'
(E M. 505 414' (N S), e 374 acees

.

-i... . . . ..
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N.1 INTRODUCTION

Appendix N contains the methodology and information used to reach the conclusions expressed in
Sect. 5.7.4.2. The appendix includes the survey itself, a figure displaying the forty photo-
graphs arranged by descending mean scores, and supporting data tables. The following eight pages
reproduce the original survey.

N.2 METHODOLOGY

The choice of black and white photographs as valid representations of t> *eal landscapes has
been researched and proved acceptable.1-4 The decision to use photog as surrogates for the
actual scene was made af ter considerable thought. There are obvious iogistical problems with
taking subjects to real sites and, if one could (and the weather, lighting, subject enthusiasm,
etc., never changed), one still would not have a power plant to look at in the actual proposed
location. Tethered weather ballons at the height of the top of the cooling tower have been
tried in some studies, but this hardly replicates the bulk of the tower or even suggests a
plume. In this age of photojournalism and television, people are used to two-dimensional
pictures as portrayals of their three-dimensional world. David Lowenthal, a cultural and his-
torical geographer experienced in perceptual research, voiced some additional concerns:

" Pictures never replicate reality; they collapse three dimensions into two, present
landscapes at scales smaller than they normally appear, frame or edge boundaries
artificially, distort background and side areas, abstract visual from other sensate
experience, and exaggerate the picturesque perspective. Most photographs are meant
to be pictoral, and scenes deliberately posed and framed are inevitably viewed more
as pictures - that is, works of art - than in the myriad ways we regard landscapes.
Landscape judgments based on surrogates may conform with choices made on the site,
but the concurrence does rtc remove the distinctions."5

These considerations are somewhat offset by the results of researchers utilizing familiar land-
scapes (all photographs used are of local scenes). From his research, Clamp, an environmental
planner, comments: ordinary people make inferences far beyond the information that is"

immediately apparent visually. The transparencies were always described as real places rather
than vistal patterns, and indi .iduals usually aisregarded the specific choice of camera view-
point and considered each view as an example of a porticular k;nd of landscape."6 Herzog,
Kaplan, and Kaplan, environmental psychologists, found that "when one does present photographs
of familiar places, the effect is to trigger the individual's concept or internal representa-
tion (Kaplan,1973) of that place. Thus the reaction is not to the presented stimulus per se
but to a distillation of experience and knowledge about the place depicted."7 Upon reviewing
the approach employed, Lowenthal stated that " the highly negative response elicited by
pictures of cooling" towers constitutes as good evidence as one can get without actually building
them on the site."

The use of a preference rating methodology has been well established as reliable, valid, and
theoretically meaningful by Rachel and Steve Kaplan, environmental psychologists at the University
of Michigan. They and their colleagues have successfulb applied this technique with a wide array
of respondent groups in different environments.3-L The approach offers opportunities not only
to measure people's preferences, but to understand the underlying perceptual patterns and pro-
cesses contributing to their preferences.

The approach used was modeled in part after William Mamitt's doctoral dissertation on visual
preferences of recreationists in bog environments.10 The photographs chosen are from a broad
range of middle-to-long-distance views in Columbia and Greene counties. All photographs were
takea by the staff analyst at the same period (late April) of two succeedin9 years (1977 and
1978). An artist assisted in the superimposition of cooling towers and cement plants on sixteen
of the photographs. The Cementon site and Athens sites w?re Mcluded in this treatment. The
pictures show little or no vegetation around the tower which, if present, might soften and
shadow the intrusive abruptness as it appears in some photographs. The result was eight groups
of three photographs each (the actual scene as photographed, the same scene with a cooling tower
and plume, and the same scene with a cement plant) and sixteen other photographs. The photo-
graphs were reduced to 2 by 3 in. , randomized, and printed by offset process.
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LANDSCAPE PREFERENCES IN THE MID-HUDSON REGION

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Tennessee is studying
what types of landscapes people in this region like to see and why they
like them. We are especially interested in learning how the construction
of a large industrial facility such as a power plant might affect the
scenic quality of the Hudson Valley in this region.

These pictv es were cll taken in the Greene and Columbia County areas.
Some have oeen retouched by artists to suggest possible future develop-
rnents such as operation of new cement facilities or cooling towers like
those associated with electrical power generating plants.

Instructions

First, please look through the pictures quickly to get a gener.t. feeling
for what they are about. Then, go back and RATE EACH OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS
AS TC HOW MUCH YOU LIKE IT.

All you need to do is c .cle the number below EACH photograph to indicate
whether you like it:

1 = not at all
2 = a little

3 = somewhat

4 = quite a bit
5 = very much

There are a few questions at the back which will help us interpret the
ratings of the photographs and better understand the feelings and values
local residents attach to their surroundings. We appreciate your coopera-
tion in responding to these questions.

THANK YOU

Carl H. Petrich
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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1. DO YOU HIKE, CAMP, OR PICNIC IN THIS REGION?

No ____Yes If yes, where

2. DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE LOCAL VIEW 0F THE HUDSON RIVER?

No Yes If yes, where

3. 00 YOU TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS WHILE WALKING OR HIKING IN THE REGION?

No Yes If yes, do you prefer mostly:

buildings
people
landscape scenes

plants

mix of .bove

4 D0 YOU EVER GO TO SEE LONG, DISTANT VIEWS OF THE LANDSCAPE IN THE
REGION?

No Yes If yes, where

5. HOW 0FTEN HAVE YOU VISITED OLANA?

Never heard of it; Never visited; Once;

Once a year; More frequently.

6. HOW 0FTEN HAVE YOU VISITED THE CLIFFS OVERLOOKING THE HUDSON VALLEY
AT NORTH LAKE STATE CAMP?

Never visited; Once; Once a year; More frequently.

7. HOW 0FTEN DO YOU SPEND TIME AT THE WATERFRONT IN THE VILLAGE OF
HUDSON?

Never; Once; Once a year; More frequently.

8. HOW 00 YOU rrEL THE AREA WITHIN GREENE AND COLUMBIA COUNTIES COMPARES
WITH THE NEST OF THE HUDSON RIVER VALLEY BETWEEN NEW YORK CITY AND
ALCANY?

Not scenic; Less scenic than some other parts;

As scenic as most parts; More scenic than most parts;

The most scenic part; Gun't know.
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9. ARE YOU GPPOSED TO THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF A NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT IN CEMENTON? i IN ATHENS?

Please indicate the major reasons for your answer:

10. ARE YOU OPPOSED TO THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF A COAL-FUELED
POWER PLANT IN CEMENTON? i IN ATHENS 7

Please indicate the major reasons for your answer:

BACKCROUND INFORMATION

1. Occupation

2. Where did you grow up? (tozm) i (state)

3. Where do you now live?

4. Sex: Female Male

5. Age at last birthday? years.

6. Highest year of school completed? (Please circle one)

12345678 9101112 12345+
Elem ntary Hij; School Colleje

7. Annual income: (Please circle one)

less than $5,000 $5-10,000 $10-15,000

$15-20,000 $20-;5,000 greater than $25,000

8. How long have you lived in this region? years.

Do not live in this region

COMMENTS
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Respondents were instructed to preview the questionnaire quickly to get a feel for what the
photographs were about and then to indicate their preference for each photograph by circling
one of the five numbers below each. A five-point Likerth rating scale (1 = "not at all";
5 = "very much") was used, with each respondent asked to " rate each photograph as to how much
you like it." The questionnaire was pretested on a group of engineers, architects, and social
scientists.

Participants were chosen randomly by approaching them on the streets, in restaurants, stores,
and parks of Catskill, Saugerties, Hudson, Germantown, Athens, Cementon, and Woodstock. A
women's group (the Fortnightly Club) in Catskill and workers at the Marquette cement facility
constituted two large separate groups. Questionnaires were also administered at the Olana
Historic Site and at North Lake State Camp. Respondents were usually quite willing to par-
ticipate, especially once they realized the survey was mostly pictures. Slightly negative
reactions to the questicnnaire were met with in Athens, Woodstock, and Germantown. It has
been the history of this approach at Michigan, and again in this study, ' hat respondents enjoy
rating pictures and the technique is neither too difficult for the young nor too demeaning for
the mature. If one-quarter or more of the pictures were left unrated, that response wa3 dropped
from the survey (sn occurrence in fewer than five cases). Several respondents (fewer than five)
rated all the pictures the same, and these responses were also dropped. A total of 154 valid
responses comprised the survey. About 757, of the people approached agreed to participate.

The questionnaire was administered on two weekday evenings, and a Saturday. The survey had a
satisfactory distribution of respondents by age, sex, income, occupation, education, time lived
in region, present residence, and where they grew up. (See Tables N.1-through N.15 for a
display of this and other information related to the survey results.)

Table N.1. Locationt where visual preference survey was conducted

Locat<ons Number of respondents Percentage of respondents

Catskill 75 48.7
Oncludes Marquette Cement
and Fortnightly Club)

Germantown 7 45
Olana 22 14.3
North Lake 12 7.8
Athens 4 26
Woodstock 5 3.2
Hudson 19 12.3
saugerties to 6.5
_

_ _ _ _ _ _

The original sample (N = 154) was subdivided into the g7ups listad in Table N.16 for a..alytical
purposes. Comparisions were made among these subgroups (Table N.ti) by looking at the responses
to each picture and the pairs of responses in the case of the triads of pictures (e.g., "as is"
scene rating minus "with cooling tower" rating, "as is" rating minus "with cement plant"
rating, "with cooling tower" rating minus "with cement plant" rating). Significant differences
in responses to individual pictures or pairs of pictures were noted and compiled for interpreta-
tion. The subgroupings were made from demographic information supplied by each respondent or
from the nature of their answers to certain questions. For example, the "antinuclear" respond-
ents are those who were opposed to the construction of a nuclear plant at either site. Within
this group are those who expressed anti-nuclear power sentiments in their responses to the
open-ended cements. These constitute the "strongly antinuclear" subgroup, and the remaining
antinuclear respondents the " weakly antinuclear." As another example, the North Lake " likers"
are (1) those respondents who said they go there as frequently as once a year or more or
(2) those who listed North Lake as either their first or second choice on one of the open-ended
questions regarding recreational behavior.
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Tehse 9d 2 Responese to escressonni beheuer quespone en wouel peNeence survey

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . __ _ _. _
-- -

Number Percentep

Question N' Response of of
resounses response

_ _ _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ .- - _

t Do you h ke. camp. oe 151 Yes 113 74 8

pn.c m th.s regoc) No 38 25 2

If ves. eeee?

First cho<e 105 North Lake 29 27 9
Greene County Catst.lh tgeneral' 23 22 1

Coluenea County ipneran 6 58
Hudson Vali y synerai! 5 48t

Osana 4 38
Kwerst,u Clove 3 29
Adarondacks 2 1S

W ndhorn 1 10

Other 31 29 0

Second cho<e 15 Hueon Vadley ageneral'r 4 26 7

North Lane 2 13 3

Osane 1 67
Columtma County lyneen 1 67
Grece County - Catskins |pneaal 1 67

Otner 6 40 0

102 68 92. De v n have a feworto local 148 veso
m.ee of the Human R,ver? No 46 31 1

ff yek emee8

Esrut choice 94 0,ene 16 170

R e Von W nkie B..oes 15 16 0

North Lake 12 12 8

A mons 5 53
Cata H Mts kom E.1 4 43
West Point 3 32
Promende H.H in Hudsun 2 21
Hyde Part 2 21
Or.e 35 37 2

Second cho.cs 6 North Late 1 16 7

Othe 5 83 3

3 Do you teme photo,aphs ee te t S2 y es 9i 59 9

mais.ng or h km in the ree on? No 61 40 1

of yes do you pre's most!s 89 Leedscacie scr.es 95 95 5
Suzid np people p8 ants or e oa of 4 45
the ateve

4 Do you ever go to see long Yes 109 74 1

d-staM u-ews of the laneupe No 38 25 9

ta the rotun'

if ves. ehere)

F.est cho co 97 North Lane 26 26 8
Catsk,X Ms 19 19 6

W nchem 12 12 4

Olans 'O 10 3

Columba County 'pnee0 2 21
Greene County traeran 2 2i

O'her 26 26 8

Second cho.co 20 Ca'skilt Um 6 30 0

Gians 4 20 0
North Lane 2 10 0
W naham 2 to O
Coevenba County (rneran 1 50
Hyde Park 1 50
Ctermont 1 50
d'her 3 15 0

$ Hoe o' ten he e you voted 161 Never heere of t 21 11 9

O' ens' he== moted 27 17 9

v+ted once 34 22 5
Vet once a yeer 17 11 3
Vwt mee frequent:v than 52 34 4

once a year

6 e4oe o*en beve you esered the 153 Neve v+<e* 40 2b I
Ci fN overtuen.ng the V+ted once 18 11 3

Hudson sabey es Nort% Lake Vet once e veer 20 17 0

State Cams? Vwt more bessent#, than once a vee 69 45 I

7 H6.ehen do you sow t me at 152 Never e**eo 68 44 7

the mete *ont en the v.e ted once '8 11 8

Vdtep of Hudsor.P Vet once a year 14 92
vet more keguenity tner, once a year 52 34 2

8 How oo you bei the ese ..rmo 149 Not men.s O C0

Greer.e and Coh.mtma snurmas Les scen.c then some otner ports 9 60

corntaeres *.tht'io rent of the As scen.s a mase pets 33 22 1

**aoson R w 've.ev twe*er. More scor< when most parte U 3R 3

New Vwn C<ty and Albany? T *e Ne etense part 27 18 1

M" keoe 23 '$ 4

*fe = tv4 wmter c4 esoor >es gnes
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Table N 3. Responses to questions about a nuclear power plant
on visual preference survey

N u m be, Percentage
Question N' R e sp,n se of of

r esponses responses

9. Are you opposed to the
co.6truction and operat,on

of a nuclear power plant

in Cementon? 131 Opposed t ot 79 4
Not opposed 27 20 6

in Athens' 123 Opposed too 81.3
Not opposed 23 18.7

If you are opposed.
please indutate the major
reasons lor your answer.

First reason 103 Health effects 22 21.4
Dangerous 16 15 5
Radwaste problems 12 11.7
Generany opposed to nuclear
;m er lo 97

Aesthet cs 10 9. 7
Plant too close to populat4on 6 58
Other 21 20 4

Second ie ason 44 Aesthetics 11 25 o
Dange r ous 10 22.7
Health effects 8 18.2
Radwaste problems 5 11.4
Other lo 22.7

Third reason 15 Dangerous 4 26.7
Radwaste prot > rems 3 20 o
Agsthe t:cs 2 13 3
Plant not necessary 1 67
Other 5 33 3

*N = total number of responses g:ven.

N.3 RESULTS

The major problem in designing this type of aesthetic preference survey and interpreting its
results is the control of bias toward or against nuclear power. Cement plants were chosen as
comparable intrusions into various local environments because they represent heavy industry,
they make sense in tenns of the regional economic base (oil refineries or steel factories would
not appear appropriate to the region, let alone any specific location), and they would represent
a taxable industry (where a coal-fired power plant might not). Since a coal plant probably
would have a cooling tower also, it was assumed that lay people could not discern the difference
between a coal and nuclear plant if both were portrayed (especially at the picture size
selected).

The survey purposely questioned respondents about their attitudes toward both nuclear and coal-
powered plants. About 80% of the respondents were opposed to the construction and operation
of a nuclear power plant at either Cementon or Athens; about 60% felt this way about coal at
either site (it is not known if lay people know that cooling towers would be used at coal plants).
Although it would be desirable to have a control for this prevalent anti-power plant attitude,
its c'ominance will necessarily affect the population's aesthetic judgment.

Cooling towers alone were used to assess the power plant's impact since the staff felt that at
the distances represented in the pictures the cooling tower and plume would be the dominant
source of visual impact. The front page of the survey informed respondents that "Some [ pictures]
have been retoucned by artists to suggest possible future developments such as the operation of
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Table N.4. Responses to questions about a coal power plant
on visual preference survey

_

Number Percentage

Quest.on N' Respor.se of of
responses resp;nses

10. A'e you opposed to the
construstion and operation
of a coal fue!ed power plant

in Cementon) 117 Opposed 70 59 8
Not oppowd 47 40 2

1, Athens) 107 Oppowd 68 63 6
Not opposed 33 36.4

If you are oppowd,
please indicate the major
reasons for your anmer:

First reason 103 A,r poliu tion 12 14 6

Aesthetics 11 13.4

Dangerous 8 98
Coal es O K 8 98
Develop af ternat.ve energy

sources instead 7 85
Plant too close to
population 5 61

Plant not necessary 5 6.1

Other 23 28 0

Second reason 19 Air pollution 7 36 8
Cost tenet.t problems 2 10.5
Plant not necessary 2 10.5

Danguous 1 53
Plant too close to populatron 1 5.3

Aesthet'cs 1 5. 3

Coal is OK 1 5.3
Other 4 21.1

Thu d reason 6 A r pollution 2 33 3
Ae s t he t.c s 2 33.3
Dangevous 1 16.7

Other 1 16.7

# N = total n' mbe of responw>s g:ven.

Table N 5. Locations where respondents to the visual
preference survey grew up

(147 responses)

Where resporxlents Number of Percentage

grew up respondents of respondents

Local 76 51 7

Region 11 7. 5

Sta te 34 23.1

New England or 14 95
adiacent st;.tes

United States 9 6.1

Foreign 3 20
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Teble N.6. Respondents * occupations
(146 respeses)

- _ _

Occupat.on of Nurnber of Per c entagt
respondents responw s of responden's

Proiessional technical 32 21.9
Manager proprietor 14 96
C!erical and sales 20 13.7
Craf t-toreman-service 19 13 0
Unskilled wor ker 13 89
Housewife 24 16 4
Retired 2 1.4

Student 12 82
Other 10 6.8

Table N.7. Respondents' ages
(145 responses)

Age of Numtwr of Percentage
respondents responden ts of respondents

Less than 20 years 11 76
20 to 24 19 13.1
25 to 29 17 11.7
30 to 34 29 20 0
35 to 39 8 5. 5
40 to 44 16 11 0
45to49 11 76
50 to 54 12 8.3
55 to S9 13 90
60 and over 9 62

Table N.8. Respondents * sex
(150 responses)

Sex of Number of Percentage
respondents responden ts of respondents

Male 74 49.3
F e,aale 76 50 7

Table N 9. Respondents' residentiallocateons
(145 responses)

Where respondents Number of Percentage
hve now r espondents of respondents

Athens 4 28
Cemen ton 4 2.8
Catsk ill 49 318
Hudson 16 11.0
Germantown 6 4.1
O ther local area 34 23 4
Reg.on 13 90
State 12 8.3
Other 7 48
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Table N.10. Duration of local residence
(130 responses)

''# ""
Number of Pert e n tage

have lived m
r esporwfen ts of respondents

the revon

1 'o 2 years 7 54

3 to 5 14 10 8
6 to 10 11 85
11 to 20 26 20 0
21 to 29 20 "4

30 to 39 16 12 3

40 to 49 19 14 6

50+ 17 13 1

Table N.11. Respondents' income levels
(128 responses)

Income of Numtwr of Percentage
respondents responden ts of respondents

Less than $5.000 23 18 0

$5.000 to $10.000 24 18 8
$10.000 to $15.000 29 22.7
$15.000 to $20.000 16 12.5
$20.000 to $25.000 17 13 3
More than $25,000 19 14 8

Table N.12. Respondents' highest educational levels
049 responses)

Educataonal
Norrber of Percentage

, g
respondents of respondents

respondents

Elementary (grades 1 -8) 6 40
Some high school 18 12.1

H,gh school graduate 38 25.5
1 yaar college 15 10.1

2 years college 16 10.7

3 years college 9 6.0
College graduate 26 17.4

1 year graduate school 8 54
More 13 d. 7
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Tath N.13. Factor analysis of responses
to photographs

Factor 1 Factor 2
"Coohng Tower" "As h"

Photograph F acte Photograph Factor
No. Loaang No. Loaeng

16 o 66 38 068
7 o.54 4 0 60

11 0.do 13 0.70
18 o 74 5 0 60
31 0 84 32 0.60
25 o 83 9 0.76
26 0.70 12 062
21 0 82 33 0 62

- - - - - _ _ - _ . - - _ _ . - -

new cement facilities or cooling towers like those associated with electrical power generating
plants." The mean scores fo* all the pictures (Table N.18) show that the respondents rated
the cement plant pictures (both real pictures and superimposed cement plants) considerably
higher than the cooling tower pictures. When only the subgroup "not antinuclear" is considered,
the results are comparable.

The staff assumed that the existing landscapes, the scenes with the cement plants superimposed,
and the scenes with the cooling towers superimposed were all being judged for their intrinsic
viewer preference. It appeared from the results that the respondents considered the existing
landscapes and the cooling tower scenes unidimensionally. It was hypothesized that they
responded to each photograph as if a single element predisposed them to a certain preference.
To test this hypothesis statistically, a varimax factor analysis was performed on the eight
triads of photographs (see Table N.13). All eight cooling tower photngraphs loaded significantly
on factor 1, which accounted for 60.8% nf the variance. Factor 2 (29.7% of the variance) was
composed of six of the eight existing landscapes (the two not included were the two most
unnatural and cluttered scenes) and of two cement plant photographs (the two where the super-
imposed cement plants are so small that viewers nay have responded to the photographs as if
they were nearly unchanged). The cene.it plant photographs apparently have multidimensional
aspects which are beyond the scope of this assessment; i.e., when a viewer looked at each cement
plant photograph, he (from the statistical point of view) did not react solely to the presence
of a cement plant in giving his rating. lhe existing landscape ::enes (with the noted excep-
tions) and the cooling tower scenes do " hang together" empirically. The staff, therefore,
dealt with these in its a'alysis with some degree of assurance that these factors were indeed
being interpreted unifimensionally.

Despite the results of the "not antinuclear" responses towards the cement plants and cooling
towers being overall comparable to the rest of the respondents, their ratings of the cooling
towers differed significantly from the " strong antinuclear" and " weakly antinuclear" subgroups.
The "strongs" showed lower ratings at the e < 0.0005 significance level for all eight ; 50to-
graphs. The "weaks" showed lower ratings at the o < 0.01 level for seven of the eight photo-
graphs and p < 0.1 for the remaining photographs.

The standard deviations for all respondents' ratings of each photograph are consistent with
the literature. Several researchers involved with landscape preferences report that they find
strong agreement among people on what they like .ather than what they dislike.ls,16 What they
like centers on rural settings and parklike scenes. The three photographs with the lowest
standard deviations can be so classified, as can six of the lowest eight. These same six also
received six of the seven highest mean evaluations (see Fig. N.1).

As mentioned previously, the cement plants cannot be referred to in the same way as the existing
scenes or the cooling towers. The subsequent comments should be interpreted with this caveat in
mind. The real cement plant photographs were responded to in roughly the same way as the super-
imposed photographs, loosely suggesting that the superimposition process did not introduce too
strong an artifact into the survey, if any. That the cement plants (real and superimposed) were
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Table N.14. Key of photograph location descnptions used in visual preference survey
. _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ . - .

Photo 1. Distant view in Catsk fl Mourita ns from Cornwallvdle Road near East Durham

Photo 2. V ew from Rt. 2JA. south of Catskdl. looluna to the east at Church's H.ll cement plant superimpused

Photo J. View from pnvate residence north of Germantown toward the Alpha cement plant

Photo 4. View from Walnut Lane, north of Germantown, lookmg north toward Church's H fl

Photo 5. View f.om Embough Road area, south of Catskdl

Photo 6. View looking east from H.ghland Avenue in Catsk ll

Photo 7. V,ew lockmg northeast from Rt. 9W, north of Marquette cement plant. cool ng tower superimposed

Photo 8. View of J8M Ranch. south of Catskdl

Photo 9 View looking southwest from Olana Proposed (Cementon) srte of Greene County Nuclear Power Plant

Photo 10. V.e* from just above Columtda County Memor al Hospital's parkmg lot, lockmg to the west

Photo 11. View from Rt. 2JA of h4storic Abel House. Southwest of Catsk:ll cool:ng tower superimposed

Photo 12. View from Promenade Hdi m Hudson look.ng west toward Athens, cement plant superirnposed. Alternative (Athens)
site cJ Greene County Nuclear Power Plant

Photo 13 View from Emtaough Road area, south of Catskdl. lookmg wes' toward Catskdl Mounta ns

Photo 14 V ew from Rt 145. East Durham area

Photo 15 Vvw from Northern Boulevard area, North Germantown. look.ng west toward Marquette cemer't piant and Catskdl Mountams

Photo 10. View from Rt. 23A, south cf Catskal, looking to the east at Church 5 H.II. cool ng tower supenmposed

Photo 17. V ew from Anchorage Road and landmg, North Germantown, loc,k ng west toward Marquette cement plant and
Catskal Mountains

Photo 18. View from Walnut Lane. north of Germantown. looking toward Church's H.ll, coobng tower supenmposed

Photo 19 V>ew from R t 2JA of historical Abel House. southwest of Catskal. cement plant supenmposed

Photo 20. View lookmg east from Rt. 9G south of Hudson

Photo 21. View lookmg southwest from Otana, coohng tower supenmposed in actual pos.t'on at the s:te of the proposed Greene County
Nuclear Power Plant

Photo 22 View from Embough Road area, south of Catskal cement plant suuenmposed

Photo 23 View of Open Gates Antrques Shop from R t. 23A. southwest of Catskill

Photo 24 View lookmg northeast from Rt 9W. north of Marquette cement plant

Photo 25 View from Embough Road area. south of Catskal. cool:ng tower supenmposed

Photo 20 View looking southeast from w.th.n Kaaterskdl C:ove. east of Ha.nes Falls

Photo 27. View lookmg east from Rt 9W of Marquette cement plant, north of Cementon

Photo 28. V,ew from Rt. 23A. south cf Catsk 11. lookmg to the east at Church's Hdi

Photo 29 View from H,gh Falls E= tension Road near Palenvale of Kaatersk,11 Creek

Photo J0. View f rom Walnut Lane, north of Germantown, looking north toward Church's Hal, cement plant supenmposed

Photo 31. V,ew f rom Embough Road area. south of Catskdl. lookmg west toward Catskdl Mountains, coohng tower supenmposed

Photo 32. View from Promenade H || m Hudson lekmg west toward Athens. Alternat,ve I Athens) sete of Greene County Nuclear
Power Plant

Photo 33 View look ng southwest from Olana. cemera plant sapenmposed. Proposed (Cementan) site of Greene County Nuclear
Power Plant

Photo 34 View lookmg east of Warren Street redevelopment from Promenade Hdi m Hudson

Photo 35. View lookmg west toward Catskill Mounta ns from Northern Boulevard area. North Germantown

Photo 3d View from Promenade H.ll m Hudson lookmg west toward Athens. coohng tower supenmposed. Alternative (Athens) site
of Greene County Nuclear Power Plant

Photo 37. View lookmg northeast from Rt. 9W. north of Marquette cement plant. cement plant supenmpcsed

Photo 38. V.ew from Rt. 23A of histoncal Abel House, southwest of Catskdl

Ptoto 39. View lookmg east from cl ffs at North Lake State Camp

Photo 40. View from Embough Road area, south of Catskill,lookmg west toward Catskal Mour .is cement pla t supenmposed
_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - - _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - -

-

_ . _ . . _ _ .
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Table N.15. Categories of photographs used
in visual preference survey

-- - - _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Category Photograph Nos.

-- -. - . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _

Unretouched scenes 28.24,38.4.13.5.32,9
Scenes with cement 2.37, 19.30,40, 22.12,33

plant superimposed

Scenes with cooling 16,7.11,18.31,25,38,21
tower superimposed

Scenes with existin9 17,27.3.35.15
cement plants

--- _ . _ ____ _ _._ _.___ _

Table N.16. Distnbution of survey respondents
_.

_ . - - _ -
_

. _ _ . _ _

Sub group Sample size (N)*
_ .. _. - - _ _ _ . . . . _ _ _ . . .

_ _ __

Local res dents
_ _ _

113
Catsk Il residents 49
Non Catskell resiaents 105
Nonlocal residents 32
Non Catskill local residents 64
1-5 years regronal residents

21
6+ years regional residen:s 109
11 + years regional res> dents 98
Respondents younger than 35 years old 76
Respondents 35 verrs old or cider 69
Olana respondents

22
North Lake respondents

12
Olana and North Lake respondents ''

Not entinuclear respoNents
27

Antinuclear respondents
105

Strongly antenuclear respondents 42
Weakly ant' nuclear respondents 63
Non- Olana and North Lake respondents 99
Olana "I ker " respondents

75
North Lake "l.ker" respondents

101
North Lake and Oiana " liker" responoents 54
North Lake and Olana "nont ker" respondents 93
Olana "noni,ker" respondents

78
North Lake "nonider" respondents 52

* Relevant subtotals do not necessaoly add up to the or g'nal
sample size (N = 1M) because respondents sometimes lef t certain
questions unanswered.

rated consistently and significantly higher than the cooling +.ower pictures by all subgroups
strongly suggests a distinct tolerance or aesthetic preference for the presence of the cementplants.

One hypothesis which in part may explain this is that local people are familiar with
the cement plants and have learned to accomodate them. Cooling towers represent something
totally unfamiliar in the landscape. Whether cooling towers are less preferred because of their
size, their lack of scenic attributes, their nonfamiliarity, or all of these is impossible to
infer from this survey. Since the "not antinuclear" subgroup responded with a significantly
higher preference for cement plants, too, one can assume that more than an anti-nuclear-powerorientation is contributing to the lower preference.

The cement plants have been around a long time and have grown to their present size slowly.
There are many econcaic connections between the cement plants and the local citizenry thataffect feelings about the plants. The proposed power plant does not now have any of these
economic, physical, or temporal ties to the local comunities. Over time, the economic

-

_ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _
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Table N.17. Sign:ficant cross tabulations
made ameng respondent groups

__ _ _ _ _

1-5 Years in region vs 6+ Years m reg <on

1-5 Years in repon vs 11+ Years in region

35 years and older vs less than 35 yeais

Local residents vs All others

Catskill res< dents vs All others

Catskill residents vs All nonlocals

Catskell residents vs All other locals

Antinuclear vs Not antinuclear

Antinuclear vs Not antinuclear vs M.ssing responses

Strongly antinuclear vs Weakly antinuclear vs Not antinuclear

Strongly antinuclear vs Not antinuclear

Strongly antinuclear vs Weakly antinuclear

Weakly antinuclear vs Not antinuclear

Olana respondents vs All others

North Lake respondents vs All others

Olana and North Lake respondents vs All others

Olana " likers" vs All others

North Lake " likers" vs All others

Olana and North Lake " likers" vs All others
Olana respondents vs Olana " likers"

North Lake respondents vs North Lake " likers"

Olana "li kers" vs North Lake respondents

Olana respondents vs North Lake respondents

North Lake " likers" vs Olana respondents
- - - - - - - _ - ._ _ _.. __

Table N.18. Comparison of responses to photographs of cement plants, coohng towers,
and esisting fandscapes by respondent groups

. - .. _
_ _ .__

Photograph sub ectl

Nurnber of Larwhcape withcaroup
E mest ng Real Landscape withres mdents

larxiscape cement plant coohng tower
_ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _

cement plant
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

All responden ts 1 54 ~X* 3 575 2 924 2.722 1 891
Range 4 641-1 900 4 395-1.706 4.313 -2 007 2132-1464

Not ant nuclear reu>orwients 27 X* 3 453 3 212 3 184 2.644
Range 4 462-1.840 4 346--I 889 4.115-2.423 3 280-2.115

Ar'tinuclear respondents 105 X 3 601 2 865 2 626 1 641
Range 4 683-1 823 4 405-1 667 4 355-1 919 1 992-1.315

Strongly antinudear reu.ondents 42 X 3 615 2 632 2 406 1 235
Range 4 P57-1667 4 405-1.381 4 512-1 690 1 476-1 048

- - _ _ _ . _ - . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ ._ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _

* X ' rnean of each photograph's mean recorded by that respondent group for that subset of photographs
6

Range = der rved from the range of the resporwient group's mean for each photograph within that subset of phntographs.

. _ _ . _ .
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Fig. N.l. Survey photographs ranked in order of preference.
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interrelationships with the power plant and the host communities are not expected to develop
significantly; the plant will not grow slowly - threc to four years' construction time will
bring its basic size into the valley; and the physical scale will most likely remain out of

s

character with this stretch of the Hudson Valley. As a basic guideline of sound landscape
planning, Diethelm suggested that "the scale and rate of development should be such that it
encourages and promotes comunity participation. Environmental alterations should be small
enough and slow enough to enable full comprehension and the assessment of probable consequences.17
It appears that these few major elenents of familiarity and acceptability that have permitted the -

cement plants to be accepted by the local communities are missing when they consider the like-
lihood of accomodation to the power plant's preser ce. More importantly, since this plant is
proposed in an area of unique national heritage, wl. ether people can acconmodate themselves
to it as an undesirable intrusion or not is one quest'on. Whether the intrusion should occur
in the first place is another.

The questions of accommodation and adaptation art linked by some to the modern and unusual
fom of the proposed power plant and the interest it might generate by these traits alone.
Wohlwill, a landscape architect, sheds some light on these considerations:

"
Environments generally are experienced repeatedly, and, in fact, in many cases

represent a virtually constant context for particular segments of an individual's
life, whether around home, on the way to work and at work, or for his or her recrea-
tional activity. The question thus arises: What is the capacity of an envi-
ronment to sustain a strong positive affective response following of t-repeated
exposure to it? Conversely, are strong negative responses to it similarly weakened,
if not neutralized? In other words, does familiarity indeed breed contempt,
i.e., a decrease in response, such as the concept of adaptation itself might
suggest? We lack the answers to this question at present, but common observation
suggests that in at least certain cases a particular type of environment becomes
the source of increasing ef fect, of ten invested with an reinforced by symbol'c
significance attributed to it, as in the New Englander's affection for his hilly
landscape, or the Midwesterner's no less real sense of attachment to the vast open
spaces of his fields of corn or wheat. .What limited research evidence we have,
furthermore, suggests that individuals are apt to prefer types of landscapes closely -

,

resembling those to which they have become adapted

" Almost by definition, novelty, incongruity, and surprise cannot be maintained for
any extended period of time as the individual develops familiarity with a given

,

'
environmental stimulus. Consideration of the sustaining power of environmental -

stimuli render all the more cogent the emphasis given to such qualities as '

harmony, balance, and fittingness or congruence, rather than their opposites,
since these would not necessarily change through repeated exposure." M s

'

familiarity with a given landscape can cause an extra sense of loss in reminiscence of and
comparison with the familiar state. Price reports that "for those familiar with a scene, its
unspoiled value, its value after despoi,oent, and the loss caused by despoilment can all,
compatibly, be greater than for casual visitors."M

In support of the familiarity hypothesis is the finding that in every case, real or superimposed,
the local residents (N = 113) rated the cement plants higher than did the nonlocal residents
(N = 32). Additionally, the regional residents with six years' residence or more (N = 109) in
every case rated the cement plants, real or superimposed, higher than the more recent arrivals
(five years' residence or less, N = 21). In the case of locals and nonlocals, statistically *

significant dif ferences were observed in five of the thirteen photographs (three had e < 0.05,
'two had v < 0.1). In the case of the long-term residents and newly arrived residents,

statistically significant differences were observed in six of the thirteen photographs (one
had o < 0.05, five had o < 0.l). These results are not that surprising since cement plants
have been in the region since 1825 and in the Cerenton location since about 1900. The Catskill i
resid(nts were significantly more negative than other local residents in their responses both
to tht cooling tower photographs and to the cement photographs.

From Table N.19 it can be concluded that those sites most capable of absorbing cooling towers
are those sites least liked. Preference ranking of these sites was degrsded least by the
addition of coolinq towers. AccordNiy, the Cerrenton site wculd be degraded more than the
Athens site and is, therefore, less preferable than the Athens site for the con < +raction of the
tooling tower. This conclusion is to be interpretM with the brewledge that it 'n based en only

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . - _ _ _ _ ~ - _ _ _ - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table N.19. Companson of ratmgs of unretouched photographs with ratings
c f supenmposed phot > graphs. all respondents

All values are mean scores for the pictures
_ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ . . _ _ _

Rat.nq dMerences

Cool.ng ( As is minus
As is As isPho t ogi aph As is tower Coolmg towe 1
*'"U5 " ' " " 'No. r a ting mmus mmus

9 Cement i As is mmus
plant Cement plant)

- ___

9 (CemertoM 4 641 2 Sto o 258 -2 267 2 252
13 4 627 2 687 1.712 -o 960 o975
38 4 099 2 313 1.2 31 -1068 1 029

5 3 947 2.283 1432 -o 829 0.851
4 3 889 23o8 0510 -1.839 1.798

32 ( Athens) o 5 79 1.420 -o219 -1 636 1 639
28 1 900 0427 o062 - o.342 o365
24 1 921 0434 0 219 -o 211 0.215

- - . - - . - - _ _ _ - . _ - .--

one photograph from each site; however, the photographs are each from very critical and
important locations. The basic conclusion remains valid - the more attractive the site from
middle- to long-distance observer positions, the more damaged it is in the process of absorbing
a cooling tower. Jackson et al. report that a given increment of change in the scenic quality
will have more impact on a high-quality landscape than on one of less quality. M Even though
the cooling tower might have a greater visual impact in certain unattractive (or less preferred)
landscapes, presumably the population would mind this less because these landscapes are not
so highly regarded to begin with. Such was the philosophy behind the evaluation in Sect. 5.7.2.

From the written responses on the survey, the staff discovered a significant interest in both
Olana and the cliffs at North Lake State Camp (Table N.2). Nearly 45% of all respondents
(H = 151) visit Olana at least once a year. In Catskill (N = 48), 50% of the respondents said
they visit '' lana more frequently than once a year. Of all respondents (N = 153) reported
visitirg the cliffs overhanging the Hudson Valley at North Lake State Camp, 45.11 visited more
than once a year. For Catskill residents this value was 60.47., with another 24% reporting
visits of once per year. North Lake was the most frequently mentioned place (26.8%) where all
respondents (N = 147) reported they go to see long, distant views of the region's landscape.
Olana (10.3%) was fourth it ntioned. Olana was the most frequently named (17%) favorite local
view of the hudson River b; all respondents (N = 94); North Lake (12.8") was third. North Lake
State Camp was the favorite choice (27.9%) in the region for hiking, camping, or picnicking'

(N = 104).

The view from Olana had the second highest mean and highest median ranking of all photographs.
It had the fifth lowest standard deviation. Thus, there appeared to be universal recognition
and agreement as to the high scenic quality of the existing view from Olana. That the photo-
graph in the survey may be too small or hazy to portray the cement plant activity is a fair
criticism. The high local use of Olana, however, suggests that people know that particular
scene. In addition, the survey respondents at Olana, those who could see in persci the view
and the cement plants, also gave the photograph their highest rating.

The view f rom North Lake received the ninth highest mean, while the view from the Hudson toward
the Athens site was rated seventeenth highest. (That the superimposition process did not seem
to introduce an alien elemer.t into the study is demonstrated here by the fact that the Athens
site with a cement facility received a higher rating [fif teenth highest mean] than the existing
scene.) The Olana view with a cement facility superimposed received the sixth highest rean.
Photograph 35, an existing cement plant facility view, received the seventh highest mean.

To repeat the conclusions from Sect. S.7.4.2, the staff concludes from personal interviews,
newspaper articles, and the visual preference survey that the population who will likely be
doing the viewing of the proposed facility:

1. are likely to be strongly opposed to any type of power plant at either location
2. are likely to be strongly opposed to large natural-draft cooling towers in their landscapes

-
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3. have apparently adjusted through familiarity or some other mechanisms to the presence of
cenent plants in their landscape

4. perceive their area of the Hudson Valley as having the highest scenic quality of any area
between New York City and Albany

5. strongly prefer the scenic quality perceived in natural or rural landscapes6. recognize the view from Olana as one of at least outstanding regional scenic quality7. are very fond of and very frequent users of Olana and the North Lake State Camp for
their long-distance vistas as well as for their recreational oportunities

8. perceive the proposed facility at Athens to be less of an aesthetic impact than it would
be at Cementon.

In view of these conclusions, it appears that the proposed facility is highly unwelcome and
inappropriate from the local resident's perspective. Aesthetics is important to these people.
The Athens site appears to be preferable to the Cementon site, but, again, neither is desired.
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The state of the art in modeling visible plumes from cooling towers is'not well advanced.
The staff is aware of no available model that is presently capable of predicting plumes
accurately. One either picks the best model from among those available or develops a new one
designed to meet the specific criteria of the problem.

There are two basic issues in the prediction of seasonal and yearly distributions of plumes which
must be met. The first is the problem of modeling the plume under a given set of atmospheric
and tower conditions. The second is the specification or characterization of the ambient
meteorology at the geographic location of interest. Time-dependent meteorological conditions
have not been measured at any site, and alternative data sources must be used. These consist
of on-site meteorological tower reading or National Weather Service (NWS) data from a nearby
airport (limited to ground-level measurements only) measured at periodic intervals.

plume models generally employ this data in one of two ways. One is to apply the plume model
for each atmospheric entry. If hourly data were used over several years' measurements, the
output itself becomes unwieldy. What actually happens is the unreasonable computer time this
would necessitate dictates the employment of a simplistic, less than the state-of-the-art
model. Thus the more accurate input results, nevertheless, in a degradation of the accuracy
of the predictions.

A second and preferred approach is to lump the ambient meteorology on both a seasonal and yearly
basis into 40 to 100 categories with an appropriate frequency of occurrence for each classifi-
cation. Over a period of time, these categories should adequateiy represent the atmospheric
conditions of the site. The strategy here is that the categories are chosen so that plume
lengths, heights, and radii within one category are very similar in overall characteristics.
If that is successful, one complete computer calculation on one ambient measurement can
represent an entire category. The results provide the tabular frequencies of seasonal plumes
for the site. The savings in computer time over the first method permits the use of the best
state-of-the-art model and avoids running the model repeatedly for cases only slightly different
from each other.

The model used (ANL Hybrid Model) was developed at Argonne National Laboratory. It employed
twelve computer programs to read the weather tapes, process the data, and run the plume
prediction model. This model (an improvement on the Hannal and Slawson2 models) was developed
for assessing the visible plume at the Seabrook Nuclear Power Plant and its alternate sites.3

The output includes tables for each site and season which present visible plume length as a
function of distance fron he center of the tower configuration and direction from the tower.
For any season and any di 'ance up to 5,000 m from the tower, a frequency of visible plume
length for all directio. can be obtained. Similar data are produced for visible plume heights.
Summaries and portions of this output are presented in Tables 0.1-0.5. Engineering parameters
for the visible plume model of the circular mechanical-draft cooling technology are presented
in Table 0.6.

The dimensions and frequencies of occurrence of the visible plumes utilized by the artist in
producing the cooling tower and plume photosuperimpositions are as follows:

A. 137.16-m (450-f t) natural-draf t cooling tower. Plume is 1026 m long at top
(596 m above ground), 626 m long at bottom (274 m above ground), wind is from
304' at 14 mph.

Cementon Site

One could expect the plume to be at least this long in the spring from this wind direction
in April 0.4% of the time. It would appear the same in the opposite direction 0.1% of the
time. It would be expected to be at least this long from any direction in April 19.3% of
the time.

One could expect the plume to be at least this high from this wind direction in April 0.3% of
the time, in the opposite direction 0.0% of the time, and this high from all directions in
April 11.5% of the time.

__ .
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T.ble 0.1. Projected vissb;e plumes from primary and alternative
technolopes and primary rW alternative sites (annual)

--
- - - - - . . . . . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _

Frequency of occurrence

N
Cementon Athens

NaNal C4rcular Natural Circula
dratt mechanical draft methanecal

P!ame length
,

(m)

100 85 9 85 8 83.2 85 6
200 75 7 69.2 74.2 69 4
300 60.1 61.5 65.0 57 6
400 51 4 49 2 56 0 52 3
600 38 0 40 0 44 6 39.1
800 31.1 31 6 36.0 373

1200 26 6 25 6 28.8 32 2
1600 24 4 21 9 270 28 6
2400 24 0 21 6 21 7 25.4
3200 21.6 17.3 20 7 25.1
4800 16.7 16.5 18 5 22 2

Plume he+9 th

above tower
(m)

50 90.7 86.1 876 90 8
100 79.7 70 3 82 2 74 1
200 60 8 49 6 53 9 53 2
300 38.1 31.4 36.3 38.9
400 32.9 29 2 25 9 33.3
500 21 9 22 9 24 0 28 8
600 15 5 19 8 21 0 24 ?
700 14 1 10.4 16 8 2c 1
800 11 9 99 73 '

900 94 9.9 69 1; o
1000 80 9.1 59 17.5

Athens Site

One could expect the plume to be at least this long in the spring from this wind direction
0.4% of the time. It would appear the same in the opposite direction 0.2% of the time. It
would be expected to be at least this long from any direction in April 26.7% of the time.

One could expect the plume to be at least this high from this wind direction in April 0.3%
of the time, in the opposite direction 0.1% of the time, and this high from all directions in
April 17.5% of the time.

B. Two ll5.82-m (380-ft) natural-draft cooling towers. Single plume as if coming from
one tower; wind is from 304 at 14 mph; plume is 1836 m long at top (591 m above
ground), 984 m long at bottom (261 m above ground); no frequency data exists.

C. Four 52.12-m (171-f t) fan-assisted natural-draf t cooling towers. Single plume as
if coming from one tower. Wind is from 304 at 14 mph; plume is 831 m long at top
(318 m above ground), 566 m long at bottom (139 m above ground); no frequency data
exists.

D. 18-m (59-f t) circular mechanical-draf t cooling tower. Based on a Marley Company
design. Wind is from 304 at 14 mph; plun:e is 641 m long at top (316 m above
ground), 430 m long at bottom (109 m above creend).

-

-
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Table 0.2 Prorcted vmble plumes from primary and a:ternative technologies
at pnmary and alternative sites (winter - December-Fel:ruary)

Frequency of occurrence
*

(%)

Cementon Athens

Natural Circular Natural Circular
d# a't mechanical draft mechamcal

Plume length
(m)

100 96.2 974 96.1 97 b
200 92.9 91 4 92.6 91 6
3c0 83.3 86.1 87.5 84.7

400 74.5 72 8 81 3 80.4

000 57.1 59 2 67.7 64 3
I 800 46 6 48.4 54.7 61.7

1200 40 2 38 8 42o 55 6

1600 36 7 33 4 39.2 49 0
2400 36.4 33.1 30.4 42 8
3200 32 5 27 9 28 9 42 2
4800 24.9 27.7 25 5 37.4

Plume height
above tower

(m)

f 50 98 9 9A7 98.4 99 8
100 93 7 8d 6 96.3 93.o

k 200 80 9 67.8 75 9 76 4
300 51.9 53 7 52.9 60 6g
400 48 2 42.7 3G 1 53 3
500 31.9 34 1 33 3 47.0
600 22 4 29 3 28 5 39.3

) 700 20.8 14 9 22 0 33 0
800 18.1 14 3 79 33 o
900 14 4 14.3 7.6 31.3

1000 12 0 12 7 68 29 0
g _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

>
Cementon Site

One could expect the plume to be at least this long in the spring from this wind direction
0.8% of the time. It would appear the sarre in the oppcsite direction 0.3t of the time. It
would be expected to be at least this long from any direction in April 29.5% of the time.

I One cculd expect the plume to be at least this high f rom this wind direction in April 0.5%

[
of the time, in the opposite directic. 0.3% of the time, and this high from all directic'ts
in April 28.St if the time.

Athens Site

| One could expect the plume to be at least this long in the spring from this wind direction
0.6% of the time. It would appear the same in the opposite direction 0.2% of the time. Itp

would be expected to be at least this long from any direction in April 31.7% of the time.

One could expect the plume to be at least this high from this wind direction in April 0.5*
of the time, in the opposite direction 0.2% of the time, and this high from all directions in

h April 30.9% of the time.

I

I

,

>
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Table 0.3, Propcted visible plumes from primary and alternative technologies
at primary and alternative sites -pnng - March-May)

Frerpoory of ocunecoce
( %.I

C? ment on A thens
_.- _ _. _.

Natural C.rcular Natural Circular
dr aft mahanical craf t mechanu al

_ _ _ . . _ _ . . _

Plume length
(ml

100 81.3 trl 5 89 7 H61
200 69 6 62 7 70 7 67.2
200 50 7 53 4 59 6 53.2
400 40 1 39 8 49 5 476
600 26 9 31 3 31 fi 31 7
800 21.2 23 7 29 2 30 1

1200 18 4 19 6 23 6 25 0
1600 16.8 16.9 22 1 22 2
2400 16's 16 7 18 6 19 7
32u0 15 2 12 5 179 19 5
4800 12 0 11 6 16.3 174

Plume het#1t
atmve tower

(m)

50 80 7 83 7 B4 5 90 7
100 74 9 64 0 73 0 70 1
200 $12 41.4 45 7 46.1
300 29 1 30 2 29 7 32.1
400 22.7 22 6 21 6 26 6
500 15 8 18 0 20 0 23 1
600 11.5 15 9 18 1 19 8
700 10 7 90 14 9 15 9
B00 84 85 62 15 9
900 67 85 59 15 1

1000 55 80 51 14 1
_. ._ _- ._ _ _
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Table 0.4. Projected visible plumes from primary and alternative technologies
at pnmary and alternative sites (summer -lune-July)

Frequency of occurrence
(%)

Cementon Atnens
_ . _ .

_ . _ _ _

Circular Natur al CircularNatural
craft mechanical draft mechanical

Plume length
(m)

100 15.3 70 4 70 2 67.9

200 60 4 48 6 56.5 46 9

3M 44.2 41 2 47.1 36 5

400 38 3 33.7 39.9 32 5

000 30 6 28 9 31.4 24 9

800 25 9 23 8 26 0 23 8

1200 21 5 20.1 21 4 19.0

1600 20.0 17.5 20 2 17.2

2400 19 3 17.3 16 5 15 9

3200 17.1 12 8 15.7 15 8

4800 13 8 11.7 14 3 13 9

Plume hesht
itme tower

(ms

50 82 7 70.1 77 4 76 4

100 67.2 52 6 69 4 57.3

200 49.3 37.0 41 6 38 3

300 33 4 27.9 26 9 25 6

400 27 2 23 0 20.2 2/ 2
500 18 5 18 0 18 9 18.4

600 12 9 15 5 16 8 15 6

700 11.4 81 14 0 12.9

800 9.3 7.9 73 12.9

900 7.8 7.9 68 12.3

1000 7.0 7. 5 56 11.2

-

_ . . . ,
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Table 0.5. Protected visible plumes from pnmary and alternative technologies
at primary and alternat.ve sites (f all - September-November)

F re ' 'cocy of occurrence

(%)

Cementon Athens

Natural Circular 9atur al C rcular
(fr af t mecharucal de af t mechan. cal

_ _ _ _ _ _

Plume length
(m)

10) 88 2 88 2 82 3 85 6
200 76 1 69 2 72 4 65 4
300 58 3 49.7 61 1 49 7
400 49 8 46 6 490 42.7
600 35 6 379 3d 1 31.7
800 29 5 28 6 31 6 30 0

1200 25 1 22 7 26 6 25 7
1600 23 0 18 6 24 9 22 9
2400 22 8 18 4 20 0 20 6
3200 20 5 14.9 19 0 20 5
4800 15 5 14 0 16 6 17 8

Plume he.ght
above tower

(m)

50 92 5 89 0 87.5 92 4
100 80 0 71 9 82.0 11.3
200 59 0 49 0 49 6 43 2
300 36 9 35 6 33 4 33 9
400 32.1 27 2 24 6 28.2
500 20 R 20 3 ?? 8 24.1
600 14 5 17.4 19 5 20 2
700 13 0 9.1 157 16 5
800 11.3 85 7.8 16 5
900 8. 7 85 /.3 15 6

1000 7.3 7. 7 62 14 1

Table O 6. Greene County Station alternative site study
cercular mechamcal draf t cooling tower data

_ - -

Numter of towers 3

Total beat d'ssrpated by towers (8 5 X 10" Blu hil
Water temperature range 24 75 MNt (8 45 x 10" Bru hel
Design approach temperature 16. 7'C (30 7 )
Des.go wet tiolb temperature 23 9'C (75'T)
Numter of fans per tower 13
D,ameter of eat h f an stad 110 m 136 f t)
E ot a+r speed 7. 7 m. sec (1358 f t 'm n)
Water to a r man ratio 1.44
Height of tower abuse has,n curb 18 0 (59 f t)
Tower d4ameter 96 0 m (315 f t)
Spacmg teetween to**rt 64 0 m t 210 f t)
Dr:f t rate (percent of circulation rate) 0.002%

--- - _ _ _ _ _
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